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PREFACE

With Alice Through the Looking-Glass,

"The time has come," the Walrus said,
"To talk of many things;
Of shoes—and ships—and sealing-wax—
Of cabbages—and kings."

Our book is of like category on the human side, from 'ships' and 'seals' and 'the hyssop that grows on the wall' to 'kings' and queens, as well as ordinary folk. But the collection is inspired and dominated by the belief in a unity, which gives the clue to the seemingly crazy checkerboard pattern of human history. It is at once a book 'of the ways of God' and 'of men.' Hence the extent and variety of subject-matter involved in the following composition, which has gone beyond the bounds of the normal Commentary of the day. In English the last extensive Commentary on Kings is that of G. Rawlinson in 1873, largely inspired by the fresh archaeological discoveries in Egypt and Mesopotamia; in German, the too little known but admirable work of the Catholic scholar, A. Šanda, of over a thousand pages, now almost thirty years old. Current interest has lain naturally in the more religiously inspiring books of the Hebrew Bible, the Prophets and the Poets, or critically in the still vexed Pentateuchal problems, or those of many of the Prophetical books. Many notable current histories indeed have included the materials of our book, as a source of history, yet only with indirect display of its character. But the equally divine and human aspect of this book, the compilation of which was inspired by the belief in the God of a people who is also God of human history, deserves attention as part of the catena of the earliest surviving attempt at history in the large sense of the word, and that coming from a politically insignificant people, but unique among the ancients in its sense of a universal Providence, tending mistily to "One far-off divine event, To which the whole creation moves."

In reviewing his work, the writer recognizes its limitations,
which are also his own. He has been primarily a commentator, which duty involves the related linguistics, text-criticism, history of interpretation from the ancient versions down to the present, and the attempt at exact translation with critical display. For lack of room he has not been able to expand on the criticism of the Hebrew text and of the Versions, confining himself mostly to comment ad locos. The marvellous results of modern archaeology have been recorded, however imperfectly, usually without more than reference to the authorities, who then may disagree among themselves, or whose opinions may be shattered by fresh discoveries, for Dame Archaeology has been a chastiser of theoretical reconstructions of literary and so of religious history. The writer has been dealing with the materials of history, but for their historical evaluation he must in large part refer to the many excellent historians, whose duty it is to have 'a vision of the whole.' For example, in the section of the Introduction bearing upon Chronology he has not been able to do much more than to present the bases of that vexed theme and to refer to the many authoritative monographs. Again the Biblical book is a religious compilation, but the large field of the history of Israel's religion may only be touched upon au courant, as in the story of the Northern Prophets, or the Southern Isaiah and the problem of Deuteronomy. For this field the reader must refer to the many and ample books on a subject that has especially preoccupied modern interest. In the already too extensive Bibliography there has been omitted reference to such general treatments, the eminent titles among which will be cited in place. Indeed the writer professes that he desires to make the most of these ancient records, to let them speak for themselves, constrained as he is to leave to others their proper placing in the enormous field of Oriental research.

The writer would express his thanks to many good friends for their genial help: to Prof. O. Eissfeldt of the University of Halle for the generous loan of an annotated copy of his Commentary on Kings; to President J. Morgenstern, Professors W. F. Albright, A. D. Nock, A. T. Olmstead, P. K. Hitti. And in particular he records his deep obligations to former students of his, amicis caris clarisque, for their interest and most helpful criticism, some of them having toilfully
read extensive sections of the manuscript book and spent hours of consultation with its author; to Professors H. S. Gehman, Z. S. Harris, F. James, S. L. Skoss, E. A. Speiser C. H. Gordon, H. M. Orlinsky.

And to the Publishers he acknowledges warmly their acceptance of a work that has grown beyond normal bounds.

JAMES A. MONTGOMERY.

February 8, 1941.

The War prevented the American and British publishers from immediate publication of the volume. The writer accordingly took the manuscript back from them ad interim, and has spent much time in rectifications and additions, which has been all to the good. A Supplemental Bibliography, only partly drawn upon, exhibits the further extension of the literature on the subject in the intervening years.

But word has at last come from the Messrs. Scribner in New York and T. & T. Clark in Edinburgh that the printing of the volume can begin. The author would express not only his personal gratification, but still more his deep respect for their venture in these days of stress and strain.

J. A. M.

October 18, 1944.

As a graduate student in Semitic Languages and Old Testament at the University of Pennsylvania and the Philadelphia Divinity School the editor took all the courses offered by Professor Montgomery, who aroused his interest in the Septuagint and other versions of the Bible and thus prepared him for his career in Old Testament teaching and research. Twice this manuscript had been ready for publication, as the two dates above indicate, but in each case circumstances beyond the author’s control postponed publication. In the meanwhile Professor Montgomery passed his eighty-second year, and for reasons of health he felt that he was not able to make another revision and to read the proofs of his forthcoming work. Under these conditions he asked his former pupil to make the final preparations of the manuscript and see it through the press. The editor was glad to assume this
duty in recognition of Professor Montgomery's contributions to Old Testament Science and with the personal satisfaction of having had a part in mediating to the world of scholarship the crowning work of his preceptor's distinguished career. On February 6, 1949, Professor Montgomery passed to his eternal reward, and while he never saw any of the proofs, he had the satisfaction of knowing that the printing of the Commentary had actually commenced.

The editor has brought the Bibliography up to date and incorporated the author's Supplementary Bibliography in the proper alphabetical order. For the sake of convenience of reference he has also inserted, at Professor Montgomery's request, his own Biblical Chronology of the period of the kings of Israel and Judah as found in the *Westminster Dictionary of the Bible* and in the Concordance of the *Westminster Study Edition of the Holy Bible*. He has also prepared the indexes at the end of the volume. The editor has made some changes and revisions in the manuscript, but these were of the type normally expected of a redactor. The author's spelling of proper names was in all cases retained, and the editor kept at a minimum alterations of English style. In fairness to the author the editor's aim was to let the final product remain the work of Professor Montgomery. The editor at this point wishes to express his gratitude to his colleague and former pupil, Dr. John Wm. Wevers, who gave him valuable assistance in the reading of the proof. While claiming no credit for the merits of the Commentary, the editor found pleasure in rendering a service to Biblical scholarship.

Henry Snyder Gehman.

Princeton, N.J.,
June 1, 1950.
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CARTOGRAPHY

In addition to the Palestine Exploration Fund Map of Western Palestine (1882), and the PEF Map of Palestine (1898), the Department of Lands and Surveys of Palestine has now published 14 sheets of Palestine, west of the Jordan, stretching northward from Beersheba to the Syrian frontier. The Palestine Survey has published a convenient folding pocket map, Palestine of the O.T. (print of 1938). In addition are to be noted the maps in G. A. Smith, HG, and his Historical Atlas of the Holy Land (ed. 2, 1936), and the rich collection in Abel, GP; cf. also the 'Map of the Principal Excavated Sites of Palestine,' PEQ 1932, opp. 220. For Syria there are the detailed maps in Dussaud, TH. N.b. the very useful 'Baedekers' for these lands. For the Bible Lands at large are to be noted Guthe's Bibelatlas, ed. 2, Leipzig, 1926, the map in the National Geographic Magazine, Dec. 1938, the Maps of Bible Lands published by the American Bible Society for inclusion in its edition of the Bible, edited by J. O. Boyd and W. F. Albright, 1939, and the maps in The Westminster Historical Atlas to the Bible, edited by G. E. Wright and F. V. Filson, Philadelphia, 1945.
INSCRIPTIONS, EPIGRAPHS, ETC., COMMONLY CITED

PALESTINE

The Moabite Stone (Mesha stele): see Comm., II. 34th, n. 1.
The Siloam inscription: see Comm., II. 20th.
The tablet material: see Diringer, IAE, Torczyner's volumes.

PHŒNICIA

Byblos
Ahiram inscr.: Dussaud, Syria, 1924, 135 ff.; Torrey, JAOS 46 (1926), 237 ff.
Yehaumilk: CIS I, no. 1; HNE 416; NSI no. 3; AT no. 5.

Sidon
Tabnith inscr.: HNE 417; NSI no. 4; AT no. 6.
Eshmunazar inscr.: CIS I, no. 3; HNE 417; NSI no. 5; AT no. 7.

SYRIA

_ARRAY_ (near Aleppo)
Zakar inscr.: Pignon, Inscr. sém., no. 86; Eph., 3, 1 ff.; CAH 3, 375; ATB 1, 443.

Senjirli

Sūjin (Sefireh): see Comm., I. 18, n. 1.

AKKADIAN TEXTS
Assyrian Eponym List: *KB* 1, 204; *CP* 219; *ARA* 2, 427; Olmstead, 'The Ass. Chronicle,' *AJSL* 34, 344.
Babylonian Chronicles: see Int., §16, n. 3.
Babylonian King Lists: *KB* 1, 286; *CP* 201.
Synchronistic History (early Babylonian-Assyrian): *KB* 1, 194.

PTOLEMAIC CANON
*KB* 2, 290; *CP* 239.
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Omitted are abbreviations for Biblical books, grammatical and commonplace abbreviations.
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<thead>
<tr>
<th>Abbreviation</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>AASOR</strong></td>
<td>Annual of American Schools of Oriental Research.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>AB</strong></td>
<td>see Barton.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Abb.</strong></td>
<td>Abhandlung(en).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Acta Or.</strong></td>
<td>Acta Orientalia.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>AfO</strong></td>
<td>Archiv für Orientforschung.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>AfR</strong></td>
<td>Archiv für Religionswissenschaft.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>AHNE</strong></td>
<td>see R. H. Hall.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>AHR</strong></td>
<td>American Historical Review.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>AJA</strong></td>
<td>American Journal of Archaeology.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>AJSL</strong></td>
<td>American Journal of Semitic Languages and Literatures.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>AJT</strong></td>
<td>American Journal of Theology.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>AKAT</strong></td>
<td>see Jirku.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Akk.</strong></td>
<td>Akkadian.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Albr.</strong></td>
<td>Albright.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Ant.</strong></td>
<td>Josephus, Antiquities.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>A0</strong></td>
<td>der alte Orient.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Aq.</strong></td>
<td>Aquila.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>ARA</strong></td>
<td>see Luckenbill.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Arab.</strong></td>
<td>Arabic.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Aram.</strong></td>
<td>Aramaic.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Arch.</strong></td>
<td>Archaeology.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Arch. Or.</strong></td>
<td>Archiv Orientální.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>ARE</strong></td>
<td>see Breasted.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Arm.</strong></td>
<td>Armenian.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>art(s).</strong></td>
<td>article(s).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>ARw</strong></td>
<td>Archiv für Religionswissenschaft.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Ass.</strong></td>
<td>Assyrian.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>ast.</strong></td>
<td>asterisk (Eusebian).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>AT</strong></td>
<td>see Lidzbarski</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>A.T.</strong></td>
<td>Altes Testament.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>ATB</strong></td>
<td>see Gressmann.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>ATLAO</strong></td>
<td>see Jeremias.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>ATR</strong></td>
<td>Anglican Theological Review.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>AV</strong></td>
<td>Authorized Version.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Bab.</strong></td>
<td>Babylonian.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>BA</strong></td>
<td>Biblical Archæologist.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>BDB</strong></td>
<td>see Brown-Driver-Briggs.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>BDD</strong></td>
<td>Bible Dictionaries.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Benz.</strong></td>
<td>Benzinger.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Bergstr.</strong></td>
<td>Bergsträsser.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>BJ</strong></td>
<td>Josephus, Bellum Judaicum.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>BL</strong></td>
<td>see Bauer-Leander.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>BL</strong></td>
<td>Biblisches Lexicon.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>BR</strong></td>
<td>see Galling.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Brock.</strong></td>
<td>Brockelmann.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Burn.</strong></td>
<td>Burney.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>BW.A(N)T</strong></td>
<td>Beiträge zur Wissenschaft vom A.(u. N.)T.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>BZW</strong></td>
<td>Beihefte to ZAW.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>CAH</strong></td>
<td>Cambridge Ancient History.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>C.Ap.</strong></td>
<td>Josephus, Contra Apionem.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Chic. B.</strong></td>
<td>Chicago Bible.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Chr.-Pal.</strong></td>
<td>Christian-Palestinian (dialect).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>CIOT</strong></td>
<td>see Schrader.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>CIS</strong></td>
<td>Corpus inscriptionum Semiticarum.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Comm.</strong></td>
<td>main text of this Commentary.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>comment.</strong></td>
<td>commentary, -ies.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>CP</strong></td>
<td>see Rogers.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Abbreviation</td>
<td>Description</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>--------------</td>
<td>-------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CSEG</td>
<td>Corpus script. eccles. Græc.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CSEL</td>
<td>Corpus script. eccles. Lat.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CT</td>
<td>Cuneiform Texts...British Museum (1896 seq.).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DB</td>
<td>Hastings, Dictionary of the Bible.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DCB</td>
<td>Dictionary of Christian Biography.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>deR.</td>
<td>de Rossi.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>dittog.</td>
<td>dittograph(y).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dr.</td>
<td>S. R. Driver.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DZG</td>
<td>Deutsche Zeitschrift für Geschichtsforschung.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EB</td>
<td>Encyclopædia Biblica. ed., edd.: editor(s), edition(s).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ehrl.</td>
<td>Ehrlich.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eissf.</td>
<td>Eissfeldt.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eph.</td>
<td>see Lidzbarski.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ERE</td>
<td>Encyclopædia of Religion and Ethics.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eth.</td>
<td>Ethiopic.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eus.</td>
<td>Eusebius.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EVV</td>
<td>English Versions, AV, RVV.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ew.</td>
<td>Ewald.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FHG</td>
<td>Fragmenta historicorum Graecorum.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FuF</td>
<td>Forschungen u. Fortschritte.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FV</td>
<td>French Version.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GB</td>
<td>see Gesenius-Buhl.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GCS</td>
<td>Die griechischen christlichen Schriftsteller der ersten drei Jahrhunderte.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ges.</td>
<td>Gesenius.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ginsb.</td>
<td>Ginsburg.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GK</td>
<td>see Gesenius-Kautzsch.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gr., Grr.</td>
<td>Greek, Greek texts.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gr.</td>
<td>Grammar, Grammatik.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gressm.</td>
<td>Gressmann.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GV</td>
<td>German Version.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HA</td>
<td>Handbuch der Altertumswissenschaft.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HAA</td>
<td>see Nielsen.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>haplog.</td>
<td>haplograph(y).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HAT</td>
<td>Handbuch zum A.T., ed. Eissfeldt.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Heb.</td>
<td>Hebrew.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Her.</td>
<td>Herodotus.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hex.</td>
<td>Hexapla, Hexaplaric.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HkAT</td>
<td>Handkommentar zum A.T., ed. W. Nowack.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>homoiotel.</td>
<td>homoioteleuton.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HNE</td>
<td>see Lidzbarski.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HP</td>
<td>see Holmes-Parsons.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HSAT</td>
<td>see Kautzsch.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HTR</td>
<td>Harvard Theological Review.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HTS</td>
<td>Harvard Theological Studies.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HUC A</td>
<td>Hebrew Union College Annual.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hwb.</td>
<td>Handwörterbuch.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IAE</td>
<td>see Diringer.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ICC</td>
<td>International Critical Commentary.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ILN</td>
<td>Illustrated London News.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JBL</td>
<td>Journal of Biblical Literature.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JDT</td>
<td>Jahrbuch für deutsche Theologie.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JE</td>
<td>Jewish Encyclopædia.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JPOS</td>
<td>Journal of the Palestine Oriental Society.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JPT</td>
<td>Jahrbücher für protestantische Theologie.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JQR</td>
<td>Jewish Quarterly Review.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JR</td>
<td>Journal of Religion.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Abbreviation</td>
<td>Description</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>--------------</td>
<td>-------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JSOR</td>
<td>Journal of the Society for Oriental Research.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JTS</td>
<td>Journal of Theological Studies.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JV</td>
<td>Jewish Version.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Key to Abbreviations**

- **KAT, KB**: see Schrader.
- **Ken.**: Kennicott.
- **Ki.**: Kings.
- **Kit.**: Kittel.
- **Klost.**: Klostermann.
- **KmAT**: Kommentar zum A.T., ed. E. Sellin.
- **Kr.**: Kré.
- **Kt.**: Kethib.
- **Lat.**: Latin.
- **LCS**: Die lateinischen christlichen Schriftsteller der drei ersten Jahrhunderte.
- **Lex(x)**: Lexicon, -a.
- **LHeb.**: Late Hebrew.
- **Lidzb.**: Lidzbarski.
- **LP**: Walton’s London Polyglot.
- **Luc.**: Lucian.
- **Lucif.**: Lucifer of Calaris.
- **Mas.**: Masora, -etic.
- **Meinh.**: Meinhold.
- **Mél.**: Mélanges de la Faculté Orientale, Université Saint Joseph, Beyrouth.
- **MGWJ**: Monatschrift für Geschichte u. Wissenschaft des Judentums.
- **Mich.**: Michaelis’s Hebrew text. minusc.: minuscule(s).
- **Moff.**: Moffatt’s Bible.
- **Montg.**: Montgomery.
- **MS., MSS.**: manuscript(s).
- **MVAG**: Mitteilungen der Vorderasiatisch-Ägyptischen Gesellschaft (continuing MVG).
- **MVG**: Mitteilungen der Vorderasiatischen Gesellschaft.
- **Nab.**: Nabataean.
- **NHeb.**: New (post-Biblical) Hebrew.
- **Nöld.**: Nöldreke.
- **NPS**: see Ryckmans.
- **NSI**: see Cooke.
- **OArab.**: Old Arabic.
- **OAram.**: Old Aramaic.
- **obel.**: obelisk (Eusebian).
- **Oc.**: Occidental tradition of the Hebrew text.
- **OGr.**: the ‘Septuagintal’ text.
- **OGr.**: the above and the Lucianic text.
- **OLat.**: Old Latin.
- **OLz.**: Orientalistische Literaturzeitung.
- **Onom. Gr./Lat.**: Onomasticon Graecum/Latinum; see Eusebius.
- **Or.**: Oriental tradition of the Hebrew text.
- **O.T.**: Old Testament.
- **OTG**: see Brooke.
- **Palm.**: Palmyrene.
- **PEF**: Palestine Exploration Fund.
- **PEQ**: Palestine Exploration Quarterly (continuing QS since 1936).
- **PG**: Migne, Patrologia Graeca.
- **Phoen.**: Phoenician.
- **Pjb.**: Palästinajahrbuch.
- **PL**: Migne, Patrologia Latina.
- **PSBA**: Proceedings of the Society of Biblical Archaeology.
- **QS**: Quarterly Statement of the Palestine Exploration Fund.
- **RA**: Reallexicon der Assyriologie.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Abbreviation</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>RB</td>
<td>Revue Biblique.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>rdg(s.)</td>
<td>reading(s).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RE</td>
<td>see Pauly-Wissowa.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>refl.</td>
<td>references.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>REJ</td>
<td>Revue des Études Juifs.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>resp.</td>
<td>respectively.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RGG</td>
<td>Religion in Geschichte u. Gegenwart, ed. 2.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RHR</td>
<td>Revue de l'Histoire des Religions.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RPTK</td>
<td>Realencyklopädie für Protestantische Theologie u. Kirche.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RS</td>
<td>Revue Sémitique.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RSMT</td>
<td>see Montgomery and Harris.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RV</td>
<td>British Revised Version of English Bible; RV&lt;sup&gt;™&lt;/sup&gt; the American Revision; RVV these and JV together, unless exception is made.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RV&lt;sup&gt;g.&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>Reallexicon der Vorgeschichte.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S. Arab.</td>
<td>South Arabic.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SAT</td>
<td>Die Schriften des A.T. in Auswahl (1921–25).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sb.</td>
<td>Sitzungsberichte, Philos.-hist. Klasse, of the Academy named.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SBOT</td>
<td>see Stade.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sk.</td>
<td>Skinner.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SOT</td>
<td>see Kent.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SS</td>
<td>Septuaginta-Studien, A. Rahlfs.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>St.</td>
<td>Stade.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sugg.</td>
<td>suggest(s).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>suppl.</td>
<td>supply, -ies.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>supplm.</td>
<td>supplement.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sym.</td>
<td>Symmachus.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Syr.</td>
<td>Syriac.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Targ.</td>
<td>Targum.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Then.</td>
<td>Thenius.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Theod.</td>
<td>Theodotion.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Th. R.</td>
<td>Theologische Rundschau.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tisch.</td>
<td>Tischendorf's ed. of Vulgate.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tr., trr.</td>
<td>translator(s), translation(s).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TS</td>
<td>Texts and Studies.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TSK</td>
<td>Theologische Studien und Kritiken.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TU</td>
<td>Texte u. Untersuchungen.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>var(r.)</td>
<td>variant(s).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>vs.</td>
<td>versus.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VS, VSS</td>
<td>Version(s), ancient.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>V.T.</td>
<td>Vetus Testamentum.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Watz.</td>
<td>Watzinger.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wb.</td>
<td>Wörterbuch.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WDB</td>
<td>Westminster Dictionary of the Bible.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wellh.</td>
<td>Wellhausen.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ZA</td>
<td>Zts. für Assyriologie.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ZAW</td>
<td>Zts. für die alttestamentliche Wissenschaft.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ZDMG</td>
<td>Zts. der Deutschen Morgenländischen Gesellschaft.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ZDPV</td>
<td>Zts. des Deutschen Palästina-Vereins.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ZfS</td>
<td>Zts. für Semitik.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ZWT</td>
<td>Zts. für wissenschaftliche Theologie.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
SYMBOLS IN CRITICAL APPARATUS

\( \mathcal{A} \) : Arabic VS.
\( \mathcal{C} \) : Coptic VS.
\( \mathcal{E} \) : Ethiopic VS.
\( \mathcal{G} \) : Old Greek ('Septuagint').
\( \mathcal{G}^L \) : the Lucianic Greek.
\( \mathcal{G}^H \) : the Hexaplaric Greek.
\( \mathcal{H} \) : the Hebrew text.
\( \mathcal{I} \) : Old Latin texts.
\( \mathcal{M} \) : Masoretic apparatus of \( \mathcal{H} \);
\( \mathcal{M}^{oc}, \mathcal{M}^{or} \), the Occidental,
Oriental forms respectively.
\( \mathcal{P} \) : Palestinian Aramaic.
\( \mathcal{S} \) : Syriac VS (Peshitta).
\( \mathcal{SH} \) : the Syro-Hexapla.
\( \mathcal{T} \) : Targum; \( \mathcal{T}^l \), de Lagarde's ed.; \( \mathcal{T}^w \), Walton's ed.
\( \mathcal{V} \) : Vulgate.

The following symbols are also used:

† indicates that all the cases in the Hebrew Bible are cited.
+ a critical plus.
∥ parallelism.
\( \triangleright \) etymological process toward.
\( \triangleleft \) etymological process from.
[ ] in the translation has bearing on the text of \( \mathcal{H} \); ( ) expresses an interpretative addition.
※ as asterized plus in the Hexapla.
\( \div \) an obelized minus in the Hexapla.
INTRODUCTION

I. THE BOOK

§1. PLACE IN THE CANON AS A DISTINCT BOOK; CONTENTS

Kings is one of 'the Twenty-Four Books,' constituting the sacred canon of the Jews, and the fourth book of the Former Prophets. It is a continuation of the book of Samuel, but without clearly marked literary distinction. For the mechanical history of Sam.-Ki. must be postulated a series of rolls, which were divided for arbitrary convenience. In the Hebrew division Sam. and Ki. are of almost equal length, in Bär's edition of respectively 91 and 93 pages. The Greek scribes with their smaller quires went further, and equally for convenience produced four volumes with the title, at βασιλείαι, generally translated, 'The Kingdoms,' but Thackeray has observed (p. 263) that, following Hellenistic use, the Greek should be translated 'The Reigns.' There is variation as to the joint between Sam. and Ki. in the Greek texts, although there the major tradition followed the distinction of the Hebrew Bible. However, Lucian found another division, after I. 211, with the actual termination of David's reign, which for historiography might be preferred. And Josephus begins bk. viii of his Antiquities at this point. But there is evidence for yet another division in the early Greek; after I. 246a some supplementary material is collected, evidently assembled there at the end of a tome (v. ad loc.). Indeed, after Hebrew syntax, a fresh section begins with the ensuing clause, "the kingdom being established in Solomon's hand." Cf. also remarks below on the literary 'break' in the Greek in 420ff.1

1 According to the Talmud, Baba Bathra, 15a, Jeremiah was the author of 'his own book and the book of Kings and Lamentations.'

2 Thackeray in his 'Greek Translators of the Four Books of Kings,' and in his Septuagint and Jewish Worship contends stoutly for Lucian's division between 2 and 3 Kgdm as original, also basing his argument
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The Greek collocation of Sam.-Ki. as one book with its division into four volumes was followed by all the ancient Versions. The Greek title as of 'The Kingdoms' appeared in early titles of the Latin Bible; the Arabic as well as the Ethiopic followed the Hebrew with 'Kings'; the Syriac used both titles, varying with the books. In the Latin Bible 'Kings' came into current use; but this version preserved also a second titulation for 1 and 2 Ki. as 'secundum Hebraeos primus/secundus Malachim,' i.e., with transliteration of the Hebrew title. With the revival of learning in the Western Church and the direct translations from the Hebrew the distinction between Sam. and Ki. was established, with, however, the continuance of the Greek division of each book into two halves. This distinction has been accepted in all Christian prints of the Bible, except in Ginsburg's and Kittel's editions, as it is also noted marginally in Jewish prints, e.g., in the encyclopædic Mikra'oth Gedoloth. For this division see Burney on II. 1.

The book continues that of Samuel with the history of the regency and reign of Solomon, records the disruption of North and South under his son, pursues in artfully articulated fashion the parallel histories of the two kingdoms, with a rich treasury of historical stories from the North, and finally centres on the surviving kingdom of the South, until at last, with the original conclusion of the book (II. 25\textsuperscript{21}b), "Judah went into exile away from its land." One recalls Polybius's drama of the end of Greece before Rome, and, closer to the theme, Josephus's Antiquities of his people, after their second ruin as a nation. But this work, compilation as it is of many and various sources, precedes those others in antiquity and with a faith they did not possess. For the editors, that history was worthy of record because it was guided by the hand of God, contradicted as he was by his own people. There was latent the belief that his on the almost exact equality of the parts of Codex B for 1 Kgdms and 2 Kgdms–3 Kgdms 2\textsuperscript{11}. But Rahlfs takes positive position against Thackery (SS 3, 186 ff.). In any case such divisions were primarily practical. Cf. the awkward opening of 2 Ki. with the fragmentary item, "And Moab rebelled against Israel after the death of Ahab." 3 Cf. Jerome's observation in his Prologus Galeatus (Tischendorf's ed. of the Vulgate, p. xxvii): "Melius multo est Malachim, id est, Regum, quam Mamlachot, id est, Regnorum, dicere."
§2. TEXT AND LANGUAGE

The basic text here used is that of the third edition of Kittel's *Biblia Hebraica* (BH), the editorship of which was notably continued after that distinguished scholar's death in 1929, appearing in parts, 1929–37 (see Bibliography). Its unique merit lies in the reproduction of a single manuscript, and that the oldest accessible one, the manuscript in the Public Library of Leningrad (MS L). This is a pure representative of the family of Ben Asher, as distinguished from the hitherto printed texts which contain traditions of Ben Naphtali; these texts follow Jacob Chayyim's Bomberg Bible of 1524–25, itself repeated by Kittel in the earlier editions.\(^1\)

As against the common tacit assumption of a fixed *textus receptus* of the Hebrew Bible the Notes in this Commentary cite constantly by way of example the various readings of the editions of Michaelis, Kennicott (his upper text), Bär, and the two of Ginsburg. For the thesaurus of variant texts recourse must still be taken primarily to Kennicott's *V.T. Hebraicum*, and to the invaluable critical digest of the material, along with collation of a large number of MSS of his own collation, by de Rossi (Kennicott's warm friend) in his *Variae Lectiones*, and the important supplementary volume of incidental materials, *Scholia critica.*\(^2\) His work is invaluable

---

\(^1\) The Old Greek gives additional material (e.g., the long story attached to I. 12), varying dispositions of the materials (e.g., the two long supplements in I. 2), rearrangements (as in I. 5–7, and the exchange of cc. 20 and 21), as well as also innumerable variations in text. The pertinent problems will be considered *ad locos.*

\(^2\) See the 'Prolegomena' of Kittel and collaborators and successors preface the completed volume. For further recent treatments of the learned apparatus, reference may be made to the writer's *Daniel, Int.*, §§5, 6; *Eissl., Einl., §§100, 101; Kahle, 'Der alttest. Bibeltext,' *Th. R.*, 1933, 227 ff.; and the admirable digest in Pfeiffer, *Int.*, pp. 71–104.

\(^4\) Kennicott gives a descriptive and critical 'Catalogus Codicum' in the 'Dissertatio Generalis' at end of vol. 2. De Rossi in the 'Prolegomenon' to vol. 1 repeats Kennicott's list with further description of prints and criticism, and adds his own list of additional manuscripts and prints.
for its presentation of the agreements of the Hebrew variants with the Versions, including the Syriac and Arabic. Bär's edition is valuable for its 'Annotationes Criticæ,' with the listing of Masoretic variants, the differences between Oriental and Occidental readings, and the 'Diversitates libri Regum a libri Chronicorum,' and 'a libri Jesaiæ,' and 'a libri Jeremiae.' Ginsburg's first edition presented variant readings. His second edition gives a far larger presentation of this material in the footnotes, page by page, along with the distinction of Oriental and Occidental readings, extensive citation of early prints, as also his own suggested correction of text, 'necesse est legere.' And in suit the critical apparatus in Kittel-Noth's edition gives current citation of selected variants based on earlier text-editors, and selected MSS, along with extensive citation of the Versions and critical judgments upon them and their bearing upon the Hebrew text.

For Ki. Kennicott cites at length 66 MSS, along with very many cited in places for him by C. Bruns. See his 'Catalogus Codicum,' including synagogueal Haftaroth and prints, following the text of Ki. For the same book de Rossi consulted 42 original additional texts in his own library, 34 others on occasion. In many cases these MSS contain only the Former Prophets.

In addition to the innumerable variations, in large part errors, yet often scribal corrections of impossible or unintelligible Hebrew, occurring in most authoritative MSS, as also the variations between presence and absence of the vowel-letters, or their faulty placement (the simpler form often giving the basis of interpretation by the Versions), there are

---


4 See the extensive apparatus listed in the 'Prolegomena.' Few fragments of the Babylonian texts appear for Ki. ; cf. Kahle, Masoreten des Ostens, BWAT 15 (1913), and 'Die hebräischen Bibelhandschriften aus Babylonien,' ZAW 46 (1928), 113 ff.

5 By inadvertence some numbers of Kennicott's citations are erroneously cited below through the Commentary, as 'MSS,' whereas they are actually prints; this correction concerns the particular numbers 257, 260, 264, 650 [J.A.M.].
the many corrections by the vocal קְרֶ, which have again to be diagnosed for their correctness. There also appear cases of the Sebîrîn, instances of 'it is the opinion that it is so and so,' the correction marginally annotated.\(^6\)

For Ki. criticism is further complicated by the extensive current parallelisms, and again towards the end of the book by the parallels for II. 18–20 with Isaiah, for II. 24, 25 with Jeremiah, and for ch. 25 by a double parallel in Jer.\(^7\) Accordingly we thus possess text-traditions of great antiquity. And the problem is further vexed by the inter-contamination among the parallels (affecting particularly the Versions at large), the greater fullness or preciseness or more extensive editing of one of the parallels affecting the sister text, hence the influence of the text of Ch. upon that of Ki., still more manifest in the Grr. See such a case at II. 25\(^4\), where the verb demanded before 'by night,' was early lacking in the Heb., which then has been variously supplied in four MSS ('and they went out,' 'and they fled'), in the parallel in Jer., and in the ancient and modern VSS (AV supplies the verb without further note, JV inserts in brackets—so translators must work!). A sample case of correction of the Heb., doubtless an original error, appears at I. 7\(^18\): here 'the pillars' and 'the pomegranates' should change place; corrections are made by 2 MSS, reading the second word in

\(^6\) For recent discussions of Kethib-Krê are to be noticed the book by Gordis on the subject (with additions to Bär's list for Ki.), and the criticism of it by Orlinsky, both listed in the Bibliography. For the Sebîrîn see Ginsb., Int., ch. 8; e.g., cases at I. 1\(^10\), 18\(^{31}\), 18\(^{24}\), II. 2\(^3\). Friedr. Delitzsch, in Die Lese- u. Schreibfehler im A.T., presents a list of some 400 alleged errors in Heb. of Ki. The acute theory of Boström, presented in his Alternative Readings in Samuel, will be pursued in the Notes below.

\(^7\) These parallelisms are fully presented by Bär, pp. 132 ff., cf. Kuenen, Einl., §45. The most comprehensive work in this regard is Vanutelli's Libri synoptici, presenting the parallel texts of Is., Jer., Ch., along with the several parallel Gr. texts, and a rich assortment of the Gr. variants. For an analytic study of these variants is to be noted Rehm, Textkritische Untersuchungen, and for such textual discrepancies Sperber, 'Hebrew Based upon Biblical Passages in Parallel Transmission.' Klost., Kent, Šanda most conveniently present the parallelisms in translation, as does also Crockett in his Harmony. For the particular literature on the several sections see Comm., ad locos, e.g., Add. Note on II. 18–20.
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both cases, again by some 50 MSS with the first word in both cases, while the VSS, except $\mathfrak{G}$, support $\mathfrak{H}$. That is, corrections often entailed further error.

The pursuit of variant readings of particular MSS in the history of text and VSS is of interest and of possible value. Kennicott finds a sample case in his no. 1, an excellent Bodleian MS; for the Pentateuch he notes some 2000 variants, 'not a few of them of moment,' and as confirming in some cases the ancient VSS. An example may be presented for Ki. in Ken. MS 30. In several cases (e.g., I. 420, 1411, 156, 192, II. 625, 937) it has rdgs., alone or along with a few other MSS, agreeing variously with $\mathfrak{G} \mathfrak{S} \mathfrak{A} \mathfrak{H}$; further correspondences with particular rdgs. of Gr. MSS appear at II. 1538, 1937, 221. Other MSS may be cited for occasional notable correspondences with the Grr., e.g., MS 2 (I. 629), 23 (II. 215), 70 (I. 840, 41, 46, II. 178, 2410), 174 (II. 101, 'Samaria' for 'Jezreel'), 180 (II. 932, 201=61). But guard must be taken concerning individual MSS; thus MS 253 contains 'multas egregias variationes,' to quote de Rossi, and Kennicott holds that 'written in 1495, it was influenced by printed Bibles.'

Accordingly the variations of Heb. MSS, as well as of editions, will be cited currently in the Notes, when they appear to be of interest, even if not of value. Their importance for text criticism may be judged only case by case. We must allow for the ecclesiastically less important Prophets a greater liberty taken with the texts, often in consequence of their human interest. Various cautions have to be borne in mind

8 'Dissertatio' at end of vol. 2, p. 71. Particular study of the Hebrew variants and so of the classification of the MSS has been sorely lacking. Hempel gave a 'Chronik' on the subject in $\textit{ZAW}$ 1930, 187 ff., and also a further study in the Göttingen $\textit{Nachrichten}$, Philolog.-hist. Klasse, 1937, 227 ff. S. H. Blank has made a comparative textual study of a recently discovered MS in $\textit{HUCA}$ 8–9 (1932), 227 ff. Bewer has treated Ken. 96 in connexion with a brief passage in the G. A. Kohut Vol., pp. 86 ff. For other individual studies see Orlinsky's note 12 in his 'Present State of Proto-Septuagint Studies.'

9 Some MSS come from the hands of Jewish proselytes to the Church, and so have been contaminated; a specimen is given by the writer in his $\textit{Daniel}$, p. 13, and such a MS is noted by de Rossi, his MS 69, commented on in vol. i, p. cxxxii. His corrections of Kennicott's often too early datings are to be noted.
by the critic. For the early age the acquaintance of scribes with Greek must have insensibly, *memoriter*, affected their texts. Indeed the part of memory in ancient text transmission has been rather ignored by modern critics, who appear to visualize ancient scribes as painfully collating various texts and parallels. This outlook explains the later variety in citation of the Greek Bible, as in the case of St. Paul, who knew his Hebrew (a disciple of Gamaliel he was, according to Acts 22\(^3\)), the oral Targum of his day, and the current Greek translation, and who also could supply his own fresh translations. See further §11.

For the dialectical varieties in Ki. Burney in his *Hebrew Text* . . . of *Kings*, 207 ff., gives a useful list; almost all of them belong to the North Israelite narratives, appearing also in Jud. and Sam., and surviving in much later literature. Cf. also the useful summary in Dr., *Int.*, 188, n. 1. There may be noted the form of the 2d fem. sing. pronoun *'attî*, and the corresponding suffix -*ki* (appearing also in Punic). The relative *'ath* occurs once (II. 6\(^{11}\)). The development of *'ăšer* as a demonstrative relative element = 'he-of,' a replica of *'ath*, occurs at II. 19\(^{12}\). Noticeable is the almost absence of loan-words from the Aramaic. Kautzsch in his *Aramaismen im A.T.* (1902) presents only two certain cases, *'anî*, II. 6\(^1\), and *'ará* , I. 10\(^1\), which occurs frequently earlier in Num. (E) and Jud.; to these cases may be added *'ânî*, I. 6\(^{34}\), *'alî*, II. 2\(^{20}\), and the pl. forms *'ânikî*, *'ai* , I. 11\(^{33}\), II. 11\(^{13}\).

There occurs the frequent avoidance of the usual rules for consecution of verbs with Waw, e.g., II. 5\(^{20}\), 12\(^{12}\); see Dr., *Tenses*, ch. 9, citing many cases in Ki., and F. T. Kelly, 'The Impf. with Simple Waw,' *JBL* 1920, 1 ff., citing with analysis the cases in Ki., pp. 10 ff. There are also many cases, as in the Samaritan Pentateuch, of the unapocopated impf. with consecutive Waw.\(^{10}\)

\(^{10}\) For the most recent study of the Canaanite development of the aspects' (traditionally 'tenses') see Harris, *Development of the Canaanite Dialects*, pp. 83 ff.
II. ANCIENT VERSIONS

§3. THE APPARATUS AT LARGE

Of the two great Polyglot Bibles containing the Oriental Versions, that of Paris (edited by Le Jay, completed 1645), and that of London (edited by Brian Walton, completed 1657), the latter has been used in this work. For Ki. it contains in parallel columns along with the Hebrew the Latin of the Vulgate, the Greek, the Syriac, these two with Latin translations, and at the bottom of the opposite pages the Targum and the Arabic, also with like translations. Of particular value are de Rossi’s summaries of the variants in Hebrew MSS and the Versions in selected passages.

The Old Testament in Greek (the Cambridge OTG), edited by Brooke, McLean, Thackeray, provides comparative textual apparatus for the Versions dependent upon the Greek, namely the Sahidic-Coptic, Ethiopic, Christian-Palestinian, the Syriac Hexapla, Armenian, Old Latin. The ‘Polychrome’ edition of the Book of Kings in P. Haupt’s SBOT, edited by Stade and Schwally, with constant and often contradictory notes by Haupt, is an invaluable select treasury of materials of the VSS bearing upon the text. There is to be noted also the extensive accumulation of variations of the VSS in Kittel’s BH. For the Versions see Burney, Kings, pp. xx seq., and Driver, Notes on the Hebrew Text . . . of the Books of Samuel, pp. xxxiii seq., discussing a text closely related to that of Ki. General reference may be here made to Swete, Int. to the O.T.

1 Vol. VI of this invaluable work also contains a series of pertinent addenda: Variants to and Observations on the Targum; Variant Readings of the Syriac; ditto of the Arabic. The extensive apparatus of comparisons of the Greek and Latin texts with manuscripts and earlier prints of the Bible is of bibliophilic interest, and the long ‘Nota’ by Flaminius Nobilius (d. 1590), of 196 pages, on the Greek translation, is a fine specimen of early critical scholarship.

2 See the Preface to vol. I, and for the increment of material the Prefaces to parts 1 and 2 of vol. II (Kgdms). The work also methodically lists citations of the Biblical text found in Philo, the N.T., Josephus and the Patristic writings. For critical discussion of such citations and also for a much wider field, see Rahlfs, SS 3, ch. 1, §§7, 8, ch. 3 (Josephus), ch. 4.
§4. THE GREEK VERSIONS

in Greek (for the Gr. MSS of the Historical Books, pp. 154 ff.; for the sub-versions of the Gr., part I, ch. 4), and to the articles on the VSS in BDD, JE; also to the bibliography and critical results given by the writer in Int. to his Daniel. There is to be added now for the Greek VSS, the Peshitta, the Vulgate, Pfeiffer, Int., 104 ff.

§4. THE GREEK VERSIONS

a. The Apparatus

The largest thesaurus of rdgs. of the Greek MSS still remains that of Holmes and Parsons. Its place is most conveniently, but not wholly, taken by the Cambridge OTG; see §3. Alongside of this monumental work is to be placed for usefulness in the study of Kings and Chronicles Vanutelli’s Libri synoptici V.T., cited in §2, n. 7, presenting along with the Hebrew texts their respective Greek and Latin translations (the texts of Swete and Heyse-Tischendorf), along with a finely articulated apparatus of rdgs. of the Gr. MSS arranged in groups, i.e., Origenian, Lucianic, sub-Lucianic, sub-Alexandrian; the rdgs. of the Syro-Hexapla and the parallels in Josephus are included.

Tischendorf-Nestle’s and Swete’s editions of the Gr. O.T. cite for uncial codices in this book only B (Codex Vaticanus) and A (Codex Alexandrinus).1 The Cambridge OTG and Vanutelli treat as one uncial manuscript (as indeed long observed) the codex cited by them as N, known to HP as two distinct MSS, XI and 23; and so also an uncial MS Coislinianus 1, cited as M, extending only for I. 1-816. There are also fragments of an uncial Z. The most recent edition of the Greek text is Rahlfs’s Septuaginta, presenting a revision of the text of B and an apparatus of the pertinent variants. In this connexion is to be noted the Göttingen Septuaginta, instituted by Rahlfs, with large critical apparatus and introductions; Rahlfs himself edited Genesis (1926) and Psalms

1 In addition to the earlier autotype facsimile of the latter codex a reduced facsimile reproduction has been published by the British Museum, edited by F. G. Kenyon, 1915, seq. See at large Kenyon’s Our Bible and the Ancient Manuscripts, 1940.
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cum Odis, followed by W. Kappler, Maccabæorum Liber I (1936), and J. Ziegler, Isaias (1939).²

b. The Alexandrian (Septuagintal) Group (G)

The one uncial MS of the group, the regnant text of all modern editions, is Codex B, Vaticanus. Despite the corrections of 'correctores,' this noble MS abounds in glaring faults (shared in also by Codex A), particularly in transliterations, but also in other quarters, and this often uniquely, as the Notes will show. Its text may not, per se, be used for statistical comparison, except upon critical comparison with related MSS and sub-versions, especially the Ethiopic. Its own particular Greek group is small.³ For the problem whether

² The first part of N (HP MS XI) is in the Vatican Library; it extends over Ki. The second (HP 23) is in the Library of St. Mark's, Venice (hence also known as Venetus). See Swete, Int., 131 ff., and vol. III of his text, p. xiv, and Montg., Daniel, 26, 51. In OTG, through an earlier omission, reference to this MS is to be found in Preface to part 3 of vol. 1. For M (HP X, not cited there for Ki.) see Swete, Int., 140, and Rahlfs, SS 3, 32 f. MS Z is noticed by OTG in Preface to Kings; by Rahlfs, SS 3, 193, n. 2. For the MSS at large see Swete, Int., ch. 5, Rahlfs's encyclopædic Verzeichnis d. griech. Handschriften d. A.T., and his detailed critical discussions in SS 1 and 3. Most recent is the ample discussion of the Gr. uncial MSS of the O.T. by J. H. Ropes in vol. 3 (1926) of The Beginnings of Christianity (ed. by F. J. F. Jackson and K. Lake), pp. lxxxviii, seq. In addition to Nestle, 'Septuagint, DB, there are to be cited among recent studies: O. Procksch, Studien zur Geschichte der Septuaginta (1910), and his 'Tetraplarsche Studien,' ZAW 1936, 240 ff., 1937, 61 ff., covering the theme as far as Ruth; Kenyon, The Text of the Greek Bible, 1937; also the articles by Olmstead, 'Source Study and the Biblical Text,' and 'The Earliest Book of Kings' (see Bibliography). The final results of M. L. Margolis's monumental The Book of Joshua in Greek (parts I–IV, 1931–36) have not yet been published. He gave a preliminary statement in 'The Grouping of the Codices in the Gr. Joshua,' JQR 1 (1910), 259 ff.; cf. also his essay on 'Textual Criticism of the Gr. O.T.,' Proc. Am. Philos. Soc., 1928, 187 ff. A. Allgeier's recent volume, Die Chester-Beatty Papyri zum Pentateuch; Untersuchungen zur älteren Überlieferungsgeschichte der Septuaginta (1938), gives a full discussion of results from that quarter. See also further literature cited in §11, n. 6.

The alphabetic symbols for the cursive MSS will be used below, following OTG and Vanutelli, with occasional references to numbered MSS of HP not included in the former system.

³ The writer has expressed his criticism of uncritical use of B as basis of textual comparison in a review, JBL 1936, 309 ff. For a recent study see Sperber, Septuagintaprobleme I, BWANT III, 13 (1929).
there was more than one archetype of the Septuagint see the literature of the discussion in §II, note 6.

c. *The Later Jewish Translators, Theodotion, Aquila, Symmachus, etc.*

For placing Theodotion’s name first, see the writer’s *Daniel*, p. 46. For the additional texts known at large to Origen, but of unknown *provenance*, the Quinta, Sexta, Septima, see Field’s *Hexapla*, vol. I, Prolegomena, ch. 5, and Swete, *Int.*, pt. I, ch. 3. Field’s invaluable work cites all the then known citations made by Origen and others from those obscure translations; these are also duly registered with an increment of additions in *OTG*. For Aquila there have now been recovered six large papyrus leaves of his translation of Kings, discovered by S. Schechter in the Cairo Genizah, and published by Burkitt and Taylor in *Fragments of the Books of Kings*. This material includes I. 20\(^7\)-17, II. 23\(^{12-27}\). The thesaurus of these translations is the Syriac Hexapla (see §6, b), plus marginal citations in some Greek MSS, notably M and j (=243); see Rahlfs, SS 3, 32 ff. Remains of the cited Quinta appear frequently for 2 Ki., never for 1 Ki. The effect of Theodotion upon the history of the Greek text remains obscure; he is cited frequently along with Aquila and Symmachus, but rarely alone; see further §II, c.

d. *Origen’s Revision and its Successors (\(\text{OS}\))*

Origen prepared two texts, the Hexapla and the reduced Tetrapla. A further revision of his (Palestinian) text was produced by Eusebius under Constantine’s command (the

---

4 Valuable textual notes are added by the editors. See in general J. Reider, *Prolegomena to Aquila*, Philadelphia, 1916. For the relation of Aquila and Targum see Silberstein’s work, cited in Note introductory to I. 1.

5 See Burkitt, ‘The So-Called Quinta of 4 Kings,’ *PSBA* 24 (1902), 216 ff., citing instances where “readings of the so-called Quinta preserve a valuable emendation of the Mas. text”; E. Nestle, *ib.*, 25, 63; Olmstead, ‘The Earliest Book of Kings,’ who rediscovers Quinta in 1 Ki., proposing it as the basis of the Gr. in that portion of the book, and with stress on the critical importance of the version (pp. 184 ff.).
Constantinopolitan text). The MSS of this group are promiscuous in their readings. Of the uncialis, A N belong here; M has 'a vulgar text,' 'influenced by the Hexapla' (Rahlfs, SS 3, 32). Codex A, like B, is carelessly written, and often runs independently of its fellows, indeed is often found in particular, even unique, correspondence with B. For Ki. Vanutelli selects as cursive of this group MSS c x y (HP 376 247 121).

In this connexion may be noted Origen's Alexandrian counterpart, Hesychius (martyred under Galerius), who produced a revision of the Greek Bible. But no precision of Hesychian texts has been made for Ki.

e. The Lucianic Revision (Str)

See at large Rahlfs, SS 3, the outstanding work on the criticism of the problematic text of Lucian and its correlations. In 1883 Paul de Lagarde published his Librorum V.T. canonicerum pars prior (part 2 never appeared)—a cryptic title indeed, for the volume is a presentation of the Lucianic text of Gen.–2 Esd., devoid of any textual apparatus. Following Vercellone he based his text on MSS 19 82 93 108 (=OTG b' o e2b). His volume has become the staple for dis-

6 See Field's Prolegomena, Swete, Int., 18 ff, the writer's Daniel, Int., §14, and in particular for the present subject Rahlfs, SS 1, 47 ff., 'Origenis Zitate aus den Königsbüchern.' There may be noted in addition two important studies, by Margolis, 'Hexapla and Hexaplaric,' AJSL 32 (1916), 126 ff., and by Orlinsky, 'The Columnar Order of the Hexapla,' JQR 27 (1936), 137 ff.

7 See the full study, including much more than its title indicates, by S. Silberstein, 'Über den Ursprung der im Codex Alexandrinus u. Vatikanus des dritten Königsbuchs der alexandrinischen Übersetzung überliefernten Textgestalt,' ZAW 13 (1893), 1-75; 14, 1-30.

8 For analysis of MSS of this group see Margolis, 'Hexapla and Hexaplaric,' cited above. For Joshua he accepts a different group from the above, namely 15 (=a) 27 64 78.

9 See Nestle, DB 4, 445, col. 2; Swete, Int., 18 ff.

10 For the credit for recognition of this group see ib., p. 80, n. 1. Lucian, martyred in the year 311/12, was a Syrian of Antioch, and belonged to a different school of Biblical tradition than that of Alexandria (Septuagint, Hesychius) and that of Caesarea (Origen). For these three schools see Jerome's 'Præfatio in Paralip.' in his 'Prologus Galeatus' (Tischendorf, p. xlvi). Burney, pp. xx–xxxii, gives a long list of Gr. rdgs., mostly parallelisms of μ and μ'; but μ is cited only from faulty B.
cussion of the text in question. But de Lagarde's method and text have undergone drastic criticism by Rahlfs with his study of all Lucianic clues and exposure of de Lagarde's many arbitrary readings. He adds as a major Lucianic MS no. 127 = c₂, and comes to the conclusion that o and c₂ are far superior to the others. Related MSS are 56 (= i) 158 245.¹¹ Vanutelli ('Prolegomena,' vi) follows much the same grouping, adding other MSS as 'sub-Lucianic.' Readings from this source have largely affected, often as glosses, other MSS (Rahlfs, SS 3, 30 ff.).

§5. THE TARGUM (T)

The text of the 'Targum of Jonathan' primarily followed here is that of de Lagarde's Prophetae Chaldaice (T¹), based upon a single MS, the Codex Reuchlinianus, of date 1105, itself containing many annotated variants, listed in the Preface, along with variants of other printed texts. To Walton's edition of the Targum in the London Polyglot (T⁵) S. le Clerc (Clericus) has contributed a long essay in vol. 6, 'Variae lectiones in Chaldaicam paraphrasin.'¹ We have to postulate early oral Targums in paraphrastic citation of the Scriptures. Their literary composition was not effected until a late date; according to Hamburger, RE 2, 1184 ff., Targum Jonathan was not earlier than the 4th century. For the influence of oral Targums upon other translations, cf. §11, d, and P. Churgin, 'The Targum and the Septuagint,' AJSL 50 (1933-34), 41 ff., with discussion of earlier literature.

§6. THE SYRIAC VERSIONS

a. The Peshitta (S)

The earliest Syriac version was so named, 'the Simple,' in contrast to the later composite Hexaplaric text. The text

¹¹ N.b. his discussion of 82 in SS 1, 3 ff.
¹ Kahle, in Masoreten des Ostens (1913), 25 ff., presents a Babylonian text of the Hebrew and Targum of 2 Sam. 24¹⁸-1 Ki. 1¹⁵, with Bab. punctuation; similarly A. Sperber, 'Zur Sprache des Prophetentargums,' ZAW 1927, 267 ff., presents I. 17-19 with the same punctuation.
here used is that of the London Polyglot, which is supplemented in vol. 6 by H. Thorndike's 'Variantes in Syriaca versione V. T. lectiones.'¹

b. The Syro-Hexapla (Ἑὴρ"

The term indicates the Syriac translation of Origen's Hexaplaric Greek text, with citation of the latter's critical apparatus, made by Paul of Tella in the year 616-17, and surviving in one MS in the Ambrosian Library in Milan.² The edition of the text used here is de Lagarde's notable publication, Bibliothecae Syriacae (1892), covering Gen.-Ki. (the earlier books largely fragmentary). For Sam.-r Ki. ₁¹⁻⁻¹⁹ OTG also adds the glosses of a 'patchwork text,' revision of the Peshitta from the Greek; see vol. 2, pt. 1, p. viii. There are also the Hexaplaric citations in a great work by Abu-l-Farāj, surnamed Barhebræus; these are cited in OTG.³

§7. The Ethiopic ( 页面)

The text used here is that of Dillmann, V.T. Ethiopicum. His 'Apparatus Criticus,' following 1 and 2 Kgdms and 3 and 4 Kgdms, contains variants, conspectus of variations

¹ This text is repeated in Lee's edition, published by the British and Foreign Bible Society (1823). For the Syriac versions in general see E. Nestle, 'Syriac Versions,' DB; A. Baumstark, Gesch. d. syrischen Literatur, §4 (listing the Bible translations, and with full bibliography); L. Haefeli, Die Peshitta des A.T. (1927); and for particular notice of MSS and prints, W. E. Barnes, 'The Peshitta Version of 2 Kings,' JTS 6 (1905), 220 ff. For a discussion of the relation of Ε to Η see J. Bloch, 'The Influence of the Greek Bible on the Peshitta,' AJSL 36 (1920), 161 ff., with full bibliography, but arriving at no definite results; cf. also his earlier article, 'Authorship of the Peshitta,' ib., vol. 35, 215 ff. Of particular interest for the Syriac tradition and interpretation of text are the Scholia of Barhebræus; see note 3.

² For the literature see Daniel, Int., §10, d, and for the translator and his work, Baumstark, pp. 186 ff.

³ He lived 1225–86; see at length Baumstark, pp. 312–21. The material appears in his encyclopedic Aușar Rāzē, 'Treasury of Mysteries.' A. Morgenstern has published the text for Ki., Die Scholien des Gregorius Abułfaraq, Barhebræus genannt, zum Buch der Könige (1925). M. Sprengling and W. C. Graham have published the first volume of Barhebræus' Scholia on the O.T. (Chicago, 1931), covering Gen.—2 Sam. These scholia to the Biblical books introduce the Origenian ('Ionian') readings, as also direct translations from the Hebrew.
§8. THE ARABIC

from the LXX, etc. There are to be noted particular presentations of fresh MSS: by N. Roupp, 'Die älteste aethiop. Handschrift der vier Bücher der Könige,' ZA 1902, 296 ff.; and H. S. Gehman, 'The Old Eth. Version of 1 Kings and its Affinities,' JBL 1931, 81 ff.¹

§8. THE ARABIC (א)

The text here followed is that of the London Polyglot, reprint from that of Paris. For the Arabic versions at large see H. Hyvernat's extensive discussion, 'Arabes (Versions),' in Vigouroux's DB; F. C. Burkitt, DB i, 137 f.; P. Kahle, Die arab. Bibelübersetzungen, Texte mit Glossar (1904); and the recent summary account by Gehman, 'The Polyglot Arabic of Daniel and its Affinities,' JBL 1925, 327 ff. OTG does not present the readings of this version.²

§9. OTHER ORIENTAL VERSIONS

a. The Syro-Palestinian (א)

For the fragments in this dialect in Ki. see Pref. Note, in OTG. The dialect is Judæo-Palestinian, written in Syriac characters, coming from a Christian Church of Melkite persuasion, which was originally dependent upon the Syrian Church at Edessa. A group of these Palestinians at unknown date migrated to Egypt. Here their literary remains have been found, almost all lectionary material.³

b. The Coptic (א)

There exist only fragments of the Sahidic dialect for Ki. On the textual value of the Coptic versions see Prefatory Note in OTG, vol. i.

¹ Gehman has used in comparison with Dillmann's text an unpublished Eth. MS in the Vatican library, photographic copy of which is in the Library of the Philadelphia Divinity School; he supplies an ample Bibliography. For other critical material see §11, a.

² There may be noted in this connexion J. F. Rhode, The Arabic Version of the Pentateuch in the Church of Egypt (Catholic Univ. Thesis, 1921), and Gehman, 'The Arabic Bible in Spain,' Speculum, i (1926), 219 ff.

³ For the dialect see Brockelmann, Grundriss, i, 16; F. Schultess, Lexicon Syropalaestinum (1903); Duval, La littérature syriaque; Nestle, DB 4, 649; Rosenthal, Die aramaistische Forschung, pp. 144 ff.
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c. The Armenian (Arm.)

OTG presents this text as Α. See Gehman, 'The Armenian Version of I and II Kings,' JAOS 1934, 53 ff., and his similar treatment of the Armenian text of Daniel in ZAW 1930, 82 ff., these with full bibliographies. Over this language and the Coptic the present writer has no control.

§10. THE LATIN VERSIONS

a. The Old Latin (𐤏)

The material from old Latin MSS with pre-Hieronymian text is registered in OTG; see Pref. Note in vol. 2. Early Patristic citations offer still richer material; see index of sources used in OTG, Pref. Note in vol. 1. The citations by Lucifer of Cagliari are the most extensive.¹

b. The Vulgate (Ὡ)

The text used is the Clementine text published by Heyse and Tischendorf—cited under the latter's name. This has value for its annotation of the readings of Codex Amiatinus, generally more original than the textus receptus.² The official Biblia Sacra, 6 (Rome, 1945) has also been consulted.

III. GROUPING OF THE VERSIONS

§11. a. The Alexandrian Family

Of the above versions only the Gr., the Targum, the Syriac Peshitta, and the Vulgate are direct translations

¹ See H. A. A. Kennedy, 'Latin Versions, The Old,' DB. Extensive citations of ʿ are given by Dr., Samuel, pp. lxvi-lxxx, and by Burn., Judges, pp. xxxv-xxxix, for the most part in exhibits taken from the Codex Gothicus Legionensis (on which see Rahlfs, SS 3, 157 ff.). See Bibliography for Lucifer's text; cf. Rahlfs, §35. For this extensive field see also the writer's Daniel, Int., §10, b, and R. S. Haupert, Relation of Cod. Vat. and the Lucianic text of . . . Kings from the Viewpoint of the Old Latin and Ethiopic Versions (Univ. of Penna. Thesis, 1930).

² See W. Nowack, Die Bedeutung des Hieronymus für die Altest. Kritik (1875), H. J. White, 'Vulgate,' DB.
§IIB. THE PALESTINIAN (ORIGENIAN) FAMILY

from the Hebrew; the others are translations of Greek Versions.¹

Codex B and its Greek fellows rate historically as Alexandrian, or Old Greek. But the text in Ki. hails evidently from more than one hand, and there arises the question whether it is, in part or altogether, properly Septuagintal, or of other origin, related to the obscure Theodotionic and Lucianic strains of translation. This will be discussed below in c.

Versions of the Alexandrian family are the Coptic and the Ethiopic. For the former, see Pref. Note to Ki., in OTG: The Sahidic “cannot safely be used except when,” etc. The Ethiopic after the general fashion of the version in its earliest form, is a peculiarly careful translation, and pairs regularly with Codex B, often uniquely, is free of its glaring errors, and so is its best ‘corrector.’ See Rahlfs and the other literature cited in §7, and note Olmstead’s summary statement in ‘The Earliest Book of Kings,’ p. 171, to the effect that agreement of C with other groups as against B must mean that such a reading is correct. For possible relationship of C to the Lucanian group, see c below. It is possible that C in some cases drew directly from $\mathcal{H}$, i.e., cases where it is in sole agreement with the latter.

b. The Palestinian (Origenian) Family

The place of the Syro-Hexapla as the best exemplar of this group, with its critical collection of readings from Origen’s massive work, has been described above. The close dependence of A upon Origen’s version will be noted below in d. The place of the Armenian in the same group has been determined by Gehman in his summing up (JAOS 54, p. 59): “Arm. is a faithful representative of the group. . . . We can place Arm. on the same level with A and 247. . . . There are a few influences from the Lucanian MSS . . .” For revisions

¹ On the character of the Oriental sub-versions the remarks in Pref. Note, OTG, vol. 1, pt. 1, are of value. For the subject at large see. Ropes, op. cit. (§4, n. 2), pp. cxlii, seq., for discussion of the Oriental versions of the N.T. There is desiderated greater co-operation between the students of the two Testaments, e.g., in the common problem of the ‘Western Text.’
and translations of the Hexaplaric text, cf. the writer's Daniel, Int. §14.

c. The Lucianic Revision and its Background; the Problem of a Pre-Lucianic or Pre-Theodotionic Version; Citations in Josephus and the New Testament

The Syro-Palestinian texts known for Ki. are definitely Lucianic; see Duval, Litt. syriaque, p. 60.

The appearance of Lucianic rdgs. in centuries preceding Lucian (martyred A.D. 311/12), along with their occurrence in Old Latin texts, has raised complicated problems still unsolved. This is particularly the case with the Biblical citations in Josephus.2 Mez established the fact that for Samuel, Josephus followed most largely a Greek text of pre-Lucianic, pre-Theodotionic character. But for Ki. Rahlfs came to the conclusion that Josephus chiefly used the Hebrew text, and he discovers only two positive Lucianic rdgs., bearing on I. 325 and II. 1110. Per contra, Thackeray, ignorant of Rahlfs's study, asserts (p. 85): "the Josephan text is uniformly of this Lucianic type from 1 Samuel to 1 Maccabees." And so authorities disagree in their critical results, as will also be exemplified further below.

The N.T. citations from Ki. are few and cast no definite light; see Rahlfs, §24, and for the subject at large Sperber, 'N.T. and Septuagint,' JBL 1940, 193 ff., but with no references to the citations from Ki. The following cases to the point may be noted: of the some dozen citations in the N.T. Luke 426 της Σιδωνιας=Ε Ι. 179 (Jos., Ε Σιδωνιος); Luke 427, Ναιμαν=Ε ΙΙ. 520 (Ε Νεμαν); Rom. 114, καταληπων=MS i, Ι. 1918 (Ε καταληψις, B erroneously καταλεψις). In the last citation again εκαμψις=Ε Ι. 1918 (Ε ωκλασις) is the only sure case of a Lucianic rdg. Luke 954 cites ΙΙ. 110, but with an original verb, ἀναλίσκειν. Rev. 116 cites ΙΙ. 171, again with

2 For earlier literature see Schürer, GJV 1, 103. Of his references is to be especially cited A. Mez, Die Bibel des Josephus untersucht für Buch V-VII der Archäologie (1895), treating the books Josh., Jud., Sam. The one thorough treatment of Ki. is by Rahlfs in ch. 3 of his SS 3. Since then Thackeray has presented a study of the subject in Lect. 4 of his Josephus, the Man and the Historian. For the extensive amount of such 'Ur-Theodotionic' material in the Greek texts of Daniel see the writer's Comm., Int., §§12 ff.
an original verb, βρευνυ. The best texts of Mt. 10:25 and parallels have the original and actually correct rdg., 'Baal-
zebul,' vs. 'Baal-zebub,' at II. 1:2; see Note, ad loc. There is also to be noted the ancient Jewish tradition of the famine in Elijah's time as lasting for three and a half years, cited in Luke 4:25, Jam. 5:17; see Comm., I. 171.

No definite results from such a quarter as Josephus, a free re-composer of the Biblical history, can be gained. One complication is, as Thackeray suggests (pp. 81 ff.), 'the apparent influence of a Targum'; for such cases see Notes on I. 21:27, II. 9:20. Josephus was a scholarly gentleman, who knew his Hebrew text fairly by heart, and could make his own translations; he was acquainted with the normative Septuagint, and also equally with current oral Greek translations (properly 'Targums,' i.e., 'interpretations'). His citations are similar to those of the Apostle Paul, who cited at great length from Scripture, but with no manuscripts at hand (cf. 2 Tim. 4:13). And the like independence appears in the N.T. citations from Ki. noted above.3

Rahlfs continues (ch. 4) his criticism of alleged 'Lucianic' citations in the pre-Lucianic Greek Patristic writers, and finds but a small sheaf of gleanings. In the Latin field his study (ch. 5) of the pre-Hieronymian writers and excerpts of Old Latin MSS is crucial for a very moot question.4 Driver's conclusion (p. lxxvi) is worthy of citation: "The Old Latin must date from the second century A.D., hence it cannot be based upon the recension of Lucian as such; its peculiar interest lies in the fact that it affords independent evidence of the existence of MSS containing characteristic readings (or renderings) considerably before the time of Lucian

3 The place of oral tradition in antiquity, as vs. the written, is now coming into recognition. See S. Gandz, 'Oral Tradition in the Bible,' G. A. Kohut Vol., pp. 248 ff.; H. S. Nyberg, 'Das textkritische Problem des A.T. am Hoseabuche,' ZAW 1934, 241 ff., and Studien zum Hoseabuche, Uppsala Universitets Arskrift, 1935, pt. 6. And, as has not been sufficiently recognized, the mutual cross-relations of the extensive parallels between Ki. and Is., Jer., Ch., have been largely affected by intrusions membroriter.

4 See the literature noted in §10, a. Rahlfs's study of the Patristic texts in SS 3 was preceded in Heft 1 with a study of Theodoret's and Origen's citations from Ki.
himself."  However Rahlfs cites and directly contradicts this statement of Driver's (in the latter's first edition), insisting (pp. 158 ff.) that no certain Lucianic citations in the Latin appear before Lucifer of Cagliari (d. 371). This rebuttal is simply noted by Driver in ed. 2, p. lxxvi, as a footnote to the repetition of his statement noted above.

But Rahlfs's own argument is difficult to appraise. After a long discussion of Lucian's agreements with Codex B and $E$ in Ki. he arrives at the conclusion (§57, cf. p. 255), that 'the base of Lucian is an old pre-Hexaplaric $G$-text, which is most closely related to B and $E$.’ But this result is not at all satisfactory in view of the evident relation of the Lucianic MSS with pre-Lucianic witness.

Thackeray, in his article in *JTS* and in his book, *The Septuagint*, etc., pp. 16 ff., has presented a most interesting thesis, evidently confirmed by statistics of language, to the effect that Gr. Kingdoms is the result of two partial translations: the first ('Alexandrian') omitting the 'unedifying' portions of the history, and covering I Kgd.—II. 111, III. 212-214, the lacunæ being then filled up by a later translator, with further discussion of the latter's relation to Theodotion, or rather an *Ur*-Theodotion, 'an anonymous Asiatic,' for which *provenance* he makes interesting argument from the vocabulary (*Septuagint*, 24 ff.). This view was anticipated by Olmstead in his 'Source Study' (see above, §4, n. 2), arguing for an evident 'Theodotionic' origin of at least portions of Ki. One line of this argument lies in the occurrence of transliterations in $G$, an ear-mark of Theodotion. But Burney, in noting at length the transliterations in Gr. of Ki. (pp. xxviii seq.), finds the great majority of them only in 2 Ki., a fact that argues for different translators of the two books. A further argument for such an influence is the absence of distinct Theodotionic citations in the Hexaplaric apparatus, as observed in §4, c. There is to be compared C. C. Torrey's argument for the Theodotionic origin of Gr. Chronicles (*Ezra Studies*, 1910, 66 ff.), as also the present writer's argument for the existence of an *Ur*-Theodotion for the book of Daniel (Comm., Int., §13). In the latter case the preserved Theodotionic text, actually replacing the Old Greek text.

5 Cf. also Burkitt, 'The Old Latin and the Itala,' *TS* iv, 3 (1896), 9 ff.
in the Church's tradition of Daniel, facilitates the present argument.

With a pre-Theodotionic type of translation assumed, are we to make a like assumption for a pre-Lucianic revision? The two types are quite distinct, at least in the established characteristics of the two. Rahlfs would associate the original 'Lucian' very closely with Codex B and C; but this does not explain the marked characteristics of our Lucianic text in common with its forbears. However, Rahlfs does recognize 'vorlucianische Bestandteile' (p. 291).

The problem remains a complicated one. Alongside of Thackeray's distinction of different hands in the translation of the book, Rahlfs observes (p. 290) that by far the major difference between $G$ and $P$ exists for 1 Ki., whereas it is 'minimal' for 2 Ki. And yet the Quinta citations appear only in 2 Ki.; see §4, c. In fine, we have to assume early translation-revisions, a matter of secondary importance to the Jews, whereas the Church came to recognize the need for an authoritative text of the Bible.6

d. The Other Oriental Versions

For the Targum, its history and general characteristics, reference may be made to the authorities. Burney gives an exemplary list of T's exegetical variations, pp. xxx seq. It is of further interest for its exhibition, by tradition, if not by text, of the background of $G$ and $P$.7 For the correspondences

6 In 1915 in TSK 88, 410 ff., Kahle advanced the view, in contradiction to de Lagarde, that the MSS of the Septuagint do not go back essentially to one archetype, but rather to numerous independent translations. This theory has been pursued by Sperber in a series of studies (e.g., 'Probleme einer Edition der Septuaginta,' Festschrift P. Kahle [1935], 35 ff., 'Septuagint Recensions,' JBL 1935, 73 ff., 'N.T. and Septuagint,' ib. 1940, 193 ff.), arguing for two and more early Greek translations from different Hebrew text-traditions. But as against this extravagant hypothesis see Orlinsky's art., 'On the Present Status of Proto-Septuagint Studies,' JAOS 1941, 81-91, and cf. review by Gehman, JBL 1941, 428 ff.

7 For discussion of the cross-relationships of $G$ see Dr., Samuel, pp. lxxi-lxxvi; Burn, pp. xxxii-xxxv; J. Berlinger, Die Peschitta zum 1. (3.) Buch der Könige u. ihr Verhältnis zu Mas. Texte, LXX, u. Targum (1897); Sperber, 'Peshitta and Onkelos,' G. A. Kohut Vol., 554 ff.; and most recently Rosenthal, Aramaistische Forschung, 199 ff.
common oral Targum may be postulated, as Sperber's illuminating study for the Law argues. For the comparison of the two translations of the Pentateuch he comes to the conclusion (p. 562) that $\mathcal{S}$ represents a form of the Targum before its later specific Rabbinic variations. The bearing of Targumic tradition upon Jerome's translation is evident, as the Notes will show.  

The Arabic versions of the Bible had a varied and complicated history in their origins, as observed since Pococke's day; see his study of the Arabic texts in the London Polyglot, vol. 6, and Burkitt's article cited above. Cf. Cornill's careful analysis in his Comm. on Ezekiel (1905), pp. 49 ff., proving the combination of such diverse origins for the Arabic of the Polyglots. For Daniel Gehman came to the conclusion that the "Arabic of Dan. is vastly superior to (Gr.) A, and beyond a doubt is the best representative of the (Hexaplaric) group that we now possess" (op. cit. in §§). But E. Rödiger, in his thorough study, De origine et indole Arabicorum librorum V. T. historicorum interpretum (1829), had arrived at the opposite conclusion for the Historical Books. His result is that I. 1–11 and II. 1217–25 (more particularly for exact translation) are based on the Syriac, while for I. 12–II. 1216 the Hebrew, along with Rabbinic 'commenta Judaica,' was the basis (p. 48); to wit, as in a summary section title, the Arabic version "ex Graeca Alexandrina non facta est." The fault of this capable study is that the Greek used in parallelism was solely that of the text. rec., without consultation of the Hexaplaric texts. $\mathcal{A}$ will be constantly cited below, and its constant alignment with Hexaplaric witnesses, notably A, of which it is often the

Burn. cites certain cases in which "the readings of Pesh. seem to exhibit connexion with Targ." Berlinger reaches the conclusion that dependence upon these sister-translations cannot be established, and Rosenthal, with sole reference to Onkelos, comes to no definite results. For the relation of $\mathcal{S}$ to $\mathcal{G}$ see also above, §6, n. 1.

8 N.b., the correct interpretation of 'I, I. 317, is given by $\mathcal{T} \mathcal{S} \mathcal{A} \mathcal{V}$, as vs. the Grr.; similarly in v.20 that of 'םָרֹּ֔ב by the same VSS; cf. 15, etc. See S. Krauss, 'Jerome,' JE, esp. p. 117; and for an intensive study of another Biblical book, C. H. Gordon, 'Rabbinic Exegesis in the Bk. of Proverbs' (Univ. of Penna. Thesis), JBL 1930, 384 ff.; on pp. 395 ff. he exhibits for that book the parallelisms of $\mathcal{T}$, $\mathcal{S}$, and $\mathcal{V}$. 
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corrector, will be adduced. But as $\mathfrak{S}$ and the Hexapla are far more faithful to $\mathfrak{H}$ than is $\mathfrak{G}$, the question of the provenance of $\mathfrak{A}$ is complicated.

**e. Value and Interest of the Versions**

In the application of early versions to an ancient text the primary interest has been that of correcting the latter. Hence, as a rule, in such critical work on a Hebrew book selection is made of all those cases that appear to offer correction, but with the ignoring of the cases of mistranslation, through ignorance, or by artless or intentional improvement. The result has been the impression of the constant superiority of the versions, the pertinent cases of which are prominently booked. But this process of comparison does not become scientific until statistics of the right and wrong in a given version have been gathered. It will actually be found that a small percentage of the variations of the Old Greek translations, for example, have any value for text-correction. The bulk of the notable ones will be found to be in the way of interpretation, following the endeavour to obtain sense out of a passage difficult rhetorically or grammatically, or to improve it, especially when theology is involved. A modern parallel is on hand in that classic English translation, the King James Bible, in which the sense is often eeked out with the very honest interpolation of italicized passages, or the ambiguity of a passage indicated by a marginal note introduced with an 'Or.' Even the very strict Jewish Version of our own day has had perforce to introduce bracketed words to make sense, and at times fails to translate literally, but makes improvement (cf. Preface, p. x). These cases are no guarantee of a better original text; the translators, as interpreters, had perforce to make sense, that "he who runs may read." Such variations also appear automatically in the Hebrew MSS. Cf. the writer's similar statement in his Daniel, Int., §18, 'Method and Use of the Textual Apparatus.'

Accordingly in the textual Notes of this volume constant citation of the variants of the Versions will be given, not only for their value for text-correction, a small minimum indeed, but as exhibits, at times of their misunderstanding, at times
of their honest effort to make sense out of nonsense, and to correct what appeared objectionable. The former objective will have comparatively small gains; the latter will afford a study in the interpretation attempted by the version in question, and this has an interest in itself, minor though that interest be.\(^9\)

IV. THE SOURCES OF THE BOOK

§12. COMPARISON WITH CONTEMPORARY HISTORICAL WRITING

The Hebrew history, extending from the migrations of the Bné-Israel down into the Persian age, as contained in the Hebrew Scriptures, is the longest consecutive literary series that we possess from the ancient Near Orient. For long it was unique, the external history being eked out by Greek travellers like Herodotus and by the remains, in second-hand condition, of such native annalists as Sanchuniathon, Manetho, and Berossos.\(^1\) The archaeological unveiling of that ancient field has reversed the process of comparison; the Hebrew records of the politically petty people of Israel can now be interpreted and commented upon in the light of an unbroken series of documents covering millennia. And so to the matter-of-fact historian those fresh original documents far transcend in interest and importance the narrow scope of the Hebrew history.

It is only in the minimum that the Hebrew chronicles run

\(^9\) The writer refers with strong sympathy to J. Reider's study, 'The Present State of Textual Criticism of the O.T.,' *HUCA* 7 (1930), 285 ff., and H. S. Nyberg, 'Das textkritische Problem des A.T. am Hoseabuche demonstriert,' *ZAW* 1934, 24 ff., and his 'Studien zum Hoseabuche,' *Uppsala Universitets Årsskrift*, 1935, pt. 6, with the conclusion, "Zurück zum masoretischen Texte um ihn zu studieren und zu interpretieren!"

\(^1\) For such local archives in early days may be compared the *memorabilia* of Edom in Gen. 36, especially the succession of nine kings "before there reigned a king over the Bné-Israel" (vv.31ff.). For the early spread of writing in Transjordan, cf. Jud. 814, and for the subject at large see J. W. Flight, ch. 4 of E. Grant's *Haverford Symposium*. For the authenticity and antiquity of Sanchuniathon's *Phoenician History* see Eissfeldt's *Ras Schamra u. Sanchuniathon* (as of the seventh century), and Albright, *SAC* 242 ff. ('seventh or sixth century').
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*pars passu* with those of the great Empires. Annalistic items drawn directly or indirectly from official records are manifest from David's reign and on, but they play a small part and are a side-issue in comparison with the corresponding elements galore in the new discoveries, which abundantly illustrate the praxis. But the unique development of Hebrew history lies in its passage from the purely archival form, the digests by curious scribes of the past records of their peoples, to the Historical Story. This may extend all the way from the narrative of contemporaries, like the David-Solomon story (2 Sam. 16–1 Ki. 2), to such midrash as appears in I. 13. But in this unique development the annalistic programme has been developed into History. A new factor has been introduced, the subjective one of the eye and mind of the historian. Critics may naturally suspect sources dubbed as Prophetic, Deuteronomic, Priestly, but all real history is the result of digestion by the historian, one-sided as the emphasis must be; this is true of Thucydides, Livy, Gibbon, Macaulay, and so through the list of great historians. The criticism we should exercise is of the kind generally applied to, we may say, the sources of Herodotus; the monuments he had seen with his eye, stories he had heard with his ears, all through interpreters, are entirely unknown to us, and yet the historical verisimilitude of his reports is being constantly vindicated in contradiction of the earlier sceptical judgment upon him as a gullible traveller.2 The Hebrew history has suffered in its treatment by critics too much from theological bias, formerly orthodox, now quite radical. Even if in our book the cycles of stories of the Sons of the Prophets, the Temple sources, the Deuteronomic editing, are all partisan, they remain of immense historical importance; for it is what a people thinks of itself, its origins and its future, that serves to make history, quite as much as the current facts. It was

2 In bk. i, 8 he sums up for the dynasty of the Heraclidæ preceding Gyges of Lydia, the contemporary of Ashurbanipal, 22 generations, covering 505 years, *i.e.*, *ca.* 22 years per reign; this average corresponds closely to that of the Judæan dynasty. For the Tyrian dynasty from Hiram I and on, for 11 reigns (one of 8 months, terminated by assassination) Josephus reports, as from the Ephesian Menander, a regnal average of 16 years. *I.e.*, in both cases the figures are reasonable and are based on exact sources.
the Prophets and Priests who saved Israel's heritage for the future, and it was through them that the remains of the ancient secular chronicles were preserved.3

The recognition of the unique character of Hebrew history has been largely due in our days to the secular historian. From the field of historiography the eminent authority, J. T. Shotwell may be quoted: 4 "No higher tribute could be paid to the historical worth of the Old Testament than the statement that, when considered upon the profane basis of human authorship, it still remains one of the greatest products in the history of History, a record of national tradition . . . which yet retains the undying charm of genuine art and the universal appeal to human interest"; although, he adds, "not . . . a remarkable performance viewed from the standpoint of modern history." But criticism may be expressed of another statement by the same writer (p. 7, n. 6): "The achievement of the Hebrew historians was primarily in the field of art. Although sections of the early records of the Jews are the finest narratives we possess from so early a period—far earlier than any similar product in Greece 5—the principles of criticism which determined the text were not what we call scientific. They were not sufficiently objective." However, comparison of modern historical writing in the way of criticism of history some three millennia older is hardly to the point. And there is no reason to put such a story as that of David-Solomon, or that of Jehu's destruction of the Omrid dynasty, to name the most brilliant political narratives, in the category of art as opposed to the historical. There is no consciousness of art, no self-expression in judgment upon the history in the way of moralizing or of setting forth of theodicy (as in Herodotus, equally with the Prophets); if the composer was affected by the tragedy, of which he was a contemporary,

3 How much of such local lore of the Oriental lands has been preserved by the alien and inquisitive Herodotus! Those ancient peoples never rendered it into literature, or, if they did, there was no interested tradition to preserve it. For an admirable discussion of comparison with that quarter see H. T. Fowler, 'Herodotus and the Early Hebrew Historians,' JBL 49 (1930), 207 ff.


5 Hecataëus, ca. 550 B.C., is accounted as the first Greek historian.
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he leaves it to the reader to discover it for himself. Indeed such history writing, as in many cases in the Historical Books, falls properly into the class of Historical Story and is historia in the Latin sense of the word; see Shotwell, p. 229, where he cites Servius, the commentator on Virgil (on Aen., i, 373), defining historia as contemporary narrative, while annales are records of the past. Reference is also to be made to Meyer for his brilliant section on 'Novellen und Erzählungen mit novellistischer Technik,' in his IN 189 ff., in which class he places the story of David and Bathsheba as the most eminent. But 'Novelle' may not be immediately rendered into English, nor is that story mere historical romance by any means.

There is almost nothing to compare with this development of Hebrew history from the records of the great Empires, with possibly one exception. For Egypt, of comparative importance are the poetic descriptions of the campaigns and glories of Thutmose III, Ramses II (on the battle at Kadesh), Merenptah. Apart from such extravagant rhetorical eulogies (cf. Deborah's Song in contrast !), Egypt gives us only the short 'Novelle,' at the best autobiographies like the stories of Sinuhe and Wen-amon.

With all the wealth of Babylonian-Assyrian remains we find hardly more than dynastic lists, notable events dated by royal years, citation of omens, and annals of reigns extravagantly written up. The only exception would be the genuine royal autobiography that we possess from Ashurbanipal. Citation may be made of Weber in his discussion of the historical inscriptions: "(Die bab.-ass.

6 Cf. citations of Olmstead in introduction to Comm. on I. 1-2 below.
7 Erman, Lit. of the Anc. Egyptians, 254 ff.; these were doubtless contemporary productions, as is known from one of them (p. 266). A scribe of Thutmose records how he 'followed' the king, 'beheld his victories,' 'recorded the victories,' 'putting them into writing, according to the facts' (Breasted, HE 312 f.). But 'the priceless rolls have perished.'
8 For the earlier material see Güterbock, 'Die historische Tradition u. ihre literarische Gestaltung bei Babylonien u. Hethitern bis 1200.'
9 Die Literatur der Babylonier u. Assyrier, ch. 15 at length, in particular, p. 199.
Geschichtsschreibung) hat sogar zusammenfassende Geschichtswerke aus den Urkunden der Vergangenheit kompiliert, freilich nur in der trockensten Form der Tatsachenregistrierung, die ohne Rücksicht auf innere Zusammenhänge, ohne das Wesentliche gegenüber dem Gleichgültigen hervorzuheben, Zahl an Zahl, Kriegszug an Kriegszug, Herrscher an Herrscher reihet." He continues with the statement that we have nothing in that literature of the like of Hebrew history, although he appeals to the late Berossos for such a possibility. The result did not advance beyond the stage of court annals, was indeed "ein durchaus höfisches Produkt," as Meissner remarks.

Over against this characteristic is that of the spirit of the Hebrew historians, always sitting in judgment upon royalty, most often 'anti-courtly,' from the story of Nathan the prophet down to that of Huldah the prophetess. The one feature similar in the non-Israelite field is the recognition of Fate.

Only in one quarter, and that of the non-Semitic Hittites, may a parallel be found. Güterbock, Teil 2 of his monograph cited above, expresses this judgment (p. 94): "(Die hethitische Geschichtsschreibung) hat im Neuen Reich eine Form gefunden, die nicht nur innerhalb der hethitischen, sondern in der ganz vorderasiatischen Geschichtsschreibung den höchsten Rang einnimmt: die der Annalen." With this statement may be compared that of his predecessor, A. Götze: 11 "Viel bedeutsamer ist es, dass bei den Hethitern zum ersten Male in der Weltgeschichte ein literarisches Genos von hoher Bedeutung in Erscheinung tritt: der literarische Bericht. Er sprengt den Rahmen trockener Annalistik. . . . Der hethitische historische Bericht versteht es in einer Weise, die erst in den Geschichtsberichten der Israeliten wieder erreicht wird, Ereignisse unter einheitlichen Geschichtspunkten rückschauend zusammenzufassen, Situationen eindrucksvoll

10 Bab. u. Ass., 2, 367. For Meissner's judgment of the Babylonian and Assyrian chronicles see ib., ch. 20. For collections of these chronicles, including the early king-lists of Ur, Isin, Babylon, etc., see Schrader, KB 2, 273 ff., vol. 3, 2d half, 143 ff.; Rogers, CP 199 ff.; Gressmann, ATB 1, 331 ff. The Bible student should acquaint himself with these precedents and parallels for Israelite historiography.

11 Hethiter, Churriter u. Assyrer (Oslo, 1936), 72 ff.
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darzustellen"; and finally, in translation: "The Hittite narrative does not serve the heroization and glorification of the king, it serves the presentation of deed and fate, is accordingly absolutely free of the mythical, is history." 12

On the quality of Hebrew historiography may be cited opinions from unbiassed authorities. Moore in his essay on 'Die Eigenart der hebräischen Geschichtsschreibung,' p. 73, remarks, after reference to the edifying aims of the writers: "So schwer wir nun die Mangel der tendenziösen Geschichtsschreibung von dieser Seite empfinden, so müssen wir andererseits anerkennen, das in derselben der Ansatz zu einer philosophischen Geschichtsbetrachtung liegt. Die Geschichte ist nicht eine zufällige Zeitreihe von Geschehnissen, sondern eine sittliche Ordnung, die nicht allein Israel, sondern die Weltmächte, welche Gott als Werkzeuge der Strafe oder der Ret tung gebraucht, in sich schliesst; die korrelativen Ideen der Einheit Gottes und der Einheit der Geschichte ergeben sich aus der sittlichen Auffassung der Geschichte." And again (p. 66) he observes: "So haben tatsächlich nur zwei Völker unabhängig von einander eine historische Literatur erzeugt, die Israeliten nämlich und einige Jahrhunderte nachher die Griechen." Similarly and contemporaneously Meyer in his essay on 'Individuality,' in his Kleine Schriften, remarks (p. 22): "From the point of view from which we contemplate history, the Israelite people takes by far the highest rank among the nations of the East.... In Israel political and social conditions combined to produce the first great action by individuality in the world" (i.e., the prophets, etc.). There may be cited Eissfeldt's similar statement (p. 157 of the article just cited): "Zunächst bleibt trotz all der reichen Nachrichten [of Greece and Rome, the Orient] für weite Strecken der zwölf letzten vorchristlichen Jahrhunderte das A.T. immer noch die wichtigste Geschichtsquelle." And Schmidt observes (op. cit., p. 30) upon the prophet Amos:

12 For recent literary treatment of Hebrew historiography, with bibliographies, are to be noted Hempel, Die alterh. Literatur, 81 ff., 94 ff., and Eissf., Einl., §5. Particular studies of the genius of this literature are to be found in H. Schmidt, Die Geschichtsschreibung im A.T.; H. T. Fowler, History of the Literature of Ancient Israel, cc. 6, 14; B. P. Church, The Israel Saga, e.g., ch. 9; Eissf., 'Altertumskunde u. das A.T.'
"Mit einem Schlage hat sich der enge Rahmen der Hof- und Stadtgeschichte zur Weltgeschichte erweitert." The true diagnosis of this unique characteristic of Hebrew historiography has been given by Lindblom in his essay, 'Zur Frage der Eigenart der alttest. Religion,' pp. 134, 135: "Durch die Erfassung Jahwes als eines Gottes der Geschichte wurde sein Wesen als persönlicher Wille so beherrschend bestimmt, dass seine Gebundenheit an die Natur grundsätzlich überwunden wurde"; and, "Gott ist einer, ein Gott nicht nur der Schöpfung, sondern vor allem der Geschichte...." These statements bear witness to the too little observed theologomenon that the God of the Bible is the God of History. Israel, with its faith in its one God, who became for its theology the sole God of the universe, possessed a sense of the unity of history in its beginnings, of a divine operation in history, and more and more of a divine objective of all history. There are preserved but shattered fragments of the annals of the ancient great Empires, which never advanced to the creation of history, but Israel, petty and provincial as it was, a pawn of those Empires, preserved its historical philosophy, more simply its faith and its hope, and survived. By omens good and ill it learned that it and equally the world, in whose fate it was participant, were under the one Providence, and so history became intelligible.

§13. THE CHRONICLES

a. The Royal Secretariat. Archives of Royal Personalia

In David's court there were a Scribe and a Recorder (2 Sam. 8:16ff., 20:23ff.), and the same two officials appear in the list of Solomon's cabinet, along with other officials of doubtless lettered attainments, one 'Over-the-Year,' and a 'Priest, Royal Friend,' not to speak of the intruded reference to 'Sadok and Abiathar, Priests.' See Comm., I. 4:2ff. The Scribe was primarily the king's Secretary; but for his importance as the king's intimate counsellor may be compared the modern political development of the latter title. The Recorder also appears along with the Scribe on responsible duties (e.g., II. 18:18, 37, 2 Ch. 34:8). So the Hebrew word,
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mazkir, may best be rendered; he kept the royal 'book of records' (sēper hāz-ziḳrōnōl, Est. 6:—cf. the divine 'Book of Remembrance,' Mal. 3:16). It was his duty to keep the current records of the reign in the technically termed 'Book of the Days' (sēper hay-yāmîm), i.e., 'diaries,' EVV 'chronicles.'

The royal business as well as pride required the keeping of such official journals.

By a process paralleling the development of letters in the great Empires these journals came to be extracted for their historical interest in continuous chronicles in the two Hebrew kingdoms, 'the Chronicles of the Kings of Judah,' 'of Israel' (I. 14:19-29, etc.). With the development of imperium the royal dynasty became interested in history, and corresponding credit must be given to individual scribes who found a fertile field for their historical interest. In what form these royal chronicles were when they came into the hands of the editors of Kings we do not know; the original records of the North must have been destroyed or looted in the Assyrian conquest; like disaster must have befallen Jerusalem in its last days. By the interest of diligent scribes and for interested patrons copies must have been made in abbreviated editions, and put in circulation; it was such a copy that preserved the Northern Chronicles for the Judaean editors of Kings, brought by refugees, or obtained by Josiah's literary men in his assumption of dominion over the North. Such interest in historical letters was but the continuation of the rich literature still extant in Judges and Samuel.

Our Book of Kings drew upon official chronicles contemporaneously constructed. Earlier examples are found for the rise of the monarchy in Sam. : I. 13:1 (Saul); II. 2:10 (Ish-bosheth); 5:4:5 (David). For Solomon's reign is cited 'the Book of the Acts of Solomon' (I. 11:43), which has drawn in extenso from official documents, as the following sub-section will show. Beginning with Rehoboam and Jeroboam there are fixed formulas for the beginning and end of each reign. The formula for the South includes the following items: the introductory synchronism with the Northern regnal datum,

1 Cf. the Hellenistic ἐφημερίδες; Arrian refers (Hist. Alex., vii, 25, 1) to the ἐφημ. βασιλείων (var. βασιλικαί) of Alexander—exactly the Hebrew phrase.
age of king, length of reign, name of his mother; the final formula: the Chronicles of the Kings of Judah cited as the authority and for further reference, the burial of the king, name of his successor. There are variations, some due to original or scribal lapses, some to political vicissitudes. The synchronisms begin as between Abijam and Jeroboam (I. 15). Reference to the Chronicles is omitted only in the cases of Ahaziah and the usurping queen-mother Athaliah, and of the deposed and exiled Jehoahaz and Sedekiah. The age of the king is omitted for Abijam, Asa, Jehoiakim. The reign is stated to have been 'in Jerusalem,' following Oriental royal parlance. The mother's name is omitted in the case of Ahaz; for Josiah and his successors the local origin of the Judaean lady who became queen is given along with the naming of her father. The most frequent expression for the death and burial of the king is: "he slept with his fathers, and he was buried [or, they buried him] with his fathers"; or one or the other of the phrases alone is used. The first phrase is omitted in some cases of violent death, e.g., Amon, Josiah. All the kings are said to have been buried in David's City (in Azariah's case plus 'in his sepulchre with his fathers,' II. 9), except Hezekiah, for whom no burial-place is reported (was his possible burial in his wicked son's tomb deliberately ignored ?), Manasseh and Amon, who were buried in 'the garden of Uzza,' Josiah, who was buried 'in his own sepulchre.'

For the North, like formulas are given, but with fewer particulars. Reference to the Chronicles of the Kings of Israel is omitted only in the cases of Jehoram, Jehu's victim, and the exiled Hoshea. The synchronism is given in every case, except two, when the accompanying history made it unnecessary (Jeroboam I, Jehu). Baasha, Elah, Zimri, and Omri for his first six years, reigned 'in Tirsah,' Omri for his later years and his successors 'in Samaria.' The king 'slept with his fathers,' except in cases of violent death or divine judgment (Elah, Zimri, Ahaziah, Joram, Sechariah, Shallum, Pekahiah, Pekah, Hoshea). Jehoahaz, Jehoash were buried 'in Samaria'; Jeroboam II 'slept with his fathers, the kings of Israel.' Expression of this item is thus careful, not wilful. Cf. Driver, Int., 186, Burney, pp. ix seq. (with full data), Skinner, p. 12.
b. Further Archival Materials

Before passing to the direct citation at length of original archives preserved in the Acts of Solomon and the Chronicles of Judah and of Israel, notice may be taken of indirect references to such material made in connexion with the final formula for the respective reign. These are indeed often particulars for which the historian would wish that the editors had given more detail.

There is citation from both series of Chronicles of the constant war between Rehoboam and Jeroboam (I. 1419-30), although the preceding story tells that a man of God had forbidden Rehoboam to fight with his ‘brethren’ (I222f., a prophetic sop to the national pride!). Reference is made to the Chronicles for Jehoash’s “might and how he warred with Ahaziah king of Judah” (II. 1415), the source of the story given above of Jehoash’s triumph over Jerusalem. There are frequent references to “the might” of a king and “how he warred” without further detail in the history: for Asa (I. 1523), Omri (1627—his vigorous reign was indeed ignored by the editors!), Jehoshaphat (2215), Jehu (II. 1031—another monarch ignored), Jehoahaz (139, cf. v.5). More particular is the citation of Jeroboam II’s “might, how he warred, and how he recovered Damascus and Hamath for Israel”—an otherwise unknown item in Syrian history (I428, cf. v23). The longest postscript of such items appears for Jehoshaphat’s reign: the removal of the sodomites, politics of Edom, shipping on the Red Sea (I. 2247-50). There are references of archaeological interest, now approved by actual discovery: for Asa, concerning “the cities he built” (I. 1523); for Ahab, “the ivory house that he built, and all the cities that he built” (2229); for Hezekiah, “how he made the pool and the conduit, and brought water into the city” (II. 2020). For the history of Zimri’s conspiracy it is remarked that “the treason he wrought” was recorded in the Chronicles (I. 1620), and there is similar citation for Shallum’s conspiracy (II. 1515). Very personal is the item connected with the final formula for Asa, that “in his old age he was diseased in his feet” (I. 1523), as also that for Azariah-Uzziah, that he “was a leper until the day of his death,” a condition involving the regency of
his son Jotham (II. 15\textsuperscript{5}). The citation for Manasseh's "sin that he sinned" (II. 21\textsuperscript{17}) doubtless refers to his royal records of the innovations in the Temple. Cf. a similar annalistic record, I. 11\textsuperscript{7}: "Then Solomon built a high-place for Chemosh."

Notice is next to be taken of direct citation of archival materials.\textsuperscript{2} There are cases of items asyndetically listed, e.g.: "He finished the House" (I. 9\textsuperscript{28}); "Jehoshaphat made Tarshish ships," etc. (22\textsuperscript{19}); "Came Pul king of Assyria," etc. (II. 15\textsuperscript{19}); most often the conjunction was used, e.g., "And Moab rebelled against Israel," etc. (II. 1). There are the exact datings by the year, thirteen such through II. 23. The most notable of these is the first one, with the dates by year and month for the inception and conclusion of the building of the Temple (I. 6\textsuperscript{37}. 38–7\textsuperscript{1} is secondary). The next example is I. 14\textsuperscript{25}, "In the 5th year of king Rehoboam came Shishak king of Egypt," etc. (n.b. the latter's name and title, not the customary 'Pharaoh'). With II. 24 begins a long series of exact datings by year, month and day. Here the writer is certainly well-nigh contemporary to the story.

The original dating was often replaced with 'then,' some thirteen times; e.g., I. 9\textsuperscript{24}, "Then (with correction of י, see Note) Pharaoh's daughter came up from David's City to her house. Then he built the Millo." The adverb has no reference to the context in such cases. Parallel time-expressions are: 'in that day' (I. 8\textsuperscript{41}), 'in those days' (e.g., II. 10\textsuperscript{32}—three cases), 'in his days' (e.g., I. 15\textsuperscript{34}—five cases), 'in those days' (e.g., II. 10\textsuperscript{32}—three cases), 'in his days' (e.g., I. 16\textsuperscript{34}—five cases), 'at that time' (e.g., II. 10\textsuperscript{6}—seven cases); these forms are paralleled in the Akkadian annals: 'at that time,' 'in these days,' 'in his day.' Such time-expressions accordingly are not primarily editorial, expressive of indefiniteness or ignorance, but of archival origin. Also there are six cases of the introduction of such an item with asyndetic הָּ, 'he' (e.g., II. 14\textsuperscript{7}—the Heb. pronoun is used only for emphasis); the usage presents in the third person the repeated 'I' in the Moabite Mesha's record of his buildings. Again certain grammatical laxities may be explained: e.g., the frequent

\textsuperscript{2} See for detail the writer's article, 'Archival Data in the Book of Kings.'
cases of alignment of historical perfects with Waw (four perfects so aligned, II. 184). Some of the items are quite lapidary in form, as in records of royal building (e.g., I. 915-17, with expanded text), with which are to be compared similar brief records in the inscriptions of Mesha and the Syrian kings Zakar and Bar-Rkb.

The above summary accounts for isolated items of primitive origin. A mass of more extensive material is preserved for Solomon’s reign, a documentary wealth corresponding to his glory, for which the débacle that followed offers nothing similar. There are to be cited: the list of his court officials (I. 42-6), and that of his administrative lieutenants over the land (47-19); the memorandum of the daily provision for the palace (52ff.), and that of his chariory (vv. 6, 8); from the story of the negotiations and agreement with Hiram (ch. 5), at least the exact specifications in vv. 24, 25, 27ff.; the list of his royal buildings and account of their construction and furnishing (71-13); the later diplomatic arrangements with Hiram, most honestly recorded (910-11); the list of the cities he built (vv. 15-18); a series of detached items (vv. 23-28, cf. 1011); another accumulation of such items with inserted matter (1014-22, 26-39). I. 1114-25, concerning the 'adversaries,' whom 'Yhwh raised up against Solomon,' the Edomite Hadad and the Syrian Reson, contains most authentic material, in particular the biographical notice of Hadad’s fortunes in Egypt and the brief history of the condottiere Reson.3 For the documents bearing on the Temple and the brass work (6, 713ff.) see c below.

From the Chronicles of the Kingdoms we possess the following extended narratives of archival flavour. I. 1516-22 tells of the war between Asa of Judah and Baasha of Israel, and the interference of Tabrimmon, king of Aram, whose aid was purchased by valuables stripped from the Temple. The histories of the usurpers Baasha and Zimri (1527, 28, 169, 10, 15-18),

3 Stade, in SBOT, groups vv.11-13 as introduction to the anecdote; but that passage is solely introductory to the subsequent history of Jeroboam. The editor has cleverly aligned together the three ‘adversaries.’ This word of Yhwh is not ‘prophetic’ in style; the Moabite Mesha similarly speak of ‘Chemosh being angry with his people.’ Cf. the recognition of the divine sībbāh, the ‘turn’ of fate, that brought about the division of the kingdom (l. 1218).
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cf. v.20) are authentically itemized. For the distinguished Omri, who gave his name to his land for the Assyrian historians, there are preserved merely the exact details of his rise to power and of his building of Samaria (1621-21). Not much more appears for Ahab (1631. 32—written up editorially; v.34a, a casual item; 2239); original details were replaced by the Prophetic Story. For Jehoshaphat there are summed up the relations with Edom and the Red Sea traffic (2248.50).

II. 820-22 contains precise archival notes on the relations with Edom 'in the days of Jehoram of Judah' and the revolt of Libnah. 1032. 33 is an objective account of Hazael's diminution of Jehu's realm. With the reign of Jehoash we have the first long archival history for Judah: his restoration of the Temple and its finances, his capitulation to Hazael, and the conspiracy against him, with the assassins named (125-22—cf. the conspiracy against Amaziah, 1413, and the details of Sennacherib's assassination, 1937, for which see the Assyrian annals). For the reign of Jehoahaz b. Jehu original elements appear in 133. 5. 7. For his son Jehoash's reign there are notes of prime value for the Syro-Palestinian history (1321. 25), and for the same king a precise account of his triumph over Amaziah of Judah (148-11—for Jehoash's proud challenge, cf. I. 2011), as also of Amaziah's assassination by conspirators (vv.19. 20), along with the postscript item, ''He built Elath and restored it to Judah'' (v.22). For Jeroboam II's reign there are but two original items, reporting his success against Aram (1425a. 28). For the long reign of Azariah-Uzziah we have, outside of the customary formula and editing, only the two statements, that ''YHWH smote the king, so that he was a leper unto the day of his death, and he dwelt in a house apart'' (although ''he did what was right in YHWH's eyes''—a similar stroke also befalling another righteous king, Asa, I. 1523), and that his son acted as regent (155). The exact original details of the finale of Jeroboam's dynasty and of his fainéant successors may only be listed: 1510. 11. 16. 17. 19. 20. 25. 29. 30, 173-6, 189-11; the survival of these precious details is remarkable. Contemporary are the extensive details of the alliance of Ahaz with the Assyrian Tiglath-pileser against the combination of Pekah of Israel and Reson of Aram (165-9), and the accompanying story of Ahaz's duplication of
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a Damascene altar for the Temple along with other innovations (vv.10-18—all told without comment, and involving the priest Uriah). For the long history of Hezekiah (cc.18-20) there are a few annalistic items: 184.8 (each introduced with 'He'); vv. 13-16 (quite distinct with its curt form of the history of the surrender as over against the following long story); 1936.37 (the return home of Sennacherib, his assassination by two sons, the succession of Esarhaddon). For Josiah's end there is a brief objective statement: "In his days Pharaoh-Necho king of Egypt went up against the king of Assyria to the river Euphrates, and king Josiah went against him. And he (Necho) slew him at Megiddo. And his servants carried him dead in a chariot, and brought him to Jerusalem" (2329.30). For Josiah's successors we have doubtless contemporary memoranda with exact details.4 There need merely to be listed these items of annalistic origin: for Jehoahaz, 2333-35; Jehoiakim, 241-2a (v.5 has the last reference to the 'Chronicles'); Jehoiachin, vv.7-17. For Sedekiah there survives an exemplary contemporary record, 2420b-2521, with vv.15-17 alone an intrusion. The postscript, 2522-30, contains similar contemporary material.5

C. Temple Archives

The plan of the Temple and the accounts of its furnishing and its dedication (I. 6, 7, 81-13. 62-64), when reduced to simpler form, have been assigned by Kittel and others to a Temple source. Driver notes with approval (Int., 189) similar assignments of narratives concerning the Temple (II. 114ff., 124ff., 1610ff., 222ff.), and so, e.g., Kent more extensively (see

4 See note i of the writer's art. cited above, noting the record in Jer. 5228-30, which details the three deportations of the Jews and the figures for the victims involved, and remarking: "An exactly similar document describing the fall of a little state, preserved in the archives of a Hurrite family of about 1400 B.C., is presented by Chiera and Speiser in their 'Selected Kirkuk Documents,' JAOS 1927, no. 20, pp. 57 ff. See Speiser's admirable interpretation and his recognition of the correspondence with the records of the fall of the Jewish state."

5 Only brief notice may be made of the preservation in the book of Chronicles of like archival material, taken from sources similar to, even identical with, those of Kings. This fact is coming to be recognized, e.g., by Begrich, Chronologie, 208 f., Eissf., Einl., 602, Albr., SAC 208.
his critical analysis, pp. xiv seq.). But the construction of the Temple was wholly a royal undertaking; there is not a trace of priestly composition in these narratives, even in the account of the dedication, in which Solomon was the officiant. The Temple plan may practically be the architect’s specifications; note the doubtless contemporary postscript with the exact datings for the construction (6:37, 38)—of later origin 6:1 and 8:2. At the most the document may have been deposited in the temple. The story of the uprising against Athaliah in II. 11 has no specific priestly tinge; that in 12:5ff. contains reproach of the priests’ mismanagement of the sacred funds, and similarly 16:10ff. is not complimentary to the priestly jurisdiction. Likewise in the story of the reformation of the Temple in II. 22, 23 king Josiah is the reformer, the priests are his servants; ‘the high priest Hilkiah’ (22:14) could not interpret the Book of the Law which was found, and recourse was had to a prophetess (22:14). This absence of priestly literary sources is very notable in comparison with such origins in other ancient literatures. However, the temple, as the literary centre, may well have been the natural depository of such archives.

§14. THE HISTORICAL STORY

a. Political Narratives

This section concerns materials other than the purely annalistic. Its most extensive object is the Prophetic Story, to be treated in the next sub-section. But there are narratives quite distinct from those of that quarter.

The first two chapters of the book are the conclusion of the Davidic Court History, extending from 2 Sam. 16. For its characterization see Comm., introduction to I. 1, 2. As so often happens in literary history, this early creation is the most classical; for its length and dramatic presentation it has no equal in the Historical Books. But it belongs to a literary genre that was early developed in Israel; for its extent comparison may be made with the story of Joseph.

One political story appears in the account of the negotiations with Hiram of Tyre (I. 5:15ff.). It has been built upon authentic details: Hiram’s congratulations upon Solomon’s accession, the memorandum on the transportation of the logs,
and the exact items quoted at length from early sources in vv.25. 27-32. Two stories are presented illustrating Solomon’s wisdom, that of his dream at Gibeon with the ensuing judgment between the two harlots (313-) and that of the Queen of Sheba’s visit (101-13). The story of the second oracle at Gibeon (91-9), in which the primitive element of the ‘dream’ is omitted, is sample of late moralizing judgment; cf. a similar brief intrusion in the story of the building of the Temple (611-13).

In the Judæan history there are the following stories of early origin, historically authentic. The history of the revolt of the North under Solomon’s former lieutenant Jeroboam in its original substance (I. 1126-28, 31, 121-5) tells the political truth, that the revolt of the North was due to Solomon’s heavy imposts, and that the schism came by divine fate (121-15). The dramatic story of the uprising against the usurping foreigner Athaliah (II. 11) has all the earmarks of contemporary history, and without intrusion of a prophet. Parallel in character is the story of Josiah’s reformation (II. 22, 23), when critically reduced to a simpler form. It is to be observed that these stories are the reflection of stirring events; also that, unlike the history of the North, they do not hail from schools of the Prophets. Only with Hezekiah’s history do we have a long story of the kind, but this involving the canonical prophet Isaiah (II. 18-20=Is. 36-39), an early hagiographon indeed, but one including authentic details. The South was sterile in such literature in comparison with the riches of the North, but politics there was far less stirring; we find the same proportion in the narratives of Judges.

b. The Stories of the Prophets

For the North the political history was embalmed in lengthy narratives proceeding from the schools of the Sons of the Prophets. Here there is revival of the literary art that had flourished for the history of the Judges (e.g., the story of Deborah and Sisera, ch. 4; of Gideon and his son Abimelek, cc. 6-9; of Jephthah, cc. 11, 12). The word ‘school’ is used of purpose. The Prophetic Guilds, preceding the advent of the canonical Prophets, who dissociated themselves from their predecessors (cf. Am. 711, Mic. 35ff., Dt. 1820ff., etc.),
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developed as so often in the history of the rise of enthusiastic religious bodies their own letters. The assemblages of these enthusiasts included exhortation and instruction, and among their members were found scribes who were inspired to write the history of the stirring times in which their leaders were so actively engaged.¹

The longest example of this literary development appears in the Elijah cycle (I. 17–19, 21, II. 2). There follows that of

¹ See Comm. on II. 438 for the existence of a yeshiva, ‘session,’ i.e., school, in those guilds. For the literary beginnings in the Church, cf. Luke’s reference to the ‘many’ who had ‘undertaken’ a history of the Gospel, while back of our Gospels lie documents difficult of critical precision, with subsequent generations producing a welter of apocryphal Gospels. In Islam there were probably written ‘traditions’ (hadīj), going back to Muhammad’s day; see I. Goldziher, Muhammadische Studien, 2 (1890), 1 ff., e.g., p. 9.

These pre-canonical Prophets and their guilds appear currently in the Histories of Israel and the Histories of its Religion; but they take a minor place in comparison with ‘the Writing Prophets’ of the canon. An admirable statement on the character of these stories is given by Kittel, GVI 2, 186. He holds that about 800 B.C. there arose a Prophetengeschichte, the centre of which was Elijah with his contest against the Baal-cult. The composer of the history belonged without doubt to the Nebi‘im of his day, and his composition gives room for the suggestion that in those guilds the art of popular historical composition was cultivated. However this ‘suggestion’ might be made more positive. Kittel also notes (p. 339, n. 2) the Greek χρησμολόγος, ‘purveyor of oracle-stories,’ as distinguished from the χρησμωτός, ‘prophet.’ Per contra, Stade, pref. to SBOT, holds that in their present form these stories are all post-exilic, “although the material in the Elijah and Elisha cycles ‘may be pre-Exilic’”’; but such literary scepticism is most unfounded. Of value is Gunkel’s small volume, Elias, Yahwe u. Baal (1906), with many notes referring to similar religious phenomena in other religions. He recognizes (pp. 4 ff.) that in the Elijah stories both Saga and History are involved, and it is the historian’s business to distinguish the two, although there remains a field for independent literary criticism. For a recent and comprehensive study see O. Plöger, Die Prophetengeschichten der Samuel- u. Königsbücher (1937), and for those early prophets at large, R. Kraetzschmar, Prophet u. Seher im alten Israel (1901); G. Hölscher, Zum Ursprung des israelit. Prophetismus, BWAT 13 (1913), 88 ff., and Die Propheten (1914); H. Junker, Prophet u. Seher in Israel (1928); A. Jepsen, Nabi : soziologische Studien zur al. Lit. (1934). For earlier treatments see, inter al., A. Kuenen, Religion of Israel (1874), 1, ch. 3; W. R. Smith, Prophets of Israel (1882), Lect. 2. For the comparative phenomena, J. G. Frazer’s Folk-Lore in the O.T. will be referred to ad locos.
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Elisha, entwined in the former, beginning at I. 19 and continuing to II. 9, plus an apocryphal postscript, 13. Elijah is a most mysterious figure, coming out of the unknown and even so disappearing; he figures only in dramatic events, of which the scene on Mount Carmel is the most vivid (I. 18). Elisha is a secondary figure, as is his history; but his personal life is presented, and he is the head of a community of the Sons of the Prophets. The most striking story in this cycle is that of Jehu’s revolt (II. 9, 10), a brilliant political narrative, in which Elisha appears only in the preface as inceptor of the uprising. Within this complex are inserted, with historical justification, two brilliant stories, connected with otherwise unknown prophets: the history of the rout of Ben-Hadad at Aphek (I. 20), in which figures an unnamed ‘ prophet ’ or ‘ man of God, ’ along with ‘ sons of the prophets ’ (vv. 13, 28, 35); and (ch. 22) the dramatic scene of the contest of the lone prophet Micaiah (cf. 19) with four hundred prophets and their named spokesman Sedekiah, the story being introductory to the ensuing vivid battle scene in which Ahab lost his life. Thus we possess a continuous series of Prophetic documents, broken only by annalistic items, extending from I. 17 to II. 10.

The remaining Prophetic Stories of the North are midrash in the current sense of the word, of dubious historical value. Such is the story of Ahijah the Shilonite and his oracle to Jeroboam (I. 12-39, cf. 12). Ch. 13 is a similar midrash, with its echo in II. 23. The prophet Jehu ben Hanani is said to have uttered an oracle against the house of Baasha (I. 16-4. 7. 12). The Chronicler alleges a large number, some sixteen, of such Prophetic sources for the history of the kings (see Curtis, Chron., 21). He twice uses the word ‘ midrash ’: ‘ the m. of the prophet Iddo ’ (II. 1322), and ‘ the m. of the book of kings ’ (2427). 2

2 The word ‘ midrash ’ is used above after the Chronicler’s precedent. It was evidently an early technical literary term, which has variously concerned translators. The Grr. and V translate with ‘ book ’; reproduces with the corresponding madrasha. Of the modern trr. GV has ‘ Historia,’ followed by AV with ‘ story ’; FV ‘ Mémoires ’; RVV JV ‘ commentary ’; Moff. and Chic. B, ‘ Midrash.’ The word is to be explained from the semantic development of the same root (‘ to seek after, look up ’) in Arabic darasa, ‘ to read.’ And there is the interesting parallel development of the Koranic verb talâ (root tla), ‘ to follow
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For historical subject-matter the book falls into three divisions. (1) I. 1, 2 is a continuation of the story of David in Samuel; on this section comment is made in Comm., ad loc. (2) I. 3–11 gives the history of Solomon, for which 'the Book of the Acts of Solomon' is cited. The title is indefinite. It may refer to a strictly annalistic document, from which after,' coming to mean 'to read, recite.' In addition is to be remarked the Semitic background of Jesus' utterance, "Search the Scriptures" (Jn. 5:39, cf. 7:52), the original of which verb was ārš, i.e., "Read the Scriptures." There may be compared the Latin 'legere,' 'to pick up, read,' cf. German 'lesen.' The word 'legend' indeed is etymologically something 'to be read,' and quite corresponds with 'midrash' and medæval 'story,' as GV and AV excellently translate the word, which means a written historical story. The Old Norse word 'saga' has often been used for translation, cf. Mrs. Church's The Israel Saga, although that word rather referred to heroic events. On the subject of such oral tradition in the background of the O.T. see at large the recent works of Gandz and Lods, and the extensive pertinent section in the encyclopaedic work of the Chadwicks, The Growth of Literature (these all cited in the Bibliography). This last treatment in a note on p. 642, defining 'saga' in opposition to 'legend' is to the point as for the modern use of the latter word: "A saga, at least in the early stages of its life, need not of necessity contain any unhistorical element, apart from the form (the conversations, etc.) in which it is presented." But their judgment of Biblical story suffers from maintaining a now out-moded view of earlier Higher Criticism, as when it is stated (p. 684) that the story of David "carries the history of Israel back to c. 1000 B.C., perhaps three centuries before the general use of writing for literary purposes." The authors appear to be primarily authorities in Norse legends. On the other side stands Albright's treatment of the subject in his volume, From the Stone Age to Christianity, in his section on 'Oral and Written Transmission of History,' pp. 33 ff., encyclopaedic in brief compass with its analogies from other such origins of literary composition.

1 Reference may only categorically be made to the Commentaries (including Burney's Hebrew Text, the Int.), Introductions, Dictionary articles, Histories of the Literature, cited in the Bibliography. There are to be noted in addition Benz., Jahvist u. Elohist in den Königsbüchern (an essay at pursuing those sources in Ki.) and Hölscher's study in the Gunkel-Eucharisterion. Of unique value is the vivid polychrome presentation of the sources in Stade-Haupt, SBOT; cf. also the critical presentations in Kittel's and Skinner's Commentaries and Kent's SOT. With regard to Benz.'s thesis there is to be observed Eissf.'s caution (Einl., 150) that there is no clue for unravelling the possible threads continuing the sources of the Pentateuch.
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the editor has drawn such materials; but it is to be noted that the only dates given are those for the building of the temple and palace, while even the forty years of reign assigned appears to be an invented figure, like that for David's reign. Or it was a compilatory work, of what extent we may only guess. One metrical fragment appears in the citation of 'the Book of Jashar' (§12.13). Kuenen regards the original work as wholly pre-Deuteronomic. The literary brilliance of the earlier Historical Story disappeared promptly under the magnificent Solomon. (3) There ensues the bulk of the book, the history of the Divided Kingdoms, I. 12–II. 17, continued with that of the surviving Judah, cc. 18–25.

An exemplary formal editing appears for the history of the Divided Kingdoms—notable, as despite the national schism, for the sense of the lasting community of the two halves of Israel. This feature is succinctly expressed by Driver (p. 189): "In the arrangement of the two series of kings a definite principle is followed by the compiler. When the narrative of a reign (in either series) has once been begun, it is continued to its close—even the contemporary incidents of a prophet's career, which stand in no immediate relation to public events, being included in it; when it is ended, the reign or reigns of the other series, which are synchronized with it, are dealt with; the reign overlapping it at the end having been completed, the compiler resumes his narrative of the first series with the reign next following, and so on." 2

As authority for his data in each reign the editor refers to 'the Book of the Chronicles of the Kings of Judah,' and ditto 'of the Kings of Israel.' In the latter case Joram and Hoshea are omitted in such listing, in the former Ahaziah, Athaliah, Jehoahaz, Jehoiachin, Sedekiah—in most cases for good reason. The extent and character of these two chronicles constitute a problem. Their minimum basis would be comparable with the Babylonian chronicles, which listed the

2 Assemblage of these data is given by Kuenen, pp. 64 f., and most fully by Burney, pp. ix seq. For the vexed question of the originality of the synchronisms, see §16 below. For the history of the end of Judah exact dates are given, some of them in terms of Babylonian chronology. For these there was practically contemporary information that could be registered memoriter.
important events in a reign. The summary expression at the end of almost every reign, 'and all that he did,' or 'and all his might,' appears to make the chronicle in question a purely state document. Such annalistic records must have had their literary expansion, but the extent of this further development may only be judged from individual cases. These appear especially in the later Judæan history, as in the stories of the reform of Jehoash (II. 12), the intrusion of heathenish worship under Ahaz (II. 16), the temple-restoration and reformation under Josiah (II. 22, 23). But the great bulk of the Northern history, I. 12–II. 17, is literary story, prophetic and otherwise; for its characteristics see Burney, pp. 207 ff. It is most reasonable to suppose that the latter material came to be incorporated with the official chronicle material in Judah under the reign of Josiah. This literary interest was reflection of the revival under that king, who bravely attempted the unification of All-Israel. We have to suppose an exodus of Northern literati to Jerusalem, bringing their manuscripts with them, and contributing to the cultural renaissance of the more sterile South. There such a literary expansion appears in the one Judæan prophet-story, that of Isaiah, with the inclusion of a poetic masterpiece (II. 19, 20). The phenomenon would be a small parallel to the flight of Greek scholars to the West to escape the Turkish invasions. And the revival, equally national and religious, under Josiah has its parallel in the Reformation period in Northern Europe. This politically temporary revival had its permanent spiritual results, in religion with the Deuteronomic reform which laid the basis for later Judaism (the religion of a Book, a tradition followed by the Church), and in letters with the accumulation of ancient literary remains which produced a National History, of which Kings was the climax.

The Book is a history written with a religious theory and a practical aim. It has for subject not mere History, but the lessons of History. There is honest self-judgment in this product of Hebrew historiography. The schism of Israel from the God-ordained Davidic kingdom was due to Solomon's sins, the fall of the North to its continued defiance of the True Religion, and again the ruin of Judah to the inescapable fate deserved by Manasseh's sin. The remarkable note is that,
when all was lost, some one found the history of that tragic period worth recording as a lesson of God's discipline of his people. The spirit of the editor is fully Deuteronomistic. With II. 25-28 regarded as a postscript, the editor was a contemporary of Jeremiah, and, in his youth at least, of the publication of the Book found in the temple. The book underwent its later minor revisions, as the variations in Heb. MSS and the early VSS show. But extensive interpolations are few, if any. The midrash in II. 23-25 may be a case in point. The Old Greek presents an apocryphal supplement to I. 12, of doubtless Hebrew and ancient origin. But there is, apart from minute alterations, and constant contaminations of text from Ch., no patent influence from the later schools (Levitical, Priestly) which edited the Torah. A reconstruction from that point of view produced a parallel but fortunately distinct volume, that of Chronicles, while our book remained practically untouched.

§16. THE CHRONOLOGY

Recent Literature

The classical essay at Biblical chronology is that of Eusebius in his Chronica. For the Biblical renaissance may be noted L. Cappel's Chronologia Sacra, published in the London Polyglot, vol. 1, and again in Walton's Biblicus Apparatus. The following gives a list of recent literature bearing on the subject, with omission of reference to the pertinent Commentaries.

— A Third Revision of the Early Chronology of Western Asia, BASOR 88 (1942), 28-36.

Dr., Int., 200 ff., and Burn., pp. xiii seq., give full lists of phrases characteristic of the compiler of Ki., and their affinities with Dt. and Jer. Most recently Pfeiffer has made the statement (Int., 377) that "the date of the original edition can be fixed without misgivings between Josiah's reforms in 621, based on the finding of Deuteronomy, and the destruction of Jerusalem in 586."
CAH: I, 145 ff.; vol. 3, at end, Synchronistic Tables.
—— Palestinian Chronological Data, ib., vol. 8–9 (1932), 151 ff. (with year by year table).
Curtis, E. L.: Chronology, DB.
De Vaux, R.: La chronologie de Hazaël et de Benhadad III, rois de Damas, RB 45 (1934), 512 ff.
Forrer, E.: Zur Chronologie der neuassyrischen Zeit, MVG 1915, no. 3.
Gehman, H. S.: Chronology, WDB 1944.
Kittel, R.: GVI 2, §36.
Kugler, F. X.: Von Moses bis Paulus, 1922 (mostly devoted to the Biblical chronology and calendar, and with a section, pp. 234–300, maintaining the historical trustworthiness of Chronicles).


Mangenot, E. V.: Chronologie, Vigouroux’s *DB*.

Martì, K.: Chronology, *EB*.


—— Supplementary Studies, etc., *HUCA* 1935, 1 ff.


—— *Decline and Fall of the Hebrew Kingdoms*, 228 ff.

Rost, P.: *KAT* 320 f.


Stade, B.: *GVI* 1, ch. 2.


—— *In welchem Jahre geschah die sogenannte syrisch-efraemische Invasion, u. wann bestieg Hiskia den Thron?* 1918.
Wellhausen, J.: Die Zeitrechnung des Buches der Könige, JDT 20 (1875), and in Bleek, Einl.4, 263 ff.—Comp., 299 ff.
Winckler, H.: KAT 316 ff.

For the astronomy involved see G. Schiaparelli, Die Astronomie im A.T., 1904, F. K. Ginzel, Handbuch der mathematischen u. technischen Chronologie, 3 vols., 1906–14; and for the calendars, the Archæologies of Benzinger, §36, Nowack, §38. Of the titles listed above, Begrich and Thilo each present four large tables with a year-by-year synchronistic chronology, Begrich’s tables also schematically indicating the several dating systems he proposes. In simpler and more useful form Sanda gives such a table (2, 424–7).

Addenda

— Jeroboam II—The Rise and Fall of his Empire, privately printed, Cincinnati, 1945.

a. List of Regnal Terms and Synchronisms

All-Israel

I. (1) Saul (years ?—1 Sam. 131)
   (2) David 40 (I. 211)
   (3) Solomon 40 (1142)

JUDAH

(4) Rehoboam 17 || Jeroboam I 22 (1420, 21)
(5) Abijam 3 = ,, 18th (151.2)

IsRAEL

1 The following presentation is largely based on Begrich’s exemplar lists and discussion, pp. 58 ff. Cf. also Kuenen, pp. 64 f., and Burn., pp. ix seq. In the table, which presents the Hebrew data alone, cardinal numbers indicate years of reign, ordinals equivalence with years in the parallel. A common epoch for both kingdoms exists after (19), another after (38). Further notes, mostly textual and bearing upon the VSS, are given after each period.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>JUDAH</th>
<th>ISRAEL</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(6) Asa 41</td>
<td>= Jeroboam I 20th (15\textsuperscript{9} · 10)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(7) , , 2d</td>
<td>= Nadab 2 (15\textsuperscript{2s})</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(8) , , 3d</td>
<td>= Baasha 24 (15\textsuperscript{2s} · 33)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(9) , , 26th</td>
<td>= Elah 2 (16\textsuperscript{8})</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(10) , , 27th</td>
<td>= Zimri 7 days (16\textsuperscript{15})</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(11) Civil war, Tibni and Omri (16\textsuperscript{21} · 22)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(12) , , 31st</td>
<td>= Omri 12 (16\textsuperscript{2s})</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(13) , , 38th</td>
<td>= Ahab 22 (16\textsuperscript{2s})</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(14) Jehoshaphat 25</td>
<td>= , , 4th (22\textsuperscript{11} · 42)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(15) , , 17th</td>
<td>= Ahaziah 2 (22\textsuperscript{5s})</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(16) , , 18th</td>
<td>= Joram/Jehoram 12 (II. 3\textsuperscript{1})</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(17) Jehoram 8</td>
<td>= Joram 5th (8\textsuperscript{16} · 17)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(18) , , 2d</td>
<td>= , , (I\textsuperscript{17})</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(19) Ahaziah 1</td>
<td>= , , 12th (8\textsuperscript{2s}), 11th (9\textsuperscript{9}) ; Jehu’s accession (ch. 9)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(1) An editor of Sam. inserted the later formula for introduction of a reign: “son of —— years was X at his accession, and —— years he reigned “ (the v. is lacking in OGr.) ; the second blank was filled out with ‘ two.’ (This numeral frequently occurs in the regnal terms, and may mean an indefinite number, like English ‘ a couple ’; see Comm. on I. i\textsuperscript{1712}.)

(2), (3). The figures appear to be round numbers in the absence of original data. Some scholars, e.g., Wellh., Kamph., Stade, discover manipulation of the regnal chronology, with the object of obtaining an era of 480 years from the founding of the temple to the end of the Exile (cf. assertion of such a preceding era in I. 6\textsuperscript{1}) ; e.g., Stade (GVI 1, 80): the balance of Solomon’s reign, 40 - 3 = 37 + 393 years of his successors + an alleged term of exile, 50, = 480. See Begrich’s criticism, pp. 14 f.

(4)–(19). The Judaean 95 years is paralleled with Israelite 98. The difference may be accounted for by presumption of more ante-datings in the latter longer list.

(5) Abijam’s reign is increased to 6 years by OGr., so obtaining the desiderate equivalence.

(6) OGr., ‘ Jeroboam 24th ‘ for ‘ 20th,’ in consequence of the variation in (5).


(8) Gr. b i c2, ‘ Asa 4th ‘ for ‘ 3d ‘.

(9) Gr. om. datum here, supplies it in 16\textsuperscript{4}, with ‘ Asa 20th ‘ for ‘ 26th ‘ (so L E) ; other Gr. variants, ‘ 28th,’ ‘ 29th.’

(11) See Comm., ad loc.

(12) Omri is given a 12-year reign between Asa 31st and 38th = 7 years, but the interval of civil war, (9)–(12) 4 years, approximately
accounts for the difference. For 'Asa 31st' Gr. N v x y, 'Asa 27th' (al. '20th,' '28th,' '29th'; Ant., viii, 12, 5, '30th'); the change gives the desiderated extra years. For the chronology of the civil wars see Comm. on I. 15. 11.

(13) S, Ahab's accession in 'Jehoshaphat 2d' vs. 'Asa 38th.'
(14) Ahab 4th = Grr. in loco; in OGr. insertion, 1628a, = Omri 11th; cf. the variations in (12), (13).
(15) S, Ahaziah's accession in 'Jehoshaphat 24th,' vs. 'Jehosh. 17th.'
(16) Gr. v Joram's accession in 'Jehosh. 22d' vs. '18th'; cf. notes (12), (14).
(18) The datum bluntly contradicts the official data in (16), (17).
(19) In 25 S S correct '12th' to '11th' = 929; but the latter is an intruded statement.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>JUDAH</th>
<th>ISRAEL</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>II. (20) Athaliah 6</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(21) Joash 40</td>
<td>= 7th (12. 2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(22) ,, 23d</td>
<td>= Jehoahaz 17 (13)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(23) ,, 37th</td>
<td>= Joash 16 (13)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(24) Amaziah 29</td>
<td>= 2d (14. 2, cf. v. 17)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(25) ,, 15th</td>
<td>= Jeroboam II 41 (14)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(26) Uzziah 52</td>
<td>= 27th (15. 2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(27) ,, 38th</td>
<td>= Zechariah 6 months (15)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(28) ,, 39th</td>
<td>= Shallum 1 month (15)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(29) ,, 50th</td>
<td>= Menahem 10 (15)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(30) ,, 52d</td>
<td>= Pekah 20 (15)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(31) Jotham 16</td>
<td>= 2d (15. 33)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(32) ,, 20th</td>
<td>= Hoshea (15)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(33) Ahaz 16</td>
<td>= Pekah 17th (16. 2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(35) ,, 12th</td>
<td>= Hoshea 9 (17. 6)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(37) Hezekiah 29</td>
<td>= 3d (18. 1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(38) ,, 6th</td>
<td>= 9th (18)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(20) S has a long absurdly repetitive interpolation after 10, dating Jehu's accession in Athaliah's 2d year; see Rahls, SS 3, 276.
(22) Ant., ix, 8, 5, 'Joash 21st' for '23d.'
(23) For 'Joash 37th,' Gr. v, '36th,' N+15 MSS, '39th.'
(24) II. 14 uniquely remarks that 'Amaziah survived Joash 15 years.'
(25) For 'Amaziah 15th' Gr. v, '16th.'
(26) For Uzziah's accession in 'Jeroboam 27th' Gr. v c, '25th.'
(27) For Zechariah in 'Azariah 38th,' N c9+9 MSS, '28th.'
(28) For Shallum in 'Azariah 39th,' c, '28th.'
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(30) For 'Pekahiah 2,' $\mathcal{GL} \ '10,' N c_2+11 MSS, the same group as in (27), '12.'

(33) For Hoshea in 'Jotham's 20th,' $\mathcal{D} \ '2d \ year' \ (by \ error).

(34) For Ahaz in 'Pekah's 17th,' $\mathcal{D} \ '18th.'

(35) For 'Ahaz 12th' Gr. o, '10th,' $c_2, '14th.'

(36) For 'Hoshea 3d,' $c_2, \ Ant., ix, 13, 1, '4th,' v, '5th.'

(38) For date of capture of Samaria in 'Hezekiah 6th,' $c_2, '10th,' $\mathcal{E} '8th.'

Begrich's display of the various figures in Grr. and Josephus is most useful and suggestive. But there are variations of text, accidental or indeed wilful, in $\mathcal{D}$, while the Greek variations, innumerable as they are, most of them evident errors (e.g., in codex A), are most open to question. See Mowinckel's display of evident errors in both $\mathcal{D}$ and Grr., pp. 266 ff. Begrich insists on 'good tradition' underlying odd Greek MSS and Josephus, and makes use of their variants—some of which may indeed be proper corrections, but are nevertheless not original. No scientific result can be obtained from these odd quarters. MS $c_2$ (HP 127), at times in correspondence with N, and in two cases, (23) (30), in company with a larger group, goes its own way, distinct from the rest of the Lucianic group to which it belongs; but this phenomenon appears peculiarly in the complicated era, (26)–(38). Also the group HP 71, 245 (not directly cited in OTG) offers cases of exceptional readings, either alone or with other MSS. $\mathcal{GL}$ otherwise offers no variations of value.

For (20)–(38) there is between Judah and Israel disparity of 165 years minus 143 = 22 + 2 part-year terms. But external evidence of the Assyrian records rigorously demands shortening of these figures, to be corrected by the generally accepted dates, 841, accession of Jehu and of Athaliah, and 722, the fall of Samaria in Hezekiah's 6th year—i.e., a lapse of 119 years. For Judah this involves a disparity of 46 years. It is notable that the reign of the usurper Athaliah is included in the royal chronology; but legally the royal heir's reign should have been dated from his father's death, so that subtraction of 6 from the overplus is to be made. The 29-year term of Amaziah is generally reduced by chronologers; e.g., by discounting 13 years of previous regency; n. b. (24), and see Comm. II. 14. Further Azariah-Uzziah's long reign of 52 years suggests scepticism; there may be double counting.
with the years of his son Jotham's regency; n. b. the conflict of (32) and (33). Mahler and Kugler retain the figure, variously reducing Jotham's term. Lewy retains 52, for actual reign 27 years, plus 16 for Jotham's reign, plus 8 for regency (as alleged) of Ahaz. Others reduce the figure: e.g., Begrich to 38 years, Kittel to 40, Robinson to 42, with various calculations of the regency, so diminishing Jotham's actual reign. Also the round figure 40 for Joash's reign (cf. the data for David and Solomon) arouses suspicion; we have to reckon with errors and lapses in the original documents, which were then arbitrarily corrected or filled out (cf. 1 Sam. 13'). For Israel the discrepancy of some 25 years (144-119) is reduced by the Assyrian data. In the year 738 Menahem paid tribute to Shalmaneser V with resultant extent of 16 years to the fall of Samaria in 722. But the figures for his successors, Pekahiah 2, Pekah 20, Hoshea 9, make the era some 40 years plus x for balance of Menahem's term. The discrepancy is generally met by reducing Pekah's figure to 1 or 2 (Mahler 6, Kugler 5 or 6). The problem is further complicated by the synchronistic figures. According to (33) Hoshea became king in Jotham's 20th year—which then must be dated from the latter's accession to the regency, as he reigned only 16 years. But according to (35) Hoshea began to reign in Ahaz's 12th year; yet according to (37) (38) the Assyrian investment of Samaria occurred in Hezekiah's 4th year=Hoshea's 7th, and the capture in Hezekiah's 6th=Hoshea's 9th. Cf. Robinson, pp. 228 ff.

III. Judæan regnal terms. (39) Manasseh 55 years (II. 21'). (40) Amon 2 (21'). (41) Josiah 31 (22'). (42) Jehoahaz 3 months (23'). (43) Jehoiakim II (23'). (44) Jehoiachin 3 months (24'). (45) Sedekiah II (24').

From Hezekiah's reign to the destruction of Jerusalem, 587/586 B.C., crucial datings are given by external history. II. 18^* dates the taking of Samaria in Hezekiah's 6th year=722/721 B.C.² Between these dates is a lapse of 135 years, which figure actually corresponds to that of the sum of the

² There is contradiction here with the statement, II. 18', that the Assyrian invasion occurred in his 14th year; but for the secondary character of this figure see Comm., ad loc.
above reigns: 110+Hez. 29–6=135, with an overplus of two quarter-year reigns. Accordingly the figuration followed the post-dating system; see c below.

b. The Synchronisms between the Chronicles of Judah and Israel

The regnal synchronisms have been largely disputed by modern criticism as secondary, constructed upon the given figures for the parallel reigns; so, e.g., by Wellhausen in his early monograph, and Meyer, and this position is cautiously maintained by recent historians, Kittel and Robinson. But the study of Babylonian-Assyrian historical documents has produced a positive trend in the opposite direction. Of recent eminent authorities for this position may be named Begrich, Kugler, Lewy, Mowinckel. Their argument is based upon similar synchronisms from early days in Babylonian lists, cross-referencing with Assyrian regnal years. In view of these facts the writer's scepticism has yielded to a large extent. But considerable exceptions must be made. For the turbulent years following Jeroboam II official cross-reckoning for the Judaean dynasty must have been well-nigh impossible, as certain inner contradictions of synchronisms show. Further, in pursuance of the accepted chronological scheme Hebrew editors would have arbitrarily supplied lacking synchronisms, just as they at times made corrections, a fashion pursued galore by the Greek translators. It is on the safe side to assign to the Judaean and the early Israelite dynastic chronology prime importance, and to the synchronisms secondary value. This view is in contradiction to that of Lewy (Chron., 28) and Mowinckel (Chron., 172), alleging by way of argument that the former class is lacking in the similar Akkadian documents. But it is to be noted that the Hittites and the Egyptians recorded the regnal terms in their dynastic lists. The practical accuracy for the regnal terms Hezekiah-Jehoiachin has been exhibited just above.

E.g., Chronicle B, in KB 2, 274 ff., 330 ff., ATB 1, 330 ff., CP 208 ff., for the reigns from Tiglath-pileser to Esarhaddon. For the 12th century six such synchronistic lists have been published by E. F. Weidner, Die Könige von Assyrien. Neue chronologische Dokumente, MVÄG 26, Heft 2 (1921).
c. The Calculation of Regnal Terms

There is general difficulty of rendering an ancient precise date into modern chronological terms, due to the variation of New Year as between ancient systems, and as also in contrast with the modern beginning of the year. Internal conflicts appear in the ancient reckonings. In the Bab.-Ass. system the year 1 of a king did not begin until New Year in the spring; the preceding initial portion of the reign was termed reš sarrûšû, 'the beginning of his reign,' which appears to have its correspondent in the Hebrew dating of Evil-Merodach's action in II. 2527, 'in the year of his becoming king' (but for this still-disputed phrase see Comm., ad loc.). This system of post-dating avoided legal and historical complications. If a king did not overlive New Year no date was assigned to him in the royal series (cf. the citation of reigns in months in the Hebrew lists). But when, by ante-dating, year 1 was reckoned as of the months between accession and New Year, there would be arithmetical doubling of that year, as the last of the predecessor and the first of the successor. This may explain the discrepancy between 95 years in the Judæan line and the 98 in the Israelite, as remarked above on nos. (4)–(19) in the List of Regnal Terms, I. For the final group, III (the Judæan line alone), as observed ad loc., the era closely approximates the known terminal dates, and the post-dating system must have been used. As for the disparity of figures in group II, the civil wars in the North, the Assyrian invasions, and also the disturbances in the South interfered with chronological regularity. Various systems of unravelling the problem have been proposed in order to save the synchronisms. For the discrepancy in regal periods Mahler has found a way out by the assumption of three regency-periods in the Judæan line (pp. 286 ff.), followed by Lewy. An attempt at obtaining an understanding of the evident disorder is that of Kugler's (pp. 163 ff.). He admits the many errors, which he attributes to later recensions; according to his theory the original composer of the book without exception ante-dated the reigns, the subsequent revisers post-dated throughout, and these (he finds three) disagreed in their methods.

The most elaborate as also most complicated system is that
of Begrich. He proposes four distinct chronicle methods based upon the variations in reckoning the calendar years and the regnal terms, and in four plates, listing the years 932–727, he presents in columnar arrangement the variations of the four methods. The work is of particular value for the detailed criticism of the data; but its plan proposes an over-degree of theorization on part of the ancient writers. The contrast of ante-dating and post-dating is now generally recognized. Lewy holds (pp. 10 ff.) that the latter system came in with Azariah of Judah and Zechariah of Israel. Mowinckel (p. 179) finds it for the time after Hezekiah. Another problem lies in the beginning of the legal and regnal year. Did the royal year correspond with the ancient system dating the year from autumnal Tishri, or with the ecclesiastical year, dating from Nisan?—the Talmud recognizes four beginnings of the year for as many social and economical purposes (cf. "the return of the year, when kings sally forth (to battle)," 2 Sam. 11:1). Mahler holds (p. 210) that the year began in the spring throughout the history; Begrich that the regnal year began with the calendar year in autumn, with change to the spring dating in Josiah’s time, which latter innovation Mowinckel denies (p. 175).4

The Synchronisms with External History

The continuous Assyrian limu- or eponym-lists, dating as in Roman chronology after an officer who gave his name to the year—such an official being also listed in Solomon’s court—offer a few exact synchronisms with the history in Kings.5 For the end of the kingdom the book gives dates in Babylonian terms. As observed above, the rendering of the ancient years into terms of the modern calendar, beginning with January, is further confused by the Babylonian-Assyrian inception of

4 For similar complicated datings in the books of Maccabees see E. Bickermann, Der Gott der Makkabäer (1937), Beil. II. For like confusion in Eusebius’s Chronicle see DCB 2, 353 f.

5 For Solomon’s officer ‘Over-the-Year’ see Comm., I. 42n. For the limu-list in question, giving a signal event for each year, see KB 1, 208 ff., CP 226 ff. The precision of the latter chronology is obtained from the dating of an eclipse of the sun, which occurred on June 15, 763 B.C.; see Mahler, p. 259.
the year at the spring equinox, while the Hebrews, at least
down to the latter part of Judah's history, dated it in the
autumn. Consequently double figures have in general to be
given in corresponding modern chronology.

853. Ahab and Ben-Hadad of Damascus named in Shal-
maneser III's record of the battle at Karkar; Comm.,
I. 16, at end.

842/841; Jehu's tribute to Shalmaneser; Comm., II. 1032ff..

738. Menahem's tribute to Tiglath-pileser; Comm., II. 1523ff..
734-732. Ahaz's name recorded as tributary to Tiglath-
pileser.

733/732. The Assyrian capture of Damascus. For these two
items see Comm. II. 167ff. Deposition of Pekah, Assyrian elevation of Hoshea to the throne; Comm.
II. 1530ff.

722/721 or 721/720 (Begrich). Capture of Samaria; Comm.
II. 189ff.

701. Sennacherib's siege of Jerusalem; Comm. II. 1813ff.

597/596; Mowinckel, 598/597. Nebuchadnezzar's conquest
of Jerusalem; Comm., II. 2412.

587 (Begrich, Mowinckel); 586 (Lewy). Destruction of Jeru-
salem; Comm., II. 2418ff.

562/561 or 561/560. Restoration of Jehoiachin to favour by
Evil-Merodach; Comm., II. 2537.

For the additional dates for the last days of Jerusalem see
Mowinckel, pp. 199 ff.; Albright, pp. 92 ff.; Morgenstern,
New Year for Kings, 449 ff.

In addition may be listed certain regal synchronisms with
international history.

Relations of Hiram of Tyre and Solomon (I. 515ff., in the
latter's 4th year; 910ff., 'after 20 years'); Comm., I. 55,
61. 37.

A Pharaoh's daughter, wife of Solomon; Comm., I. 31.

Shishak's invasion in year 5 of Rehoboam; Comm., I.
1425ff.

Jezebel, daughter of Ethbaal king of Tyre, wife of Ahab;
Comm., I. 1631.

Ben-Hadad of Damascus (cf. I. 201ff.) named in the contem-
porary Zakar inscription.
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Ben-Hadad's successor Hazael (II. 87ff.) named in the Assyrian inscription of 842 B.C., and the latter's son Bar-Hadad in the Zakar inscription.

Mesha of Moab (cf. II. 34ff.) records the ' 40 years of oppression of Moab ' by Omri and his sons.

Tiglath-pileser of Assyria, Rason of Aram contemporary with Ahaz of Judah, Pekah of Israel; Comm., II. 16ff.

So-Seve, king of Egypt, in league with Hoshea against Assyria; Comm., II. 17.

Tribute of Manasseh recorded by Ashurbanipal; Comm., II. 21, introd.

Invasion of Palestine by the Ethiopian Tirhakah; Comm., II. 19.

The Egyptian Necho's defeat of Josiah at Megiddo, and his control of Judah; Comm., II. 23.

In addition is to be noted the unfortunately one-sided synchronism, I. 14ff., of Shishak's invasion of Judah in Rehoboam's 5th year; see Comm., ad loc. Shishak I reigned 945-924 (Breasted).

The writer foregoes adding to the detailed chronologies presented in Commentaries, histories, and the many special monographs. Omitting the early apocryphal datings for David and Solomon (each assigned 40 years), the following variants, as proposed, may be noted for the date of the accession of Rehoboam and Jeroboam I: Mahler, 953; Robinson, 936; CAH, Olmstead, 935; Šanda, 933; Kittel, Skinner, Winckler, 932; Mowinckel, Gehman, 931; Kugler, 929; Begrich, 926; Albright, Lewy, 922. The traditional Ussherian date is 973. The date 936 is obtained by adding the 95 years of the Judaean line in (4)-(19) above to the fixed date 841; but that assumed date should be reduced on the theory of early ante-dating.

Although we have to admit that no scheme of Chronology is perfect, it is helpful to have a table in which the kings of Israel and Judah and the events taking place in their reigns are presented in a synchronism in parallel columns. The editor accordingly has inserted at this place his Chronology, which he published in the Westminster Dictionary of the Bible and in the Concordance of the Westminster Study Edition of the Holy Bible.
## I. The Period of the Hebrew Kings

### A. The United Kingdom.

- **Saul** (about 1025-1010 B.C.).
- **David** (about 1010-970 B.C.).
  - King of Judah 7 years and 6 months.
  - King of united Israel and Judah 33 years (2 Sam. 4:5).
- **Solomon** (about 970-931 B.C.).
  - At the death of Solomon the kingdom was split into two independent kingdoms.

### B. The Divided Kingdom.

- This scheme is not offered as final in every particular, but it can be used as a working basis for the dates of the kings of Israel and Judah. Many of these dates must be considered merely as approximate. Slightly different arrangements of the data are possible at several points, but they do not affect the chronology as a whole. It would be very desirable to have a scheme consistent in all details, but with our present knowledge that is impossible. The unqualified figures in parentheses after a king's name denote the length of his reign in years. A crossline after a king's name in the Northern Kingdom or events in his reign marks a change of dynasty. The line of David ruled in unbroken succession in the Southern Kingdom except for the 6 years when Athaliah had usurped the throne (842-836 B.C.).

### Table: Judah, or Southern Kingdom

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Reference</th>
<th>Ruler and Events</th>
<th>Year of Reign</th>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Year of Reign</th>
<th>Ruler and Events</th>
<th>Reference</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>I Kings 14:21</td>
<td>Rehoboam (17) 931-915</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>931*</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Jeroboam (22) 931-910</td>
<td>I Kings 14:20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>II Chron. 11:17</td>
<td>Three years' godliness</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>915</td>
<td>17</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I Kings 14:25</td>
<td>Shishak's invasion</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>912</td>
<td>20</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I Kings 15:1-2</td>
<td>Abijam (3) 915-912</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>910</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>Nadab (2) 910-900</td>
<td>I Kings 15:25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>II Chron. 13:1, 2</td>
<td></td>
<td>5</td>
<td>Baasha (24) 909-886</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>I Kings 15:28-33</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I Kings 15:9, 10</td>
<td>Asa (41) 912-871; ascends throne 1st regnal yr.</td>
<td>6</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>II Chron. 14:1</td>
<td>Land quiet 10 yrs.</td>
<td>7</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>II Chron. 14:9-15</td>
<td>War with Zerah between yrs. 11 and 14</td>
<td>8</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>II Chron. 15:10</td>
<td>Reformation</td>
<td>9</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>II Chron. 15:19</td>
<td>Buys aid of Ben-hadad</td>
<td>10</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>II Chron. 16:1, 2</td>
<td>buys aid against Baasha</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>886</td>
<td></td>
<td>Elah (2) 886-885</td>
<td>I Kings 16:8</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Table: Israel, or Northern Kingdom, and Other Nations

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Reference</th>
<th>Ruler and Events</th>
<th>Year of Reign</th>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Year of Reign</th>
<th>Ruler and Events</th>
<th>Reference</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>I Kings 14:21</td>
<td>Rehoboam (17) 931-915</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>931*</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Jeroboam (22) 931-910</td>
<td>I Kings 14:20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>II Chron. 11:17</td>
<td>Three years' godliness</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>915</td>
<td>17</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I Kings 14:25</td>
<td>Shishak's invasion</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>912</td>
<td>20</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I Kings 15:1-2</td>
<td>Abijam (3) 915-912</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>910</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>Nadab (2) 910-900</td>
<td>I Kings 15:25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>II Chron. 13:1, 2</td>
<td></td>
<td>5</td>
<td>Baasha (24) 909-886</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>I Kings 15:28-33</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I Kings 15:9, 10</td>
<td>Asa (41) 912-871; ascends throne 1st regnal yr.</td>
<td>6</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>II Chron. 14:1</td>
<td>Land quiet 10 yrs.</td>
<td>7</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>II Chron. 14:9-15</td>
<td>War with Zerah between yrs. 11 and 14</td>
<td>8</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>II Chron. 15:10</td>
<td>Reformation</td>
<td>9</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>II Chron. 15:19</td>
<td>Buys aid of Ben-hadad</td>
<td>10</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>II Chron. 16:1, 2</td>
<td>buys aid against Baasha</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>886</td>
<td></td>
<td>Elah (2) 886-885</td>
<td>I Kings 16:8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Event</td>
<td>Commentary</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>----------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>----------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I Kings 16:28a (LXX) Jehoshaphat associated</td>
<td>36</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>II Chron. 16:12 Asa diseased</td>
<td>3 39</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I Kings 22:41, 42</td>
<td>Jehoshaphat (25) 875–850</td>
<td>5 40</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1st yr. of sole reign</td>
<td>4 41</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>II Kings 8:16–26</td>
<td>Married his first-born</td>
<td>1 2</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>II Chron. 21:6;</td>
<td>Jehoram, to daughter of Ahab</td>
<td>2 3</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22:11, 2</td>
<td></td>
<td>4 4</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>5 5</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>15 15</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>16 16</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>II Kings 8:16–26</td>
<td>Married his first-born</td>
<td>7 8</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>II Chron. 21:6;</td>
<td>Jehoram, to daughter of Ahab</td>
<td>9 9</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22:11, 2</td>
<td></td>
<td>19 19</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>20 20</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Jehoram (Joram) associated

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Event</th>
<th>Commentary</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>II Kings 8:16–26</td>
<td>Married his first-born</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>II Chron. 21:6;</td>
<td>Jehoram, to daughter of Ahab</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22:11, 2</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* The exact date of the death of Solomon is unknown. According to different systems of chronology this event is variously dated: 945, 936, 935, 932, 931, 930, 926, 925, 922. With our present knowledge we cannot be positive, and the above chronological scheme could be modified in various places.

† The dates 35th and 36th yr. of the reign of Asa given in these vv. in the Heb. text were explained by the older commentators as reckoned from the commencement of the Kingdom of Judah. The numbers are then correct. Modern interpreters generally regard the Heb. text as corrupt, and read 15 or 25 and 16 or 26 for 35 and 36 respectively. They are doubtless right in doing so, for the text of Chronicles has not been transmitted so carefully as it should have been, and the phrase "year of Asa," or other king, always refers to his regnal yr., and Baasha died in the 26th yr. of Asa (I Kings 16:8–10). The 15th and 16th yrs. of Asa correspond respectively to the 35th and 36th yrs. of the division of the kingdom.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Reference</th>
<th>Ruler and Events</th>
<th>Year of Reign</th>
<th>Date B.C.</th>
<th>Year of Reign</th>
<th>Ruler and Events</th>
<th>Reference</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>II Kings 8:16, 17</td>
<td>Jehoram sole king (8) 850-843</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>II Kings 6:24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>II Chron. 21:18, 19</td>
<td>Sorely diseased, hence</td>
<td>4</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>II Kings 8:19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>II Kings 9:29</td>
<td>Ahabiah made regent</td>
<td>7</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>II Kings 8:25, 26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>II Kings 8:25, 26</td>
<td>Abaziah, king (1)</td>
<td>8</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>II Chron. 22:1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>II Kings 11:1-3</td>
<td>Joash (Jehoash), sole surviving heir and legitimate king</td>
<td>842</td>
<td>842-814</td>
<td>Jehu seizes the throne (28)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>In concealment for 6 yrs. from Athallah, who usurped the power (842-836)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Jehu and Hazael pay tribute to Shalmaneser</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>II Kings 11:1-3</td>
<td>Joash, king (40) 836-797</td>
<td>836</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>II Kings 11:1-3, 12:1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Athaliah slain</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>II Kings 12:5</td>
<td>Renewed attempt to repair Temple at Hazael against Gath and Jerusalem. When he departs, he leaves</td>
<td>814</td>
<td>814-800</td>
<td>Jehoahaz alone 814-800</td>
<td></td>
<td>II Kings 10:32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>II Kings 12:17</td>
<td>Joash sorely diseased</td>
<td>37</td>
<td>800-785</td>
<td>Jehoash (Joash) (16)</td>
<td></td>
<td>II Kings 13:1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>II Chron. 24:25</td>
<td>Amaziah undertakes government; 799-782; but (29) 799-771, total</td>
<td>799</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>II Kings 13:3, 22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>II Kings 14:1</td>
<td>Joash slain and Amaziah (40) sole king</td>
<td>797</td>
<td>799</td>
<td>Moabites invoke Israel</td>
<td></td>
<td>II Kings 13:10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Jehoash victorious over Ben-hadad</td>
<td></td>
<td>II Kings 13:20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Ben-hadad besieges Samaria</td>
<td></td>
<td>II Kings 6:24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Ben-hadad murdered and succeeded by Hazael between 845-843</td>
<td></td>
<td>II Kings 8:19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Jehoram slain by Jehu</td>
<td></td>
<td>II Kings 8:25, 26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Elisha, the prophet</td>
<td></td>
<td>II Kings 8:19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Shalmaneser at war with Hazael</td>
<td></td>
<td>II Kings 8:19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>On account of Jehu's increasing age and incapacity for war,</td>
<td></td>
<td>II Kings 8:19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Jehoahaz associated</td>
<td></td>
<td>II Kings 8:19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Hazael against Israel</td>
<td></td>
<td>II Kings 10:22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Jehoahaz alone 814-800</td>
<td></td>
<td>II Kings 10:32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Hazael continues to oppress Israel all the days of Jehoahaz</td>
<td></td>
<td>II Kings 10:36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Elisha takes away hisOAD</td>
<td></td>
<td>II Kings 13:3, 22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Moabites invade Israel</td>
<td></td>
<td>II Kings 13:20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Jehoash victorious over Ben-hadad</td>
<td></td>
<td>II Kings 13:25</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
**II Kings 14:19**  | Conspiracy against Amaziah (782?)  | 16  | 784  | 1 | 1st regnal yr.  
**II Kings 14:21**  | **Uzziah or Azariah.** Actual reign about 782–about 753  | 18  | 782  | 2 |  
**II Kings 14:17**  | Amaziah survives  
**II Kings 14:19**  | Jehoash 15 yrs.  
**II Kings 14:20**  | Amaziah slain (29) and Uzziah supreme  
**II Kings 14:22**  | Builds Elath after death of Amaziah  
**II Kings 15:1**  | In special sense "reigns"  | 4  | 751  |  
**II Kings 15:5**  | Becomes leprous and  
**II Kings 15:32, 33**  | Jotham conducts the government (16) 751–736  | 751  |  
|  |  
**II Kings 17:1**  | Ahaz associated  
**II Kings 16:1, 2**  | Isaiah, the prophet  
**II Kings 16:1, 2**  | Ahaz (16) 736–722  
**II Kings 16:1**  | Micah, the prophet  | 50  | 736  |  
**II Kings 16:1**  | Uzziah dies*  | 52  | 734  |  
**II Kings 15:8**  |  | 735  |  
**II Kings 15:13**  | Shallem (1 mos.)  | 38  | 734  |  
**II Kings 15:17**  | Menahem ascends (10)  
**II Kings 15:17**  | 744–735  
**II Kings 15:17**  | 1st regnal yr.  | 738  |  
**II Kings 15:19**  | Menahem pays tribute to Pul (Tiglath-pileser)  | 3  | 738  |  
**II Kings 15:23**  | Pekahiah (2) 735–734  | 10  | 733  |  
**II Kings 15:27†**  | Pekah (20) 734–730  
**II Kings 15:29**  | Tiglath-pileser III receives tribute from Ahaz  
**I Chron. 5:20**  | Syro-Ephraimitic War  
**I Chron. 5:20**  | Deportation of 14 tribes of the Northern Kingdom  
**I Chron. 5:20**  | Tiglath-pileser captures Gaza  
**I Chron. 5:20**  | Tiglath-pileser against Damascus  
**I Chron. 5:20**  | Fall of Damascus  

* "In the year that king Uzziah died" (Isa. 6:1) is often given as about 740 B.C.  
† Ussher and the older chronologists assumed that anarchy prevailed for several yrs. between the death of Pekah and the accession of Hoshea. Both the Hebrew and the Assyrian records, however, clearly indicate that no interregnum occurred, but that Hoshea slew Pekah and succeeded him on the throne. The reign of 20 years causes a chronological difficulty; apparently Pekah was in authority in Gilead for 15 yrs. and reigned only 5 yrs. in Samaria.
### Judah, or Southern Kingdom

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Reference</th>
<th>Ruler and Events</th>
<th>Year of Reign</th>
<th>Date B.C.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>II Kings 15:30</td>
<td>20th yr. of Jotham</td>
<td></td>
<td>730</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>II Kings 17:1</td>
<td>12th yr. of Ahaz</td>
<td></td>
<td>730</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>II Kings 18:1, 2</td>
<td>Hezekiah ascends</td>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jos. Antiq. ix. 13, 1</td>
<td>1st regnal yr.</td>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>II Kings 18:10</td>
<td>Ahaz dies</td>
<td></td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>II Kings 18:9</td>
<td>Hezekiah sole king (29)</td>
<td>722/1</td>
<td>721</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jos. Antiq. ix. 14, 1</td>
<td>Hezekiah sole king (29)</td>
<td>722/1</td>
<td>720</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>II Kings 18:13</td>
<td>Sennacherib invades Judah</td>
<td></td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>II Chron. 32:1-8</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>714</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Isa. 36:1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>715</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>II Kings 20:1-6</td>
<td>Hezekiah sick</td>
<td></td>
<td>713</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Isa. 37:1-8</td>
<td>Hezekiah dies</td>
<td></td>
<td>713</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>II Kings 20:12</td>
<td>Receives embassy from</td>
<td></td>
<td>712</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Isa. 37:1</td>
<td>Merodach-baladan about</td>
<td></td>
<td>712</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>this date</td>
<td></td>
<td>710</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Siege of Ashdod</td>
<td></td>
<td>705</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>II Kings 18:14 ff.</td>
<td>Besieged by Sennacherib</td>
<td></td>
<td>701</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>II Kings 21:1</td>
<td>Hezekiah dies</td>
<td></td>
<td>693</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>II Kings 19:37</td>
<td>Manasseh (55) 693-639</td>
<td></td>
<td>681</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Israel, or Northern Kingdom, and Other Nations

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year of Reign</th>
<th>Ruler and Events</th>
<th>Reference</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Hoshea (9) 730-722</td>
<td>II Kings 15:30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Shalmaneser V, 728/7-722</td>
<td>II Kings 17:1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Hoshea seeks an alliance</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>with Sib' e (So) of Egypt</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Sargon, 722-705</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Another Assyrian</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>Fall of Samaria*</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>Sargon besieges Ashdod</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>Merodach-baladan</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>Siege of Lachish and</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Jerusalem</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>Hezekiah pays tribute</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>Discomitute of Assyrians</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>Esarhaddon, 681-669</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>Invasion of Egypt (675-671)</td>
<td>&lt;br&gt;II Kings 19:35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Page</td>
<td>Text</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>------</td>
<td>------</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>II Chron. 33:11</td>
<td>Carried in chains to Babylon by the Assyrians, probably at this time</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>II Kings 21:19</td>
<td>Amon (2) 639-638</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>II Kings 22:1</td>
<td>Josiah (51) 658-608</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 Chronicles 34:13</td>
<td>Begins to purge nation</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 Chronicles 34:13</td>
<td>Jeremiah begins to prophesy</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jer. 11:1, 2</td>
<td>13th Josiah to 4th Jehoiakim inclusive = 23 yrs.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>II Kings 22:23</td>
<td>Reformation by Josiah</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>II Chron. 34:8</td>
<td>Battle of Megiddo; death of Josiah</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>II Kings 23:31</td>
<td>Jehoahaz king 3 mos.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>II Kings 23:36</td>
<td>Jehoiakim (11) 608-597</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jer. 25:1; 46:2</td>
<td>He and Necho subjegated by Nebuchadnezzar</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jos. Antiq. x. 6, 1</td>
<td>9th mo., public fast; Jeremiah’s roll burned</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dan. 2:1</td>
<td>Two yrs. after the defeat of Egypt Nebuchadnezzar dreams</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>II Kings 24:1</td>
<td>Having paid tribute to Neb. 3 yrs., rebels</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>II Kings 24:8-12</td>
<td>Jehoiachin, 3 mos.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>II Chron. 36:10</td>
<td>Goes captive to Babylon toward close of yr.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jer. 52:28</td>
<td>Zedekiah (11) 597-586</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>II Kings 24:18</td>
<td>Visits Babylon</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jer. 51:59</td>
<td>Samaria by Esarhaddon and Ashurbanipal</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ezra 4:2, 10</td>
<td>Ashurbanipal, 669-626</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Invasion of Egypt (667-663)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Ashurbanipal captures Babylon and dethrones (652) Shamash-shum-ukin, his brother, who had incited peoples from Elam to the Mediterranean to revolt against Assyria</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Receives tribute from Manasseh of Judah</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Nabopolassar, king of Chaldeans, 626-605</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Fall of Nineveh</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Necho, king of Egypt, 609-593</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Battle of Carchemish (605)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Nebuchadnezzar (Nebuchadrezzar), king of Chaldeans, 605-562</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* Dated by many authorities in the early months of 721 B.C.
### Judah, or Southern Kingdom

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Reference</th>
<th>Ruler and Events</th>
<th>Year of Reign</th>
<th>Date B.C.</th>
<th>Year of Reign</th>
<th>Ruler and Events</th>
<th>Reference</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Ezek. 1:2</td>
<td>Ezekiel begins to prophesy</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>593</td>
<td>Psamtik (Psammetichus)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>II Kings 25:1</td>
<td>Jerusalem besieged</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>588</td>
<td></td>
<td>II, king of Egypt, 593-588</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jer. 32:1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>about</td>
<td>Apries (Hophra), king of Egypt, 588-569</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>II Kings 25:8, 9</td>
<td>Jerusalem besieged</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>587</td>
<td></td>
<td>18th or 17th of Nebuchadnezzar</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jer. 52:12-16, 29</td>
<td>Temple burned in 5th mo.</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>586</td>
<td></td>
<td>19th or 18th of Nebuchadnezzar</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jos. Antiq. x, 8, 5</td>
<td>Temple burned in 5th mo.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Zedekiah captured, taken to camp of Nebuchadnezzar at Riblah, where he was blinded; deported to Babylon</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jos. Apion i. 21</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Ezek. 12:13</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

#### II. The Exile
(586-538 B.C.)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Reference</th>
<th>Ruler and Events</th>
<th>Year of Reign</th>
<th>Date B.C.</th>
<th>Year of Reign</th>
<th>Ruler and Events</th>
<th>Reference</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Jer. 52:30</td>
<td>Captives carried to Babylon 5th yr. after destruction of Jerusalem = 23d Neb.</td>
<td>582/1</td>
<td>582</td>
<td>23d yr. of Nebuchadnezzar</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jos. Antiq. x, 9, 7</td>
<td>Captives carried to Babylon 5th yr. after destruction of Jerusalem = 23d Neb.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Nebuchadnezzar invades Egypt in 37th yr. of his reign</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>II Kings 25:27</td>
<td>37th yr. of Jehoiachin's captivity</td>
<td>568</td>
<td>568</td>
<td></td>
<td>Evil-Merodach (Amel-Marduk), king of Chaldeans</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>II Chron. 36:22, 23</td>
<td>Rebuilding of Temple authorized</td>
<td>561</td>
<td>561</td>
<td>Cyrus, king of Persia, takes Babylon 1st yr.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ezra 3:8</td>
<td>Rebuilding begun in 2d mo., having remained waste for 50 yrs.—that is, 49 yrs. and 9 mo.</td>
<td>539</td>
<td>539</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jos. Apion i. 21</td>
<td></td>
<td>538</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Ezek. 12:13
A COMMENTARY ON
THE BOOKS OF KINGS
COMMENTARY


CC. 1 and 2 continue the intimate Court History of David, recorded in 2 Sam. 9-20; the initial conjunction expresses the connexion. As a piece of literature the section stands wholly apart from the rest of Ki., is sequel to the material peculiar to Sam. The story, although evidently written by an intimate of the court, and one sharing in the popular enthusiasm for the national hero David, is by no means a royal encomium, for the writer is possessed with the sense of the tragic motive that dominated the last years of the king, the darling of Israel. That tragedy began with the taking of his neighbour’s wife, Bathsheba, and his foul murder of her husband, relieved only by his affection for the child of that union, whom God took away; there follows in dire consequence his eldest son Amnon’s outrage on his half-sister, the vengeance taken upon him by Absalom, and then the latter’s revolt, relieved again by the father’s bitter sorrow over the death of the unfilial son. And in the present sequel we read of the court cabal which desired to raise the presumptive heir-apparent to the regency, evidently a conspiracy against the favourite queen and her son Solomon, with the sequel in the death of Adonijah and the death or disgrace of the ancient ministers, Joab and Abiathar. As the tragedy

1 Summary reference for this Court History is made to the Commentaries on Sam. and the Introductions; for the most recent analysis see Eissf., Komposition der Samuelisbücher (1931), esp. pp. 48 ff. (cf. his Einl., 151 ff.), and for a recent discussion L. Waterman, “Some Historical and Literary Consequences of Probable Displacement in 1 Kings 1-2,” JAOS 1940, 383 ff. The most elaborate treatment of the present section is that by L. Rost, Die Überlieferung von der Thronfolge Davids (BWANT 1926), insisting on its literary independence from the earlier narratives; cf. Eissf.’s review, OLz., 1937, 657 ff. For the political background see W. Caspari, Thronbesteigungen u. Thronfolge der israel. Könige (1917).
began with Bathsheba, so it ends with herfiguring unwittingly in the death of the crown prince. With this culmination the story ends, without colophon, even as the origins of the narrative-source are unknown.

The story is told with fine artistry. The initial verses, detailing an apparently gossipy detail of harem history, have their dénouement; the anecdote of Bathsheba's and Nathan's appearance before the king (115ff.), and that of Adonijah's romance and Bathsheba's plea for him (213ff.), are brilliant pictures of Oriental court life. It is the last piece we possess of that early bloom of written historical story which had its apogee in the theme of the heroic David. All the glory of Solomon did not foster this remarkable literary development; his organization of the realm into a 'modern state' rather cut the spiritual nerve of his people, and the ensuing disruption of his kingdom shocked its proud self-consciousness. The praise of Solomon as poet and philosopher (59ff.), which record may well have historical foundation, belongs to the age of sophistication. Israel's genius lay dormant for a commensurate theme until the rise of another class of popular heroes, the Prophets, who were of the people and for the people. Apart from that material, the history of the Kingdoms is fairly commonplace. But even though little of it is great literature, the book of Kings remains as the first ordered attempt at a national history that we possess from antiquity, itself again the development of old historical saga and story.

For literary and historical appreciation of this document, citation may be made of some masters in ancient Oriental history. Wellhausen: "In den Hergang der Begebenheiten, die natürlichen Anlässe und menschlichen Motive der Handlungen gewinnen wir da vielfach einen recht tiefen Einblick, wenngleich der Standpunkt ein beschränkt jersalemischer ist und beispielsweise die eigentlichen Gründe des Aufstandes der Judäer unter Absalom kaum berührt werden. Die Begeisterung für David hat wol auch hier die Feder geführt, aber seine Schwächen werden nicht verschwiegen, die wenig erbaulichen Verhältnisse seines Hofes getreu berichtet, die Palastintrigue, durch die Salomo auf den Thron gelangte, mit einer beinahe boshaft scheinenden Unbefangenheit vorgetragen." Eduard

\[2 \text{ Prolegomena (ed. 6), 259.}\]
Meyer in an earlier work:  "Die Berichte über David lehren durch ihren Inhalt unwiderleglich, dass sie aus der Zeit der Ereignisse selbst stammen, dass ihr Erzähler über das Treiben am Hof und die Charactere und Umtriebe der handelnden Persönlichkeiten sehr genau informiert gewesen sein muss; sie können nicht später als unter Salomo niedergeschrieben sein."; and later: "Es ist etwas Erstaunliches, dass eine derartige Geschichtsliteratur damals in Israel möglich gewesen ist. Sie steht weit über allem, was wir sonst von altorientalischer Geschichtsschreibung wissen, über den trockenen offiziellen Annalen der Babylonier, Assyrer, Ägypter, über den märchenhaften Geschichten der ägyptischen Volksliteratur." Meyer again, in his last, posthumously published work: "Etwas ganz Überraschendes und Einzigartiges und ein Beweis für die hohe Begabung des Volks und die von ihm erreichte Höhe und Selbstständigkeit der Kultur ist aber, dass daneben hier allein im gesamten vorderen Orient eine durchaus selbstständige Geschichtsliteratur entstanden ist." The French scholar Lod's characterizes the 'dramas' in 2 Sam. 9–20, as marked "avec une exactitude, une intensité de vie, une pénétration psychologique qui trahissent un maître historien informé par un temoin oculaire." And finally a citation from an American historian of Oriental antiquity, Olmstead: "Whether or not Abiathar was our historian, his work is almost a miracle to his modern successor. History such as this had never before been written. Inspired annals of a monarch's wars, lists of kings, brief dry chronicles, folk tales of past heroes, this was the best that had been produced. Suddenly and without apparent forerunners, we have a narrative which invites comparison with many present-day accounts of a reign. The author is well informed, he knows court life from the inside, he writes simply but vividly, not for a monarch's favour but for the instruction of generations to come. What most amazes his modern successor is his complete objectivity. . . . Our author is equally careful to trace the degeneration of David's character under the influence of success and luxury, and the picture he paints, not by laboured description but by allowing the deeds to speak for themselves,

---
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is stark tragedy, true to the dramatic facts of human nature. . . . His name may be lost, but his modern successor must pay tribute to this first and strangely modern historian of three thousand years ago.''

Olmstead's attribution of 'objectivity' is so true of this composition that in spite of the critical recognition of its contemporaneity and historicity as a whole, discussion of the authorship is still rife. 1 Ch. 2929 records 'the acts of Samuel the seer, of Nathan the prophet, of Gad the seer' (cf. 2 Ch. 929) as authorities for these reigns, but the citations are apocryphal. Modern scholars are inclined to attribute these court memoirs to Abiathar, David's intimate and personal priest, the partisan of Adonijah in the latter's attempt at the throne, and subsequently deposed by Solomon.7 But the opening of the story pictures Adonijah as a wayward youth, in terms used of his older rebellious brother Absalom; the actual items of the conspiracy are put in his adversary Nathan's mouth (222ff.), but the intention of usurpation is bluntly given in v.5. Whatever partisanship the author may have held—and in the strife over the succession none could have been non-partisan—he skilfully conceals his interest.8 The present writer agrees with Kittel (Comm., and Gesch., 2, 184) in coming to no solution on score of the author's identity.

Finally there is this point for the historical critic to bear in mind. With all the impressive 'objectivity' of our history it still remains impossible to determine the details of the actual facts, not to say the hidden motives, in such a story of courtly intrigue and tragedy. All that we have are contemporary stories emanating in large part from royal court and harem. What conversations went on in that secluded

7 So, e.g., Budde, GAL 86 (or to Abiathar's family), Olmstead, p. 336—at least as likely. For Abiathar's authorship might be claimed the fact that the account of his dismissal from office (226, 27) does not name his successor, as in the case of Joab (235a-v.b is a later insertion).

8 On the other side see Sanda's argument, pp. 49 ff., citing with approval Wellhausen's dictum on the 'fast boshaft vorkommende Aufrichtigkeit' of the author; but this reads into the story unwarranted sophistication, not found in Hebrew literature. Ehrlich presents (Randglossen, 213 ff.) a very sardonic view of the 'pro-Solomon conspiracy.'
circle were never known exactly outside; current story turned objects of conversation into direct discourse—a not unknown literary art of historians. If the stories that came out of the harem were monarchical propaganda, so also anti-monarchical stories, like those of the Prophets, may equally be propaganda. We are confronted here with the historically almost un-analyzable element of the genre of the Historical Story, which, apart from public acts and letters, gives all we know of ancient personalities. The presumption in general for the present story is its *bona fides*. Were it not for the tragic sense that inspired the narrator, we should never have had the amount of indubitable historical fact which he incorporates.

Apart from the disputed passage, 21-9, the original story has been only slightly supplemented: 210-11, 12b is editorial insertion of the usual data for end of a reign; 227 is editorial comment; 235b, not in cover, is a later insertion; 246b is a fresh title to the subsequent history. For much more radical criticism see Waterman’s article cited in n. 1.

I. r1-53. This very intimate story of David’s senility and the fair Abishag has its proper place in the history, and well illustrates the principle of suspense that marks Hebrew storytelling; it prepares the way for the tragedy of Adonijah’s undoing (213f.). For Abishag’s origin from Shunem and her identity, or confusion, with the Shulamite of the Song of Solomon (71) see Note. 2. The ministers (EVV servants), i.e., gentlemen of the bedchamber (Heb., the general term slaves—cf. the honorific term δούλου Ἰησοῦ Χριστοῦ in the N.T.), were the immediate entourage of the king, who had charge of his personal wants. For the many seals with the honourable title, ‘minister of the king’ see Comm., II. 2212. The maiden sought was to stand before the king, i.e., wait upon him, and be his nurse (so the exact tr.; EVV let her cherish him, JV be a companion unto him), and specifically, lie in thy bosom (Grr., ἔτρωκεν ἐπί τοὺς χείλες, lie with him), that the king might keep warm. The passage from the courtly third person to the second is elsewhere illustrated, e.g., 238, 1 Sam. 2528. The proposed remedy of procuring a girl, a virgin (EVV a young virgin), both qualities being requisite for fresh physical vigour, is correctly attributed by Josephus to ‘the advice of physicians’ (Ant., vii, 14, 3), and this practice is corroborated by a
prescription of Galen's: "ex iis vero quæ ventri extrinsecus applicantur carnosus puellus una sic accubans, ut semper abdomen eius contingat" (Methodus medicus, ed. Kühn, 1821 seq., vol. 10, 7, 7; also cited by Poole); other similar prescriptions are cited by Keil (in the case of Frederick Barbarossa) and Farrar for this ancient medical practice of γροκομία or γροβοσκία, modern diatherapy. 3. The search for such a maiden in all the territory of Israel is a bit of Oriental hyperbole. 4. The rhetoric of the usual translation of the v., with constant repetition of and is to be improved; the nominal clauses at beginning and end balance one another, and together constitute the main theme: And although the girl was very fair, and she became the king's nurse and ministered to him, yet the king was not intimate with her. The older commentators (see Poole) argued much as to her exact relations with the king, whether as wife or concubine, even to the extent of discussing whether the impotent monarch did right in taking a woman into such a relation. But that she was simply a nurse is emphasized in this v., and is corroborated by v.15—or else another woman, even the queen mother, would not have been admitted to the chamber—and also by the latter's immediate compliance with Adonijah's application for the young lady's hand (213ff.; vs. Benzinger); certainly that experienced woman would not have been caught unawares. To be sure, Solomon chose to understand the case otherwise.

5-10. The court intrigue to elevate the heir-apparent to the regency, and its rapid development. The details of the hailing of Adonijah as king are given in Nathan's report to David (vv.22ff.). Of David's elder sons (2 Sam. 3ff.) Amnon and Absalom were dead, Chileab apparently so, leaving Adonijah next in succession. 5. Now Adonijah, son of Haggith, exalting himself, saying, I will be king, prepared for himself chariotry and horses [see Note] and fifty outrunners. 6. Like his brothers Amnon and Absalom he had never been controlled by his father, and like Absalom he was a very handsome man. Exceptionally at this period in Hebrew history we find comments on the personal appearance of heroes: of Saul, 1 Sam. 92, of David, ib. 1612. The part of personal beauty in the success of political aspirants was fully recognized by the Athenians. 7. He obtained the support of David's old-time
priest and henchman Abiathar and of the redoubtable commander-in-chief Joab, naturally legitimists and in opposition to 'the Young Party' of the court. 8-10. To the would-be accession-festival, like its ominous precedent in Absalom's uprising (2 Sam. 151), he invited his brother princes except Solomon, and all the men of Judah [namely] the royal ministers; the last item indicates an attempt at securing the political interest of Judah, jealous as it was of any North Israelite interference, a jealousy which Absalom made the basis of his revolt at Hebron. (Subsequently Solomon found it necessary to constitute Judah as a royal province under his direct control; see Comm., 419.) VV. 8-10 are practically parallel in naming the personalities of the opposite party, who did not join the conspiracy or were not invited. Is this a case of loose writing, or is v.8 with the expanded personnel a subsequent revision? Oddly enough Sadok the priest, who heads the list in v.8, does not appear in v.10; see Comm., 235b for the problem as to Sadok's part in the Solomonic history. For Nathan's primary concern see at vv.11ff. The acme in the second list of the uninvited is Solomon's name. The two other names in v.8, Shimei and Rei, are unknown or textually doubtful. The regular troops (EVV mighty men), it is to be noted, remained loyal to the throne, and so doubtless the mercenary troops of foreign origin, whose commander was Benaiah (cf. 2 Sam. 818); the generalissimo Joab appears not to have had command of these special troops, which were 'the king's own.' A military rivalry is thus attested. 9. The slaughter of sheep and beoves and fatlings involved a sacrificial occasion, however surreptitious the occasion was; cf. the indirect reference to Absalom as 'offering the sacrifices' at his affair in Hebron (2 Sam. 1511ff.). En-rogel; for the identification of this spring with the modern Job's well in the Kedron valley below Jerusalem see Smith, Jerusalem, i, 75 ff.; Kittel, Studien, 150 ff.; Dalman, Pjβ., 1918, 47-72. This deep well strikes a subterranean stream, the drainage of the valley; see the publication of G. Dalton's account of his exploration of the shaft in 1847, published in QS 1922, 165 ff. For rōgēl Smith's identification (pp. 168 ff.) with Aram. rāgōlā, 'stream' is correct, vs. the traditional interpretation of it as 'fuller.' R. Macgregor's note on the name (PEQ 1938, 257 f.) is
For the stone of Zoheleth, which is beside En-rogel, see Smith, l.e., Kittel, pp. 171 ff.; the latter believed that he had identified the stone with a large broken block near the well. The word zohelet may mean 'serpent' (cf. Mic. 717), and there arises the question of its identity with the Dragon Spring of Neh. 218; Smith distinguishes them absolutely (then the latter must have disappeared), while Kittel’s contemporary publication claims their identity. But Wellhausen (Reste arab. Heidentums, 146) compares the name with Arab. zuhāl, 'Saturn,' and for this identification may be added the interesting support of צ, which renders the word with נטעה, i.e., נכד, Am. 526, to be read 'Sakkuth,' i.e., the Bab. Saturn.

Most recently G. R. Driver has proposed (ZAW 1934, 51) a fresh translation as from the Arab. sense of the root, 'to roll, slip,' and the present phrase would mean 'the rolling stone.' For the modern name, Job's Well, see Kittel's argument (pp. 164 ff.) that the name of the traditional saint has replaced the older name, Joab's Well, which had come into vogue from the present history.

11-14. The hurried counsel of Nathan with Bathsheba. The prophet, adroitly speaking of the pretender as son of Haggith, rightly augurs the fate of the lady and her son in case of the success of the conspiracy. Arrangement is made for the dramatic presentation of the news to the king. The alleged promise on David's part of the succession of Solomon is the first statement of the royal intention on record. Accordingly the present story is easily stamped as that of a court cabal to influence the king in his dotage with the impromptu invention of such a promise; so, e.g., Benzinger, who finds Bathsheba only a 'tool' in the prophet's hand. However the present case is not without analogy in that ancient world, where queens themselves were masterful persons; it is exemplified in Assyrian history in at least one double case. The younger son Esarhaddon was raised to the throne over elder brothers through the dominant spirit of his mother Nakīa, Sennacherib's wife (her name indicates her West-Semitic origin), and likewise Esarhaddon's son Ashurbanipal was preferred by his father, through the grandmother's influence, over his elder brother Shamash-shum-ukin, a choice which brought on a destructive civil war; see Meissner, Bab. u. Ass.
I, 74 f.; Olmstead, *HA* ch. 30, ‘Harem Intrigues for a Throne.’ A similar ‘harem intrigue’ led by one of his wives in the last days of Ramses III in behalf of her son is recorded; see Breasted, *HE* 498 ff. For the queen-mother’s influential position see Erman-Ranke, *Ägypten u. ägyptisches Leben*, 86, and for a later age Dan. 5. Subsequently the royal power, at all events in Judah, may have become constitutionalized; *n.b.* the Law of the King in Dt. 17ff., which code insists on the prior right of inheritance for the first born son (21ff.). David’s choice of Solomon as successor may well have been the result of Bathsheba’s influence on her old husband. But it may have coincided with his own judgment; apart from personal sentiment there may have been good dynastic reason for preferring the Jerusalem-born son over those born at Hebron. Nathan’s oracle to David (2 Sam. 7) that “YHWH will make for thee a house,” *i.e.*, a dynasty, is futuritive, and critics might well regard this alleged oracle as propaganda for Solomon. With this oracle should be noted the intimate interest of the prophet in the infant Solomon, for whom he stood as sponsor, giving him a name of religious import, Jedidiah (ib. 12f.). For the prophet’s part in the present story a parallel may be found in Assyrian history; the old Esarhaddon desired to elevate his son Siniddinapal to co-regency with him, but the omens denied him his wish; see Jastrow, *Rel. Bab. u. Ass.*, 2, 191.

15-21. Bathsheba enters the royal chamber; the repeated statement of the king’s age and Abishag’s presence, into which *milieu* not only the queen-mother but also Nathan was admitted (v.22), supports the point made at v.4. Šanda draws the unnecessary inference that Abishag as witness to this ‘conspiracy’ was a possible danger to Solomon, and hence the latter had to deny Adonijah’s later suit for her hand. The etiquette presented in vv.16, 22, 23 was that of the great empires, already adopted by the young monarchy of Israel. The queen reminds her husband of his oath to her concerning the succession, and briefly narrates Adonijah’s attempt at the throne in language inspired by Nathan (cf. vv.24f.), and concludes, *And now, here is Adonijah king!* Accordingly the king should make public pronouncement of his will, or else, if Adonijah becomes king, she and her son (a personal
argument!) will be in default (EVV offenders—a common word for ‘sinners,’ but used secularly, as at II. 1814) for treason against the throne.

22-27. Nathan enters, interrupting the queen, who forthwith retires (cf. v.28); he is duly announced, for he had not the freedom of the palace as had the lady. He adroitly suggests that the king must have commanded the succession of Adonijah, or else why the pompous feast with public acclamation of him as king? But why then are those nearest to the throne, himself, Sadok, and prince Solomon, left in the dark?—again a personal thrust.

28-31. Nathan retires, and the queen is summoned again to the royal presence. The king reassures her, rehearses the oath which she had recalled to him, and promises to fulfil it to-day. His oath, By Yhwh who hath redeemed my soul (i.e., self, person) from all adversity, repeats 2 Sam. 49b. The popular acclamation, Vive le roi! (vv.2539, II. 1112, I Sam. 1024, 2 Sam. 1616) appears in the fuller phrase put in Bathsheba’s mouth: Milord king David live forever! This is a phrase not only of court etiquette but also of the mysticism enveloping the notion of royalty; see Gunkel, Einl. in die Psalmen, 160, 162 ff., citing the similar extravagant expressions in Babylonian and Egyptian documents, and correctly applying them for illustration of the Royal Psalms, e.g., Ps. 725fr. 17, 1104.

32-37. The old king arouses himself to drastic action; he summons his faithful ministers and orders them to anoint Solomon as king, giving specific instructions as to place and ceremony. The prince is to become co-regent with his father; n.b. the acclamation of him as ‘king Solomon’ (v.34), and cf. the regency of Jotham (II. 155). 33. The formal procession for the ceremony is to include your lord’s ministers, who are specified at v.38a. The prince is to ride on my own she-mule, a privilege symbolizing royalty, for possession of such personal effects was sacramental guarantee; cf. Gen. 4143, Est. 68. The horse was not yet, nor for long, the mounted animal in Palestine (n.b. correction of ‘horsemen,’ v.5). The mule was itself a recent innovation, being first mentioned at 2 Sam. 1329, 189, and this royal she-mule was probably a rarity, the mule being still object of importation (see 1025), as even in later
days (Eze. 27:14); the latter passage brings the animal from Beth-Togarmah in Asia Minor, even as Homer derives it from Paphlagonia and Mysia (Il., ii. 852; xxiv. 277—cited by Sanda). For the mule’s early existence in Babylonia, probably in the third millennium, see Meissner, Bab. u. Ass., 1, 279. The ass was the riding animal in the previous period; see Gen. 49:11, Jud. 10:4, 12:14. The ceremony was to take place at Gihon, which is identical with the Spring of the Lady Miriam (Mary) on the east slope of the Ophel; the name (meaning something like ‘gusher’) occurs only here and at v. 36, 2 Ch. 32:30, 33:14, being replaced by that of Shiloah-Siloam, which doubtless derived its name from the tunnelled aqueduct leading from the spring to the west side of the hill. (Cf. II. 20:20, and see the literature cited above in re En-rogel, v. 9). 34. The ceremony of anointing (root māšāḥ) was to be performed by Sadok the priest and Nathan the prophet; many critics, e.g., Smend, Lehrb. der alttest. Religionsgeschichte, 66, Benzinger, Stade, BH, Eissfeldt, delete the reference to Nathan here and in the repetition at v. 45, as an interpolation, conflicting with the priestly rite appropriate only to Sadok, cf. v. 39. But this is hypercriticism; the plural pronoun (as also ‘the people’) frequently appears as subject of the verb ‘to anoint,’ e.g., 2 Sam. 2:4, 5:3, below II. 11:12, 23:30, and even in the Chronicler, I. 29:22, “they anointed him (Solomon) to be prince and Sadok to be priest.” For such usage of ritual language cf. Amarna Tab. 37: “When Manaḥbria, king of Egypt . . . installed my father in Nuḥašše and poured oil upon his head.” For the addition of Nathan’s name here it is to be remembered that Samuel who anointed David was as much seer as priest, and in II. 9 it is the prophet Elisha who sent the oil of consecration by an inferior for the inauguration of king Jehu. In the present case the actual officiant was Sadok, as v. 39 records. Indeed as to possible manipulation of the text we should expect that reference to the non-priestly Nathan would have been deleted, not inserted. Along with this comparatively private ceremony went the public proclamation by a herald: Blow with the horn, and say, Long live king Solomon! 35. He shall come and sit upon my throne; for he shall reign

9 N.b. the representation of the chariot drawn by four asses at Tell Agrab, published by H. Frankfort in ILN, Nov. 6, 1937.
in my stead, and I have appointed him to become prince over Israel and Judah. The title 'king' was used at v.\(^{31}\); 'prince' (nāgîd) here reflects the early democratic objection to royalty; it is the word used in prophetic language in Sam. (I. 9\(^{16}\), 13\(^{14}\), II. 6\(^{21}\) [cf. v.\(^{20}\)], 7\(^{5}\)) and in Ki. (I. 14\(^{7}\), 16\(^{2}\), II. 20\(^{5}\)); it is also put in the mouth of Abigail (1 Sam. 25\(^{30}\)) and of the people (2 Sam. 5\(^{5}\)). A reflection of the contrast appears in the people's demand for a king (1 Sam. 8\(^{47}\)) and Samuel's ultimate anointing of Saul as 'prince' (10\(^{1}\)). (The later equivalent for our word is nāṣî, also translated 'prince' in-EVV, applied to Solomon at 11\(^{34}\), and particularly prominent in Eze.) With the presence of this archaic term there is no reason, with Stade, to regard the v. as secondary. According to v.\(^{34}\) Solomon is to be king over Israel, in this v. king over Israel and Judah; for the former title cf. 4\(^{1}\), 'king over all Israel,' and for the second 2 Sam. 5\(^{5}\), 12\(^{8}\). For the continued administrative distinction of Judah see Comm., 4\(^{19}\). 36. The soldier Benaiah is the spokesman in loyal response, Amen, the earliest literary occurrence of this primarily legal formula of assent; cf. Num. 5\(^{22}\), Dt. 27\(^{15f}\), and, as a reverent personal response, Jer. 11\(^{5}\). The following asseveration, as generally translated, So say YHWH!, is faulted with support from the Grr. by most modern commentators, except Burney and Šanda (doubtfully); see Note. But the mng. of the root 'āmar, as 'to command,' as well as 'to say,' is early vouched for: 1 Sam. 16\(^{16}\), 2 Sam. 1\(^{18}\) (?), 16\(^{11}\), 1 Ki. 11\(^{18}\), cf. Ps. 33\(^{9}\), and is supported by the same use of the root in a Zenjirli inscription, as also by current Arabic; accordingly translate: So command YHWH! The expression, YHWH, the God of milord the king, renders the ancient tenet that the Deity was peculiarly the God of the king; cf. the Royal Psalm, 45, v.\(^{8}\), etc. The customary address to the Pharaoh by the kings of the Amarna tablets was 'my Sun'; and there are many parallels to the present phrase in the Nabataean inscriptions (see Cooke, NSI no. 92). Below in v.\(^{47}\) by a later piety 'thy God,' Kt., has been changed to 'God,' Kr., a change adopted by some VSS and AV JV.

38-40. The royal coup is promptly and effectively accomplished with the support of the foreign mercenaries, the Keréthim and the Peléthim, i.e., Cretans and Philistines. These Peoples of the Sea, specifically the Sherdanu (the later
Sardinians), served as mercenaries in the armies of Ramses II and Ramses III; for further ref. see Note. The part that such mercenaries played in the originally quite democratic nation of Israel is not to be ignored. The sacramental consecration to kingship is effected by the horn of oil from the Tent; a vessel of holy oil was part of the equipment of a sanctuary and so ready for ritual uses; one was at Samuel's hand for anointing Saul and David (1 Sam. 10:1 and 16:1-13, when he carried the oil-horn to Bethlehem). For this royalunction see the monograph by H. Weinel, 'השְׁוָא ו. seine Derivative,' ZAW 18 (1898), 1 ff., in particular pp. 20 ff., 52 ff. This rite made the king a holy person and so untouchable; cf. 1 Sam. 24:7, etc. The Tent, more exactly 'the Tent of Yhwh' (2:28), was the tent that David 'pitched' for the Ark, when he brought it to Jerusalem (2 Sam. 6:17); it is magnified into the Pentateuchal Tent of Meeting at 8:4. The herald makes proclamation with the military trumpet, the shofar, and the unwitting demos joins in the acclamations; such details appear again in the stories of the accession of Jehu and of Jehoash (II. 9:13, 11:12). For piping with pipes many critics adopt a correction by slight change of text, based upon the Grr., and obtain 'dancing with dances'; other VSS, 'praising in dances,' cf. Moff.; see Note. But the use of the pipe, or flute, in processions is illustrated by Is. 30:29, and following Thenius's criticism, dances (Heb.=round-dances) could hardly accompany a procession, particularly, it may be added, in such a terrain as that of the Ophel; Burney properly notes that the stress is laid on the noise. For the hyperbolic phrase, the earth was rent by the noise, Poole cft. similar expressions in the Classics, e.g., Virgil, 'ferit æthera clamor' (Aen., v, 140).

41-48. The surprise of Adonijah's party. He and his friends had finished their festive meal, which at once celebrated and concealed the real occasion, when they heard the noise from the city; it was the soldier Joab whose sharp ears detected the sound of the trumpet (so Then.). His exclamation (v.41—literally), Why the noise of the city in uproar? is idiomatic enough to induce some critics to emend the text, in part taking the cue from Lucian, who did not recognize the old-fashioned word used for 'city' (see Note).
The news is brought them by Abiathar’s son Jonathan, who in the past had been the faithful sleuth for his father and for David (2 Sam. 15–17). He tells the story in summary fashion—after Semitic style the terms of the earlier narrative are repeated—culminating in a startling crescendo. 46. And further, Solomon has taken seat on the royal throne. 47. And further, the ministers came in [i.e., to his chamber] to bless our lord king David, with the words, Thy God make Solomon’s name more famous than thine, and his throne greater than thy throne. And the king bowed down [in worship] upon the bed. 48. And further, thus spoke the king: Blessed is Yhwh, Israel’s God, who has given to-day one to sit on my throne, and my eyes see it! The session on the throne was the peak of installation. The prayerful greetings (the blessing) of the courtiers are extended to the elderly monarch in his bedchamber. And they flatter the father by extolling the son; Poole cites the similar sentiment in Latin writers. David prostrates himself in worship on his bed, as did Jacob (Gen. 47:11). His response is a blessing on Yhwh for his favour to him. For the accession ceremonies here described cf. the coronation scenes in II. 9:11ff., 11:14ff., and for the sentiment the Accession Psalms, e.g., Ps. 72; cf. Mowinckel, Psalmenstudien, 2, 69 ff.; Gunkel, Einl., §3, and for the Assyrian rites, including ‘the sitting on the throne,’ Meissner, Bab. u. Ass., 1, 63 f. For the throne as sacramental symbol of royalty cf. the curse invoked in the inscription of Ahiram king of Tyre.

49. 50. The scene of the consternation and flight of Adonijah’s party. 50. The prince took sanctuary: he caught hold of the horns of the altar; this was the altar of the Tent of Yhwh, as in 2:28. The horns were the most sacred part of the altar (cf. Am. 3:14), and for their use in application of the sacrificial blood see Eze. 27:2, etc. There are numerous Syro-Canaanite representations of this ritual equipment; see Sellin, Tell Ta’annek, plates xii, xiii, and, for a large list of reproductions, Galling, Der Altar in den Kulturen des alten Orients (1925), plates 12, 13. See at length Cook, The Religion of Ancient Palestine in the Light of Archaeology, 27 ff., and the later study by H. T. Obbink in JBL 1937, 43 ff. For the law of sanctuary cf. 2:28ff. 51-53. News is brought to king Solomon, who is now functioning with full power, that Adonijah
demands of him an oath of full indemnity before he quits sanctuary. This request is granted on condition that he behave like a gentleman (see Note on v.42); the royal ministers conduct him from the altar, and he comes and does homage to the king, who bids him to go home, 'a demand that he retire into private life' (Skinner).

For analysis of Lucanian variants in this ch. see Rahlfs, SS 3, §9. For the novel division in ע, vv.1-14=ch. 1, vv.15-66=ch. 2, see A. E. Silberstein, Aquila u. Onkelos (1931), pt. 2, 27 ff.—1. רָדָּא נָא: this order throughout 2 Sam. (exc. 1329, where the text is doubtful) and in the following story, exc. at 217, where Adonijah as an intimate puts his brother's name first; the reverse order of apposition is usual; see GK §131, g.—קֹוצי: for דָּאָדִיע, appearing as a title in the Akk. Mari tablets, see G. Dossin, Syria, 1938, 109 f.—הַשְּׁמוֹת אוֹתֶם=Gen. 24, etc.; cf. פַּרְצָה בָּנֶיהָ, 1 Sam. 1712, with correction of בַּי; the second predicate precises the first.—שְׁכָנֵי: bed-clothes, and so at 1 Sam. 1912.—וַאֲנִי: so BH correctly, vs. מַלִּיו, with Mich., Bär, Ginsb.; see GK §67, p; Bergstr., HG 2, §27, d. The verb is impersonal, as at v.2, Eccl. 411, vs. St., who cancels a, forsooth because the Grr. appear to ignore it; but cf. similar translation idiom in EVV.—2. מִלְּדוֹר: (Bf om.) milord, so used even when several persons speak, cf. II. 513, and Aram. זוֹאָם in Lidzb.'s Political Ostracon, Altaram. Urkunden aus Assur (1921), also similar use of Aram. מַלִּיו, מִלְּדוֹר, etc., and, with Sanda, of Arab. maülāya.—גַּנּוֹת הַנַּע: Burn.'s adducing of cases like מַלִּיו לאו הָאָן is not to the point; see Note, 318.—[טִיט]: יִתְּחַנֵן כַּאֲנִי: 'wait upon,' as at 1 Sam. 1622 (cf. Dr.), etc., and so of ritual service (Dt. 108, etc.), and the spiritual service of prophets (II. 516), the verb also so used absolutely (Dan. 14). Stade's elision of the passage, וָנָא ... הָאָן (cf. alteration in גַּל) as dependent on v.4 is arbitrary; n.b. the nice balance of the composite period.—נָאָם: הבַּי is an official title at Is. 2215, and so in Phen.=Akk. šābānu; כ"א=JV, 'be a companion': Rashi, Kimchi, אֵשֶׁר, 'warming': גַּלֶּפֶתא, יָבְטָא, verbs which have development of mng., 'to warm' 'to cherish,' and so with the latter the other EVV. The Jewish scholar Ibn Barun in his Grammar held to the mng., 'to warm'; see P. Wechter, JAOS 1941, 184, with extensive added note on the Jewish interpretations.—דַּעַת: Grr., exc. גַּל euphemistically, 'with him.'—3. הָאָם: גַּל as though יִתְּחַנֵן—by variation of labial in Heb., or by the frequent confusion of א and א; see Dr., Samuel, p. lxvii.—ןָאָם: ת MS, גַּל om.—דַּעַת: ב אֲבֵסָר כ; al., אֲבֵסָר/א; the second element is unknown; for the frequent fem. names with כָּב (as also in S. Arab.) see Noth, IP 15.—דַּעַת: also דַּעַת, 221 22 (so here 13 MSS); the Kr. is often expressed at the first occurrence of a word. Elisha's patroness was also a Shunammite, II. 414. The word is gentilic of שְׂדֵר in Issachar (Josh. 1918, etc.), modern
Solam. For the exchange of liquids see Brock., Grundriss, 3, 224 ff., but without Heb. examples; for Heb. cf. אַנִ֥יָּה (and so the regional name לִשְׁנַ֣֨מָּה in the Aram. Zakar inscription = Akk. nusāšē, and a number of names discussed by the writer in JAOS 43 (1923), 50 ff. For identification of the place, as old as the Onomasticon, see Robinson, BR 3, 168 ff., Guérin, Galilée, 1, 112 ff. The relation of this Shunammite and the Shulammite of Solomon's Song is an ancient and still mooted problem. Winckler diagnosed much of the present story as mythological, David and Solomon would have mythological names, Abishag would be Ashart (GI 2, 246 ff.; cf. Meyer's satirizing comment, IN 485, n. 1). M. Jastrow (Song of Songs, 1921, 217) regarded the present story as a folk-tale to celebrate the 'prize-beauties' of Shunem. With the mythological and ritual interpretation of the Song, pursued especially by T. J. Meek, 'Canticles and the Tammuz Cult,' AJSL 39 (1922), 39 ff., and his more developed study in W. H. Schoff's Song of Songs, A Symposium, 1924, pp. 48–79, there would be no reason to combine 'Shunammite' and 'Shulammite,' although Meek gives mythological explanation for the characters in the Song. Over against many fanciful solutions is that proposed by E. J. Goodspeed, 'The Shulammite,' AJSL 50 (1934), 102 ff., maintaining that there is no identity between the two figures, that there was no romance between Solomon and Abishag, and that 'Shulammite' of the Song is etymologically the counterpart to 'Solomon.' The discussion, with full bibliography, is well summed up by H. H. Rowley, 'The Meaning of the Shulammite,' AJSL 56 (1939), 84 ff.; he comes to the same conclusion as Goodspeed. But in Waterman's art. cited above in Comm., n. 1, he has presented an interpretation of the Song as a drama based upon the present story, along with some detailed literary criticism, e.g., with doubt of the name Abishag. And indeed, following the pattern of the Ugaritic comedy—which has not as yet been applied to the Song—such a drama appears to exist there, entirely fanciful with its play upon the persons of the historical story.—⁴. יַעֲנֵיהּ: MS 196 יַעֲנֵיהּ, cf. GL יַעֲנֵיהּ (and so below); יַעֲנֵיהּ is of common gender (as is παίσ), but Kr. regularly יַעֲנֵיה for Kr. יַע, when fem.—⁵. יֶעֲנֵיהּ: so at v. 18 (also on a seal, IAE 236), otherwise יֶעֲנֵיהּ (so here Ken. 257); GL has followed יֶעֲנֵיה here with דָּעָטֶים, as declinable, and yet at v. 9 with דָּעָטֶים יֶעֲנֵיהּ, B being the most faithful to the latter form of transcription; similarly (τοῦ) Beraiov, v. 41, 238. It may be remarked that in such cases correction to the later form of the Heb. name was generally made at the first occurrence, the older form being often left untouched thereafter. GL has throughout the obscure transcription ὐπρα; see Rahlfs, SS 3, 184 ff., who notes it as an ancient form, found also in B at 2 Sam. 34.—נְצָאָת: acc. to Burn., after Dr., Tenses, §135 (1), a ppl. of 'continuous development'; but it is to be taken as above as an introductory dependent clause.—יַעֲנֵיהּ עֲנֵיהּ: cf. the form at 2 Sam. 151, יַעֲנֵיהּ עֲנֵיהּ, but
with the collective for the first noun and a different word for 'horse.' For the present combination cf. the parallel in the Aram. Zakar inscription, שיר והפסים. All VSS translate the second word with 'horsemen,' and so all modern trr. But it means 'horses,' i.e., for the chariots, as Jos. also understood it. See at length W. R. Arnold, 'The Word שיר in the O.T.,' JBL 24, 43 ff., denying that the word had ever the second signification as 'horsemen,' as is commonplace in Lexx., and that such a distinction occurs only in two corrupt passages in Eze.; he holds that the word was בּּרֵשְׁנ (not בּּרֵשְׁנ) =Arab. faras (also S. Arab.), with the proper pl. בּּרֵשׁים. With the later development of cavalry there is to be assumed the development of the intensive for the rider (cf. rakhêt), and then the application of this vocalization throughout. For denial of Biblical references to Egyptian cavalry see Löhr, 'Aegyptische Reiterei im A.T.?' OLz., 1928, 932 ff., and Albr., AfO 6 (1931), 159 ff., and ARI 135, and n. 25, the latter placing the introduction of cavalry in the Semitic world not earlier than the 9th century. Von Oppenheim has discovered relics of the mounted horse as of the end of the second millennium, and argues for its priority over the use of the chariot in warfare (Der Tell Halaf, pl. 18 b, pp. 107, 133 ff.); but his dating is too early; indeed the horseman represented is without a saddle. Also according to Erman-Ranke, Aegypten u. aegyptisches Leben, 586, the mounted horse is not evidenced until the New Kingdom, and then as of foreign origin. The word בּּרֵשׁ denoted a distinct breed of the genus סוס. Cf. also the references at 56, 919, 1026, 2020.—6. יִּשָּׁע: ' vexed, interfered with him': אֵּפֶּק֑וֹל וַעֲנֵה, hence Klost., following Grätz, would correct to יִּשָּׁע; but יִּשָּׁע, אָפֶּקֶל וַעֲנֵה, corroborates יִּשָּׁע. Jos. tr. with a doublet and other verbs. Cf. the Gr. plus at 2 Sam. 131, of David's laxity towards Amnon, אֶּפֶּקֶל וַעֲנֵה וּרְאֶה, the assumed original of which Dr. restores with the verb יִּשָּׁע. In confirmation of יִּשָּׁע is to be noted G. R. Driver's art., 'Supposed Arabisms in the O.T.,' JBL 1936, 101 ff., with a long discussion of the verb from the Arabic background.—יִּשָּׁע: for partitive use of יִּשָּׁע cf. a case at v.52, and for Semitic languages, Nöld., Syr. Gr., §249, c; Wright, Arab. Gr., 2, 135.—יִּשָּׁע: VSS (etekav, etc.) corroborate the text, exc. יִּשָּׁע, אָפֶּקֶל וַעֲנֵה (cf. Jos., and so BH suggests יִּשָּׁע). The verb can hardly take the distant 'Haggith' as its subject; n.b. the circumlocutions in EVV. Burn., Benz. defend the form as impersonal, but this is hardly possible with a fem. verb (cf. König, Syntax, §324, f.). Read with St., al., יִּשָּׁע; the Kal is used, although rarely, of male procreation, e.g., Ps. 27, and so also in Ugaritic.—יִּשָּׁע: there is dispute as to the root; GB as from יִּשָּׁע, BDB as of independent root; but the former derivation is paralleled by the process יִּשָּׁע>יִּשָּׁע. 7. "His words were with Joab"; the same phrase for private dealings, conspiracy, 2 Sam. 317.—יִּשָּׁע יִּשָּׁע: 'a pregnant construction' (Burn.), anglice, "they followed his
party"; cf. רֹחֲמָה לְעַיִן רֹחֲמָה, 1 Ch. 12:22. — 8. יְרָע: Grr. סָדוֹק, exc גָּל סָדוֹק, which latter form appears in the later books, e.g., Eze., Ezra; see Schürer, GJV 2, 477 f., Rahlfs, SS 3, 184; there appear to have been artificial variations of the vocalization.— יִנְרָע: in a jar stamp, IAE 178.— יָרָע תֵּשֵׁב: is approved by all VSS. For יָרָע cf. בְּרֹע and the apocopated fem. form בְּרָע, Palm. יָרוּע. A number of Gr. minusc. = ב; but B A N Ρησ. גָּל read as יָרָע, ‘and his friends’; Jos., ‘S., David’s friend,’ i.e., as יָר (‘David’ interpolated), which Benz. accepts. Various rewritings have been proposed: יָר (1 Ch. 21:1), יָרְע (2 Sam. 20:20), יר (I. 420), יַרע ‘ז, ‘S. the Friend,’ for which court title see 4—but was ‘the Friend’ a distinctive title? Probably S. and R. were officers of the regular troops, and it remains best, with Kit., St., to abide by ב. — יִּנְרָע: prevalent error in Grr. by corruption of α διπατοι (= MS e) into υιον δυν.— 9. יָרָע כַּל: B al. μετα αἰθή (= ג) for μ. λειον. — יָרָע כַּל: גָּל סאָלַח, for which Rahlfs argues that it was primitive here in the Gr., as also ὁρίς, סדדוק above. For יָרָע בַּלるָר אֱלֹהֵי and יָרָע מַלְאך, see Rahlfs. Was not invited!— יָרָע יָרָע כַּל: acc. to OTG N alone of Grr. has (Rahlfs, SS 3, 164 finds it in גל); B al. om., evidently as redundant, and so St., as taken from v. 25; but the phrase is titular, ‘the royal princes.’— יָרָע כַּל: 10 MSS Ken., deR ב ל, and so Oort corrects; but at vv. 22f. ב is a prepositional construction is the older idiom. There is no reason to accept Haupt’s view favoured by Kit., finding in the prep. the emphatic particle לְ.— יָרָע כַּל: B al., אֶרְפָּס, גָּל ה הבִּפֶּס; see Thackeray, JTS 8, 267 f., for the former rare word as coming from his ‘later translator’; it may have suggested ‘gentlemen,’ vs. commonplace ‘men.’ As vs. St.’s deletion, ‘all the men of Judah’ offers a pertinent political item, with the following ‘royal courtiers’ as an explanatory item.— 10. יָרָע כַּל: גָּל om., and so St.— For the name יָרָע כַּל = סָלוֹּמַן see Montg., JQR 25 (1935), 263 f., for the caritative form, and so Syr. Shelaimôn; Arab. Sulaimân; without further explanation Rahlfs (SS 3, 184) regards the present form as a ‘volks- tümliche Aussprache.’ The child had two names acc. to 2 Sam. 22f., the other, Jedidiah, ‘beloved of Y.’, having been given by Nathan. 1 Ch. 22f. allegorizes upon the name as ‘Man of Peace,’ and indeed the name had political import. — 11. יָרָע כַּל: גָּל enlarges with ‘and he came . . . and said.’— יָרָע כַּל: for the writer’s interpretation of the name as ‘daughter of the seventh day (of the week)’ see JQR 25 (1935), 262. Cf. the fem. name ‘Shabbabith,’ found by Sukenik in an ossuary in the Kidron valley, BASOR 88 (1942), 38, and the later frequent name Shabbethai.— 13. ‘swear to the handmaid’; גָּל + יָרָע כַּל + בּוֹר יָדְתְּהוּ, ‘by the Lord thy God,’ from v. 17.— 14. יָרָע כַּל: many MSS גָּל = VSS.— 15. יָרָע כַּל: <mešārit, as bat<bin; similar cases cited in GK §80, d; Ugaritic parallel, הָּיָרָע כַּל, RSMT 24.— 16. יָרָע כַּל:
many MSS + יְהָבָה וּם לְגוֹלָה. 17. כֹּל: Grr. om., C שֶׂה have.—
והי: G (B אֲנָה = C) om.—as improper in a woman's mouth? MS 196 om. פָּנֵי—מעָל: 1 MS + וּמָנָה; הָלָּה simply לִבּוּנָה—by haplography?—18. מַעְרַת 20°: a Sebir. ca. 250 MSS, edd. (see deR.), נָבָה = VSS, correctly.—19. מַעְרַת הָלָּּה מֵעָל: G לְגוֹלָה om.—20. המָא: ca. 120 MSS, edd., וַעֲדֵי = T G וֹגֶל; דְּקָה to be retained with Kit., St. גְּלִי replaces יְהָבָה וּמָנָה with v. 26a; see Rahlfs, SS 3, 175.—
23. מְאָמְר: impers. pl.; G ad sensum k. anakr. ש. מְאָמְר: the query expressed by inflection of the voice, 'thou must have said?'; cf. GK §150, 1.—
25. מָאָם יַרְשָׁא: G מְאָם т. ἀρχιστρατηγόν Ιωάβ, Jos., т. ἀρχιστρατηγός; but Nathan was adroit in naming Abijah alone.—
26. מְאָמְר: the heir apparent was the chief 'servant of the crown'; G מְאָם 'thy son' is an arbitrary correction.—27. מְאָמְר כֹּל: for the indirect but more courteous form of question cf. GK §150, 1.—
28. מְאָמְר קְרִי: the latter = all VSS; prob. preferable to keep Kit., with Kit., St.—
29. מְאָמְר יַרְשָׁא: G מְאָם om. the first noun, 2 Heb. MSS om. the second, and one om. both.—מְאָם יַרְשָׁא: G מְאָם Y 'before the king...before him'; G om. 10.; but Sem. rhetoric is repetitive.—30. מְאָם יַרְשָׁא: with Brrn., "the first יְהָבָה introduces the subject of the oath...the second יְהָבָה resumes the first יְהָבָה...cf. 1 Sam. 14;"—31. מְאָם יַרְשָׁא: vs. וַתְּרָם, v. 23, and so here Sebir, 15 MSS, Talmud (deR.); doubtless originally pronounced as terminative acc., but as lacking final נ read as absolute; the same spelling at 1 Sam. 25; cf. קָדָם, ז, י, 41.—
32. מְאָם יַרְשָׁא: G מְאָם om., and so St.—33. מְאָם יַרְשָׁא: for the Hif. in this sense cf. Ex. 4; see the writer's study of the root in JQR 25, 266.—מְאָם יַרְשָׁא: for מְאָם many MSS Kit. יַרְשָׁא; at v. 28 יַרְשָׁא is used; the variation, an alternative rdg. (cf. Boström's essay), is typical of the common confusion of the two preps. in Ki. T render ' with סָדָה = א.—
34. מְאָם יַרְשָׁא: vs. וַתְּרָם, v. 45; for the pl. see Comm.; St. regards the sing. as correct in both places; rather we have here the two possibilities in Sem. syntax for the number of the verb with several subjects following; argument might be made that the sing. here serves as distinction for Sadok.—35. מְאָם יַרְשָׁא: B† om., Hex. מְאָם, C has; St., al., regard this as intrusion from מְאָם, but such criticism is most dubious.—מְאָם: read by Grr., exc. גְּלִי, as מְאָם—דַּנְא: for a recent study of the root see Joüon, Bibliq., 17 (1936), 229 ff.—36. מְאָם יַרְשָׁא: 3 MSS give the verb as מְאָם (= סָדָה), which St., Sanda accept; but this is apparently contamination from Jer. 28a. Grr., γένοιτο: οὐτος παντωσάς ο θεός: i.e., the latter verb=מְאָם, accepted by Klost., Kit., Eissf., al., preferred by Sk. (as it were, 'say, Amen'); but the Hif. is never used in this transitive sense. גְּלִי has a doublet with, "So said the Lord thy God, my lord king" (see Rahlfs, SS 3, 168, 171). Burn. properly supports דְּקָה. The root מְאָם = 'to command' occurs three times in the Hadad inscr., the verb possibly in line 10.—37. מְאָם יַרְשָׁא: G מְאָם, a theological rectification of the jussive.

38. מְאָם יַרְשָׁא: the phrase occurs for David's bodyguard at
2 Sam. 818, 1518, 207, 2023 (Kr.), 1 Ch. 1817. The Kerethites are associated with the Philistines in the latter's territory (2 Sam. 3014, Eze. 2516), and are paired with them as peoples of the sea (Zeph. 24). Equation of נִּרְצָה with נִּרְצָה appears obviously, by absorption of ָ in ְ, and the original pronunciation is presented by Gr. Ψελθέθει. The Kerethites are doubtless the Cretans, of Caphtor-Crete, Egyptian Keftiu (inclusive of the opposite Anatolian coast). The identification is supported by the Gr. tradition for נִּרְצָה, Zeph. 24, rendered with כִּרֵתָה, while the preceding נִּרְצָה is represented with παροικοὶ Κηρητῶν. The two words have mutually affected one another's pronunciation; Gr. Ψελθέθει has induced Χερθέθει, while the Heb. has invented 'Palēthi' to accord with correct 'Kerēthi' For these Sea Peoples see Müller, Asien u. Europa; Breasted, HE cc. 21–23; F. Bilabel and A. Grohmann, Gesch. Vorderasiens u. Ägyptens, vol. 1 (1927); Meyer, GA 2, 1, 555 ff.; H. W. Parke, Greek Mercenary Soldiers (1933); also the pertinent article by Albr., 'A Colony of Cretan Mercenaries in the Coast of the Negeb,’ JPOS 1 (1921), 186 ff., a study of the presence of Cretans in the south of Palestine, from which quarter David drew his mercenaries. At 2 Sam. 2023 the Kt. is נִּרְצָה, with which is to be identified נִרְצָה of II. 114, 19, a royal bodyguard. These latter were the Anatolian Carians, settled on the coast like the Cretans; cf. Herodotus's statement about Psammetichus's mercenaries, 'Greeks and Carians' (ii, 154); the same authority (i, 171 ff.) stresses the relations of the Carians with Crete, and relates that they were ' the first who taught the weaving of crests on helmets,' i.e., the Philistine head-dress. A wide perspective of the early relations of the Sea Peoples with Syria is now opened up by the Ugaritic tablets; see Schaeffer's volume, ch. 1. T translates the two terms with ' bowmen and slingers' in all cases, and so here ס י; in the other cases ס has נִּרְצָה י ( 'nobles and farmers'), which is the rendering here in ס, preserving the original Syriac text. For נִּרְצָה G has פֶלְתַר, evidently without tradition, and for נִּרְצָה, χόρρη, which recalls 'Horites,' but is rather to be connected with י, 'noble,' which would explain the 'nobles' of the Syriac tradition noted above.—39. יַנְתֵּי: the consecution is that of ideas, not of time; see Driver's extensive Observation on the question how far the consec. impf. may be temporally impf., Tenses, 84 ff.—40. יִנָּה: of Grr. only ג מ has (so ס); ס ס; י om.—י יִנָּה יִנָּה: Grr., εἰς τὸν ἐφθασεν εν ἀνάρτῃ; this interpretation is partly followed by T, לְנַטְפֶּה, reading the first word as לְנַטְפֶּה, and the second word as 'dances' (root ינ), and so ג מ י י: 'responsively singing in dances' (ס = תֳּנָכָה, Ps. 1405). But ס י = ב. ג מ adds a doublet νήλον εν ανάλοις = ב. There was early ambiguity of interpretation; Jos. speaks (Ant., vii, 14, 5) of the people as χορευον κ. ανάλοις περισσόμενοι, as though = νήλον ανάλοις י. The change on basis of ג is accepted by some critics, e.g., Ew., St., BH, Sk.; but see Comm.—41. הָעָבְרָה הָעָבְרָה יִנָּה = ג מ, but treating י as י.
I. 21-16a

SOLELY of the cities of the Canaanites which have led St. (and so BH forstasse) to correct to which the writer has added (cf. 1 Sam. 4:14, 15:10); but Sanda and Rahlfs correctly recognize that Lucian read τοιαύτη (Jon. 3:2, cf. Is. 40:9). Stade's objection to τό is unnecessary, nor is there contamination from v. 45. Klost., Sanda prefer for το, a most unlikely corruption. The noun τυρός, 'city,' is found in prose, apart from nn. loci, only in this narrative and in Dt. 268; the word appears in Phoen. and Ugaritic. τό is second predicate to 'περ, cf. Song 5:2.—42. ἤδη ἐστιν: 'it has the sense of Lat. 'virtus'; for the phrase cf. 1 Sam. 10:28, where ἤδη ἐστιν (so read with ὅ) are contrasted with 'to ηπευτέρων; the phrase = 'a brave fellow,' or 'gentleman,' and Sanda tr. with the latter English word at v. 40.—43. ἀλήθεια: ὅ om.—ἐστι:='indeed' in ironic contradiction; see Lexx. and Burney's note; cf. Arab. bal and bala(y).—45. ἀποκρ Courier: see at v. 29; ὅ L al. (not A) have sing. verb.—κατεστρακ: the prep. = 'at'; cf. 45: Nif. of θεός, meta-plastic with ἄριστος, cf. v. 41.—47. ἄριστος: ὅ L κ. εἰκοσακικός μονοι κ. εἰπων; Klost. attempts explanation.—σιδη少儿ς='give him a good name.'—Δαυίδ: Kr., MSS Rahlfs. (ο θεός, κυρίος), Τ Ὥ; see Comm., v. 38.

There may be noted Swete's observation, Int., 249, n. i, on Herzfeld's 'careful treatment of the differences between ὅ and Ἄ in 3 Regn.' in his Gesch. d. Volkes Israel, 2.

Ch. 21-9. This section, David's Testament, has long lain under severe criticism, historical and ethical. Against its originality as part of the narrative of cc. 1, 2 stand many critics; so Reuss, Wellhausen (Proleg., 282, n. 1), Stade, Benzinger, Meyer (GA 2, 2, 262, n. 1); per contra may be named Kuenen, Driver, Cornill, Kittel (in Comm., and GVI 2, 243 ff.). The one concrete objection is the patently Deuteronomic character of vv. 3.4 (for cross-references see Burney, Skinner). But with the reasonable excision of these vv., because of their disturbance of connexion between v. 2 and v. 5, and with some textual emendations, the story may be accepted as original. V. 2 is a legacy of virile counsel. With the excision proposed this is followed by three definite injunctions, vv. 5-9: to make atonement for the blood-guilt brought upon David by Joab's murders, with remembrance of the bitter days of his own flight from the throne; to pension Barzillai's family; and to find pretext for the undoing of Shimei, who had cursed him with a baleful curse. The ethical objection is made that the first and third of these injunctions are repellent to what we would desire to think of David's
character—a subjective enough criterion! As for the judgment upon Joab with the primitive horror before blood-guilt, an example of which David had himself exhibited in a barbarous action (2 Sam. 21), proper correction of v.5 exposes the king’s motive with all clarity. It is a problem of psychology—a science that gives little control on history—why David did not himself take the vengeance due. More personal and petty is his proscription of Shimei, contradicting his earlier unexampled clemency towards him. Was it the rankling of an old man’s mind over a once bitter enemy and his curse? If the story is a fabrication out of the whole cloth, then we have in it a narrative of baseless slander. But why a much later age (Deuteronomistic) should have invented the story to save Solomons’s virtue by throwing the odium upon David is unintelligible in view of the latter’s canonization. In a word, our moral judgment is not a measure for past history. And so Sanda (p. 49): “Doch sind die harten Verordnungen aus der unvollkommenen Moral der alten Zeit erklärlieh.”

There has been a reaction, especially on the part of historians, towards recognition of the early origin of the narratives in this ch., even if they are to be distinguished from the major story. Thus Eissfeldt (Komposition d. Samuelisbücher, 48 f.) holds that this section is ‘a parallel narrative,’ not ‘a secondary addition,’ even as he presents the sources of Samuel after the same fashion. Lods (Israël, 425) curtly dismisses the objections to the testament. Robinson (HI 1, 244 ff.), while sceptical as to the accuracy of these records, does not ascribe a late origin to them. Olmstead (HPS 335) suggests that the present story with its sequel had Nathan for its author. But why then the inclusion of the unimportant Barzillites, and why no word of warning about Adonijah? As argued in the introduction to these cc., we are dealing with the genre of the ‘historical story,’ in this case a tale which came out of the inner court. The historian is justified in the position that so the record reads, and that we have not the means of exploring its ultimate truth.

2. I am going the way of all the earth: cf. Jos. 2314, Eccl. 320, etc. Poole cft. similar Classical sentiments, e.g., “Omnium idem exitus, sed est idem domicilium,” from Petronius, Satyricon. Be strong and play the man (EVV show thyself a man):
a veritable soldier's challenge, used by the Philistines in mutual encouragement (1 Sam. 4\textsuperscript{9}). This summons to a strong-handed régime is followed by the harsh injunctions of vv. 5\textsuperscript{n}. 4. YHWH's word which he spoke concerning me: resuming 2 Sam. 7\textsuperscript{22n}. 5. 6. Joab's treacherous assassination of Abner (2 Sam. 3\textsuperscript{27n}) and of Amasa (20\textsuperscript{8n}) was to be avenged, not on the modern ground of vindication of the law, but for protection against the fate that haunted the dynasty, if it did not remove the blood-guilt, according to the ancient principle of 'life for life' (Ex. 21\textsuperscript{24}), a principle that David had followed in visiting upon Saul's grandchildren his murder of the Gibeonites (2 Sam. 21). For the subject at large see Pedersen, *Israel*, I–II, 411 ff., 'Sin and Curse.' The reason given is rendered colourless in the text of B, which has it that Joab stained his own girdle and sandal with innocent blood, when war was not on; but David's point is that the guilt fell upon himself and his family as the responsible authority. Following change of the suffixed pronouns as in the Lucianic Greek and Old Latin we obtain the original: *He imposed [B set, EVV shed] the blood of war on (the state of) peace, and he put the blood of war on my [B his] girdle, that is on my [B his] loins, and on my [B his] sandal, that is on my [B his] foot*. The first sentence is a crux, and an interpretation given by the old VSS named above has been accepted by many scholars (see Note); but it is legalistic, exactly paralleled by a law in Dt. 22\textsuperscript{8}: "When thou buildest a new house, thou shalt make a battlement for thy roof, that thou impose [EVV bring] not blood upon thy house, if any man fall from thence." There the blood-guilt stains the house and makes the owner liable; in our passage it is a blood-mark against the authority even in time of peace. The horror of blood-guilt is illustrated by a story that Herodotus tells (i, 91), how Croesus, according to the Delphic oracle paid the penalty for 'the sin of his ancestor in the fifth degree, who had slain his master.' *Do according to thy wisdom*: cf. v. 3. Wisdom in the old Hebrew is always practical intelligence; it is wisdom of this kind, political, legal, that the oracle in ch. 3 promises to Solomon. As Skinner remarks, the prince is bidden to 'find some specious pretext.' 7. Barzillai's hospitality to David in his flight is recounted in 2 Sam. 17\textsuperscript{27n},
The phrase, 'to eat at the king's table,' meant 'to be pensioned'; cf. 2 Sam. 97, 1920, below 1819 (of the prophets at Jezebel's table), Neh. 517. Rawlinson cites Greek sources for continuance of the term in Persian times, e.g., Herodotus, iii, 132. Cf. the corresponding Aramaic phrase, 'to eat the salt of the king' (Ezr. 414), of Babylonian origin. The same pensioning system existed in Egypt, e.g., at the end of the Sinuhe Story: "Meals were brought me from the palace, three and four times a day" (Erman, Lit. of the Anc. Egyptians, 28). So they came to (drew nigh unto) me: so EVV; but the verb means 'to be neighbourly.' 8. For Shimei's curse and its condonation by David see 2 Sam. 165ff., 1916ff. Grievous curse: better, baleful curse; see Note. Despite David's whilom mercy the uttered curse was still potent; for its concreteness cf. Zech. 51ff. It might ultimately be warded off by killing the invoker; see extracts from magical texts in Jastrow, Rel. Bab. u. Ass., 2, 303 ff.; Meissner, Bab. u. Ass., 2, 303 ff. The curse against 'a prince' was high crime; cf. 218ff., Ex. 2227. A 'superstitious foreboding' 'must have led to 'this utterly dishonourable action' (Skinner).

VV.10.11. Editorial note on the death of David and the chronology of his reign. 10. The 'sleeping with the fathers' is euphemism. The burial, as usual for people with landed estates (cf. 231, 1 Sam. 251, 2 Ch. 3320), was on royal domain, in David's City; for this new name for the old Jerusalem on the Ophel hill see 2 Sam. 59. This royal tomb was known for a thousand years or more, cf. Acts 229; it was rifled by John Hyrcanus for its treasures, and a similar attempt was made by Herod (Jos., Ant., vii, 15, 3; xvi, 7, 1). For the modern remains of this sepulchral grotto on the Ophel see R. Weill, La Cité de David, and for the excavations on the Ophel in general, R. A. Macalister and J. G. Duncan, Annual IV of PEF (1926); J. W. Crowfoot and J. G. Duncan, Annual V (1926); also the excellent summary accounts in C. Watzinger, DP 1, 86 ff., 104 ff. For burial rites in Palestine see Benzinger, HA §§25, 43. 11. The data of the v. are repeated from 2 Sam. 54ff., where the figure for the reign is given more exactly as 40½ years. For this round figure—a generation, so common in the Bible, cf. the '40 years' in which Omri occupied Moab according to the Mesha inscription, and for its reliability here
see Int., §16a. There is an interesting Greek insertion after v.\textsuperscript{12a} giving Solomon's age at accession as his 12th year. This datum, accepted by Olmstead (\textit{HPS} 338) is surely legendary; it can be traced back as far as the Jewish historian Eupolemos, \textit{ca.} 150 B.C., and the same computation was adopted by the Rabbis. The calculation doubtless started from Solomon's description of himself as 'a little child' (37), 12 years being also the age of religious manhood (\textit{cf.} Luke 2\textsuperscript{12}). Similarly the other hero of the temple, king Josiah, is gratuitously given by the Chronicler the age of 8 years when he began his religious devotion (2 Ch. 34\textsuperscript{3}—see Comm., II. 22\textsuperscript{i}). Josephus makes Solomon 14 years old at accession (\textit{Ant.}, viii, 7, 8). According to the dating of his son Rehoboam (14\textsuperscript{21}) the latter must have been born by the time of his father's accession. See more at length and for the literature Kittel, Stade, Rahlfs (\textit{SS} 3, 112), and in particular Nestle, 'Wie alt war Salomo als er zur Regierung kam?' \textit{ZAW} 1932, 31ff., offering a formula whereby the figure 12 was obtained.

VV.\textsuperscript{12-29}. The romance and fate of Adonijah. 12. The v. is generally taken by trr. and comm. as sequel of vv.\textsuperscript{10f}. (and so the paragraphing of \textit{ff}); \textit{cf.} the usual complement, 'and his son X reigned in his stead' (\textit{e.g.}, 11\textsuperscript{13}). But the phrase 'to sit upon the throne' is identical with the language in 13, 2\textsuperscript{16}, while the Heb. syntax makes of the v. a dependent nominal sentence circumstantial to the following narrative (\textit{cf.} 1\textsuperscript{3}). Accordingly translate: \textit{And Solomon having taken his seat upon his father David's throne, and his rule being well established, (13) then came Adonijah, etc.} We have then to suppose that the original narrative had a brief reference to David's death, which was replaced by the editorial formula in vv.\textsuperscript{10f}. This paragraphing, as proposed, was recognized by the Lucianic revision, which prefixes to v.\textsuperscript{13} the title '3 Kingdoms,' and here indeed is the proper place for distinction between Samuel and Kings; see Int., §1. The settlement of the kingdom (by dynastic succession, etc.) repeats literally the terms at 1 Sam. 20\textsuperscript{31}, 2 Sam. 7\textsuperscript{26}; \textit{cf.} a similar phrase at Amaziah's accession after his father's murder by a court cabal (II. 14\textsuperscript{5}).

This short story is one of the most exquisite in Hebrew letters, with its subject of a romance culminating in a tragedy,
and for its brilliant delineation of the scene and the characters. If the story were motivated by court propaganda, it still remains a literary gem. There is the manly figure of Adonijah, with his frank assertion of prior right to the throne, while he loyally accepts the turn of fate (v.15, *the kingdom is turned about*—see Note); Bathsheba's womanly interest in his love-affair, to which she finds no objection; the scene of royal courtesy to the *Queen-Mother* (v.19), and the third *persona dramatis*, the king, who is ready to grant her any boon, but who on hearing her request in a burst of rude temper denies it to her, as though she were a fellow-conspirator against the throne, and condemns the upset to death—a sentence immediately carried out (vv.21ff.). With most commentators, there is no reason to doubt the essential credibility of the story, although Olmstead (HPS 335 f.) and Robinson (HI 1, 245 f.) regard it, the one as 'partisan history,' the other as 'almost inconceivable.' Arguments for its authenticity are well presented by Benzinger, Kittel, Skinner. As observed above, the references to Abishag (11ff. 15) have their dramatic place in leading up to the present scene; she was not David's wife, as is expressly stated there, and this was known to Bathsheba. Whether Adonijah's request followed a real passion, or whether he had a crafty design on the succession (so Benzinger), may remain a matter of dispute. On the other hand Solomon had legal right to interpret the request as involving claim upon the throne (cf. Absalom's public maltreatment of his father's harem, 2 Sam. 1620ff., and for the Semitic notion in general see W. R. Smith, *Kinship and Marriage in Early Arabia* [1895], 104 ff.), while the popular mind might have so construed Adonijah's success; at least it was a legal pretext that the king easily seized. In v.21 the statement, *who has made me a house, i.e., 'established my dynasty,'* cites the identical promise to David (2 Sam. 711). The one textual change of importance is at end of v.22, where, in place of א, *even for him and for Abiathar the priest and for Joab ben Seruiah* is to be read, with the VSS, and *he has* (i.e., on his side) A. *the priest and Joab b. S.* At v.19 for, *he made obeisance to her*, the Grr. have the variant, *he kissed her*; see Note. For the 'oath by Yhwh,' v.24, cf. J. Pedersen, *Der Eid bei den Semiten* (1914).
V.26-27. The deposition and banishment of Abiathar. The king acts upon his real or assumed suspicions concerning Adonijah’s party. 26. The priest Abiathar is ordered to go to Anathoth, to thy estate—cf. the similar sentence upon Shimei, v.38—for he is already potentially a dead man. His life is spared because of his long and faithful service to David, being the survivor of Eli’s family, whom Saul exterminated (1 Sam. 22, 23:6ff.). For the continuation of this priestly line at Anathoth see Jer. 11, according to which Jeremiah was ‘one of the priests at Anathoth’; for the bearing of this family tradition upon his spirit as prophet see the commentaries and the studies of his person. Because thou didst bear the ark of YHWH [ב—-the Lord] before my father David: see Note for the preferable reading of the ephod for the ark. 27. And Solomon suspended him from functioning as priest: there is no reason to doubt, as with some (e.g., Stade), the originality of this sentence; Abiathar’s disability did not affect his offspring. The latter part of the v. cites the secondary narratives in 1 Sam. 2:27ff., 3:1ff., concerning the perpetual curse that was to lie on Eli’s family, these narratives being inspired by the success of the rival Sadokids. It is withal strange that Abiathar’s replacement by Sadok is not recorded here; see on v.35b. Comparison of 2 Sam. 8:17 and 1 Ch. 24:3ff., and also the direct testimony of Jos., Ant., viii, 1, 3, as to Eli’s descent from Ithamar, Aaron’s younger son, indicate that the Elids as Ithamarids functioned as a minority clan in the priesthood of the Second Temple.

Vv.28-35. Upon news of Adonijah’s death Joab flees to sanctuary; he is executed there by Benaiah, after the king overrules the right of sanctuary; Benaiah is appointed in his place. Joab’s fear is abruptly introduced, but it was reasonable. He took sanctuary at the Tent as his leader had done, supposing himself to be secure after that precedent (1:9ff.). The right of sanctuary was an early taboo; but Hebrew law began early to regulate it, as we learn from the Code of the Covenant (Ex. 20:13ff.), while a much more elaborate regulation was laid down in the Priest Code (Num. 35:3ff.); see Driver and Gray respectively ad locos, and at large N. M. Nicolsky, ‘Das Asylrecht in Israel,’ ZAW 1930, 146 ff.; M. Löhr, Das Asylwesen im A.T., Königsberg Academy, Geisteswiss.
Klasse, vii, 3 (1930). The more civilized Hebrew law regarded the right as temporary to save the manslayer from the hasty application of the principle of blood-guilt. The new development gave time for adequate trial, and then, if found guilty, the criminal was surrendered to 'the blood-avenger'; the later Priest Code kept even the involuntary slayer in sanctuary until the death of the high priest. In the present case, the first on record in legal history, we see presented to the organized state in the person of its monarch the problem how to deal with that archaic relic of primitive law; royalty here assumes a superior right. Nicolsky sketches the history of the right of sanctuary in Mediæval Europe, where it had a devious course, due to various interests of society. The ethics of Solomon's motive is another matter. Respect to the proprieties is shown in the summons to Joab to abandon sanctuary; upon his refusal Benaiah must get further instructions from the king. A parallel appears in the case of Athaliah, who was forcibly removed from the temple by the priest's orders in advance of execution (II. 11:13ff.).

28. The parenthesis, for Joab was an adherent of Adonijah, and he had not been an adherent of Absalom, appears superfluous in the story; the first sentence repeats what is immediately known to the reader, while the second introduces an apparently gratuitous reference to Joab's antagonism to the other pretender Absalom; but it is an attempt at part-exculpation of the one-time hero of Israel. The Gr. texts, with few exceptions, supported by Josephus (Ant., viii, 1, 4), and all other VSS exc. T (see Note) read 'Solomon' for 'Absalom,' a rdg. accepted, e.g., by Thenius, Stade, Šanda; but Keil well remarks that the rebellious 'siding with' could hardly have been used of the heir-apparent's party; the statement also would be mere repetition of the preceding one. The altar was in the tent of Yhwh, a specification more exact than at 11:50. 29. After by the altar the Grr. have a long addition: And Solomon sent a message to Joab: What is the matter with thee that thou hast fled to the altar? And Joab said: Because I was afraid of thee, and I fled to the Lord. Critics differ as to the originality of this intrusion, which can be easily turned back into good Hebrew, while the passage may well have dropped out by haplog. between the two occurrences of 'he
sent.' Thenius, Kittel (not so definitely in BH), Burney, Eissfeldt allow or favour it; Benzinger, Stade, Sanda, Skinner disallow it. While not necessary (cf. the parenthesis in v.28), it gives a plausible motive to the king’s action; Joab confesses a guilty conscience towards the king. 31. Joab is to be given honourable burial, as was done for Saul and his family (1 Sam. 3111f., 2 Sam. 2112f.). 32. The v. repeats the substance of v.5, and Klostermann, Benzinger, Stade object to the repetition, but hardly with reason in this kind of narrative. And YHWH will turn back upon his head the blood that he shed (his bloodshed): n.b. the variation of phrase in v.33, and cf. the similar phrases, Jud. 957, 1 Sam. 2529. The head as the most eminent part of the body became a legal term expressive of the person in its civic dignity and responsibility; it can mean ‘the person,’ as at 1 Sam. 283 (‘keeper of my head’—cf. Eze. 910, etc.), even as the same vocable is so used in Ethiopic. Abner is entitled captain of the army of Israel, for which cf. 2 Sam. 28f., and Amasa captain of the army of Judah, cf. ib. 1725, 204f.; these reff. contradict Benzinger, who holds that the language is subsequent to the division of the kingdom. 34. And went up Benaijah: cf. Adonijah’s ‘coming down’ from the altar (153), and so in all ecclesiastical language, the altar being always relatively elevated. 8 (present in 8H 8:) om. the sentence, and Stade unreasonably follows suit on the ground that the road from the palace to the tent ‘did not ascend.’ He was buried in his house in the Steppe: 8L, modernizing, corrects ‘house’ to ‘tomb’; but cf. the burial of Samuel and Manasseh each ‘in his house’ (1 Sam. 25, 2 Ch. 3320), while this custom of burial in the soil under the house is vouched for by the burial remains in Palestine (see Watzinger, DP 1, 72; Thomsen, Palästina u. seine Kultur, 54 ff.), as also for the Euphrates valley (Meissner, Bab. u. Ass., 2, 496 f.). However ‘house’ may mean not only the structure but also the house plot as well. The word Steppe translates Heb. midbăr (EVV by unfortunate translation, ‘wilderness’ after the Greek and Latin); it means a grazing-steppe (sheep-run), for which term see the writer’s Arabia and the Bible, 79 f. The reference here is geographical, the word being used of the eastern portion of Judah (see Smith, HG 263 ff.), and it is so used absolutely otherwise
(e.g., Josh. 15:61, 1 Sam. 23:14), with the fuller phrase ‘Steppe of Judah’ found only in the late title of Ps. 63 (cf. Mt. 3:1) and Jud. 1:6, where ‘Judah’ should probably be deleted. Joab’s family belonged to Bethlehem; see 2 Sam. 2:32. 35a. For Benaiah’s title as Over-the-Army see Comm. 4:1ff. 35b. The statement of Sadok’s appointment to succeed the deposed Abiathar is out of place here; it were desiderated after v.27. The writer has argued for excision of the half-verse as unoriginal in his article on ‘The Year-Eponymate’; cf. his ‘Supplement at End of 3 Kingdoms 2.’ At 4:3 (see further Comm., ad loc.) the primary text represented by δ has simply ‘Azariah ben Sadok,’ vs. Ψ, the priest ‘Azariah ben Sadok.’ ‘The priest Sadok’ has appeared in the story above; in Sam. he is named as a priest along with Ahimelek (II. 8:17—but the text is to be corrected to ‘Abiathar b. Ahimelek’), otherwise along with Abiathar (15:21ff., 20:25). There is no further reference to him until Eze. (40:16, etc.), Ch. (1, 6:38, etc.), presenting the high-priestly line as descended from him.

Vv.36-46a. Shimei is given amnesty, but under sworn restriction to reside in Jerusalem. His breach of the condition by an excursion into foreign territory in search of run-away slaves entailed his death. Solomon followed out his father’s injunction; he proved himself ‘a clever man’ (v.9), and found an opportunity to get rid of Shimei on a legally faultless ground, for perjury to his God and king. Shimei, a member of the Saulid family (2 Sam. 16:3ff.), must have been a landed proprietor of wealth, and there may have been policy in David’s leniency towards him. He was ordered not to cross (even) the Kidron wady, i.e., on the road to his estate at Bahurim to the east of Jerusalem (see Abel, GP 2, 260), and the restraint must have been irksome enough within the walls of a small acropolis city, whose circumference has been estimated at some 4500 feet (Smith, Jer., 1, 142 f.). His breaking of bounds was careless indeed, if not presumptuous. Gath, whither his slaves had fled, one of the cities of the old Philistine pentarchy (for its location and notes on its later history see Comm. at II. 12:18) had doubtless been involved in the punishment inflicted by David upon the Philistines (2 Sam. 8:1), and so remained under strict legal obligations, as for instance the return of fugitives from justice. The report of the escape
of the slaves reads like private Akkadian documents bearing on the same subject. Their housing in foreign territory required personal negotiation with the local king. The Code Hammurabi contains ordinances regarding slaves of extraterritorial origin (§§280, 281), and in the present case the slaves were formally extradited. There is extensive illustration of the extradition of fugitives in the second millennium. We have the treaty of Ramses and the Hittite king Hattushil, providing for the return of fugitives, gentlemen and men ‘of no name’ (see Breasted, ARE 3, §§382–90, cf. his HE 438 f.); there is in addition a long list of such diplomatic documents of Hittite kings in treaty with vassal states, according to which men of lower class, peasants and hand-workers, not noblemen, should be extradited without question (see Löhr, Das Asylwesen im A.T., 3 ff., with the texts in question cited from MVG 1923, 23; 1926, 21, 59, 139; 1930, 75). A king of Gath, Achish ben Ma’ok, appears in the early history of David as his friend (1 Sam. 2111ff., 272ff.); the present Achish b. Ma’kah is doubtless the same prince, in that case a long-lived monarch. 42. The expression, I have heard, means I am witness, and so the South Arabic use of the root. 44. There is evident duplication in the v.: Thou knowest all the wickedness, what thy heart knows, what thou didst, etc. Stade suggests omitting the first words, and so reads: Thy heart knows, etc., which is preferable to omitting the second duplicate (so BH suggests), as the former improvement gives a more unique phrase. One may speculate whether in such cases we possess errors of the original written text, the author having reversed language or construction, and failed to delete the first form, for it was not ancient practice to score out mistakes in a manuscript. However, despite the present ‘monstrosity’ (Stade), translators and commentators have found sense, at least with slight correction, and so even the critical Thenius, while Burney ignores the difficulty.

1. ἐπὶ: the verb used of testamentary disposition, and so at II. 201, Gen. 4929; the same use of the root in Arab. (Wellh., Reste arab. Heidentumus, 19); in later Jewish language ἐπὶ is used of similar testaments. (B A, also ἐπὶ, ἀπεκρυβόμενον = ἐπὶ); ἐπὶ, ἐπὶ (M N al.) εὔπεπλεῖον. ἐπὶ has a considerable plus at beginning of the v.: ” and it came to pass after these things, and David died, and he was buried with his fathers,” followed by the substance
of ḫ; on this addition see St. and Rahlfs (SS 3, 285); as has not been remarked, this plus is a duplicate of v.10, and points to a text-form in which David's testament was omitted, even as in the primitive Gr. the proscription of Shimei was left out (see at end of Notes).—2. Ḥa: G εγώ εμι: this pedagogical peculiarity is generally regarded as Aquilanic, so by Reider, Prolegomena... to Aquila, 24; but Thackray (JTS 8, 272 f.) notes it as typical of one of the several early trr. of Ki.; cf. Rahlfs, SS 3, 259.—טָשִׁי: the same phrase, and after πον, put in the mouth of the Philistines, 1 Sam. 4°; for the strong use of ḥa cf. ib. 2618; the phrase=Hellenistic ἀνδρεσθαι, BSir. 3425 (3130), 1 Mac. 264, 1 Cor. 1612. G (B A al.) literally, ἐστι εἰς ἀνδρα; G ἐκεῖ exegetically plus δύναμεν, and so M N al. plus τελευω.—3. For a list of the Deuteronomic phrases in Ki., beginning in these vv., see Dr., Int., 200 ff.—דָּא: G, with theologizing improvement, τ. Θεον Ἰσραηλ.—דִּפְּלָק: text. rec. is correct, not דִּפְּלָק, with MSS, some Grs.—דָּא: an addition to the primary text, absent in G (B; SH as from Sym., Theod.).—י' יִדְעֵו: 'know how to do,' also used transitively, e.g., Dt. 298; with the following טָשִׁי, following הָטָשִׁי="and whithersoever thou turnest," there is 'a slight zeugma' (Burn.); 1 MS has ב for ט, obtaining identity with the phrase at Pr. 178. Note the primary sense of טָשִׁי as 'place.' G ἐκεῖ alone of the Grs. understood the Heb., παράγηκαν οὐ εἰπον ἐπιθελής ἐκεῖ. G paraphrased.—4. יָכָא: B ἐκ om.—דָּא: original by testimony of G; critics since Then. generally delete, following G ὕ N al. but cf. repetition of יָכָא, vv.13°, of יָכָא, 2°; Burn. cites numerous cases of similar repetitions, e.g., 1°, 8°, 41°-42°, 13°; and the corresponding Akk. umma is similarly used in long oratio directa (see Delitzsch, Ass. Habw., 86). Here the repetition emphasizes the positive oracle.—5. יָכָא דָּא: staccato resumption of 1°; improvement attempted by 12 MSS Ken., deR., with יָכָא=G ἐκ Ἐ Ἐ; St. regards the clause as a doublet.—דָּא: once יָכָא, 1 Sam. 1460; the constant Gr. אֲבֵעַנַה, as here, exhibits the late survival of the old Kr.; and so אֲבֵעַנַה, v.7; see Noth, IP 34.—דָּא: יָכָא: 2 Sam. 17°; other forms יכ, יִכְּ; the name is Arabian (S. Arab. 'Watar' Old Bab. 'Yatar'), and Jethar was an Ishmaelite acc. to 1 Ch. 2°7 and the correct Gr. at 2 Sam. 17°, vs. ḫ; the later Ituræans bore a name of the same stock. For hypocoristic form in ḫ (so also יכ, sup.; and יכ, inf., v.8) see Noth, p. 40.—דָּא: epegektical, cf. 181°; see Burn. and Dr., Tenses, 82.—דָּא: by ancient haplog. MSS 60 80 109 125 174, and ὕ (B M al.) om. ὕ ὅταν... δήλωσον. As noted in Comm., read רָעָתִי, רָעָתִי, רָעָתִי, etc., with G Ἐ. The same VSS render יכ as though יכ, 'and he avenged,' and יכ as though יכ or יכ and יכ, 'innocent blood.' These corrections have been largely accepted, e.g., by Kit., Burn., St. (at length), Eissf., BH, in part by Sanda, al. But as for the verb the alleged corruption of intelligible יכ to יכ is improbable, as also that of יכ to יכ. The interpretation of ḫ was indeed
difficult; see Comm.  has a most obscure expansion.—6. כָּאָרָה: for the noun  has original  vs.  of al.; n.b.  Gr.,  and the variations in Grr.,  3:—8:  early error for  error for  7. לְיִתָה: Noah interprets (p. 225) as of personal quality, ‘Iron-Man.’—לְאָרָה: for  in class of, ‘cf.  Am. 1:—9: the verb as generally translated is not clear, and Klost. attempts emendation; but cf. כָּעָב, ‘neighbour’ (|| to יִרְעָה, Ps. 15).—8. מִשָּׁם: the same ppl. at Mic. 20, 30, וַיְדַבֵּר לו וַיְדַבֵּר בָּא, the verb וַיִּרְעָה, Job 6:5, is generally emended; cf. Akk.  ‘sickness,’ Arab.  9. וַיְהִי: corroborated by  at 25:0, hence an early rdg.; but the emphatic pron. וַיְהִי is demanded, and so  read; its absence in  is due to haplog. with foll.  8—9. Additional Note.  and  contain a parallel text to these vv. in Gr. 3:0; the latter is the earlier translation, belonging to the appendix of materials which had been omitted in the first form of  see the writer’s article, ‘The Supplement at end of 3 Kingdoms 2,’ and cf. Note after v.  below. The restoration here of the onetime omitted passage is practically the text of  and may be regarded as insertion from that source. In this Supplement  (not  have a doublet for  i.e., as though  the correct n. pr. is later insertion. For בָּא has  one of many similar corruptions in that text.  cannot (as Rahil’s remarks) be explained from any inner-Greek variation. Priority of the Supplement further appears in the rendering of מִשָּׁם with  vs.  12.  MSS prefix  γ’ or  see Int., §1, n. 2.—  A X  =  ον ωδάκα;  M N αλ. +  ον ωδάκα  =  obel.; see Comm., and for the history of the phrase, Rahil, SS 3, §23.—  : this form in early historical bks. only here and  20; otherwise מִשָּׁם, e.g., 1 Sam. 10; the present form is Aramaizing.—13. מִשָּׁם:  A αλ.  Grr.  k.  14. מִשָּׁם:  see Note on מִשָּׁם, v. 4.—15. בָּא: for the notion of ‘the turn of fate’ see Comm. on see v. 12.—16. מִשָּׁם: 3 MSS=נְצַּב =  mikrav, from v. 20.—: correct, cf. vv. 17, 20, vs. OGr., as though נְצַּב; the same change in  v. 17.—17. מִשָּׁם: the name given before the title by an intimate.—19. מִשָּׁם Grr., καὶ (κατ)ἐφιλέσαν αὐτήν =  21. מִשָּׁם: for the gender syntax see Gk §144, 3:  of Grr. and the pl. verb of  are equally correct translations, but no warrant for emendation, vs. St., and BH ‘probabiliter.’—21. מִשָּׁם: for the gender syntax see Gk §121, 1.—22. מִשָּׁם: read the nouns as subjects with all the VSS, including  23. מִשָּׁם:  T paraphrased, “in counsel are they, he and A. and  J,” good exegesis, but no warrant for emendations proposed by Klost. and
Benz., who would add רֶנֶה or רֶנֶה.—At end of v. Grr. add o αρπη;
οντος εταῖρος; the first word is Joab's title, the second is appar-
ently error for the pl., epexegetical to the preceding dative αντω.—
23. Solomon is said to have sworn 'by Υινω,' but in the oath
itself 'God' is used, doubtless a 'Vermildering'; MS 23 has
הים=Gr. 71, ὁ—by true tradition? On the oath and use of ὁ
see Burney's extensive note.—הָרֶנֶה, נָרֶה: jussive forms are ex-
pected; for other such cases see GK §75, t, and cf. §109, k. For
the phrase "Y. do so to me and more also," Lexx. give Arabic
parallels; it is capitaly illustrated by the identical curse cited
by Livy, i, 24, ad fin.: "Tu, illo die, Iupiter, populum Romanum
sic ferito, ut ego hunc porcum hic hodic feriam; tanto magis
ferito quanto magis potes pollesque."—24. נָרֶה: this over-
vocalized Kt. of received texts, starting from נָרֶה, as in MS 70,
is due to early scribal insertion of ValueChanged in wrong place; other MSS
vary in its insertion.—25. נָרֶה a euphemism for homicide,
common in Jud., Sam., Kt., perhaps with notion of resistless fate,
cf. גה ה, 516.—The Gr. plus at end of v., 'in that day,' is gratuitous.
—26. נָרֶה: generally taken as misspelling for נא; see Note on 133—
נָרֶה: the older, radical spelling of the sing., with all VSS (not pl.,
as in EVV); see GK §93, ss.—וה נָרֶה: Grr., סל transfer to
previous clause, to avoid notion of the possibility of the priest's
execution.—נָרֶה נָרֶה נָרֶה נָרֶה: VSS, exc. T, om. נא, which as Kr.
has entered the text (n.b. Heb. variants). For נא many recent
comm., following Then. (not Kit., Burn., Sk.), read נא on basis of
to εφοῦ for נא, 1 Sam. 1418, in correspondence with the
statement of 'the ephod' that Abiathar carried "in his hand,"
acc. to 236, 9, 367. See T. C. Foote, 'The Ephod,' JBL 21 (1902),
1 ff. This position is stoutly disputed by W. R. Arnold in Ephod
and Ark (Harvard Theol. Studies, 1917), rejecting the Gr. correction
in text cited above. However the ark, known to have been located
at a provincial point (2 Sam. 618.), could hardly have followed
David on his marches. It is preferable to accept the change on
the ground that the ark, with its later importance, was substituted
for the primitive instrument of divination, the ephod.—27. הָרֶה: cf.
יָבִי, n. þr. f. in Eleph. papp.; Sanda suggests identification
with well-known Arab. 'Ali, with colouring of the first vowel;
Noth (IP 146) connects it with 'elyon.—28. נָרֶה נָרֶה נָרֶה נָרֶה: the phrase
at 2 Sam. 1320,—n נא נא נא נא: see Comm.; נא is supported among the
ancient authorities only by Gr. B A X a, ת. See deR. for Jewish
discussion with recognition of a possible kalilif, or 'variant.'—
29. נָרֶה: Burn. remarks, "without specific suffix or pronoun
following, the reference being unmistakable"; but the word=
primarily hinnêhû, and in such a phrase the suffix was pronounced,
or possibly as hinneh (cf. Aram.).—נָרֶה נָרֶה נָרֶה נָרֶה: Gr., κατεχεῖ τ. κεφάλων τ. θυσιαστηρίου=סנ סנ; an addition from v. 28, vs. Then.,
Sanda; Burn. notes it as another case of the Gr. desire for uni-
formity. As Lev. 116, 63 show, 'beside-the-altar' was holy ground.
—At end of v. Grr. +" and bury him," another case of uniformity; cf. v. 31.—30. גרי: see BDB 474a, GB 341, Nestle, ZAW 25, 163; the Kr. variously accentuates the phrase; e.g., here and at 11:22 as 'no, for,' but at 3:22 as 'not so'; the latter retains the old absolute use of גרי. —35. הלָלַתmaktadır: Grr. + זֶרָשֵׁךְ הפִּיךְ/name: Grr. + זֶרָשֵׁךְ פִּיךְ. πρωτοφ, a good example of later ecclesiastical expansion.—36. המרה: the phrase at II. 5:20.—37. At end of v. GL +" and the king swore him on that day," anticipating v. 42; accepted by Then., Klost., but see Burn.'s counter-argument.—38. וְזֶרָשֵׁךְ: Grr., harmonizing with v. 29, 'three years.'—39. מַעֲרַקָה = GII; cf. the name of the king of Ekron in Ashurbanipal's cylinder C, 'Ikauso' (KB 2, 149; ARA 2, §876), which apparently corroborates the vocalization of Grr.—המעור: B† קֵסְף. —42. עלות: for preservation of ו in this position see BL §56, n.—להם ... דָּבָא: Grr. render with plus from v. 36.—מרחת ... דָּבָא: GL um., HII כֹּל, and so Benz., St., Eissfl., but without sufficient reason.—44. וְזֶרָשֵׁךְ ... פִּיךְ: supported by the Grr.; Klost. attempts rewriting; see Comm.—בְּדָע: VSS, exc. T, as thought דָּע; but cf. v. 32.—46a, המע: B a2 כ om.

The Gr. Supplement after v. 38. See analysis by the writer in ZAW 1932, 124 ff. The collection of odd materials at this point is due to the fact that at one stage of translation the bk. of Kgdm's was halted here, and the translator, or a successor, collected in postscript material omitted above along with data of interest from the subsequent history of Solomon's reign. The parallelisms are here presented with some brief comments; and see Notes ad locos. Cf. also Sanda's display, I, 330 f.


Ch. 2:31. The settlement of Solomon's kingdom, and his marriage with a Pharaoh's daughter. And the royal power being established in Solomon's hand (Solomon married, etc.). The phrase resumes the almost identical statement as 2:12b,

1 This paragraphing disagrees with that of modern versions (following the printed Vulgate), except JV. The Hebrew syntax requires the division here accepted (cf. similar cases in 1:8), and follows Bär's edition and BH, although Ginsburg makes no division until after v. 2. Also Josephus starts afresh here with ch. 2 of Ant., iv. The OGr. had included this material in their addenda above (see Notes at end of the last ch.), and then invented a fresh caption for the new book with "Solomon son of David reigned over Israel and Judah in Jerusalem."
with a different word, but of the same root, for kingdom. The confirmation of his power is illustrated by his proud marriage. Ch. 3. 1. The royal marriage is given first in the editor’s scheme, as is the case with David’s wives (2 Sam. 3:2ff., 5:13ff.), and so below the queen-mother’s name is statedly given with each accession to the throne. Solomon became son-in-law of Pharaoh king of Egypt; and he took (in marriage) Pharaoh’s daughter; and he brought her into David’s City, until he had finished building his house and the house of YHWH and the wall of Jerusalem round about. This is the only direct reference to the marriage. Cf. 9:21: “Then [so correct Ḩ] Pharaoh’s daughter came up out of David’s City to her house which he built for her. Then he built the Millo.” Of these two archival items, the first is the basis of the latter part of our verse. Below, 9:16 records the Pharaoh’s capture of Gezer and his presentation of it as dower for his daughter. OGrr. omit our v.1 and 9:16 in place, and present them together after 5:14 (Gr. 4:31, 32). It is a question where the historic item of the marriage originally stood. Some scholars, e.g., Benzinger, Kittel (cf. BH), Burney, Šanda, Skinner, would connect the item of the marriage with 9:16, and place the material where OGrr. put it, after 5:14. However no authority is to be assigned to the placing of the additions in Ḡ; the passage in question is a convenient summary of the references to the queen. The introductory statement, he became son-in-law of Ph., is duplicative, but in good Semitic style, and appears to have original value, vs. Stade, who following Ḡ, regards it as secondary. For the building of the queen’s palace there is the archival item at 7:8b. In our passage we find for the first time the distinction between David’s City and Jerusalem (see Smith, Jerusalem, 1, 153). All the references to this queen have been cited except the parenthetic allusion at 11:1, and the perversion of history in 2 Ch. 8:11. The princess’ origin is still debated. Alt (in his Israel u. Aegypten, 11–41—the fullest discussion of these international relations), Breasted (HE 529), Olmstead (HPS 340) find in her a daughter of Sheshonk I, founder of the 22nd or Libyan Dynasty, the Shishak of 14:25; Meyer thinks of Psusennis the last of the 21st, Tanite Dynasty (GA 2, 2, 263); Šanda and Kittel prefer one of the earlier kings of this dynasty. Sheshonk’s accepted succession as of date 945 B.C.
would make him a very late contemporary of Solomon, whose accession is generally dated some 25 years earlier. Meyer remarks that this distinguished marriage may have given Solomon the impulse to his palace constructions. Winckler's scoffing at the story of this marriage \((GI\ 2,\ 63;\ KAT\ 236)\) on the basis of the Pharaonic declaration in Tell el-Amarna tablet no. 3 that "daughters of the king of Egypt are never given to others" is not pertinent for these late and degenerate dynasties. There is indeed the parallel and authentic story of an Edomite prince's marriage with a Pharaoh's sister-in-law and their child's adoption in the royal palace \((11^{\text{th}}\text{C})\).

Gunkel, in his \textit{Einl. in die Psalmen}, 151 ff., gives a long list of such ancient international marriages.

\textbf{Vv.}^{2.3}. An editorial moralizing introduction to the story of Solomon's dream at the high-place at Gibeon. \textbf{2.} \textit{Only the people were sacrificing at the high-places, because there was no house built for the Name of YHWH up to those days.} The statement with its unmediated 'only' appears to be from the hand of a secondary editor, who modelled the expression after the usual exception made subsequently in the count of the virtues of good kings, \textit{e.g.,} Jehoshaphat, 22\textsuperscript{4}, Joash, II. 12\textsuperscript{4}. It is then an exculpatory extension of the exception made by the first editor in v.\textsuperscript{3}. For the definition of 'the house,' etc., see Comm. at 817. \textbf{3.} 

\textit{And Solomon loved YHWH, walking in the statutes of his father David; only he was sacrificing and burning incense at the high-places.} The usual interpretation of Heb. bāmāh with 'high-place' (so modern VSS after the Greek and Latin translators) is here kept in lieu of any English word expressive of the Biblical aversion to those heathenish shrines. The Chronicler exculpates the sainted builder of the temple: "[He] went to the high-place at Gibeon, for there was the Tent of Meeting" (2 Ch. 1\textsuperscript{3}). Šanda suggests placing v.\textsuperscript{2b} after v.\textsuperscript{3}, but the passage is too much of a mosaic to attempt restoration of an original. For the high-places see the works on O.T. archaeology and religion (a recent statement by Albright is cited in the Notes), and in particular the reports of excavations, every one of which has revealed the remains of such ancient sanctuaries. \textit{He loved YHWH}: Deuteronomistic phrase \((\text{Dt.}\ 10\textsuperscript{12},\ \text{etc.})\), but with a complement, \textit{walking in the statutes, i.e.,} those, morals, \textit{of his father David}, as the word is also used
at II. 17\(^8\). 21 of evil morals. The verb generally translated here with *burnt incense* (JV *offered*) may be taken in its root mng., 'to make to smoke,' used of the sweet savour of the burning sacrifice (cf. Gen. 8\(^20\)), or as denominative from the noun for 'incense,' as rendered above. The earlier objection to the latter mng., namely that incense did not reach Palestine until a much later age, is now fully disposed of by the discovery of numerous and highly elaborate censers, e.g., the remarkable specimen found at Taanach by Sellin (presented by Barton, *AB* fig. 210), while they appear to have been of common domestic use, going back well into the second millennium; indeed we know from Egypt that the Arabian incense trade was of early origin, and we may compare the name of Abraham's concubine, Keturah, doubtless related to *hêţôret*, 'incense.' For a study of the small censers see S. Przeworski, 'Les censoirs de la Syrie,' *Syria*, 1930, 133 ff. The two terms 'sacrificing' and 'cinging' may express the round of worship; and so at 11\(^8\) (with Solomon's heathenish wives as subject), II. 12\(^4\) (with the people as subject).

4-15. Solomon at the great high-place at Gibeon has a dream, in which, upon the divine promise of any boon, he asks and receives the gift of wisdom, to *judge this thy great people* (v.\(^9\)). There appears now the first extensive parallel of the Chronicler to Ki. (2 Ch. 1\(^1\)-13). 4. *And the king went to Gibeon to sacrifice there, for it was the great high-place; a thousand burnt-offerings was Solomon went to offer upon that altar.* It is not so remarkable that the king went to Gibeon to sacrifice at its high-place, as that the story has been so artlessly preserved. The secondary conclusion in v.\(^{15}\) makes the king return to Jerusalem to offer sacrifices there 'before the Ark'; the Chronicler assuages the difficulty by locating at Gibeon the Tent of Meeting and Bezalel's brazen altar, although the Ark 'in a tent' was in Jerusalem. Gibeon has been identified with el-Jîb, 6 mi. N.W. of Jerusalem; for the earlier tradition see Robinson (*BR* 2, 136 ff.), for recent authorities Albright (*AASOR* 4 [1924], 104), Abel (*GP* 2, 335 f.), these without question; Gallling (*BR* s.v.) gives a summary account of recent various theories for the location of this and other sites to the north of Jerusalem, himself coming to no positive conclusion. Why that sanctuary was
preferred as the great high-place (the Heb. expresses the superlative) in Solomon’s day is obscure. The Gibeonites had remained a Canaanite enclave since the conquest (Jos. 9\textsuperscript{3}v., ch. 10); their treaty rights were so respected that David delivered to them seven grandsons of Saul for death to atone for an outrage committed by that king (2 Sam. 21\textsuperscript{17}v.). We may assume the Gibeonites’ formal acceptance of the conquerors’ deity (n.b. Jos. 9\textsuperscript{9}). As extra-territorial the place may have been selected by royalty for policy’s sake; cf. David’s creation of an absolutely new sacred centre with no Israelite tradition. There are few other cases of such local Yahweh-altars—on Carmel (18\textsuperscript{20}), on Nebo according to the Mesha stele (line 18), and cf. Absalom’s vow that had to be fulfilled at Hebron (2 Sam. 15\textsuperscript{7}v.). For the burnt-offering, properly ‘holocaust,’ see Nowack, Arch., 2, 214 ff., Benzinger, Arch., 362. The thousand of burnt-offerings need not be taken literally. Cf. the artificial distinction between μυρίος and μύριοι. We possess in the Greek ‘hekatombe’ the parallel of a loosely used ritual term; this word, which means ‘a hundred oxen,’ is used by Homer of smaller numbers of victims, in one case of eight oxen (Il., vi, 93, 115), or the sacrifice might consist of rams or sheep (xxiii, 147, 864). According to Herodotus, Croæsus and Xerxes made sacrifices by the thousands (i, 50; vii, 43). South Arabian inscriptions give extravagant figures. There is no reason with Benzinger to regard the whole v., or with Stade the second half, as redactional; why should a later age have magnified Solomon’s irregular worship on a bâmāh at Gibeon? Indeed the somewhat conceit of the verse arouses the suspicion that the story springs from Gibeon, in opposition to Jerusalem, which should be the place where ‘YHWH is to be seen’ (Gen. 22\textsuperscript{14}). For the king presiding as summus sacerdos see Comm., 81\textsuperscript{19}f.

5-14. || 2 Ch. 1\textsuperscript{7}v. Solomon’s dream belongs to an extensive chapter of ancient religious psychology and praxis. The dream, or night vision, has its occasional part in earlier Biblical narratives; e.g., for Isaac at Beersheba (Gen. 26\textsuperscript{24}), Jacob at Bethel, and with further such experiences (28\textsuperscript{11}, 31\textsuperscript{11}, 32\textsuperscript{22}v., 46\textsuperscript{2}). The Philistine king Abimelek had a dream-warning (20\textsuperscript{8}), the Pharaoh a symbolical dream (ch. 40), and so even a common soldier (Jud. 7\textsuperscript{13}). The nearest approach to the present story
is that of the oracle by night in the sanctuary to the young Samuel (1 Sam. 3). The dream was early recognized as one of the normal ways of divine revelation; so 1 Sam. 286: "YHWH answered Saul neither by dreams, nor by Urim, nor by prophets." But visions and dreams were inferior to the direct word-of-mouth revelations given to Moses (Num. 126ff.). The Biblical dreams located at sanctuaries, Beersheba, Bethel, Shiloh, Gibeon, doubtless had connexion in fact with the ancient practice of oneiromancy at shrines, with a ritual praxis that induced such phenomena. Petrie interpreted the rings of stones at the turquoise mines of Serabît as cubicles for such incubation on part of the seekers of the precious stones (Researches in Sinai, 1906, 65 ff.). The present dream story is the last recorded in the Bible until the days of Apocalyptic; the practice fell into disrepute, and Jeremiah bitterly inveighed against the prophets who dream dreams (2323ff.). In the youngest book of the Old Testament we have Nebuchadnezzar's dream, while the seer had 'his dreams and visions of his head upon his bed' (Dan. cc. 2, 7—see Montgomery ad locos). The several royal dreams cited above introduce us to a privilege extensively claimed by the Oriental monarchs from the day of Sumerian Gudea down through the line of Ashurbanipal, Nebuchadnezzar, Nabonidus, and outside of the Semitic field, the Lydian Gyges and the Persian kings, as also in Egypt; there may be added the fable of Alexander's dream concerning the Jewish high-priest in Josephus, Ant., xi, 8, 5.2

2 For the series of dreams to Gudea, prescribing his building of a temple, in his Cylinder A, see Barton, Royal Inscriptions of Sumer and Akkad, 1, 204 ff. (he had his visions by incubation, e.g., §II). Ashurbanipal records a divine vision by night (ARA 2, no. 835), and a dream of his army (no. 807), and also reports the dream of Lydian Gyges, which bade him seek the Assyrian alliance (no. 784). The ill-fated Nabonidus records two dreams (see Jastrow, cited below). For Egypt there are the dreams of Merenptah and Tanutamon (Breasted, ARE 3, no. 582; 4, no. 922). For dreams of or about Persian monarchs see Herodotus, i, 107 ff., iii, 30, 124; vii, 19. And there is now to be added the dream by which El revealed himself to Keret, king of the Sidonians, in an Ugaritic epic (Virolleaud, Keret, 60 ff.). For the subject in general see Jastrow, Rel. Bab. u. Ass., 2, 954 ff., and Index, s.v. 'Traum'; Meissner, Bab. u. Ass., 244 ff.; and for the 'dream-style' Mowinckel in the Gunkel-Eucharisterion, 317 ff.
Accordingly the present story is entirely in the colour of the ancient Orient, innocent of the later orthodox sentiment against dreams. It observes the Biblical characteristic of the dream for God’s own people as a means of direct revelation; the dream is not symbolical, requiring therefore dream-interpreters as in the Babylonian religion, the oneiropoi of Herodotus (indeed it is God’s people who interpret Pagan dreams, as in the case of Joseph and Daniel), but is a direct ‘word’ of Deity. The charm of this story is unique. Kittel comments that “there is no reason to doubt the historical character of this narrative”; that it is in origin an early, practically contemporary story, and in so far authentic, is without doubt. It is connected with the North-Israelite, actually old-Canaanite sanctuary of Gibeon; if it is of the Elohist strain, as claimed by Hölscher, it must be North-Israelite, and in that case primitive, because of the subsequent break between North and South. Moreover the divine gift to Solomon is not a temple-plan as in Gudea’s case, and cf. Ex. 25\textsuperscript{9}; such an invention might well have been inserted here; cf. the oracle to David, when he purposed to build a temple. But the boon Solomon asks for, which is granted, is judicial wisdom to fit him to judge this thy great people. The story well antedates the extravagant tradition of Solomon’s ‘wisdom’ as presented in 5\textsuperscript{9ff.}, cf. 10\textsuperscript{1ff.}. It reflects one aspect of his administration for which we have no record, that is, the organization of the law of his realm; n.b. his Hall of Justice (7\textsuperscript{7}). His taxation system is fully reported (ch. 4); the social order of his state must have been of equal concern. We may well compare with Solomon the greater Hammurabi, who in the preface to his code says: “When Marduk sent me to rule man and to promulgate justice, I put justice and righteousness into the language of the land and promoted the welfare of the people.” As Kittel remarks, Solomon may have been ‘the first to systematize the law of Israel’ (GVI 2, 150). For criticism of the narrative Burney gives an exact critical display of Deuteronomistic phrases, and it is reasonable to assign the present form to the late editors. Hölscher would find his Elohist here, but the tradition of the divine Name on which he relies is uncertain. 7. A little child: the phrase is that of humility, and is relative; cf. Jesus’ saying,
Mk. 10\textsuperscript{15}, and the Arabic use of 'sheikh,' properly 'old man.' Rashi and Kimchi follow ancient tradition here by making Solomon 12 years old, and so the Hexaplaric gloss at 2\textsuperscript{12}. Octavianus, when he assumed his uncle's toga, \textit{citat. 18}, was taunted by his opponents as 'a boy.' \textit{To go out and come in}: with the home as implied object, \textit{i.e.}, the round of daily public life; \textit{cf. 1 Sam. 18\textsuperscript{16}}. 9. \textit{EVV, an understanding heart to judge thy people}: but literally, \textit{a heart that listens to judge thy people.} The first verb is a legal term (\textit{cf. use at 2\textsuperscript{12}}); a similar phrase below, v.\textsuperscript{11}, where \textit{EVV render with 'to discern justice,' but the Heb. to hear justice means to give a just hearing; \textit{cf. the English judicial term, 'a hearing.'} In the judicial act there are two operations, the hearing of the evidence, then the decision of the intelligence (Heb. \textit{heart}). V.\textsuperscript{14} is regarded by Stade as a Deuteronomistic addition; Klostermann and Benzinger elide only the condition of the first part; Šanda finds also vv.\textsuperscript{12b.}\textsuperscript{13b} as secondary; they are indeed extravagant utterances. The divine word thus simplified will read: 12a. \textit{Lo, I have done according to thy word.} \textit{Lo, I have given thee a wise and understanding heart.} 13a. \textit{And I have also given thee what thou didst not ask, both riches and honour.} 14b. \textit{And I will lengthen thy days.} AV 'honour,' \textit{vs. the variant translation elsewhere with 'glory,' when attribute of Deity, is the best translation of the Heb. kāhōd; here Luther was followed with his 'Ehre.'} In the Anglican Prayer Book there occurs the constant doublet, 'the honour and glory' of Deity. 15. The v. is variously appraised by critics. Benzinger, Kittel, Stade regard it as wholly redactional; Skinner accepts, allowing probable additions to the text. Hölscher would excise only, \textit{and he came to Jerusalem, and stood before the ark of the covenant of the Lord}, which is evidently an intruded passage, inserted to emphasize the primacy of Jerusalem. \textit{Cf.} the probable excision of 'in Hebron' at end of 2 Sam. 15\textsuperscript{8}. The initial sentences, \textit{and he awoke, and lo, it was a dream} (=Gen. 41\textsuperscript{7}, E), are of indifferent importance critically. That he offered burnt-offerings and made peace-offerings, and made a feast for all his ministers (the last statement also at Gen. 40\textsuperscript{20}), properly concludes the scene at Gibeon, and is original. 

\textbf{VV.16-28.} The Judgment of Solomon. This story of a summary judicial decision has widespread parallels. Grotius cites
a similar case given by Diodorus Siculus for a Thracian king Ariophranes, as well as a case in Suetonius’s Life of Claudius (ch. 15). A good parallel from the Indian Jātaka Stories tells how a woman left her child on a river bank, a she-demon picked it up and claimed it as hers; the two appealed to the deity, who ordered them to tear the child apart and each to take half, but the real mother refused. There is also the notable Pompeian fresco, depicting such a ‘judgment.’

If our story is borrowed, it is idle to decide from what quarter. For the immediate entrance of the two women before the king, cf. the story of the ‘wise woman’ who brought her alleged domestic trouble before king David (2 Sam. 14), and, for the ‘open court’ that the king should grant all his subjects, the clever politics of Absalom (2 Sam. r51ff.). The ancient Oriental king was approachable to all (cf. 1 Sam. 1816), and such open justice still prevails in the courts of modern Arab potentates. For the two harlots—on which subject the commentators cited by Poole have considerable and amusing discussion, while some ancient texts try to modify or ignore the ugly noun—Landersdorfer pertinently compares the women who kept the drinking-places, actually ‘disorderly houses,’ in Babylonia, whom the Code Hammurabi severely controlled (§§108–111); indeed the Targum uses here the word for ‘inn-keeper’ (fem.). The ‘harlot’ Rahab belonged to the same class. The story is told in an effective way, with a genuine feminine strain to it; there is a certain amount of repetitiousness, which the Grr. avoided. There is to be noted the psychological expression in v. 26, literally, her bowels were fermented for her son (cf. Gen. 4338), and so correctly for the first noun AV, while the other EVV euphemize with ‘heart’; all agree in translating the sequence with ‘yearned upon/after her son.’ The development of meaning of that noun appears in

3 For the Indian tale see E. B. Cowell and W. H. D. Rouse, Jātaka Stories, 6 (1912), 63 ff.; H. G. Rawlinson, Intercourse between India and the Western World (1926), 11; for the Pompeian fresco Springer-Michaelis, Handbuch der Kunstgesch., Das Al tertum, fig. 316; and Le Blaut, Rev. Archéologique, ser. III, 13 (1889), p. 24 and pl. iii. Gressmann’s study ‘Das Salomonische Urteil’ in Deutsche Rundschau, 130 (1907), 212 ff., cites some twenty-two such cases in folk-tale and literature. See also for more recent bibliography ERE 7 (1914), 467; J. G. Frazer, Folk-Lore in the O.T., 2, ch. 11.
'bowels of mercy,' Lk. 17:8, Col. 3:12, and finally it came to mean 'compassion.' See I. Eitan's study of the word in *JBL* 1934, 269 ff. A nice point of language appears in the same v., when the real mother varies the usual word for 'child,' *yêled*, by using another, *yâlid*, which may be translated with the etymologically equivalent 'bairn.' **18. The third day:** *i.e.*, 'the day after the morrow.' **21.** Stade would delete one or the other of the two cases of *in the morning*, but the language is that of feminine repetitiousness. **26. 27.** Omit, with OGr. *the* living (baby), *bis*; the addition was due to the erroneous notion that the dead baby also had been brought into court, leading to the absurd development in Josephus and Lucian that the king commanded the halving of both the living and the dead child, equal parts for each woman; this humorous expansion might be based on the law in Ex. 21:25. **28.** The story concludes with the impression made upon the people: *All Israel heard of the verdict that the king had rendered; and they stood in awe of the king, for they saw that divine wisdom was in him for executing justice.* As observed above, it is a judicial wisdom that is ascribed to Solomon in these early stories, not the philosophy of later legend. Indeed the corresponding word for Heb. 'wisdom' here, *hokmâh*, in the Arabic *hukm* means a judicial judgment. For justice as the primary royal virtue see Ps. 72:2, and Gunkel's Comm. This popular story is sequel to that of the dream. No critical literary judgment can be easily given as to its age and provenance. Stade regards it as comparatively late; but Kittel remarks that "in its liveliness and freshness the narrative recalls J of the Pentateuch," and with this judgment Hölscher fully agrees.

466. יָלְדָה: the noun, reminiscent of 2 Sam. 7:14, also *inf.*, 11:11, etc., is generally found in prophetic dictio; but note the political term 'הָרָע, 1 Sam. 27:6; in Phæn. *yâlid* is used frequently of the personified royalty (Harris, *Gram.*, 118).—G om. this half-verse, at 2:25 has the plus, 'and the kingdom was established in Jerusalem.'

Ch. 3. **1. לְכָר: the verb in absolute sense also at 7:6; C 2:25c +'to wife.'—הָנָבָד: here Lagarde (his 2:9; G 4:31) has a negative *ouk*, with 2 MSS, a correction after 2 Ch. 8:11, but a pure sport. —"וְהָלַךְלְבָד לְאַגְרָן: B a2 om. (C has), then introducing with all other Gr. texts *εὐ παρὰς*; *i.e.*, the latter distinction was arbitrarily introduced to give the building of the temple precedence, and then in the two MSS noted the building of the palace was eliminated. At 9:15 the order of the items is reversed. Actually
the mention of the temple here is quite out of place in connexion with the queen’s residence.—2. righteous: also at v. 3, and so generally throughout the bk.; but at 2244 ה. the usual כ. B א. so om.—by error or of purpose?—הצנしてる: the noun, already identified with Akk. bámtu, ‘back,’ etc., now appears in the Ugaritic prepositional form נצל, ‘upon.’ See Albr., ARI 105 f., and accompanying note, defining the object as “an elevated platform on which cultic objects were placed”; he accepts the derivation of Gr. bónos, ‘altar’ (otherwise of unknown etymology) from this Sem. word, via the Phœnician.—3. נצנしてる: Nowack, Arch., 2, 2.46 ff., denying early use of incense in Palestine, draws distinction between the Hif., used of the smoke, savour of sacrifice, and the Piel as denominative from נצנしてる: however, to establish this distinction, the vocalization of the verbal forms must at times be corrected, e.g., 1 Sam. 218, נר ר. with combination of Pi. inf. and Hif. impf. There must have arisen later confusion of the two conjugations.—4. נצנしてる: Grr., ψηφισματα κ. μεγαλη, paraphrasing the obnoxious words, and so all VSS (V ‘excelsum magnum’), exc. that א. replace the noun with ‘altar.’—5. The nominal sentence without conj. appears awkward; VSS, exc. ת, attach יName to prec. v., and prefix a conj. to the foll. verb.—הצנしてる: Grr. (exc. AQ, Sym.) = נצנしてる.—6. נצנしてる: Burn. cf. ‘walking with God,’ Gen. 5:22, Mic. 6:9, etc.—8. נצנしてる: ר; St. elides as repetition of the phrase below; but the insistence on justice is to the point.—הצנしてる: cf. Num. 20:20; for the sense of the adj. cf. the noun נצנしてる.—1. נצנしてる: read with many MSS ו. all VSS with amelioration of the physical phrase: “it pleased the Lord.”—11. נצנしてる: Ch., but all VSS נצנしてる (א. ה. noting that Hebraeus has נצנしてる).—12. נצנしてる: O. O. om. and so St.; but note the triple 2d person with effect, נצנしてる: for the ‘irregular’ pf. with ‘weak Waw’ (Ch. corrects to נצנしてる see Dr., Tenses, §133; Burn. rightly notes the rhetorical contrast of נצנしてる and נצנしてる, and we may also observe the earlier larger liberty in the syntax with Waw.—12. נצנしてる: so BH (L), Bär; Mich., Ken., Ginsb., נצנしてる=VSS, exc. V; the latter as sing., and by Oriental tradition, is correct; at 1886, 2215 נצנしてる is corrected by Kr. to נצנしてる; the fuller Kr. arose to express the accent.—13. נצנしてる: א. φρονητης κ. σοφην, but Hex., κ. φ., exemplifying the later understanding of נצנしてる: O. O. om. and so St., al., correctly, unless we are to assume an original bungling phrase; Klost., Benz. preserve by reading preceding נצנしてる as נצנしてる. The gloss was not restrictive in purpose, it would interpret the past tense so as to include the coming life of the king. Ch. expands into comparison with all kings, ‘before thee and after thee.’ Note punctuation of JV to avoid the difficulty.—15. נצנしてる: preferable to Ginsb., נצנしてる; see Bär’s note, St.—הצנしてる: Grr. pref. κ. ἀνεστη.—הצנしてる: O. O. pref. κατα προσωπον τ. θυσιαστηριου τ. [κατα προσ.],
accepted by Then., Klost., but an addition after Ch., v.6, with Burn., "to remove the impression that S. passed into the immediate presence of the Ark."—דֵי: Ken. text, many MSS, the original דְי. Grr. add 'in Sion,' and the plus 'for himself [and all his servants].'

16. רֹאֵשׁ: Grr., עֲפָּרַת—by euphemistic change (?) ; C=ד. נָנָּה: =Engl. indefinite 'certain'; for the same use cf. 11:18, 17, Jud. 4:19, 19, and Aram. יָעֵן, Dan. 3:8; 3 Heb. MSS, Grr. om.—יה: 6 Gr. MSS פְּנַּרְתִּי for פְּנַרְתִי, 1 MS om.—17. ב. EVV 'Oh'; Grr., ev εὑμι; סְמֹל=chez moi'; T שׁכֶּם, 'at your leave,'=ד י. V; on such an understanding, cf. the suppression of v. of the root יָבֵא in un. pr., e.g., מִם, יָבֵא. But A. M. Honeyman, in a notable article in JAOS 1944, 81f., properly insists, following predecessors, but with additional proof, on its identification with יָבֵא, II. 5:13 (q.v.), and from root יָבֵא, 'be willing,' and so becoming a worn-down expression for 'granted,' and the like.—18. יָבֵא: 'alone'; the Heb. and the Engl. adv. by like development.—יָבֵא 10; G OL om., and so St.—יהש: cf. מַתָּנָה יָבֵא, 1 Sam. 20:12.—20. יָבֵא יָבֵא: G OL om., and so St.—יָבֵא: Grr., ek τ. αὐκαλόν μου, reading as יָבֵא.—21. יָבֵא 20: יָבֵא distinguishes from 10 with 'clara luce'; St., BH om.—22. יָבֵא 20: יָבֵא bis: see Note, 2:30.—23. יָבֵא יָבֵא: G OL om., and so St., BH, Eissf.; but the repetition belongs to the style.—25. OL ad fin. plus κ. το τέθηκεν ομοιός διελετε κ. διοικητερας, and so Jos.; see Rahlfs, SS 3, 101, 284, questioning whether the addition was by oral tradition or from an early written source.—26. יָבֵא: also v.27. St. doubts the change of vocalization from יָבֵא, but here 2 Gr. MSS have παίδαριν vs. current παίδων and so 2 Lucianic MSS at v.27, proving that the distinction was early observed. The noun is always used of the mother's relation, יָבֵא, Job 14:1, etc., exc. 1 Ch. 14:1.—יהש [יָבֵא]: G OL om., and so at v.27; 2 Heb. MSS om. it here, a third MS om. it v.27.—27. יָבֵא יָבֵא: positive command, vs. the preceptive of the woman's plea with יָבֵא; some 66 MSS read the latter.—Rahlfs presents (SS 1, §3) a study of the text of Origen's letter to Julius Africanus, repeating the above story.

CC. 4–5:5 (EVV ch. 4). The power and glory of king Solomon. V.1 is editorial, but primary, and is based upon 2 Sam. 8:15a, "and David reigned over all Israel," while ib. v.15b, "and David was effecting justice and right for all his people," is paralleled by the story of Solomon's Judgment ; then Sam., vv.16f., lists David's officialdom, even as the like data are given here. All Israel: i.e., Pan-Israel, an early nationalistic term from the days of the union of the tribes in a kingdom.

VV.2–6. A list of the royal cabinet. The accompanying plate gives a conspectus of the textual evidence for this list.
of offices and officers. It is an expansion of the table in the writer’s article, ‘The Year-Eponymate in the Hebrew Monarchy,’ JBL 1930, 311–19, to which reference should be made for fuller demonstrations. Similar tables have been presented by Benzinger (p. 15) and Sanda (p. 71). For the text of B is followed, with notable variants in parentheses. Recognition of the ‘glosses’ in Gr. ch. 2 and of their proper assignment is of prime importance; their original order is indicated by (1), (2), (3), etc. A similar table will be given on next page presenting the parallelism of the present list with those of David’s officers, 2 Sam. 8, 20.

The resultant of criticism of the text is the following form.

2. And these were his officers: Azariah b. Sadok (3) Over-the-Year; and Ahijah b. Shausha, Secretary; and Jehoshaphat b. Ahilud [var. Ahilad] the Recorder; (4a) and Benaiah b. Jehoiada Over-the-Army; (5) and Azariah b. Nathan Over-the-Lieutenants; and Zabud [var. Zakur] b. Nathan Priest, Royal Friend; (6) and Ahiel [var. Ahishar—without patronymic] Over-the-Palace; and Adoram [Adoniram?] b. Abda Over-the-Levy.

The most important reconstruction of the text occurs in the first and second items, namely with omission of ‘the priest’ after ‘Sadok’ (in any case the appositive should refer to the son Azariah), the correction of the unexplained n. pr., ‘Elihoreph’ to ‘Over-the-Year,’ following a Gr. gloss, and the resultant of but one Secretary. In the first item ‘the priest’ is lacking in O here, but is supplied in 2:16b, which latter section otherwise ignores any Priests in the list. The item in v.4 on the two Priests was baldly introduced from the list of David’s officers in 2 Sam. 8:16ff. (see Comm., 2:31b); it has a most unauthentic ring, as Abiathar was immediately deposed upon the king’s accession, indeed should have been named first; we learn below of a Priest in the royal court, who is also Royal Friend. But a certain Azariah b. Sadok

1 In note 10 of his article cited above the writer has expressed his scepticism concerning these data about Sadok. Only brief reference may be made to the extensive recent literature on the subject of the Aaronids and Sadokids: Kittel, GVI 2, 196; Kennett, O.T. Essays, ch. 3; Meek, AJSL 45 (1929), 149 ff.; J. Gabriel, Untersuchungen über das alttest. Hohepriesterum (1933); arts. by Bentzen, Budde, Möhlenbrink in ZAW 1933, 173 ff.; 1934, 42 ff., 184 ff.; Morgenstern,
I.

Η 1. 4ο-6

Τοιχογραφία του Τρικυλίκη

II.

Ω in loco

Αξία νεόν Σαδωκ

(1) Αξιανος νεόν Σαδωκ

Ο 24ος

(1) Αξιανος νεόν Σαδωκ
tου 1ερεως

(2) Ο αριστοτέλης

(2) Ο αριστοτέλης

III.

(1) Αξιανος νεόν Σαδωκ
tου 1ερεως

(1) Αξιανος νεόν Σαδωκ
tου 1ερεως

(2) Ο αριστοτέλης

(2) Ο αριστοτέλης

IV.

Glosses in 24ος

(1) Αξιανος νεόν Σαδωκ
tου 1ερεως

(2) Ο αριστοτέλης

(3) Αξιανος νεόν Σαδωκ
tου 1ερεως

(4) Ο αριστοτέλης

(5) Αξιανος νεόν Σαδωκ
tου 1ερεως

(6) Ο αριστοτέλης

(7) Αξιανος νεόν Σαδωκ
tου 1ερεως

(8) Επὶ τ. αναρχιας

(9) Κ. επὶ τ. πλευθον

(10) Ο σύμβουλος

(11) Κ. επὶ τ. αρραβισ

IV.

Glosses in 24ος

(1) Αξιανος νεόν Σαδωκ
tου 1ερεως

(2) Ο αριστοτέλης

(3) Αξιανος νεόν Σαδωκ
tου 1ερεως

(4) Ο αριστοτέλης

(5) Αξιανος νεόν Σαδωκ
tου 1ερεως

(6) Ο αριστοτέλης

(7) Αξιανος νεόν Σαδωκ
tου 1ερεως

(8) Επὶ τ. αναρχιας

(9) Κ. επὶ τ. πλευθον

(10) Ο σύμβουλος

(11) Κ. επὶ τ. αρραβισ

(12) Κ. επὶ τ. αρραβισ

V.

GL (Lagarde) in loco

Αξιανος νεόν Σαδωκ

(8) επὶ τ. αναρχιας

(9) κ. επὶ τ. πλευθον

(10) Ο σύμβουλος

(11) Κ. επὶ τ. αρραβισ

(12) Κ. επὶ τ. αρραβισ

(13) Κ. επὶ τ. αρραβισ
is Over-the-Year, the ranking officer, doubtless of priestly function. The word ḫorep in the unexplained n. pr., 'Elihorep,' as hitherto understood, means the autumn season, S. Arab. hrp (cf. Arab. harif, 'autumn'), the beginning of the ancient Semitic year, that is, the New Year. The word hrp was then used for the calendar year, of which a kabîr, generally two kabîrs (cf. the Roman consuls), had charge. The office was parallel to that of the Ass. limu, after the years of which functionaries all official documents were dated. It has been disputed among South-Arabists whether the office was sacerdotal, but there is proof of this in certain cases.² And indeed the Israelite office of kôhôn was not necessarily sacerdotal, for only so can be explained the statement of 2 Sam. 818 that two sons of David were 'priests' (a title that the EVV dodge!), while 2 Sam. 2026 records a certain Jairite, 'a priest of David's.' Now the Gr. at the former place translates the Heb. with aîlarpwv, and the gloss in col. iv of the table has over against πν the same translation εἵ τ. aîlarpwv, 'over the palace-service.' The interpretation offered for hrp is entirely satisfactory, but it was suggested to the writer and enforced by the Gr. gloss to the word, εἵ τ. πλινθίον. The plinthion was the quadrans (whence Engl. 'quadrant'), which was not only a sun-dial but also an instrument for determining the seasons by the length of the sun's shadow, the instrument being adjusted to the latitude. To the references for this ancient instrument, long surviving in the Arabic world, given in the writer's article cited, are to be added two cases of Arabian quadrants: CIS IV, no. 161, Nabatæan; Jaussen and Savignac, Mission Archéologique (1909), vol. i, fig. 113, p. 303, a N. Arabian specimen. Cf. comment on sundials, II. 20⁸ff. There is thus evidence for a fixed legal

¹ The High-Priesthood,' AJSL 55 (1938), 1 ff.; J. Hoschander, The Priests and Prophets, ch. 6. For identification of Sadok as of the old Canaanite priesthood in Jerusalem, proposed by Mowinckel, Bentzen, and independently by H. H. Rowley, see the latter's art., 'Zadok and Nehushtan,' JBL 1939, 115 ff., with full review of the literature. It is suggested that the name of the priest may be historically related to that of the early priest-king of Jerusalem, Melchi-sedek. See also Comm., 2⁸⁵b, 8¹⁴ff.

² See note 7 of the writer's art. cited; add citations in Glossary of Conti Rossini, Chrest., p. 245, col. a, proving the priestly function.
calendar at the beginning of the Israelite monarchy. We may properly infer that this institution came to involve the registration of important events by dates, as in the ancient Mesopotamian empires, and so subsequently throughout the Mediterranean world. The Officer-over-the-Year was counterpart of the Roman Pontifex Maximus. It is from such official calendars that the dated data scattered throughout our book were ultimately drawn. For the syntactically unique use of 'al, ' over x,' here and below, cf. the instances cited in BDB 755a; cf. the correspondent Akk. ša pān, ša elî; and for the later Gr. equivalent, ἐπί with the gen., see Thayer, Lex., 231b.

After this titularly ranking officer comes the Scribe or Secretary. The Heb. word sôpêr has been understood as corresponding to Akk. šāpēru, on which office Meissner remarks that it was ‘one of the most frequent, but also most ambiguous offices’; but R. P. Dougherty, with philological correctness, relates it to simple Akk. sepēru, ‘scribe.’ 3 In the Israelite ménage there was one such officer par excellence, e.g., II. 22b, etc. The title ‘Recorder,’ by usual translation, is ambiguous, alongside of ‘Scribe.’ The Heb. word demands rather the translation (the king’s) ‘Remembrancer,’ as Benzinger, Driver, Sanda, suggest. 4 For the ‘Lieutenants’ (EVV ‘chief, principal officers’) cf. 530. In ‘Zabud b. Nathan Priest and Royal Friend’ we have a case of the wide use of the first title (cf. preceding paragraph). The other, ‘Royal Friend,’ was Egyptian (A. Wiedemann, Gesch. von altem Aegypten, 1891, 63, Erman-Ranke, Aegypten u. aegyptisches Leben, 85), appears in early Canaan, Gen. 2626, and in South Arabia (mwdl in construction with the king’s name, Conti Rossini, Chrest., 134); it was also an Ethiopian title

3 Meissner, Bab. u. Ass., 1, 133; Dougherty, JAOS 1928, 109 ff. See GB and Bezold, BAG, sub vv. For the Egyptian scribe and his high position see Erman, Lit. of the Anc. Egyptians, p. xxvii. and at length J. Begrich, ‘Söifer und Mazkir,’ ZAW 17 (1940), 1 ff.

4 One Gr. translation, ἀναμνηστικώς, gives this mng.; the variant parallel word is in line with the common ὑπομνήματα, ‘memoranda, minutes’; at 1 Ch. 1818 the word is translated with ὑπομνηματογράφος, title of a high officer at Alexandria, according to Strabo (xvii, 1, 12). For possible Old Egyptian correspondents see Bertholet, Hist. of Heb. Civilization, 247, and Gressmann, 1, 212, the latter noting the Narrator of the Egyptian court.
I. 2 Sam. 8
   Joab b. Zeruiah over the host
   Jehoshaphat b. Ahilud recorder
   Sadok b. Ahitub and Ahimelek b. Abiathar priests
   Seraiah scribe
   Benaiah b. Jehoiada over the Cherethites and Pelethites
   David's sons priests

II. 2 Sam. 20
   (1) Joab over all the host of Israel
   (2) Ben. b. Jeh. over C. and P.
   (3) Adoram over the levy
   (4) Jehosh. b. Ahil recorder
   (5) Sheva scribe
   (6) Sadok and Abiathar priests
   (7) The Jairite Ira priest

III. 1 Ki. 4
   (1) Azariah b. Sadok over the year
   (2) Ahijah b. Shausha scribe
   (3) Adoram over the levy
   (4) Jehosh. b. Ahilud recorder
   (5) Sheva scribe
   (6) Sadok and Abiathar priests
   (7) The Jairite Ira priest

(The above items arranged to correspond with col. I.)

(ZA 30, 6). Hushai was 'friend' of David (2 Sam. 15:27), and the title has been found by some at 18.

The officer 'Over-the-House,' i.e., royal Chamberlain, Major-domo, ranks low in the present list; at II. 18:18 he precedes the Scribe and the Recorder, and the title was borne by Jotham as his father's regent (II. 15:5), as also by Obadiah, Ahab's chief minister (15:8); the intimate office doubtless advanced in importance, like that of the later European chamberlain. For the title in a Lachish letter see Comm., II. 25:22ff. The office corresponds to that of the Bab. muzaz ēkallim, the Ass. ša pān ēkalli (Meissner, pp. 120, 131), and the late Bab. ša eli bitānī (Dougherty, AASOR 5 [1924], 40 ff.). For the form of the title cf. that of the mayor, 'Over-the-City,' II. 10:6. There is finally the 'Levy Officer,' in charge of the corvée; cf. 5:28. We learn of this unpopular incumbent's fate in ch. 12. In this connexion is to be noted Mendelsohn's very thorough treatment in his article on 'State Slavery,' cited in the Bibliography.

In regard to the historical character of this list, it is unnecessary, as with Benzinger, to hold that the variant textual authorities represent lists of different epochs. But a problem lies in the relation of the present list to those of David's officers in 2 Sam. 8:16ff. and 20:28ff. The parallelisms appear as follows:
Note that in Ki. three names, Azariah b. Sadok, Azariah b. Nathan, Ahishar are independent of the earlier lists. The two priests we have seen reason to exclude; n.b. they are not provided with patronymics in 2 Sam. 20 and Ki. For Solomon's accepted reign it would be highly improbable that Adoram/Adoniram, who died after that king, was a minister of David's. There remain only Jehoshaphat b. A. and Benaiah b. J. as ministers in both reigns. We may therefore, with Šanda, assign the list in Ki. to the first half of Solomon's reign. The list in 2 Sam. 8 appears to be authentic, unless the priests there are to be excluded; that in 2 Sam. 20 is entirely secondary, except for the original datum of the Jairite Ira priest; 'Sheva' is corruption of 'Shausha' in Ki.

1. ṣb: Grr. om., and so some critics, e.g., St., BH; but the v. is editorial repetition of 2 Sam. 815, where 'all Israel' appears; the same political phrase below, v. 7, 12.2. שָׁוָה: at its earliest occurrence, Jud. 516, the word means 'chieftain'; while it developed in Akk. to the mng., 'king,' the usual tr. as 'prince' is contrary to Israel's simple constitution.—3. אֲבֹדַ֫ר: read אֲבֹדַ֫ר, and see Comm. above. For other attempts at etymology see Šanda.—רֵאַם: on a Lachish tablet רֵאַם.—אָשֹׂי: read אָשֹׂי with 1 Ch. 1816; the same person's name = גו אָשֹׂא, 2 Sam. 2025 (of which B יַהוָה is patent corruption), for the deformed Kr. of II; A גל here יַהוָה = ל. גו אָשֹׂא here may be corruption of אָשֹׂא: [םא] = אָשֹׂא, 'sun'; cf. the Aram. name שֹׂא 'like the sun' (CIS II, no. 65), the variation of the labial in שֹׂא (Is. 318), a diminutive = שֹׂא, and the Ugaritic form ıf. Brockelmann's section on dissimilation of labials is quite incomplete; but note H. Bauer's art. in ZfS 1935, 11 ff. There is no reason to displace the name with אָשֹׂא, the scribe's name at 2 Sam. 817 (vs. GB).—ךֵלֶלֶא (also v.12) = Gr. ḫי Ἀχίλλον; other Grr. read as שֹׂא, for which cf. names signifying divine procreation, e.g., אָשָׂא, and Akk. forms with bānā. The variant Ἀχιλλαλού, supporting Ἐ, is a play upon our word; the second element = J. Aram. יַעֲבֶר, 'twin,' i.e., 'a brother-is-born' = 'twin-brother.'—4. אֲמִתָא: ב קא א גל ᴍ om.; St. prefers the novel 'Eliaib b. Joab' of גל, 246b; but for prob. invention of this name see below on אֲמִתָא.—5. אֲמִתָא: Grr., ὁρείων, ὁρεία, the word read as ὁρεία, inducing the usual transcription.—אֲמַנָא: see Note, v.7.—רֵתוֹ: the name also at Ezr. 811 Kr., n. fem. רֵתוֹ, II. 2336 Kr. The root = 'to give,' is used in Aram. and S. Arab. names. For the name in Ezr. Kr. reads רֵתוֹ, and so here 12 MSS Ken., deK, which rdg. is supported here by גל (also T 1 MS, ح), and at 246b by all Grr. There appear to have been cross-currents of tradition.—7: גל om., ح פ; the double title is indeed remarkable.—נַתְנָא: for abnormal final
vowel see BL 388. The word was found by some in Amarna tablet no. 288, רִחְי סַרְרִי, but the vocalization is contradictory; the word מַיֵי 'shepherd'; cf. II. 34.—6. מַיֵי 'ץְרֵחַ: the name is quite uncertain (corrections proposed by Noth, p. 189, n. 5), and absence of patronymic is unique in this list. B al., ΑΧΕΙ ἦν οἰκονόμος κ. Ελακο ο οἰκονόμος, where ἦν may be error for γη, with resultant νάκι, and ω as remainder of the original patronymic. The duplicate phrase is a clumsy variant of the foll. κ. Ελαβαῖος ὑπὸ Σαῦρος [ΣΑΟΙ Ιωαβ] ἑπὶ τ. πατριάς, the last word to be corrected with ΣΑΟΙ to στρατιάς (Rahlfs, SS 3, 201). This phrase is an intrusion from Gr. 24th with Αβεί (ΜΣ ι Αβαί = Ει) ὑπὸ Ιωαβ (ΜΣ ι Ιωάδ); the variant Ιωάδ recalls Benaiath's father Jehoiada, and accordingly Αβεί is reduction of 'Abiathar.' There is no reason to reconstruct Ἰο from the frail Ο, vs. St.—ἐκάστον ἔλθεν, 1218, 2 Sam. 2024. The Grr. here = Ḥ, in the other cases vary: in Sam. B ᾿Αδωνίραμ, al. Ἀδωραμ = Jos.; in the parallel, 24th, the variant Gr. rdgs. support the shorter form; at 1218 Ὀ and Jos. support Ἰ. As name of the same person 1733 appears, 2 Ch. 1018 (also name of a Syrian prince, 1 Ch. 1810, of an Aram. tribe, 1 Ch. 1810). Critics generally correct the form at 1218 after the spelling here; but the rarer pagan Hadoram/Adoram, with the divine element Haddu/Addu, by far deserves preference. We may indeed have merely variant forms in the two names, since 'αδων is development of 'αδ, 'father,' as appears from Ugaritic texts; see H. Ginsberg, OLz., 1934, 473, and Cook, CAH 3, 349, who had earlier made the identification.—κρήνη: on a Samaritan ostracoon, and in Phoenician (Harris, Gram., Glossary); amazing Gr. variations, e.g., B Εφρα, ΣΑΟΙ Εδραμ = Εδραεί 24th, the two latter forms explaining the preceding ἔριμι及相关 gloss in the same v., κ. εδραμεν ἑπὶ τ. οἰκιν αὐτοῦ.—ἴς: for the etymology as= S. Arab. mh, 'levy,' see Montg., JQR 25 (1934), 267.

Vv.7-19. Solomon's districting of his kingdom and the respective lieutenants. For recent discussions of this administrative list see Alt, Israels Gaue unter Salomo, and Albright, 'The Administrative Divisions of Israel and Judah,' JPOS 1925, 17 ff., with map; for subsequent exchange of opinion between these two scholars see Alt, Pjb., 1925, 100 ff., Albright, ZAW 1926, 225 ff. For the geography there are further to be noted Jack, Samaria in Ahab's Time, ch. 3, with map; Alt, Die Staatenbildung der Israeliten in Palästina; Robinson, HI 1, 263 ff., with map; Abel, GP 2, 79 ff., with map. For the commentators see especially Kittel and Sand. For the place-names in the list are to be consulted Döller, GES; Borée, AOP vol. 2; Gallling, BR. For Beth-shean see the extensive monograph by A. Rowe, Topography and History of Beth-shan (1930); for Beth-shemesh, E. Grant, Beth Shemesh
(1929); for Megiddo see Comm., 915, for Sarethan, ib. 716; for the Transjordan domain A. Bergman, 'The Israelite Occupation of Eastern Palestine,' etc., JAOS 1934, 169 ff., and 'The Israelite Tribe of Half-Manasseh,' JPOS 1936, 224 ff. Important topographical reviews and discussions for Palestine and the neighbouring lands by Albright are listed in the Indexed Bibliography of his publications, pp. 3–18. Of illuminating comparative interest is R. P. Dougherty's presentation of 'Cuneiform Parallels to Solomon's Provisioning System,' AASOR 5 (1925), with several illustrative plates.1

7. And Solomon had twelve Lieutenants over all Israel, that they might provision the king and his household; for a month in the year it lay upon each one to make provision. 'Lieutenant' (in the old English sense—Kittel, 'Pasha,' Albright, 'Prefect') corresponds to the Ass. šakēn/šaknu; for a political comparison with this list from the Assyrian quarter see E. Forrer, Die Provinzeinteilung des ass. Reiches (1919). It is notable that there is no alignment with the Twelve Tribes (as 'according to the number of the tribes,' e.g., 1831); the economic reason alone is given, the monthly allotment among the twelve divisions for payment of the royal dues. Such an apportionment was as a matter of bookkeeping; the income could have been paid in kind or money, according to the seasons. For itemization of the impost cf. 52ff. A caricature of this 12-month system as for David's reign appears in 1 Ch. 271–15, with a subsequent list of twelve officers over David's budget, vv.25ff.

The number has been explained by Noth as arising from the ancient twelve-tribe Amphictyony, with each member obligated for definite supplies in a definite month, Das System der Zwölf Stämme Israels, esp. pp. 85 ff.

An accident early befell the document, a vertical break at the right hand of the papyrus (?) left blank the initial names in vv.8–11, with a further blank in v.13. In v.12 there has been some shuffling of the geographical data; in vv.13–19a some glosses have been added.

1 For identification of Abel-Meholah and Sarethan there is now to be added the study by Glueck, cited in n. 1 to 710ff., and further on the former place BASOR 91, 15 ff. Also is to be noted his fresh identification of much mooted Ramoth-Gilead (see Comm., 223) with Tell Rāmit, presented in BASOR 92 (1943), 10 ff.
I. 47-19

8. And these are their names:


II. 9. — b. Deker: in Makas [?] and in [? - or Be-?] Shaalbim and Beth-shemesh and Ayyalon [?] Elon and [so MSS] Beth-hanan.

III. 10. — b. Hesed: in Arubboth; his Socho and all the land of Hepher.

IV. 11. — b. Abinadab: all Naphath-Dor.—Solomon’s daughter Taphath became his wife.

V. 12. Baana b. Ahilud: Taanach and Megiddo [the following are transpositions]:

(4) to beyond Jokmeam, (1) and all Beth-shean
(3) below Jezreel, from Beth-shean (2) as far as Abel-meholah, which is near Sarethan.


[gloss his the Camps of Jair b. Manasseh] his the district of Argob
[gloss which is in Bashan, sixty great cities with walls and bronze bars].


IX. 16. Baana b. Hushai: in Asher and Bealoth [?].


XII. 19b. And one lieutenant, He-in-the-Land.

The problem at once arises as to the allocation of the twelve districts. Twelve districts are distinguished, plus ‘one lieutenant in the land.’ This item has been from of old interpreted as ‘over the (whole) land’; or the word ‘Judah’ has been taken from the beginning of the next v., but this would give thirteen lieutenants, and accordingly the item is largely elided as a gloss (see at length Notes below). And it is held by many critics, e.g., Kittel, Sanda, Alt, Robinson, that ‘All Israel’ means simply the North. Pan-Israel would
then have remained theoretically a separate kingdom, combined with Judah under one crown—cf. the union of England and Scotland. On this basis might be explained the non-mention of the officer’s name in v.\(^{19b}\), if ‘Judah’ is to be interpolated there. The logical result is to regard v.\(^{19b}\) as a gloss. However Albright (in his first article, pp. 26 ff.) acutely points a way out of the difficulty. V.\(^{13}\), ‘b. Geber in Ramoth of Gilead,’ as he shows, pairs with ‘Geber b. Uri in the land of Gilead,’ v.\(^{19a}\) (\(n.b.\) repetition of ‘Geber’ and ‘Gilead’); they are literally identical, despite the attempt of scholars, e.g., Kittel, Stade, Sanda, to correct ‘Gilead’ \(^{20}\) to ‘Gad’ after \(\mathfrak{G}\); but the Greek desired to avoid the duplicate for the same reason that impels modern scholars. The officer for the district including Gad was the one at Mahanaim, v.\(^{14}\), which was Gadite (cf. Josh. \(21^{38}\), etc.). And so, with but one Gileadite province surviving, we require a twelfth item, which is represented by the ‘lieutenant’ in v.\(^{19b}\). In this case ‘All Israel’ included Judah. The ancient interpretation of this official is as of a superior over the twelve lieutenants; so Jos., Ant., viii, 2, 3, \(\epsilonπι δέ τοίτων εἰς τάλιν ἄρχων ἀποδέδεικτο\), and so Rashi (identifying the person with Azariah, v.\(^{5}\)), Kimchi; \(\mathfrak{V} \mathfrak{S} \mathfrak{A}\) variously and curiously alter the obscure statement. Klostermann proposed a corresponding change of text, which has been favourably regarded by Benzinger, Burney, and so JV interpolates. Thenius understood the phrase in continuation as a statement of surprise, ‘just one lieutenant in that (great) land (of Gilead)’ (cf. \(\mathfrak{V}\) ‘super omnia que erat in illa terra’); he was followed by Kittel, but reading ‘Gad’ in place of ‘Gilead.’ But with acceptance of Albright’s criticism it is necessary to find the twelfth lieutenant here, and indeed Judah must have been included. The simplest solution, following the Grr., has appeared to some to be the detachment of ‘Judah’ from v.\(^{20}\), reading here ‘land of Judah’; others suppose the loss of the word here by haplog. with the following same word (so Stade). But the problem is solved, and without text-correction, by maintaining that the Judæan archivist used the expression ‘in the land’ in a domestic, provincial sense as of the royal province of Judah. This phrase for the home-land appears at \(g^{18}\), concerning Judæan ‘Tamar-in-the-Steppe in the Land.’ And for a very much
later age Torrey discovers the usage in Acts II.28, in the prophecy uttered in the Christian Church at Antioch that there would be a famine ἐὰν ὁλην τὴν οἰκονομένην, which nominal phrase translates original Aram. נזרה בֵּין, 'all the land' (misunderstood as 'all the earth'), i.e., Judaea—there was no such universal famine at that time (Composition and Date of Acts, HTS 1 [1916], 20 ff.). Also the exact parallel to such official designation appears in the Ass. šakēn ina māti, i.e., the governor of the home-province of Assyria; see Forrer, Provinzeinteilung, 7, and for the high rank of this officer in the empire the plate opposite p. 6. There is also the common expression for the king's remaining 'at home,' ina māti, e.g., Rogers, CP 226 ff., n.b. p. 234. The 'one lieutenant' is in contrast to the many in North Israel; he is unnamed, and may have been only a functionary in the royal chancellery.

A common modern judgment upon Solomon's creation of these administrative districts is expressed by Lods (Israël, 430): "S. a voulu—comme la Constituante en 1790—briser les cadres de la vie provinciale autonome," and by Olmstead (HPS 342): "Solomon had no need to flatter tribal susceptibilities." But the studies of Alt and Albright recognize that in general the partition respected the older tribal lines, which after all were fairly vague. Alt's brilliant identification (in Israels Gaue) of Socho (v.10) dismisses two Judæan towns of the same name, and finds it in modern Shuwēkah at exit into the plain of the road from Shechem to the sea (indicated in the Survey Map). Arubboth, i.e., modern 'Arrabeh (so Albright), 11 miles NE of Shuwēkah is named along with Heper, a Manassite clan; the latter identification has been uncertain; on ground of occurrence of Heper and Arubboth on a Samarian tablet, it may be identified with Hafirch, 2 miles E of Arubboth (Jack, Samaria, 79). With this Manassite division defined we obtain a systematic order: A. Central Israel: (1) the Ephraimite Hill-country; (2) the old Danite land (with Makesh unidentified); (3) Manasseh; (4) Naphath-Dor, the coastal district between Phœnecia and Philistia, probably a recent acquisition and requiring distinct administration; (5) the strategic E–W series of depressions, commonly known as Esdraelon—here no tribe is named; B. Transjordan: (6), with combination of vv.13, 19a, East Manasseh,
i.e., North Gilead (for Ramoth, see Comm., 22\textsuperscript{2}); (7) South Gilead, the Biblical Gad; C. North Israel: (8) Naphtali; (9) Asher; (10) Issachar; D. the South: (11) Benjamin; (12) Judah. Of the above only (2), (4), (5) represent fresh political geography. As Alt suggests, the naming of several cities in (2) and (5) may indicate a certain autonomy preserved by non-Israelite communes; \textit{n.b.} the term 'all Beth-shean.' Of particular personal interest are the references to the matrimonial alliances of two of the lieutenants with the royal house (vv.11, 18); the archival document was accompanied with personal data.

For a study of the Gr. variants in this section see Rahlfs, \textit{SS} 3, 224-39.—7. שַׁעָּד: pointed as Nif. ppl., as at v.5, 57, and so understood by Grr., καθεστημένου, \textit{vs.} distinction of שַׁעָּד, v.19, by transliteration; but 9 MSS here שַׁעָּד, and, with Sanda, this nominal form is to be preferred, in parallel with שַׁעָּד below; the ancient scribes followed the rule of paucity in spelling, שַׁעָּד, but שַׁעָּד; like variation in 22\textsuperscript{18}.—9 שַׁעָּד: 57; Grr. as though שַׁעָּד, which St. prefers.—יירם: קָרְנָת=many MSS, Grr.; but the article is not necessary, \textit{vs.} Burn.; \textit{cf.} 1 Sam, 13\textsuperscript{17}, etc.—8. These their names': the same introductory phrase 2 Sam. 23\textsuperscript{8}, and in the Elephantine papp., Cowley, nos. 22, 34, 46.—יירם: a general Sem. name; of a Calebite (1 Ch. 21\textsuperscript{9}), a Midianite king (Num. 31\textsuperscript{8}), in an Aram. inscription (\textit{CIS} II, no. 140), in S. Arabic (Ryckmans, \textit{NPS} 2, 58), and in such cases not Egyptian as= 'Horus.'—After the several items the Grr. add irregularly אָי (=יירם), 7 identical cases in B and Luc., plus 2 in Luc.; see Rahlfs's full discussion of the Gr. evidence, pp. 235-9, with the inference that 'one' is an irregularly interpolated word; but actually it is an archaic survival, preserved irregularly. The check appears throughout the list of kings in Jos. 12\textsuperscript{98}; \textit{cf.} a list of names in an Elephantine pap., Cowley, no. 33, occurring after 'X his name,' with which \textit{cf.} the checking system by strokes in nos. 22, 81. Add to these instances the Ugaritic tablet, Dhorme, no. 29, \textit{RB} 1931, 54, in which two surviving names are followed by יירם. The tiresome check came to be omitted sporadically in ultimate use.—9. יִשְׂרָאֵל: for identity with the root יִשָּׂרָאֵל see Montg. \textit{JQR} 25 (1935), 264; \textit{cf.} יָשָׁר, II. 9\textsuperscript{5}; the \textit{n. pr.} is identical with the royal name in the Zakar inscription.—יִשָּׂרָאֵל: Grr., מַיָּה(ו)מַיָּה, by erroneous identification with Michmash; see Abel, \textit{GP} 2, 377, and for possible identification with מַיָּה in Thutmose III's list, the opposite views of Alt, p. 10, and Albright, p. 27.—עַזְּרָאֵל: so the noun at Jud. 1\textsuperscript{35}, but Jos. 19\textsuperscript{12} עַזְּרָאֵל; the word= Akk. šešlabu|šešabbaru, 'fox.' \textit{G} have an interesting phonetic transcription with בַּלַּמְעֶל(v), \textit{cf.} Arabic. ١٠|الح, 'fox,' which etymology is recognized at Jud. 1\textsuperscript{45}}
with "άλωτεπεκε". The prep., lacking in ΣL, is represented in Σ (B aο = C) with Βο[θαλαμεων], as though ὠῆ, 'house' were in mind; and this was carried over into Hex. texts in expanded form with Βοθαλαμβύ. For the final syllable of the place-name see Note on Shomeron, 16^24. For identification see GB, Abel, GP 2, 438. St. would read ωι in parallelism; or ι might be omitted with ΣL; but there is no uniformity in the list.—ςτιας: St. follows Бár's abbreviated Κτ., όν, which has no support in MSS and other edd. ΟΓρr. support Κν., and so Σ, but ΣH Α read the word as όης, as at Josh. 19^43, Jud. 1^35 (in the same geographical connexion), and so to be read here.—ςτιας: so Σ Σ Α; but read with 11 MSS 'ας, the Εrr. observed the asyndeton and inserted εας, which Kit., Бurn., St., BH unnecessarily accept as for original ς.—For vv. 10, 11a the Εrr. give a barbarous gibberish; Rahlfs finds in general only transliteration.—10. ρας: a name-element found only in Ηζιζα and Ρας Βςις (?), sons of Zerubbabel, 1 Ch. 3^20; the element also in S. Arab. names (ΝPS 1, 96), but not with the editor's interpretation as 'envieux,' after literary Arabic, but in the N. Sem. sense.—ςτιας: cf. ρας in a jar stamp, ΙΑΕ 143.—ςτιας: ΑΜΝ al., Ωςρος = ΣH, and so B (corrupt here) at Josh. 12^17; Σ Σ = Η.——11. ρας Σιας: see G. Dahl, Materials for the History of Dor (1915), 21 ff. (noting Sym.'s translation with παπαλας), Albr. as cited above, p. 26, n. 18, and for a novel interpretation of the name D. W. Thomas, 'Naphath-Dor,' QS 1935, 89 ff. For the variants ρας and ις (e.g., Josh. 12^23) an original ppl. form is to be assumed, δα'ιρ, 'encircler.'—ςτιας: Noth, ΙΡ 226, as from Aram, root, 'to drop.'—12. Various arrangements of the v. with deletions have been proposed, e.g., by St., BH; the tr. above follows Albr.—ςτιας: the name appears on coins of Ν. Syrian origin, and poss. in Punic (Lidzb., ΗΝΕ 242); Μίνας όιι is to be noted (ΝPS 1, 54). It doubtless =ςτιαςις, with hypocoristic α; cf. Νςίμα, 15^16, and see Noth, ΙΡ 40.—ςτιαςίς: (ΒΗ όιις): =ςτιαςίς, 'may (the god) Am take stand'; for similar vowel variations cf. ραςίς', ΙΙ. 14^7, q.v.—13. Νςίς: MSS vary here and elsewhere: ραςίς, ταςίς, τοςίς; (B E) ΣL read as 'Ramath' =ΣH Σ Α; ΣH = Η. The variations in nn. loci of such formation are constant, e.g., Νςίμα below and Νςίς. With the preservation of original -ι there came heightening of the preceding vowel for emphasis. At ΙΙ. 8^29 the simple form appears; for discussion see Borée, AOP 43—9.—ραςίς Μακάν, which ΟΓρr. om., and ραςίς—ςτιαςις Βςις are patent borrowings from Dt. 3^14, Josh. 13^20, etc. The same indictment is to be made against 'land of Sihon ... Bashan,' v.19. For 'Haw-woth-Jair' and 'Argob' cf. the correction of Η at ΙΙ. 15^25.—14. τοςίς: the terminative acc. in popular speech usurped the absolute form—cf. 'Stamboul'; see Meek, JBL 40, 292.—15. ταςίς: doubtless with root-mng., 'fragrant,' e.g., Aram. βαςις is used of a fragrant shrub. The name as Bαςιτ occurs in S. Arab., but is wrongly interpreted by Ryckmans (ΝPS 1, 56).—16. ςτιας;
possibly David's friend, and so Ahimaas in v.15 has been identified by some with Sadok's son; see 2 Sam. 15:27, 32.—תְּלֵעַבְּתָה רַשָּׁאוֹ: or the second vocable to be read תְּלִעַבְּתָה. Bealoth occurs as a place-name in Judah (Josh. 15:24). But collocation of a tribe-name with that of an unknown town is surprising. ֶצִ' אוֹת om. 'in Asher and.' Klost., with favourable opinion from Burn., Alt, Albr., conjectures an original 'Asher and Zebulon,' but could this expected rdg. have been so wilfully changed? Following rdgs. of ֶצ הֵחָלָה, A מָעָלָה, A מָעָלָה, Then. suggested recovering מְיַּטִ' 'ascents,' and finding in it the Ladder of Tyre, Κλίμαξ Τηρω (1 Mac. 1:59, etc.), Jos. also rdg. here τ. περί Ἀρκνα (i.e., Ἀκκνα ?) with further rectification to מֵינָל תְּלִעַבְּתָה. Sanda, Eissf. (cf. BH) accept this identification; for contradiction see St.'s extensive note, leaving the word with a question-mark, which is wisest.—17. מֶנֶּס: cf. S. Arab. Prh (NPS 1, 180), with root מ to be at rest.—19. מֶנֶּס: Grr., Λδ(δ)αν, etc.; cf. the names מֵינָל, מֵינָל, on which latter see Montg., JAOS 1935, 94.—<g>: (ב ו) גֹ' 'Gad'; Burn. prefers ב, Sanda accepts ב, St. is uncertain.—מֵינָל מֵינָל רַשָּׁאוֹ מֵינָל: see Comm. BH presents three of the suggested alterations; Sanda brackets the whole half-verse, 'land of Sihon,' etc., as secondary; Eissf. om. the present phrase as 'nicht klar.'


See Int., §1, for the various distinctions of volumes in Gr. Kgdms. Also here after the archival lists above there appeared to be opportunity before the story of the temple, cc. 6 ff., for a pot-pourri of material bearing on the reign, much of it duplicated in cc. 9 and 10. Evidently Heb. Kings early underwent transformations, and the Greek littérature also recognized the nature of the material, and did not hesitate to rearrange here and also to make transference to the Supplement to 216. The following list presents the parallelisms:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Ḥ</th>
<th>ֶצ ch. 4</th>
<th>ֶצ ch. 2</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>420</td>
<td>vv.22, 23</td>
<td>vv.46αβ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>51</td>
<td>vv.24</td>
<td>vv.46α</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>52, 3</td>
<td>vv.20, 21</td>
<td>vv.46αβ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>54</td>
<td></td>
<td>vv.461</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>55</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>56 = 1026</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>57, 8</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>59, 11</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

1 The chapter divisions in Hebrew printed Bibles = JV, following the Polyglots (as marginally noted in EVV), is contrary to that of Ḥ and the Protestant translations, which properly distinguish the Hiram story as beginning a fresh chapter, ch. 5.
With the freedom of $\mathfrak{G}$ in rearrangement of this supplementary material no stress is to be laid upon its authority as to text and order.

Ch. 4\textsuperscript{20}–5\textsuperscript{8}. Solomon's might. Two editorial essays from different hands sum up the security of the realm. (1) 4\textsuperscript{20}–5\textsuperscript{1}: Judah and Israel were many like the sand by the sea for multitude, eating and drinking and enjoying themselves. And Solomon was ruling over all the kingdoms from the River [gloss—the land of Philistia] even to the border of Egypt—they were bringing tribute and serving Solomon all the days of his life. And (2) vv.4. 5: For he had sway over all Across-the-River from Tiphsah (Thapsacus) even to Gaza, over all the kings of Across-the-River; and he had peace on all borders round about. And Judah and Israel dwell in security, every one under his vine and fig-tree, from Dan to Beersheba, all the days of Solomon. Of these vv. only v.4 is represented in $\mathfrak{G}$ here, but the others were omitted as already given in the Gr. appendix to ch. 2; hence agreement cannot be given to Kittel, who holds that 4\textsuperscript{20}–5\textsuperscript{1} was "added by a late editor from 2\textsuperscript{16} of LXX." Each of the above pairs of vv. is followed by a statement on the supplies for the royal ménage: vv.2. 3 on the supplies for the royal table, vv.6. 8 on the table and also the stabling of the horses. But v.6, giving the number of the horses, is an insertion with an exaggerated figure (40,000 stalls) from 10\textsuperscript{26} (q.v.), induced by the reference to the stabling in v.8. Against the opinion of Kittel and Stade, v.7 appears to be quite secondary, repeating 4\textsuperscript{7}; there remains as original only v.8 on the stabling, as sequence of vv.2. 3. Out of 4\textsuperscript{20}–5\textsuperscript{8} these alone appear to be early items—how authentic there is no saying, although documentary specifications of the royal budget may well have survived. The provisioning of the stables in the chariot cities was a particularly important item; cf. 9\textsuperscript{19}, 10\textsuperscript{26}. The word translated 'straw' is the modern Arab. tibn, used of mixed grain and straw, the usual fodder for horses. For the table budget given here may be compared the comparatively small ménage of Nehemiah, which required daily 'one ox, six fattened sheep, and fowls' per diem for his suite of 150 men and guests (Neh. 5\textsuperscript{17}). Most variant estimates have been suggested, as by Thenius, Keil, Šanda (ranging from 14,000 to 32,000 persons); Skinner makes the shrewdest estimate from comparison
with Nehemiah's figures, calculating that the budget provided for 4000–5000 persons, which would include the large families; and Kittel suggests 3000–4000 heads of families, with 8–10 in a family. Lurje in his Studien, p. 42, calculates that the food implied some 20,000 souls, and then arbitrarily reduces the figure to 7000. For Mesopotamian royal budgets see R. P. Dougherty, 'Cuneiform Parallels to Solomon's Provisioning System,' AASOR 5 (1925), 23 ff. Cf. the ménage of the Persian kings, as noted by Meyer, GA 3, 1, §54. There is recorded the provision for the daily table of a Túlūnid potentate of Egypt (ca. A.D. 966): 100 sheep, 100 lambs, fowls of all kinds (P. K. Hitti, History of the Arabs, 456). The rest of the section is of secondary character historically, often hyperbolic. For 'many like the sand by the sea' (v.20), cf. Gen. 411, Hos. 2, Is. 1022. 'Eating and drinking' has its early parallel in the Old Aramaic Hadad inscription, "in my days Ya'di ate and drank," with a similar but broken passage in the Panammuwa inscr., "... ate and drank..." Idyllic is the picture of Judah's and Israel's security in v.5; see Mic. 4, Zech. 3, and cf. II. 18a1.

The extent of Solomon's empire, variously expressed in vv.1,4 is exaggerated, at least in its political implications. The reference to Over-the-River, Trans-Euphrates (also Josh. 24, etc.), represents the Ass. imperial phrase, eber nāri, appearing actually not earlier than Ashurbanipal's time (KB 2, 238–9), and of general use in the Westland later, e.g., Neh. 27; cf. Meyer, GA 3, 1, 136 ff.; Forrer, Reallexicon, 1, 134. The phrase here is of late origin, when the Assyrian empire had made current its political language. For statistics of the use of the ambiguous term see Burney, ad loc. Solomon was doubtless the most potent monarch in the area; Damascus under its fresh Aramaean rulers had not in his early years achieved political importance, although it later gained autonomy (II224f.). He possessed some rights in the Lebanon; cf. 919, and the accompanying enigmatic statement in Gr. 2466. His father David had received gifts from King Toi of the Aramaic dynasty at Hamath, and defeated the Aramaean king of Sobah in Cœle (?)-Syria along with his allies of Damascus, the campaign being waged to cut off Sobah's control of the route to the river (2 Sam. 8a). The item of
Tiphsah-Thapsacus\(^2\) no doubt belongs to the correct tradition of a one-time right which the dynasty had gained in the trade-routes across the desert to the river. Solomon's control of Transjordan northwards from the Red Sea naturally induced a commercial exploitation in that direction. This was the one epoch in Israel's history when such an external commercial control was possible. For Flinders Petrie's recent excavations at Gaza see his reports on 'Ancient Gaza' in *Publications* of the British School of Archaeology in Egypt, vols. 53-56 (-1934).

Ch. 5\(^9\)-14 (EVV 4\(^29\)-34). The wisdom of Solomon. In addition to Gr. here, vv.\(^9\) also appear in Gr. \(^2\) and the passage is summarized below, 10\(^23\) = 2 Ch. 9\(^2\). The present theme is an exuberant flowering of the tradition of Solomon's wisdom, of which tradition we can trace the progress. There is the pious prayer of Solomon for 'a discerning heart to judge thy people,' with the expansion of the divine boon to a wisdom beyond human compare (3\(^4\)) ; a case given of his judicial wisdom (3\(^1\) ) ; his political wisdom in his diplomacy with Hiram of Tyre (5\(^26\) ) ; the visit of the Queen of Sheba 'to prove him with riddles' (10\(^1\) ) ; the reliable literary tradition of the proverbs of Solomon which the men of king Hezekiah copied out' (Pr. 25\(^1\) ). The declamation here knows not only of three thousand proverbs but also of songs, a thousand and five (v.\(^12\) ). Indeed Solomon's reputation as an encyclopaedic philosopher was early established, late as are the canonical and deutero-canonical books ascribed to him. This literary genre of Wisdom had antique roots in the Orient, as also in the Occident (cf. Hesiod); there may be noted Margolis's finding of the three early categories of Hebrew literature in Torah, Word or Prophecy, Wisdom (*Hebrew Scriptures in the Making*, ch. 4). The focusing of all Wisdom upon one personage of the past \(^3\) is similar to the heroization of Moses for Law and David for Psalms. As father of the realm the ancient king was by duty patron of the arts and sciences;

\(^2\) The site, at Kala'at ad-Dibs, at the eastern bend of the Euphrates, E of Aleppo, was discovered, as he held, by J. P. Peters; see his *Nippur* (1897), 1, ch. 4; but see Dussaud, *SAM* Index, s.v.

\(^3\) For Wisdom, cf. Daniel in a Phoen. tradition (Eze. 28\(^3\)), now confirmed by the person of Danel in the Ugaritic literature; see Virolleaud, *Danel*. 
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as such a wise king appears Ashurbanipal, who has left a full and exuberant account of his education and attainments. The most ancient wise man known to history is Ptahhotep, vizier of a Pharaoh in the first half of the third millennium B.C., with a book dedicated to, and composed under the patronage of, the king. For this wisdom of Egypt (v.10) reference may be made to Erman, Lit. of the Ancient Egyptians, 54 ff., 234 ff.; the cosmopolitan influence of that Wisdom has been suggested in comparison of Prov. 2217–24 with the proverbs of the Egyptian Amen-em-ope.5 For the wisdom of all the sons of the East (Bnê Kedem), whose professors are herewith actually named, with Arabic names, see Note, and Montgomery, Arabia and the Bible, 169 ff. 'The words of Agur b. Jakeh' (Prov. 30), and 'of Lemuel king of Massa' (311-9), must be attributed to Arabian sources. The wisdom of Solomon, the subjects of which are detailed in v.15, from the cedar in Lebanon to the hyssop that comes out in the wall, along with the following round of zoology, was particularly a moral, fable wisdom; there are to be compared Jotham's parable of the trees (Jud. 9), that of Jehoash of the thistle and the cedar (II. 149), the parables from nature (Prov. 3015ff.), and the cameo, 'Go to the ant, thou sluggard' (66). The listing of all creatures also recalls the learned Akkadian lists of plants, animals, birds, etc.6 It is notable that the Bible contains no development of the animal fable, so luxuriant in the contemporary Oriental literatures, in the Akkadian and in the Old Aramaic, to wit the Ahikar papyri, and later in Arabic literature, e.g., The Thousand and One Nights. The figure of a thousand and five songs (v.12) appears quite casual;

4 See Luckenbill, ARA 2, §§767, 934, 986; cf. Olmstead, HA ch. 38.
5 Only brief reference may be made to the extensive recent bibliography for the subject at large: W. Baumgartner, Israel u. alter. Weisheit (1933); J. Fichtner, Die alter. Weisheit in ihrer israel.-jüdischen Ausprägung, BZAW 62 (1933); Hempel, Altheb. Lit., 44 ff.; Robinson and Oesterley, Int., 150 ff., 437 ff.; Eissfeldt, Einl., §10; B. Gemser, Sprüche Salomos, 1937. N.b. Eissf.'s conclusion (p. 527) that the tradition of Solomon's patronage of letters is 'eine richtig festgehaltene Tatsache.'
but light may be thrown upon it from Egypt. Erman observes (p. 293) concerning a papyrus published by Gardiner that the composition "might have once borne the title of The Thousand Songs, for . . . its individual sections bear each a number. Of these numbers only two are wanting to complete the thousand, and they will have stood in the break at the end of the page." The additional 'five' in the Biblical figure then may have been added for good measure, as in the Arabic The Thousand and One Nights. We may compare the 1000 women of Solomon's harem (11^3). The advent of all the kings of the earth, who came to hear the wisdom of Solomon (v.14), naturally implied the royal sport of riddles, conundrums, as presented below in the Queen of Sheba's visit (ch. 10). Such a tourney of wits is described by Josephus (Ant., viii, 5, 3; C. Ap., i, 17, citing from Dios): there was a heavy wager on between Solomon and Hiram of Tyre for the solution of riddles, and Solomon won; to which Tyrian tradition added the story that a certain Tyrian proposed further riddles which Solomon could not answer, and the latter had to refund the money he had won. A similar theme is used in the late Ahikar legend, in which Ahikar wins himself back to royal favour by saving his master's realm and honour in a riddle contest with the king of Egypt. (For this late legend see reff. in Cowley, Aramaic Papyri, p. 204.) For the early development of the later exuberant theme of Solomon's magical wisdom see Jos., Ant., viii, 2, 5. See further Comm. on the Queen of Sheba's visit, ch. 10. For the later expansion of this genre in connexion with Solomon's name Ginzberg, Legends of the Jews, vol. 4, should be consulted.

Ch. 4. 20. פָּרֵשׂ: 9 MSS deR. pref. פָּרֵשׂתָה A, but a borrowing from the similar phrase elsewhere, e.g., v.9.—Ch. 5. 1. נָשֹׁות יָני: 2 Ch. 9^26 pref. יֵני, and so ס 2^168; but our text is authoritative, found in Hex. (A x ס¹), כ י פ, with the unconstruable phrase translated 'the river of the land of P.'; it is doubtless an early gloss. to the foll. phrase.—פשׂנֹת: such verbal use of the ppl. is generally late, Aramaizing, but this case is in rhetorical parallelism with 4^28.—2. פ: the kôr has been estimated at 364 litres; see Nowack, Arch., 1, §35, Benz., Arch., §40, Sanda, pp. 93, 106.—סְמִד: 'grits,' translated here with סמִדְבָּלִים and identical with modern Arabic smid'; see Dalman, BWAT 13 (1913), 69, for the proportions as given here, and A. u. S., 3, 284, 288 ff.—3. עַר יָנָה:
pastured cattle'; Ἕ construes as appositional; see GK §139, c. —κέκριμεν: Grr. ignore.—κιβωτίων κιβωτίων: 'cribbed x'; VSS, exc. Grr., 'fattened birds,' recalling the hand-stuffed poultry of the modern Orient; ᾗ for ζ ἐκλέγων κιβωτίων, construing η = στῆνα, with the prec. accusatives; Jos. finds 'fishes' in this noun.—4. τις . . . τυλιγμός: ᾗ om. here (Ἑ ἢ), prob. to avoid contradiction of 214, where η is represented with Pahel. For η W. A. Heidel ingeniously proposes etymology from κίβωτος, 'to cross over' (The Day of Yahweh, 1929, 185).—κιβωτός: very many MSS, edd., κιβώτιον (see deR.) = GV. —6. τις: cf. 2 Ch. 925, 3228. The tr. 'stalls' comes down by Jewish tradition (Jastrow, Dict., 34a). The noun with this mn. appears in Syr., and also in Akk. (Bezold, BAG 3); the same column in Bezold notes a verb αὐθ, 'to become pregnant,' which may well be the basis of Gr. ἄπαθες, ἰθαλεία. —7. τηρήμα: one who has entrée, regular guest; Grr., διαγραφέατα, which Ἐ repeats; Ἐ 'necessar. —8. τῆς: this species of horse has not been identified; it is used of the chariot horse, Mic. 118, of the post horse, Est. 810; Grr., ἀρματα, as for τῆς? —9. γατα: Grr., Ἐ as γατα; similar use of 'God' at 31128, 1044; this as with the thought of 'the Divine Wisdom.' —11a. γατα: Grr., exc. Sym., χωμα, 'overflow' = Ἐ. —10. γατα: Grr., ἀρχαῖον ἀνθρώπων, similarly 228, also Jos., = Ἐ. —11a. γατα: Sanda ingeniously suggests γατα, 'the Edomites.' The foll. names have Arabian connexions. γατα is elative from Arab. watana, and so prob. γατα = Sabean γατα (NPS 2, 27); for γατα cf. Minaean ἄρα (ib., p. 47). Cf. the genealogy in 1 Ch. 28.—12b. ᾗ Ἀ om., and so Kit., St., Sanda, as superfluous with v.14.—13. γατα: Kit., Sanda would read as pl.; but the m. sing. is primarily collective in contrast to the fem.—γατα: Grr., πεντάκαιχιλιοι (=Ἐ), scribal error for πεντέ και χιλιοί = Jos.—14. γατα: 'hyssop'; for identification see Post, DB s.v., Kit., Sanda, and Dalman, A. u. S., 1, 2, 370 f., 543 ff.—14b. St. reasonably elides as induced by 16115. Ἐ Ἐ Ἐ Ἐ preface 'he took gifts,' after 2 Ch. 923. —15c: Burn. proposes as 'deputed by (all the kings),' cft. 2 Sam. 158.

VV.15-32 (=JV; EVV ch. 5). || 2 Ch. 2; cf. Ant., viii, 2, 6-9. Introduction to the history of the building of the Temple.

VV.15-26. The negotiations with Hiram of Tyre. This section presents an early picture of correct historical similitude, reporting diplomatic and commercial relations between two states of Syro-Palestine—actually in its extent a fairly unique report. The initial 'conversations' between the two monarchs are stated in diplomatic form: 15. And Hiram King of Tyre sent his ministers to Solomon, for he heard that they had anointed him king in his father's place; for Hiram had always been a friend of David. 16. And Solomon sent (a message)
to Hiram, as follows:——. There ensues (vv. 17-19) an expanded statement of Solomon's object in pursuing the kindly relations with Hiram, the procuring of cedar timbers for the buildings he had in mind. There is patent dependence upon the story of Nathan's oracle in 2 Sam. 7, in its present, secondary form (as first recognized by Budde), replacing the original notion of 'a house' as a dynasty, with that of 'a house for YHWH.' 1 On the other hand v. 20 correctly, even if in imagined language, gives the gist of Solomon's reply (n.b. the item of 'the Sidonians,' after early usage), even as vv. 21-23 aptly compose Hiram's answer. The invented material here is simple in comparison with that of the Chronicler, who makes Solomon the initiator of the diplomatic correspondence, along with bloated epistles, and the tradition accepted by Josephus, who presents these letters in altered form and alleges that "they are still in the public records of Tyre." For such brotherly congratulations on a royal accession there is an example in David's embassy to Hanun king of Ammon (2 Sam. 10), and for a much earlier period the congratulatory letter of the king of Alashia (Cyprus) to the king of Egypt on the latter's accession, contained in the Amarna letters; they were accompanied with gifts for the sacred festival. 2 Hiram (the name shortened from 'Ahiram,' as the inscription of an earlier Ahiram of Byblos, ca. 1200 B.C., now shows 3) can be dated only approximately from Josephus's citation of the Phoenician annals: Meyer, ca. 969-936; Kittel, 972-932; Mahler (p. 175), 979-945; Olmstead, HPS 981-947; Albright with more reserve, ARI 69, 'about the middle of the tenth century.' He is correctly designated king of Tyre, as over against the later revival of the ancient title, 'king of Sidonia,' upon the extension of the Tyrian power over all Phoenicia; the latter title is properly used of Ahab's father-in-law (1631). 4 Hiram is

1 For various forms of criticism of the whole section see Stade, ZAW 3 (1883), 129 ff.; Sanda, 'Salomo u. seine Zeit,' Biblische Zeitfragen, 1913, 1 ff.; Holscher in the Gunkel-Eucharisterion, 1, 158 ff.
2 Knudtzon, nos. 33, 34.
3 See Bibliography of Inscriptions.
4 See Meyer, GA 2, 2, sect. 11, 'Die Phöniker,' esp. pp. 62, 126 ff., and for the succession, pp. 437 ff.; Kittel, G VI 2, 210 ff. For a more specific statement of synchronism between Hiram and Solomon, see below, Comm. 61. 37.
called a friend [Heb. primary mng., lover, and so EVV] of David, with Solomon's reminiscence of his aid in building David's palace (2 Sam. 5:11); the diplomatic title would have been 'my brother,' as in the Amarna letters and inf., 913, 2032f. Hiram's blessing of Yhwh (v.21) has its parallel in an Amarna letter with its blessings of Shamash and Ishtar upon the Pharaoh's head. Criticism has been keen upon the alleged intrusion of the epithet for Solomon as a wise son (v.21), and especially against v.26a as an interpolation based upon v.21, with reference to 'the wisdom given Solomon by Yhwh'; so Klostermann, and other critics, and according to Stade this whole story is a continuation of that of the dream in ch. 3. But the wisdom declared here is of political character; v.26a is to be translated: And Yhwh giving wisdom to Solomon, as he had spoken to him, there ensued amity [Heb., the general word peace] between Hiram and Solomon, and the two made a league together. This passage may well have been original to the story developed above, and so Kittel assigns it to his Solomon-source. Apart from 'the covenant' between Asa and the Syrian Ben-hadad (2 Ch. 162ff.), severely castigated by the seer Hanani, this is the only reference to a league with another state; the term could hardly have been used by late writers, Deuteronomists, etc., in view of the prohibition in Jud. 2. The wisdom with which Solomon was endowed, 'to judge this thy great people' (see above on 3ff., 5ff.), included diplomacy and the erection of splendid buildings. Such political use of 'wisdom' is illustrated in Ashur's boast, "By my wisdom have I done this" (Is. 1013), and for Solomon's wisdom as a builder may be compared Tiglath-Pileser's self-congratulation: "With the keen understanding and grasp of intellect with which the Master of the Gods, the prince, Nudinwat (Ea) endowed me, a palace of cedar...and a portico patterned after a Hittite palace for my enjoyment I built in Calah" (ARA 1, §804). The Assyrian king's construction of a

5 Knudtzon, no. 21. Most of the early VSS dodged the use of 'Yhwh' in the alien's mouth; but for the naming of the national deity of another people, cf. Jephthah's reference to 'Chemosh thy god' (Jud. 1124), the Ass. Tartan's knowledge of Yhwh (II. 1523ff.), and the Moabite Mesha's naming of him in his inscription.

6 EVV tr. bērīt, otherwise always rendered with 'covenant,' in these secular relations with 'league'—a survival of the ancient objection!
palace after Hittite, i.e., Syrian style, is a parallel to Solomon's use of Phoenician art and artists. We may compare the remarkable letter of Hammurabi informing Zimrimlim king of Mari, on the Euphrates, of the desire of the king of Ugarit (Ras Shamra) to see the palace in Mari (G. Dossin, CR 1937, 19; cf. A Parrot, Syria, 1937, 75, n.). And, coming nearer home, Josephus has preserved to us, on the authority of Dios (Ant., viii, 5, 3), the record that the same Hiram "went up to Mount Lebanon and cut down woods for the building of the temples"—the temple of Jupiter having been named immediately before. 7 Šanda gives a summary of Ass.-Bab. and Greek references, and Olmstead presents ample Akk. references, along with a relief of the floating of cedar logs down the Euphrates. 8 Further reference to the use of cedar in temple and palace will be given below in Comm. on cc. 6, 7. In comparison with v. 23, detailing the transportation of the logs to the sea and their rafting to the Palestinian coast, an inscription of Nebuchadnezzar's, found in the Lebanese Wadi Brisa, is pertinent. 9 In a broken text, after naming the temples of Nabu and Marduk, he speaks of "the Lebanon, the cedar mountain... the scent is pleasant of the cedars;"

and then: "What no former king had accomplished, I cleaved high mountains, lime-stone I broke off, I opened. I cut a road for the cedars, and before Marduk my king (I brought) massive, tall, strong cedars, of wonderful beauty, whose dark appearance was impressive, the mighty product of the Lebanon." (Of course the work was done by the skilled Syrian engineers and labourers.) A following broken passage records their transportation 'like reeds' on 'the canal Arahtu.' To this material are to be added far earlier references from the Egyptian quarter, and notably the autobiographical Voyage of Wenamon, detailing all his trials as purchasing agent in Phœnicia on the Pharaoh's demand for the valuable wood

7 For cedar, cypress, fir, see BDD s.vv., Dalman, A. u. S., 1, 1, 259. For the most recent study in determination of the genus of the Lebanon cedar used by the ancient builders, see L. Köhler, ZAW 1937, 163 ff.; he holds that the Heb. word is inclusive of several genera, but does not mean the Cedrus Libani, which is unfit for building.

8 HA 272 ff., with accompanying fig. 108, cf. Index, s.v. 'Cedar'; see also Meissner, Bab. u. Ass., 1, Index, s.v. 'Zeder.'

9 See Winckler, KTAT 56 ff.; Rogers, CP 365 f.
of which this brief extract may be given: "The prince rejoiced and appointed 300 men and 300 oxen, and set overseers at their head, in order that they might fell the trees. And they felled them, and they remained lying over the winter. But in the third month of summer they were dragged to the shore." In our passage the method of water-transportation is given as by rafts (the word = etymologically tow-rafts), the only possible method for such huge timbers. The Chronicler (2 Ch. 21) makes Joppa the port of entry, by doubtless good tradition.

The payment made annually by Solomon to Hiram of 20,000 kors of wheat as food for his household and 20 kors of bruised-olive oil (v. 23), with a kor estimated at 364 litres (see Note, v. 2), is indeed an extravagant figure for the item of the wheat. Solomon's provision of wheat foods for the year amounted to 32,850 kors (v. 2). The easy exaggeration of figures in tradition appears in 2 Ch. 29 with '20,000 baths of oil,' which the Grr. read in here, while Ch. further exaggerates items and figures most absurdly. This provision was not for the workers, only the luxuries of wheat and oil are listed here; by the house of Hiram is meant his privy budget, and if the high figure is to be maintained at all, he must have made good business by exporting the grain foods, as Śanda remarks. Whatever the value of the figures may be, a datum at 91 frankly reports that Solomon went bankrupt for a 20-years' debt and had to cede to Hiram twenty Galilean cities.

Only the outlines of this section can be regarded as authentic history. But there is the undoubted fact that Solomon entered into a league with Hiram for trade purposes, the details of which league and its operation are fully illustrated by contemporary documents. The further interest of Hiram in this international compact appears in his aiding Solomon's ventures in the waters of the Indian Ocean (926ff., 1011. 22), on which his shippers were to ply to his profit.

See Breasted, ARE vol. 4, no. 578; Erman, Lit. of the Anc. Egyptians, 174 ff.; Gressmann, ATB 1, 71 ff.; Barton, AB ch. 18. Of earlier date is Thutmos III's record of his procurement of cedar logs 'of 60 ells of length with a thick top,' which were brought to Egypt 'with a good wind'; see K. Sethe, Sb., Berlin Academy, 15 (1906), 356 ff.; Gressmann, p. 90. For the ancient relations of Egypt and Phoenicia see P. Montet, Byblos et l'Égypte (1928-29).
I. 5\textsuperscript{15}-32

VV.\textsuperscript{27-32} (AV RVV vv.\textsuperscript{13-18}). The work in the Lebanon and the Phoenician co-operation. It is generally recognized that of this section only vv.29, 30 are secondary. Stade cautiously decides (p. 148) that the section vv.\textsuperscript{27-28} is "eine alte glaubwürdige, mit späteren Vorstellungen wie $g^\text{21 \textsuperscript{22}}$ stark kontrastierende Nachricht. ... Vielleicht ist $5^\text{31}$ erst nach $7^\text{9 \textsuperscript{10}}$ gearbeitet. ... Allerdings könnten in v.\textsuperscript{32} Trümmer des ursprünglichen Berichtes gesucht werden." The inserted vv. have exaggerated figures as compared with vv.\textsuperscript{27-28}, figures similar to the Chronicler’s, while v.\textsuperscript{30b} is patent expansion of a simpler statement at 9\textsuperscript{23}. According to v.\textsuperscript{27} the levy was raised out of all Israel, with no contamination from the later invention of the enslavement of the Canaanites for this duty, as according to $g^\text{20 \textsuperscript{22}}$ and the parallel in Ch. The figures for the drafted labourers, 30,000, and for the allotment of duty, 10,000 for every third month, are reasonable. This corvée of Israelites provided the raw labour in the Lebanon, in contrast with the skilled labour of the Sidonians (v.\textsuperscript{29}). The superintendents (lit., \textit{chiefs of the overseers}) number 3300; the figure has been expanded from the '550' of $g^\text{23}$, the development of 550 to 3300 being in the ratio of the 30,000 of v.\textsuperscript{28} to the 180,000 (the 150,000 of the interpolated v.\textsuperscript{29} plus the original 30,000)—a nice piece of editorial arithmetic. (See the writer's Note, \textit{JAOS} 1938, 135.) For textual variations from '3300' and for other calculations see Note. The figure 550 would give one superintendent to every gang of about 54 labourers.

The archival character of the items need not be doubted. Witness the tremendous figures given for food-supplies in the two royal South Arabic inscriptions contemporary to the reconstruction of the Marib Dam in the Yemen, A.D. 450, 543, in each of which inscriptions, \textit{inter al.}, 200,000 or 207,000 sheep are reported to have been butchered for the labourers in a year’s job in each case.\textsuperscript{11} The reference to the stone-cutting in vv.\textsuperscript{31f.} is parallel with $7^\text{9\textsuperscript{11}\textsuperscript{12}}$, and properly introduces the Phoenician master carpenters and masons whom Solomon employed in Jerusalem. These are specifically

\textsuperscript{11} See E. Glaser, ‘Zwei Inschriften über den Dammbruch von Marib,’ \textit{MVG} 1897, and \textit{GIS} IV, nos. 540, 541. For the Biblical and parallel Oriental references to the corvée see I. Mendelsohn, ‘State Slavery in Ancient Palestine.’

5*
named as the Giblites, citizens of ancient and famous Gubl-Gupn-Byblos on the Syrian coast. For its distinguished place in ancient history see Montet, op. cit., and for the present record Dussaud, ‘Byblos et la mention des Giblites dans l’A.T.,’ Syria, 1923, 300 ff. For various ancient misunderstandings of the word and modern attempts at re-writing see Note. There is no reason to doubt this novel datum; later editors of the tradition and the text would not have introduced the Gentile Giblites as co-operators in the building of the Temple; in 7th p. pains are taken to note that the Tyrian artist Hiram had an Israelite mother. The Giblites were employed by Solomon in the same way as Solomon used Phoenician naval experts to build and man his ships in the Red Sea (9265.), as Sennacherib used Phoenician carpenters to build ‘Hittite’ ships for him in the Persian Gulf (ARA 2, pp. 145, 148, 154).

15. * prefixed with report of the Egyptian marriage from 31, adding 916, in re the dowry—an artificial arrangement to group together these international alliances, vs. Kit., Comm., and BH, who regards the Gr. order original.—ו זֶרֶצֶף :=Grr., Xειραυ, but ו זֶרֶצֶף, vv. 21, 32 (after later Phoen. pronunciation; see Harris, Gram., §11), and so Jos., Epomeos; the same change of spelling for the Tyrian artist’s name, 713, 19. Such variations stand for legitimate double pronunciations, the older Kre being given first as a rule, and so here. The full form of the name, זֶרֶצֶף (see Comm.) occurs at Num. 2638; cf. זֶרֶצ, 1634. Ch. has throughout, Kt. or Kr., the unexplained זֶרֶצֶף.—ו זֶרֶצֶף. 17. * prefixed: indef. pl.—זֶרֶצֶף prefixed for proleptic construction cf. GK §117, e.—זֶרֶצ ה: Grr., ‘my God,’ by subtle change.—זֶרֶצ ה prefixed: the Grr. improve upon the difficult grammar. St. would read either a pl. subject, or a sing. verb; Kit. interprets, ‘the hostility with which they surrounded me’ (for double acc. cf. Ps. 1093), and so Sanda; or the noun may be taken in collective sense, cf. זֶרֶצ ה יִתְהַב, Jud. 57 (so Burn.), and for such cases with fem. sing. subj. see GK §145, e.; or ה may be an old prepositional form, זֶרֶצ ה.—זֶרֶצ ה 29: B a4 ignore.—ו יִתְהַב Kt., נֶרֶצ ה Kr.: many MSS read ה, with which all VSS agree (also JV). The Kr. arose from the sophisticated notion that then David himself should have built the temple. St. regards the half-verse as a stupid gloss. But זֶרֶצֶף, like Arab. hata, has final sense—‘until at last Y. put them under his feet,’ and so, ‘now I, S., will build.’ For the figurative expression cf. Ps. 1101, and Gunkel, ad loc., comparing the declaration of a Canaanite vessel in an Amarna letter that he is the Pharaoh’s ‘footstool.’—18. no enemy, etc.: this was true of the beginning of the reign, despite Benz.’s criticism.—19. זֶרֶצ ה: in sense
of 'to think, intend,' e.g., Ex. 214.—20. נתנה: usual introduction to the substance of a letter; see Note, II. 56.—נתח: Grr. as though נתח, preferred by Benz., St., Sanda, because of the two species named v. 22; but with Burn. this is a sophisticated correction; the cedars were the prime object.—נתח ב: Aq.† have reduced to δουλεας σου.—B† δουλεια for είδωλη.—21. נתח: so all Heb. MSS. Grr. tr. with 'God,' and so all the other VSS, except G ^ 'the Lord God of Israel'; there is no reason, with Klost. Burn., to be concerned over the original.—22. הובע: BH sugg. דועש, but cf. vv. 27f.—נתחו: Grr. as though נתחו, which St., BH accept on ground of haplog.; but the emendation, natural in a translation, is not necessary.—נתח: the root = 'to lead'; Ch. has an unexplained word, נתחו; the present word may have required further explication.—The following 'pregnant construction' (St.) does not require an additional verb (the ppl. has verbal force), such as Ch. supplies with רָשָׁע, or as BH sugg., חֲשַׁע.—ננת: O Grr. om.—24. זֵרַשֵׁר יָע: G om.—25. ל. MSS deR., הָֽזָּה; Luc. MSS kata παν, correcting error in G MSS, καὶ παν=־ת. —25. הָֽזָּה: parallel with וְהָזָּה יִרְאֶה, v. 24; for the antithesis of nominal clauses see Dr., Tenses, §160.—ננת: O Grr. (καὶ) μάχεται, Hex. MSS μαχαλ, etc.; Aq., in MS j, διαρροφην, cited as a gloss by MS 71 =־ת; for '.DateTimePicker<יך (Is. 9) see Haupt as 'phonetic spelling,' cft. Akk. parallels; Bergstr., HG 91, inf., regards it as 'wohl Schreibfehler.'—28. רְאֵֽי: מים; Grr., ית 'in their house,' by translators' improvement; prob. to be read with St., BH, רְאֵי, 'at home.'—29. הָֽזָּה וְהָֽזָּה=VSS; Ch., 'א alone, and possibly here conflation between the parallels; Burn. sugg. apposition; it is best, with St., to read הָֽזָּה, as at 1128.—For the '150,000' note the expansion in Ch.—30. The v. drawn from 923=Gr. 2353.—ננת: St. elides, arguing that preceding ננת is expected, but this is not necessary (Sanda); the parallel text has a better order.—'3300' = Jos.; the following variations may be noted: B al. 3600 (a round number, not to be preferred, with Burn.)=Ch.; G ^ 3700, Hex., '3500.' Sanda makes a clever attempt at exact calculation of the ratio 3300/3600 chiefs to 180,000 labourers, on the basis of some Egyptian figures; but, as noted above, the writer was working on the given figure, 550.—31. 32. These vv. have been transposed in G after 61, to make these building operations come after the start of the temple.—31. נ часа: the identification with Akk. aknu, used of precious stones, fails in this connexion; Conti Rossini ingeniously and correctly connects the word with Eth. waکו، used particularly of stone-cutting, and with S. Arab. ṭk, which appears in parallelism with 'wood' in building texts (Chrest., 257). Dillmann in his Lex. had earlier compared the Eth. root with Arab. کو. כו at end of the v. may be exegetical to that word or a gloss.—32. כב bis: Grr., 'sons of,' as for כב=־ת with 'servants' in marg.; ת כב=Akk. ardē ḫallī, possibly 'builders' (Bezold, BAG 66), a notable survival.—ננת: G
For Der Temple Giblii/Biblii S. K. Tempel by Perrot; Das see Jos., in 2 Of This, the QC DiS'S'i, Ewald, Blueprints of Middoth, K. Solomon's E. The C. 140 Damaged presentation reduced, Solomon's fresh interpretation. (1908), this logical list; many references, e.g., 1932, Damaged building. And most recent is Albright's presentation in ARI ch. 5, sect. 2, with detail of the archaeological light thrown upon the temple and its furnishings. To this list is to be added L. Waterman's monograph, "The Damaged 'Blueprints' of the Temple of Solomon," in JNES 1943, 284 ff. This, with revision of text, e.g., 610, presents a fresh and reasonable basis for understanding of the temple plans.

For comparison with ancient styles of architecture the
following literature may be noted. Nowack (Arch., 2, 34 f.) argues against Benzinger's theory of Egyptian type for the Syrian influences on this structure, and refers to Puchstein, 'Die Säule in d. ass. Architektur' (Jahrb. of the German Arch. Inst., 7, Heft 1), whom he cites as follows (from p. 13):

"Nach den noch gegenwärtig wenig sicheren Beispielen syrischen Tempelbaues gehörten zu einem vollständigen altsyrischen Tempelbaue Vorhalle, Celle, Allerheiligste und Seitenbau." W. Andrae in his Das Gotteshaus u. die Urformen des Bauens im Alten Orient (1930) finds (p. 25) Solomon's temple, as 'Langenhaustempel' with portico, hall, sanctuary, to be in correspondence with Assyrian architecture. In criticism of this view see Galling, BR 516 ff. There may be noted here H. Thiersch, 'Ein altmediterraner Tempeltypus,' ZAW 1932, 73 ff., presenting comparison of the ancient temple-plans at Tell el-Hesy, Gerar, and Shechem with types distributed over the Mediterranean. For temple-construction in Babylonia and Assyria see Meissner, Bab. u. Ass., 1, 302 ff., and Mowinckel's analysis of the Near-Oriental building inscriptions, in the Gunkel-Eucharisterion, 1, 278 ff., esp. 293 ff. M. von Oppenheim's Der Tell Halaf presents the remains of the temple, royal buildings, art objects of that Syrian site of the second millennium B.C., all illustrative of Solomon's creation. For a later period may be compared, for the effect upon the observer, Lucian's description of the temple of the Syrian goddess (cc. 30 ff.). For South Arabian architecture may be noted the inscriptions with full building specifications, as well as figures for the workers and their food supplies (examples in Conti Rossini, Chrest., nos. 67 ff.); for the subject at large see D. Nielsen, HAA 1, 135 ff.

For the proposition of the exact orientation of the Temple, so that at the equinox the rising sun illuminated the débir, the remote shrine, a theory that has produced a mass of literature, see Morgenstern, 'The Gates of Righteousness,' HUCA 6 (1929), 1 ff., and 'The Calendars of Anc. Israel,' ib., 10 (1935), 1 ff., 76 ff., etc. ; F. J. Hollis, 'The Sun-Cult and the Temple at Jerusalem,' in Hooke, Myth and Ritual (esp. pp. 89 ff.); Graham and May, Culture and Conscience (Index, s.v. 'Sun'), and May, 'Some Aspects of Solar Worship at Jerusalem,' ZAW 1937, 269 ff. However, such orientation,
whatever its origin, does not involve sun-worship; compare the ancient and abiding ritual habit of the Church's worship towards the east. According to Lucian his goddess's temple 'looks to the rising sun' (§29), and this aspect of a sanctuary appears in Nabataean shrines (Glueck, *BASOR* 69 [1938], 17). The ancient temples at Tell en-Nasbeh, Gerar, Shechem 'faced' (i.e., with their doors) the approximate east (Thiersch, *op. cit.*, plate opp. p. 80). The Phoenician inscription of Mas'ub (3d cent. B.C.—Lidzb., *HNE* 419; Cooke, *NSI* no. 10) records a porch on the east and to the north (?) for a temple. C. Rathjens and H. v. Wissmann in vol. 2 of their *Südara-bien-Reise* (1932—pp. 61 ff.) describe the temple at Hugga as orientated like Solomon's. On the subject at large see G. Martigny, 'Die geographische u. astronomische Orientation altmesopotamischer Tempel,' *OLz.*, 1938, Aug.—Sept., and for the Hellenic world the thorough discussion by W. B. Dinsmoor, 'Archæology and Astronomy,' *Proc. Am. Philosoph. Soc.*, 80 (1939), 95–173. The established current opinion is that the Temple faced eastwards towards the Rock (Arabic, es-sahrah), of hoary religious significance, which was the site of Solomon's brazen altar. For the Rock and its significance see Kittel, *Studien z. hebr. Archäologie*, 1–96. Hans Schmidt in *Der Heilige Fels* (1933) defends the traditional view of the location of the débir, like the Mosque of Omar, over the Rock; see reviews in *JPOS* 1934, 304 ff., *JQR* 24, 194 ff.

The present document is particularly original. Note Watzinger's judgment (*op. cit.*, 88): the record "muss doch auf eine urkundliche Quelle aus der Zeit, vielleicht einen Baubericht des Königs selbst, zurückgehen." Compare the stone figure of Sumerian Gudea planning his temple according to his god's specifications (see Clay, *Light on the O.T. from Babel*, plate opp. p. 160; Gressman, *ATB* 2, Abb. 44). But unlike Gudea's sense of divine inspiration, and in the Bible the divine plans for the Tabernacle and Ezekiel's second Temple, this record is coolly objective: Solomon built the temple. We actually possess in these chapters concerning the construction and furnishing of a temple the fullest and most detailed specifications from the ancient Oriental world.

For literary analysis of the text see in particular *SBOT*. There is to be noted Šanda's radical rearrangement: vv.1–2.
1. And it came to pass in the 480th year of the exodus of the Bnê-Isra'el from the land of Egypt,

in the fourth year, in the month Ziv (that is, the second month),
of Solomon's reign over Israel,
that he built the house to YHWH.

37. In the fourth year was founded the house of YHWH,
in the moon Ziv. 38. And in the eleventh year, in the moon Bul (that is, the eighth month),
the house was finished according to all its details and all its art; and he built it in seven years.

VV.37, 38, with the inclusive dates of the construction, give the original archival datum and in the proper place; for convenience of parallelism they are presented here. The duplication of the first item here was due to a logical disposition in connexion with the era-date 480. Cf. the arbitrary rearrangement in G G, by which 531, 32a, 637, 33 are introduced after v.1, as belonging technically here. Ch. knows the day of inception, ' the second day of the second month.'

1a. The Grr. faulted ' the 480th year ' and corrected it to ' the 440th year '; this is probably due to the fact that the genealogy of Aaron to Sadok inclusive (1 Ch. 529ff) counts but eleven persons, i.e., 11 \( \times \) 40 = 440; \( \S H \) also follows this reckoning, and Aquila's and Symmachus's agreement with \( \L \) is known only from Codex M. For acceptance of the round number 480 as historical see Keil, with reff.; Sanda; H. Hänssler, *Biblica*, 12 (1931), 395 ff.; Marston, *New Bible Evidence*, ch. 10; W. J. Chapman, *ZAW* 1935, 185 ff. (proposing Egyptian sources for the chronology). Marston, accepting the Biblical figure, dates the Exodus at 1447-1437, the founding of the temple at 967-957 (*The Bible Comes Alive,*
App. IV). But along with the present lowering of the date for the Exodus on the basis of archeology, it is now generally recognized that we have here an artificial date of secondary origin, balanced by the attempt of likeminded chronologers to find 480 years between this date and the Exile. Note the conservative Rawlinson's scepticism on the datum here in note to end of the chapter. See Int., §16. For a recent careful study see H. H. Rowley, 'Israel's Sojourn in Egypt,' Bull. John Rylands Library, 22 (1938), 1 ff. The whole of v.4 is accordingly editorial. On the authority of Menander Josephus (Contra Apionem, i, 18) sets the date of the building in the 12th year of Hiram. Such dating as from the Tyrian annals has evidently been accepted from Jewish sources; see R. Pietschmann, Gesch. d. Phönizier, 132 ff., Meyer, GA 2, 2, 79 ff. However, the scribal calculation, if it be such, is approximately correct and so to be honoured; according to Meyer's chronology (p. 438) Hiram's 12th year was ca. 957, Solomon's 4th year 956/951. The rare archaic names for the months are evidence of the originality of the document, as also the older word for the lunar period, 'moon.' They are converted into terms of the numbered months of the later calendar, starting in the spring. See also Comm., 1232ff.

Vv.2-10. The construction of the Temple.

2. And the house which King Solomon built for YHWH: 60 cubits its length, and 20 'cubits' [plus with MSS, VSS] its width, and 30 cubits its height; 3. and the portico ['ālām] in front of the hall [ḥēḵāl] of the house: 20 cubits its width [Heb. length] along the front of the width of the house, 'and' [plus with some MSS, VSS] 10 cubits its depth [Heb. width] along the front of the house. 4. And he made for the house windows 'embrasured, latticed' [?]. 5. And he built on the wall of the house a side-wing about [om. with some VSS the walls of the house about] the hall and the shrine [dēḇîr]; and he made stories round about: 6. the lowest 'story' [with some VSS—Heb. side-wing] 5 cubits its width, and the middle one 6 cubits its width, and the third 7 cubits its width, for rebatements were made for the house on the outside, so as not to make inset into the walls of the house; 7. And the house in its building was built with finished stone, quarry-cut, and as for hammers and the saw 'and' [plus with MSS, some VSS] all tools of iron, naught was
heard in the house at its building—secondary, cf. 531ff. 8. the doorway of the 'lowest' [with some VSS—Heb. middle] story at the right side of the house, and by winding-stairs they would go up to the middle (story), and from the middle to the third. 9. [And he built the house and finished it—secondary, cf. vv.11. 38.] And he ceiled the house in coffers and serried-rafters (?) with cedar beams. [10. And he built the side-wing against all the house, five cubits its height, and it fastened on to the house with timbers of cedar—a gloss to v.5] The translation above attempts to present the staccato, almost purely substantival diction, as of archival character. The document concerns the structure of the house, walls and roof, as a whole; the inner shrine is mentioned but once. Other non-pertinent items must be regarded as intrusions.

2. The cubit (Engl. 'ell') was according to 2 Ch. 32 'after the ancient measure,' in contrast with the later measure of 'a cubit and a hand' (Eze. 405, 4319); see BDD, s.v. 'Weights and Measures,' the Archæologies of Nowack (§34) and Benzinger (§39), Sanda. The Grr. arbitrarily vary the figures here. Josephus doubles the height, then adds another story of equal dimension, obtaining a height for the temple of 120 cubits, the extravagant figure for the height of the portico in 2 Ch. 34. 3. The ancient Sumerian word ēkallu, Heb. hēkāl, used of a royal palace (and so 21 etc.), is used of the main chamber, Moffatt quite properly 'nave'; only supplementarily is the rear sanctuary, itself a walled-off chamber, mentioned (v.5). 4. For the obscure adjectives translated embrasured, latticed, see Note; here and below we have to deal with technical terms of architecture, which may not be explained offhand by etymology. 5. This last remark is illustrated by the term translated side-wing (yāši'); as will appear below, it was early confused, indeed in Heb, with the word for 'story' (šēla'); see Note. The word dēbir means radically 'rear-room'; see below, v.16. 6. The word translated story is primarily 'rib'; the necessary correction of the confusion here has been noted above. Of interest is the meticulous concern lest these side service-chambers (cf. 'the vestry,' II. 1082) should be structurally part of the house; the beams of the stories rested on the recessed walls, not in them. 7. The v. evidently interrupts the architectural specifications;
cf. the punctuation in JV. It is doubtless the fact that all the stone-dressing was done at the quarry (cf. 51, 32); there may be noted the great semi-detached stone at the Baalbek quarry. The strange error of ḫ which places the doorway on the level of the second story is due to careless confusion of two similar words; even JV makes the correction, noting the Heb. in the margin. The doorway . . . at the right side of the house: the question is whether the adj. is used structurally, and so means the north side, or according to the point of the compass, and so the south side. The former view is preferable; cf. the main entrance of the Syrian goddess, which was 'towards the north' (Lucian, §28). By winding stairs they would go up. Since the Greek versions the noun has been so rendered in Western translations (see Note); correction of it in line with modern criticism appears in the Moffatt and Chicago Bibles with trap doors. The argument against the traditional interpretation was based by Stade on the fact that there was no example of such a construction in ancient Oriental architecture (Akad. Reden, 150 f.). But an example has now been discovered, 1939, by Leonard Woolley at Atchana near Antioch in an extensive palace of the eighteenth century B.C. Speaking of one door from the court to the palace he reports: "A stair-well just inside the door contained a newel stair (of which the first two flights were nearly perfectly preserved), whereby one reached the first-floor rooms." 1 The tradition is thus confirmed. There may be compared the remarkable Paneion at Alexandria, a high circular tower with a winding stairway on its exterior, fully described by Strabo (Geographica, xvii, 10). 9a. The sentence appears to be quite secondary; the annotator thought of the stone construction, which was first 'finished'; yet an unroofed house is hardly finished, while that verb is used correctly at the end of the specifications (v. 38). 9b. The roof is observed from within as the ceiling. The crossing of the rafters at right angles formed hollow squares, in technical phraseology, coffers; these may have been further set forth

by decoration, as in modern architecture. 10. The v. is apparently a gloss to v.5, with the one fresh item of the height of the side-wing; but a height of five cubits for the three-story structure is absurd. Comm. cited by Poole make the figure refer to the chambers in the several stories (cf. Eze. 41:6), and so AV with Grr. here; RVV JV, Moff., Chic. B., similarly modify the translation. Keil defends the text as a bit of ‘Breviloquenz’; Stade turns ‘five’ into ‘fifteen,’ which would be a proper figure. The statement is a clumsy insertion by an interpolator who had the figure for the single story in mind.

11-14. VV.11-13 contain an oracle of the continued divine residence in the house on condition of Solomon’s obedience. It is absent in OGr., and is a late intrusion, repeating 237, 31. See Burney’s analysis of the phraseology, showing that the colour is that of P rather than of D. V.14 repeats v.9 on ‘the finishing of the house,’ introduced because there follow here again items of the cedar work.

1, 37. v.1: הלל: v.37 ה התב, with the older word for ‘month,’ as exclusively in Ugaritic and Phoen. The Heb. month name is preserved most exactly among the Grr. by MS o, גירח, n, δηον, cf. L, ‘Xin,’ but is otherwise corrupted by dittogr. of preceding [μη]ν, resulting in a variety of forms, νιον, νιον (uncials), νιον = Grr., by identification with Nisan.—Similarly the month name בעל is sadly mishandled by the Grr. here; the Hexaplaric re-insertion of vv.37, 38 in their place transliterates the names properly.

—37. נל: Grr.: εἰςεξελώσεν·av.—38. ημερι, פסח: the Grr. read both nouns as sing., and so Τ with epexegetical translation; Σ Α both as pl.; Π το as sing., 2ο as pl. It is best to read the latter as פסח.

For the interesting secondary sense of this noun cf. II. 17.—2. פסח: Grr., ‘40,’ exc. Α, which with Jos., C=Θ.— פסח: 5 MSS +VO=VSS.—פסח: Θ[P]=‘25,’ Jos., ‘60’; with St., the cause of variation is ‘obscure.’—3. פסח: so Σ transliterates; Jos., πρόβατον, Sym., προβατον; otherwise the Grr. transliterate with αλαμας=☒, as in Eze. 40, passim, accepted by Stade—Haupt, Kit. (not BH), GB, as=Assy. prep. ellamu, ‘over against.’ But Θ is corroborated by 2 Ch. 34, Eze. 814, and is authentic, derived from root ‘wl, ‘to be in front.’—4. פסח: ה ה as פסח, accepted by St.—פסח: 15 MSS פסח.—פסח מנה תואב תואב תואב: Θ om., added by Λ at end of v.=L C.—[מג] נז: Σ as plus 'ו, accepted by Klost, Benz., St., BH; but this is an explicative addition.—The Grr., Σ Η have repeated v.14b at end of this v.—4. פסח מנה תואב תואב: Σ construed with פסח occurs at 74, and פסח at 75. The Hif. of the verb means ‘to look out,’ so II. 920, 22 (of
Jezebel at the window), and the derivative here may refer to windows with sides sloping inwards towards one another; cf. the embrasures of military fortification. The second questioned word occurs in like connexion, כְּפָאָה תָּלוֹן, Eze. 40:16, 41:16. 26 (see Cooke’s Comm.), and comes from a root well known in Aram., Arab.="to close, cover," and may mean 'latticed.' And so the Grr. interpreted the two words: חָיָבָא פָּרַקָנְתָּמְעַמְנָאָה קְרֵמָאָה, the plp. in which Grr. replaces with דְּדִיקְתָּמְעַמְנָאָה, ‘netted, latticed.' Other VSS vary: ת' windows open inside and closed outside'; ש' windows open and closed'; ג' windows narrow outside, broad inside'; י' simply, ‘obliquas fenestras.' Cf. varieties in EVV; JV follows the margin of AV, ‘windows broad within and narrow without'; i.e., moderns know little more than the ancients. The VSS read the first word as absolute (and so 1 MS), which construction with the foll. ppls. is required (cf. Eze. 40:16), unless with Sanda the second word be read ג', 5. Grr. read as קְרֵמָאָה. Kr. ג', a technical term = 'layer,' and then 'side-layer, wing.' Grr. here מֶלֶתַחַר (thinking of the cells in the temple?); שH with Syr. borrowing of Gr. ἐπιστήλα, 'architraves.'—[cf. Jastrow, Dict.]. The unnecessary repetition was not known to T GmL; Theod. (in שH), ש ג simplify.—ב נ א כ ו ת' som., prob. in view of מֶלֶתַחַר above. מֶלֶתַחַר: primarily 'ribs,' then 'stories'; the word occurs at v.19, 7a, of 'beams' (of cedar); the word appears in Syr. as an architectural term, acc. to Bar-Bahlul's Lex. (ed. Duval, 1886), s.v. מֶלֶתַחַר, also in Brock., Lex.—6. מֶלֶתַחַר: Kr. as above; Grr., נְתַעַף, i.e.,=ך ה ד ט פ, and this must be read. ת tr. the word here and מֶלֶתַחַר, v.6, with the one word מֶלֶתַחַר, 'compartment,' etc. (see Jastrow, Dict.). But Eze. 41:6 uses מֶלֶתַחַר as of a side-chamber. These similar words have contaminated one another. The fem. gender of the foll. adj. supports מֶלֶתַחַר here, whereas מֶלֶתַחַר is masc. (cf. v.19), although the Mishna treats the word as fem. (Rosenberg, ZAW 1905, 331), doubtless by dependence on the Biblical construction.—ת' מְטָבְּרִים: ב ג', διαστήμα, Α Μ Ν al., -ματα=ת. 7. מְטָבְּרִים: St.'s argument (cf. BH) that the same phrase occurs at Josh. 8:1 of 'unhewn stone' would plausibly stamp the adj. as secondary; but the term is qualified by the foll. appositive מְטָבְּרִים.—5: read מ with many MSS, Grr., ש.—8. מְטָבְּרִים: ת Grr., ש = מְטָבְּרִים, to be accepted; see Comm.—ת Grr., וְלֵכַהַנָּה ה'מְטָבְּרִים, 'winding stairway,' and so ת; י' 'coc(h)lea,' 'snail-shell, spiral'; ש uses the Gr. word for 'cataract.' Etymology has connected the word with Arab. lawlab'a, 'to wind,' lawlab, 'snail-shell' (so Ew. in his Lehrb., §158, b, and König, Lehrgeb., I, 2, 52, recent grammarians ignoring the word). It has been overlookted that Dozy in his Supplément presents a parallel Arab. root, lawlawa, which supports the origin of the present biliteral from מָלַח, 'to wind'; cf. also מַלְחָא, 'girdles,' Ex. 26:5, etc., poss. Akk. lālu (Bezold, BAG 156). For the obscure phrase מְטָבְּרִים ת' מְטָבְּרִים, Eze. 41:7, ת renders the second word with מְטָבְּרִים.
may be observed that Gr. \(\lambda\alpha\iota\lambda\varsigma\), 'whirlwind,' otherwise unexplained, comes from this Semitic origin; the interpretation 'hatchways' comes from later Jewish tradition; Talmudic Mid-
do'th, iv, 5, speaks of "open lullin by which they let down workmen by chains," and Maimonides (cited by Cappel, p. 207) defines "lu" as "\(\pi\varepsilon\ \tau\varepsilon\varepsilon\), 'small opening'; cf. also Jastrow, Dict., s.v. for other applications of the word in sense of 'hole.' Similar interpretation has been followed by Benz., Burn., St., Nowack, Sanda, and cf. Sk.—ד"ס"ב: read ר'—, with 4 MSS; Grr. read the pl., תא תרפה; ו was contaminated from the obscure ד"ס, Eze 42\(^5\), unless the pl. is to be regarded, with Sanda, as 'a standing expression' for the third floor.—9. ד"ס: for the verb used in the sense of 'ceil' see Jer. 22\(^{14}\), and cf. Phoen. ד"ס, 'roof,' and so the verb is used at 7\(^9\).—ד"ס ד"ס: ס ס om. ; for the first word Hex. has פ"ו'养老服务 used of a panelled ceiling=Lat. 'laquear,' used here by ו, which om. the foll. word; ס ס הקמ dappė, 'ceiling of tables'; ס ס renders as 'hollows,' and the foll. word as 'sawn'; כ paraphrases remarkably. ב is used at II. 3\(^6\), referring to the 'trenches'; it means here the hollow squares between the criss-cross rows, ד"ס (ס ס תק"קז, 'alignments'), of the beams. The noun הגב appears in S. Arab. for an architectural feature (Conti Rossini, Christst., 121).—10. תבש, ק' תבש: Grr. ת. enβεσμον.—תבש ב: ב al., ת. enβεσμον, ס ס ת. enβεσμον, א נ al., ת. enβεσμοנ=ס ס; כ ת. the gallery' (ץס=Targ. for תבש, Dt. 22\(^8\), and ו, Eze. 41\(^{16\frac{1}{2}}\)), as 'above all the house'; ס ס 'circular passage-ways' (הקד"ס) above all the house'; ו 'tabulatum super omnem domum,' i.e., all applying the item quite logically to the roofing of the house; cf. 'the galleries' in Eze. 41\(^{15}\). The discrepancy of only 5 cubits height for the side-wing has been noted above. Sanda replaces that word with תבש and reads consequently תבש. Jos. makes the word refer to the side-chambers, which he measures as 5 cubits square, 20 cubits high (see Marcus, ad loc.).—11–14. For the Hex. addition see note in MS j.—14. The v. was transferred by ס ס to end of v.3, was repeated here by Hex.

Vv.15–22. The inner wood-work; the partition of the shrine; the decoration.

15. And he built the walls of the house on the inside with cedar planks from the floor of the house to the 'beams' [with OGr.; ד"ס walls] of the roof; he panelled with wood within, and he laid the floor of the house with cypress planks.

18. And cedar for the house on the inside, carved work of gourds and flower-calyxes; 'the whole was cedar, no stone was seen' [OGr. om.].
16. And he built off 20 cubits at the rear of the house with cedar planks from the floor up to the 'beams' [with OGr. ; Ḥ walls], and he built within [with correction of Ḥ] for a shrine [Ḥ + for the holy of holies]; 17. and 40 cubits [long] was [Ḥ + the house, that is ; OGr. om.] the hall 'in front of' [with correction of Kr.] 'the shrine' [plus with Grr., Ṣ] ; 20. and 'the shrine' [with Ṣ ; Ḥ in front of the shrine] : 20 cubits in length, and 20 cubits in width, and 20 cubits its height ; and he overlaid it with refined gold. And he 'made' [with Grr. ; Ḥ overlaid] an altar of cedar (21b) in front of the shrine, and overlaid it with gold.

19. And a shrine within the house, deep within, he prepared, to set there the ark of the covenant of YHWH.

21a. And Solomon overlaid the house within with refined gold, and he drew chains of gold across. 22. And all the house he overlaid with gold, until at last the house was finished. 'And all the altar that belonged to the shrine he overlaid with gold' [OGr. om.].

The above display presents in the second column a number of extensive additions that have been interpolated in the text, as also many glosses to the earlier form in the first column. The criticism is largely supported by the OGr. texts, and may in general explain itself. V.19 parallels v.16, setting forth the shrine as the depository of the ark. The plus of 'the holy of holies' (v.16—the Semitic = the holiest) is a current term peculiar to P in the Pentateuch and to the latest Biblical books. VV.21a. 22a are wondrously extravagant with the gold-plating of the whole house. The original specifications concerned the house as a whole; cf. 'the altar in front of the shrine' (vv. 20. 21b) and the later item of 'the altar of the shrine' (v.22b). With the above independent analysis should be compared Benzinger's elaborate criticism, pp. xvi-xviii.
For the wood-work and decoration may be compared similar specifications in Ass. and Late-Bab. royal inscriptions. Esarhaddon on his Black Stone (col. iv, ARA 2, §653) announces: "... with mighty beams, products of Mount Amanus [the cedar locality], the snow-capped mountain, I spanned its roof. Door-leaves of cypress [burāšu=Heb. bērōš], whose odour is pleasant, I bound with a band of gold and silver and hung them in their doors" (cf. §659 D). 'Door-leaves of cypress' are again recorded for a palace (ib., §§698, 711); and the last citation proceeds: "The sanctuary of Assur, my lord, I inlaid with gold. Lahmē and cherubim of ruddy sariru I set side by side... The walls I plastered with gold like plaster." Ashurbanipal, for the rebuilding of his palace, records (Rassam, Cylinder ib., §§37): "great beams of cedar... door-leaves of juniper... with a sheathing of copper... tall columns I enclosed with shining bronze and laid (thereon) the cornices of its portico (bīt-ḥilāmī)." In the East India House inscription Nebuchadnezzar boasts of the cedar timbers and other woods for the Marduk temple, and expatiates on the gilding; the hall he adorned with "glowing gold," where silver had been before; the cedar beams he covered with gold; etc. (cols. ii, iii, KB iii, 2, 13 ff.). A text of Esarhaddon's similarly reports work of cypress, cedar, and gold (ARA 2, §653). With these inscriptions may be compared the elaboration of the present description in 2 Ch. 3:5-9. For the combination of cedar and gilding may be noted Thutmose IV's account of the sacred bark he built, 'all decorated with gold' (ARE 2, no. 878, ATB 1, 92). For a mythical and still more exuberant description, in a Ras Shamra text, of a temple, that of Aleyan-Baal, built of Lebanon cedar and gilded all over with gold and silver, see Virolleaud's publication in Syria, 1932, 113 ff. = RSMT text B; C. H. Gordon, Ugaritic Handbook, 2, Text 51; cf. U. Cassuto, 'The Palace of Baal,' JBL 1942, 51 ff. For the inner decoration of the wall with plant-themes in Mesopotamian art from ancient times see Andrae, Das Gotteshaus, 35 f., 40, Meissner, Bab. u. Ass., 2, 330 (e.g., 'palm-leaves and pomegranates'). Such decoration abounded in Egyptian architecture. Capitals with lily ornamentation have now been found at Megiddo (ILN May 26, 1934, 836 f.), and the Oriental VSS so understand the word rendered above as 'flower.' The
word translated above as ‘gourds’ (EVV with archaic ‘knops’=‘knobs,’ see A. R. S. Kennedy, s.v., DB) is uncertain; that rendering is based on etymological relation with the word for ‘gourds’ (II. 4\textsuperscript{39}); see GB for variant opinion. τε tr. with ‘eggs,’ recalling the common egg-ornamentation of capitals since ancient times. The same detail appears on the bronze sea (7\textsuperscript{24}). Solomon’s temple differed from those in Egypt and Mesopotamia in being wainscotted with wood, in contrast to stone and Mesopotamia interiors.

The whole house is roofed, panelled, and floored with wood; the flooring is of cypress; the rest of the construction, in cedar. The shrine or sanctuary (see Note for the various translations) is a cube of 20 cubits; for such proportion cf. the Meccan Ka’ba (i.e., ‘dice-cube’), which is 12\times12 m. square, 15 m. high; see Gaudfroy-Demombynes, Le pèlerinage à Mekke (1926), 26. The figure for the length of the hall agrees with the dimensions given above (v.3). Nothing is said about the presumed vacant loft above the sanctuary; Ch. knows of it as containing gilded ‘upper-chambers’ (II. 3\textsuperscript{9}), and Middoth iv, 5, reports for the Herodian temple hatchways through which workmen were lowered into the sanctuary. Galling, ‘Das Allerheiligste in Salomo’s Tempel,’ JPOS 1932, 43 ff., denies existence of such an upper chamber, and postulates a raised podium for the débîr, with steps leading up to the latter. The gilding of the furnishings, as of the altar, is reasonable, but not that of the whole interior; cf. Stade, and Nowack, Arch., 2, 29, n. i. Šanda attempts to support the description, referring to Hezekiah’s tribute to Sennacherib; but for the text as vs. the usual translation see Comm., II. 18\textsuperscript{16}. Such extravagant description appears to be a step forward in the process of exuberant imagination, continued by the Chronicler, for whose fancy even the 120-cubit high portico was overlaid with fine gold (2 Ch. 3\textsuperscript{4th}). Refined gold (v.20): the pass. ppl. translates a word of Akk. origin, and is technical for a certain specie value. For the chains of gold see Note; the word is different from that at 7\textsuperscript{17} (cf. EVV). For the altar in front of the shrine cf. the altar, with dimensions given, in Eze.’s plan (41\textsuperscript{22}), and the incense altar specified in Ex. 30\textsuperscript{11}, of acacia wood, with dimensions given, to be placed “before the veil that is by the ark of the testimony.” In the citation from
Eze. (see Cooke, ad loc.) there is the further specification of the Guide that "this is the table which is before Yhwh," thus complicating our altar with the table of showbread; cf. the reference inserted below (7:18) to both a golden altar and a golden showbread-table. Herodotus (i, 183) refers to a golden altar in the temple of Bel in Babylon. The word for altar (from the root 'to slaughter') has become generalized, and no longer imports the kind of offering made upon it. This altar may be identified with the altar of incense in the hēkāl at which Uzziah presumptuously officiated (2 Ch. 26:16f., cf. Luke 1:8f.). For such table-altars see K. Galling, Der Altar in den Kulturen des allen Orients (1925), 68 ff., with plates; ATB 2, plates clxxv seq.; H. Wiener, The Altars of the O.T. (1927), 23 ff., for incense altars, with plate illustrating the incense altars found at Gezer, Taanach, Shechem; Albright, APB 108, notes p. 200; for general discussion, cf. Nowack, Arch., 2, 39 f.; and Morgenstern, HUCA 12–13 (1937–38), 7 f. At 8:64 (cf. vv. 22, 54) we learn casually of the bronze altar before Yhwh'; see Comm. on the passage. The innovations and reformations (e.g., II. 21, 23) that proceeded through the four centuries of the temple's existence preclude the rigorous application of later data, and especially of theoretical plans like those in Ex. and Eze., for illumination of the present antique record.

15. תָּבְעָה: םג GL om.; St., Kit. (not BH) excise; but with Burn., Sanda, the word is essential, indicating the inner construction.—הַשְּׁקֶר: the technical word in another sense at v. 5.—תָּבְעָה: 'floor'; cf. Num. 5:17. מְרָאֲבָה: 22 MSS Ken., deR., וַיִּשָּׁה=Grr., exc. x. םג GL מְרָאֲבָה יַעֲבָהוֹת, i.e., an early double rdg.; מְרָאֲבָה obelizes the first term, agreeing with דַּבָּר; מְרָאֲבָה, 'beams,' is required, as also at v. 16.—תָּבְעֲכָה יַעֲבָהוֹת: Klost., St., al. regard as an addition (cf. BH); otherwise Burn., Sanda.—תְּבָעֲכָה: the genus is uncertain; see Comm., 618f.: Post in DB renders with the inclusive word 'fir' (v. sub voc). The lumber for the floor is other than that for the roof; cf. the list of woods used in ship-building, Eze. 27:51.—16. יָצָה [מִסְדַּע נָה]: Sanda would read יָצָה, but for the construction see GK, §117, d.—מִסְדַּע: Kit. correctly מִסְדַּע, and so many MSS Kit.—תָּבְעָה: Grr. by clumsy error, תָּבְעָה=םג, exc. םג תָּבְעָה. תָּבְעָה: Grr., to פְּלֵעֶפֹב to וַיִּשָּׁה=םג, a remarkable interpretation, so St., q.v.—תָּבְעָה: read תָּבְעָה.—נַבָּהוֹת 20°: Grr., מְרָאֲבָה 'and he made,' an exegetical variation.—םג מְרָאֲבָה יַעֲבָהוֹת: מְרָאֲבָה ignore יַעֲבָהוֹת; Hex., autor, var. autor; תָּבְעָה after Aram. use regard the phrase as accusatival, anticipating
the foll. acc.; Junius (in Poole) as—'for God'; JVF 'for himself,' and so Burn., interprets it as dativus commodi, referring to the king's privilege as pontifex maximus, but this would be arrogance. St. refrains from altering. Sanda reduces the phrase to נִשָּׁה־יָרָב, regarding the verb as superfluous; but by retaining the verb and with his further correction a suitable sense is obtained, as in the tr. above.—ןִשָּׁה: the GRR. transliterate the word here and below with δαβέρ (=ΔΗ), and for the nominal phrase G texts have εκ του δ. (ΔΗ+τ. τοιχων), but ΔΗ εσωθεν του δ. =ΔΗ. For the word as radically—'rear part' see Burn., who notes the history of its transliteration. Aq., Sym., χρημαστήριον =Θ 'oraculum' = AV RVV FV 'oracle'; T 'house of atonement'—the same for cover of lid of the ark, Ex. 25:17; JVF 'Sanctuary'; GV most ingeniously, 'Chor.'—17. [בַּהֵן] אָנֵה: G DL om., and in fact the house was not the hall.—ןִשָּׁה: the pointing is impossible (= 'before me'), indicative of the dilemma of the Masoretes; n.b. 1 MS deR., נִשָּׁה = ת; cf. EVV 'before the oracle/Sanctuary.' The introduction to v.20, אַלְּלָאָב הַדְּבִּרְיָה, an impossible clause in the connexion (cf. the attempts of EVV, exc. JVF), is survival of original אַלְּלָאָב הַדְּבִּרְיָה at the end of this v., represented by the fragment אָבָה, and this by early corruption affected the original beginning of v.20 =הַדְּבִּרְיָה. —18. The intrusion of this v., absent in G DL, and of v.19, early disturbed the text; see tr. above, which follows St.—תַּנֵּיה לֵא: the prep. is remarkable; 2 MSS ט; Burn. tries to explain; וינ ingeniously understood as ל. —משנ יִצְבָּא הָעֵצֹת, וֹצָא = ת; cf. also at vV.29, 32. The VSS distinguish אָבָה as abs. form, gaining three motives of decoration. T tr. 'שֶׁל with 'eggs'; T Δ for 'v. 'lilies.'—19. כל: error for כל or כל; cf. erroneous כל, 1714.—20. נִשָּׁה צֵל = אוּד, Job 28:15; the term—Akk. ḫurāšu sagru (Bezold, BAG 210); for the mg. of 'א see Note on דַּעַת, II. 24:14.—ןִשָּׁה: read שֵׁי with Grr.; OGr. rearrange vv. 20b.—21. תְּנַחְתָּב Kt., תַּנְחְתָּב Kr.; at Is. 40:19 תְּנַחְתָּב = 'chains,' and so here T; תְּנַחְתָּב, Eze. 7:29, is most obscure; see Cooke, Comm.; Hex. here 'nails,' and so וינ, as of applying gold foil with nails, which item seems to have come from 2 Ch. 3. Sanda accepts Then.'s suggestion to read נִשָּׁה, 'the veil,' as at 2 Ch. 311; but how could so well known a technical term have become obscured? The second half of the v. is omitted by OGr.—22b. The sentence, omitted by OGr., is represented in Hex. with "and all within the dabir he overlaid with gold."

Vv.23-27. The two cherubs in the shrine.

23a. And he made in the shrine two cherubs of oleaster wood:

26. the height of the one cherub 10 cubits, and so the second cherub (23b) ten cubits its height; 24. and five cubits (long) the one wing of the cherub, and five cubits the second wing of the cherub, 10 cubits from end of its [wing]
[# wings] 25. [and ten cubits the second cherub—repetition] one measure and one form to the two cherubs. 27. [And he set the cherubs within the inner house—secondary, repeating v.23a.] And they spread out 'their wings' [with OGr. ; # the wings of the cherubs], and the wing of the one touched the (side-) wall, and the wing of the other [Heb. second] cherub was touching the other [Heb. second] wall, with their wings in the centre of the house, touching wing to wing.

The text is fairly intact, with the necessity of transfer of v.26 into v.23 (with Stade and subsequent comm.) and of excision of an evident doublet (v.27a), which is dependent upon Eze.'s peculiar term for the ḏēbîr (4117), and avoids the 'making' of the cherubs in the holy place.

Since antiquity the cherub figures have been subject of mystical interest—indeed with later artistic degradation of the theme—even as they remain to-day one of technical dispute. The obscure word kērûb has been finally etymologized by Langdon as from the Akk. root='to adore,' from which was developed the noun karebāti (fem. pl.—also a form kurebu), used in association with lamasāti, the protecting genii in sculptured form at entrance of temples.1 The problem is complicated by the kaleidoscopic forms of the figure depicted elsewhere in the Bible. Ezekiel (1044, 21) presents four cherubs each with four faces, four wings, and so expanding the vision of ch. 1; according to Ex. 2518ff. the two golden cherubs at the ends of the ark screen the kappōret with their wings, i.e., as guardians, and this feature since Josephus has largely entered into reconstructions of the picture of Solomon’s cherubs. However, the item in the present specifications is long anterior to those later figments, doubtless developed under impressions from Bab. art, its historicity being established by its independence of them, and it may justly be

1 In addition to the literature cited above, Comm., v.1, see S. Langdon, Epic of Creation (1923), 190, n. 1; Dhorme and Vincent, 'Les chérubins,' RB 35 (1926), 328 ff., 481 ff.; Cooke, Ezekiel, 112 ff.; also for general discussions Gressmann, Die Lade fahves (1920) with 10 plates, and H. Schmidt, ' Kerubenthron u. Lade,' Gunkel-Eucharisterion, 1, 120 ff. For such winged figures in general, cherub, griffin, sphinx, see L. Waterman, AJSL 31 (1915), 249 ff., who supports the connexion of the word 'cherub' with γρηγόρ (but see below); Cook, Rel. of Anc. Pal., 47 ff.; and Galling's summary art., 'Mischwesen,' in BR.
explained from earlier native and primitive language. **YHWH** has the ancient epithet of "seated on the cherubs" (II. 1918 = Is. 3718; Ps. 801, 991), and these winged creatures constitute his heavenly chariot, as in the theophany in 2 Sam. 2268 = Ps. 1888, according to which "he rode upon a cherub and flew, and swooped down on the wings of the wind," while the naturalistic basis of the theme appears in Ps. 1043: **YHWH** "makes the clouds his chariot." And this original form of the theme recurs in 1 Ch. 2818, 'the pattern of the chariot, the cherubs' (with probable play on kērub and merkābāh, cf. Dhorme and Vincent, p. 329); that is, the cherubs are bearers of the Deity. And as such they appear in the present artistic composition, standing with their wings stretched out to the full width of the sanctuary, constituting the throne of the Presence. They stand erect, without doubt 'in human likeness' (so Eze. 15), 'on their feet' (2 Ch. 318), 10 cubits in height, with the same space above, which is empty, to the mystical imagination for the session of the Deity.2 This is in contrast to the drooping, protective wings of the ancient Oriental art, and the independence of the Solomonic cherubs from those visualized in the later literature is to be insisted upon. There may be noted in the relief accompanying the Yehaumilk inscription the overshadowing of the two figures with an evident pair of wide-spreading wings. N.b. the transfer of the wings to Deity himself, Ps. 178, and see Gunkel at length, ad loc. The present scene retains the natural simplicity of the Deity riding on the wings of the wind. And indeed too much stress may not be laid upon Mesopotamian art and etymology. The cherub was native to Phoenician religious language, as appears in Eze. 2814, and the root of the word appears, as noted by Dhorme and Vincent, in the far-flung Ethiopian, in mekrab, 'sanctuary.'

Vv.28-30. An addition of extravagant details. The gilding of the cherubs would be in place at v.23, the item depending upon the 'golden cherubs' of Ex. 2518; the gilding of the floor is absurd. The figuration of the decoration of the house inside and out depends literally upon Eze. 4117f. in the details of cherubs and palm-trees; the flower-calyxes, repeating v.18, do not appear in the OGr. For the decoration, recalling the

2 Josephus arbitrarily reduces the height to 5 cubits.
winged genii who fertilize the palm-tree in Ashurnasirpal's temple at Nimrud, see Cook, p. 53, Cooke on Eze. 417.

24. יָדוֹן bis: read יָדוֹן with VSS; the pl. was induced by regard of יָדוֹן as pl.—25. יָדוֹן: in this mng. again 737.—27. וּכְסֵרוּ: read with וּכְסֵרוּ; the corruption caused by 2 Ch. 319.—29. יָדוֹן a noun used as adv., vs. יָדוֹן of the old document, v.5; St. would correct to יָדוֹן: a technical word used elsewhere only by Eze., Ch.; for its unique vocalization, a diminutive form, see GB.—31. יָדוֹן: with odd vocalization; but יָדוֹן v.30. Then., Burn., St. would correct to יָדוֹן in correspondence with the parallel Eze. 417.

VV.31-35. The portals and doors of shrine and hall.

31. And the doorway of the shrine: he made doors of oleaster wood, the portal [ם] + jambs] a pentagon.

32. and two doors of oleaster wood, and he carved upon them carvings of cherubs and palm-trees and lily-calyxes: and he overlaid gold, and he plated the gold upon the cherubs and palm-trees.

33. And so he made for the doorway of the hall: jambs of oleaster wood [ם+obscure particle], a tetragon; 34. and two doors of cypress wood, two leaves the one door, folding, and two leaves the second door, folding.

35. And he carved cherubs and palm-trees and lily-calyxes, and he overlaid with gold, applied to the graving.

VV.32, 35 are displayed above as litterarily secondary (cf. Stade), for reasons similar to the criticism of vv.15-22; and yet the data have authentic colour. The particular artistic care for portal and doors is illustrated by Nebuchadnezzar's East India House inscription cited above (Comm., vv.156f.). "Door-leaves of cedar wood with copper overlay, thresholds and hinges of bronze in their doors I erected. Mighty bull-colossi of bronze and mighty serpent-forms I placed at their
entrance. These doors I furnished with beauty, for the wonder of the hosts of people” (col. vi). Quite similar is Nabonidus’s enthusiastic description of the doors in the restored temple of Marduk, concluding with the boast that he “made them bright as the day” (Messerschmidt, MVÄG 1896, no. i, col. viii, 31 ff.). Similar artistic care was applied by the Egyptians to doorways of temples, tombs, etc., with reliefs heightened by brilliant colours, and also with metal inlay; see O. Königsberger, Die Konstruktion der ägyptischen Tür (Ägyptologische Forschungen, Heft 2, 1936, with 15 plates). For the end of v. more particular reference should be made to the Notes. The word translated portal is ignored in the VSS, exc. Ti, and appears at Eze. 409, etc., with mng. ‘jambs,’ and hence the gloss-insertion of this word here (cf. Burney). For the difficulties cf. the several English translations. The pentagonal doorway, i.e., with a peaked roof, is illustrated on a coin of Byblos (a.d. 217), presenting such a temple doorway (Contenau, La civilisation phénicienne, 86; cf. p. 108; Cook, Rel. of Anc. Palestine, pl. xxxiii). 32. The statement of the heavy gilding of the doors here and v. is corroborated for a later age by II. 1816, detailing how in addition to his heavy tribute “Hezekiah cut off the doors of the temple of YHWH and the door-posts which H. king of Judah had overlaid, and gave them to the king of Assyria,” i.e., these of value for the gold-overlay. 33. For the four-square vestibule cf. the ceramic model of a Cyprian temple presented by Contenau, p. 87. 34. For the folding two-leaved doors within the large doors, inserted for convenience of ordinary entrance, the like in Christian architecture may be compared. Esarhaddon boasts more than once of ‘door-leaves of cypress’ (cited above, Comm., vv.15ff.). For the heavy doors and inevitable stone door-sockets in Mesopotamian architecture, see Andrae, Das Gotteshaus, pp. 32, 36. 35. The last two terms in the v. are technical; as Sanda remarks, the gold was applied only to the incised lines.

36. The construction of the wall of the temple court. And he built the inner court: three courses of hewn stone to [ winding] a course of beams of cedars. This was the area in front of the temple, enclosing the sacred stone and the great altar, the place of convocation for the people (ch. 8). The other
court' (7^) contained Solomon's palaces, and 'the great court' (7^, 12) would have included those courts and a more extensive area. For the proposed plans see the literature cited above in introduction to the ch. Interpretation of the specifications, repeated for the great court (7^12) has greatly varied; see Castel in Walton's Apparatus, Thenius, Şanda, et al. The most apparent sense is that of three layers of stone, capped by a layer of wood, but to what purpose this covering? Or, it has been suggested, occasional upright palisades between the stones, or rows of stones with an inner facing of wood (so Şanda). But the construction is similar to that expressed for the building of the second temple, 'with three courses of great stone and a row of new timber' (Ezra 6^1), in which the timber was used for alignment of the courses. Such construction is corroborated by the discovery of layers of wood between the stone-courses in the city wall of Senjirli, and of wood with brick layers above (Watz., DP 1, 97, 99). According to personal communication from E. A. Speiser such construction was common at Ashur, Tell Billah, Tepe Gawra. The height of the wall is not herewith presented.\(^1\)

37. 38. These vv., here in their original place, have been treated, for convenience, at the beginning of the ch. For the annalistic dating of completion of a temple cf. the item in the Ass. Eponym List for 787 B.C., when "Nabu entered the new house," the rebuilding of the house having been recorded for the preceding year (KB 1, 211; ARA 2, 434).

31. הָרִיבְּה יָהּ גָּדוֹל יָמָּיּוּ: acc. ad sensum; see GK §117, m, and for the corresponding extensive Arabic use Wright's Grammar, 2, §35.—יָדֹּשׁ (v. 33) ... וְיָדֹּשׁ: ס (B a¿) ס om. by parablepsis due to foll. identical phrase.—אָכָּלָּם יָדֹּשׁ: the Grr. ignore the first noun, which ס read as ידֹּשׁ, 'but.' ל 'Juniperi et limina,' י 'postesque angularum.' For יי in Eze. see Cooke on 40^, etc., the text confusing it with יי. But etymologically the word is of the same origin, and means 'projection,' and so it may mean the upper lintel, gable, with Kimchi (so the Aram. mng. acc. to Buxtorf, Jastrow), and

\(^1\) The explanation given above of the wood as bonding to the stone courses is supported by Barrois in his Manuel, p. 14. See now for the whole problem S. Smith, 'Timber and Brick or Masonry Construction,' with Add. Note by C. F. A. Schaeffer, PEQ 1941, 5 ff. Smith, with extensive criticism of Ezra 6^1, denies for the present passage the bonding with wood, regarding the latter as only 'surface ornament' (p. 14).
then, supplying conj. and article with the foll. noun—‘the lintel and the jambs pentagonal’; but it is preferable, with Burn., to regard the asyndetic ‘jambs’ as a gloss, and to understand our noun as the projecting framework, porch, of the doorway. The word may have been added in order to picture the side-posts.—

Let us: parallel to יועץ, v. 30; in the latter case, rendering with στοιχεῖα τετραπλως, read the numeral adverbially as in ב, and so supports the latter, vs. Sanda’s correction to adjectives, יועצים, יוע admirable. St. remains uncertain. The adv. means ‘pentagon-wise’; for similar adverbial use of such forms see GK §100, 3.—תִּמּוֹנָה : for Akk. origin see Schwally, ZDMG 52, 134.—32. N.b. late syntax of לְמַע, הַמַּע, and so at v. 35.—תִּמּוֹנָה : for the irregular masc. suffix is to be noted the study by M. G. Slonim, ‘The Substitution of the Masc. for the Fem. Heb. Pronominal Suffixes to Express Reverence,’ JQR 29 (1939), 397 ff., and so here of a holy thing; he notes in Kt. also 728, 30, 31, II. 1617, 1818. For this irregularity see further Note to 912. —דֵידָו : from root דד, ‘to spread,’ used in the Targum as equivalent to Heb. יִמְנָה (Burn.).—33. יִמְנָה: masc. since Then. there has been generally accepted the emendation to יועץ תומכ on basis of the Grr., but the corruptions were hardly possible; it is best to cancel המ, and to regard י as parallel to יועץ above.—34. יִמְנָה: a misspelling for יִמְנָה (so Ken. 150, and as all translations understand), under O.Aram. influence, where original י appears as י. —36. Grr. ad finem plus וּכְוָלָה יִבֶּנֶד (which St. adopts in the text with וּכְוָלָה), and a long addition.—38. See above after v. 1.

Ch. 7112. Solomon’s palaces. Cf. Ant., viii, 5, 2. OGr transferred this description of secular constructions to the end of the ch., while Jos. further defers it, after the history of ch. 8, for still more pronounced distinction. See the classic studies by Stade in ZAW 3= Akad. Reden, 159 ff., GVI 1, 318 ff., with architectural plans, which have been reproduced at large in subsequent publications; the Archæologies of Nowack (1, 255 ff.) and Benzinger (pp. 211 ff.), and the latter’s art., ‘Palace’ in EB (these with earlier bibliography); Th. Friedrich, Tempel u. Palast Salomos, 1887; G. Richter, ‘Der salomonische Königspalast,’ ZDPV 1917, 171-225, with two plates, offering original reconstructions (criticized by Watzinger as ‘eine architektonische unmögliche Wiederherstellung’); C. Van Gelderen, ‘Der salomonische Palastbau,’ AfO 6 (1930-31), 100 ff., with text-critical study; and in particular, as from a technical expert, Watzinger, DP 1, 95 ff.

i. And Solomon, having built his house for thirteen years, finished all his house: so more exactly after the Hebrew syntax
than in the usual translations. The word 'house' is used of the complex of buildings. In 9\textsuperscript{10} the present '13' and the '7' of 638 are editorially summed up as 'twenty years,' as though the building of the king's house was subsequent to that of Yhwh's house. V.\textsuperscript{b} is transferred by OGrr. to the end of the specifications, after the Greek sense of better order. The position of the v. appears to be secondary; note its syntactical dependence in the Heb. upon 638. As Van Gelderen remarks, Solomon's completion of the whole operation is exceptional in ancient history. For parallels to such a palace-complex cf. the explorations at Senjirli (Ausgrabungen in Sendschirli, vol. 4, plates xlix, 1); at Samaria (Reisner, Excavations at Samaria, vol. 2, plate 5); and the recent uncovering of the far earlier, more extensive and beautifully decorated palace at Mari on the upper Euphrates; see A. Parrot, Syria, 1937, 54 ff.; 1938, 8 ff.; 1939, 14 ff., all articles with numerous plates and photographs (cf. ILN, May 28, 1938). Parrot reports that he has uncovered some 220 rooms and courts of a building extending over more than five acres. The stress laid here upon windows and doors reveals the novel ḫišāni architecture of Syria, for which are to be compared the palaces at Senjirli (see von Luschan). For the Mesopotamian field brief reference may be made to the lengthy and glowing inscriptions celebrating the palace-construction of many monarchs; e.g., Tiglath-pileser III, with his reference to his 'palace of cedar . . . patterned after a Hittite (i.e., Syrian) palace,' such artistry being boasted of by subsequent monarchs (ARA I, no. 804); Sargon (ARA 2, nos. 83 ff., 121, referring to palaces of ivory, marble, etc., and no. 138, of a palace used as a treasure-house); Sennacherib (ARA 2, in extenso, e.g., nos. 382-94, 407-33, n.b. no. 429, according to which the palace is both an armoury and a store-house for booty); cf. Olmstead, HA 318 ff., with map of the palace complex.

For the archival character of the following document is to be noted the series of items without immediate verbal government (supplied in EVV), viz. 'and the porch of pillars' (v.\textsuperscript{6}—the following verb 'he made' is secondary, as also in v.\textsuperscript{7}), 'and the porch of the throne' (v.\textsuperscript{7}), 'and his house where he was to dwell' (v.\textsuperscript{8a}), 'and a house for Pharaoh's daughter'
2. And he built the House of the Lebanon Forest: 100 cubits its length, and 50 cubits its width, and 30 cubits its height (strored), upon four [Grr. three] rows of pillars of cedars, and beams [Grr. capitals] of cedars upon the pillars; 3. and roofed with cedar above, over the side-chambers that were upon the pillars—forty-five, fifteen to a row; 4. and embrased windows, three rows, and looking towards each other [Heb.=vis-à-vis] in triplicate; 5. and all the doorways, and the jambbs squared—[embrasure?] and opposite, looking towards each other in triplicate; 6. and the portico of pillars [Grr. he made], 50 cubits its width [Heb. length] and 30 cubits its depth [Heb. breadth], 'and a portico in front of them' [?], and pillars, and a cornice above them; 7. and the portico of the throne where he was to judge, the Portico of Justice [Grr. he made; OGr. om.], and panelled with cedar from floor to floor; 8. and his own house, where he was to dwell—the second court—within the portico, after the same fashion; and the house [Grr. he was going to make; OGr. om.] for Pharaoh's daughter [whom Solomon married—a gloss] like this portico; 9. all these (of) cut [EVV costly] stones, 'according to hewing specifications' [OGr. om.], sawn with a saw on the inside and outside faces, and (disposed) from foundation to 'the eaves' [?], 'and outside unto the great court' [?]; 10. and founded with cut [EVV costly] stones, great stones, stones of ten and eight cubits (in length); 11. and above stones hewn according to hewing specifications, and cedar; 12. and the great court round about, three courses of hewn stone, and a course of timbers of cedars, 'and for the inner court of the House of YHWH, and for the portico of the house' [?].

2-7. The House of the Lebanon Forest. The aesthetic name was taken from its cedar construction. T makes it 'a house of cooling' (cf. Jud. 320), and this interpretation was developed by Kimchi into a summer palace in Mount Lebanon. The purpose of the building and its relation to the subsequent items has long been a matter of dispute; to summarize Watzinger's statement: The record of these buildings is so abbreviated and contradictory that all attempts at a plausible reconstruction are wrecked, and it is evident that the tradition
preserved memoranda only of notable elements. Interpretation of the specifications depend critically upon text (e.g., 'four,' v.²), and interpretation (e.g., the word, v.³, translated 'beams' in EVV, 'side-chambers' in JV), and syntactical reference (e.g., 'forty-five,' v.³). Josephus held that the building was a great hall of justice, and Sanda follows suit, obtaining by the translation 'architraves' in place of 'side-chambers' a building of "imposante Grossartigkeit," comparable with the Roman basilica or the mosque at Cordova. But the subsequent ref. to this building by name indicate that it was a royal store-house; at 10¹⁷ we read of the 300 shields of gold placed in this house, evidently for decoration, while Is. 22⁸ definitely refers to 'the armour in the House of the Forest,' kept there for military purposes, and this interpretation appears here in Ἄ, 'a house for his weapons.' That such was the objective is now generally accepted, and it is supported and brilliantly illustrated by Watzinger (p. 96) from the description of a plan by the Greek architect Philon (ca. 350 B.C.) for a magazine at Athens, as reproduced by Dörpfeld; this building was a vast, long, three-naved hall, supported by Ionic columns in two rows; the lower space was an open chamber, in the upper story the side naves on the breadth (short sides) of the house were formed in two-story store-rooms, while in the upper part of the ends of the long sides were windows opposite windows for lighting the interior. Watzinger properly insists upon the close relationship of Solomon's and Philon's plans. For the three-nave construction of megara in the ancient Levant see H. Thiersch, 'Ein altmediterraner Tempeltyp,' ZAW 1932, 73 ff., with accompanying plates. The present writer presents below his own reconstruction of the vague description, with preference for many a question-mark in lieu of text-correction. It is to be remarked that the description comes from a spectator of the visible interior.

The dimensions of the interior, 100 × 50 cubits, follow the common proportions of the ancient megaron, etc. (cf. Watzinger, p. 90). Four rows of cedar pillars appear, the first and the fourth of which rows must have been set as pilasters against the walls, affording three aisles, while all the upper wooden construction was based upon the several two pairs of the four
rows of columns. Above each of the two pairs of columns in their long parallelism were built-in rooms in stories, leaving a lofty nave, which afforded a view of the cedar roof stretching over the width of the building. The terminal walls at the ends of each of the three aisles were pierced with doors (in triplicate), and above with three superimposed windows. With this specification of storied windows it appears that the built-in stories did not extend to the terminal walls, and at these open ends may well have stood the staircases to the upper stories, while the open spaces afforded light:

2. The specification of four rows of pillars has been generally corrected by comm. (Stade, et al., not by Richter, Van Gelderen, Watzinger) to 'three rows' with Grr., in view of the equal division of the assumed forty-five pillars, fifteen to a row, v.⁶. But the three last-named authorities assign the forty-five to the number of chambers in the stories, and this interpretation is the most reasonable in the syntax of the v., although the assignment of the number of chambers appears unimportant, and the odd numbers 45 and 15 raise a question as to the division of the chambers on the two sides; the only explanation is that the observation has to do with one side of the nave, on which side there were three stories each with fifteen rooms, and this would provide closets of close to ten feet in width. For this and the foll. vv. see the Notes at length. The word beams appeared at 6⁶; comm., following the Grr., largely correct it to 'capitals,' with which cf. T and Jos., who amusingly find in it a transcription from a Greek word.

3. Side-chambers: so at 6⁵, but at 6¹⁵ used of cedar boards; cf. EVV. 4. The initial adjective 'embrasured' appeared at 6⁴. 5. For the opening words a simplification may be proposed: and all the doorways squared, embrasured and opposite, etc.; cf. Note. The sum of the statement is that the three doors at the opposite ends faced one another; the addition of 'windows' with commentators, after the Grr., would only repeat v.⁴. 6. The v. evidently describes the pillared portico in front of this house, its width of 50 cubits agreeing with that of the house. V.⁶b appears to present a pillared vestibule in front of that great portico, and so Ḥ paraphrases: 'another portico in front of that greater portico'; but the description as a whole is unintelligible. Kittel om. translation of v.⁶b,
Sanda om. as secondary, 'and a portico in front of them and the pillars,' and indeed the repetition of the identical Heb. phrase, which must be translated variously as in front of them and upon them, looks like a dittograph. Van Gelderen translates at end: 'and to wit (und zwar) pillars with a roof over them'—he holds that these rows of columns are a continuation of those in the interior. Klostermann by a change of vocalization of הַעַטְרוֹת יִשְׂרָאֵל changes 'the pillars' into 'the courtiers,' making the building a reception hall—to be noted as a clever suggestion. 7. After the evidently frontal portico of v.6 the word here must have another significance, probably that of the Gate, the Porte, i.e., of justice, as in common Oriental language, and so expressed in the following exact term, the Portico of Justice. This chamber was distinct, wholly panelled with cedar and roofed; its position in the House of the Lebanon Forest may have lain at the other end of the building from the front portico, and the clients of royal justice had then to pass through the length of the imposing portico and great hall. Sanda regards the portico and this audience chamber as a distinct building. For the magnificent throne this chamber was to house see 10^18ff.. 8. The private palaces, the Harem in the Arabic language, of which as a matter of taste little might be said, are listed. They lie in a separate enclosure, the second court, as distinguished from the royal public buildings (v.12). 

Ch. 9^21 records the queen's entrance into her palace.

9-10. The actual material of these buildings—all of stone (as for the temple, cf. 5^31f.), hewn according to given measurements, with the upper blocks above the basement cut so as to expose a smooth surface on the outside and inside walls, the foundation stones being particularly specified as to their dimensions; the timbering was of cedar. The present register is well illustrated by the excellent summary review of the remains of stone construction at Samaria given by Watzinger, vol. 1, pp. 98 ff., based upon the Harvard excavations. 9. As against the usual translation 'costly stones' see Note, 5^31. The final phrase is unintelligible; with correction of text Stade would read, 'and from the house of YHWH to the great court'; Burney, 'and from the court of the house,' etc.; Sanda, 'and from the second court to the great court';
Richter and Van Gelderen, 'and indeed from the street to the great court,' conjecturing apparently a long view of the palaces up through the great court. 12. V.\textsuperscript{a} repeats the specifications for the walls of the inner court, that of the temple (6\textsuperscript{36}); for these courts see Comm. there. V.\textsuperscript{12b} is absent in O\textsuperscript{Grr.}; no sense can be made of the unconstruable words; cf. the make-shifts in EVV. The topography is so uncertain that the house, while generally identified with the temple, is claimed to be the palace by Burney, Richter, Van Gelderen.

2. 'and 30 cubits its height': $\text{G} \text{OL}$ om., $\text{SH}$ \*, but Jos. has.—by: $\text{G}$ καί, by early scribal error.—הניין: Grr. as 'three,' influenced by the numerals below, largely accepted by critics, e.g., St., BH; but Jos. = $\text{H}$, making of the phrase 'quadrangular pillars' (!).—המגיד: Grr., ημιαί, 'shoulder-pieces' = מנן, as at vv.\textsuperscript{20}, \textsuperscript{34}; $\text{T}$ מ넛ער 'their Corinthian capitals,' paralleled by Jos.'s remark that the roof was 'according to Corinthian style,' i.e., he knew Targumic tradition; נ豕ايا, used at vv.\textsuperscript{161}, for מנן, 'capitals'; St., Kit., al. correct, after the Gr., to מנן as struts for support of the roof-beams; Sanda prefers מנן, 'crowns,' as presenting the fininess of the art. But $\text{H}$ (and so $\text{V}$, 'ligna exciderat'), as at 6\textsuperscript{36}, suffices.—3. מנייא: 'stories,' as at 6\textsuperscript{6}; at 6\textsuperscript{15} 'beams,' hence Sanda here, 'architraves.'—4. מנייא: cf. 6\textsuperscript{4}; Grr. here μελάθρα, vs. the translation there.—היה כה יתום, literally, 'look to look'; Grr., χαιρα επί χαιραν, as though Aram. מיי.—5. יבש יהodian המידות והכבוד רביעו שמעלה י許多 את המועד: the tr. above represents the text, which is authenticated word for word by the Grr., along with wild perversions of reading and rendering. The second noun appears unnecessary; the phrase might be understood as 'the doors with the jamb.' מנייא is grammatically obscure; Eissf. ingeniously, 'in Durchblick,' cft. Hif. of the verb. It may be a scribe's gloss to bring in the item of מנייא from v.\textsuperscript{4}. Kit., like $\text{S}$, om. translation. מיך, unique as adv., may have been introduced to explain the foll. phrase; or that phrase may be conversely secondary. The Grr. read מיך as מידי as תונחת (αι χαιραν, as above); מיך as מיך; and for מיך לא מיך דיווומאתו/דיוואן επί δיוואν, i.e., as though = מיך לא מיך. The first of these rdgs., with מיך = 'windows' (the assumed noun unique), and the third have been approved by comm., e.g., Burn., St., Eissf.; but such correction would repeat the vis-a-vis position of the windows in v.\textsuperscript{4}.—6. סה: Grr., to αλαμ, and so infra; see Note 6\textsuperscript{a}.—סנה: $\text{G}$ $\text{C}$ 'fifty.'—דניה: Grr.+$\text{C} שגיה, which Klost. and Richter have attempted to explain.—ע: also Eze. 41\textsuperscript{25}; Cooke's suggestion 'cornice,' has been adopted above. Gr. παρεις is etymological.—7. ... ננייא עקרת: $\text{G} \text{OL}$ om.—ןנייא עקרת: Jer. Talmud מאיון, as at 6\textsuperscript{15}, and so here $\text{S}$; the change, as מאיון, is accepted here by Then., St.,
The phrase is technical, EVV correctly, ‘from floor to floor’ = ‘from bottom to top.’—§. *זנה נא: for the noun, its etymology and gender, see the full discussion by Orlinsky, *AJSL* 1939, 22 ff.; for the article confined to the adj. see GK §126, 5, with sequence by Dr., *Tenses*, §209; similar cases below, v. 12, II. 20^4^Kr. The Grr. read the adj. as *תָּאֵמ.—תָּאֵמ נא: n.b. the compound prep. after Aram. usage; Grr., *סומא-סומא* (?) τωτος, i.e., =מַלְאֵך.—סומא: סומא om.; the gloss from a punctilious scribe, who would date the event where it belonged; *cf.* 9^24^.—9. *זנה 10*: סומא om.—*זנה נא: the only light on this technical word comes from Gr. *γείσαν, ‘eaves.’

**VV. 13-47.** The bronze work for the temple. *Cf.* 2 Ch. 2^13^, 3^15^-4^18^; *Ant.*, viii, 3, 4-7. The Chronicler makes Hiram master of all the arts, and indirectly at least the artist of the gold and silver vessels. This section, plus vv. 4^18^-5^1, is prefixed in OGr. to vV. 1^1^-12 with the pious purpose of placing the sacred before the profane. Hex. (A x) has it in place; it is missing in the leaves of סה.

**13. 14.** Introduction of Hiram of Tyre. For the introduction of foreign artists *cf.* the statement by the Hittite king Kuranta of Tarhuntaš of his fetching an Egyptian artist to build his palace (Winckler, *MVG* 18, 4 (1913), 15; *cf.* Meissner, *Bab. u. Ass.*, 1, 228 ff.), and Sennacherib’s reference to his ‘palace patterned after a Hittite (Syrian) palace’ (cited above). For named Egyptian architects, father and son, at Beth-shean see Albright, *From the Stone Age*, 159. The international interest in art is now well illustrated by an Akk. tablet found at Mari on the upper Euphrates, a letter from Hammurabi to Zimrilu, king of that city, stating that the prince of Ugarit desires a description of the palace of Zimrilu and wishes to see it (A. Parrot, *Syria*, 1937, 74). Solomon’s great supply of bronze is corroborated by N. Glueck’s discoveries and excavations in Edom on the shores of the Red Sea; see the comment at length on Esyon-geber, 9^26^.

The foundry-work is detailed below, v. 4^16^.

For the Egyptian imports of ‘Asiatic copper’ from the land of Retenu see W. M. Müller, *Asien u. Europa*, 33, 126. Sennacherib reports the making of large bull-colossi of bronze (*ARA* 2, nos. 392, 412 f.). His statement, in the first passage, of enclosing pillars of cedars ‘in a sheathing of bronze’ is now illustrated by Parrot’s report (*ILN*, May 26, 1938, p. 952) of his discovery
at Mari of "two bronze lions . . . actually made of wood, over which a thin bronze leaf had been passed." For ancient bronze work see P. Thomsen, 'Bronzeguss,' RIV; for study and illustration of the brass work here described Stade, GVI 1, 330 ff.; Nowack, Arch., §§76, 77; Benzinger, Arch., §44; also the literature cited above in introduction to the ch., and current references below.

Solomon retains the services of Hiram of Tyre, a worker in bronze, son of a widow of the tribe of Naphtali, and his father a man of Tyre. . . . He came . . . and did all his (Solomon's) work. His manifold talents are expressed in the words generally translated as wisdom, understanding, knowledge; similar words are used for the endowment of the Messiah in Is. 11²; they might be translated here with artistry, intelligence, skill.

15-22. The two bronze pillars. For the text, along with the abbreviated parallel, 2 Ch. 3¹⁵-¹⁷, we have the recapitulation of the brass work, Jer. 5²¹⁸-²³, which again is briefly summarized in II. 2⁵¹⁶, ¹⁷, with another varying summary below, vv. ⁴¹, ⁴². For criticism of the text see Thenius, Stade (remarking, Akad. Reden, 162, that the whole section on the brass work "gehört zu den am schlimmsten überlieferten des a.t. Textes"), Šanda. In the following presentation of the text bracketed portions are secondary. Footnote references immediately follow.

15. And he [cast]¹ the two pillars (of) bronze² 18 cubits the height of the one pillar, with a tape of 12 cubits [encircling it, and its thickness (of the bronze) 4 fingers, hollow¹³; 16. and two capitals [he made]⁴ to put upon the top of the pillars, cast in bronze; 5 cubits the height of the one capital, and 5 cubits the height of the second capital; 17. checker-works [checker-make, festoons, chain-work]⁶ [for the capitals]⁷ on top of the pillars,

Jer. ch. 52. 21. And the pillars 18 ¹³ cubits the height of the one pillar, with a tape of 12 cubits encircling it, and its thickness 4 fingers, hollow; 22. and a capital upon it, bronze, and the height of the one capital 5 ¹⁴ cubits;
[a checker-work] [¶ seven] for the one capital, and a checker-work [¶ seven] for the second capital; 18. [and he made the pillars] and two rows [of pomegranates of bronze] round about upon the one checker-work [to cover the capitals on top of the pomegranates]; and so [he made] 4 for the second capital; 20b. and the pomegranates 200 in rows round about upon the one [¶ second] pillar.

and pomegranates upon the capital round about, the whole bronze; and like this for the second pillar; [and pomegranates] 15. 23. and the pomegranates were 96, [‘pendent’], all the pomegranates 100, upon the checker-work round about.

1 רָצִי: corrected by St., BH, al. to רַצִי (cf. v.19); but see Comm., II. 121 for use of the verb in sense of ‘minting.’ 2 Grr. τὸν ἀλάμμον αὐτοῦ δείκνυε (B a2 τὸν αὐτοῦ δείκνυε), a gloss from v.21; see SBOT. 3 The text of Jer. accepted: יָשִׂיבָתָו אָבַּר constat omnibus Grr. 4 Otiote in this originally verbless list, and so in v.18. 5 Grr., and he made two checker-works. 6 Grr. om. this supernumerary passage, except for Lucian’s plus at end of the v., μεγάλα, i.e., rdg. μεγάλα. For the chain-work see 2 Ch. 316. 7 ‘For the capitals’ is emended by the Grr., for the sake of precision to ‘to cover the capitals,’ as in the insertion in v.18; the addition is generally accepted. 8 Read נְנַנְנְנְנְנְנְנְנְנְנְנְנְנְנְנְנְנְנְנְנְנְנְנְנְנְנְנְנְנְנְנְנְנְנְנְנְנְנְנְנְn. 9 Grr. om. the superfluous statement; on basis of two Heb. MSS some critics (e.g., Burn., St., BH) would read יָשִׂיבָתָו דְּרוֹבָּה for יָשִׂיבָתָו יָשִׂיבָתָו. 10 For רָצִי Grr. a plus יָשִׂיבָתָו מְצַי, (cf. v.48), which gives the expected detail. 11 Grr. om.; variant duplicate of v.17; for יָשִׂיבָתָו יָשִׂיבָתָו read יָשִׂיבָתָו יָשִׂיבָתָו, with some 50 MSS Ken., deR. 12 For יָשִׂיבָתָו read יָשִׂיבָתָו with St.; Benz., Burn. propose a lacuna to be filled out from v.17; or possibly there was originally no numeral. 13 ‘18 (cubits)’: 2 Ch. 315, ‘35.’ 14 ‘5 (cubits)’: II. 2517, ‘3.’ 15 יָשִׂיבָתָו יָשִׂיבָתָו: an evident doublet; II. 2517; יָשִׂיבָתָו יָשִׂיבָתָו: the unique adv. of direction has been variously understood, but יָשִׂיבָתָו, ‘pendentibus,’ ‘hanging’ (cf. German ‘luftwärts’) gives the mng. (see Cornill, ad loc., citing Rashi); four of the nodules of the loop were attached to the column, the remainder hanging free. Jer.’s figure ‘100’ refers to the single loop.

19. 20a. 22. These sections are additions to the presentation above, with some fresh items, but repetitive, along with a unique Hebrew word. OGrerr rearranged in the order vv.21. 19. 20a, omitting vv.20b. 22 (MS v has v.22b). 19. And capitals that were on top of the two pillars, lily-work, in the portico, 4 cubits. 20a. And capitals upon the two pillars, even above,
close to the globe-top [Heb. belly] that was opposite to the checker-work. 22. And upon top of the pillars lily-work. And the business of the pillars was finished.

Authentic items are given with the lily-work, four cubits (high), and the technical word belly, doubtless identical with the word translated bowl, vv. 41. 42. In the portico, v. 19, may be gloss from v. 21. The word translated close to (v. 20) is a novel preposition; the Grr. read or guessed at the impossible ‘chambers’ (cf. 65). V. 22b was suggested by v. 40b.

41. 42. This summary account from below is presented here for convenience of comparison. 41. Two pillars, and the bowls of the capitals that were on top of the pillars, two, and the checker-works, two, to cover the two bowls of the capitals that were on top of the pillars; 42. and the pomegranates, 400, for the two checker-works, two rows of pomegranates to the one checker-work, to cover the two bowls of the capitals that were upon the pillars.

For the last prep. ‘upon,’ יִתְנָה יָדָה, סַּמְקָה שֵׁשׁ; 11 MSS יש אָרַי (cf. v. 41) = סַמְקָה. The passage presents a fresh technical term, יָדָה, ‘bowls,’ used evidently for a structure of bowl shape, and corresponding to Heb. ‘belly,’ v. 20. Also the figure for the whole sum of pomegranates is given.

21. And he erected the pillars for the portico of the hall; and he erected the right-hand pillar, and called its name Jachin; and he erected the left-hand pillar, and called its name Boaz. For v. 22 see above.

For the name Yākin, ‘he (deity not named) establishes’ see Albright, JBL 1924, 375, with the more pregnant translation, ‘he creates.’ For the verbal element cf. the later royal name Yehoiakin, and it is frequent in Phœn. names, compounded with a divine subject (Harris, Gram., 110—citing also a n. pr., ykh.). Cf. the S. Arab. name of a gate at Obne, ykh, ‘it (he?) stands (is?),’ Ryckmans, NPS 1, 344. For the second name as Ba'āl-'az, ‘Baal is strong,’ the writer refers to his Note in JQR 25 (1935), 265. Ugaritic bī 'z appears in a thrice-repeated acclamation, ‘Baal is strong!’, in Virolleaud’s first long text (Syria, 12, 220, col. vi, lines 17–20 = MTRS 56; C. H. Gordon, Ugar. Hdbk., 2, Text 49: vi: 17–20). Also, as has not been otherwise observed, there was a true Gr. tradition of this etymology: MS h (55) here has θεοναζ, in which the ω represents a Palm. vocalization (Lidzb., HNE 234); for other diminutives of the divine name with loss of the l in Phœn., see ib., p. 239, and Harris, p. 24. But nearer home
is the name of Solomon's ancestor, Bo'az=Ba'al-'az. For the 
most recent discussion with review of the many various inter-
pretations see R. B. Y. Scott, 'The Pillars Jachin and Boaz,' 
JBL 1939, 143 ff. But he finds in the name a kind of cryptogram 
for "In the strength of YHWH shall the king rejoice"; and with 
this Albright agrees, SAC 139. However, in Solomon's day 'Baal' 
was not a taboo word, and in any case the Phoenician artist had 
the right to name his own creations. There are to be added 
supplementarily to the literature the full archaeological treatment 
of the subject by Albright in his art., 'Two Cressets from Marisa 
and the Pillars of Jachin and Boaz,' BASOR 85 (1942), 18 ff., and 
the article by H. G. May, 'The Two Pillars before the Temple of 
Solomon,' ib. no. 88, 19 ff.

Apart from the indifferent testimony of Ch. we thus have 
three notices of the pillars, each contributing independent 
information. The single pillar was 18 cubits high, with a 
circumference of 5 cubits, and so with diameter of 1.58 cubits. 
It possessed a capital 5 cubits high, which bellied, rounded 
out (to use the Hebrew terms), forming a bowl-shaped top, 
and was covered with a checker-work pattern, along with an 
ornamentation of leaves of the lily (i.e., a species like the iris, 
flag, etc.), the long, narrow leaves being given a height of 
4 cubits. From the capital were suspended two strings of 
technical pomegranates, each string being strung with a 
hundred of them, four being attached at the several quarters, 
leaving ninety-six in suspension. The lily-work (similar to 
the use of the lotus in Egyptian architecture) for capitals is 
illustrated in a coin of Byblos with superimposed series of 
lily-like leaves, the capital itself being one quarter the height 
of the whole length of the pillar (ca. A.D. 218, in the British 
Museum, and figured in Perrot and Chipiez, Histoire de l'art, 
3, cut 67; Gressmann, ATB 2, cut 522); cf. also the small 
clay 'dove-house,' from Cyprus, representing a temple with 
two robust pillars at the entrance, surmounted with large 
capitals (Perrot and Chipiez, cut 58; cf. Gressman, cut 523; 
Benzinger, Arch., cut 424); in these cases they stand indepen-
dent, like Jachin and Boaz. Cf. also the Hadhrumetum stone, 
presenting two pillars surmounted with female busts (Pietsch-
mann, Gesch. d. Phön., 219). A common type of Sidonian 
coinage presents the front of a temple with a tall independent 
pillar on either side. Also, according to Herodotus, ii, 44, the 
temple of Heracles at Tyre had "in it two pillars, one or
refined gold [cf. the term at 6^21], one of emerald." Lucian reports (De Dea Syra, 28) \textit{phalli} at the entrance of the goddess's temple, '30 fathoms high' (!). The origin of such an architectural feature may be found in the primitive \textit{massēbōt}, pairs of which have been found at Ta'anach and Megiddo.\textsuperscript{1} The relation of the lily-leaves to the capital has been a problem. Benzinger presents a design (Comm., p. 44, reproduced in Eissfeldt's Comm.) with the leaves surmounting the bowl, in which case the total height would be $18+5+4=27$ cubits. But as one description speaks only of the capital with the lily-work, while the other identifies the capital with the flowers, it is rather evident that the bowl was nested in the foliate adornment, the latter projecting upwards about the bowl for 4 cubits, with the globe, 5 cubits high, appearing through the interstices of the leaves and above; so Stade, \textit{GVI} 1, 332, reproduced in Kittel's Comm.—although in disagreement with the design—and in Barton, \textit{AB} fig. 247. The pendant loops are a unique item to archaeological knowledge. For the extensive development of brass work in small figures, tools, and the like, see Contenau, \textit{La civilisation phénicienne}, 209 ff. Finally a note of admiration must be struck for these several technical specifications, the earliest of the kind in history, and based upon exact knowledge, \textit{e.g.}, the thickness of the bronze in the hollow pillars. The same quality distinguishes the subordinate two sets of specifications.

\textbf{23-26.} The bronze sea. 23. \textit{And he made the sea, cast work, 10 cubits (across) from brim to brim, all round about (i.e., circular), and 5 cubits its height, with a measuring-line of 30 cubits encircling it about;} 24. \textit{and gourds under its brim about, encircling it [10 cubits encircling the sea about—an intrusion from v.\textsuperscript{23}] ; two rows the gourds, cast with its casting ; 26. and its thickness a hand's breadth; and its brim like the work of the rim of a cup, a lily flower (i.e., a lily-shaped brim); holding 2000 baths;} 25. \textit{standing upon twelve oxen, three facing north, and three facing west, and three facing south, and three facing east, with the sea upon them above, and all their hinder parts inwards.}

\textsuperscript{1} \textit{E.g.}, Benzinger, cut 413. See for further examples Cook, \textit{Rel. of Anc. Pal.}, 166 ff., and the extensive documentation in Scott's study. J. P. Peters suggested the existence of such a pair of pillars at Nippur (\textit{Nippur}, 1897, 2, 47).
The transposition of vv.25, 26 follows the OGrr. and the general judgment of modern scholars, and is required for syntactical construction. But v.26 gives an independent specification of the brim, inserted as a colophon. The description is clear and picturesque. In the matter of circumference to diameter, given as 3.0, the Grr. change the figures to $33 \div 10 = 3.3$, obtaining a value farther from actual 3.1416.1 The capacity of the sea is given at 2000 baths. The bath has been variously estimated: by Nowack, Benzinger at 36.44 litres, with the total for the sea = 72,880 litres. This figure has now been greatly increased by C. H. Inge, in *PEQ* 1941, 106 ff.; among three ancient jars from Lachish, one, too fragmentary for reconstruction, was marked with $bt\ lmlk\ 'a\ bath\ of\ the\ king\ ';\ another,\ with\ a\ private\ seal;\ a\ third,\ with\ lmlk,\ 'the\ king's,' i.e., standard measure. Concerning the latter two, he holds that the former would have held some 46 litres, the latter 45. For the subject at large are to be noted the discussions by Nowack (*Arch.*, 1, 206) and Šanda, who hold that too little is known of the form of the vessel to estimate its capacity.2 The Chronicler, as often, expands the figure to 3000 baths, followed by Josephus. The purpose of this great reservoir was primarily for ablutions, and so Ch. adds the note that “the sea was for the priests to wash in.” There was the Rabbinic rule for bare feet in the temple courts, which would have required their washing (Dalman, *A. u. S.*, 5, 152, 296). The sea was doubtless the source of supply for the lavers described below. Artificial pools of water were constant in ancient temples, and with like technical name as here. ‘Seas’ were built in Babylonian temples (Jeremias, *ATLAO* 494 ff., cf. Šanda, and Albright, *JAOS* 1920, 316 ff.). Close to the temple of the Dea Syra was a great sacred lake (Lucian, §45). And such basins,

1 T. Dantzig, in his *Numbers, the Language of Science* (1930), 113, comments on the Hebrew proportion here as “5% short of the actual. The Egyptians made a closer estimate; we find in the papyrus Rhind (1700 B.C.) the value of $\pi$ as equal to $3\frac{13}{72}$ . . . which is only $\frac{1}{2}$ of 1% in excess.” But the figuration here in either Hebrew or Greek was a round figure.

2 Mostly recently Albright, arguing from the same jars, contradicts the large figures of Inge and others, reducing the size of the bath to 22 litres (*AASOR* 21–2 [1943], 58, n. 7).
supplied with running water, at the entrance of temples are vouched for in S. Arab. inscriptions; for a case see N. Rhodokanakis, Sb., Vienna Academy, no. 177, pt. 2 (1915), 7. The source of water-supply for this reservoir is not stated; Šanda is inclined to think that there already existed the conduit from the so-called Solomon’s Pools; but see Smith, Jerusalem, 1, ch. 5. The sea must have been filled by windlasses or otherwise from the underground cisterns, for which see Smith, op. cit., 119 ff. Nowack (Arch., 2, 44) cites Kosters, who notes the elimination of the sea in Eze., in which apocalypse it is replaced on its site by the spring of the temple (Eze. 47ff.). This great bronze laver was, as far as we know, indeed a unique masterpiece, with the artistry of the lily-like brim, decorated below with rows of gourds (cf. 618), all of one casting, and resting on twelve bulls of the same metal. For the essay at reproducing this work of art see Stade, GVI 1, 336, whose plan is repeated in the BDD, Commentaries and Archaeologies in general. But a criticism is to be made of this now conventional design, which presents the great bowl as wholly supported upon the backs of the oxen—an extraordinary load for such figures. Rather the oxen were pediment figures, with their ‘hinder parts’ suppressed under the curve of the bowl, which latter rested on the ground. And such an artistic feature appears in von Oppenheim’s plate 47, in his Tell Halaf, presenting the socket for an image with six lions underneath in like fashion.

23. סנ: cf. S. Arab. mbhr used of a pool (Conti Rossini, Chrest., 112), and in the same region of South Arabia a reservoir is called a ‘sea,’ acc. to D. Van der Meulen and H. von Wissmann, Hadramaut and Some of its Mysteries Unveiled (Leiden, 1932), 94.—סנה: C S L om.; Hex. χυτή (A αυτή).—סנה: B a2 C om.—חץ: Kr. ה: the Kt. also appears elsewhere; the word is synonymous with שן, v.15.—24. נֶפֶפֶפ: B a2 om.—25. הקפתולעה קחצ: Grr., exc. A x, transfer to end of v.—כס: C S L eis ἐκ ρ. ὀικον, S L correctly, eis το εὐφοι.

27-39. The wheeled stands and their lavers; their location along with that of the sea. Ch. om., except for summary in re the lavers, and note of their use by the priests to wash in, along with statement as to position of the sea. Josephus has an elaborate varying description, probably prompted by
his knowledge of similar vessels, Ant., viii, 3, 6. For extensive studies see Klostermann, Stade (ZAW 3, 159 ff. = Akad. Reden, 166 ff.), Burney (with careful study of the text and language), Stade and Haupt in SBOT, Kittel in his Studien, pp. 189–242 (the most extensive of all the discussions). For reconstructions, and reproductions of the Cypriote vessels to be mentioned below, see Stade, GVI i, 340 f.; Burney, Kittel; Nowack, Arch., 2, 43 f.; Gressmann, ATB vol. 1, pls. cciii, cciv; Benzinger, Arch., 44 f.; Barton, AB pl. 87; also BDD, Commentaries.

For such wheeled vessels in temple use may be noted the low-lying bronze wagon found by von Oppenheim (Tell Halaf, 190, and pl. 58b); also incense wagons have been discovered at Tell-Khafaje in Babylonia, for which see Frankfort in ILN, June 8, 1934, pp. 910 ff. But it is two archaic vessels from Cyprus that particularly illustrate the creations of the Phoenician artist Hiram, both of bronze, the one from Enkome, with the wheels now lost, the other a rather well-preserved miniature vessel found in a grave at Larnaka. For primary publication of these relics see A. S. Murray, Journal of Royal Inst. of British Architects, 1899, pp. 20 ff. (cited by Burney), and at length, with comparison of the Solomonic objects, A. Furtwängler, in Sb. of the Munich Academy, vol. 2, pt. 2 (1899). Watzinger rightly remarks, in an excellent summary of the subject (DP 1, 104 f.): "Every attempt at reconstruction of the stands of the temple will have to start from the agreement of the construction with the Cypriote kettle-wagons... It is accordingly evident that the kettle-wagons and the stands must have come from neighbouring workshops."

Also pertinent to our subject is the account that Pausanias gives (x, 16, 2) of an iron stand and bowl, the honorific gift to a temple from the Lydian king Alyattes (first half of the 6th cent. B.C.). The passage is commented upon at length by G. Karo, 'Das Weihgeschenk des Alyattes,' in ARw., Beiheft to vol. 8 (1905), 54–65; and this item has been enlarged upon by Kittel, Studien, 189 ff. Because of its interest the translation by W. M. S. Jones in the Loeb Library is herewith given. "Of the offerings sent by the Lydian kings I found nothing remaining except the iron stand of the bowl of Alyattes. This is the work of Glaukos the Chian, the
man who discovered how to weld iron. Each plate of the stand is fastened to another, not by bolts or rivets, but by the welding, which is the only thing that fastens and holds together the iron. The shape of the stand is very like that of a tower, wider at the bottom and rising to a narrow top. Each side of the stand is not solid throughout, but the iron cross-strips are placed like the rungs of a ladder. The upright iron plates are turned outwards at the top, so forming a seat for the bowl.” We have here the stand with crown at the top to hold the bowl as in our text, the open work and welding as here, and the cross-pieces ‘like the rungs of a ladder’ exactly defining an obscure work of our text.

27. And he made the stands, ten, of bronze; 4 cubits the length of the one stand, and 4 cubits its width, and 3 cubits its height; 28. and this the make of the stand: frame-pieces to them [so Heb—error for it], and frame-pieces between the cross-pieces; 29. and upon the frame-pieces between the cross-pieces lions, cattle, and cherubs, and so upon the cross-pieces; and [plus with Grr.] above and [with correction of Heb. punctuation] below the lions and the cattle spirals, hammered work; 30. and four wheels of bronze to the one stand, and axles of bronze; and its four feet, with shoulder-pieces under the laver, the shoulder-pieces welded . . . (?) spirals; 31. and its mouth within the crown and above at a cubit (high), and its mouth rounded, the make of a container, 1 1/2 cubits (high); and further upon its mouth gravings; and their [so Heb; cf. v.28] frame-pieces squared, not rounded\(^1\) [an addition, out of place].

32. and the quartette of wheels underneath the frame-pieces, and the axles [Heb. hands] of the wheels in the stand; and the height of the one wheel 1 1/2 cubits; 33. and the work of the wheels like the work of a chariot wheel, their axles and felloes and spokes and hubs welded (i.e., as one piece); 34. and four shoulder-pieces at the four corners of the one stand, its shoulder-pieces part of the stand; 35. and at the top of the stand [a lacuna here—cf. v.31] 1 1/2 cubits in height, round about; and at the top of the stand its handles [? Heb. hands] and its frame-pieces, (being) part of it. 36. And he engraved upon the panels
[B]—its handles] and upon its frame-pieces cherubs, lions and palms . . . [?—cf. v.30] and spirals round about.

37. Like this he made the ten stands, cast in one piece, one measure, one form for them all. 38. And he made ten lavers of bronze, (each) holding [Heb. verb in sing.] 40 baths, 4 cubits (high) the one laver; one laver upon the one stand for the ten stands. 39. And he placed the stands, five at the corner of the house at the right (=south), and five at the corner of the house at its left (=north), and the sea 'he placed' [secondary] at the right-hand corner of the house to the southeast.

The above presentation of the text regards vv.32-36, offset to the right, as secondary vs. Stade, who so considers vv.28-31b, but in agreement with Kittel. The former assumes vv.34. 35 to be secondary as parallel to vv.29. 31, but retains v.36 as primary; yet we have here a parallel to v.29, disagreeing with it only in the terms of the panels and the pictured figures, which latter point he would overcome by artful distribution of the decorations presented in his plate. Šanda, following his critical method for the text of the description of the temple (ch. 6), obtains harmony by rearrangement of the vv. in this sequence: vv.27. 28. 29. 36. 31. 30. 32. 33, with vv.31. 35 inset as a parallel to v.30; but such chaotic disarrangements are most improbable in text-transmission.

The writer's results, in large part independent, are as follows: the frame-pieces 1° in v.28 are the upright corner-pieces; frame-pieces 2° are additional uprights on the face of the stand, and so between the cross-pieces, a phrase otherwise insoluble; the cross-pieces are horizontal, and they are panelled (the noun translated panel is also used of a writing-tablet, even as here the panel is engraved), and so the frame-pieces and cross-pieces of v.28 correspond to the frame-pieces and panels of v.36; the crown, v.31, is retained, as vs. the common correction to shoulder-pieces, producing confusion with the inferior shoulder-pieces of v.30, while just such a circular crown is represented in the Larnaka kettle (see Note). This brass work was evidently open, not full-plated all about, as some reproductions present the object, for the water was contained in the inset laver. The whole account, apart from some interpolations, is derived from reports of interested and
technically trained eye-witnesses; while their testimony is confusing, as here presented, we have evidence of unique interest in a work of high art.

There remains the difficult problem of the practical use of these vessels. This has been considered by Kittel uniquely and at length, pp. 236–42. His argument is as follows: the 40 baths at 36.4 litres = 1456 litres = 384 gallons, and in weight, 1400 kilograms = 3086 lb.; adding to this at a hazard the assumed weight of laver and stand he obtains for the loaded truck 3400 kg. = 7495 lb. = 3\frac{3}{4} short tons. The mobility of an ancient truck under such a load is inconceivable. In Kittel's view also the practicability of the vessel is spoiled by its height, which at its lowest terms, according to his calculation, is 5\frac{1}{2} cubits = 8 ft. 3 in.; how then was the water filled in and drawn out? The primitive cup-pump may have been used for filling the vessel; cf. Comm. on the bronze sea above. For drawing the water may the siphon have been used so early? Kittel's consequent deduction is that these vessels were purely 'symbols of the water-dispensing Deity,' even as he earlier interpreted the bronze sea. While his practical argument cannot be gainsaid, the abundance of such massive and useless ritual vessels would seem quite de trop. The bronze sea might have been symbolical, but these lavers appear practical for the distribution of water—most necessary indeed in connexion with the bloody rites of the temple.¹

39. From the position of the bronze sea at the southeastern point of the temple arose Ezekiel's eschatological expectation of the stream issuing and trickling at the south side of the eastern portal of the temple (47\textsuperscript{1f}).

¹ As for the term laver (kīyôr), used of cooking pots (1 Sam. 214) and actual priestly lavers (Ex. 30\textsuperscript{1f}, etc.), this must have been a vessel of bowl shape. For the Sumerian origin of the word see Albr., JAOS 36 (1916), 232. The laver on top of the stand projected one cubit above the latter and thus formed with it a perfect cube with a capacity of 64 cubic cubits; the laver, however, contained only a quarter of this amount, which is the equivalent of some 1525 litres. This fits well with the 40 baths (1456 litres) of v. 38. If, however, the laver occupied the whole interior of the stand and projected one cubit above it, we have to assume that it was not filled, but that only 40 baths of water were poured into it. Supplementary reference is to be made to n. 2 of Comm., vv. 23-26, for Albright's diminution of the bath to about two-thirds of the currently accepted figures.
27. התָּנָא: 'stands,' so by proper etymology Chic. B. (Moff., 'trolleys'?) ; EVV 'bases' = עָבָנִים, bases = עֲבָנִים; סָּדָּר 'aggâne 'basins' = אָ. Grr. transliterate with μεξωμαθι, indifferently for sing. and pl. Hommel's opinion (EGA 144) that the Heb. word occurs with the same mng. in S. Arab. is not to be accepted; see Conti Rossini, Chrest., 168.—The dimensions, 4 × 4 × 3 are altered by Grr. to 5 × 4 × 6; the last figure may be explained as due to the addition of the figures for wheels and top-piece, v.31; cf. the purpose of change of figure at v.38.—28. התָּנָא, סְדָּר: the first word translated above as (upright) frame-pieces; Grr., ספרדיאות 'rim' (?), and so prob. עָבָנִים, for 10 'interrasile' ('low-relief-work'), but for 20 'sculpturae.' The word is used technically for the rim of the show-bread table (Ex. 2525, etc.). This mng. is generally accepted (e.g., by St., Burn., Kit., Sanda), with application of the word to the horizontal base and top border of the square vessel. The word occurs also in a gloss, I. 1617. The second technical term, translated here with cross-pieces, has corresponding Pu. ppl., used of boards mortised together (Ex. 2617, 3628); our noun prob. occurs in the Phœn. Marseilles Tariff (CIS I, no. 165=Cooke, NSI no. 42) in sense of 'ribs' of sacrificial animals, and with query Cooke and Harris (Gram., 150). עָבָנִים tr. with the cognate סְדָּר, 'rung' of a ladder, 'ledge'; cf. עָבָנִים 'iuncuturas.' The word then corresponds exactly to the 'cross-strips' of Pausanias's description, cited above. (The uncertainty of interpretation of the two words is displayed in EVV : AV 'borders' and 'ledges,' RVV 'panels' and 'ledges,' JV 'borders' and 'stays.') As this feature is then etymologically a horizontal cross-piece ('rib'), the msgrēt must logically be, in the first place, the upright corner-pieces of the vessel; and such is Jos.'s interpretation, 'four tetragonal small pillars (κωνίακοι), standing at each corner.' But interpreters have generally reversed the mng. of the terms, making the 'ribs' stand upright, and the msgrēt the top and bottom. V. b accordingly becomes a crux; some would change the text, e.g., Klost., Burn., Sanda, while Kit. and St. (with change of mind in SBOT) hesitate at alteration. The relation denoted by the frame-pieces between the cross-pieces has appeared most obscure; see Kit., pp. 208 ff. But with the new designation of the first item we may understand reference to intermediate vertical pieces between the horizontal bars. The stand was open within this frame of upright- and cross-pieces.—מרפ: easily corrected by critics to מַרְפֵּא, or to מַרְפֵּא; but below there are several grammatical errors, prob. original.—29. המַרְפֵּא: for the lion motif cf. 1014st. Jos. gives lion, bull, eagle, and subsequently makes the laver rest on the paws of lion and eagle.—מרפ: Grr. = מַרְפֵּא—מרפ: read מַרְפֵּא (with athnâh) מַרְפֵּא, with Grr., St., al.—מרפ: מַרְפֵּא: Grr. מַרְפֵּא (?) מַרְפֵּא, 'attachment of welding-work'; עָבָנִים 'quasi lora ex aerie dependentia'; סָּדָּר is free; AV 'certain additions made of thin work,' cf. עָבָנִים; RVV JV 'wreaths of hanging
work,' which presents the current interpretation for the first word as to be connected with שִׁקּוֹ, 'crown,' Pr. 19 (so Keil), and hence Kit. argues (pp. 221 f.) for correction to the pl. of the latter word, שִׁקּוֹי; similar renderings, 'garlands,' 'rosettes,' have been suggested. But Kit. in postscript (p. 235) pertinently calls attention to 'das beliebte Strickornament' on the Enkomi vessel, i.e., the series of connected spiral rings. In A.J.A 43 (1939), are plates illustrating a variety of such spiriform motives of different origins and ages: C. W. Blegen's article on Post-Mycenaean art, figs. 6, 16 (pp. 116, 129), and Glueck's presentation of a Naba- tan temple, figs. 3, 4 (p. 382). The other obscure word, רֹאֵשׁ, is interpreted by ו as from רֹאֵשׁ, and so Kamp., Burn. render with 'stepped/bevelled work.' Kit., followed by Sanda, offers the best solution with derivation from רֹאֵשׁ, 'to hammer in, inlay,' even as the Hif. was used above, 632.—30. רֹאֵשׁיָהוּ: another case of careless grammar; the fem. suff. is expected.—The passage was taken to the שׁילו, v. 31, fails in ס ס4, is supplied by א x.—והְיָאָשׁוּרֿו: || to the equally obscure ובָּשׁוּרֿו, end of v. 30. כ is arbitrarily different, reading the first word as בָּשׁוּרֿו=ס; Hex. (A x), אָשׁוּרֿו אָשׁוּרֿו פָּרֶסֹטְמֵי: ו 'contra se invicem respectantes'; RVV JV attempt a plausible interpretation, 'with wreaths at the side of each,' and similarly Burn. But Kit., St. (SBOT), Sanda despair of interpretation. Early comm., cited by Poole, followed a novelty of Jewish exegesis, which is presented by Kit. (p. 224) from Yoma 55a: "the cherubs who are attached to each other are a symbol of God's love, like the love of man and wife"; and similarly Rashi tr. here with "associations (מה) of man and wife pictured," this interpretation arising from the obscure רֹאֵשׁ, v. 36, which he derives from the root רֹאֵשׁ, used of sexual connexion, and so he baldly expounds v. 36. AV tr. רֹאֵשׁ with 'according to the proportion (RVV JV space) of each,' with marginal note to the noun, 'Heb. nakedness,' faithfully following old Jewish exegesis. The whole phrase with its item of the decorative spirals is in place below, not here.—31. רֹאֵשׁי 10: the suffix has been carelessly attracted to preceding רֹאֵשׁ; correct to רֹאֵשׁ as immediately below, the reference being to the stand.—רֹאֵשׁי פָּרֶסֹטְמֵי: the noun occurs at v. 16 in architectural sense of 'capital,' which does not suit here; here it = רֹאֵשׁ, 'crown,' Est. 111, and refers to the round top. Correction to פָּרֶסֹטְמֵי, 'shoulder-pieces,' has been generally adopted since Ewald's suggestion, but this term is associated with the feet of the stand, vv. 36. 34, while here we are engaged with the top. Sanda appropriately calls attention to the Larnaka kettle, in which the square tray at top is surmounted with a cylinder. In similar fashion, the laver was to be inserted in this crown. This circular top-piece projected above the stand proper by a cubit; but just below the height is given as a cubit and a half, for which augment of the extra half-cubit of v. 35. The extra figure may refer to the projection of the laver above the holder.
Or there may be noted the (artificial?) summation of cubits:  
\[ i + \frac{1}{10} \ (v.31) + \frac{1}{5} \ (v.35) = 4 \ (v.38). \]  
\[ \text{—ישניאכ} \ : \ 2 \ appears \ as \ the \ container, \ standard \ of \ a \ laver \ in \ Ex. \ 30^{18}, \ 31^9, \ etc.—הצקית \ : \ also \ above, \ 61^8, \ etc.—הנשניאכ} \ : \ the \ fem. \ sing. \ suff. \ is \ demanded \ as \ referring \ to \ the \ stand, \ v.27; \ cf. \ the \ similar \ distant \ reference \ of \ הלא, \ v.31.—32. The v. expands v.39.—הנשניאכ \ : \ 'axle-trees,' so the generally received tr., following \ ו, \ 'axes,' v.39.—33. \כအညွှန်း : \ for \ the \ 'felloe,' \ or \ 'rim,' \ and \ its \ prominent \ part \ in \ a \ chariot \ wheel \ cf. \ Eze. \ 1181, \ and \ see \ Cooke, \ ad \ loc.—הצקית \ : \ the \ two \ unique \ words \ see \ Lexx. \ בם \ om. \ (by \ honest \ ignorance ?) ; \ A \ e \ f \ w \ present \ one \ of \ the \ two \ items \ with \ αὐχεράζω, \ and \ so \ x \ with \ a \ further \ plus, \ οὕμαί.—34. \כ_y, \ Or. \ על : \ Grr., \ επι; \ cf. \ the \ extensive \ irregular \ use \ of \ בם, \ e.g., \ 618, \ 350.—35a. \ The \ v. \ is \ parallel \ to \ v.31. \ A \ subject \ is \ expected, 

hence \ י is \ inserted \ by \ St. \ (or \ ר), \ Sanda, \ BH \ ('fortasse'); \ but \ the \ phrase \ is \ another \ case \ of \ broken \ grammar, \ and \ hence \ the \ absolute \ יז, \ corrected \ generally \ by \ critics \ to \ יעים, \ with \ Grr.—35b. \ The \ passage \ is \ quite \ unintelligible. \ י is \ apparently \ a \ duplicate \ of \ the \ phrase \ in \ v.4; \ Kit. \ (cf. \ BH) \ would \ add \ 'and \ underneath \ the \ stand,' \ an \ arbitrary \ addition \ without \ fresh \ light. \ יז \ was \ used \ in \ connexion \ with \ the \ wheels, \ v.39, \ but \ cannot \ have \ that \ mng. \ here; \ it \ might \ mean \ the \ handles \ at \ top \ in \ which \ the \ frame-pieces \ terminated, \ and \ as \ represented \ in \ Kit.'s \ plate, \ p. 237, \ Grossmann, \ fig. 508. \ The \ word \ is \ also \ glossed \ into \ v.36—36. \כ_y \ י : \ B \ ed. \ pref. \ πεσσομάς, \ error \ for \ פסס. \ The \ pairing \ of \ this \ item \ with \ the \ frame-pieces \ is \ parallel \ to \ the \ pairing \ of \ the \ cross-pieces \ with \ the \ frame-pieces, \ v.281, \ and \ proves \ the \ identity \ of \ the \ panels \ with \ the \ cross-pieces. \ The \ word \ is \ used \ of \ a \ writing \ tablet, \ Is. \ 30^8.—הנשניאכ} \ : \ a \ gloss, \ as \ noted \ above, \ and \ so \ St., \ Kit., \ who \ also \ so \ adjudge \ the \ foll. \ phrase.—הנשניאכ \ י : \ MSS, \ Kt. \ correctly \ י. \כ_y : \ see \ the \ parallel \ with \ discussion \ at \ v.39. \ Grr. \ י, \ כ \ are \ fairly \ unintelligible; \ בם \ om.; \ ו \ a \ long \ paraphrase, \ "quasi \ in \ similitudinem \ hominis \ stantis, \ ut \ non \ celata, \ sed \ apposita, \ per \ circuitum \ viderentur" ; \ cf. \ Jos., \ "that \ those \ who \ viewed \ them \ would \ think \ that \ they \ were \ one \ piece."—37. \כ_y \ י : \ 625; \ Grr. \ om., \ exc. \ A.—הנשניאכ \ י : \ for \ similar \ odd \ forms \ see \ GK §91, \ f, \ BL §98, \ p.—39. \ The \ final \ term \ of \ location \ of \ the \ sea—south-east, \ makes \ the \ former \ terms \ 'right' = south, \ and \ 'left' = north.—כ_y : \ בם \ om.; \ an \ intrusion \ from \ Ch.

40-47. Summary of Hiram’s work, mostly secondary in origin. || 2 Ch. 411-18, and cf. II. 2513ff. This is prefaced with an item repeated from v. 45a, and secondary here (so with Sanda, vs. Stade). 40. And Hiram made the pots (with v.45; לועליֹ לועלָי, \ by careless slip; see Note) \ and \ the \ shovels \ and \ the \ sprinkling-vessels. \ The \ last \ object \ was \ for \ applying \ the \ sacrificial \ blood \ (e.g., \ Lev. 714). \ The \ three \ terms \ are \ repeated \ from \ Ex. 27^3, "its \ pots \ to take \ away \ its \ ashes, \ its \ shovels
and sprinkling-vessels.'

41. 42. These vv. concerning the pillars have been presented above, Comm. 713-22. 45. The vessels are declared to have been of polished bronze. 46. The v. contains the one original and novel statement in the section: *In the circuit of the Jordan did he [with OGr., Ḫ the king] cast them, in the clay ground between Succoth and Sarethan.* So practically EVV, following the ancient VSS. The original of 'in the clay ground,' b'm'bh h'dmh, has been a major object of dispute. It has been characterized by Moore (Comm., Jud. 722), seconded by Stade, as meaningless here, followed by Comm. generally, and so by Abel, GP 2, 238; they read with slight change of the Heb., b'm'brt 'dmh, 'at the ford of Adamah,' which then is identified with Adam, 'the city beside Sarethan,' at the ford by which the Israelites crossed the Jordan (Josh. 316). 1 But Albright holds that the preposition in such a phrase, 'at the ford,' makes this change impossible. He accordingly reads 'in the foundries of Adamah' (*JPOS* 1925, 33). But the objection to this location is that it cannot be said to lie 'between Succoth and Sarethan,' on any identification of these places. Most recently Glueck, in an extensive article, 'Three Israelite Towns in the Jordan Valley, Zarethan, Succoth, Zaphon,' *BASOR* 90 (1943), 2-23, has returned to the non-geographical interpretation of the passage, following Albright, in one word, 'in the earthen foundries' (pp. 13 f.). The noun in this rendering (actually singular in the Heb.= 'foundry-work') means moulds of clay for casting of the bronze. Reference is to be made to Glueck's study also for his identification of Succoth as Deir-'Allā (following Albright, *AASOR* 6 [1926], 46 f.), with Sarethan in question; for the latter cf. Abel, *GP* 450 f. Note is to be made of the ancient culture now discovered at Transjordanic Tuleilat el-Ghassūl, E. of Jericho, where early bronze axes have been discovered; see Mallon, Koeppel, Neuvile, *Teleilat Ghassul* (Rome, 1934), pl. 34, and for the chalcolithic age in that region Albright,

1 The place-name as Dāmiyeh survives in a wady, tell and ford at the confluence of the Jabbok with the Jordan, 24 miles N of the Dead Sea; see Albr., *BASOR* 35 (1929), 13, with picture of the present ferry, and similarly J. D. Whiting in *Nat. Geog. Mag.*, 1940, 82. It was by this ford doubtless that Gideon crossed over to Succoth (Jud. 844). Sellin in his Comm. has suggested finding the name in Hos. 67, reading b'dm for k'dm.
JPOS 1935, 199 ff.—47. And Solomon deposited all the vessels. Because of the exceeding great multitude the weight of the bronze could not be reckoned. The first sentence appears to be correction of "S. made all the vessels," v. 48. Rashi, Kimchi saw the difficulty of the statement in the sequence, and following LHeb. and Aramaic usage of the verb, translated, as in the language of the Protestant VSS, e.g., EVV, with: And S. left all the vessels unweighed, because they were exceeding many. With omission of the first sentence, the balance is a natural sequel of v. 46. The Grr. attached this statement to v. 45, as does Šanda.

48-51. Solomon's gilded furnishings of the temple, and the completion of all the work. || 2 Ch. 4:19-51. The whole passage, with exception of v. 51b, is late, vv. 18-49 being drawn from the specifications for the tabernacle furniture in Ex. 48. The golden altar: cf. the wooden altar overlaid with pure gold, Ex. 30:1ff.; the table on which is the bread of the Presence, of gold, ib. 25:23ff., where again the table is simply overlaid with gold. 49. Apart from the parallel in Ch. history knows of only one candelabrum, as against the ten noted here, of refined gold; cf. the elaborate description of it in Ex. 25:31ff., the details of which are pursued here with the flower-work, the (seven) lamps, and the tongs, all of gold. The original document in II. 25:13ff., recording the first despoliation of the temple by Nebuchadnezzar, speaks only in general terms of his looting of temple and palace and his breaking in pieces all the vessels of gold which Solomon king of Israel made in the house of YHWH. 50a. The passage is dependent upon II. 25:14ff.—Jer. 52:18ff., listing the booty taken from the temple at its destruction, but with the exaggeration of making all the vessels of refined gold, whereas the original document distinguishes them as some of silver and some of gold. Cups: or rather large bowls: otherwise than here and in the parallels only of profane use, Ex. 12:22, 2 Sam. 17:28; snuffers: only here and in the parallels; sprinkling-basins: sup. v. 40, and e.g., Ex. 27:3; pans: e.g., ib. 25:29; fire-pans: e.g., ib. 27:3—these latter two doubtless for incense. 50b. The hinge-sockets: EVV hinges. The whole passage is clumsy and profuse; ₪ reads it, and Stade retains it; Šanda reduces it to and the hinges of the doors of the inner house and of the hall, of gold (cf. BH). See
Notes further for some of these words. 51a. And was finished all the work which king Solomon did in the house of YHWH: an editorial finale. 51b. Historical memorandum on Solomon's placement in the temple of his father David's dedications, namely 'the vessels of gold and silver and bronze,' taken from Hadadezer and all the nations, according to 2 Sam. 8:9-12. But the passage is read with difficulty; cf. the attempts in EVV. It might be simplest to reduce it to: And Solomon brought the dedications of his father David, the silver and the gold, into the treasuries of the house of YHWH, and to regard the inset, and the vessels he gave, as an added reference to Solomon's own gifts. For such additional 'treasures' cf. the shields of gold which Solomon made and Shishak looted (14:26).

40. סדרה: but 21 MSS סדרה, Grr., Xεφραμ; this variant from v.¹³ has been intruded from Ch.—תֵּסִיר; read תֵּסִיר with 43 MSS Ken., deR., Ch., Grr., Ψ, as at v.¹⁴—' in: for this locative use cf. v.¹⁵—45. פָּלַשׁ:Kr. פָּלַשׁ is required; the word is unnecessary and is to be omitted with Grr., Ψ—' in: Grr., exc. g i, plus "and the 48 pillars of the king's house and the Lord's house, all the works of the king made Hiram (of bronze)." The item of 'the 48 pillars' Then., Sanda regard as of Heb. origin and historical moment.—הֹמַצֵּף: the fem. is expected; Grr., ἀφόν (?), exc. ΕΠ Ψ. —46. נָדָא: Σ ΕΠ Ψ om.; the unexpected subject may indicate the royal factory.—נָדָא לֶאֶבֶן: Ch., 'א כ נדָא; the first noun Albright reads as pl., and om. art. in the second; see Comm.—48. סֶנֶן; Grr., k. επόκεν (exc. B. k. ελαβον), on the ground that S. was not the maker.—הָכַּנְנֵי: the noun is locative, as at v.¹⁰—50. נָדָא: the obviare word is variously rendered in VSS: Engl. 'cups' comes from 'hydriae' of Ψ; see Honeyman, JTS 37 (1936), 56 ff., for attempt to find the primitive threshold altar in this ritual object.—נָדָא: EVV 'spoons,' JV 'pans.' Albir. identifies such a vessel, understood as a censer, with a bowl (found at Tell Beit Mirsim) with figuration of a lion's mouth, in which a pipe was inserted for blowing the incense; see BASOR 47 (1932), 15 ff., with additional plate, no. 48, 1, and his further remarks in AASOR 21-22 (1943), 73, n. 2. For such sacred vessels see F. Prezeworski's study of Syrian censers, Syria, 1930, 139 ff., and for Palestine that by G. M. Crowfoot, PEQ 1940, 150 ff.; cf. also Burrows, WMTS 214 f., with two plates.—נָדָא: EVV 'hinges,' with Ψ; Grr., θερμωματα, 'doorways.' Haupt has a diffuse discussion of the word; G. R. Driver connects it with Akk. πατο, 'forehead' (JTS 38, 38: ZDMG 1937, 347), followed by L. Köhler (JBL 1940, 36). But it means the 'cardines feminae'; cf. Is. 3:17.—51. ὡς: OGr. om., not desiring to limit Solomon's works
Ch. 8. The dedication of the temple. || 2 Ch. 5–7; cf. Ant., viii, 4. The chapter contains the history of the entry of the ark into the shrine of the temple, vv.1-11; a poetic word of Solomon, taken from an ancient collection, vv.12-13; his prayers of dedication, vv.11-61; the sequel, the sacrifices and the great feast, vv.62-61, 65-66.

The history has its simpler, primitive parallel in the story of David's fetching of the ark to David's City in 2 Sam. 6, and a late parallel in the accounts of the dedication of the second temple, Ezra 616-18, 1 Esd. 547ff. From Assyria we possess numerous foundation-stones with inscriptions invoking divine blessing upon the monarch and his offspring, e.g., of Sennacherib (ARA 2, nos. 440, 455, 458), and also dedicatory texts, of which order is one of Ashurbanipal's with regard to a golden incense-altar (ib. nos. 999 ff.): "For all time may Marduk look with favour upon that incense-altar, and on me, Ashurbanipal, have mercy when I call upon thee, may he receive my petitions, hear my prayers, freedom from sickness grant me."

The chapter is very composite. An ancient citation is balanced by long prayers in Deuteronomic style, while the historical sections have been extensively swollen with later accretions.

1.1 Then convoked 2 Solomon 3 the elders of Israel, 4 all the heads of the tribes, 'the hereditary chiefs of the Bnê-Israel to king Solomon', 5 'to Jerusalem' 6 to bring up the ark of 'the covenant of' 7 YHWH from David's City, that is Sion. 2. 'And were convoked to king Solomon all the men of Israel' 8 'in the moon of Ethanim' 9 'at the Haj, that is the seventh month'. 10 3. 'And came all the elders of Israel'. 11 And the priests bore the ark. 4. 'and they brought up the ark of YHWH' 12 and the tent of meeting and all the holy vessels that were in the tent, 'and there brought them up the priests and the Levites', 13 5. and the king 'Solomon' 11 and all 'the assembly of' 15 Israel, 'those assembled to him along with him' 16 before the ark, sacrificing sheep and cattle that might not be counted 'nor measured for quantity'. 17 6. And the priests brought in the ark 'of the covenant of YHWH' 18 to its place, to the shrine of the house, to the holy of holies under the wings of the cherubs. 7. For the cherubs were spreading wings over the place of the ark, and the cherubs shrouded the ark and its staves above;
8. and the staves were so long that the ends of the staves were seen from the sanctity in front of the shrine, but they could not be seen outside; "and they are there to this day". 9. There was nothing in the ark except the two tables of stone that Moses deposited there at Horeb, by which YHWH made a covenant with the Bnei-Israel, when they came out of the land of Egypt. 10. And it came to pass, when the priests came out of the sanctity—now the cloud was filling the house of YHWH—11. that the priests were not able to stand to minister in the presence of the cloud, for the Glory of YHWH filled the house "of YHWH".

The original elements of the story may be contained in the following simplification:

1. Then convoked Solomon the elders of Israel to bring up the ark of YHWH from David’s City in the moon of Ethanim.
2. And the priests bore the ark, 5. with the king and all Israel before the ark, sacrificing sheep and cattle that might not be counted.
3. And the priests brought in the ark to its place, to the shrine of the house.

1 G O a preceding plus: "and it came to pass, when S. finished building the house of the Lord and his own house after 20 years [=910], then," etc. 2 G + 'the king.' 3 46 MSS + 'all' = Grr., Ó A. 4 Many MSS, edd. + 'and' = Ch. 5 = Ch.; G G om. 6 Grr., 'in Sion.' 7 MS 107 om. 8 = Ch.; G G om. 9 Ch. om. 10 = Ch.; Grr. om., exc. A = Ó A. 11 = Ch.; Grr. om., exc. A. 12 Grr. om., exc. A x. 13 = Ch.; Grr. om., exc. A Z g x e 2. 14 = Ch.; Grr. om., exc. A x. 15 = Ch.; Grr. om., exc. A. 16 = Ch., omitting 'with him'; Grr. om., exc. A x. 17 = Ch.; Grr. om., exc. A x. 18 = Ch.; Grr. om., exc. A Z x e 2 al. 19 = Ch.; Grr. om., exc. A x. 20 G O om.; cf. Ch. The following notes may be added here. 2. שָנָה: n.b. תָּנָר, Sym., τω ἀρχαω.—3. 'the priests': Ch., 'the Levites,' cf. v.4, where Ch. 'the priests, the Levites.'—7. יַסְדָּה: Ch. יַסְדָּה; St. properly defends the forceful verb of the text. Jos. combines both texts.—16: Grr., τα αγια αντις=τα αγιασμηα, v.8, i.e., read as יַסְדָּה; cf. Jer. 411.—8. שַׁדַּי: mg. ? Ch., יַסְדָּה; Kamp. prop. שַׁדַּי; see Burn., St.—9. יַסְדָּה הַמִּלְחָה: Grr. + 'the tables of the covenant'; the duplicate being simplified in 2 MSS. The same exegesis appears in the plus of T: "the ten words of the covenant (which the Lord decreed with the Sons of Israel, when they came out of Egypt)." The addition was made to obtain an antecedent for ושְׁנָי 26; hence the proposed insertion of מָשָׁת הַמִּלְחָה before the relative clause (cf. BH—but this not 'cum Græco' as alleged, in regard to the position of the phrase). But יַסְדָּה is used absolutely of making a covenant, e.g., 1 Sam. 112, and the rel. pron. is used loosely; for defence of the text, see Keil, Burn.—10. Ch. has a long insertion between the two halves of the v.
The criticism of the text of these vv. has been most varied, depending in part upon the authority of the OGr. text in its greatly apocopated form, in part upon subjective judgment of the strata of the document. In addition to the comm. are to be specially noted Stade’s extensive treatment in *SBOT* pp. 98–101, Burney, pp. 104–9, for full treatment of the language, and Hölzcher, ‘Das Buch der König,’ in the Gunkel-Eucharisterion, pp. 164–6. In vv.1–6 there are many redundant phrases, all of late stamp (see Burney), e.g., *the heads of the tribes, the hereditary chiefs (EVV princes of the fathers’ houses)*, v.1; the introduction of the Levites, v.4 (cf. Ch.’s corrections in favour of the Levites, vv.4–5, and cf. 2 Sam. 1524); *the assembly . . . those assembled*, v.5; etc. V.2 is reduced above to *in the moon of Ethanim* with OGr.; the appositional *in the seventh month* is the equivalent dating of the later calendar, cf. Bul as the eighth month, 638. There arises the problem of the sequence of dates, the dedication being assigned to the seventh month, but the completion of the temple (639) to the eighth month. Following older comm. cited by Poole, Ewald held that the dedication anticipated the complete furnishing and so ‘finishing’ of the temple by a month, and Keil that he waited for eleven months, thus providing time for the brass work of ch. 7, and so Šanda. Kittel, attributing the present datum to a later source than that of 637, makes the dating a conformation to the celebration of the Succoth festival in the seventh month, for which dispute see below, Comm., 1232. Benzinger excises the reference to Ethanim. Morgenstern in his ‘Three Calendars of Ancient Israel,’ *HUCA* 1 (1924), 67 ff. (cf. also his *Amos Studies*, 146 ff.), argues that the assembly of the people was in Ethanim and the octave-feast had its climax on the first of Bul. Stade (*SBOT*), after a long discussion, retracting his earlier cancellation of the dating as an insertion, retains it, but cannot accommodate it to the datum of 638. Schmidt (see note 1, Comm., 628ff.) properly holds that the antique terms ‘moon’ and ‘Ethanim’ cannot be late glosses. Morgenstern’s theory is most attractive with his argument for a change in Israelite calendars, with the older calendar having its culmination in Bul. The word, *the Haj*, had best be excised, as a back-reference from v.65; as Kittel remarks, the word is out of
place. For the accumulation of feasts at this period cf. vv. 65ff.

Most variety of critical opinion has arisen over the stratification of vv. 7-11. Stade assigns vv. 7-8 to his 'unknown source,' v. 9 to the Deuteronomist, vv. 10, 11 to the basic document along with v. 19. Sanda (p. 243) holds that vv. 7-9 interfere with the flow of the narrative, and sagaciously observes that vv. 7, 8a properly belong to the section on the cherubs, 623ff., while v. 9 is Deuteronomic and is to be transposed before v. 8b. Hölscher, with some deletions, accepts vv. 6-9 as integral, vv. 10, 11 as a late addition. The present writer however is sceptical as to originality of all of these vv., inclusive of the final phrase in v. 6, to the holy of holies, under the wings of the cherubs, the first phrase of which is generally admitted to be secondary, even as it is a gloss in 616, while the location as under the cherubs appears superfluous. Certainly vv. 7, 8 with the stress on the staves of the ark is a very subordinate item indeed; see below. The sanctity (Heb. the holiness) is a late term, used in Lev. (16a, etc.) and Eze. (4121, etc.), and so some critics have proposed replacing it with a more concrete word, 'the place.' VV. 10, 11 record a miraculous phenomenon with a clumsy, reiterative statement; it is quite in line with the passage Ex. 4034ff., how "after Moses finished the work" on the tabernacle, "Then the cloud covered the tent of meeting, and the Glory of YHWH filled the tabernacle; and Moses was not able to enter the tent of meeting, because the cloud abode thereon, and the Glory of YHWH filled the tabernacle." Cf. also the entry of the Glory into the temple in Eze.'s vision, 431ff. The Glory is the perceptible Presence of Deity, visually represented as a cloud.

1. The adv. then belongs to the archival style, and definitely so at v. 12, and did not originally refer to 638; see Burney, and the writer's 'Archival Data in the Book of Kings,' 49. A preceding plus in OGr. (see Note above) attempted to precise the time. The elders were the community chiefs, hereditary sheikhs; cf. 215ff. That is Sion: a gloss from Ch., 'David's City' having become archaic. 7. 8. The staves of the ark and their limited visibility have caused interminable discussion; see Kimchi at length, the comm. cited by Poole (a whole column), and of moderns may be noted Thenius,
Keil, and Šanda. The optics is a problem, with the ancient question whether the staves extended on the line of the axis of the building or at right angles to it. Galling in his ‘Das Allerheiligste,’ JPOS 1932, 43 ff., contends for the former view, finding strained support from his argument for a raised podium in the sanctuary. But it appears to have been generally ignored that there could have been no interest in the extension of the staves except so far as these indicated the presence of the ark, which was not visible, and thus we have to assume the presence of the veil (an important item in the tabernacle-furnishing [Ex. 26:1ff., etc.]) as concealing the sacred object from vulgar gaze, so making the staves themselves of profound interest to the devotee (cf. the specifications, Ex. 25:12ff.). The veil concealed the ark, only the staves might be seen projecting right and left by one standing near the narrow door of the sanctuary, but not from a greater distance. For the veil in the later temple cf. 1 Mac. 12:2, Mt. 27:51, Heb. 6:19, etc. Our passage comes from one who had actually seen so much of the holy shrine. On an Akko-Ptolemaic coin of Gallienus a portable shrine with the accompanying poles is exhibited (Cook, Rel. of Anc. Palestine, 104). The comment, and they are there unto this day, is not a guarantee of originality, vs. Burney, as Olmstead argues (AJSL 30 [1913], 33 f.) ; cf. 9:21, 12:19 ; II. 8:22, 10:27, 17:23. 34. 41. 9. The note that there was nothing in the ark except the two tables of stone is the remark of an anxious commentator, who may have wished to dissipate false rumours to the contrary (so Benzinger). There was the later tradition that Aaron’s staff and the pot of manna were also included (Heb. 9:3) ; see the older comm., cited by Poole at length.

Vv.12. 13. Citation of Solomon’s ode.

12. Then spake Solomon:

YHWH said, he would dwell in the dense-cloud.

13. Built indeed have I an exalted house for thee,

A place for thy dwelling forever.

One change is made from the EVV, etc., in the translation ‘an exalted house,’ in place of ‘a house of habitation’ ; see Note. The OGr. transferred the passage to the end of v.53, presumably regarding it as ritually secondary to the following solemn prayer of consecration. ḤH MSS have it in both places.
Of radical critical importance are the additions in the OGr. : a prefixed hemistich, a variant from the theme of 'building,' and at the end citation of the source of the passage. For the expanded Gr. form see Wellhausen, Comp., 208 ff.; J. Halévy, RS 8 (1900), 218 ff.; Driver, Int., 192; Kittel, Burney, and Stade in SBOT, the last scholar adopting none of the additions from G. Further for the Gr. text see Burkitt, JTS 10 (1909), 439 ff.; Thackeray, ib., 11, 518 ff., and The Septuagint and Jewish Worship, 76 ff. The OGr. preface reads, ἃλιον ἐγνώρισεν ἐν οὐρανῷ Κύριος, "the sun did the Lord make known in heaven"; for the verb ἔστησεν, 'set,' and this indeed makes better sense. It has been proposed that יִבְנָנָה as the basis of the latter rdg. was misread יִבְנָנ, giving the rdg. of G. But יִבְנָנ is never so translated in the Greek. Wellhausen accepted Lucian's rdg., and has been largely followed; but see Kamphausen, Burkitt, Thackeray, and now Rahlfs (SS 3, 62) for the conclusion that this text is merely an 'amelioration.' Burkitt's suggestion of יִבְנָנ, i.e., "(Sun,) shine forth," is arbitrary. There is the distinction between the so evident sun and the Deity who will not be seen, a fine theological contrast, and so the fragment in the Gr. appears to be original.

The interior variant of the OGr. is the change of "I will build (a house)," to the impv., "Build (a house)," and for this Wellhausen has reconstructed what he regards as the original Hebrew. Sanda has attempted combination of both forms. But it is best to abide by the judgment of Kittel (also in BH), Benzinger, Stade for the preservation of Ὅ. The Hebrew is bold and original, in contrast to the divine self-assertion preceding.

The original purport and circumstances of this ode, of which only the first lines are quoted, are wholly obscure. Was it cautious censorship which deleted from the Hebrew the first hemistich, preserved however in the Greek? The theme, curtly expressed, is that of the manifest phenomenon of the brilliant sun in contrast to the invisibility of Deity, who prefers the deep darkness, is invisible, e.g., Ps. 18:12 (and so even to the spiritually minded, cf. Is. 45:18), and for whom Solomon prepared a dark adytum. This interpretation is in
contrast to current theories, largely starting from the present passage, concerning the sun-cult at Jerusalem, in combination with the theory of the penetration of the rays of the equinoxial sun through the eastern door of the temple into the adytum. See literature cited above in introduction to ch. 6. There may be noted here the argument in F. J. Hollis’s essay, cited there, adopting and expanding a theory proposed by von Gall, that these vv. were part of an oracle delivered in connexion with an eclipse of the sun, which may be identified with the one that occurred May 22, 948 B.C.—as approximate enough (!). But the contrast of Deity as artist and his creation is a constant theme in Hebrew poetry, e.g., Ps. 19. Dussaud properly argues (RHR 63 [1911], 336 ff.) that here YHWH is aligned rather with Hadad the storm-god, not with the sun. For the dense-cloud (EVV thick darkness—see Haupt in SBOT) cf. ‘the cloud,’ v.19, which also normally shrouds Deity, e.g., in Ex. 241ff. Critical views on the passage are indeed polarized. Morgenstern in his ‘Book of the Covenant,’ HUCA 5 (1928), 40, n. 46, comes to the conclusion that these verses “smack so strongly of this Deuteronomic theology that it is practically impossible to ascribe an earlier origin to them”—an unconvincing argument; that school was not poetical. Others, wishing to find original paganism, would rewrite the text; e.g., Gunkel: “Baal establishes the sun in the heavens, Yahweh said he would dwell in gloom” (Die Lade Jahves, 1920, 62 f.); and H. G. May, rejecting the Greek first hemistich as an attempt of the Seventy to disassociate YHWH from the sun-cult, proceeds to invent out of line 3: “Verily I have built a shrine of Zebul for you” (Some Aspects of Solar Worship at Jerusalem,’ ZAW 1937, 269 ff.). But rewriting of ancient poetic fragments is all in vain.

There follows in the OGr. the postscript: At the dedication. Is it not written in the Book of Song? A documentary source is thus asserted. For the last word Wellhausen suggested a corruption from yashar, and the collection would then have been the Book of Jashar, cited Josh. 1013, 2 Sam. 18. Kittel (but cf. BH), Sanda retain י. See Note.

12. יָשָּׁר : גָּלֶֽלֶכְּנָֽו — 13. יָשָּׁר : ‘exalted,’ and so correctly for the mng. of the root and its derivatives at large BDB, but subsequent Lexx., König, HAW, GB, have abandoned this mng.,
replacing it with 'dwelling'; the latter sense is that of the VSS, EVV, etc. Schrader (CJOT 1, 174) recognized the correct mng. here, and offers an Akk. parallel to the phrase. For the use of the word as 'exalted,' and so as divine 'prince,' see at length Note on 'Jezebel,' 16^31, also on 'Beel-zebub,' II. 1^2.—Gr. supplement, ἐπὶ καυνοτήτος = παντικά.—[ἐν τῷ βιβλίῳ ἰ.] ὁδης: the word 'song' was used in the collective sense, as noted in later canonical lists by J. R. Harris, Odes and Psalms of Solomon (1920), 2, 2 f. It may be proposed that instead of the alleged misreading of ἱάσσαρ as ἡασσίρ, the reverse is the case for the former word in its occurrences, since it has never been explained.

Vv.11-61. Solomon's prayer of dedication: vv.14-21, the history of the undertaking; vv.22-53, the prayers, with litany, vv.31-53; vv.54-61, the blessing and exhortation. || 2 Ch. 6^3-42, with omission of the royal blessing, and addition of citation from Ps. 132. Cf. Ant., viii, 4, 2, 3.

Apart from the rather casual references to the priests in vv.6-10 supra, the king appears as the sole liturgist, summus sacerdos, the officiant in prayer, in exhortation, in blessing. The like royal function is presented in the case of David (2 Sam. 6), of Jeroboam (12^33, 13), of Hezekiah at his prayer before the Presence (II. 19^14ff.); only indirectly do we learn of a high priest (II. 22^2ff.). This unique position of the king is not to be ascribed to foreign ideas; rather it was the genuine development of the natural priesthood of the father of the family, its representative before Deity. The development of the cult in its technical details, especially in the central sanctuary of the people, produced the increasingly potent castes of priests and Levites ('attendants'), who in the later history of the kingdom established themselves as a powerful estate spiritual, which could defy the king himself (cf. the tradition in 2 Ch. 26^16ff.). The dispute between the spiritual and the temporal power characterizes all history of established religion. Early Israelite royalty thus followed the oriental tradition of priestly prerogative.1 For recent studies of the sacred function of Israelite monarchy see Mowinckel, Psalmenstudien, 2 (1922), 297 ff.; C. R. North, 'Religious Aspects of Hebrew Monarchy,' ZAW 1932, 8 ff.; H. Gunkel,

Einl. in die Psalmen, 159 ff.; A. R. Johnson’s chapter on 'The Rôle of the King in the Jerusalem Cultus,' in The Labyrinth, ed. S. H. Hooke, pp. 8 ff.; Morgenstern, 'A Chapter in the History of the High-Priesthood,' AJSL 55 (1938), 1 ff., asserting that throughout the pre-Exilic period in both kingdoms "the king discharged the function of high-priest." Of course in these sacrificial functions the king was the præsidens, the menial offices of handling the rites being the charge of the priests. The actual royal part of the king appears in the account of Ahaz's personal ritual in connexion with his new altar (II. 1612ff.). It should be noted that the term, 'sacrificing,' is used loosely, of the patrons of the sacrifice, e.g., Solomon's wives, with the participles in the feminine (118).

The whole composition is Deuteronomistic, for which fact see Burney's detailed analysis, also Šanda. The problem arises as to its integrity, in detection of various strata and interpolations, with the particular inquiry whether any portions are pre-Exilic. Wellhausen (Comp., 268 f.), Stade (GVI i, 74—cf. SBOT), Kittel, Kent, al., regard the whole as Exilic at the earliest, along with multiple subsequent additions. On the other hand, Burney considers the document as a whole to be akin to the earliest elements of Deut., and so pre-Exilic. The most crucial of the points of criticism is the section vv.44-53, repeating the theme of the brief section vv.33ff., and with the hypothesis of an exile of the nation. On the other hand, a sure core of pre-Exilic origin may be found, with Šanda, in the litany of vv.31-40, with intercessions for divine justice, in case of defeat in battle, and as against natural plagues, presupposing an independent people on its own soil. VV.22-26, repeating David's charge to his son (21ff.), with promise of a dynasty, are of pre-Exilic character without question; cf. the usual forms in Ass. building inscriptions of prayers for the dynasty (see above, Comm., v.1). VV.27-30 continue the prayer for the king. V.27, Will God in very truth dwell on the earth? Behold, heaven and the heaven of heavens cannot contain thee; how much less this house that I have built, is regarded even by Burney (p. 115), as of Exilic, age comparing Is. 601. But the celestial abode of the highest deities was a commonplace in ancient Semitic religion; we need only recall 'Baal-of-the-Heavens,' or 'Heaven,' as he is actually named in the
Sūjīn inscription; see the writer’s note, *HTR* 31 (1938), 145, and cf. Am. 9:6, Hab. 2:20. In the history of the Israelite religion *Yhwh* came to be localized peculiarly only with the building of the temple, and even then it was his distinct Presence (Person in Christian theology), or Name, or Glory-Shekinah, that was in residence. As with one development in Christian doctrine, that of the Presence on the altar, along with the dogma of the absolute celestial Deity, so in Israel: e.g., Ps. 20:3 is a prayer that *Yhwh* “send thee help out of his sanctuary, and support thee out of Sion,” while according to v. 7 the Deity “will answer him from his holy heaven.” There may be noted the admirable discussion by Morgenstern in *HUCA* 5 (1928), 37 ff. In the history of religion art has played a large part in definitely localizing the deities. The above presentation argues for the early origin of vv. 22-40. VV. 41-43 are a prayer, not for the later caste of proselytes, but for aliens whose piety may be aroused by the fame of Israel’s God and his temple, and this, as will be detailed below, is not necessarily a late feature. To the portion of the composition so analyzed was added a prefatory, vv. 14-21, a duplicate to vv. 22-26, but based on the secondary interpretation of the oracle to David in 2 Sam. 7:1ff. VV. 44-53, as observed above, have definite post-Exilic characteristics. The final distinct section, vv. 54-61, the blessing, culminating in an exhortation to the people—in Christian language a sermon—is an evident addition; n.b. the contradiction of Solomon’s rising from his knees, v. 54, and his erect posture before the altar, v. 22.

To cite some essays at minute criticism: Stade (*SBOT*) makes the whole section as practically of one piece, with a few interpolated passages, and excepting vv. 44-51 as a late addition. Sanda attempts minute analysis, and finds the original record of dedication, following vv. 1-11, in vv. 22, 31-39, 54ff., and attributes to Redactors (R and Rj) the remaining sections. Hölscher finds three strata, in this chronological order: A vv. 14-26, 28, 29; B vv. 27, 30-43, 52-61; C vv. 44-51.

These prayers attributed to Solomon compose one of the noblest flights in sacred oratory from the Deuteronomistic school. There are the notes of the infiniteness of Deity and yet of his readiness to dwell with his faithful, of divine grace and of human responsibility, not only of the people but of the
individual conscience (v.\textsuperscript{38}), of the stern righteousness of God which can scatter the nation, and equally of the door of repentance by which they may regain his favour. The chapter was properly chosen as an alternative Haphtarah (lection) for the Succoth festival (\textit{Meg. B. 21a}). It is our earliest representative of such liturgical forms from the ancient temple. Gunkel’s \textit{Einleitung in die Psalmen} contains much that illuminates the present liturgy.

14. And the king turned his face about, and blessed all the assembly of Israel; and all the assembly of Israel was standing.

15a. And he said: Blessed is 
\textit{YHWH}, the God of Israel.\ The common liturgical phrase, \textit{Blessed is YHWH} (see the listing of the cases in Gunkel, \textit{Einl.}, 40), is taken from social language; cf. II. \textsuperscript{42}, where EVV properly translate the verb with \textit{‘salute’}; cf. also v.\textsuperscript{66 inf.} The phrase has its parallel in Ugaritic texts; see Virolleaud, \textit{Syria}, 1935, \textit{186 f.}, one of the texts certainly reading, “We have blessed Baal ——.”

16. I did not choose a city . . . but I chose David, etc. The person of David came first in the divine selection. After the first sentence \$\interpolates:\ “and I chose Jerusalem, that my name might abide there.” This plus, to save the hoary fame of the holy city, has been largely accepted, e.g., by \textit{BH}, Hölscher, but is rejected by Stade (\textit{SBOT}), Šanda; see Stade’s reasonable discussion. 17 ff. The reference is to the history in 2 Sam. 7, which, as Wellhausen has argued (Comp., 254, etc.), and as is generally accepted, is an expanded form of the original promise to \textit{build a house, i.e.}, a dynasty; the dynastic promise appears there in vv.\textsuperscript{12ff.}

17. To \textit{build a house for the Name of YHWH}. Cf. 3\textsuperscript{2}, the Name of YHWH. The Name is a manifestation form of Deity, e.g., physically at Is. 30\textsuperscript{27}; as in all legal language the name is the person. For ancient parallels, Akkadian and Egyptian, see Šanda; there may be added the use of ‘the name’ in legal sense in an Amarna tablet from Jerusalem, “Behold, the king (Pharaoh) has put his name on the land forever” (Knudtzon, no. 287, lines 60 ff.). 21. \textit{Wherein is the covenant of YHWH}: i.e., the tables, as an engrossed document. 22. And Solomon stood before the altar of YHWH. For the altar, ignored in ch. 7, but assumed here and at v.\textsuperscript{45}, see Comm., vv.\textsuperscript{64ff.}. The standing position of the officiant was the rule
as all ancient designs show. Ch. (613) has a long addition in re a brazen scaffold, which Solomon used as an oratory, upon which “he stood, and (then) kneeled down”; this relieves the contradiction of the two positions given to him, and also separates locally the royal layman from the altar. 23. There is none like thee as God. Cf. Ex. 1511, Ps. 868. 27. But in very truth will God dwell on the earth? Behold, heaven and the heaven of heavens cannot contain thee; how much less this house that I have built! The v. is as noble an expression as is found anywhere for the infiniteness of Deity. Cf. Jer. 2324, “Do I not fill heaven and earth?—saith YHWH.” And in the Biblical tradition Augustine’s corresponding confession may be recalled: “et quis locus est in me, quo veniat in me Deus meus? quo Deus veniat in me, Deus qui fecit caelum et terram? . . . An vero caelum et terra, quæ fecisti, et in quibus me fecisti, capiunt te?” (Conf., i, 2). Grotius compares Virgil (Ecl., iii, 60): “Iovis omnia plena,” and Lucan, “Estne dei sedes nisi terra, et pontus, et aer, et caelum et virtus?” 30. A contradiction is found by some critics between the prayer unto this place, as the Muslim kiblah, and the divine audience unto the place of thy abode, the latter as being a later, spiritualizing addition. But the criticism is far-fetched; the kiblah is merely the point d’appui, and the contrast, not contradiction, is not amiss after v.27; cf. the like contrast in Ps. 203. 7. There follows, vv.31-53, in the language of the Church, the earliest extensive Litany. 31. 32. A prayer for divine judgment in the purgation by oath. There is to be noted the primacy of order given by this litany to the element of justice between man and man. 31. The v. has difficulties of text, for which cf. the various renderings in EVV, and see Note. For the subject see J. Pedersen, Der Eid bei den Semiten (1914), with parallels from Akkadian, Greek, Roman fields, and for the present subject in particular cc. 5, 6; also H. Schmidt, ‘Die Gebete der Angeklagten,’ in O.T. Essays, ed. Simpson, 143 ff., and his enlarged treatment in ZAW Beilheft 49 (1928). The word generally translated ‘oath’ (‘áläh) is more exactly a ‘hypothetical curse,’ or ‘Bann’ (so Pedersen, pp. 113 ff.); at Lev. 51, Prov. 2924 JV excellently renders it with ‘adjuration.’ With these passages cf. the adjuration of a suspected wife in Num. 511ff., where the ordeal
is enacted 'before Yhwh,' even as here, 'before the altar in this house.' 32. According to his right (ṣēdek), not righteousness, but primarily a legal term; cf. K. F. Euler, ZAW 1938, 278 f. 33. 34. The major external disaster would come from foreign enemies. 35. 36. The major internal calamity, namely the drought, arises from the peculiar physical features of Canaan; cf. Jer. 1414, Joel 1818, etc. 37. Other famine-producing plagues are listed: blasting (e.g., 'by the east wind,' Gen. 416), mildew, locust, grasshopper (with asyndeton); the last term is wrongly translated 'caterpillar' by EVV. For these last two practically synonymous words along with other synonyms see Commentaries on Joel 1, and for such plagues in general Dalman, A. u. S., 2, 296 f., 323 ff., 344 ff., etc. 38. Whatever prayer and supplication be made by any man 'of all thy people Israel' [OGrr. om.], who shall know each one the affliction of his own heart, and shall spread forth his palms toward this house: 39. then do thou hear in heaven, the place of thy abode, and forgive, and do, and give to each man according to all his ways, as thou knowest his heart, for thou alone knowest the heart of all the sons of men. The word translated 'affliction' is general term for any kind of plague (e.g., Ex. 111, etc.—and so EVV here after Ψ 'plaga'); but the closest approach to the denotation of the word here appears at 1 Sam. 1026, where the verb of the same root appears: "and there went with him (Saul) the men of valour whose hearts God had touched" (origin of a phrase of Christian piety). For such ancient scrupulousness cf. Pss. 51; 1913, and see Gunkel, pp. 192 ff., 222 f. Kimchi rightly interprets the point here as of the hidden knowledge or concern of the heart as distinct from public knowledge, i.e., the sense of conscience, and indeed with the latter word Heb. heart may well be translated here. It is anticipation of the 'conscience' of the N.T., e.g., Jn. 89, Acts 2416, and Paul's great confession in Rom. 9. See Poole for various interpretations. For the spreading forth of the open hands towards this house, cf. Ps. 281, etc. This section advances from communal causes to those of the individual whose heart is touched by God, and who would find release. For the divine knowledge of the human heart cf. Jer. 1726, 40. In order that they may revere thee, etc.: cf. Dt. 3113, etc. The usual English for the verb,
‘fear,’ is most unfortunate; the noun of the same root should be translated ‘religion.’ 41–43. The prayer for the foreigner (EVV stranger) who comes to worship in the temple. This refers to aliens from a foreign land (not the gér, the settled alien, whose liberties were provided for, Num. 15:44f.), who may be attracted to the glorious national shrine and its God; the basis of this generous prayer may have been diplomatic missions which paid their respects to the national Deity, as in the proposed case of the Cushite embassy (Is. 187), and the legend about Alexander, how he went up into the temple and offered sacrifice there (Ant., xi, 8, 5—per se a possible occurrence). But there may well have been cases of sincere devotion on part of Gentiles; cf. the story of Naaman (II. 5). For the prospect of a wider conversion see Ps. 68:30ff. 44. 45. The prayer in war: parallel to vv. 33f., but the war here is precis ed as a holy enterprise. 46–53. The prayer in defeat and exile. The prayer toward Jerusalem from abroad is witnessed to in story in Dan. 611, 1 Esd. 4:58, Tob. 3:11. For the religion of the pre-Exilic Diaspora cf. Gunkel, pp. 262 f., holding that Pss. 61, 63 have such origin. 46. Deportation to a land of the enemy, far off or near, has caused question as to the second item; but among the colonists settled by the Assyrians in Samaria were people from Syrian Hamath as well as from Mesopotamia. 52. That thine eyes may be opened, etc.: Stade regards this as without connexion with ‘the interpolation of vv. 44–51, but fails to restore a connexion; in the profuse diction of the prayer too great nicety of consecution may not be expected. 54–61. The peroration of the prayer: Solomon blessed all the congregation of Israel, along with prayer for divine grace and exhortation to the people. Ch. omitted this section because of its character as a benediction (per- quisite of the priests, see Num. 6:22f.), replacing it with account of the descent of fire from heaven, which consumed the sacrific es. 54. For the contradiction between the king’s arising from his knees and v. 22 see above. Stade, criticizing piece-meal the phraseology of the second half of the v., would excise he arose—(v. 55) and stood, but this appears as an arbitrary attempt to get order out of a composite narrative. For such a royal prayer of thanksgiving cf. Babylonian examples cited by Gunkel, 284 ff. 57. 58. The blessing proper. Šanda rightly
comments that according to this blessing the people have need of the divine grace for aid in keeping God's laws, and "das ist eine sittliche Auffassung, welche über die Moral anderer Kulturvölker Vorderasiens weit hinausreicht." 60. YHWH, he is the God. This credal expression appears in a strenuous scene, 18:9 (q.v.), and may have been a current battle-cry. Cf. Islamic "There is no god but God" (allaah, 'the God,' as here in the Hebrew).

VV.62-66. The great dedication feast and dismissal of the congregation. || 2 Ch. 7:1-10; cf. Ant., viii, 4, 45.

62. And the king and all 'Israel with him' [OGrr. the sons of Israel] were making sacrifice before YHWH. 63. And Solomon [Ch., OGrr. + the king] sacrificed the sacrifice of peace-offerings 'which he sacrificed to YHWH' [an added id est], 22,000 cattle 'and 120,000 sheep' [Ø (B Z a₂) om., Jos. has]; and they dedicated the house of YHWH, the king and all the Bnê-Israel.

64. On that day the king consecrated the centre of the court that is before the house of YHWH, for he offered there the holocaust 'and the oblation' (Ch. om.) and the fat sacrifices of the peace-offerings, for the bronze altar that was before YHWH was too small to contain the holocaust and the oblation 'and the fat sacrifices' [Ø (B Z a₂) om.] of the peace-offerings. 65. And Solomon celebrated at that time the Haj and all Israel with him, a great convocation, from the Entrance to Hamath to the Wady of Egypt, before YHWH our God [OGrr. + in the house that he built, eating and drinking and rejoicing before the Lord our God], seven days 'and seven days, fourteen days' [OGrr. om.; Jos. 'twice seven days']. 66. On the eighth day he dismissed the people, and 'they blessed the king' [Ø (B Z a₂) he blessed it]; and they went home rejoicing and happy of heart for 'all' [OGrr. om.] the goodness which YHWH had done to his servant David and his people Israel.

The above display presents the materials for the criticism of the text. The section is late, Deuteronomistic according to Kittel, Stade, al., and offers a picture of the celebration as it might have been; as Mowinckel remarks: later editors had no records of such an event, "they pictured the ceremonies as they were practised in their own times" (Psalmenstudien, 2, 109). Hölsscher regards the whole section as a late mid-rash-like story, reminiscent of the Chronicler. Ch. omits
peace-offerings which he sacrificed to YHWH (v.63), as an only partial duplicate of the list in v.64. The items of the thousands of sacrificial victims (that for the sheep is doubtless secondary) are exaggerations; cf. the far simpler figures for a similar celebration, 2 Ch. 29:21ff. There may be compared the tradition of Croesus offering to the Delphic god '3000 beasts of every kind fit for sacrifice' (Her., i, 50); and similarly the assertion in a Minæan building inscription of dedicatory sacrifices 'in fifteen courts' (the Arab. noun the same as the Heb. word here; see Halévy, nos. 192, 199, Hommel, Chrest., 102). For Assyrian amplification of numbers see Olmstead, Ass. Historiography, e.g., p. 41, with a case where an original of 1253 sheep has been expanded by later scribes to 100,225. They dedicated: the communal plural is of interest. In Ch., v.9, the later festal term for dedication, hanukkāh, is used (but for the dedication of the altar, cf. Num. 7:10). 64. The centre of the court cannot be further precised; the reference must be to the enlarged area surrounding the altar, generally supposed to have stood on the Rock (es-Sahrah), which large space would have been used for extraordinary festivals. The item of the oblation, a vegetable offering, is repeated, but appears de trop. The bronze altar is described at 2 Ch. 4:1, and ascribed to Hiram as the artist; strangely enough it is omitted in the list of Hiram's works above, although currently accepted in the narrative; Benzinger attributes the omission to Puritan objection, and cf. Ex. 20:2. This altar is referred to below, 9:25, and again, II. 16:10ff., in the story of its removal and replacement with another of new fashion. A bronze altar (with the same Hebrew words) is recorded by Yehaumilk, king of Gebal, among his donations to the temple of the Lady of Gebal. The present altar doubtless replaced that of David's on Araunah's threshing-floor (2 Sam. 24:25). See the literature bearing on the temple cited in introduction to Comm. on ch. 6 and on 6:20ff., and in particular Kittel, 'Der Brandopferaltar,' in his Studien, 146ff., and J. De Groot, Die Alläre des salomonischen Tempelhofes, BWAT 2 (1924). 65. From the Entrance to Hamath to the Wady of Egypt: cf. the terms for the extent of the Israelite state, 'from the Entrance to Hamath to the Sea/Wady of the Arabah,' II. 14:25, Am. 6:14. The first term indicates the opening into the Syrian Bik'ah,
the great valley between the two Lebanons, while the second is identified with the Wady el-'Arish; see Abel, *GP* 1, pt. 2, ch. 2, and K. Elliger, 'Die Nordgrenze des Reiches Davids,' *Pjb.*, 32 (1936), 34 ff. 65. 66. The passage has its parallel in Ch., vv.56.: "And they made on the eighth day a solemn assembly, for the dedication of the altar they celebrated seven days, and the Haj seven days. And on the twenty-third day of the seventh month he dismissed the people," etc. From this quarter Ki. has been contaminated with the plus (*seven days*) and *seven days, fourteen days*, failing in Σ. Ch. distinguishes two feasts, one of the dedication of the altar (not of the temple!), the other of the yearly Haj, Succoth or feast of Booths, with Jos. here ἄνευ τοπιστία. For such a reputed additional feast of seven days *cf.* the one attached to Hezekiah's great festival acc. to 2 Ch. 30235. For the accumulation of festivals at this season of the year see Mowinckel, *Psalmenstudien*, II. *Das Thronbesteigungsfest Jahwäs und der Ursprung der Eschatologie*, 44-145, with which *cf.* Gunkel's criticism and partial acceptance, *Einzl. in die Psalmen*, 100 ff. See also Morgenstern, 'Supplementary Studies in the Calendars of Ancient Israel,' *HUCA* 10 (1935), with bibliography of his extensive treatments of the subject. There may be contained in the Chronicler's report of a double feast a true tradition of an annual pre-Exilic feast of Hanukkah or Dedication; see Montgomery, 'The Dedication Feast in the O.T.', *JBL* 29 (1910), 29 ff., with parallels from the Greek, Roman, Christian fields for the 'natal day' of temples and churches. In sacred calendars there is always careful arrangement of feasts so that they may not interfere with one another, and there may well have been a later distinction between Succoth and Dedication. For the accompanying festal meal *cf.* 2 Sam. 619, Neh. 810ff. *They blessed the king*: Σ transposed subject and object; but the people's blessing here, as in good Oriental use, was the grateful response of the people; *cf.* the royal 'blessing of YHWH,' vv.15. 56.

In the following Notes the variations of Ch. are noted only when they bear upon the present text. 14. בֵּן 19: OGr. om., even as Heb. MS Ken. 1 om. 2.9—15. יָמִין: Gr. Ιτο 'to-day,' and so at v.56; *cf.* 521. יָמִין בְּנֵי: Σ and ΣL variously. There is an inconcinnity between the 'choosing of any tribe' and the 'choosing
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The second vision to Solomon, of conditional promise and dire threat. || 2 Ch. 7.11-22 (with long expansion of our v.2). The section is a late postlude to the vision in
COMMENTARY ON KINGS

38. It is thoroughly Deuteronomic in language, is not affected by the Priestly literature. Comm. generally assign it to Exilic or post-Exilic composition. But Burney (with close study of the language, pp. 129-33) and Šanda argue for probable pre-Exilic dating; there is but a brief reference to exile, v. 7a; cf. Micah's prophecy of the destruction of the holy city, Mic. 3:12. For similar hortatory material cf. David's charge to his son, 2:1-4, of which there is reminiscence here, vv. 4-5. 8. Read with correction of ḥ: This house shall become ruins, as against the absurd shall become lofty; for devious evasions of the text cf. EVV; of these JV, on Targumic authority, interestingly introduces the original text by way of a parenthesis: "this house which is so high [shall become desolate]." See Note.

9-10. A miscellany: Solomon's buildings, trade, magnificence, cosmopolitan reputation.

9-14. Solomon's financial dealings with Hiram. || 2 Ch. 8:1-2; cf. Ant., viii, 6, 4.

This brief record must be considerably sifted to obtain a historical residuum. The twenty years (v. 10) is evidently sum of the 7 years for building the temple and the 13 for building the palace (6:8, 7:1). There remains: 11b. Then king Solomon gave to Hiram twenty cities in the land of Galilee; 14. and Hiram sent to the king 120 talents of gold. In JBL 1934, 49, the writer has argued for the archival character of the adverb 'then' (‘az), occurring in Ki. some thirteen times (e.g., v. 24, q.v.), where the original may have given an exact date. The bargain between the two kings was for a loan to replenish Solomon's empty treasury, for which the latter pawned twenty cantons in Galilee. Šanda endeavours to make exact calculations upon the date of the present transaction, proposing that the Ophir voyage was subsequent, and its profits refilled the treasury, so that the pawned towns could be redeemed; accordingly he accepts the historicity of the parallel in Ch., which speaks of "the cities that Huram gave to Solomon"; but this is a bald perversion of our passage. Various hypotheses have been offered by critics for v. 14; Grätz arbitrarily changed the statement into "sent the king to H.," i.e., of Solomon's repayment for the pawned cantons; Benzinger makes it a gloss to 'gold,' v. 11. Stade regards the v. as
I. 91-28

secondary. For the talent see the Archæologies of Nowack (§37) and Benzinger (§42), Meissner, Bab. u. Ass., 1, 356 (with Ass. relief representing the ring-form of the gold specie); for calculations of the value of 120 talents Kittel (1900) proposes an equivalent of 19½ million marks, Šanda (1911) 25 million francs, Meyer (1931) 16 million marks—'but gold of less value than now' (GA 2, 2, 264). There is no control of the large figure; cf. the exorbitant figures for gold, 9²⁺⁸, 10¹⁴². In the insertion, of good tradition, vv.¹²⁺², is reported Hiram’s displeasure at the bargain, when he looked into it; the name of the district, as allegedly given by him, has been, since Josephus’s day, generally regarded as a deprecatory nickname, and is explained by a forced interpretation of the Heb. vocable as meaning ‘good for nothing’ (so Moffatt translates). But the Grr. translate with the word ‘boundary,’ ἡμπε, identifying kebul of Ḥ with the common word for ‘boundary,’ gebul, i.e., ‘march-land’; see Note for the quite possible variation between kład and Ḥ. Then the verb, generally translated he called, is to be rendered they called, with impersonal use of the sing. verb (cf. Gen. 16¹⁴, etc.), as Šanda has also argued. A place of the same name, Kebul, in Asher appears at Josh. 19²⁷, known also from Josephus’s Vita, 43 f., Χαβαλω, where he was posted with his troops for a while, the place surviving as Kabul to this day, 8 miles SE of Akko; see Robinson, LBR 88; Abel, GP 2, 14, 67, 287, the latter scholar suggesting that the name is a survival of the Solomonic term. Accordingly translate: It was called March-land. For the ancient address of courtesy between kings, my brother, cf. 20²⁺²².

VV.¹⁵-²³. Solomon’s levy and the cities that he built. || 2 Ch. 8, 3-10; cf. Ant., viii, 6, 1, 3.

V.¹⁶a is introduction to vv.²⁰-²³; the insertion, vv.¹⁶b-¹⁹, the list of cities built, is of original archival type, for which see the writer’s “Archival Data in the Book of Kings.” But the objective of the passage as a whole is the enslavement of the Canaanites, with contradiction of the notion that Solomon put his own free people to hard labour; compare the democratic criticism of ‘the manner of a king’ put in Samuel’s mouth (1 Sam. 8¹⁰f.), and the actual contradiction of the apology here in the revolt against Solomon’s tyrannical administration as described in ch. 12.
15a. And this is the business of the levy that king Solomon raised to build the house of YHWH and his own house and the Millo and the wall of Jerusalem. For the organized levy see Comm. on 4\textsuperscript{6}. There are abundant testimonies to this brief statement; in \textit{H}, v.\textsuperscript{24} inf., \textit{3}, and \textit{11}\textsuperscript{27b}; in \textit{G} with translations of the Heb. texts, \textit{3} being located at end of ch. 4 and with fragments, \textit{2}\textsuperscript{35e}. \textsuperscript{35eβ}. The presumably oldest form of the present datum is \textit{11}\textsuperscript{27b} (connected with Jeroboam’s fortunes): “Solomon built the Millo. He closed up the breach of the City of David his father.” This full archivally phrased text remarkably enough appears here in the Hexapla, e.g., \textit{A}, also \textit{SH}. There was prefixed to this text for sake of completeness the item of “the building of his house and YHWH’s house” (so the order in \textit{3}). There are further echoes of \textit{11}\textsuperscript{27}: for “and the Millo and the wall of Jerusalem” Gr. \textit{2}\textsuperscript{35eβ} has simply, “then he built the Akra”; “and the wall of Jerusalem round about” = Gr. \textit{2}\textsuperscript{35e}, cf. \textit{3}, “and the wall of Jerusalem.” That is, the details of \textit{11}\textsuperscript{27} are variously reduced and allocated. For the Millo, traditionally identified with the famous Akra of Maccabæan and subsequent ages, see Smith, \textit{Jerusalem}, 2, 40 ff. This identification is regarded as uncertain by Burrows, \textit{WMTS} 66.

The list of cities built by Solomon is interrupted by a pertinent detail of Gezer (v.\textsuperscript{16}, and the repetition of the name in the opening of v.\textsuperscript{17}—\textit{v. inf.}); with this omitted, the list reads: \textit{15b. and Hasor, and Megido, and Gezer, 17. and Lower Beth-horon, 18. and Baalath, and Tamar-in-the-Steppe in the Land. Cf. 2 Ch. 8\textsuperscript{3}-\textsuperscript{6}, Ant., viii, 6, 1. Reports of the building, rather rebuilding, of cities are innumerable in the Ass. inscriptions. Closer to hand are the similar inscriptions from lands contiguous to Palestine. Mesha of Moab in his stele gives a list of some eight cities which ‘I built’; the Syrian stele of Zakar (ca. 800 B.C.) records building operations in a broken passage. Indeed the present list may well have been taken from a contemporary royal inscription, and this is equally possible for later references in Kings to city-building. In general, for identification of the cities named see Smith’s and Abel’s Geographies, Watzinger’s \textit{Denkmäler Palästinas}, Gallling, \textit{BR}, and for review of earlier opinions Döller, \textit{GES} 160 ff., Šanda, p. 257. \textit{Hasor}, still Israelite at the end of the
Northern kingdom (II. 1529), has only recently been identified, by Garstang in 1926, and as the present Tell el-Kedah (not on the Survey Map, but on the recent small Map of the Survey, and that of the Am. Bible Society), 4 miles W of the Jesr Banát Ya'kūb, the bridge across the Jordan, just south of the Huleh Lake; see Garstang, Liverpool Annals of Archeology and Anthropology, 14, 35 ff., and the several references to the site by Albright in BASOR 29 (1928), 33 (1929), 47 (1932), 68 (1937); to resume Albright: it has an acropolis half again as large in area as Megiddo, was itself a city some eight times as large as Megiddo, was “an important link in the chain of fortified camps, of rectangular form and earthwork defences,” on the route of the barbarian irruptions of the 18th century, while traces of rebuilding in the 10th century are to be referred to Solomon’s operations. For the recent fruitful excavations at Megiddo by the University of Chicago see C. S. Fisher, The Excavation of Armageddon (1929); P. L. O. Guy, New Light from Armageddon (Or. Inst. Communications, No. 9, 1931); Olmstead, HPS 343 f. ; Breasted, The Oriental Institute (1933), ch. 11; Albright, APB 45 ff. There is difference of opinion as to the strata to be referred to Solomon’s construction; see Albright in AJA 1935, 138; R. S. Lamon, Megiddo I, Strata I–V (1939—by personal communication from Dr. R. M. Engberg). Olmstead’s and Breasted’s volumes, and especially Guy’s monograph, give illustrations of the royal stables found at Megiddo, to which constructions v.19 refers. But now for a later dating of these stables see J. W. Crowfoot, ‘Megiddo, A Review,’ JBL 1940, 132 ff. Such stables have also been found at Tell el-Hesy, Gezer, Taanach (Guy, pp. 42 ff.). For Gezer there is Macalister’s classical Excavation of Gezer, for which cf. Albright, APB 25 ff.; excavation there has been renewed by A. Rowe (see the first report in QS 1935, 19 ff., with map and 6 plates). For the history of the place see Alt, JPOS 1935, 294 ff.; 1937, 218 ff. Lower Beth-horon is the defensive post on the road from the Valley of Ajalon to Gibeon, N of Jerusalem, the historical route of advance into the heart of the country from Joshua’s day to Allenby’s campaign (the latter described in the last edition of Smith’s HG). Baalath

1 But for final disposal of the current equation of Megiddo and Armageddon, see Comm. II. 2329.
is doubtless the Danite Baalath, not yet identified, grouped with Ajalon, Ekron, Gibbethon, \textit{et al.}, \textit{Josh. 19}\textsuperscript{11}. \textit{Tamar} is the city placed by Eze. 47\textsuperscript{19}, 48\textsuperscript{28}, at the southern boundary of the Holy Land, the Thamara of the \textit{Onomasticon}, now identified with Kurnub, 35 km. SE of Beersheba, and as the \textit{Onomasticon} notes, ‘on the route between Elath and Hebron’ (see Robinson, \textit{BR} 2, 622, and \textit{cf. Albright, JPOS 1925, 44 f.}) But a romantic identification was early read into the name. In Ch. 8\textsuperscript{4} it is spelled ‘Tadmor,’ the item connected with Solomon’s operations at Syrian Hamath and Sobah; this reading has been adopted by the KrEs in our text, and ‘Tadmor’ appears here in \textgl. The illusion was created by the later fame of Tadmor-Palmyra, situated actually ‘in the desert above Syria,’ as Josephus remarks on the present text. This identification is early indicated in Gr. \textsuperscript{2}\textit{46e. d} by pairing together ‘the fortresses of the Lebanon and Thodmor [so \textgl] in the desert.’ \textit{Ψ} follows with the tr., ‘Palmyra.’ These Biblical texts were our earliest references to that famous city until Dhorme read the name, Tadmar, in an inscription of Tiglath-pileser I, \textit{ca. 1100 B.C. (RB 1924, 106).} An Aramaic inscription, as early as 9 B.C., has been found there (Cooke, \textit{NSI} no. 141). See at large Rostovtzeff, \textit{Caravan Cities} (1932), cc. 4, 5. It may be noted that Forrer, in \textit{RA} 1, 135, regards the reading of Tadmor and so the traditional interpretation as ‘durchaus glaubwürdig.’ But there is further definition of the place in our text, \textit{in the wilderness, in the land}. This has ever been a crux for translators and commentators (see Notes); various additions have been proposed for ‘the land,’ and so Kittel (in his Comm.) plus ‘of Judah,’ arguing that identification with Tadmor involved excision of ‘Judah.’ But the text is fully confirmed by explaining ‘in the land’ as at 4\textsuperscript{19} (q.v.), \textit{i.e.}, the native expression for the home-land. The two cases corroborate one another.

The list follows geographical order, and evinces excellent strategical dispositions: Hasor, in the far north near an Upper-Jordan ford; Megiddo, commanding the great hollow between Galilee and the Ephraimite highlands; Gezer, the dower-fief from Pharaoh, on the Philistine border, along with Beth-horon and Baalath controlling the easiest route into the
interior towards Jerusalem; in the south Tamar, on the route to the Red Sea.

The intruded passage, v.16, but of original historical authority, reads: Pharaoh king of Egypt, having gone up and taken Gezer and burned it with fire, and having killed off the Canaanite citizenry [Heb. the Canaanite dwelling in the city], gave it as dowry to his daughter, Solomon's wife. See Comm., 31, for the historical circumstances, also for the Greek attachment of the two verses together and their location at end of ch. 4.2

19. and all the store-cities of Solomon's [OGrr. om.], and the cities for chariots, and the cities for horses [EVV horsemen], and the pleasure of Solomon, what he was pleased to build in Jerusalem [om. with OGrr. and in the Lebanon] and in all the land of his dominion. The v. is identical with 2 Ch. 827, the Chronicler having expanded the original and so contaminated the text here, as the Greek omissions prove. The item of chariot cities is supplemented with original details in 1026ff. The present v. probably expanded a brief termination of the archival list, naming or referring to these depots for the chariots and horses, as in the Zakar stele cited above (Note to 16). As observed there, horses is to be read. As for the intrusion from Ch., and in the Lebanon, tradition came to include that region in the royal domain on basis of 528a, and also because of the item of the House of the Forest of Lebanon (72, 1021). In this connexion is to be noted the cryptic passage in OGrr., 2163: καὶ Σαλωμόν ἔργασε ἀνοίγαν τα διαστείματα [Οὐ — τευντα] τοῦ Λιβάνου; for this see the writer's Note in JAOS 1936, 137, interpreting ἀνοίγαν in the frequent sense of ἄκχ, 'to breach, capture,' the following unique noun = 'fortresses,' presenting the object. The passage is thus based on a Hebrew original.

VV.20-23. Resumption of the account of the administration. continuing v.15a, || 2 Ch. 87-9. The levy, it is alleged (per contra, 527ff.), bore only upon the unexterminated Canaanites, in the language of the Deuteronomists. The Israelites were

2 There is supplementally to be noted Albright's article on 'The Gezer Calendar,' in BASOR 92 (1943), 16 ff., placing that remarkable relic in Solomon's reign, along with further historical discussion and extensive bibliography.
the royal servants in charge of civil and military administration. Only five of the Canaanite peoples are named as against the classical seven (Dt. 71, etc.). The Hex. Gr. interlards the two lacking. For ‘Hivites’ we have to read throughout the Bible ‘Horites,’ even as this spelling appears in the Grr. at Gen. 342, Josh. 97.3 The second of the official titles, EVV servants,’ rather ‘ministers’ (see at 12) is properly represented by Gr. παιδες, i.e., ‘courtiers’; Ch. omits it, perhaps from democratic objection. The fourth title (EVV ‘captains’) is etymologically ‘thrdling,’ that is the third in the royal chariot, along with the king and charioteer, the bearer of the shield and bodyguard, the title then developing into a general court honour; see Meissner, Bab. u. Ass., 1, 93. Finally there are the captains of his chariots and his horses: the second item belongs to a late age, after the introduction of cavalry. Indeed the whole v. is bombastic and late, as though the Israelites were largely royal officers. V.23 with introductory these were is an awkward termination of the whole period; the verbal phrase may well be omitted. The figure ‘550’ is doubtless authentic; the passage is repeated from the present connexion with the figure multiplied at 530 (q.v.); see Note further.

V.24. Two archival data. Then (ב only) Pharaoh’s daughter came up out of the city of David to her house that he built for her. Then he built the Millo. || 2 Ch. 311. There is no explanation of the introductory adverb in ב, relieved in EVV with ‘but,’ by Kittel with ‘sofort,’ etc. Grr. in one place (93) give the solution with ‘then’ (rdg. ‘z instead of ‘k), and thus we have two data, without necessary connexion, the adverb in each case representing the original dating in the royal year, as noted above. This datum is the basis of 31, “he brought her into David’s City, until he finished building his house”; the queen’s palace appears in the list of royal constructions (78b). Ch. presents a gross perversion of the item—the foreign queen might not dwell in David’s “holy places” whereas the Oriental lady always has her own ‘house.’

25. And Solomon was wont to offer three times a year holocausts and peace-offerings upon the altar which he built to Yhwh, and to burn incense . . . [ Heb with it which—cf. EVV] before Yhwh. And he completed the house. The v. stands by itself; it contains ungrammatical elements. V. 8 may be an archival element that has been abused; Kittel would place it after v. 28, Sanda after 9; but it should be left with its obscurity in this miscellany. The item may have referred to the time before the completion of the temple, when sacred functions were celebrated by the king at the renewed Davidic altar of 2 Sam. 24. 25; cf. sup. 8. V. b, as it is, is a useless repetition; cf. 6. 14, etc.

VV. 26-28. Solomon's enterprise on the Red Sea. || 2 Ch. 8. 17; cf., Ant. viii, 6, 4. 26. And king Solomon made a navy at Esyon-geber, which is beside Eloth, on the shore of the Red Sea, in the land of Edom. 27. And Hiram sent in the navy his servants, skippers [Heb. men of ships], who knew the sea, along with the servants of Solomon. 28. And they came to Ophir, and fetched from thence gold, 120 [with Σ; Δ 420; Ch. 450] talents, and brought it to king Solomon. This is an authentic record, to be compared with the Egyptian narratives of similar enterprises in that sea. Only the exaggerated figure for the gold is to be corrected. Solomon made use of Phoenician sailors and ship-builders on those distant waters (cf. 'the Tarshish navy with Hiram's navy,' 10. 22) in the same way as the Egyptian monarchs from the Old Kingdom down employed Giblite-Byblian (so specifically) seamen in their enterprises in the Red Sea; see P. Montet, Byblos et l'Égypte (1928/29), especially pp. 8 ff., 224 ff. For Queen Hatshepsut's famous enterprise to Punt in the first half of the 15th century see Breasted, ARE 2, nos. 285 ff., and HE 273 ff. (with the frescos depicting the fleet); also on the Biblical relations with that quarter the writer's Arabia and the Bible, 175 ff. This sea-trade with Arabia was undertaken in competition with the Arab monopoly of the overland routes, and was resumed by the Persians, Greeks and Romans with the final despoilment of the Arab monopoly. See more at length Comm., 10. 22. Esyon-geber was the earlier port, hence located as 'hard by Eloth,' which latter name survives as Ayla, near Akaba. Earlier identifications of the place (e.g., by Phythian-Adams, QS 1933, 137 ff.,
cf. Montgomery, op. cit., 177, n. 29) have been upset by the brilliant discoveries and excavations made by Nelson Glueck, formerly director of the American School in Jerusalem, who has identified it with Tell el-Kheleifeh, to the west of Akabah, now some 500 metres inland, but earlier situated on the Red Sea. Only summary reference may be made here to Glueck's publications in the Annual of the American Schools, vols. 18–19 (1939), and the many current reports in the Bulletin, nos. 71–2, 75, 79, 80, 82 (1938–41); his summary accounts in The Other Side of the Jordan, in particular cc. 3, 4, and in Smithsonian Report for 1941, pp. 453 ff.; also more popular articles in ILN, July 30, 1938, in Asia, Oct. 1938, Sept. 1939, and Nat. Geog. Mag., 1944, 233 ff. He notes three activities of this ancient 'factory town,' the smelting of the local copper in remarkably devised furnaces, manufacture of copper tools, and ship-building. This was accordingly the storehouse for Solomon's great supply of bronze. The discovery of potsherds with South Arabic lettering exhibits the ancient trade with Arabia. Cf. the excellent survey of the region, based mostly on Glueck's results, in Abel, GP 2, 35 ff., with a final section on "La route de cuivre dans la 'Araba.'" The discovery of iron deposits and mines in the same region illustrates Dt. 89, and corroborates the tradition of the extensive use of that metal in the temple. No exact location for Ophir has been discovered; it doubtless lay in Arabia, despite extravagant theories; that land once possessed rich deposits of alluvial gold, for which see Arabia and the Bible, 38, n. 5, and for Ophir Note below. In earlier literary tradition the present passage may have been associated with 1022, or with the account of Solomon's trade in horses and chariots, 1028f. The passage serves here as preface to the following story of the Queen of Sheba.

1. ונת, ונת: emendations have been proposed on basis of ו.19 and VSS; see BH. The half-verse appears to be dependent upon ו.19, the other buildings of 'Solomon's desire' are not yet listed.—3. שבויה: Grr. pref. a plus.—4. וה: there is no reason, vs. St., to elide the word, despite its omission in some pre-Hex. texts.—5. ונת: Ch., ונת=VSS, accepted by St., BH, al.; but the appositive syntax is correct.—5. בקע יב: GL 'in Jerusalem'—by historical criticism?—[יוה] יב: 23 MSS יי, to be accepted; cf. 24.—6. וה: 2 MSS וה=Ch., VSS, exc. ת.—ות: 15 MSS וה=VSS, exc. ת;
to be accepted.—ז": Grr., 'Moses gave'; ו 'I gave to Moses.'
—7. ובדא: ו MS, ות=גֶּרֶמ.—הלא: the Piel is supported by
2. ח. הלא; for the phrase with the Hif. see II. 13, etc.
—8. בדא: the phrase at Dt. 28, Jer. 24.—ן. יָלְעָב := גֶּרֶמ.,
0 יִשֵּׁהוּ; Ch. expands, ו יְדָיו יְהוָה; ו preserves ancient remin-
iscence, 'this house which was high shall be desolate' (and so
JV exactly); the same adj., בְּדָא, in place of ב, appears in
and such is the tr. in ל. ל. Read יָלְעָב, with Böttcher, al. The
case is one of alphabetic logomachy; for such alterations see
Blek, Einl., §270. For the phrase here see Mic. 3, Jer. 26.—
9. רוּחַ יִהוָוָה בְּדָא אֱלֹהֵי יָהוָה בְּדָא יִהוָוָה
For the phrase only here and in Ch.; the verb יִהוָה
as obj. at Is. 64.— yôhôva: many MSS read yôhôva, and so the
Kt.—ל: ג om.—At end גL a plus from v. 24.

10.，则ו יִהוָוָה אֱלֹהֵי יָהוָה בְּדָא אֱלֹהֵי יָהוָה
'and it came to pass at the end of (the) 20 years that S. took to build,' etc. The Heb. is
good, does not require correction, as with Klost., St., al., and is
to be construed with the period through v. 11, v. 11th being paren-
thetical, v. 11b apodosis; and so the EVV present with proper
parenthesis. OGr. ignored this syntax, and made revision of the
opening two words: 'in those days [attached to prec. v.]. For
20 years in which S. built the two houses . . . (v. 11) H. k. of T. was
helping S.'—Hex. prefixed from יִהוָוָה 'and it was,' then followed
OGr.—11. יִהוָוָה: but יִהוָוָה, 2 Sam. 12; for confusion of יִהוָוָה
and יִהוָוָה roots see GK §75, 00. The root is properly יִהוָוָה (see GB), with
mng. 'to lend'; cf. confusion of similar roots at §31.—13. יְדָא:
for the inaccurate gender, presumably arising from the vernacular,
see GK §135, 0, citing cases in Ruth, Sam., etc.; the same phen-
onomen appears in Ugaritic and is frequent in OAram. A recent
study by M. G. Slonin, 'The Deliberate Substitution of the Masc.
for the Fem. Pronominal Suffixes,' JQR 32 (1942), lists this use
with reference to cities on pp. 149 ff.; a similar case at II. 18.—
ִיְדָא: Grr. om., exc. f m w with a plus, v. inf.; גֶּרֶמ. om. in text,
with gloss of rdg. in Aq., Sym.—יְדָא: Grr., יְדָא, 'boundary';
Jos. renders with קָדָאָל, proposing a Phoen. mng., oֹ דֶּרֶפֶּכָא, 
evidently interpreted as from קָדָאָל, followed by Ewald and
successors, as noted above. It is of interest that in his Vita,
as cited above, Jos. speaks of the place as μεθόριον to Ptolemais, i.e.,
'a march-land.' For the identification of the word with יִדָא
such a process appears in the Amarna letters, e.g., Kubli for Gubli
(Byblos); see F. Böhl, Sprache der Amarnabriefe (1909), §7, d.
Against the discovery of קָדָאָל, 'nothing,' in the word, it is to be
noted that the Grr. read that syllable as קָדָאל. For other attempts
at interpretation see Döller, GES §61. Add to these references the
Talmudic citation, Sabb. 54a, where יְדָא is given the mng. of
'sterility,' with the further remark that 'the district was called
2 because there were people there who were chained (יִדָאָל) with
silver and gold' (Jastrow, Dict., 608b). This explains the gloss
in the three Gr. cursive s, cited above, γῆ δουλειας κατα το εβραικον

15-28. The transpositions and duplicates in סון (B) are as follows: vv. 16, 17b-18, 20-22 = סון 16-22; v. 16 = סון 23; v. 17 = סון 23; v. 18 = סון 23b; v. 20 = סון 23c; v. 21 = סון 23d; v. 24 = סון 23e, 92b. Cf. Montg., 'The Supplement at End of 3 Kingdoms.'—15. בָּנָךְ וּבָּנָיךָ: גור. ק' פְּרָצַתַה יִהְיֶה פְרָצַתַה; פְּרוֹנִים = 'plundering,' and so סון; BH sugg. 122, as read by the translators (?); Sym., cited in סון, understood וּבָּנָיךָ 'tribute.'—יוֹנָה: OGr., t. akra, which סון tr. with וּבָּנָיךָ, 'the head'; Aquilian gloss in סון transliterates. —For 'Hasor,' etc., סון has duplicates, 23f.—16. בָּנָךְ וּבָּנָיךָ: סון ev מֶרֶגֶּה = סון; סון ev אָרוּמָה.—וּבָּנָיךָ: see Burrows, 'The Basis of Israelite Marriage,' Am. Oriental Series, 15 (1938), 41 ff. The word appears in a Ugaritic poem on marriage of gods in Virolielaud's Nkal text (Syria, 17, 209 ff.), line 47; cf. Gordon's interpretation, BASOR 65 (1937), 29 ff. —17. בִּת הָר אוֹנָה: סון, 'B. the Upper'; Ch. has both terms.—18. מְרָאָה: סון om. here, has it at 23a, where Tamar is omitted.—דְּרָתָם: קְרָתָם, and so many MSS Kt 2 = Ch. 84; סון texts, תְּרַמָּא; סון תְּרַמָּא(ִּי) מִרְאָה; סון תְּרַמָּא, but סון 'Tadmor'; יִבְשָׂם פְּלָמְיָרָה.'—יִבְשָׂם פְּלָמְיָרָה; סון om. מִרְאָה in both places; סון 24d has 'in the desert' = Ch.; סון 'in the desert and in the land,' then omitting the foll. conj., and attaching the second phrase to the foll. v.; סון 'which is in the land, in the desert'; יִבְשָׂם פְּלָמְיָרָה' in terra solitudinis.' These variations indicate the embarrassment of ancient interpreters, followed by modern scholars, e.g., Böttcher + 'land of Paran'; Kit. + 'of Judah'; SANDA + 'of the Negeb'; see Comm.—19. 'and all the store cities of Solomon's': סון om., סון מִרְאָה possibly an inset from Ch.—תָּפְלָּה: Akk. mäšhānu; see GB, Bezold, Glossar, 273. —םִיסְמִרְיָה: see above on 18. —םִיסְמִרְיָה: many MSS pref. כָּל = סון יִבְשָׂם פְּלָמְיָרָה, by contamination from Ch.—גוֹלַלְתָּן: OGr. om., an addition by similar process.—וֹנָסֵכָת: Grr., τόν μη καταρείν αὐτόν = סון, construed with וְנֵכַּה ל, v. 20, as subject, i.e., as though with prefixed כְּנֵכַּה ל. —20. Correct בְּ to τόν υπόδειγμαν υπό to τόν υπολείπειν καταρείν αὐτόν = סון. —21. מְרָאָה: סון, eis φαρον = סון + δουλεσάρ. —22. מְרָאָה: Grr., πραγμα, after Aram. mng. of the root = סון; אָרוּמָה, 'a doer of service,' i.e., ppl., as at v. 41, which is to be accepted, the sing. being used collectively. Ch. clarifies with וְנוֹשֶׂה, אָרוּמָה.—23. מְרָאָה: סון, 'תָּפְלָּה: Grr. as though וְנוֹשֶׂה; סון om.; סון inserts later in the series.—24. מְרָאָה: סון, 'תָּפְלָּה: Grr. as though וְנוֹשֶׂה; the text might well be simplified by omitting the first word, along with preceding וְנוֹשֶׂה, as suggested above.—150 'Ch., '250.'—24. מְרָאָה: סון πλην; at 23f. סÓN outw., by Aram. interpretation (cf. Syr. 'אכ, Nöldeke, Syr. Gr., §32, C), but סון 'then'; in the citation after 9 סון has τότε, for the doubtless original וְנוֹשֶׂה, with further defining gloss, ev τό τρέπεις εκεῖνας. Probably סון replaced the awkward וְנוֹשֶׂה as restrictive particle, 'she went up only to her house'; cf. Ch. Also at 9 סון has 'his house' and 'for himself,' by misreading of suffix וְנוֹשֶׂה.
I. 101-29

Beyond translation," 'conglomeration of marginal glosses,' so St. remarks. The first verb should be read ἔδειλα. The next two words (which Ὁ conveniently ignored, and for which ᾿Η has ἀνατολεῖς), Klost., al., would correct to ἐπεί ὦ, 'his fire-offering,' but, as St. notes, only 'YHWH' is elsewhere so construed with that noun. Apart from the improper consecution of the last verb its mng., 'to finish,' is Aram., not Heb. It may originally have stood alone, continuing the previous verbs, with the sense of 'paying vows' (cf. Ps. 7612), and then misunderstood, 'the house' was added as object.—28. ἡκία: sing. as collective, acc. to Sem. usage, prevalent in Arab., vs. the fem. of the unit in the foll. pl.; cf. 2240; Grr. as sing., but ῾Η as pl.; Υ properly 'classem.' Grr. + ὑπερ ὅν, for which Klost. sugg. corruption of ζβεῖα.—نسب: MSS ἡκία, ἡκία=Grr., with -at, as Ὁ, II. 1422; see Note, 413.—نسب ὅν: Grr. here exceptionally τ. ἔσχατης θάλασσῆς = ῾Η, and so =نسب ὅν, i.e., 'Mare Ultimum,' the Indian Ocean, for which see Montg., JAOS 1938, 131 f.—28. ἡκία: Grr. (exc. g εγ) with initial signa, which is naturally explained as dittog. from prec. [ερ], and so Rahlfs, SS 3, 100. However this spelling is constant in the Sept. as also in Jos., and the new form came to have its own geographical identification; see W. E. Clark, AJSL 36 (1920), 113, who also notes the Gr. of Gen. 1050 Σωφήρα ὁ ἀνατολέων, and Jerome's comment thereon (PL 23, 970), 'mons orientis pertinens ad Indie regionem.' Growing knowledge of the Orient may have identified this 'Sopher' with the Indian port, ancient Suppara, modern Sopāra, near Bombay; see Periplus Erythrai Maris, ch. 52, and Schoff's translation and comments, pp. 43. 197.

101-10. The visit of the Queen of Sheba. || 2 Ch. 91-9. 12; cf. Ant., viii, 6, 5 f. The narrative is interrupted by a parenthesis, vv.11f., an editorial footnote; see below. The narrative is still regarded by many historians as a legend, so Meyer, GA 2, 2, 268; Olmstead, HPS 341, while Lods and Robinson ignore it. That a Yemenite queen (Josephus makes of her 'a queen of Egypt and Ethiopia') should have travelled some 1400 miles for such a visit is out of question, while the item of Arabian queens has appeared absurd. But the Sabæans were still in North Arabia, had not yet pressed south, although doubtless, like the later Nabataeans, they controlled the northern trade-routes from South Arabia; they are listed with Massa, Teima, Ephah, all northern tribes, in Gen. 2522f., and the tradition of Job makes them neighbours and plunderers of the land of Uz (Job 115). Remarkably enough the Assyrian records of the eighth and seventh centuries give the names of
five North Arabian queens, and queens appear in the North Ménéan and the late Liéyanian inscriptions; indeed late legend would hardly have invented a queen. Legend has naturally developed about the historical tradition and insisted on the pomp and pride of the royal meeting. In matter of fact sheer diplomacy would have been the object of the queen’s visit, politely veiled in the desire to behold the king’s glory. Kittel (GVI 2, 153) compares the visit of Hittite Hattushil to Ramses II on the occasion of the marriage of his daughter to the latter (Breasted, HE 439), although the father’s visit is denied by Meyer (GA 2, 1, 485). It is of interest, as Meyer observes, that a romantic legend grew up in Egypt about this foreign princess, preserved in a late narrative (ARE 3, 429 ff.). For the ancient cosmopolitan interest in wisdom see Comm. above, 5th.

3. And Solomon told her all her questions: so EVV; but the same verb is translated at Jud. 1412 with ‘declaring’ a riddle; rather in modern English, S. explained all her problems [Heb. words.]

4. And the queen of Sheba saw all the wisdom of Solomon, and the house which he built, etc. ‘Wisdom’ is used here in the older sense of practical sagacity (see above, on 3rd.), in particular of Solomon’s construction and equipment of his palace (not the temple).

5. The v. nicely delineates the womanly observation of details: the food of his table, and the seating of his courtiers, and the attendance [Heb. standing] of his servants, and his [with most Grr.; Ḫ their] apparel, and his drinking-service [EVV cup-bearers], and ‘his holocaust which he was wont to offer in’ [?] the house of YHWH. It is a matter of taste to decide between ‘his’ and ‘their’ apparel; the former is preferred by Stade, Šanda, the latter by Kittel; but it is best to preserve the sing. pronoun throughout. Cf. also the word of Jesus on Solomon’s array, Mt. 629. There is question over the word translated drinking-service, i.e., the plate for serving wine; but cupbearers were included in the servants. The viniculture of Syria-Palestine was famous from of yore; there may be noted the Egyptian Sinuhe’s experi-

---

1 See Montg., Arabia and the Bible, 58 ff., 180 ff.; Šanda, ad loc., the only commentator who has presented these historical data; also, in extenso, Lagrange, RB 1902, 256 ff.; 1927, 597, and Hommel, EGAO 142 ff., and his treatment of Sabæan history in Nielsen, HAA 65, 75.
ferences (ca. 1970 B.C.) in Syria, declaring that there "wine was more plentiful than water" (Gressmann, ATB i, 56; Barton, AB 372). The Ras Shamra texts constantly refer to wine and wine-cups, e.g., the luscious scene in the introduction to the Anat Poem. I Ch. 27 reads the wine-cells attributed to David's ménage. The climax of marvels was, according to the common modern translation, the great holocausts of the king, the spectacular ritual, as it were fascinating the woman's eye. But Ch. gives a variation of spelling for the critical word, and the change induced here the usual translation (GV FV EVV, exc. JV), 'his ascent by which he went up into —,' following Jewish tradition and comm. This 'ascent' was identified by the rabbis with 'the ascending causeway' of I Ch. 26 (see Lightfoot, 'Descriptio templi' in his Opera, i. 559; cf. Keil); but why this architectural item should have been selected is not obvious. With slight change of o here we can obtain his going up by which he ascended to Yhwh's house, and the reference would then be to the great processionals; cf. the Psalms of Ascent. And there was no more spirit in her: so EVV; but following the original physical meaning of the Heb. noun, she 'was left breathless' by her amazement. 6. EVV, concerning thy acts and concerning thy wisdom: but read with Grr., concerning thee, etc. 7. Heb., thou hast added wisdom and goodness to the fame that I heard: OGrr. lack 'wisdom and,' Ch. om. 'and goodness.' What is meant by the latter word is not at all clear, as the variety of trr. exhibits: Grr., āyabā, o 'opera,' EVV 'prosperity.' It does not mean ethical goodness in the modern English sense; it might mean liberality, but this royal characteristic is presented below. The sentence may possibly be translated, following OGrr., with thou hast added much to the fame which I heard (see Note). 8. Happy thy men!: but this is redundant along with the following congratulation of the courtiers; the Grr. have thy wives (i.e., nšyk for 'nšyk), followed by ʾsš ʾš ʾš, and this correction is to be accepted with modern commentators in general; here again a case of feminine psychology. Prof. P. K. Hitti has informed the writer that it is good Oriental etiquette for a lady to ask after a gentleman's wife, not for a gentleman to do so. But to later moralizing those wives of Solomon's were a bête noire, cf. ch. ii. 13a. EVV,
And king Solomon gave to the queen of Sheba all her desire, whatsoever she asked, beside that which Solomon gave her of his royal bounty. But the English tries to improve upon the Heb., which reads, apart from what he gave her according to the hand of king Solomon. This awkward sentence is to be relieved by omitting with some Gr. MSS and most VSS the final Solomon, with the resultant by royal bounty, even as the phrase is used at Est. 17, 218. All her desire has been romantically interpreted by Jewish legend as of the queen’s desire for offspring by Solomon, and so Rashi comments: “He went in unto her, and there was born of her Nebuchadnezzar.” 2

VV.11, 12. Solomon’s imports from the Red Sea. || 2 Ch. 910, 11; cf. Ant., viii, 7, 1. This interpolation in the above story is independent of the other two similar notes, 926–28, and infra, v.22, all of them indeed independent. 11. Hiram’s navy is specified as Phoenician even more exactly than at 926f.; Ch. relieves the notion of alien control by substituting ‘the servants of H. and of S.’ The almug timbers (so pl. in נ) remain a mystery as to botanical identity and origin. Ch. has ‘algum’; Grr. vary between two contradictory words, ‘plane’ and ‘unplaned’ (wood); Jos. makes it a pine-wood; Sym. and נ translate with ‘thyina,’ a N. African wood used for fine furniture; Aquila identifies with amber, the Talmud with red coral (Jastrow, Dict.). Since the botanist Celsus (1748) the identification with Indian sandalwood has become common, and has been adopted by JV—this supported by alleged etymology from Sanskrit ‘valgu’; but see the Sanskritist W. E. Clark’s full discussion of ‘The Sandalwood and Peacocks of Ophir,’ AJSL 36 (1920), 103 ff., dismissing as wholly unproved any Indian etymology. An ingenious suggestion, presented by Šanda, identifies the word with Egyptian

2 For the Jewish development of the story and the riddles the queen put to the king see Targum 2 to Esther, ch. 2; Fabricius, Codex Pseudepigraphicus, 1013 ff.; Ginzberg, Legends of the Jews, vol. 4; for the Ethiopic saga of the descent of the Abyssinian dynasty from the union of the couple, Budge, The Queen of Sheba (1922). For the Arabic romance of the Bilkis legend (so the lady is named), in which Solomon’s answer to the riddle she proposed to him converted her to the true religion, see the text in the Chrestomathy of Socin’s Arabic Grammar (1922), and cf. Rosch, JPT 6, 544 ff. For comparative stories see Frazer, Folklore in the O.T., 2, ch. 10.
kmy, which he finds in Herodotus's word κόμμι (ii, 96), then supposing that the initial syllable is the Arabic article, thus approving the spelling of Ch.; however, Herodotus merely states that the sap of the wood in question (δάκινηδή, Mimosa Nilotica, still used for ship-building in Egypt) is κόμμι, *i.e.*, gum; see also Albright, *AJSL* 37 (1921), 144 ff.; 39 (1922), 31.

12. The word translated *pillars* in EVV (but the Heb. word is sing.), following the VSS, 'supports,' on the basis of the Heb. root, is unknown for its technical mng.; Ch. appears to have guessed at it with 'highways'—EVV 'terraces,' JV 'paths.' The further reference to the use of the wood for musical instruments shows that it was of delicate nature, used perhaps for inlay, wainscotting.

VV.14-29. This section is a compilation of *membra disjecta*, following clues in the story of the Queen of Sheba's visit. VV.14-25 accumulate the items of Solomon's wealth and magnificence; vv.14-15 state his yearly income in taxes and customs duties; vv.16. 17 describe the honorific golden shields in his palace, and vv.18-20 his throne of ivory and gold—the latter two sections having early documentary basis; v.21 is an exaggerated item on the golden service in the palace, which induces, v.22, citation from a source parallel to 926-28, 10, relating to his imports by sea; vv.23-25 are a summary climax on his wisdom and wealth. Finally there is a postscript, vv.26-29, concerning his accumulation of chariots and horses, parallel to 5; the interpolated v.27, a commonplace upon his wealth, intruded from Ch., is followed by a record of his trading in horses and chariots, also of ancient origin. The materials have been loosely shuffled about, recalling the two *pots pourris* in Gr. 235a seq. 46a seq. Cf. a brief Note by the writer in *JBL* 1931, 115 ff.

VV.14. 15. Solomon's income. || 2 Ch. 913. 14; cf. *Ant.*, viii, 7. 2. After the interlude of the Queen of Sheba's visit the register of Solomon's wealth and glory is resumed. For the meagre details we possess of the royal budget see Bertholet, *History of Heb. Civilization*, 249 ff., and Lurje, *Studien*, 27 ff. The enormous figure of 666 talents gold for yearly royal income is a late exaggeration; the sum may have been reached approximately, with Šanda, by adding the previous figures for gold, at 914. 28, 1010. On the other hand the comparatively
petty item of v. \textsuperscript{15a}, the taxes on the traders, may well be an early note, and possibly was a postscript to ch. 9. But v. \textsuperscript{15b} appears to be late, lamely introducing the tribute of kings and satraps after the merchants and pedlars, a criticism supported by the use of the Akk. word for \textit{satraps} (as the Gr. translates it here, EVV \textit{governors}), a word however early domesticated in Syria, being put in Syrian mouths at 20\textsuperscript{24}. The difficulty in the brief phrase of v. \textsuperscript{15a} is glossed over in the translations, \textit{e.g.}, JV, \textit{beside that which came of the merchants and of the traffic of the traders}; but the Heb. for the first noun is the impossible \textit{men of the merchants}; the text is clarified by the Grr., which read or understood \textit{'nṣy} for \textit{'nṣ}', with the resultant \textit{taxes of the merchants}. In the later addition, v. \textsuperscript{15b}, the current \textit{kings of the mixed people} (RVV JV) must be replaced with \textit{kings of Arabia} (or better \textit{the Arabs}), with Aquila, Sym., and so AV here. On the general correction of the Heb. word, with one possible exception, Ex. 12\textsuperscript{38}, see \textit{Arabia and the Bible}, 29, n.\textsuperscript{5}. The reference to taxation of international merchandizing is of interest as probably the earliest record of the kind that we possess. Such excises were highly developed in the ancient Orient; the factor entered into the appreciation of Indian wares, which reached Rome at one hundred times their original cost according to Pliny, \textit{NH}, vi, 26. For later local \textit{octrois} of this nature is to be compared the Palmyrene Tariff (Cooke, \textit{NSI} no. 147, with parallel texts listed, p. 332). The history of the Crusades presents the flourishing and profitable character of this method of taxation.

VV.\textsuperscript{16, 17}. The golden shields. || 2 Ch. 9\textsuperscript{15, 16}; \textit{cf. Ant.}, viii, 7, 2. Two patterns of shield are denoted: the first (\textit{sinnāh}) the long shield proper, covering the length of the body, and the small round shield (\textit{māgēn}); AV RV JV call the former 'target,' RV\textsuperscript{Am} 'buckler,' which is preferable, and they agree for the latter word with 'shield'; but the two terms of the English should be exchanged, and so below. For these varieties of shields see Rawlinson, \textit{Five Great Monarchies}, 1, 428 ff.; Meissner, \textit{Bab. u. Ass.}, 1, 96 ff. As appears from the later reference to these shields upon Shishak's looting of the palace (14\textsuperscript{26}f.), and their replacement by Rehoboam with bronze shields to be worn by the guard when the king went into the house of \textit{Yhw}, these shields were of honorific use; they might
be compared with the chivalric shields hung in chapels of the knightly orders, as here they are hung in the Lebanon Palace. But they were also carried pompously into battle, as a list of David's booty shows (2 Sam. 87). The word translated beaten [gold] in EVV, i.e., hammered, refers to gold inlay and overlay; the shields were not of solid gold. The figures differ in the textual authorities. For the 200 shields of א (Jos.), Grr. have 300. Šanda observes that according to 2 Sam. 1518 David's bodyguard numbered 600 men, and this may well account for the higher figure of the Greek, i.e., 300 shields + 300 bucklers = 600 in all. To each shield was applied 600 (shekels) gold, the denomination being omitted as frequently, e.g., Gen. 2422; to each buckler three minas gold, for which Ch. has '300 (shekels) gold'; the mina then containing 60 shekels, thus giving a figure two-thirds larger than Ki.; the denomination in minas here is remarkable. Also the Grr. have for the gold value of the shield 300 shekels vs. 600 of א. Šanda has attempted calculation of the value of the gold, as at 4,000,000 francs (value as of the year 1911); but the figures are historically most dubious.

VV.18-20. The gold and ivory throne. || 2 Ch. 917-19; cf. Ant., viii, 5, 2. With this description is to be compared that of Ashurbanipal's throne; see Luckenbill, ARA 2, §§1012-14; Meissner, Bab. u. Ass., 2, cuts 117, 118. 18. For the problematic word, translated pure (gold), see Note. 19. א and the top of the throne was round(ed) behind = EVV; this is to be corrected with the Grr.: and the throne had a calf's head at its back. The Masoretic pointing changed the original word, doubtless to get rid of unhappy associations with the calf, as in the case of Aaron and the people (Ex. 32), and of Jeroboam (inf. 1226ff.). Ch. replaced the word with the less objectionable 'lamb,' which an arbitrary change of pointing in most MSS and edd. changed into 'footstool'; see Note. The lamb had its vogue in ancient art; Meissner, 1, 248, gives a cut of a 'Prunkstuhl' decorated with lambs' heads, and Šanda cites the throne of a seated Baal flanked with lambs (from Frohn-meyer-Benzinger, Bilderatlas, 129). There were six steps to the throne: this structure, with a seventh level for the dais, has been well compared with the seven levels of Babylonian cosmography and the seven stories of Babylonian temples (A. Wünsche,
Salomos Thron u. Hippodrom, 1906; Gressmann, Die älteste Geschichtsschreibung u. Prophetie Israels, 219; C. R. North, ZAW 1932, 28). 19. 20. And there were arms [EVV stays] on either side of the place of the seat, And there were two lions standing beside the arms, and twelve lions standing 'there' [OGr. om.] on the one side and on the other upon the six steps. The lion was type of royal strength, possibly once the totem of Judah; cf. Gen. 49, Rev. 5; but it was a common theme in such art. There is the early occurrence of stone lions at Tell Halaf; see von Oppenheim, pp. 85 ff., with plates. Bronze lions were frequent in Syrian art (Dussaud, SAM plates 19, 23), and Parrot has recently discovered at Mari bronze lions, 'of menacing attitude' (Syria, 1938, pt. 1, pl. x; ILN, May 28, 1938). Sennacherib proudly describes the bronze lion-colossi furnishing his palace (ARA 2, §§367, 391). The sphinx appears on either side of the throne of Hiram of Tyre (Dussaud, pl. 7). This ivory and gold throne is abundantly illustrated from ancient sources. Ashur-nasir-pal of Assyria received from an Aramaean king, Ammibaal, 'ivory couches overlaid with gold' (KB 1, 92; ARA 1, §466); Hezekiah of Judah sent to Sennacherib beds and chairs of ivory (see Comm. on II. 1814b). See further Comm. on 22394. for the recent marvellous finds of ivory at Megiddo, Samaria, and elsewhere. Ivory was well into the first millennium B.C. a product of the North Syrian lands, where the elephant still roamed. Thutmose II received tribute of elephants from Syria, and Thutmose III took part in a hunt of 120 elephants near the upper Euphrates (Breasted, HE 271, 304). Tiglath-pileser I hunted and captured elephants in Mitanni-land (ARA 1, §247); elephants are portrayed on Shalmaneser III's Black Obelisk (cf. Meissner, Bab. u. Ass., 2, 270, 273, 326). For the ancient wide distribution of the Asiatic elephant see C. W. Bishop, 'The Elephant and its Ivory in Ancient China,' JAOS 1921, 290 ff. But v. 22 with its reference to ivory importation from the Red Sea, suggests another quarter for the supply. This description of the throne is doubtless authentic, based, as its simple terms suggest, upon an early document. For the later marvellous Jewish legends about this throne, with its wonderful mechanical equipment, see Targum 2 to Esther, ch. 2, Ginzberg, Legends, and Wünsche, cited above.
V. 21, on Solomon's all-gold service vessels, is a late exaggeration indeed.

V. 22. The source of Solomon's gold and silver and other exotic imports. || 2 Ch. 9:21; cf. Ant., viii, 7, 2, 3. The v. is parallel to 9:26-28, 10:11, but of different content. The earlier authentic references to Hiram's fleet are augmented here with the king's Tarshish fleet along with Hiram's fleet; this statement suggests a free port for both parties. For the term 'Tarshish fleet' used of ships in waters of the Indian Ocean cf. the term 'Hittite,' i.e., Phoenician, used by Sennacherib for the fleet built for his operations in the Persian Gulf by Phoenicians, and named by 'Tyrians, Sidonians, Ionians (?)' (ARA 2, §§319, 329, 350); cf. Olmstead, HA 200, and Hall, AHNE 3 488, with accompanying plate from an Assyrian monument depicting such a ship with its oarsmen in action. 3 Once in three years the Tarshish fleet would come in (to port). L. Woolley, in his Abraham (1936), p. 121, sums up a still unpublished document from Babylonian Ur, reporting a voyage

8 Tarshish has generally been identified with Classical Tartessos on the Guadalquivir, N. of Cádiz, on the Atlantic front; see A. Schulten, Tartessos (1922); Meyer, GA 2, 2, 94 ff. (in his chapter on the Phoenicians, pp. 61-136); A. Herrmann, Die Erdkarte der Urbibel, with an Appendix on Tartessos; Tozer, History of Ancient Geography, Add. Note, p. iv. Schulten's very high dating for the founding of the colony is sharply criticized by Meyer, p. 105, n. 2, the latter dating the event in the 11th century. P. Bosch-Gimpera dates it as not much earlier than the 8th century, Klio 22 (1929), 345 ff., with reply by Schulten, ib., 284 ff.; Albright's dating, as cited below, is ca. 950. The place-name appears on an alabaster tablet of Esarhaddon's, with correction of previously read 'Nusisi,' in ARA 2, §710; see Meyer, p. 102, n. 2. The place is aligned with Cyprus and Yawan (Greece) as subject to the royal power. Also in another text of Esarhaddon's (§690) Carthage is named. The Grr. translate the word with 'Carthage' at Is. 23:8, Eze. 27:12. Σ has here 'an African ship.' Ch. has the fleet sailing to Tarshish. Josephus with his 'Tarsian sea' identified the place with Tarso. The most trenchant fresh point in archaeology is Albright's definite reading of the initial line of a stone inscription from ancient Nora in Sardinia (CIS I, 144; Cooke, NSI, no. 41): btršš . . . šrdn, in Tarshish . . . Sardinia.' See his presentation, with fresh translation of the text, in BASOR 83 (1941), 14 ff., and his further discussion at large in the Leland Volume, pp. 41 f. He derives the noun from Akk. raššu, 'to melt,' with a parallel Arabic root, and holds that the term means a refinery and in the inscription refers to a local smelting-place.
of two years from and back to that harbour. (The writer owes the following citation to the kindness of Professor Albright.) "We have the bill of lading of one such (ship) that in circa 2040 B.C. [Albright corrects to ca. 1830] had come up from the Persian Gulf after a cruise of two years; it brought copper ore and gold and ivory, hard woods for the cabinet-maker, diorite and alabaster for the sculptor's workshop. Not all of these things would have come from the shores of the Gulf itself, but from much farther afield, carried in foreign vessels to be transshipped in the Gulf ports." He mentions in particular lapis lazuli, brought via Persia from the Pamir mountains. If commerce as far as India is to be found in the Biblical passage, the round voyage, with many transshipments, in the third year is most reasonable. For the Indian voyages in a later age see W. H. Schoff, *The Periplus of the Erythraean Sea*, with its valuable notes. In the present case the products brought back, in addition to gold and silver, were ivory and apes and peacocks, according to current translations, based on the VSS subsequent to the OGrr., the latter having for the three terms only two, 'stones carved and cut' (?). Jos. presents 'much ivory, Ethiopians and apes.' The word here and in Ch. for 'ivory' is unique; it means 'elephant-tooth.' The following two words are now to be interpreted as of ape-species, for convenience of translation as *apes and baboons*; see Albright, *AJSL* 37 (1921), 144. In a personal communication the same scholar notes the use of Egyptian originals of these two words as occurring together among the rarities that the Tale of the Shipwrecked Sailor reports as brought home from the voyage (Erman, *Lit. Anc. Egyptians*, 34). A species of baboon still exists in the Yemen and Hadhramaut (G. W. Bury, *Arabia Infelix* [1914], 27 f.; British Admiralty's *Handbook of Arabia*, 227). Monkeys from Punt, Somaliland, were a favourite import *de luxe* into Egypt, e.g., the report on Hatshepsut's Red Sea expedition (*ARE* 2, §265; Breasted, *HE* 276). The like zoological interest appears in an Assyrian monarch. Ashur-nasir-pal tells of his capture and caging of divers wild animals, including the elephant, and sending them to his capital; and a relief represents the bringing of tribute of monkeys to him (*ARA* 1, §519; Olmstead, *HA* 95, and fig. 59). See at large W. C. McDermott,
The Ape in Antiquity (Baltimore, 1938). No etymological corroboration of the traditional translation ‘peacocks,’ an Indian bird, has been found; see Clark’s article cited above on vv. 11-12. For importation of foreign birds by Assyrian monarchs see Meissner, Bab. u. Ass., i, 223, 353 (with a possible reference to the peacock), and in extenso Albright and Dumont, JAOS 1934, 108 f. W. F. Badè, discussing a seal representing ‘an exquisitely carved cock,’ found at Tell en-Nasbeh, of date ca. 600 B.C., suggests, following Maisler, that also the word in our passage refers to this only late domesticated fowl, and so Albright, loc. cit. For importation of the peacock into the West see E. H. Warmington, Commerce between the Roman Empire and India (1928), 147, 152. But proof of Israelite trade with India is not demonstrated by our text.

Vv. 23-25. The fame of Solomon’s wealth and wisdom beyond all the kings of the earth, and how all the world attended upon him to hear his divine wisdom, bringing their respective annual tributes. || 2 Ch. 9:22-24; cf. Ant., viii, 7, 3. Cf. 5:3, with here superabundant exaggeration, e.g., all the world, and each one his tribute, by rate year by year—‘tribute’ as the context requires, not ‘present’ with EVV. V. 25 appears to be phrased after the pompous lists of booty in Ass. inscriptions; e.g., a text of Tiglath-pileser III: ‘Tribute of... (named kings of Syria and Arabia), gold, silver, lead, iron, elephants’ hides, ivory... garments... lambs... winged birds... horses, mules, cattle, sheep, camels, she-camels with their young I received’ (ARA i, §772; Rogers, CP 316; Barton, AB 464). A more limited parallel appears in the report of the author of the Periplus of the tribute rendered to the Arabian king of Muza: ‘horses and sumpter-mules, vessels of gold and polished silver, finely woven clothing and copper vessels’ (Schoff’s tr., §24). The word currently translated for one of the gifts as armur should be rendered myrrh, or stacte with the Grr.; for this reading see Note, and for that valuable commodity in ancient trade Schoff, pp. 112 ff.

Vv. 26-29. Solomon’s chariotry and horses, and his trade in horses and chariots. || 2 Ch. 1:16-17, with duplicate, 9:25-28; cf. Ant., viii, 7, 3, 4. V. 27 is a late intrusion on the cheapness of silver (cf. v. 21) and cedar in the realm, probably introduced from Ch. 26. And Solomon collected chariotry and horses, and
he had 1400 chariots and 12,000 horses, which he stationed in the chariot cities and in the royal quarters [Heb. with the king] in Jerusalem. See Note on 15 for the word generally translated horsemen; horsemen were not deposited as though in barracks in the chariot cities. The figure for chariots, 1400, is expanded in 56 to '40,000 horse-stalls,' while the figure in Ch. 925 is 4000. (B a2) here also has 4000, which is expanded by all other MSS and 50 to 40,000, and so the figure in Gr. 2461; Jos. discovered 22,000 horses. These are classic instances of the expansion of numerals in text-tradition. For 'stables' the Gr. have a novel interpretation, 'mares' (see Note). The figure of 1400 chariots—not a round number—is quite credible. Ancient tradition reports 900 chariots for Sisera (Jud. 49); Shalmaneser III records for his invasion of Syria in 854 B.C. booty of 1200 chariots from Ben-Hadad of Damascus, 700 from Hamath, 2000 from Ahab the Israelite (ARA 1, §611, CP 295 f., AB 458), and for his invasion twelve years later booty of 1121 chariots of Hazael (ARA §663, CP 303, AB 459). Royal stables in definite chariot cities are now brilliantly confirmed and illustrated by the University of Chicago's expedition at Megiddo, with the uncovering of stabling for some 400 horses; see Comm., 916 (where, however, the present doubt as to their Solomonic construction is cited). For traces of stables at Tell el-Hesy and Beth-shean see Watzinger, DP 1, 87 f. Sanda notes that Jos. 109 lists along with Ziklag two places called Chariot-House and Mare-Court, which may go back to Solomon's foundations. There may be noted Josephus's report, however extravagant, of the fine stone roads laid out by Solomon, and of his frequent excursions with a brilliant knightly party to Ethan, 50 furlongs distant, a paradise of waters, probably the earliest reference to the Pools of Solomon, 8 miles S of Jerusalem.

28. And for the export (=import) of the horses for Solomon from Musri [Egypt] and from Kue [with Gr. Y] the royal traders would bring them 'from Kue' [with Gr., Y] at a (fixed) price. 29. And a chariot came up by export (lit., and came out) from Musri [Egypt] at six hundred [Gr., a hundred] (shekel-weight) silver, and a horse at one hundred and fifty [Gr., fifty], and so for all the kings of the Hittites and the kings of Syria, making export (=import) through their agency.
Even with certain corrections of text the whole passage reads roughly, much like a business memorandum. The Grr. and Ṭ have preserved a true and interesting item, first identified by Lenormant (Histoire ancienne, 3, 9), namely the ancient trade-relations with Kue, i.e., Cilicia. The trouble the word has given to translators appears in modern VSS: GV 'allerlei' (from the mng. of the Heb. word as 'collection'); FV 'fil'; Tremellius and Junius, 'netum' (yarn), and so AV, 'linen yarn'; these following Rashi, Kimchi, with reference to the fine linen of Egypt; RVV 'droves'; finally JV 'from Keveh,' and Moffatt and Chic. B., 'from Kue'; see Note. Further, Winckler brilliantly identified at least the first 'Misraim' with the land of Musri, the later Cappadocia, lying N of the Taurus; and later the kings of Musri, with same correction of Ṭ, appear as confederates of the invading Hittites, II. 7.6 These two lands are known from the Ass. inscriptions, and in one case are named together, in Shalmaneser III's Monolith Inscription (col. ii, 92; ARA i, §611, CP 296, AB 458); see Winckler, KAT 238, for his early discussion. And now Kue appears as one of the allies of Ben-Hadad of Damascus against Zakar of Hamath in the latter's 8th-century inscription, and the other name, Mṣr, occurs in the Aramaic Šujin text (ca. 755 B.C., line 5 of tablet 1; Bauer's ed., pp. 1 ff., with literature on Musri, p. 10). For the location of these lands see S. Smith, Early History of Assyria, 262, 389; CAH 3, 357, 474; also for Musri cf. Alt, ZDMG 1934, 255, n. 1. Thus two new names of district and folk have been added to the Hebrew lexicon. Anatolia, the land of all the kings of the Hittites (for which people see Comm., II. 7.6) and in particular Musri were lands of horse-breeding, as has been known from the Amarna letters and subsequent Ass. texts at length, with which are to be compared Eze. 27.14, 38ff.4. The early intensity of Anatolian horse-breeding is exhibited in the Hittite text on horse-training published by

4 See Meissner, Bab. u. Ass., i, 217 ff.; CAH 3, 256; Meyer, GA i, 2, §§455, 577 (note his denial, p. xx, of the horse as ridden by the Indogermans); Olmstead, HA, Index, s.v.; A. Götze, Hethiter, Churriten u. Assyren (1936), Index, s.v. 'Pferd'; Gallling, BR 'Pferd (u. Wagen),' with statement that the ridden horse did not appear in Assyria until the 8th century. See also Note on 1.6.
Hrozný, Arch. Or., 3 (1931), 431 ff., and the extension of the industry into Syria is now shown by the Ugaritic veterinary treatise (14th century), published by Virolleaud (Syria, 1934, 75 ff.). A problem arises whether the second ' Misraim ' should also be corrected to ' Musri,' with Winckler, Kittel, Skinner, Moffatt, Chic. B., and Šanda after lengthy discussion. With \( \mathfrak{H} \) preserved here we have detail of international exchange of Anatolian horses and Egyptian-made chariots. This is an attractive hypothesis with its prospect of ancient trade, and might be supported by Breasted, who after stating the introduction of the horse into Egypt by the Hyksos (HE 222), speaks of the Egyptians as subsequently becoming deft chariot-makers, and presents plate of an Egyptian chariot that has been preserved, now in the Florence Museum (pp. 234 f., fig. 105). But this position is denied by Meyer (GA 2, 1, 23, n. 2) with the proof that the wood is not Egyptian. Solomon then would have been the middleman for import of both horses and chariots from Anatolia into Egypt. The horse indeed came to be domesticated in Egypt at a later day; cf. Dt. 17:16, Is. 31:21, and Egypt rendered tribute of horses to Sargon and Ashurbanipal (Olmstead, HA 383, 416). For the comparative prices of chariot and horse, the Grr. give the ratio of 2:1 as against 4:1 of Heb.; see Šanda’s discussion, citing the price of an ass in Cambyses’ time at 50 shekels; the Gr. figures are probably a correction to meet later proportions of value. For the shekel see DB ‘ Money ’; EB ‘ Shekel ’; Nowack, Arch., 1, 209 ff.; Benzinger, Arch., §42; Gall wing, BR ‘ Geld,’ with added bibliography.

1. ‘ זצק : om. with Ch.; added ad majorem gloriam Dei; the Grr. helped out the awkward phrase with ‘ and the name of the Lord.’—2. זבכ : the asyndeton, relieved in Ch. and Grr. (exc. 44) with the conj., is correct.—טלק : MSS pref. תלק, and similar variations occur below in VSS in use of name and title.—5. חל : Grr. as חל :—Ch., Jos., 4 Gr. MSS; other Grr. as חל ;—Ch., interpreting as ‘ his cupbearers = Gr. ευαξους (\( \mathcal{E} \) ευαξους) = \( \mathfrak{T} \) \( \mathfrak{V} \); but it means the ‘ drinking service ’ (cf. Gen. 40:21), with variant spelling of suff.; see GK §93, ss.—המע = Grr.; \( \mathfrak{T} \) \( \mathfrak{S} \) \( \mathfrak{V} \) as pl., which St., BH, al. accept; Ch., however, understood as ’ ascents,’ and so here the Jewish comm.; but ומכ otherwise = ‘ upper story.’ The word can be pointed המכ, ‘ his going up ’; cf. Comm.—7. חל : Haupt properly defends the gender of the verb, as preceding the subj.—6. חל : Ch., Grr.
om., and so St., al.; but it has force = 'has become.'—יֵשׁוֹא [רל]:
1 MS יֵשׁוֹא = Grr., to be accepted; for 'יֵשׁוֹא' on account of 'cf. 2 Sam. 188.—7. יֵשׁוֹא: Grr., גל ו as ppl.—[רל] יֵשׁוֹא = גל ו om.—צַה: Ch. om.; for possible adverbial sense of 'cf. Aram. צַה; צַה: MSS and Ch., יֵשׁוֹא, to be accepted.—צַה יֵשׁוֹא: Grr. pref. 'all,' as though יֵשׁוֹא, as also before יֵשׁוֹא, v.8, and גל ו before יֵשׁוֹא, v.13; but such addition is exaggeration.—צַה יֵשׁוֹא: Grr. + 'in my land.'—8. יֵשׁוֹא: Ch., גל ו; Grr., גל ו א = גל ו, and so most moderns since Böttcher.—9. יֵשׁוֹא: i.e., the divinely appointed dynasty is sign of the divine 'love' for ever.' Ch. pref. יֵשׁוֹא, cf. גל ו, στήσαι = גל ו + αὐτον, but the incomplete στήσαι is a glossed cross-reference to Ch., and has no authority; Burn. holds that the plus of Ch. is 'almost indispensable,' which St. rightly denies.—יֵשׁוֹא: Grr. + 'over them.'— Cf. Or. Grr. as though יֵשׁוֹא, and then with correcting gloss k. εν κρίμασιν αὐτον (גל ו αὐτον).—For defence of this somewhat plethoric v. see St., as vs. Klost., Kit.; cf. further elaboration in Ch.—11. ב א = אפוואא, for א;—ראת: to be omitted with Ch., Ogrr.—ראת א: Ch., אפואא (also arbitrarily introduced among the woods of Lebanon, 2 Ch. 27); גל ו (E) פֶּלֶקֶתַה ; גל ו א (E) שׁאֵל (cf. similar variation in v.22); אק, σοφία = Lat. 'sucumum' (amber); Sym., θανα (cf. θῆλον ψόνον, Rev. 184) = גל ו; Grr. in Ch., περίκου, where גל ו 'pinea,' and so Jos.—12. יֵשׁוֹא: Ch., תַּתִּשָּׁה; Grr. vποοτεταγματα; גל ו 'fulcrum'; גל ו for decoration,' cf. א; see St., Haupt.—רחתא 20: Grr. + ת. γη, evidently gloss from Ch., התרח ישאר.—13. ישאר: לֵין הֲלוֹא [דָּבָא]: absent in 7 Gr. MSS (cf. I. E), גל ו א.ב.
16. יֵשׁוֹא: Grr., τ. φορον, φοροσ translating שע, II. 2339; cf. גל ו, 'rental,' etc., the root being used of tax-collection in the Palmyrene Tarif (Cooke, NSI, p. 333); and so correct to שע, with Böttcher, al. Kamp. 's correction of the text, accepted by Burn., has no basis.—ראת: ppl. of יֵשׁוֹא = Arab. tāra, with the noun taur, 'go-between, agent,' and so equal to [רל] יֵשׁוֹא, 'the royal traders,' v.28; the root occurs in the tribe-name יֵשׁוֹא, the Ituræans, a migrant folk. This root is to be distinguished from יֵשׁוֹא, 'to spy out,' Num. 132, etc., which, like Arab. ta'ara, Chr.-Pal. יֵשׁוֹא, and the Heb. noun יֵשׁוֹא, 'form,' is metaplastic reflexive from יֵשׁוֹא, 'to see.' The root יֵשׁוֹא, 'to circumscribe,' e.g., Jos. 159, is metaplastic from the first root specified. See H. Bauer, ZfS 1935, 174 ff., for similar processes. Grr., τ. υποτεταγμένων, 'the subjects,' a guess; גל ו א 'artisans,' rdg. שֶׁכֶם. Correction is unnecessary, as with St., to Aram. שֶׁכֶם, 'merchants,' or with Kit. to בָּשׂ, 'cities,' with further textual change (cf. BH).—ראת: read with Klost. יֵשׁוֹא 'from the profit'; Ch., יֵשׁוֹא, and similarly Ogrr. here.—ראת: a word of inter-dialectical usage=Heb. root יֵשׁוֹא; גל ו om.; גל ו ρωσοποιω, 'hucksters.'—ראת: read with Ch. יֵשׁוֹא, and so, 'Arabia =Αק, Sym., גל ו א גל ו; גל ו τον περαν, as יֵשׁוֹא, i.e. 'Across-the-River'; גל ו 'the allies'; n.b. GV 'die Grenzfürsten.'—ראת יֵשׁוֹא: 'the land-governors'; for compound idea,
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see GK §124, p. Ch. has an exaggerated plus. For the foreign word נֶגֶר there are to be added to the citations in GB its appearance in a Lihyanite text of the 5th century B.C.; see F. W. Winnett, 'A Study of the Lihyanite and Thamudic Inscriptions,' University of Toronto Studies, 1937, 50 f.—16. מַעַל: Grr., סְפַרַת; had the translator in mind conventional groups of gifts? Croesus gave a gold shield and a gold spear to the oracle at Delphi (Her. i, 52). יָאֹשׁ: the same word, КР., in 'ץ שְ, Jer. 97, 'whetted arrow.' The root mng. is dubious, Arab. and Akk. congener being very polysemant. Talmudic Heb. has a root 'ש, 'to draw out,' and so Yoma Jer., iv, 41 d, explains the phrase, חָרְשׁב שֶׁב נָהָר, 'which was drawn out like wax,' and similarly Kimchi (but identifying the root with יָאֹשׁ); this agrees with Gr. σφατα, used of drawn gold.—18. טוב: Ch., רָתָם; גֵּר 'good,' גל 'from Ophir,' י' 'from India,' י' 'yellow.' But read I (cf. יִשׁ שָנָה, Dan. 106, and see Montg. ad loc.), as proposed by Haupt in SBOT and earlier. However if, aligned with יִשְׁר and יִשְׁר, remains unidentified. There are three current names for gold: יִשְׁר, Arabian river-gold (see Arabia and the Bible, 38 ff.), יִשְׁר (Anatolian word ?), יִשְׁר, these representing different origins or qualities. Another variety of יִשְׁר appears in v.51, 621, etc., with the adjective יִשְׁר.—19. רְבֵׁשׁ is Job 266; many MSS read; was the first case intended for קיסח ?—הַעֲנָע: so גל י' י'; גל, of a revolving mechanism; but Grr., מְסַפֵּר מְסַפֵּר, (=:ח) דַּנֶּבֶר, now generally accepted since Then.; however the sing., דַּנֶּבֶר, is preferable for the ornament, and so Jos., Ant., viii, 5, 20. Ch. has דַּנֶּבֶר דַּנֶּבֶר so generally pointed in edd.— 'footstool,' but read דַּנֶּבֶר, 'lamb' (see Curtis, ad loc.).—וָאֹמְא: Ch. יִשְׁרְשִׁים generally taken as error for the former; but it may correctly represent Akk. וַחַמְס, 'overlaid.'—20. יִשְׁר: v. יִשְׁר, v.19, the usual pl., which Ch. has and critics prefer here; but the variant may be a double rdg., with intent of giving a different form for the artificial 'lion'; see numerous cases cited in GK §§7, o.— יִשְׁר: OGrr. om.; it is not necessary.—וָאֹמְא: Ch., יִשְׁרְשִׁים, and so as sing. Grr., ח י'; read יִשְׁרְשִׁים.—21. The faulty rdg. of Gr. MSS (exc. x), דַּנֶּבֶר, is to be corrected to דַּנֶּבֶר דַּנֶּבֶר. דַּנֶּבֶר: Grr., exc. p, נְלָעַתָּא שְׁמוֹאֵל, 'servants of H.'—Ch.—וָאֹמְא: for the vocalization see GK §74, i.—וָאֹמְא: 'Ethiopians' of Jos. prob. to be explained from יִשְׁר, listed along with Egyptians, Libyans, Cushites, 2 Ch. 12, rendered there
by $G$ $T$ with ‘Troglydtes.’—23. $B^*$ ignores וַיַּהֲסֹר: Ch., 'וַיַּהֲסֹר הַיּוֹם' and so Grr., $A$; but this is a grammatical intrusion; for the syntax see GK §145, e.—נַסֵּא: Grr., 'the Lord'; cf. 5* etc.—25. [בָּלָם יָד] וַיַּהֲסֹר: OGr. om. in view of the discount of silver, v. 31.—חָשַׁלְתִּי = 'armour,' II. 10* and so here the VSS (exc. Grr.) and modern VSS; Grr., σταθμόν, 'myrrh'; the Gr. interpretation is correct. Based on Arab. $nšk$, 'to smell' = Heb. $nšk$, 'to kiss'; see the writer's Note, JAOS 1938, 137. For the presence of such spices in the royal treasuries cf. II. 20*—26. פָּלַת: read with Ch., פָּלָת, and so VSS.—28. פָּלַת bis: Ch. פָּלַת; Grr., εκ θηκον, Eus., Onom., εκ Κωνος = $Y$ 'de Coa'; read פָּלַת. N.b. the lengthy discussions in Poole, some of the scholars comparing the 'fila Coa' of Egyptian Coa, famous in the ancient world (e.g., Horace, C. 4, 13, 13, 'Coae purpurae'). One Jewish scholar related the word to alleged פָּלַת, 'thread.'—נַסֵּא: generally corrected (e.g., St., BH) to פָּלַת; but it can stand, with פָּלַת as actual or implied obj.—29. פָּלַת: again the full form of the verb; see GK §75, t.—נַסֵּא[ ]: Grr., exc. A x, נ. אִזֹּדוּס.—נַסֵּא[ ]: MS z, κατὰ Κυπριαῖαν, with Cyprian Kition in mind.—נַסֵּא[ ]: Grr., κατὰ θαλάσσαι, as though כָּל. נ. אִזֹּדוּס := Ch., $SH$; Grr., $T$ as נ. אִזֹּדוּס, preferred by St., Sanda; but the Hif. is used absolutely.

Ch. 11. Solomon's apostasy; a direful oracle for the future; revolt and insurrection in his domains; the pericope on the end of the reign and the succession. Ch. ignores except the conclusion. Cf. Ant., viii, 7, 5–8.

VV.1–8. Solomon's many foreign wives, who led him astray. The following presentation, along with a revised text, distinguishes an older, simpler account in the left-hand column, and a later, Deuteronomistic and extravagant explanation of the king's fall from virtue.

1. And king Solomon loved many foreign women [+gloss and Pharaoh's daughter], women of Moab, Ammon [OGr. + and Aram], Edom, 'Sidon' [Grr., exc. Aq., Sym., om.], Hittites [OGr. + and Amorites], 2. from the peoples as to which $Y	ext{HWH}$ commanded the Bnè-Israel, Ye shall not intermarry with them, nor they with you, lest they pervert your heart after their gods. Solomon clave unto these in love. 3. And he had seven hundred wives, princesses, and three hundred concubines; [and his wives perverted his heart] [A al. $SH$ under asterisk].
6. And Solomon did what was evil in YHWH's eyes, and he was not loyal to YHWH like his father David.

7. Then built Solomon a high-place for Chemosh, the god [ Heb. abomination; Grr. idol] of Moab 'on the hill that is opposite to Jerusalem' [O Grr. om.], and for Milcom [=II. 23\(^\text{1}\), and so here G; G their king: Heb. Molek], the god [Heb. abomination; Grr. idol] of the Ammonites [Grr. + and to Ashtarte, the abomination of Sidonia—from v.5].

For the unravelling of this skein see the various attempts at analysis by Kamphausen, Benzinger, Kittel, Burney, Stade, Hölscher, the last critic finding two independent themes, the many wives, and Solomon's polytheism. Criticism naturally proceeds from G, which varies notably from Heb in order of elements and also in omissions and additions. The most signal difference is in the rearrangement of the introduction, thus: "And king S. was a woman-lover (φιλογυνης), and he had 700 princesses and 300 concubines. And he took foreign women, and Pharaoh's daughter, Moabitesses, etc." This order has been preferred by the above-named scholars, except Stade and Hölscher, whose soberer judgment is to be accepted, that G represents editorial smoothing of the harshnesses and repetitions of the original. The independent analysis offered above finds a primary simple statement of Solomon's defection, as based on historical testimony to his construction of shrines for foreign gods. The datum in the primary document for the

\(^{1}\) For the variants for the heathen 'gods' see Pfeiffer, 'The Polemic against Idolatry in the O.T.,' \textit{JBL} 1924, 229 ff. The original 'god' appears in all three cases in the repeated passage, v.32.
king's apostasy is expressed in annalistic style, *Then built Solomon a high-place for Chemosh the god of Moab*, which has its interesting parallel in Mesha's Moabite stele, "And I made this high-place for Chemosh." Critics vary as to balance of the v., on assumed contamination from II. 23\textsuperscript{13}; e.g., Stade and Hölscher omit 'and for Molek,' which the Grr. have, but retain 'on the hill opposite to Jerusalem,' which Grr. om., while Kittel proceeds *vice versa*. Acknowledgment of the provincial deities of Moab and Ammon was quite within the range of Solomon's statecraft. But the secondary document in v.\textsuperscript{6} (omitted by the Grr.) with its initial reference to 'Ashtart of Sidonia' is evidently based on II. 23\textsuperscript{13}; the Grr. further introduced it in v.\textsuperscript{7}. For the location of the Chemosh sanctuary *on the hill opposite to Jerusalem*, cf. 2 Sam. 15\textsuperscript{32}, how "David came to the top of the ascent, where one was wont to worship God"; this datum may have caused the pious Greek excision of the datum here.\textsuperscript{2}

\textsuperscript{2} Of the alien deities named, Ashtart and Mlkdm now appear in the Ras Shamra texts. For a full study of the archæological and literary references to that goddess, as also to Asherah and Anat, see J. B. Pritchard, *Palestine Figurines in Relation to Certain Goddesses Known through Literature*, vol. 24 of Oriental Series of the Am. Or. Soc., 1943. For the second of the above deities the Masoretic vocalization of the name, 'Milcom,' in v.\textsuperscript{8} is supported by \textsuperscript{G} in v.\textsuperscript{7}, where \textsuperscript{D} has 'Molek'; the Grr. otherwise read *malkān*, 'their king.' For this deity my be cited, *inter al.*, G. F. Moore, 'Molech,' *EB*; M. Buber, *Königtum Gottes*, ch. 5, and notes, pp. 211 ff.; Dhorme, *L'Évolution religieuse d'Israël*, 331 ff. (and for Asherah, pp. 325 ff.). G. Dossin has published a text from Mari, *Rev. d'Ass.*, 35 (1938), 178, presenting a deity, *Ilum-Maluk*; A. Bea, *Biblica*, 20 (1939), 415, identifies the god-name as vocalized with Gr. *Molech*, and claims its identification with the variant *Ilu-Malik*; cf. also N. Schneider, *Biblica*, 18, 337 f.; 19, 204. For the determinative ending, -\textsuperscript{ām} -\textsuperscript{ām} = -\textsuperscript{ān} -\textsuperscript{ān}, see D. Nielsen, *Ras Shamra Mythologie*, 17 ff., 43, and the writer's Note, *JAOS* 1938, 130 f.; i.e., the name means 'the King.' Cf. the place-name Shomeron, 16\textsuperscript{23} (v. *ad loc.*). The vocalization in *molek* follows that of the word, *bošet*, 'shame,' replacing a heathen god's name, e.g., Hos. 9\textsuperscript{10}, and the n. *pr.*, 'Mephibosheth.' Eissfeldt has proposed a novel and notable re-interpretation of the name as merely a noun representing a cult-practice, the theory based on Punic inscriptions; see his *Molk als Opferbegriff im Punischen u. Hebräischen u. das Ende des Gottes Moloch* (Beiträge zur Religionsgeschichte des Altertums, Heft 3, 1935), and 'Molochs Glück u. Ende,' *FuF* 1935. 285 ff. The present writer agrees with the adverse criticism of this hypothesis; see Buber, 211 ff., and
The statements as to Solomon's thousand-fold amours cannot be accredited to a formal chronicle, as with some critics, e.g., Hölscher, who finds the only original data therein and in the note of the shrine for Chemosh; chroniclers do not mention such private items, which in the Orient are the gentleman's own business. Apart from the marriage with Pharaoh's daughter (which has been glossed into this text unsyntactically) we know that one of Solomon's wives was an Ammonitess, i.e., mother of Rehoboam (I421). Menander of Tyre reports that Solomon married a daughter of Hiram of Tyre (Clem. Alex., Stromata, i, 114, 2). David married at least one foreign princess (1 Ch. 32, cf. 2 Sam. 1337). The rather absurd figure for the harem is due to popular Schwelgerei of the Solomonic legend; this has been adopted by a moralizing editor to explain the king's defection—an early case of cherchez la femme. Seven wives and fifteen sons are attributed to David (1 Ch. 3117), and he abandoned ten concubines in Jerusalem (2 Sam. 1518, 209). According to Song of Songs 68 Solomon's harem consisted of 60 queens and 80 concubines and maidens without number. Cf. Rehoboam's 18 wives and 60 concubines (2 Ch. 1121), and the 14 wives of Abijah (ib. 1321). We may compare the figure given in Solomon's 1005 songs (512; v. ad loc.). Bertholet (History of Heb. Civilization, 149) presents some comparative cases of such fabulous figures, to which may be added others. Ramses II had 'an enormous harem,' with 100 sons and as many daughters, so Breasted, HE 461; according to Meyer, GA 2, 1, 576, 138 children. Chosroes II had, it was said, concubines ranging in estimates from 3000 to 12,000 (Rawlinson, Seventh Oriental Monarchy, 2, 302). Ali, Mohammed's son-in-law and fourth caliph, had 13 wives, 395 concubines, and his son Hasan 60 and 395 respectively.

Dhorme, 213 ff. The most recent exposition of the subject is by Albright, ARI 162 ff. (in a study, ch. 5, §3, bearing upon the heathen gods of Palestine), including the somewhat indefinite statement: 'Philologically Eissfeldt's argument is convincing, but it now seems certain that the original conception was more complex than he was able to guess at the time,' continuing with the archaeological data bearing on mlk.—'Sidonia' in the above translation represents the unarticulated plural, 'Sidonians'; the pl. has become the land designation, and so for a Greek text, Σιδωνίων ἡ πόλις (Dussaud, TH 1, 90). The pl. 'Philistines' is similarly used without the article, e.g., 51.
(D. M. Donaldson, *The Shiite Religion*, 1933, pp. 15, 74). The Sultan Mulay Ismail (1672–1727), who recovered Tangier from Catharine of Braganza’s dowry, had 500 wives, 1500 children (Margaret Boverie, *Mediterranean Cross-Currents*, 1938, 87). Subsequently a well-informed writer, W. Price, in the *Nat. Geog. Mag.* for May, 1943, p. 84, reports from that locality the tradition for the same sultan of ‘his great palace for his 2,000 wives and 800 concubines.’ And Prof. P. K. Hitti has given the writer a parallel for this tradition from C. A. Julien, *Histoire de l’Afrique du Nord*, p. 492, assigning the monarch ‘700 sons and an indefinite number of daughters.’ A recent report of an American traveller in Arabia, Whitney Carpenter (*N.Y. Times*, Sept. 11, 1939), states that Ibn Saud, king of Arabia, has had 250 wives and 51 children; but by Islamic law he may have only four at one time.

However justified later condemnation may be, the king with his foreign marriages was obligated to honour the cults his wives brought with them; a later example is the case of Jezebel. On the other hand such intrusions were not popular, for YHWH was the sole national deity, and what we refer to critically as the later Deuteronomistic objection to such inter-marriages was only the theological development of deep nationalistic sentiment, early manifested in the prophetic guilds.

VV.9–13. The divine anger and threatening oracle. The mass of this section is compilatory and late. VV.14-ff. depend upon vv.29ff. (vs. Hölscher); YHWH’s twofold appearances are based on 34ff. and 641–13; and the language is Deuteronomistic. ‘For David’s sake’ the dynasty will continue; so far the divine purpose is maintained. However v.9a, *And YHWH was angered at Solomon, because his heart inclined away*, may well be early, and have been originally continued by v.14, *And YHWH raised up an adversary to Solomon*. More than a century later Mesha king of Moab used the same verb as here (’np) of his god’s anger: ‘‘He [Omri] afflicted Moab many days, for Chemosh was angry against his land.’’ The same theme of theodicy appears early in Babylonia, as in the Sargon Chronicle (L. W. King, *Chronicles Concerning Early Bab. Kings*, 2, 3 ff.; Rogers, *CP* 203 ff.; obv. 1. 20) with the judgment on Sargon (with Rogers’s translation): ‘‘But because of the evil which he had committed the great lord Marduk was angry, and he
destroyed his people by famine. From the rising of the sun unto the setting of the sun they rebelled against him and gave him no rest” (n.b. rebellion as in the present story); and of Shulgi (Dungi) it is recorded (rev. l. 5): “(He) richly adorned the city of Eridu... but he sought after evil, and the treasure of E-sagila and of Babylon, he brought as spoil. And Bel... made an end of him.” Similarly an inscription of Nabonidus (published by L. Messerschmidt, MVG 1896, pt. i, col. I, ll. 35 ff.) records that “the king of Assyria, who during the anger of Marduk had worked destruction of the country, was smitten with a weapon by his own son.” Like moralizing appears in Hittite texts, as in the inscription of king Telepinus, who details the story of bloodshed in the preceding reigns, and how “at that time the gods exacted of the royal family the penalty for it” (E. H. Sturtevant and G. Bechtel, A Hittite Chrestomathy, 1935, 175 ff., ‘The Proclamation of Telepinus’). The same theme is manifest in classical historians, notably in the earliest of them, Herodotus. H. T. Fowler has well portrayed the parallelism: “Both Herodotus and the Hebrew historians assume a knowledge of the ways of the unseen powers to which a modern historian would not lay claim. With the Greek, there is that terrible sense of Fate, so familiar in the great tragedies, and the sense, too, that human self-exaltation must receive divine rebuke” (‘Herodotus and the Early Hebrew Historians,’ 216). And Shotwell in his Introduction to the History of History, p. 159, after remarking that “Herodotus remained a devoutly religious man,” quotes from Rawlinson, History of Herodotus, i, 94, how in Herodotus’s pages “King Croesus, whom the auriferous Pactolus made the richest of men, Polycrates, tyrant of Samos, or Periander, despot of opulent Corinth—their pride and their end are merely reverberations of the stern melody of human success and divine retribution and the humiliation of men, exemplified most signally in Xerxes himself.”

Vv.14-40. The adversaries whom YHWH raised up against Solomon.


14. And YHWH raised up an adversary to Solomon, Hadad an Edomite [OGrr. insert vv.23-25] of the seed royal [gloss+that
is in Edom]. 15. And it was, when David 'smote' [with Grr., $\mathfrak{S}$ $\mathfrak{S}$ $\mathfrak{A}$—the Heb. impossible; cf. EVV] Edom, when Joab, commander of the host, had gone up to bury the slain, and had smitten every male in Edom—16. for Joab and all Israel remained there six months, 'until he had cut off every male in Edom' [repetitious gloss? ]—17. that Hadad [יהי Adad] fled, with certain Edomites of his father's servants with him, to come to Egypt, Hadad being a young boy. 18. And they arose from Midian, and came to Paran; and they took some men with them 'from Paran' [Grr. om.], and came 'to Egypt' [Grr. om.], to Pharaoh king of Egypt [Grr. + and Ader came in to Pharaoh]. And he gave him a house, ordering sustenance for him, 'and giving him land' [$\mathfrak{G}$ om.]. 19. And Hadad found great favour with Pharaoh, and he gave him for wife the sister of his own wife, the sister of Tahpenes the queen. 20. And the sister of Tahpenes bore him Genubath his son, and Tahpenes weaned [Grr. reared] him 'within Pharaoh's household' [3 Ken. MSS and Grr., among Pharaoh's sons]; and Genubath was 'in Pharaoh's household' [Grr., exc. x. om.; $\mathfrak{S}$ under asterisk] among Pharaoh's sons. 21. And when Hadad heard in Egypt that David slept with his fathers, and that Joab, commander of the host, was dead, Hadad said to Pharaoh: Let me depart, that I may go to my country. 22. And Pharaoh said to him: But what lackest thou with me, that thou seekest to go to thy country? But he said: Nay, but let me go off. [Grr. + And Hadad returned to his country.] (Vv.\textsuperscript{23-25a} : v. inf.) 25b. And the evil which Hadad—[so י; Grr., this is the evil which Hadad did; cf. EVV]. And he despised Israel, and reigned over 'Edom' [with 3 Heb. MSS, Grr., $\mathfrak{S}$ $\mathfrak{S}$ $\mathfrak{A}$; יהי Aram].

In יהי the reading 'Aram' for 'Edom,' by confusion of two similar letters, has caused here the interpolation of the narrative of the Aramaean Hadadezer, vv.\textsuperscript{23-25a}. On the other hand $\mathfrak{G}$ transferred vv.\textsuperscript{23-25a} in abbreviated form to the end of v.\textsuperscript{14}; was this passage omitted in the earliest form of $\mathfrak{G}$, and then subsequently introduced gloss-wise in parallelism with the other theme of an 'adversary'? \textsuperscript{3} In the Hadad narrative

\textsuperscript{3} The order of $\mathfrak{G}$ would be sustained by Winckler's arbitrary thesis that Hadad was an Aramaean, so that the narrative opened with reference to two Aramean adversaries; see GI 2, 270 ff., KAT 240 ff. An earlier thesis of Winckler's found in the present story a composition
there are certain broken connexions, some possible duplicates, which give the appearance of compilation from two sources; \( \theta \) recognized the condition, and tried to improve it; and criticism on this basis was followed not only by Winckler in his theses referred to, but also by Klostermann, Meyer at length (\textit{IN} 355 ff.), and Hölscher, p. 177, who finds his two sources, J and E. But the present commentator agrees with Kittel and Stade in rejecting such source-analyses here. With the realization that we possess in the present case one of the most unique historical stories in the Hebrew Bible, the biography of a fugitive Edomite prince, who fled to Egypt and subsequently regained his throne, we may hardly think of its appearance in two separate editions, J and E, or what not. The details, unimportant enough in sacred history (Winckler would find traces of myth!), were evidently taken from a reliable first-hand document, and the roughnesses of the present text may best be ascribed to some evident glosses, along with mutilation in the tradition. Šanda well remarks: "Mit welcher Treue R(edakteur) diese (alten Quellen) wider-gibt, zeigt die Lückenhaftigkeit des durch das Alter beschädigten Dokuments." Of parallel interest is the list of the royal Edomite line in Gen. 36\textsuperscript{31ff.}. How such sources came into the hands of Israelite archivists is a problem for historiography. One clue to the editor may be found in the use of 'God' at v.\textsuperscript{23}, with the supposition that this name was changed to 'YHWH' at the introduction of the narrative, v.\textsuperscript{14}; he would then have been an 'Elohist.'

14. For the good Edomite and S. Arabic name \textit{Hadad} see below. 15. 16. The grammar, even with correction of \( \theta \), is clumsy, asyndetic, literally, "in David's smiting . . . in Joab's going up." The first item appears in 2 Sam. 8\textsuperscript{13}, the second in the title of Ps. 60, "and Joab returned and smote of Edom in the Valley of Salt twelve thousand" (dependent on our passage), while yet another hero is named in 1 Ch. 18\textsuperscript{12}: "Abishai b. Seruiah smote of the Edomites in the Valley of Salt eighteen thousand." The references to Joab of two narratives, of the Edomite Hadad, and a Midianite Adad (on basis of the spelling in v.\textsuperscript{17}; see his \textit{Altest. Untersuchungen}, 1 ff.); his analysis is presented by Burney, with apparently the latter's favourable opinion; a similar analysis is followed by Benzinger.
are doubted by Wellhausen, Driver, Meyer (IN 359 f.) ; and yet his name could not have been introduced gratuitously in a Davidic anecdote. The material is evidently a prime historical note, early contributed by an Israelite annotator. The repeated statement of the annihilation of all Edomite males is indeed an exaggeration. The 'burying of the dead' affords trouble; Kittel suggests that there was a massacre of Israelites, which Joab was sent to avenge; Šanda would find something quite different by changing the text. But the phrase may mean the celebration of triumph; the first act of the victor being the honour due to the dead; the planned extermination of the Edomites followed. 17. 18. The fugitive's itinerary is given in broken style; it is beyond our control, and the amendment of 'Midian' to 'Maon,' proposed by Thenius, accepted by Stade, is gratuitous; the reverse correction with the Gr. at Jud. 10:12 proves nothing here. Maon, modern Ma'ān, lies E of Petra, but the flight was made first into the desert land of Midian, E of the Red Sea, whence Hadad subsequently fled westwards across the Sinai desert to Egypt (so Šanda). Paran is indefinite enough; according to Num. 13:26 Kadesh of the Wanderings lay in Paran; the Mount of Paran occurs in the sacred legend, Dt. 33:2, in parallelism with Sinai and Seir, and in Hab. 3:3 along with Teman. An oasis Feiran, of ancient Christian tradition, lies N of Jebel Serbal in Sinai (see E. H. Palmer, Desert of the Exodus, 1872, Index, s.v., Kittel, GVI 1, 345, n. 3); Arabic geographers know of a Faran, 40 Arabic miles S of Suez (Le Strange, Palestine under the Moslems, 440). A possibility is identification with El-paran on Chedorlaomer's route (Gen. 14:6); see GB 30b; this identification is accepted by Meyer (IN 60, n. 5), but denied by Skinner in his Genesis, ad loc. If our Paran be so identified, then Hadad would have pivoted about it in proceeding from Midian to Egypt. For his itinerary cf. Glueck's statement (BASOR 71 [1938], 7) that "a direct road led in ancient times, as to-day, from the head of the Gulf of 'Aqabah through Sinai to Egypt." Hadad's reception and treatment as a prince by Pharaoh was proper Oriental etiquette, and in this case, as with Jeroboam (v. 49), good politics. For the royal matrimonial alliance cf. 3:1. The item of this marriage has been taken over bodily into the secondary Jeroboam
midrash of the Gr., $12^{24e}$. 19. 20. The repeated *sister* is necessary to precise the proper name as that of the queen (so Stade, vs. Kittel). Klostermann, Kittel (not 3H), Benzinger follow the Greek midrash at $12^{24}$, where the second *sister* is represented with a proper name, $\text{Avw}$ which may possibly represent an Egyptian name as *'hnt* or *'knh* or *'nut*, but there is no ground to accept the text of that perverted story. The word for *queen* here is the unusual *Mistress,* otherwise used for the queen-mother, *e.g.,* $15^{13}$. 20. The v. implies that the child of the marriage was adopted into the royal family. There has been retained above the text of $\text{Lh}$, that the queen *weaned him,* vs. the misreading or simplification of the Gr., accepted by Klost. and most subsequent critics, that she *reared him*; not to the point is Stade's comment that *"T. is neither mother nor the wet-nurse of the child"*; there may well be allusion to an adoptive rite, like the *'bearing on the knees* by the adoptive mother, *e.g.,* Gen. 30$^3$ (see Skinner, *ad loc.)*. For the item *cf.* Esarhaddon's reference to the Arab Queen Tabua, *"born in my palace"* (Esarh., Prism A, col. 3; *CP* 355; *ARA* 2, §536). 22. The implication at end of the verse was sufficient in ancient story, and the Gr. plus, that *"he returned to his land,"* is not demanded, as with critics (*e.g.,* Klost., Stade). 25. In the first sentence it is all too easy to accept the Gr. rendering, with Böttcher, Thenius, and most successors; but that was only a guess at a mutilated passage, for what was *"the evil that Hadad did"* after all? There is an evident lacuna before the passage. The word translated *despised* expresses political contempt; Burney well defines it as of racial hostility, *cft.* Ex. 1$^1$, Num. 22$^3$; there is no reason, as with some critics, to change the text and to read *'oppressed.'*

The above narrative, of decidedly original order—to be compared with some Herodotean anecdotes—touches both Edomite and Egyptian history. Gen. 36$^{31-39}$ gives a series of eight kings who reigned in Edom *"before there reigned a king in Israel."* Two of the series are named Hadad, including the last king, with whom our prince may have been closely connected. For the variant spelling *'Adad,'* v.$^{17}$, see Notes; *cf.* Bibl. names Hadoram and Adoram. For the Edomite history
see Buhl, *Geschichte der Edomiter*, and Meyer, *IN* 370–86. Which member of Dynasty XXII is the Pharaoh indicated is no clearer than in the case of Solomon’s father-in-law (31, *q.v.*). The name of the queen (with variants in Heb. MSS and the Grr.) has not been identified; it occurs as name of a city, Jer. 216, etc. Such a matrimonial alliance, despite Solomon’s relation with the dynasty, was quite in keeping with international double-dealing. Hadad returned upon hearing of David’s death. *Cf.* Glueck’s sagacious statement (*BASOR* 71 [1938], 9, n. 21) that Solomon inherited Esion-geber from David, comparing Joab’s attempted extermination of the Edomites, and that David’s hold over Edom “must have been more absolute than Solomon’s.”

23-25a. Rezon of Damascus. 23. And God raised up an adversary to him, Rezon ben Eliada, who fled from his lord Hadadezer king of Damascus; 24. and ‘there were gathered’ [with Grr.; לָא כִּים he gathered] certain men to him, and he became captain of a bandit-band [when David smote them—לי וּלְוָה מְסֻלָּה; gloss from 2 Sam. 8*]; and he took [with OGr.; לָא מַעְלָה he went to] Damascus, and settled there, and became king in Damascus [the three verbs in sing. with OGr. (*cf.* note); לָא מַעְלָה has pl.]. 25a. And he was adversary to Israel all the days of Solomon.

This is another authentic record, with details of Syrian history, concluding with the statement of Rezon’s hostility to Solomon during the latter’s whole reign, in striking contrast to the fulsome description of Solomon’s empire and his security from all wars (511); *cf.* the remark at end of the previous paragraph. The anecdote connects with the original records of David’s successful wars against Aram, represented by Hadadezer, king of Sobah (2 Sam. 8, 10); *cf.* the Gr. plus in 1428 of the booty which “David took from the sons of Hadadezer, king of Sobah.” The crushing of that kingdom threw Syria into confusion, out of which arose one of the king’s captains, Rezon, first appearing as a captain of condottieri, like David at Adullam (1 Sam. 22), and finally seizing the important city-state of Damascus. He is the first king of Damascus known to us by name. Throughout history Syria has been the theatre of such seizures of power by bold men; witness the Arab dynasties of later days in Chalkis, Ituræa, Emesa; and indeed
Rezon, with a name to be explained from the Arabic, may have been of the same stock.⁴

VV.26-40. The rise of Jeroboam. For the late midrash-like legend of Jeroboam in the Gr. after 12²⁴ see discussion in loco. The present story is editorially attached to those of the two ‘adversaries,’ but is of different origin. Of the whole narrative only vv.26-28, 40 contain original material, vv.29-39 belonging to a later Prophet-Saga. Of the remainder v.27b is an intruded archival datum (cf. Meyer, IN 367, n. 5), in no way aligned with the story of Jeroboam, who was actually over the levy of the house of Joseph (v.28). There is also evident lacuna between v.27a, And this is the account how he (Jeroboam) raised his hand (i.e., rebelled) against the king, and v.⁴⁰a, And Solomon sought to kill Jeroboam. We have to suppose loss of some definite overt act on Jeroboam’s part, which caused his flight, and which would equally account for the partisans who ultimately made him king of the North. That datum has been replaced with the popular story of the prophet Ahijah (vv.29-39), who appears again in a similar story in ch. 14. But the story may well have foundation in fact in view of the early prophetic objection to royalty. For the motivation of Solomon’s hostility supplied by the Gr., v.2⁴b, see below.

26. Jeroboam’s home, Şerêdâh, has been located at the spring 'Ain Şeridah in the Wady Deir Ballût in western Samaria, is not to be confused with the corrupt ‘Şeredah’ of 2 Ch. 4¹⁷; see Albright, BASOR 11 (1923), 5 ff.; 49 (1933), 26 ff.; JPOS 1925, 37; cf. Abel, GP 2, 457. The place-name survived as appellative of one of the early Tanna’im (P. Aboth, i, 4). There is good historic reminiscence in the item that Jeroboam’s mother was a widow, whose name, Şerû’âh, means leprous (in the broad sense of skin diseases); accordingly many critics, e.g., Kittel, Stade, Şanda, regard this name,

⁴ Şobah has not been certainly identified; see Dussaud, TH 233 f.; 2 Ch. 8³ connects it with ‘Hamath-Sobah.’ For the Ass. references to Şubat/Șubit see Schiffer, Die Aramäer, 135 ff.; Kraeling, Aram and Israel, 41 f., making identification with Chalceis-al-Anjar in Cèele-Syria; Forrer, Die Provinzeinteilung d. ass. Reiches, pt. 1, 62, identifying with Baalbek. For the reports of David’s wars see Meyer, GA 2, 2, 251 ff. E. Cavaignac identifies Hadadezer with the šar mât Arumū, referred to in an inscription of Assurabi II of Assyria, ca. 1000 B.C. (RHR 107 [1923], 134 ff.).
omitted here by the Grr., as an opprobrious addition, comparing Gr. \( \text{\textit{r}} \text{\,\textit{e}\,\textit{n}} \), where she is called 'a harlot,' with the logical omission of the father's name, Nebat. But names indicating personal deformities were in vogue with the intent of averting the corresponding demons; see Noth, \( \text{\textit{IP}} \text{\,\textit{2}} \text{\,\textit{7}} \), and \textit{e.g.}, Simon the Leper, properly Simon Garbâ, Mt. 26\textsuperscript{6}.

27b. Solomon built the Millo. He closed up the breach of the City of David (with unnecessary plus, his father). Of these two archival items, probably in their original order, the first is cited in 9\textsuperscript{15}. This breach and its reconstruction have been revealed by Macalister and Duncan in their \textit{Excavation of the Hill of Ophel} (\textit{PEF Annual, 4} [1926]), esp. 74 ff., and Crowfoot and Fitzgerald, \textit{Excavations in the Tyropœon Valley} (vol. 5); also current reports in \( \text{\textit{QS}} \text{\,\textit{1}} \text{\,\textit{9}} \text{\,\textit{2}} \text{\,\textit{4}} \text{\,\textit{2}} \text{\,\textit{5}}} \), and Duncan, \( \text{\textit{ZAW}} \text{\,\textit{1}} \text{\,\textit{9}} \text{\,\textit{2}} \text{\,\textit{4}}} \), 221 ff.; photographs of the excavations are given by Olmstead, \( \text{\textit{HPS}}, \text{\textit{plates}} \text{\,\textit{1}} \text{\,\textit{3}} \text{\,\textit{4}} \text{\,\textit{7}}} \). On the present passage see also Weill, \textit{La cité de David}, 24 ff. 28. The epithet applied to Jeroboam, translated in EVV with 'a mighty man of valour' ('valour' = Heb. \textit{hayl} = Lat. \textit{virtus}) means in the present connexion 'capable' and the following 'doer of work' corresponds to English 'efficient.' There may be noticed Meyer's view (\textit{IN} 367) that the former term means 'ein waffenpflichtiger Grundbesitzer,' and that the young Jeroboam had already come into his inheritance; for this interpretation cf. II. 15\textsuperscript{20}. His function as over the labour [literally \textit{porterage}—see at 5\textsuperscript{29}; another word than 'levy,' \textit{e.g.}, 4\textsuperscript{6}, but they were practically identical, cf. Gen. 49\textsuperscript{11}] of the house of Joseph is absolute contradiction of 9\textsuperscript{21f}. We may suppose that this office gave him an insight into the dissatisfaction of the people, which aroused his ambitions and made him a rebel. 34. I will make him prince. The noun 'prince' translates \textit{nāšî́'}, and so is distinct from the other term similarly translated, \textit{nāgid}, used in the oracles concerning Saul (1 Sam. 9\textsuperscript{16}, 10\textsuperscript{3}) and David (2 Sam. 5\textsuperscript{2}, 1 Ki. 1\textsuperscript{35}, etc.). Within Israelite politics our word does not appear again until Ezekiel, whose favourite term it was for the lay head of the church-state. As Noth has shown at length in his \textit{System der Zwölfstämme Israels}, 93, and Exc. III, the word early implied a religious function, used of tribal representatives at solemnities, and so 'the princes of the tribes,' Num. 7\textsuperscript{9}. 
etc. The same word is used of sacred functionaries in the Phœnician crown-inscription from the Piræus (Lidzbarski, *HNE* 425; Cooke, *NSI* no. 33). But the term is of ancient political standing, used of the Ishmaelite princes (Gen. 17:20), of the Midianites (Josh. 13:21), and, as not observed by Noth, it appears in S. Arab. (Conti Rossini, *Chrestomathie*, 190). The use of the word here is a true tradition of the early religious and also democratic objection to monarchy. Cf. Ibn Khaldun's illuminating discussion of the transformation of the caliphate into monarchy, *mulk*, in Islam (*Prolegomena*, bk. 3, ch. 28).

40. Jeroboam fled to Egypt like the Edomite Hadad. The name of a Pharaoh is here given for the first time in the Bible; for Shishak see Comm., 14:25. This drama took place in the latter part of Solomon's reign.

**Vv.** 41-43. The death of Solomon and the succession. V. 41, with its reference to the *Book of the Acts of Solomon*, presents the first chapter, as it were, of the series subsequently known as 'the Chronicles of the Acts of the Kings of Judah/Israel,' e.g., 14:19-29; see Int., §13, b. 42. The alleged reign of forty years is the same as that ascribed to David; this round figure of the average generation again indicates absence of such data in the early archives. The forty-one years ascribed to Rehoboam (14:21) may be similarly artificial, the datum putting his birth in Solomon's first royal year; or the reverse may be the case, this datum being original, and Solomon's reign being dated from it. 43. And his son Rehoboam reigned in his stead. The story of the inception of the civil war, interrupting the coronation ceremony at Shechem, and its consequences (12-14:20), disturbed the sequence elsewhere followed of personal details concerning the new king, as e.g., 15:9-11. For Rehoboam these are given at 14:21ff. The parallelism of the names of the rivals, R. and Jeroboam, with the common element 'am, is of interest, but accidental. Despite its use as specification of a Pagan deity, the divine 'Kinsman,' or 'Uncle,' it was constant in Hebrew names, e.g., Amram, Ammishaddai, and in the immediate family line Eliam, father of Bathsheba (2 Sam. 11:3), given in Ch. as Ammiel (1 Ch. 3:5). The name of the king, 'Rehab'am' (and so GV 'Rehabeam'), was assimilated by E to 'Jeroboam,' and became 'Roboam' (and so V FV), which the English Bible followed with
For the Gr. of vv.¹—³ see Rahlfs, SS 3, 215 f., cf. 116 f., finding the primitive text only in B Ḫ Ḫ and Ireneus.—¹. נְאֵשׁ לַא וְלַא: the clause is syntactically impossible. Older commentators discussed whether this princess was to be included in the ban on 'strange women,' some making of her a convert, adducing Ps. 45¹¹; see Poole, Hitz.—נְאֵשׁ לַא וְלַא: the pointing of ב as at Neh. 13²³; the heavy final syllables induced shortening of the internal long syllables, e.g., זְרֵנִי, v.⁴.—Gr. Συρας κ. Ιδουμαιας presents the double rdg. נְאֵשׁ לַא וְלַא.—². נְאֵשׁ לַא וְלַא: usual tr. 'surely,' but inappropriate here; Klost., St., al. as error for נְאֵשׁ לַא וְלַא =Gr. מִי; but it is to be equated with Syr. 'aikan,' 'so that'; see Montg., JBL 1912, 144 ff.—³. נְאֵשׁ לַא וְלַא: for the grammatical disagreements with the subjects see GK §145.—⁵. נְאֵשׁ לַא וְלַא: the deformation of the divine name after the pattern of ba'āl>boseth. Bibl. Heb. lacks a fem. to נְאֵשׁ לַא וְלַא; נְאֵשׁ לַא וְלַא appears in Phoen., Ugaritic. Burn. cft. Phoen. נְאֵשׁ לַא וְלַא, 'to his god Asht., and further Phoen. exx. are given by Nielsen, Ras Šamra Mythology, 22 f.—⁶. נְאֵשׁ לַא וְלַא: for the independent syntax of the ppl. cf. יִשְׁרֵי נַעֲרֵי, 5¹, and see GK §116, s.—⁷. נְאֵשׁ לַא וְלַא: the ppl. pointed as pf., the art. then being treated as rel. pron.; cf. the same use of art. at Gen. 12? 35¹; for discussion of these and similar anomalies see Burn., GK §138, 3b.—¹⁰. נְאֵשׁ לַא וְלַא: Klost., Burn., comparing the Gr., correct to the ppl., נְאֵשׁ לַא וְלַא; St. is properly dubious; but the pf. is in consecutive order after the prec. ppl.—נְאֵשׁ לַא וְלַא: the clause is parenthetical, is not to be changed to נְאֵשׁ לַא וְלַא with Klost., Burn., after the Grr.—נְאֵשׁ לַא וְלַא: 4 MSS פֶּעֶל, so VSS exc. Grr. g e._—¹¹. נְאֵשׁ לַא וְלַא: for the prep. in psychological sense see BDB 768b; e.g., Job 10¹², יִשְׁרֵי נַעֲרֵי, ⁰—¹². נְאֵשׁ לַא וְלַא: Gr. missed the usual נְאֵשׁ לַא וְלַא, and translated the first word with וְלַא וְלַא; נְאֵשׁ לַא וְלַא added it at the end.—¹². נְאֵשׁ לַא וְלַא: Grr., נְאֵשׁ לַא וְלַא, as though נְאֵשׁ לַא וְלַא which change is accepted by Klost., Burn., on ground of correspondence with vv.³⁴, ³⁶; rather the Gr. avoided the harsh verb, and so again at v.¹³.—¹³. נְאֵשׁ לַא וְלַא: Grr., נְאֵשׁ לַא וְלַא + 'the city,' after common usage.—¹⁴. נְאֵשׁ לַא וְלַא: Grr. here and below נְאֵשׁ לַא וְלַא: also MSS נְאֵשׁ לַא וְלַא =Gr. אֶלֶף; at Gen. 36⁵⁵, ⁵⁹ נְאֵשׁ לַא וְלַא has both forms; see also Comm., 15¹⁸. This divine name, common in W. Sem. nn. pr. (see Lidzb., HNE 258), also occurs singly for such names in S. Arab. (NPS 1, 71 f.). In v.¹⁷ Akkadizing נְאֵשׁ לַא appears. The name נְאֵשׁ לַא, alternate to נְאֵשׁ לַא, occurs in Ugaritic. For the divine name used for human nomenclature cf. 'Jehu,' II. ⁹.⁳—נְאֵשׁ לַא וְלַא: the correction to נְאֵשׁ לַא וְלַא, after Gr. τ. βασιλείας (=II. ²⁵²⁰), with Klost., St., is not necessary.—נְאֵשׁ לַא וְלַא: recognized by some critics as gloss to preceding נְאֵשׁ לַא וְלַא; rather it is gloss to the impossible נְאֵשׁ לַא וְלַא, v.¹⁵; se. understand נְאֵשׁ לַא וְלַא as נְאֵשׁ לַא וְלַא!—¹⁵. נְאֵשׁ לַא וְלַא: very early error for נְאֵשׁ לַא וְלַא =2 Sam. ⁸¹³, and so here Grr. τοῦ εξολοθρευταὶ αὐτῷ =Σύν νְאֵשׁ לַא וְלַא.—¹⁷. נְאֵשׁ לַא וְלַא: the word =Engl. 'certain'; see Note, ³¹⁶. Grr., exc.
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G, pref. 'all.'—18. מזר : G غ £ 7. полошв Madiam; for 'city of Midian' see Musik, Topographical Itineraries, No. I, Index.—טמך, מזר as 19: OGr. om.—צ baja: B* Tập аркуннр for аркунтар.—אא : OGr. 'ordered,' the mng. as in Arab.— א אא : G om.; the verbal sequence is abnormal.—19. נשם: MSS have variants; Grr., תקעמעס, etc. Cf. the identical place-name, Jer. 210, etc., Eze. 3018; for suggested interpretations see GB, and most recently B. H. Stricker, Analecta Orientalia, 15 (1937), 11.—בְּךָ: Grr. תִיִּפֶת, suggesting to Klost. תֶּבֶּה, (!), 'the elder,' to Kit., St. תִָכָת; both suggestions quite unnecessary.—20. תַּיִּפֶת: the mng. of the name cannot be explained from the Heb., with the root mng. 'to steal,' but from the Arabic, with its diverse developments, e.g., junub='guest.' Safaitic n. pr. Gnb occurs (NPS 2, 43). The Grr. read as 'Genibat,' which would represent a diminutive formation, gunaibat. The fem. form for masc. names is common in Old Sem., e.g., Canaanite פָּטָא, Edomitic פָּטָא, תָּלָא, Ammonite פָּטָא, and appears in Nab., e.g., תָּלָא, Palm. תָּלָא.—מָנוּלָא: Grr., אֶּלֶּפֶת אָּתְוָא, i.e., as from מָנוּלָא; see Comm.—21. מָנוּלָא: the cohortative is expected; see Orlinsky, JQR 32 (1941), 197.—22. ק: 'No!' (EVV 'Nothing'); a similar case at Gen. 192 approves such mng. here, vs. Burn. 22 MSS ר = Grr., אָּתְוָא. See Bár's note on the Masoretic punctuation.

VV.23-25a, inserted in v.14 by OGr., are in place in Hex.—23. פִּיָּךְ := 'prince,' Pr. 1428; the name רֶנ occurs in Sabean (NPS 1, 199); OGr., מְרָום/נ.—אָלָא: the name and מזר are frequent in S. Arab. (ib., 2, 28, 60).—[ך]תִּפֶת=ג' חָשָׂא ; 47 MSS רֶנָא=ג' G ינ ו ; see Note, v.14.—אָלָא: OGr. transcribed with תִּפֶת (תִּפֶת) ו פְּנָא (so the simplest form of many variants, see Rahlfis, SS 3, 217): G has a variant transcription, תִּפֶת בָּפְתָא, in which G has found a patronymic, רֶנ. רֶנ.—24. מז: Grr., G (S) as מז, generally adopted since Then.—אָלָא: Klost., סָנָא, BH propose מז with 2 Sam. 8; but the gloss may have been carelessly expressed.—אָלָא, יִתְוָא, יִתְוָא, יִתְוָא: G (but B al. om. clauses 2 and 3 through homoiotel. of 'Damascus'); G read יִתְוָא יִתְוָא זָנָא (the false rdg. having induced the foll. pls. in ינ), יִתְוָא יִתְוָא יִתְוָא, and so G, a correction generally accepted.—25a. "and he was an adversary to Israel"; n. the contradiction in G, 210a, "there was no Satan (the Heb. word !) in Solomon's days."—25b. רֶנ: OGr., רֶנ הָאָלָא הָאָלָא הָאָלָא הָאָלָא. as, as though rdg. the verb מְז, and so צ G, followed by EVV (JV not noting the addition to ינ); G רֶנ הָאָלָא כָּבָּא G (ד=ג' G), "this is the evil of L." (treating מְז as ל=ענH נHeb. מ=נ; 6 MSS attempted improvement with plus תַּפְּלָת ה " (which was) with H."—קָנִי: VSS, exc. צ ינ as מְז (to avoid the former contemptuous word), accepted by Grätz, BH, but see St.'s long note; that "he oppressed Israel" is historically most improbable; also that verb requires the foll. prep. י. Jofon sugg. מז, after v.23, but an object is then desiderated.
26. רותא: for the name see Comm. and Note on v.43.—בָּבֶב: the name only in this connexion; it is frequent in S. Arab. by itself and in composition (NPS 2, 92).—נָעַדשּׁהש=Hex.: OGr., Σαρείπα, as at 1224b.—רצה: OGr. om. the name of the mother here, have it at 1224b, where the variants suggest a confusion with the place-name גָּרָר. —27. אֲבַבִּי: see Lexx. for connexion with Akk. mutā, 'an artificial terrace'; but there is also the use of the verb. in S. Arab. in parallelism with bny, ‘to build’ (Conti Rossini, Chrest., 177); the same name for the fortress at Shechem, Jud. 9:20.—27b. Grr. here=ח. Gr. 1224b has the plus, ‘(he built the Akra) with the levies of the house of Ephraim’; but Gr. 2358 κ. ὠκενοῦσαν τ. ἀκραν εὐαλίν ἑτ αὐτῆς διεκοφεῖν τ. πολιν Δ., ἴ.ε., rdg. as וּטָבַע as הֵרַע=טָבַע, ‘fortress,’ and יִשְׁרָכ as יִשְׁרָכ; see Montg., ZAW 1932, 127.—28. ל: Grr., ἡ ομ.—בלָּב: see Note, 5:29.—29. רָא: both this form and וּשָּׁבappear in 14:5f., the latter also in 2 Ch. 10:18. The latter spelling appears in a 7th century Jerusalem ostracon; see Albr., JPOS 1926, 38 ff., Diringer, IAE 74.—יִבְּרָא: OGr. plus ‘and stood him off from the road’ (not in Lucif.); but below for וּשָּׁב OGr. has ‘on the road.’—אשא: Grr. exegetically, κ. ο Ἀχαιας.—31. Grr. om. the art. in ‘the ten tribes,’ which appears preferable, but is correction of a careless phrase; art. in שָׁבַע prob. by dittography.—32. רָא הָא רָא הָא רָא הָא רָא הָא רָא: Grr., ἡ ομ. ‘two tribes,’ and so at v.36. As Rahlfs notes (SS 3, 99), Jos. knew the Heb. text, but compromised with O, producing: ‘one tribe and the one adjoining it.’ There is no reason for correction of the previous figure ‘10’ to ‘11’ (cf. BH); in later parlance there were the ten tribes of the North, and the one, Judah, constituting the South.—33. רָא תִּנְשָׁמָה (3 MSS שַׁנִּים), רָא תִּנְשָׁמָה (3 other MSS שַׁנִּים): the VSS, including Ag., Sym. properly as singulars.—הֵרַע tris: original as vs. the abusive terms in vv.5-7, which terms are reproduced in Grr. here.—35. רָא: 15 MSS ש. רָא תיָּבֵת שָׁבַע תיָּבֵת שָׁבַע: OGr. om.; an addition suggested by v.38.—34. ל: Kit. (Comm., BH) elides without good reason.—36. רָא תיָּבֵת שָׁבַע (4 MSS שַׁנִּים): Grr., αντιστασομένως αντιστασομένως αντιστασομένως, ‘I will oppose him’=ἐπιβάλλω, with same translation as at Hos. 1:9, διὰ τῶν ἀνθρώπων. Lucian in view of inconsequence of the statement at this point transferred it to beginning of the ν., obtaining, “I will oppose him . . . and will not take the kingdom from his hand”; see Rahlfs, SS 3, 201 f.—רָא תיָּבֵת: OGr. 35: צוֹחֵל: but לא תיָּבֵת שָׁבַע שָׁבַע שָׁבַע שָׁבַע שָׁבַע שָׁבַע שָׁבַע שָׁבַע שָׁבַע שָׁבַע שָׁבַע שָׁבַע שָׁבַע שָׁבַע שָׁבַע שָׁבַע שָׁבַע שָׁבַע שָׁבַע שָׁבַע שָׁבַע שָׁבַע שָׁבַע שָׁבַע שָׁבַע שָׁבַע שָׁבַע שָׁבַע שָׁבַע שָׁבַע שָׁבַע שָׁבַע שָׁבַע שָׁבַע שָׁבַע שָׁבַע שָׁבַע שָׁבַע שָׁבַע שָׁבַע שָׁבַע שָׁבַע שָׁבַע שָׁבַע שָׁבַע שָׁבַע שָׁבַע שָׁבַע שָׁבַע שָׁבַע שָׁבַע שָׁבַע שָׁבַע שָׁבַע שָׁבַע שָׁבַע שָׁבַע שָׁבַע שָׁבַע שָׁבַע שָׁבַע שָׁבַע שָׁבַע שָׁבַע שָׁבַע שָׁבַע שָׁבַע שָׁבַע שָׁבַע שָׁבַע שָׁבַע שָׁבַע שָׁבַע שָׁבַע שָׁבַע שָׁבַע שָׁבַע שָׁבַע שָׁבַע שָׁבַע שָׁבַע שָׁבַע שָׁבַע שָׁבַע שָׁבַע שָׁבַע שָׁבַע שָׁבַע שָׁבַע שָׁבַע שָׁבַע שָׁבַע שָׁבַע שָׁבַע שָׁבַע שָׁבַע שָׁבַע שָׁבַע שָׁבַע Sh. om.—38b. 39. צוֹחֵל: for the pointing cf.
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Zec. 11; see Bär and Ginsb. — 40.Jeroboam 20: OGr. om.— B a doublet, k. ассерт k. ассертъ; v. ad loc.— 41. Königs: Grr. (exc. 71), Ш pref. ‘all.’ — Редкий славен 20: Г as though ‘who is not this’, after the usual form. § tr. the first noun with пикура, but Г correctly with λόγος.— 42. ОГр. but not as all. — Ахаму-рabi, Kittel as all. — Rehoboam Ch. — but the throne-— 2 Grr. — tho. to 2 Grr. to 2 Grr. to to 2 Grr. to from (with the Jeroboam Ra'Bi-ilu.’ congrega-

121-21. The division of the kingdom. || 2 Ch. 10; cf. Ant., viii, 8, i–3. The Heb. text, treated by itself apart from the Gr. supplement (see at end of this section) has a grave incon-
cinnity in that it connects Jeroboam’s return from Egypt, his being summoned to the parliament, and his leadership in its demands, with the succession of Rehoboam, while according to v.20 the news of the return of Jeroboam and the summons to him are subsequent to the revolt. This disagreement is solved by excising vv.2.3a, absent in OGr. (n.b. the parenthesis in EVV) as an intrusion from Ch. (n.b. Ch.’s common word בָּנָה vs. ‘דָּבָה, v.20, both translated usually with ‘congregation’), excising ‘Jeroboam’ in v.12 (with the Grr.), and adding, v.20, the phrase ‘from Egypt’ to ‘Jeroboam returned’ (with Grr. MSS). VV.2.3a are necessary to Ch.’s narrative, in which Jeroboam’s early history was omitted, but are superfluous here. With these excisions, excluding certain contradictions and superfluities, Jeroboam does not appear as ringleader of the revolt, but his election is an afterthought of the rebels. The above criticism is that of Meyer’s (IN 363 ff.). Hölscher would excise only v.3a; Kittel transfers v.2 to beginning of the ch., and so Stade; Klostermann and Kittel expand this v. from
the Gr. suppl., inserted in 1143 and 1224d, viz., “and J. heard in Egypt that S. was dead, and he came to his city Sareira,” etc. The text so revised appears as follows: 1. And Rehoboam went to Shechem, for all Israel came to Shechem to make him king. 2. And it was, when Jeroboam ben Nebat heard, while he was still in Egypt, whither he had fled from king Solomon, that Jeroboam 'returned from Egypt' (with Ch., Gr. 19; ᾭ dwelt in Egypt). 3. and they sent and called him. And came Jeroboam and all the congregation of Israel.] And they [Grr. the people] spoke to Rehoboam, etc. 12. And came [Jeroboam and] all Israel [so most Grr.; ᾮ all the people—Ch.] to Rehoboam, etc. (vv.13-19). 20. And it was, when all Israel heard that Jeroboam had returned 'from Egypt' [with some Grr. Ε 19], that they sent and called him to the assembly, and they made him king over all Israel, etc. ‘From Egypt,’ v.20, was omitted as repeating and contradicting v.2; then the sentence in the latter v. was changed by slight scribal and oral touch to ‘he dwelt in Egypt,’ to avoid repetition of the ‘returning’ below. Also v.17, a disturbing interlude, is an intrusion from Ch. Kittel prefers the text of Gr. v.24q. r to vv.6-9, but without sufficient reason. Meyer (IN, 365) regards as an original element the addition to v.4 in Gr. v.24p, κ. ἐβάρυνεν τὰ βρώματα τῆς τραπέζης αὐτοῦ; cf. 57t.

Shechem was the place chosen by all Israel for the formal recognition of Rehoboam as Solomon’s successor, to make him king. It was central and accessible, and, further, following Noth’s thesis of an Israelite amphictyony, it may have been the traditional gathering-place of the tribes (Das System der Zwölfstämme Israel). It is reasonable to accept the statement about the assembly, with Lods (Israël, 432), as against Stade (GVI 1, 344 f.) and Kittel (GVI 2, 219 f.), who regard the assembly at Shechem as primarily mutinous; but would not the king have taken proper military precautions? K. Möhlenbrink has attempted to review the city’s ancient history in his article, “Sichem als altpalästinische Königstadt,” Christentum u. Wissenschaft 10 (1934), 125-34; cf. ZAW 1934, 129. Alt finds good historic background for the public declaration of blessing and curse in this locality; cf. Dt. 27, 28 (Die Ursprünge des Israel. Rechts, 1934, 61 ff.). The ancient Shechem has been long identified with Balata, near Jacob’s
Well, SE of modern Shechem. The hereditary rights of the Davidic dynasty were not yet established, and the discontented Northern tribes had now the opportunity of making their bargain with the new king. He postponed reply till the day after the morrow (the third day) for time to consult his counsellors; but he took the advice of his young companions, the boys, as the Hebrew means. The story phrases his reply in metrical form:

11. *My father loaded upon you a heavy yoke,*
   *And I will add to your yoke;*

12. *My father chastised you with rods,*
   *And I will chastise you with lashes.*

The last word—*scorpion* in Heb.—is technical for some kind of stinging whip. 15. The unfortunate decision of the young king is attributed to a 'sibbāh from YHWH,' i.e., as the root means, a *turn-about* of fate; the much later Koheleth marks this endless cycle in natural things (Eccl. 13:8); the phrase is predestinarian, without moralizing as in the case of Abimelech's fate (Jud. 9:56). Hölscher claims that sibbāh is 'ein sehr junges Wort,' on what ground is not evident; rather the term belongs to ancient fatalism; cf. 216. The following explication, to establish his word which YHWH spake by Ahijah, may itself be secondary. In any case Rehoboam's folly effected the divine purpose. 16. The v. repeats like a national anthem the lyric outcry of the earlier rebels against the dynasty (2 Sam. 201), with an additional line:

*What portion have we in David?*
*Neither have we inheritance in Jesse's son.*
*To your tents, O Israel!*
*Now see to thine own house, O David!*

1 For earlier literature see Montg., *The Samaritans*, ch. 2. Excavations at Shechem have been pursued by German expeditions, in 1913–14 under Sellin, and since 1926; see Sellin's reports in *ZDPV* 1926 seq., and a criticism of the later campaigns in *ZAW* 1933, 146 ff.; also G. Welter in *Archäologischer Anzeiger*, 1932, 292 ff. A fresh enterprise was undertaken in 1934 (*AJA* 1935, 142). See Albr., *APB* 55 ff.; Abel, *GP* 2, 458 ff.; Olmstead, *HPS* 285, with photographic plates.

2 For the various interpretations of royal succession in the small states of the ancient Orient see Gallin, *Die israelitische Staatsverfassung*, 12 ff.
"To your tents" smacks of the old Arabian life = English
"Go home!" "See to thine own house" (cf. Gen. 39:23) is in modern English, "Look after your own business!" 18. 19.
The stoning of Adoram, Over-the-Levy (the Adoniram of 4—see Note), the energetic flight of the king, and the consumma-
tion of the rebellion are briefly narrated. As to the source of this narrative, which Hölscher characterizes as possessing 'all
the traits of good old saga-narrative,' critics differ. Well-
hausen (in Bleek, Einl. 4, 243) and Hölscher regard it as Judæan; Kittel and Sarda, as Ephraimite. This variance of
opinion reflects the pure objectivity of the story; nothing in
the context exhibits any partiality for Jeroboam; according
to IISEf. he was given the opportunity 'to make good,' while,
with I2SGf. he 'went wrong.' On the other hand Rehoboam's
foolish political blunder is coolly narrated: it was divinely
'fated.' Later a moral reason was found in Solomon's in-
fidelity, but it is not stated here, indeed his despotism goes
unchallenged by the writer. The Judæan origin appears the
more probable. This is supported, as Wellhausen holds (p.
277), by the correspondence of v.16 with 2 Sam. 21.
21-24. The failure to suppress the revolt. The story is
almost ad verbum identical with Ch. The latter ignored the
earlier Ahijah narrative (except for casual references, II. 9SG,
1015) as quite too anti-dynastic, but it had to explain here
why the rupture was not suppressed. The otherwise ignored
tribe of Benjamin now appears. Shemaiah the man of God
(the first appearance of the title in Ki.) appears to be a late
fiction, appearing again in 2 Ch. IIEFF., I2SGFF., and actually
replacing Ahijah in the Gr. supplement, v.240. The figure of
180,000 select warriors (also in Ch.) is absurd; ḫ has a lower
figure, 120,000.
The Greek supplement to the history of Jeroboam, v.24A-.
This addition in the OGr., Old Latin (ignored by Josephus),
was excised by the Hexaplaric recension, although still retained
in some MSS of that later strain, e.g., N. The following is a
digest of its contents:
a=14SG1.—b. Jeroboam was son of a harlot, was ἅρπων
σκυτάλης, 'lash-master'; he built Sareda for Solomon; he
had 300 horse-chariots; he built the Akra by the levies of
Ephraim; he shut up the City of David, rising against the
Solomon attempted to kill him; he fled to Shishak.—d. He heard of Solomon's death, and desired to return.—e. Parenthesis on his marriage to Shishak's sister-in-law (cf. the marriage of the Edomite prince Hadad, 1114ff.).—f. His return; the tribe of Ephraim gathered to him; he built there a fort.—g-na. Sickness of his child, episode of Ahijah's prophecy, death of the child (cf. ch. 14).—nB. He came to Shechem, and gathered the tribes there.—o. The prophecy of Shemaiah (cf. 1126ff.).—p et seq. || 121-21.

With its unique length as an insertion in the earlier books of the Septuagint, no passage has provoked a wider difference of opinion than this narrative, which is throughout contradictory of that in ב. Distinguished historians have taken opposite positions (cf. Olmstead's citations, 'Source Study,' 15): von Ranke for the supplement as 'the earlier and more trustworthy of the two' (Weltgeschichte, 3, 2, 412); Meyer, on the contrary: "für jeden, der ohne vorgefasste Meinung den Sachverhalt prüft, kann die Priorität des hebräischen Berichts und die gänzliche Wertlosigkeit der daraus zurechtgemachten Erzählung von LXX auch hier nicht zweifelhaft sein" (IN 369 f.). Biblical critics are as sharply polarized. Says Stade: "The Hebrew text from which א was translated had after this verse a midrash describing Jeroboam's life and adventures. This late addition is rather fanciful and very clumsily compiled from elements in the narratives of א, in cc. 11, 12, 14" (SBOT 130); to which Olmstead replies: "When scholars of such deserved reputation can take this attitude, it is clear that a somewhat detailed examination of this 'midrash' is demanded if we are to free the Jeroboam narrative from this reproach. That it forms a well-balanced, consistent, and probable story can best be shown by allowing the narrator to speak in his own words"—there follows a full translation (AJSL 30 [1913], 17; cf. ib., 31 [1915], 169 ff.; HPS 350). Cheyne takes similar position (JQR 1899, 551 ff., and art. 'Jeroboam' in EB). Definitely on the other side stand, inter al., Kuenen, Einl., 1, 2, 97, n. 10, Kittel in his Comm., and Burney, pp. 163 ff. Benzinger mediatingly holds that א has preserved what ב has lost (pp. 82, 86 f.); and Šanda pursues an elaborate criticism, separating the older body of the narrative from the later accretions (pp. 375 ff.).
Skinner in his short Commentary has given an admirable critique of the question (Note II, pp. 443 ff.) ; to the problem as to which of the two accounts is the more original he finds it impossible to give a decided answer ; the present form of $\mathcal{E}$, he holds, does not compare well with $\mathcal{H}$, but, and here in line with Sanda, when the former text is cleared of excrescences, there remains a kernel whose inferiority to $\mathcal{H}$ is by no means obvious. Also Robinson in his presentation ($HI$ I, 270 ff.) is dubious as between the two.

The present writer agrees with the negative judgment. He holds in brief that when the text of $\mathcal{H}$ is cleared of the interpolations indicated above, there remains an abbreviated but clear story of Jeroboam; the latter had fled to Egypt, there followed upon Solomon’s death the conclave at Shechem and the revolt of the North, and then, when the Northerners heard that the capable Jeroboam had returned in the interregnum, they offered him the crown. One disturbance indeed in the sequence is that the long story of Ahijah’s prophecy (II29-39) dovetails awkwardly between the introduction, “and this is the story how J. raised his hand against king S.” (v.27), and the sequel, “and so S. sought to kill him” (v.40). But the supplement presents a motive for Solomon’s hostility, alleging that Jeroboam had three hundred chariots, and that “he was exalting himself against the régime” (cf. Num. 16f). This may be index that the need of a motivation was early felt and supplied. But, as Meyer observes, no nobleman in Solomon’s day could have acted in such high-handed fashion; Absalom’s pomp (2 Sam. 15f) was child’s play in comparison. It is evident that the whole animus of the story is against Jeroboam; his mother was a harlot, and he was high-handed from the beginning; he had no original prophetic auspices, but Ahijah appears on the scene to predict his child’s death as penalty for the abominations he will one day commit—a story arrantly transplanted hither from ch. 14. Ahijah’s oracle, as given by $\mathcal{H}$, is put in the mouth of the almost fictitious Shemaiah (v.210), while the favourable conditional promise is omitted. To make the subject more interesting Jeroboam is given the part at Shishak’s court which a most reliable and original document gives to the Edomite prince; a Pharaoh would not have given his daughter to a commoner.
There is in ε none of the cool objectivity of the story in δ, which may well be Judæan in origin, but which passes no judgment upon Jeroboam in advance, rather offers him God-given opportunity. The supplement in a word is midrashic, rather a jumble to an extent that does not appear until the Chronicler, which fact may not exclude the presence of detached items of tradition. As the supplement harks back to the early form of δ, it may serve at times for text-correction; but any judgment in accepting definite historical data must be arbitrary. The general opinion that the original was Hebrew is doubtless correct, and for that reason it is of literary interest as index of the extent of such literature at an early date—we may compare the midrashic stories in Josephus. The translators of ε simply attached it to their 'unauthorized' translation of the Scriptures as a variant historical document of interest. one which made of Jeroboam a more sinister person than did the sober history preserved in δ. See further Comm. on 1411ff.


25. And Jeroboam built (i.e., rebuilt) Shechem in the Highland of Ephraim, and resided in it. And he went out from there, and built Penuel. The v. is of archival origin, and is the only purely secular datum, except 1420, preserved for Jeroboam’s reign. Shishak’s invasion must have affected the young Northern kingdom even more than Judah, and hence the paucity of data. Penuel across the Jordan on the Jabbok (Gen. 3232, etc.; cf. Abel, GP 2, 406) may be one of the places (no. 53) listed by Shishak among his conquests (see Comm., 1425ff.). Lods (Israël, 434) and Olmstead (HPS 355) propose that Penuel was built by Jeroboam upon Shishak’s retreat from his invasion. The object of this military undertaking was doubtless the control of the trade-routes across Jordan with the intention of usurping Judah’s heritage. The verb ‘to go out’ is used of military campaigns. There is no reason to think, with Stade (GVI 1, 351) and Lods, that a new capital was attempted. Only indirectly do we learn of another royal seat, Tirzah (1417, 1533, etc.).

Vv. 26–31. Jeroboam’s religious innovations. The history of the reign is composed of this late popular tradition and two prophetic stories, v.32–ch. 13, and 141–18. Critics differ widely
upon the analysis of these few verses. Kittel regards vv.\textsuperscript{26, 27} as secondary, Stade only v.\textsuperscript{28}, while Hölscher, in addition to numerous minor points speaks of vv.\textsuperscript{31-33} as 'Flickwerk.' \textbf{28, 29.} Confusion occurs over the two calves. Jeroboam \textit{made two calves of gold}, then proclaimed, \textit{Behold thy gods, O Israel, who brought thee up from the land of Egypt}, and finally \textit{he placed the one at Bethel and the other at Dan}. With only one calf there was danger of confusion of the image with \textit{YHWH}; with the introduction of a second one the worship in the Northern Kingdom is presented as clearly polytheistic. Accordingly the present text is a development of the original tradition that he set up a calf at Bethel, concerning which he would have proclaimed, \textit{This is thy God who brought} [reading sing. verb] \textit{thee}, etc., exactly as at Neh. \textsuperscript{9}, although at Ex. \textsuperscript{32\textsuperscript{4-8}} the sing. has been changed into the pl., "these are thy gods." The similar spirit of correction appears in the text of Hos. \textsuperscript{10\textsuperscript{5}}, where with Gr. ' the calves (of Beth-aven) ' is to be restored to ' the calf.' \textbf{30a.} \textit{And this thing became a sin}: an evident interpolation from 13\textsuperscript{31}. \textbf{30b.} \textit{And the people went before the one as far as Dan}: an awkward statement in the context, as translators have seen from early days. \textsuperscript{31} adds the desiderated complement, ' and before the other to Bethel,' and Oort, Kittel, Burney, \textit{BH} would still further improve the text by inserting this Lucianic addition before the ' going to Dan.' Kamphausen boldly rewrites the whole passage; Benzinger and Šanda unnecessarily find in the statement a cultic procession ' before the calf ' from Bethel to Dan for its installation there, comparing 2 Sam. 6.\textsuperscript{3} The indictment is further continued: \textbf{31.} \textit{He made the houses of the high-places}, and he instituted a new order of priests, \textit{not of the sons of Levi, but from the whole range of the people}. The last phrase is to be so translated, and not as \textit{from the lowest of the people}, with AV, following a Renaissance interpretation, \textit{e.g., 'ex fæce populi.' And yet the high-places had not been destroyed nor the local priest-guilds abolished}; but neither is such a reformation attributed to David and Solomon.

The nature of these alleged religious 'innovations' of Jeroboam has long been recognized by historians as reaction

\textsuperscript{3} Jos. still knew of ' the temple of the golden calf above the Little Jordan ' (\textit{BJ} iv, i, 1).
against the growing dominance of Solomon's temple in Jerusalem, which was at once the religious expression of his autocratic claims: see for example Stade, GVI i, 351 ff.; Kittel, GVI 2, 301 ff.; Robinson, HI i, 277 ff. There is nothing to show that Solomon repressed the local cults; but his ambition to make Jerusalem supreme, in the double aspect of political and religious capital, tended inevitably to the depreciation of the provincial holy places, to the political irritation of the local communities and the tribes at large, and to the relative depression of the country priests, who doubtless came to play the rôle of agitators against the family of Sadok. It was these elements of opposition to which as a clever politician Jeroboam made his appeal. However, reaction in itself has no positive value. The fact stands forth that the cult at Jerusalem contained positive elements of good, in its imagelessness and freedom from depraved practices, and for its position in the capital, where excesses were checked by a restrained culture and a political control. The part played by princes in religious advance and reformation is often overlooked; it is well exhibited in the subsequent history of Judah. Religion is generally of a higher character in cities than in country communities, among the 'pagani,' to use the ancient Christian term for the heathen of the countryside, and similarly Teutonic 'heathen,' 'Heiden.' At all events this reaction boded no good for the North, as its weakness through its several dynasties proved. Jeroboam's enterprise was purely political, indeed cleverly founded on the opposition to Solomon's autocracy and centralization of religion. But he had no religious interest beyond the restoration of the local cults (ye have gone up long enough to Jerusalem), and this policy, in contrast to the history of Judah, worked ill for the unity of the North. Olmstead indeed remarks as follows (HPS 353): "Jeroboam's revolt was no revolt against Yahweh's cult. If not instigated by the prophetic party, it met with their approval, and history proves that they were right. During the centuries which immediately followed, every fundamental advance in Hebrew religion originated in the north." But the prophetic guilds and prophets of the North had no association with the local cults; they represented a reaction against the debasing tendencies of Canaanitism, which were not so
active in the more unified South, where the temple in Jerusalem stood for the sober national religion.

The calves (depreciatory for 'bulls' — cf. the 'she-calfes' of Hos. 10) are generally regarded as aboriginal to the Israelite cult; see Nowack, *Arch.*, 2, 23; but Benzinger (*Arch.*, 326) observes that 'surprisingly enough' Palestinian archaeology has found only small god-images; cf. Kittel (*GVI* 2, 61, notes 2, 3), who would reduce the bull to the function of bearer of the deity. Against the general view Eissfeldt ('Der Gott Bethel,' *ARw.*, 1930) argues that the calf-worship was introduced by Jeroboam and was not original, and similarly Meek holds that he introduced another religion (*Hebrew Origins*, 158 ff.).

For Bethel, in addition to the standard authorities, see now the reports of the American School's excavations at modern Beitin by Albright, *BASOR* nos. 55, 56, 57 (1934–35), and Abel, *GP* 2, 270. For Dussaud's view that Bethel meant originally a deity and not a place, and that this fact has been deleted here (*Origines cananéennes du sacrifice israélite*, 1921, 69 f., 234 ff.) see Kittel's criticism, p. 230, n. 2. The houses of the high-places may refer simply to the rock-hewn sacred precincts, as at Gezer, which were themselves 'houses of deity'; or for possible architectural construction in the sacred areas may be compared G. L. Robinson's description of a high-place at Petra, and hard by "outlines of what once was probably a roofed-in guest chamber or hall, in which sacrificial feasts may have been celebrated" (*Sarcophagus of an Ancient Civilization*, 140, cf. 154 ff.).

1. Ις: original, and so Ω; 10 MSS Ις=ΟΓρ., Ch.—2. ὅς: 'where,' from the original mng., 'place'; cf. Ps. 41*; see C. Gaenssle, 'The Heb. Particle ὅς,' *AJSL* 31 (1914), 15 ff. (not noting these cases).—'ἵς ὅς: so the order by earlier usage, 1*.

---

4 The bull was the holy animal over a widespread area; see art. 'Stier' in Pauly-Wissowa, *RE*, esp. col. 2503 seq., 2512 seq.; for Canaan, L. Waterman, 'Bull-Worship in Israel,' *AJSL* 31 (1915), 229 ff.; S. A. Cook, *The Religion of Anc. Palestine*, 27 ff. For its vogue in S. Arabian sacred art see A. Grohmann, *Göttersymbole u. Symboltiere auf südarab. Denkmälern*, 1914, 41, 65 ff. 'The bull of El' now appears in the Ugaritic texts. Albright (*From the Stone Age*, 228 ff.) supports at length Kittel's position. Art has had its part in the deterioration of religion, the sign becoming the thing signified, and hence the drastic Second Commandment.
etc.; many MSS reverse the order with Ch.—בנשאא or בּנשאא: read 'בשאא 'בשאא; see Comm.—8. cf. Note, v.1.—5. ἀρχ. VSS, exc. ἦς, as ἦς; such correction is not required, ἦς: Grr. om.; probably insertion from Ch.—6. there is no reason for emendation on basis of Gr., for which see presentation in BH.—וגר: OGr. om., as unnecessary, as also St. holds; similar variations in v.18.—ייוו for the prepositional phrase see GB 641b.—7. קְרָּא: for the syntactic phrase cf. 21; Ch. om. קְרָּא, and so BH; but cf. קְרָּא in the Eshmunazar inscr., line 9.—9. וָנִשָּׁה=Ch.; VSS as sing., as appropriate to the royal ego; but the case is one of the 'communicative plural'; cf. Gen. 18, Is. 6, and see Haupt.—10. קְרָּא: Grr., a duplicate, סְטִינ, as presenting 'א and וָנִשָּׁה; 1 MS reads the latter.—ןִירָּא: acc. to St., al., it is far preferable to read יִנָּא, cf. v.4; but why the variation from the obvious? Some MSS spell the preceding case with קְרָּא: so Ginsb., BH; other edd., יִנָּא—12. γρ. Kit., קְרָּא, MSS α, יִנָּא; as pl.; the sing. is to be kept, as in vv.1, 21.—15. הָיוו 20: 2 MSS, OGr. om.—אַרְשָׁי: correct, vs. 'the people' of גָּרַּע. יַדָּי: 3 MSS, Ch., OGr. om.—אַרְשָׁי: in the negative sense, like Arab. md; see GB 401b.—דָּאָק: one of the 18 Tikkünt Söferim, this case being alleged to be correction of קְרָּא, 'to thy gods'; see Ginsb., Int., 355, Dr. on 2 Sam. 20.—הָיוו: Grr., βοσκέ=בּּל (accepted by Then., al.); גָּרַּע a plus at end of v., לְעֵנָי, 'choose'—Aram. יָעָי, 'to delight in'; תִּבְרָּי, by periphrasis.—18. יַדָּי: 3 MSS יַדָּי=Ch.; Gr. texts with various forms; ἡσ. בּּל; OGr. revised to 'Adoniram,' which is accepted by Kit., Burn., St., BH; but see Note on 4.—יַדָּי: B a, B a, cf. Note, v.14.—20. יַדָּי: B+Ποβοβοם.—[cf. 21] יַדָּי 20: Grr. om.—דָּאָק: Grr. +'and Benjamin,' despite רְבּוּ. יַדָּי: read ידה with 4 MSS, Ch.=VSS.—24. יַדָּי: for the phrase ‗returned‘ cf. 13; etc.; for the first word Grr., כְּתַפּוֹנָּטֶש, as though for כְּתַפּוֹנָּט, and so BH ‘fortasse.’—26. 'in his heart': the same phrase used of the fool's blasphemy, Ps. 53.—27. יַדָּי 20: OGr. om.—דָּאָק: Grr. (exc. i a), Κυρίων κ. Κυρίων αὐτῶν.—5 MSS om.—דָּאָק: OGr. om.—דָּאָק: so most Gr. MSS, but ἄρχ with ₣; N om.; Γεροβαομ (and so adding in v.21); the subject is an intrusion.—אַרְשָׁי: Grr. as for יַדָּי, which BH, al. prefer, but St. rejects; the Gr. would clarify the reference of the pronoun.—בּּל בּּל תְּבִיאוֹנָּט: see Burn., GK §133, c.—דָּאָק: on basis of argument above read the sing., דָּאָק, with Kit., St., al. (BH with question).—30. יַדָּי: גָּרַּע to
I. 12\textsuperscript{32}–13\textsuperscript{34}

Israel' (confining the sin to the North), which Burn., BH adopt. —יִשׁ: OGr. ישׁ and before the other to Bethel ; see Comm.—Sub fin., a plus in some Gr. minusc., and noted in marg. of \textsuperscript{3}H "and they left the house of the Lord."—31. יָשָׁל: to be deleted with Burn., BH.—ָהוּד יָשְׂרָאֵל; for the composite pl. phrase cf. II. 17\textsuperscript{29}, \textsuperscript{32}, and see GK §124, 1: \textit{per contra, 'דה יָשָׂרָאֵל, 13\textsuperscript{32}.—הַשּׁוֹאֵת: see GB s.v. ; a sing. from kasawat; cf. the Aramaizing נש, e.g., Dan. 1\textsuperscript{2}, and see Montg. ad loc.

12\textsuperscript{32}–13. Jeroboam's presumptuous impiety; the penalty pronounced by the word of a man of God; the sequel of the latter's sad fate; Jeroboam's recalcitrancy and the inevitable doom of the dynasty. Critics differ as to the alignment of vv.\textsuperscript{32}, \textsuperscript{33}, which themselves contain duplicate material. E.g., Kittel, Benzinger attach v.\textsuperscript{32} to the preceding narrative, and Burney and Skinner include also v.\textsuperscript{33}. But the fresh story begins with v.\textsuperscript{32}, as recognized by Stade, Šanda. Its theme is independent of the notes of the cults of the high-places; Jeroboam is punished for usurpation of priestly prerogative. The unravelling of the duplicates is also a problem. A simple narrative is obtained by accepting as the original introduction to the story these two elements: v.\textsuperscript{32}\textsuperscript{a}, \textit{And Jeroboam made a pilgrimage-feast [Heb.=Arab. haj] in the eighth month like the feast that is in Judah;} and v.\textsuperscript{33} (ad finem), \textit{And he went up upon the altar to burn incense.} The intervening redactorial material was introduced to round out and emphasize Jeroboam's innovations before the story of the man of God: his acting as priest, sacrificing to the calves (here both at Bethel!), institution of priests of high-places, and notably, v.\textsuperscript{33}\textsuperscript{a}, the gratuitous condemnation of the assumed heretical innovation of a new date for the Haj, of which condemnation there is no breath in v.\textsuperscript{32}—it was \textit{like the feast that is in Judah}. This summary completes the indictment of Jeroboam, and serves as introduction to the story of the man of God. The alleged innovation of the date of the Haj has been most variously interpreted. Some scholars have assumed that the eighth month was the original dating of Sukkoth, at least in North Palestine, as more agreeable to its climate, and hence the assignment of the seventh month for the Judean practice would be an innovation which became standardized in the later Law; so Kittel, cf. Benzinger. But Dalman (\textit{A. u. S.}, 2, 41; cf. p. 121, etc., and cf. Sanda) takes direct
issue with Kittel, noting that between Jerusalem and Samaria there is no difference of harvest time—if climatic difference there be, Samaria is warmer than Judah—there may have been a variance of opinion as to the conclusion of harvest, e.g., the olive harvest coming latest. The problem is connected with that of the apparent conflict between the date of the completion of the temple in Bul, the eighth month (638), and the dedication in Ethanim, the seventh month (82). See the discussion in connexion with the latter passage, and note Morgenstern's solution. Then Jeroboam would have been following the old Israelite practice, like the feast that is in Judah (and so Mowinckel, Chronologie, 174). But the later Judaean calendar, which threw that festival wholly into the seventh month, was the innovation, while the North retained the old calendar. The distinction of the celebrations may have been further accentuated, as is the wont of sectarian divisions, and this may be the basis of the condemnatory remark, on the fifteenth day in the eighth month, in the month which he had invented by himself (see Note), and then the day-date may have been clumsily introduced into v.39; cf. Morgenstern, p. 69, n. 93, holding these day-dates to be very late glosses. The crowning presumption was, according to the narrator, that he went up on (the place of) the altar to burn incense; this is the late criticism of the ancient prerogative of monarchy; see Comm. on 814 ff.

131-32. The story of the nameless man of God, as the hero is entitled throughout, is the first extensive case of midrash in the historical books, to be continued in extenso in the later stories of the prophets, and is for that reason of literary interest. Ch. names as authority for the reign of Rehoboam's son Abijah 'the Midrash of the Prophet Iddo' (II. r322), which compilation may have contained the present story. Later development gave this prophet's name to the present man of God; so Jos., with Yadon, and Rabbinic tradition (see Marcus). Even the ultra-conservative Keil dodged the explicit vaticinium post eventum of the name Josiah (v.2); he held that the man of God pronounced the name as an 'appellative,' 'he whom Y. supports,' subsequently providentially fulfilled in the actual name, and similar, as he holds, to the prediction of Cyrus's name in Isaiah, these then being the
only cases of such explicit prediction in the Scriptures. The relation of the story to that of Josiah’s cognizance of ‘the man of God’s sepulchre’ (II. 23\textsuperscript{16ff.}) has been disputed. Wellhausen claims (Comp., 277) the literary dependence of our story upon that history; but Thenius’s recognition of that passage as an interpolation from our story is to be accepted. It is impossible to date the documentary fixation of such a legend; with Šanda, the redaction would have taken place in Josiah’s time. There is indeed no particular indication of late post-Exilic date; the reference to the ‘cities of Samaria’ (v.\textsuperscript{32}) can be pre-Exilic. Interest in such prophets did not continue after the Exile. There may be noted the peculiar, evidently popular term man of God (the later Christian ‘divine’) for the Judæan over against the Northern title prophet (cf. vv.\textsuperscript{1-11}). The repeated and apparently redundant phrase, by the word of YHWH, has been noted by Wellhausen as late; but see Note, v.\textsuperscript{1}. The probable fact is that among the sepulchres that Josiah destroyed was the tomb of an unnamed Judæan holy man, celebrated with a legend; cf. Arabic wali. There is to be noted the dramatic feature of the lion which remained standing by the carcase (v.\textsuperscript{25}), for its preservation until it came into the prophet’s pious hands; similarly a lion figures in the case of a man who disobeyed a prophet (20\textsuperscript{35ff.}); for the nuisance of lions in Palestine see Comm. on II. 17\textsuperscript{25ff.}. The story has its moral in the theme of the disobedient prophet; cf. the Balaam story and that of Jonah. It is true to religious psychology; the man of God’s errand is to be devoted singly to the divine purpose; cf. the word of Jesus, Luke 10\textsuperscript{4}. No punishment is entailed upon the lying prophet, who subsequently became the medium of the true word of God, on which fact Grotius curtly remarks, “Revelatio prophetica saepe fit malis hominibus.” But his history is not the point of the story, while in any case false inspiration of the prophets was a matter of common knowledge, and was given its explanation as coming from a ‘lying spirit’ (22\textsuperscript{20ff.}). Indeed in the latter story Micaiah gives first a false oracle (v.\textsuperscript{15}). It is to be noted that the old prophet ascribes his inspiration to an angel (v.\textsuperscript{18}), which at least relieves the divine responsibility. Šanda holds that the final staccato sentence, he lied to him, is an interpolation. The legend developed to
explain the untimely end of some holy man upon his return from a mission; he must have committed some fault on the way. The narrative is diffuse, and the text is subject to much criticism and correction. In v.\textsuperscript{11} is to be read the pl., \textit{his sons came}, with the VSS; in v.\textsuperscript{12} and they showed him, for the make-shift translation, \textit{for they had seen.} At end of v.\textsuperscript{23} the words appearing in EVV as to wit (or namely), \textit{for the prophet whom he had brought back}, are to be elided, as erroneous gloss to define the preceding subject. V.\textsuperscript{29b} on the basis of \textit{G} may be simplified; in v.\textsuperscript{31} in place of \textit{lay my bones beside his bones}, the Grr. read, \textit{lay me}, etc.; see Notes.

In vv.\textsuperscript{33, 34} as sequel to the above story and with repetition of \textit{r2}\textsuperscript{30} Jeroboam's incorrigible perversity is depicted. Wellhausen (\textit{Comp.}, 278), followed by Stade, regards v.\textsuperscript{33a} as continuation of that story, and vv.\textsuperscript{33b, 34} as redactional; it is simpler, with Šanda, to consider both vv. as redactional with emphasis on the illegitimate priesthood. The usual translation of v.\textsuperscript{33} is that \textit{he again made priests}, an obscure note indeed; the meaning of the Heb. verbs is rather: \textit{he turned back and made priests}, since he was now proved to be physically incapacitated. For such use of the first verb cf. II. 24\textsuperscript{1}, Jer. 34\textsuperscript{11, 16}. The bastard priesthood is here the object of denunciation, as the calves were at \textit{r2}\textsuperscript{30}. Some minor corrections of the Heb. text are to be noted (see Notes). At end of v.\textsuperscript{33} read: \textit{he would consecrate him, and he would become a high-place priest} (EVV paraphrase). In v.\textsuperscript{34} correct by \textit{this thing}, and read with MSS, VSS, EVV exc. JV: \textit{this thing became the sin of the house of Jeroboam;} critics vary as to the interpretation, some preferring the Gr., "and this thing became a sin to the house of J." The terse Hebrew at end of the same v. may be literally translated: \textit{and to} (the end of) \textit{abolition and destruction from off the earth}; the second phrase occurs at Dt 6\textsuperscript{15}, Am. 9\textsuperscript{8}. The phrase translated 'to consecrate' is literally 'to fill the hand of,' as used in the ritual of consecration, Ex. 28\textsuperscript{41}, etc.; it was however of ancient usage, appearing in the story of Micah's consecration of the Levite (Jud. 17\textsuperscript{5, 12}). Exactly the same phrase occurs in Akk. \textit{mullū (ana) hāāa}, of the solemn placing of the sceptre in the new king's hand (in Hammurabi's case, \textit{KB} 3, 1, 122), not however of sacred functions. See the full discussions by Nowack (\textit{Arch.},
2, 120 ff.) and Šanda. Šanda argues convincingly that the term denotes the assignment of the benefice to the priest, some symbol being used in the rite of 'filling the hand.' The term is originally secular, not necessarily of Mesopotamian origin. Compare the history of the Muslim term for the election of the caliph, bai‘at, literally ‘purchase-contract,’ accompanied with the handshake, a term that passed into the Syriac Churches for the consecration of the higher clergy. In the Anglican Church the key of the church is placed in the hand of the newly instituted rector.

32. ס : Grr. the relative ס, by correction of a careless passage.—

33. ש : again a case of dialectical or late syntax.—

34. ש : the verb has the Arab. sense, 'to invent, improvise'; comparison with Neh. ס, דמלק את האהבה, 'for out of thy heart thou art inventing them' (i.e., the preceding 'words'), early induced the Kr. here, וָיִשָׁר (also in MSS), as also early known to the Grr. with apo karðias aurov, a correction generally accepted by critics; but the point is that he invented the new dating 'all by himself' וָיִשָׁר.

Ch. 13. 1. דרכי יאש : also vv. ס. ס, 17, 18, 20 ס, 1 Sam. 31. The cryptic character of the expression appears in the variety of translations: EVV in general, 'in the word,' GV 'durch das Wort,' FV 'avec la parole,' Chic. B., 'at the command,' Moff., 'moved by'; the last rendering approaches closest to the supernatural idea involved, and so Šanda, 'Kraft göttlicher Eingebung.' The expression appears to be rather overworked in the narrative, e.g., v. 17, but it is a bit of religious diction. For the term see the excellent discussion by Smend, Lehrbuch der alttest. Rel.-gesch. (1899), 87, with the initial statement: 'das Wort Jahves ist früh als eine göttliche Potenz gedacht,' and now the recent particular studies by F. Haeussermann, Wortempfang in der alttest. Prophetie, ZAW Beih. 58 (1932), esp. pp. 122 ff.; O. Grether, Name u. Wort Gottes im A. T., ZAW Beih. 64 (1934), Teil II; L. Dürr, Die Wurtung des göttl. Wortes im A. T. u. im Antiken Orient, MVAG 42, Heft 1 (1938). For the Bab parallels see Kat 608, n. 2. Probably 'invested with the word,' i.e., in the divine aura, would best express the notion, which is equivalent to ev δινάμει πνεύματος of the N. T., e.g., Rom. 15. In 1 Sam. 34 the phrase is used as a gloss to ease up the too physical assertion that "יהוה appeared to Samuel."—2. שומת : בְּמָשָׁא : for the idiom, frequent in Aram., cf. 1 Sam. 17, etc.—שומת : imperfs. pl.; Grr., ו change to sing.—3. הבזת 더הו the ppa. of 'deleendum est,' hence followed by perf. שומת (vs. Šanda).—4. שומת : to be omitted with ס; ס ס intrude 'the king.'—6. שומת : the ppa. אובר : ס 'and said the king Jer.'—OGr.,
A COMMENTARY ON KINGS

om.; prob. a gloss to the preceding antique and anthropomorphict phrase (cf. Engl. 'curry favour').—7. הַרְנָכָה: so BH with MSS C L, accepted by Ginzb., vs. הַרְנָכָה, on which cf. Burn.; the verb is used absolutely as in LHeb., otherwise + .—8. התנש: the noun is otherwise late in Heb.—9. [**אֶֽנָמ**] אֶֽנָמ: the Grr. generally obtained a subject by rdg. the foll. gen. kypnos as nom. kypnos, but MSS e f y preserve the original genitive. The text has been commonly emended (e.g., by St., BH) to וּבְהוֹ, and then consequently כָּל is read in v.17; but the two are cases of the impersonal sing. used in language of religious mystery; cf. גֵּרֶנְש, Zech. 912, and see Ew., Lehrb., §294, 1 (2), who cf. N.T. λεγεῖ; the text is to be kept.—10. רָאָֽה רָאָה: the noun construed as masc. (cf. v.19); in the foll. וָֽאֶֽנָמ the fem. prepositional phrase is an intrusion with contradictory gender; cf. הַרְנָכָה אֶֽנָמ, v.9.—11. רָאָֽה =Engl. 'a certain'; frequent in N. Pal. narratives and LHeb.; see Burn., pp. 181, 209, GB 23a.—12. אִֽמְּלַֽקְו: Ken. 30 MSS read אִֽמְּלַֽקְו, VSS, exc. ת, and correct.—בֵּית: ‘on that day’; cf. Arab. equivalent= 'to-day.'—13. אִֽמְּלַֽקְו: 2 MSS read= some Grr., VSS (exc. ת), accepted by Then., BH, al; St. regards א as the end of the verse as secondary; it is simpler to read א, and to take א as the prepositional phrase. For this last verb Grr. read remarkably אִֽמְּלַֽקְו, אִֽמְּלַֽקְו. אִֽמְּלַֽקְו: there is no reason to omit the word, with OGrr., and so St.; the phrase=Engl. ‘come home with me.’—15. אִֽמְּלַֽקְו אִֽמְּלַֽקְו: 2 MSS, OGrr. om., and so St., BH; but אִֽמְּלַֽקְו with אִֽמְּלַֽקְו offers the true mn, ‘à entrer chez toi.’—אִֽמְּלַֽקְו אִֽמְּלַֽקְו: OGrr. om., and so St., BH; in the parallel, v.11, St. also om. אִֽמְּלַֽקְו. אִֽמְּלַֽקְו: Grr., אִֽמְּלַֽקְו, as passive, and so EVV translate; it is easy to correct with many critics to the Pual; but the Pual is rare, occurring only twice; see Note, v.9.—[**אִֽמְּלַֽקְו**] אִֽמְּלַֽקְו: ca. 50 MSS אִֽמְּלַֽקְו= VSS.—אִֽמְּלַֽקְו: St. finds superfluous, arguing from Gr. επιστρεψεν, but this is correct translation of the Heb. verbs, ‘to return.’—אִֽמְּלַֽקְו: circumstantial, ‘lying to him’; cf. Dr., Tenses, §163.—אִֽמְּלַֽקְו: אִֽמְּלַֽקְו =Engl. ‘and he turned in with him’; read by OGrr. as אִֽמְּלַֽקְו. אִֽמְּלַֽקְו: read אִֽמְּלַֽקְו with 19 MSS; cf. 2 Sam. 911.—N.b. the ‘piskah-in-middle-of-verse,’ a long spacing, in this case giving dignity to the foll. statement; a similar case II. 117; see Graetz, MGWJ 27 (1878), 481 ff.; 36 (1887), 193 ff.—אִֽמְּלַֽקְו: אִֽמְּלַֽקְו: reduced the anthropomorphism with the word of Y.'—אִֽמְּלַֽקְו: Grr. + ‘water,’ accepted by BH; but, with St., the whole phrase is unnecessary.—אִֽמְּלַֽקְו: this vague phrase is not represented in OGrr. exc. for the verb k. επιστρεψεν, which emendation is accepted by Burn., BH. Hex. then inserted in place רָאָֽה רָאָֽה. But אִֽמְּלַֽקְו is an erroneous gloss to explain the ethical dative רָאָֽה כִּֽמָּֽה being misunderstood as action of the host, and then was
added "who brought him back," but the guest is never called 'the prophet.' St. properly rejects the whole phrase.—24. The root אב includes the mng. of Aram. smith, 'to chance upon' = Eth. mase'ah; in v.28 it means 'to find.'—25. 2 סס MSS om. through אובד. 20; 1 MS Ken. om. through אובד. 26-27. OGr. om.; BH as 'probably an addition'; rather the Gr. is an abbreviation, and so St. decides.—28. מֵרָא: 12 MSS misleading=Grr., and to be accepted.—29. וָה יִפְרֵט: 12 MSS correctly וָה=Grr.—29b. OGr. offer a simpler text, omitting וָה, rdg. as though as (so 1 Heb. MS), retaining אב (as nom.), omitting תָּשׁוּבָה; the simplest revision is אבא וָה with St.; cf. Burn.—30b. מיסוס: the pl. of community action, and so recognized by ס, but ס and ס MSS tr. with sing. (so 1 Heb. MS), induced by 'my brother.'—31. אֵּֽבֶּר: fuller statements of the mourning cry appear in Jer. 22:18, 34:6, cf. Am. 5:18, and also OGr., 12:24m, for which passage see Note, 14:13. סְדָנָה cft. similar dirges in the modern Lebanon, beginning with "Ah, my dear one, ah, my friend."—32. מֵרָא עַשְׂרָה: Grr., 'after (his) bewailing him,' a sophisticated improvement.—33. מֵרָא עַשְׂרָה: Grr., 'me' for the obj., i.e., ס, which is preferable (a living man would hardly have used the other expression), with which cf. II. 23:18; Grr. were affected by the parallel account and added "that my bones be saved with his bones," which addition is accepted by St. and BH (q.v.).—34. מֵרָא עַשְׂרָה: Grr. om.—35. מֵרָא עַשְׂרָה: Grr., 'in Samaria.'—36. מֵרָא עַשְׂרָה: Grr. as though וָה יִפְרֵט, וָה—סְדָנָה; potential imperfs., and not to be corrected; see GK §159, d.—37. מֵרָא עַשְׂרָה: Grr., 'in Samaria.'—38. מֵרָא עַשְׂרָה: Grr., ס ס as though וָה יִפְרֵט; ס is to be retained, with St., vs. Burn., BH; the same phrase, with correction of text, at II. 15:8.

I. 14:1-31

The prophet Ahijah, besought by Jeroboam's wife, who goes in disguise on behalf of their sick son, predicts his immediate death, and elaborates at length the doom upon Jeroboam's family. The story belongs to the same collection as that of the Old Prophet, ch. 13. It fails here in the OGr. But the Hexaplaric texts (e.g., A ס ס with ס ס) have inserted it here in a form variant from ס ס, and of this variant the OGr. preserve a variant form in 12:24m-n. For this Gr. supplement see Comm. after 12:24. The judgment passed there on its secondary and worthless character as a primary document is maintained here for this particular story. An absolute choice must be made between the two stories. In ס ס the prophet Ahijah is well known as the predictor of Jeroboam's fortunes; but in the supplement he must be named and
described (vv.24h.1) as a man of 60 years and of poor eyesight, while in the original story he was vigorous enough to accost Jeroboam ‘alone in the open country’ (I1.29). The supplement definitely ignored Ahijah’s earlier prophecy in order to turn him into a prophet of doom ab origine, and assigned that duty to Shemaiah who appears later in ב, in a truncated, apparently unfinished passage (v.24o). In a word the historical tragedy presented in ב, the auspicious oracle to Jeroboam and his miserable failure, is utterly contradicted. The OGr. story is integrated with the other materials of the supplement: Jeroboam’s wife’s name is repeated from v.24e as Ano, i.e., Pharaoh’s sister-in-law, following the utterly false attribution of the Edomite Hadad’s history to Jeroboam; Jeroboam is housed at Serira (vv.24h.k), but in ב at Tirsah (v.17). As Kittel remarks, the mother’s disguise is omitted, for she was not yet a queen. To the humble gifts she is to take to the prophet (v.3) OGr. adds ‘and cakes for his children,’ apparently a playful touch, while the list of gifts is repeated below in puerile fashion (vv.24h.1). There remains the question of the literary relation of ב and the supplement. The latter is shorter, but for the most part by the elision of the long denunciation (vv.7-16), which is stoutly Deuteronomic; but such omission was necessary in the setting of the midrash, for that condemnation damns Jeroboam for what he has done as king; and so the mourning for the child by ‘all Israel’ (v.13) had to be eliminated. The difference of opinion of critics as to the relation between ב and the Gr. supplement has been discussed above. In regard to the present narrative even conservative critics, e.g., Šanda, Skinner (p. 445 f.), regard the Greek as an earlier and simpler strain, which survived in Hebrew by some chance and fell into the hands of a Greek translator, while ב is the result of subsequent Deuteronomic editing. The Greek appears indeed to have depended upon a Hebrew midrash, which however transformed the original to suit the entirely absurd setting in which it is placed. Only one phrase peculiar to the Greek has a note of originality, the plus in v.24m, ‘[they will bewail the child.] Ah, lord’ (see Note, v.13).

3. For the cracknels/cakes/biscuits, as the EVV render, see Note. 4. For the blind man’s second sight cf. 2117f., II. 632f.,
and see Volz, Der Geist Gottes, 36 ff. 5. Gunkel (Einl. in die Psalmen, 146, 160 ff.) lists similar 'royal oracles' in the O.T. and their parallels in non-Israelite sources. 14b. Cf. the variant English translations, and see Note. 16. Cf. the variant English translations, and see Note. 16. Read: because of the sin [H pl.] of Jeroboam that he has sinned, and in which he has involved Israel; the latter phrase is juridical. 17. For Tirsah, incidentally mentioned as the royal residence, see Comm., 1533. 18. Gunkel (Einl., 160) lists the similar 'Leichenklagen' in the O.T.

Vv.19, 20. The conclusion: Jeroboam's death, and the succession. How he warred, and how he reigned. We know through Egyptian sources of Shishak's invasion of Palestine, which involved North Israel; see below, vv.25ff. V.30 notes that "there was war between Rehoboam and Jeroboam continually," and 2 Ch. 13 details Jeroboam's disastrous defeat by Abijah of Judah.

Vv.21-31. The reign of Rehoboam. || 2 Ch. 115-12; cf. Ant., viii, 10. 21. There appears for the first time the usual introductory formula giving the age of the king at accession, the length of his reign, and the queen-mother's name; see Int., §13, b. The age at accession is at first only occasionally given, and never for the Northern dynasty; the next case is that of Jehoshaphat (2211), then Jehoash (II. 1211), after that regularly. Rehoboam's age of 40 years may point to the fact (or to the theory, if Solomon's regnal term of 40 years is an invention) that he was the first-born son after his father's accession, a status which had its claim in Oriental dynasties. His reign lasted 17 years. These datings are contradicted by 6 1224a (not 6L), where the figures 16 and 12 are given respectively. These figures (despite BH, 'fortasse recte') are doubtless artificial, invented perhaps to agree with the statement of Rehoboam's advising with "the youths who had grown up with him" (128); cf. the invention of 12 years for Solomon's age at accession in Hex. texts, 212. The queen-mother's name is given, as regularly below; her formal title was 'Lady' (gebîrâh), e.g., 1513. This datum fails for the North. The lady in question was Naamah the Ammonitess; the Gr. supplement makes of her a daughter of Hanun b. Nahash, a construction based upon 2 Sam 102. At v.31b this item of the queen-mother is erroneously repeated, being absent in
OGrr. The intrusive phrase, [Jerusalem] the city which YHWH chose out of all the tribes of Israel to set his name there, is evidently interpolation from Ch. 12\textsuperscript{13}.

VV.\textsuperscript{22-24} present a moralizing condemnation of the religious perversions of the reign. According to יְהוָה Judah did what was evil in the eyes of YHWH, and they provoked him, etc. OGr. replaced ‘Judah’ with ‘Rehoboam’; cf. 2 Ch. 12\textsuperscript{14}, and the reference below to Abijam’s ‘father’s sins’ (15\textsuperscript{5}). The heathenish reaction after the reigns of David and Solomon (but n.b. 11\textsuperscript{1\textsuperscript{f}.}) is presented in the later customary language: the construction of high-places [bāmōt] and pillars [massēbōt] and Asherah-symbols [EVV transliterate with Asherim] upon every high hill and under every green tree; cf. Dt. 12\textsuperscript{2\textsuperscript{f}.}, Jer. 2\textsuperscript{20}, 3\textsuperscript{6, 13}, Is. 57\textsuperscript{5}, Eze. 6\textsuperscript{3\textsuperscript{f}.}, etc.; for the archaeological light cast upon these institutions see the Archæologies of Nowack and Benzinger, Gressmann, ATB vol. 2 with extensive plates; Cook, Religion of Anc. Palestine; Barton, AB ch. 11; Burrows, WMTS §§130 ff.; Albright, ARI (see Index). Sodomites of EVV (see the story in Gen. 19) translates an adjective differing only vocally as kādēš from the word for ‘holy,’ kādōš. The group appears again in 15\textsuperscript{12}, 22\textsuperscript{17}, II. 23\textsuperscript{7}; they are the ‘dogs’ whose hire may not be brought into YHWH’s house (Dt. 23\textsuperscript{18\textsuperscript{f}.}), which caste of ‘dogs’ appears among the Phœnician hierodules (CIS I, no. 8). In an interesting note of Jerome’s, Comm. ad Hoseam, iii, 1261, cited by Movers, Die Phänizier, 683, and Keil, ad loc., he remarks that the term means the Galli, religious self-castrated eunuchs of the Attis religion of his day (cf. Lucian, De Dea Syra, 15, etc.): but ‘in other places,’ he says ‘Cadesim’ is used of ‘viri exsecti libidine,’ i.e., male prostitutes; he notes Aquila’s rendering, ἐνηλλαχμένοι (‘denatured,’ cf. μετήλλαξαν, Rom. 1\textsuperscript{28}, of female perverts), and Symmachus’s use of τετελεσμένοι, i.e., ‘initiates.’ See Note further. For the subject at large see B. A. Brooks, ‘Fertility Cult Functionaries in the O.T.,’ JBL 60 (1941), 227 ff.

VV.\textsuperscript{25-28} briefly present Shishak’s raid in Palestine, with particular note of his spoliation of the sacred and royal treasures. This note is of archival origin, with the editorial introduction, and it came to pass (see the writer’s article, JBL 53 [1934], 48); the Pharaoh’s name is given (as also in the
story of Jeroboam, \( \text{II}^{40} \), a specification that does not occur again until Hezekiah's reign (II. 19). The regnal year is given, as before only in connexion with temple history (61). The date is the first of international reference in the Bible. The item refers to the palace-complex; it notes the looting of temple and palace, but is especially concerned with the disappearance of Solomon's golden shields (cf. II. 10\textsuperscript{16f.}). A similar archival note appears at 15\textsuperscript{18}. For the processions of Assyrian kings see Meissner, Bab. u. Ass., i, 67 ff., and for a procession at coronation cf. II. 11\textsuperscript{9ff.}. For the guards, literally runners, cf. II. 10\textsuperscript{25}, 11\textsuperscript{13, 19}, I Sam. 22\textsuperscript{17}, etc.; they were technically the escort before the royal chariot (cf. 15). The Pharaoh's name is variously given by Φ, Kt. and Kr., as Shishak, Shushak (see Note further). Egyptologists still variously vocalize the Pharaoh's name, e.g., Sheshenck (Petrie), Sheshonk (Breasted), Shoshenk (Müller, Meyer). The fifth year of the reign is chronologically dubious.\textsuperscript{1} That monarch's famous inscription at Karnak records his extensive raid throughout Palestine; see for the translation Breasted, ARE 4, §§709 ff., and for its historical interpretation Müller, Asien u. Europa, 166 ff.; Alt, Israel u. Aegypten, 11–41; also for various expositions the historians Breasted, Kittel, Meyer, Olmstead, Robinson; cf. Petrie, Palestine and Israel. For the question concerning Solomon's father-in-law, whether Shishak or a predecessor, see Comm., 3\textsuperscript{1}. From the inscription Shishak does not appear as an ally of Jeroboam, as the partial Judæan record suggested to past scholars (although Robinson, HI 275, still maintains this position, holding that Jeroboam, in his 'desperate straits' was rescued by 'his patron and overlord Sheshonk'), but rather as the enemy who took advantage of the now divided and weakened Hebrew state to raid and

\textsuperscript{1} The Egyptian records give no dating for the Pharaoh's expedition into Palestine, and with the uncertain early chronology of the Davidic line agreement of scholars has not been attained for the Biblical date. Petrie dates the event from the Bible chronology and arrives at 933 B.C. (Hist. of Egypt, 3, 235); Breasted as about the year 926 (Hist. of Egypt, 529); Meyer about 930 (GA 2, 2, 46); Olmstead at 931 (HPS 354); Lewy and Albr. date the accession of Rehoboam about 922, and accordingly his fifth year would be about 917 (Albr., BASOR 87 [1942], 28). See Petrie at large (pp. 227 ff.) for the chronological problems connected with the 22d Dynasty.
despoil it, but with no permanent results. The list of some 150 'captured' cities (cf. especially Müller, Alt, Olmstead), each represented by a cartouche figuring a bound captive with a place-name attached, includes such Northern cities as Taanach, Megiddo, Shunem, Beth-shean, as well as many towns in the west and south of Judah. At Megiddo the Oriental Institute of the University of Chicago has discovered a large but broken monument erected by Shishak; see C. S. Fisher, Or. Institute Communications, No. 4 (1929), figs. 7A, 7B, and Petrie reports a massive brick construction of the monarch at Beth-pelet (Beth-Pelet, I, 1930). It is generally recognized for the other cities which Shishak 'took,' that it was rather their tribute he received; so Jerusalem was not actually taken, but the king would have paid a sumptuous indemnity in specie and objets d'art, like the gold shields. For subsequent history of the reign 2 Ch. 11^ff. has an authentic note concerning Rehoboam's fortification of fifteen 'cities of defence,' all to the south and west of Jerusalem, evidently after Shishak's raid. Glueck has come definitely to the conclusion that the destruction of Esyon-geber I by fire was caused by Shishak's invasion, thus greatly extending the map of that onslaught and confirming Ch.; see BASOR 75 (1939), 17 ff., and The Other Side of the Jordan, 105. V. with the report that there was war between Rehoboam and Jeroboam continually [Heb. all the days] is presumably true history, if literally only a deduction from 15^ff.; it manifestly contradicts the prophet-story in 12^ff. 31. And his mother's name was Naamah the Ammonitess: this inserted repetition of v. is absent in OGr., 

For the assumed Aquilanic character of the Hexaplaric text in this section (e.g., in A) see Burkitt's discussion in his Fragments of the Book of Kings, 33 ff., and Reider, Prolegomena to . . . Aquila, 156 ff. (see Int., §4, c); Burkitt proves that the Hexaplaric text is not an extract from Aquila but is the LXX text of 12^ff., emended into general, but not complete concord with Aquila's translation. This judgment explains the plus of 'the cakes for his children,' v. 3, and the appearance of Σαμαρία in place of Aquilanic Θεραπώ = הָעָרַע. — 1. אשה תּוּם : indefinite, 'at a time,' as in Aram. use of the pronoun. — 2. הָיִתְנֵת : Ginsb. records a variant, יִתְנֵת, in agreement with foll. יָשָׁשׁ Kt.; for occurrence of these older forms see GK §32, h.—דָּוְאִי : 12 MSS נַחָל=Grr.—יהוּד : corrected
by St., BH, al., to ἔτη, forsooth on ground of the inf. in Gr.; but the parallel rendered, 151 supports Ἁ here; also cf. ἔτη ἔτη, Num. 24.20.—3. ἔτη ἔτη: for the exceptional sing. see GK §134, f. —Θι'τοート adds κ. κολλοίμα τ. τεκνών αυτών, which Θ inserts here, rdg. κολλοίμα; the latter word at 2 Sam. 13.6 tr. ἔτη, ‘poulities’; both Heb. and Gr. (cf. Sophocles, Lex.) used the respective words in both senses, ‘cakes/poulities.’—ἐν: in Josh. 9.6.12 = crumbled bread. Here Θ σταφίλυς, Θ σταφίδας = ‘raisins’; Τ ζυμώς = Ζ, ‘sweetmeats,’ as in Talmud.—οὕτως ἐπεν: for such cruses in beehive shape see Badè, Some Tombs at Tell en-Nasbeh (1931), 27, pl. ix, and on Χ. A. M. Honeyman, PEQ 1939, 79. The second noun may have been used of any sweet syrup, like the current Arab. dibs; Sanda cites Jos., BJ iv, 8, 3, on the excellent ‘honey,’ μέλι, made from dates of the Ghor. For such sweetmeats see Benz., Arch., 68.—5. [טב] א: read י; the same change to be made with some MSS in v.10.—ירח אパイ יא תבש: St. regards as an insertion into the divine word; however the apparently ungrammatical ית (Θ read as ית, accepted by Burn., BH, al.) is conditional, i.e., “though be it, when she enters she be disguised”; cf. GK §159, d, and the similar use of the jussive in Arabic, Wright, Arab. Gr., 2, §13.—6. יא פִּי י: the apparently non-syntactical phrase is generally corrected, e.g., by BH to יא דני י but Haupt properly identifies the Heb. with the הäl construction of the Arabic, where the ppl. is in the acc., referring to the suffixed pron.; see Wright, vol. 2, 113. Burn. also defends Ἁ, and cf. Ps. 60.4, יא יא י: for similar cases see Ewald, Lehrb., §317, c; and so Θ correctly translates.—י ב: for this and similar combinations, as in Arab., Aram., see Burn.—י ב יא יא יא =Θ αποστόλος πρὸς σε σκληρὸς (the only case of the noun in Gr. O.T.), sc. as יב; but the fem. is adverbial acc. to the passive, the active meaning ‘to send one with a hard message’; see Ewald, §284, c, Burn.—7. יא: the antique word, as at 1.28.—10. [טב] א: =Θ εἰς; but read י with 7 MSS.—י יא יכ: the whole phrase is repeated at 21.21, II. 9.8 (but rdg. יא), and cf. II. 14.26. Of Engl. VSS AV alone properly translates the initial obscene word, ‘him that pisseth against the wall,’ subsequent VSS euphemizing, ‘every man-child.’ The verbal form has been explained as a secondary root from י, ‘to piss’ (see Lexx.), but impossibly. Stade, on II. 14.26, has suggested the Hithp, with change of vocalization. But it is best explained as Iftal, which mode of Akk. sinu appears (Bezold, BAG s.v.), while it also occurs in the Moabite Stone (ם.י), and now in the Ugaritic; see RSMT 22; Gordon, Ugar. Handbook, 1, §§9, 29. For reviews of interpretations of the two pass. ppls. see Burn., Sanda, Driver on the occurrence of the phrase at Dt. 32.26, and now J. Lewy, HUCA 12–13 (1937–38), 99 ff. Lewy cites seven various interpretations, all revolving about the theme of ‘bond and free,’ and adds a fresh solution, ‘unborn (shut up in the womb) and born’ (cft. Akk. izbu,
'new-born child'). But why should the unborn child be a concern here? Eissf. notes another view expressed by P. Saydon at the Brussels Congress of Orientalists, 1938 (Theol. Blätter, 1938, 303), translating with 'gehemmt u. hilflos.' The writer may suggest that after the initial obscene phrase the pass. ppls. mean 'in private and unrestrained,' i.e., distinguishing between the gentleman and the boor in the street.—�עיה : not the prep., but = 'the last of'; תייאש, תייאש are used similarly.—יושב : impers. sing.; change to the pass., as BH suggests, is unnecessary; for the root, generally distinguished semantically into two, see Gray, Isaiah, xxii, seq.—12. ומש : read אֶת נָעִים; 1 MS יְדֵי, and so the Gr. as sing.—13. ומעה ירactivo מַאֲשָׂר בָּעָל תַּנְעָא וּוֹרִיעַ כָּפַת אֵית כַּפֶּר, i.e., the mourning cry, מִצְאָר בָּה as at Jer. 2218, 346, appropriate to a prince (otherwise 1330, 'Ah, my brother!'); the phrase may well be original and have been euphemistically omitted by BH; the Gr. camouflaged the possibly heathenish expression ('adon = 'Adonis'), with an added gloss, על יד וועריה ואת קהל פרפר ת. קפה; see W. W. Baudissin, Adonis u. Esmun (1911), 91; C. W. North, ZAW 1932, 31 f.—14. לַעֲנָה תֵּנֶּר בְּהַנְעָא : St. thinks that לַעֲנָה is 'beyond explanation'; a similar phrase, Est. 51, but with prep. יג, which Haupt would read here, comparing Akk. iiba eli; but BH may stand.—14. הָעַנֵּר לַעֲנָה בְּהַנְעָא זָר וּבָּה׃ and so exactly the Gr.; acc. to St. the phrase is 'unintelligible'; EVV "that day, but what? even now"; JV "that day. But what is it even then?"; Kit., "an jenem Tag. Aber dann noch (v.18) wird J. Israel schlagen" (rdg. הניה as הניה), and so Moff., Chic. B., and with cautious approval Sk. T attempts an elucidation: "he who exists to-day, and he who will be born to-morrow." Joüon (Mél., 5, 475) proposes to read מ for מ, cf. ד in hoc tempore; Klost. absolutely finds in it original "and this was Abijah b. Maacah," cft. 2 Ch. 13176. Interpretation may be ventured as follows: וּבְהַנְעָא מ = 'the matter of the day,' i.e., 'as regards to-day' (for this use of the demonstrative relative see the writer's Note in JBL 43 [1924], 227), 'and what also is now,' i.e., 'to-day and at once.'—15. שָׂמַע יִתְנַה בְּהַנְעָא זָר וּבָּה׃ Kit., BH find a lacuna preceding, and write in וּבָּה שָׂמַע יִתְנַה, following the example of Graetz, who replaced the preceding בה with בה; but the diction can be explained, with St., as elliptical, or rather as mixture of metaphors.—16. וּבָּה : an irregular, late construction; for mng. of the verb, 'to give up,' cf. Mic. 52.—וּבָּה : many MSS וּבָּה ; the sing. is to be adopted, as at 1534; the pl. was an easy amplification.—20. וּבָּה : cf. now the name on a seal, מַאֲשָׂר (IAE, 189), and מַאֲשָׂר in a Lachish letter (Torczyner, no. iii); the verbal element is also Thamudene (NPS 1, 136). 21. 'Judah': גִּלְפָּא 'Benjamin.'—וּבָּה : בַּת מַאֲשָׂר, cf. מַאֲשָׂר, name of Abijam's wife, 1510; otherwise Grr. here and at 1234 support BH.—22. הָעַנֵּר : OGrr., 'Rehoboam,' with consequent change of the following verbs (but not in v.23) into singulars, yet stopping at the change of 'their fathers' into 'his fathers,' which
would have involved condemnation of the royal paragon David (cf. 15a, etc.); yet St. makes this further change as well, regarding Rehoboam as the implied subject throughout.—23. μην ἕ τι: OGr. om., and so St.; but the phrase accentuates the part the new generation played.—24. γὰρ: the inarticulate sing. collective is noticeable; at 22 221 221, at 1518 the pl.; the sing. is derogatory, aligning the subject with brute species, e.g., ἡντός, ἡπί; cf. Ew., Lehrb., §176, b. Sanda properly thinks of the inclusion of both sexes. Grr., σύνδεσμος, which has suggested to some critics original ἡπί, 'conspiracy,' as at II. 1114; but σύνδ.=συμπλακή, 1628d, and the two words are synonymous, used of sexual copulation; see Sophocles, Lex., s.vv. συνδ., συμπλεκτικός, for their secular mgs.; Sym. has here τελετή and similarly the Grr., including the Three, at 1512, τάς τελετάς (this noun not in Sophocles='rites'?) see Note, ibid., and also Note to 22 for the Grr. there.—25. πεσών Κήν, ρψός Κήν.=Κήν. 1140, and so Ch., and Κ.=ΑΠ here. Grr. Σωκαρίσμεν in both places; Ant., vii, 5, 3; viii, 10, 2, vulgar text Σωκάρισμεν, but Niese Ισωκάρισμεν in the latter ref. (see Rahlf's, SS 3, 97, for tradition of the name in Jos.); Manetho, Σεσωκρίσμεν; in an Akk. text of Ashurbanipal's (KB 2, 162) appears a n. pr. Susin'ku. H. Gauthier, Les rois d'Egypte, vol. 3 (1914), cites Σεσωκτρίσμεν, 'Senechosis.' Rahlf explains the Gr. termination -είτι as dittog. of foll. m(lh).—26. Μίνα: OGr. pref. 'all.'—μην ἔρι βασιλεύει: the phrase may be preserved by omitting the conj.; or is it an et cetera, preceding the following detail?—To 'all the shields of gold' Grr. pref. 'the golden spears which David took from the hand of the servants of Adraazar king of Soba, and brought to Jerusalem,' taken from 2 Sam, 8, where in reverse Grr. have added cross-reference to Shishak's desolation here; but according to II. 110 these Davidic donations were in the temple at a much later date. The Grr. texts have become confused by the intrusion; e.g., B N lost the words 'which S. made,' and several MSS=Ε have the plus, 'and brought them into Egypt.'—27. Μίνα: in 2024 Μίνας; see Orlinsky's study, 'The Bibl. Prepositions taḥat,' etc., HUCA 17 (1943), 267 ff. The pl. appears to have arisen to express the idea of extension, for which cf. pānim, etc.—βασιλεύει: the pl. with Waw-consec. can be understood as iterative, 'and he would commit (them)'; St. would correct to abs. inf., for which cf. GK §113, z. Grr. translated as though a pass. pl.—βασιλεύει [πάντα]': ΕΙ 'the Lord.'—31. Μίνα: om., with Ε and Ch.; the same repetition at 154.—Μίνα: 10 MSS Ken., deR., Ch., Μίνα; Grr., ἄβιον, ἄβιον. Μίνα occurs on a Samarian ostracon and on a seal (IAE 221). For the form see Noth, IP 234, who cft. the Tell Ta'annak Ἀβιαίμ, deciding correctly that it is a hypocoristic in -άμ; cf. ἄβιον, Μίνα. The element is common in S. Arab. nn. pr., see D. H. Müller, ZDMG 32, 543 ff. G. R. Driver has suggested (ZA W 46 [1928], 12, n. 6) that the form is derogatory; but rather it was popular; cf. Scottish 'King Jamie,' 'Prince Charlie.'
151-8. The reign of Abijam of Judah. || 2 Ch. 13; cf. Ant., viii, 11, 2, 3. 1. Abijam's accession is dated, perhaps loosely, in the eighteenth year of Jeroboam, on the count of Rehoboam's seventeen years (14\textsuperscript{21}) as full years. 2. His mother's name is given as Maacah bath Abishalom; for the problems concerning the lady's name see below on v.10. Jos. (Ant., viii, 10, 1) ingeniously discovers in her a daughter of Absalom's daughter Tamar (cf. 2 Sam. 13\textsuperscript{14}). Such late traditions (cf. Ch.) are probably worthless. VV.\textsuperscript{4-5a} are an evident Deuteronomistic intrusion; for the lamp cf. 11\textsuperscript{36}. 5. except in the case of Uriah the Hittite: a unique moralizing judgment, and a late addition, absent in \textit{G E}. 6. And there was war between Rehoboam and Jeroboam, etc., lacking in OGr., is a senseless repetition of 14\textsuperscript{30}. 7b. And there was war between Abijam and Jeroboam: this is out of place after v.\textsuperscript{a}, is secondary, induced by Ch.'s long story of the conflict between the two kings.


VV.9-15. His reform of the religious abuses introduced by the queen-dowager. 9. In the twentieth year of Jeroboam: the 3-year reign of Abijam is correctly treated as only two full years. 10. The mother's name is the same as that of the grandmother, v.2. Wellhausen has accordingly suggested (Prolegomena, 216) that Asa was Abijam's brother, entailing correction of 'his son' (v.8) to 'his brother.' Ch. actually gives the king two mothers, Maacah bath Absalom (11\textsuperscript{10}), and Micaiah (Grr., Maacah) bath Uriel of Gibeah (13\textsuperscript{2}). These variations appear as attempts to dispose of the identity of name for the two queens. We may best suppose that the subsequent reference to Maacah his mother ... the Lady (v.13) has introduced a change from the original name of the mother (so Kittel, Burney), or that there was no tradition of the queen's name because of the grandmother's domination. The title Lady (gēbritāh—EVV queen) is that of the queen-mother, as at II. 10\textsuperscript{13}. VV.12-15 report the reforms, of which the prime step was the removal of the dowager. For the influence of this personage in the ancient Orient there are, in addition to Jezebel (16\textsuperscript{31}, etc.) and Athaliah (II. 11), the cases of Sammuramat (Semiramis), who ruled for five years during the
minority of her son Adad-nirari III (ARA 1, §§730 ff.; Olmstead, HA ch. 13) and Sennacherib's wife (see Comm., II. r844). For Egypt Hatshepsut's power in the Thutmosid dynasty is a most striking case (Breasted, HE ch. 15). 12. Of the several abominations purged by Asa the sodomites have appeared above (1424); the idols of EVV represents a contemptuous word, gillûl, vocalized after the formation šikkuš, 'something to be abhorred,' as the root is used of abhorrence of things ritually tabooed, e.g., Lev. ii11, etc. (Cf. the pronunciation 'Molek' for 'Melek'). 13. The word translated 'abominable image' and later 'image' by EVV (exc. AV with 'idol'), 'obscene image' by Chic. B., implies something 'shocking.' The following vocable translated by EVV 'for an Asherah' means to Asherah, which is supported by the following reference to her abominable image. On this goddess, whose name came to be used of her conventional image, cf. 1819, II. 2316. The goddess plays a large part as divine mother in the Ugaritic mythology; see D. Nielsen, Ras Šamra Mythologie u. biblische Mythologie, and his subsequent study at large, 'Die altsem. Muttergöttin,' ZDMG 92 (1938), 594 ff. This image, possibly of wood, was subsequently burned at the Josianic reformation in the Kidron Wady, where the city dump was (II. 236). 15. The reference to his father's and his own dedications, which he brought into YHWH's house, is obscure. Šanda pertinently remarks that we may have here a summary of some ample temple document; the father may have patronized other sanctuaries, the son now collected all such dedications in the one legitimate temple.

VV.16-22. The war with Baasha of Israel and the league with Damascus. 16. 17. The energetic Baasha of the North, who seized the throne in Asa's third year, found himself free to take vigorous measures against Judah. His natural aim was to recover the march-land of Benjamin, which belonged historically and economically to the North, and by control of the open country north of Jerusalem to hem in its commercial and military avenues—that he might allow none to go out or come in. (Vice versa, according to 2 Ch. 1319 Abijam had taken three cities, including Bethel, in an aggressive campaign against Jeroboam.) Baasha proceeded to build Ramah as a controlling fortress on his southern boundary.
21. Upon Asa's coalition with Damascus Baasha left off building Ramah, and returned to Tirsah [so to read with Grr.: לֹּסָה dwell at Tirsah]; for this place, evidently his capital, see Comm., v.33. 22. Asa proceeded to dismantle Ramah; he made a levy of all Judah, with none exempt, and using the stones and timbers of Ramah, he built Gibeah [גֵּיבָה Geba] of Benjamin and Mispah. These three sites have been much sub judice for their identification. Albright has now satisfactorily identified Gibeah with Tell el-Fül, a hill 5 km. N of Jerusalem, possessing 'a remarkably fine view in all directions'; and he finds proof of Asa's hasty construction of his new fortress; see his 'Excavations and Results at Tell el-Fül (Gibeah of Saul),' AASOR 4 (1924), and Abel, GP 2, 334. The place remained the northern boundary of Judah until Josiah's reign (II. 23). Mispah (מִסְפָּה, 'watch-tower') had long been identified with Tell en-Naṣbeh, 13 km. N of Jerusalem on the Nablus road, as is Tell el-Fül. Excavations undertaken there by W. F. Badè have corroborated that identification. It was a strongly fortified place, to use the excavator's words, "with the thickest and strongest city wall which has as yet been unearthed in Palestine," and he would assign it to Asa's age. The identification has appeared to have support from jar-handles stamped with $m$ṣ$p$, as read by Badè, but the reading is most uncertain; of special interest is the discovery of the seal of Gedaliah, who centuries later acted as governor at Mispah; see Comm., II. 25ff. See Badè's reports, Palestine Institute Publications (1926 and later, Berkeley, Calif.), and for his last statement, ZAW, Beih. 66 (1936), 30 ff. A brief survey of these operations is given by Olmstead, HPS 357 f. A full discussion of attempted identification is presented by Albright in AASOR 4, Appendix I, pp. 90 ff., making identification with Neby-Samwil (this retracted in AJA 1936, 158 f.). The identification with Tell en-Naṣbeh is accepted by Abel, GP 2, 388 ff.; Gallling, BR 386. Ramah is generally identified with er-Rām 4 miles to the N of Jerusalem.1 18-20. Asa purchased the favour of an ally with all the silver and the gold that were left in the treasuries of the house of YHWH and 'in

1 Albright offers a very useful map for distinction of the localities N of Jerusalem in the same Annual, p. 75. For the history of this frontier see Smith's instructive chapter in his HG, ch. 12.
[with Heb. MSS] the treasuries of the king's house. The limitation on the treasures harks back to 14\textsuperscript{26}. The coalition with Damascus is of interest as presenting the earliest datum upon the vigour of the young Aramæan dynasty of that ancient city.\textsuperscript{2} A certain Reson b. Eliada, a fugitive from the kingdom of Sobah, had established himself in Damascus, and was 'an adversary to Israel all the days of Solomon' (11\textsuperscript{23ff.}). His reign or dynasty must have been ephemeral. Asa's ally was Ben-Hadad ben Tab-Rimmon ben Hezion, king of Aram, who had his seat in Damascus. The state bears the name of the controlling folk; it later became more specifically Aram of Damascus. Ben-Hadad, the first of the name, is the same as the king who appears subsequently in the conflicts of Damascus with the Omrid dynasty, surviving at least until 853 b.c., for which date he is recorded in Shalmaneser's monolith inscription. There is now to be added the very interesting contribution rendered by Albright in presenting \textit{(BASOR} 87 [1942], 23 ff.) along with extensive historical survey, a study of an Aramaic inscription recently published by Dunand in the \textit{Bulletin du Musée de Beyrouth}, 3, 65 ff. The inscription records the erection of a stele to his lord Melkart by 'Bar-Hadad b. Tab-Ramman b. Hazyan,' i.e., the monarch in question, and his genealogy is identical with the Biblical datum. For the \textit{mn. br.}, their mngs. and traditional variations see Notes. Yet another king of the same name, Ben (Bar)-Hadad ben Hazael appears below in 20\textsuperscript{1}, cf. 19\textsuperscript{15}. Albright argues, following Meyer, justifiably for only two monarchs of the name, \textit{vs.} the opinion that there were three such. See further Comm. on 20\textsuperscript{34}. V.\textsuperscript{19} is phrased \textit{staccato: A league between me and thee, and [plus with MSS VSS, in sense=‘as there was ’] between my father and thy father! See, I have sent thee a gift of silver and gold; go, break thy league with Baasha, etc.} Judah had not hitherto been in preferred position. 20. The districts which Ben-Hadad smote, i.e., harried, are listed in N–S direction. The name Iyon (EVV Ijon) survives in the present Merj-'Aiyûn (Spring-Meadow),

\textsuperscript{2} For the early Syrian history see the particular monographs of E. G. H. Kraeling, \textit{Aram and Israel}, A. Alt, 'Aram,' in \textit{RVg}, and 'Die syrische Staatenwelt vor dem Einbruch der Assyrer,' \textit{ZDMG} 1934, 233 ff., and for the chronology Albright, \textit{BASOR} 87 (1942), 23 ff.
the lower part of the noble valley between the Lebanon; for the geography of the whole region see Robinson, _LBR_ 36 ff.; Albright, 'The Jordan Valley in the Bronze Age,' _AASOR_ 6 (1926), 13 ff.; Dussaud, _TH_ 22 ff.; Abel, _GP_ 1, 12 ff.; and for identification of this site _ib._, 2, 352. Dan, the ancient northern limit of Israel (cf. _ib._) is the modern Tell el-Kadi ('Hill of the Judge'), 5 km. from Banias. Abel-beth-Maachah was location of the House of Maachah, a tribe allied with the Aramæans against David (2 Sam. 1067.), and has been identified with Abil el-Šamḥ, W of Dan (see GB, Šanda; Abel, _GP_ 2, 233); the name appears as Abilakka in Tiglath-pileser's annals in connexion with the campaign in which he deposed Pekah king of Israel (Rogers, _CP_ 320). Kinneroth, an artificial plural form, denotes the region about Kinnereth, lying by the Lake of Galilee, and giving the latter its name (Num. 3411, etc.), which name was later replaced with Gennesaret; for the place and history of the name see Abel, _GP_ 1, 494 ff., also Albright, _AASOR_ 6 (1926), 25 ff. The raids covered _all the land of Naphtali_. They constitute the first chapter in the long history of Aram's superiority over Israel.

**VV.23, 24.** The conclusion of the reign. 23. The formal phrase, _all his might and all that he did_, is paralleled in the inscription of Eshmunazar king of the Sidonians, "according to the great things that I did" (line 9). The reference to _the cities that he built_, absent in OGrr., is an intrusion from 2 Ch. 1465f. The statement that _in his growing old he became diseased in his feet_, may well be archival; cf. the self-pity expressed by the Sidonian king in the same inscription, lines 12 f. The disease is easily diagnosed as a dropsy; see W. Epstein, _Die Medizin im A.T._ (1901), 148. The introductory particle _only_ (EVV _nevertheless/ but_) notes the disparity of this fate with the king's godliness (v.11). Ch. moralizes: "In his disease he sought not to _YHWH _but to

---

3 The place appears in the list of Thutmose I's Syrian conquests (Breasted, _ARE_ 2, 31 ff.). In _BASOR_ 89 (1943) Albr. presents a fresh version of the Amarna tablet which names Iyon, as Ayyānu (p. 14). He derives the name from Heb. 'ai, 'ruin.'

4 The place appears as Abel-mayim in the duplicate account in 2 Ch. 165, cited by Glueck along with other similar changes of place-names (_BASOR_ 91 [1943], 16). He notes, _ib._, Albright's interpretation of _abel _as not 'meadow,' but 'brook.'
the physicians,’ in this unlike the other pious king Hezekiah (II. 20). Lucian went further by prefixing to the statement of the disease the bald invention that ‘he did evil (before the Lord).’ 24. The repeated with his fathers is to be elided (cf. I4\(^3_1\)), as also, with OGrr., the epithet for David as his father ; the burial was in David’s City, the Ophel.

Vv.\(^{25}-^{32}\). The reign of Nadab of Israel, his overthrow by the rebel Baasha, and the foredoomed end of the short-lived dynasty. Cf. Ant., viii, 11, 4. With equation of the accession in Asa’s second year and the reign of two years (v.\(^{25}\)) with its termination in Asa’s third year (v.\(^{28}\)), the reign would have lasted one year and a fraction. The new king had vigour enough to lay siege to a Philistine stronghold in the old Danite territory, Gibbethon, named in the list of such cities, Josh. 19\(^{11}-^{16}\), but which remains not certainly identified (see Döller, GES 215; Abel, GP 2, 333); it continued to be a military objective of Israel (16\(^{158}\)). Baasha was doubtless leader of a military revolt like that of Jehu (II. 9). The resultant destruction of Jeroboam’s whole family (vv.\(^{29f}\)), adjudged as fulfilment of Ahijah’s prophecy (14\(^{10}\)), was the usual fate of a fallen dynasty. 30. for the sin [ב sins] of Jeroboam [which he sinned and—OGrr. om.] wherein he involved Israel, for the provocation whereby he provoked YHWH, the God of Israel: for the first indictment, usual as against the Northern kings, cf. 14\(^{16}\), etc.; the bracketed reference to his personal sin is unnecessary, that is condemned in the following indictment, with which cf. 21\(^{22}\). 32. The v., absent in OGrr., is a secondary repetition of v.\(^{16}\).

Ch. 15. 1. חסדים : the conj (absent in Ch., \(\Phi\)) is unusual in this formula, appearing elsewhere only at v.\(^9\), II. 8\(^{16}\), 9\(^{22}\).—
2. שבע : OGrr., ‘six,’ by common confusion with שׁו; the erroneous computation is maintained by OGrr. in v.\(^9\), as also in the plus in v.\(^8\).—יִרְשָׁהָלִים : \(\&\) (B v) \(\mathcal{E}\) om.; similar omission in OGrr., v.\(^4\), forsooth as limitation of the kingdom.—3. כָּל : OGrr. om.—יִשְׂרָאֵל : many MSS read the sing. with v.\(^26\), etc.; cf. 14\(^{16}\); the preceding כָּל is then secondary.—דָּוִד : B u om.; David was not his father!—
4. חסדים : OGrr. om., as too restrictive.—יִשְׂרָאֵל : now generally corrected to כָּל with Grr.; but the sing. is reminiscent of 11\(^{36}\), and is to be retained (so Sanda).—6. ‘Rehoboam’: to avoid the absurdity Grr. N al. have אָבַא.—8. וַיִּשָּׁה : OGrr. plus ‘in the 24th year of Jeroboam,’ from v.\(^9\).—אַשֵּׁר : for the hypocoristic א—see Noth, IP 40; the root may be ’א, ‘to give,’ common in
OArab. names; see NPS 1, 41 f.—9. the queen's; | many MSS '� על 'ב=Grr. ; both uses occur; see Bär, and St.'s full note on
the formula.—12. 结石 "ן ג" כתר, to which כתר has a
gloss, 'shameful rites'; see Field. כתר 7. סטראס, for which
Rahlfs (SS 3, 202 f.) cft. 1423; but it is corruption of obscure
cתר. —ר-ך: Grr., עשתה, 'practices.' The semantic de-
velopment is uncertain; גאל, 'stone-heap,' גאל, 'dung,' have
been compared; see Baudissin, ZDMG 58, 395 ff.—13. 结石: for
the construction כתר. כתר, 142.— the verb 'to
shake' at Job 96: Grr., שדךון=כתר (cf. כתר reader), i.e., 'concourse'
—by what etymology? The Grr. connect with the following by
translating כתר with 'in her (the queen's) grove,' with thought
of the vegetation rites.—ר-ך: Peres remarks that rather the
verb כתר is expected, as in similar contexts, e.g., Dt. 92 (JQR 2
[1911], 115).—א-ך: Grr., 7. כתר, 'her descents';
כתר 'caverns' =כתר, prob. with reminiscence of Is. 654; also variant
כתר, 'lodgings.' כתר is most expansive, with two interpreta-
tions of the word, rendering with 'ne esset princeps in sacris
Priapi, et in luco ('grove') eius, quem consecravit, subvertitque
specum ('cave') eius, et confregit simulacrum turpissimum.'—
ן תר כתר -כתר קדפוע, כתר קדפוע.—14. כתח=Ch.; Grr. as though
רחא; similar variation at 2244, etc.; כתר is to be retained, the
intransitive avoiding direct blame of the king; see St.'s lengthy
note.—15. קדך, Kb., קדך! Kr.: read with Kb. קדך, and so Ch.,
VSS. For the repeated noun Grr. have קדף, 'pillars'; סנדה
suggests tr. as of קדך for which Grr., Ex. 2615, have כתר. 16.
The v. is protasis to v.17: 'And there being war,' etc.—א-ך: so Ginsb., BH, as also in Ch.; Bär קדך (=JV) throughout; see
those editors ad loc., and for extra-Biblical cases GB. The
first element was קדך, cf. קדך, 412; the second has been reduced to a
caritative, cf. קדך.—18. קדך קדך קדך: Grr., כ תר om. out of
reverence; introduced by כתר from Aq.—הנאת רון: over 20
MSS and Targumic texts (see deR.), כתר=כתר, to be preferred;
Ch. has another variant.—ן: 6 MSS קדך, and so קדך; the
combination כתר תר appears at II. 1120, 1525, again corrected by
קדך; but the antique grammar is supported by כתר תר in the
Mesha inscr., line 23.—א-ך: the name appears throughout in
the Grr. as 'son of Ader,' supported by 3 Heb. MSS, ר בירושלים, and
Shalmaneser's opponent was for long so read, Bir-Idri (e.g., Rogers,
CP 297), so supporting the Gr. variant. But the first element in
the Akk. transcription is now preferably understood as ideogram
for the god Adad/Hadad, resulting in Adad-idri, identical then
with the name Hadadezer, that of the king of Sobah (1123). See
Deimel, Pantheon babylonicum, 45; Meyer, GA 2, 2, 332.6 The

6 As vs. the Biblical Gr. it is to be noted that Josephus in the sub-
sequent mention of the name corroborates כתר with the rendering 'Alpha, 
e.g., Ant., viii, 14, passim. The Gr. name βαπαδάδης has been found at
Dura-Europos; see Baur and Rostovtzeff, Excavations, 46 f.
Heb. form is now corroborated by its Aramaic equivalent in the Zakar inscription, naming Bar-Hadad (the second), king of Damascus.—ריב온: the second element, playfully vocalized rimmôn, i.e., 'pomegranate,' is properly rammân, a constant Akk. epithet of Addu-Hadad, and with this name as Rimmon that deity appears at II. 518.—מימס: the name, despite suggested corrections (e.g., by Dhorme to the 'Rezon' of II 28, RB 7 [1910], 71), is finally vouched for by Albr.'s art., cited above. His n. 7 is a discussion of the name.—19. חנ顯示: the jussive is expected; see Orlinsky, JQR 32 (1941), 200 f.—26. חנمشا: read again the sing., here and below, v.30.—27. חנישׂיםפ: 'of the house ofIssachar'; the phrase is unique. The Gr. texts are woefully confused in this v.; cf. Klost., Rahlfs, SS 3, 203, for attempted restorations.—28. The 'third' year is changed to the 'fourth,' and below, v.33, 'third' to the 'fifth,' by Gr. MSS b i c2; acc. to Rahlfs (ib., 67) this is a revision after Eusebius's system.—ךנ顯示: Gr. om. because of indefiniteness of antecedent; CSL supplied with 'Baasha overIsrael.'—29. חנ.Display: for ש in this temporal sense see GB 327; MSS 10: 2 MSS, Gr. om. as superfluous—a matter of literary taste, vs. St.—30. זכרין זכרים: OGr. om.; see Comm.—ךנ顯示: CSL; al. Gr. prefix 'and' (and so BH), an improvement indeed. St. takes v.30 as a marginal gloss, Klost. would elide זכרין זכרים, but such criticism is unbased.

1533–1567. The reign of Baasha of Israel. Cf. Ant., viii, 12, 3, 4. 33. In the third year of Asa king of Judah Baasha ben Ahijah became king over all Israel in Tirsah [sc. and was king] twenty-four years. Tirsah as the royal residence has already appeared indirectly above, 1417, 1521. It remained the capital until Omri's reign (1628f.), and appears later in the history (II. 1514–16). It was once a royal Canaanite city (Jos. 1221), and was famous for its beauty like Jerusalem (Cant. 64). For its identification see BDD s.v., Döller, GES 214 f., and Albright's extensive study, 'The Site of Tirsah,' JPOS 1931, 241 ff.; he rejects certain proposed identifications on philological and critical grounds, and finds the site at Tell el-Fâr'ah, 11 km. NE of Nablus; for criticism of this view see Alt, Pjb., 1932, 40 ff., and also Abel, GP 2, 485, who leaves the place unidentified. Ch. 16. 1. The only additional item to Baasha's history given here is a prophetic denunciation. The prophet Jehu ben Hanani appears also in the Chronicler's narrative of Jehoshaphat's reign (II. 1528f., 2031). The oracle depends for its elements upon that of Ahijah to Jeroboam's
wife (rûbûnû). 7. The v. appears to be a useless repetition of what precedes, is possibly a variant form from another source.

And moreover through Jehu ben Hanani [om. the prophet—see Note] the word of YHWH came to Baasha and to his house [יהו and] because of all the evil that he did in YHWH's eyes in provoking him by the work of his hands, in becoming like the house of Jeroboam, and because he smote it [EVV him]. No unimportant passage has provoked more dispute than the last sentence. य renders with "ob hanc causam occidit eum." Poole gives a half column to the varieties of interpretation, discussing whether the object is Jeroboam in loco Nadab, or Nadab, or the house. Klostermann would find here trace of an oracle of Jehu's commissioning Baasha to destroy Jeroboam's house, with ample rewriting of the text. Sanda omits the sentence, and finds in the v. an oracle by an unnamed prophet, so eliding Jehu's name. The sentence is generally recognized as a moralizing explanation of the doom upon Baasha for his own actual sin in exterminating Jeroboam's family, after the manner of Hoshea's condemnation of Jehu's bloody massacre of the Omrids (Hos. rû⁺). But such fine ethical moralizing does not appear in these late pious additions. The simplest solution would lie in the understanding of the conjunctive phrase 'because that' as 'despite that,' which is possible in the Heb. particle involved (see Note). See Poole and Keil for theologizing at length over the human sin that is involved in such cases of theodicy.

8. The twenty-sixth year of Asa appears in Θ, v.⁶, as 'the 20th' (see Note, v.¹⁵), in Hex. as 'the 29th,' which is a learned correction. The two years of Elah's reign were completed according to v.¹⁰ in Asa's 27th year, i.e., it terminated within the second year; for similar calculation cf. Nadab's reign, rû⁺²⁵⁻²⁶. The dating for the end of the reign in v.¹⁰ is in unusual place; it is missing in OGrœ, and has been introduced from v.¹⁵. Cf. Begrœch, Chronologie, 181. 9, 10. The regicide Zimri (a nobody, as his father is not named) took advantage of the absence of the army at Gibbethon, having the co-operation of his half-squadron of the chariotry. In an otherwise dry historical passage the tradition of Elah's drunken bout is of
interest. 11-13. The originality of much of this material is disputed. V.12a, and Zimri destroyed all the house of Baasha, missing in OGrr., repeats v.11. Also OGrr. omit in v.11 he did not leave him a male (=1410 and his nearest of kin and friends; the uniqueness of the final clause may guarantee the originality of the passage, which is to be kept, with Stade. V.13 is verbose, is briefer in OGrr.; otherwise it is always Jeroboam’s sin that brought guilt upon Israel, and there is no background for the indictment of this brief dynasty as renegades, coupling them with the vanities (idolatrous practices) of Israel; Stade suggests a rewriting of the passage.

VV.15-22. Turmoil in the North; the reign of Zimri for a week, civil war between Omri and Tibni for some three years, with the success and accession of the former. Cf. Ant., viii, 12, 4, 5. Following the futile attempts of Jeroboam and Baasha to found dynasties, three ambitious commanders strove to seize the throne. Zimri, captain of the half-squadron of the chariots (v.9), had been able by a coup to get rid of the sot Elah in his palace. 15. 16. The army, which was besieging Gibbethon, in resumption of the earlier bootless operation (1527), hearing the news, made Omri, the army-commander, king over Israel (the real subject being designated as ‘all Israel’). 17. 18. Omri proceeded rapidly, within seven days, to Tirsah, where Zimri the would-be king fled into the castle (some technical architectural term) of the royal palace, which he burned down over his own head. 21. 22. These few explicit details are followed with a brief statement of civil war: half of the people following a certain Tibni ben Ginath and the other half, Omri; the struggle lasted for three to four years (cf. vv.15, 23), terminating with Tibni’s death, whereupon Omri became king. It is of interest to observe that while the army hailed Omri as king, the dating of his legal accession is four years later; we have to suppose a formal, popular affirmation at that time, as in the case of the assembly at Shechem (ch. 12). A further detail with respect to Tibni is preserved by the Grr., which add to the statement in v.22 that Tibni died the plus, “and Joram his brother at that time.” This appears like an original, if abbreviated, memorandum; it is generally accepted by commentators and historians, e.g., Thenius, Kamphausen, Benzinger, Kittel, Skinner, Olmstead, Robinson; Stade disputes
this position. The amount of striking detail in this confused history is remarkable; the account of Zimri's conspiracy is definitely docketed as from the Annals (v.20).

For the chronology of this period of civil war v.15 dates the rise of the conflict between Omri and Tibni in Asa's 27th year (the Grr. varying here), and v.23 assigns Omri's accession to the 31st year; the interval of 4 years must then have been officially accredited to Tibni, and so the Grr. add at end of v.22, '(Omri reigned) after Tibni.' This interval is generally accepted by chronologers. Also G, followed by GL, introduces after v.28 the section on Jehoshaphat's reign, 2241-51, G again repeating it in place as in H. G in this intruded passage dates Jehoshaphat's accession in Omri's 11th year, instead of Ahab's 4th year. The difference of 6/7 years may be accounted for by assuming that the '6 years' of Omri's reign 'in Tirzah' was added to the term of '12 years' (v.23). With such variations the chronology of this period is under vexed dispute. Lewy (Chronologie, 22 f.) supports the dating of original G. Stade's critical discussion in SBOT is sceptical as to final conclusions as between H and G. He wisely remarks that 'the numbers given in cc. 16 and 22 by M and G show at how late a period the Book of Kings and the dates contained in it were still being worked over.' His statement that 'the paragraph on Jehoshaphat is more appropriate after 1628 than it is after 2240,' is not supported by the usual form of the history. On the other hand the Greek editor felt that in view of the history of Ahab and Jehoshaphat in ch. 22 the latter should be previously introduced in formal terms. Begrich (Chron., 178) would reduce the 22 years of Ahab to 20, arguing that v.29b is secondary in view of the repeated 'Ahab ben Omri.'

Vv.23-28. The reign of Omri of Israel. Cf. Ant., viii, 12, 5. It is a sad loss to secular history that we possess only these few verses in record of the most capable of the North Israelite monarchs. His is the only name of an Israelite king in Mesha's inscription, which records Omri's 'afflictions' upon Moab for 'many years,' but does not name 'his sons.' After the passing of the dynasty the usurper Jehu was known to the Assyrians as 'son of Omri,' as in Shalmaneser III's obelisk inscription, bis (842 B.C.). Half a century later Adadnirari IV
in his Calah inscription calls Israel 'the land of Omri,' a geographical designation repeated (733–732 B.C.) by Tiglath-pileser III; see CP 304, 306; AB 459, 462, 465. We learn below (v.31) that Omri's son Ahab married Jezebel, daughter of Ethbaal, priest-king of Sidonia, himself a capable monarch; the alliance was doubtless of political purpose to counteract the growing power of Damascus, which was to 'afflict' Israel in his son's day. Only the foundation of his new capital, Shômerôn, the Samaria of the VSS, in a central and commanding position (see Smith, HG ch. 17), is recorded for the reign, with petty detail as to its purchase. As for the new capital, which was to rank with, or rather politically beyond, Jerusalem as first among the cities of Palestine, the one-time doubt as to Omri's creation of the city, and the interpretation of the statement that he built up the hill... Shomeron as of a rebuilding, are now dissipated by the results of the Harvard excavations at modern Sebastîyeh, which show that the lowest levels of remains belong to Omri's construction.1 The city was to give its name to the whole province in the Assyrian empire (cf. the local usage, II. 1724, etc.), and so the prophet Hoshea always designates his home-land.

VV.29-34. Introduction to the reign of Ahab of Israel. Cf. Ant., viii, 12–13, 1. For native precedents for marriage with a foreign princess and the influence exerted by such queens on politics and religion in the ancient world cf. II11fr., 1513. The prophetic tradition memorializes Jezebel as spearhead of propaganda in Israel for the peculiarly fanatical Phoenician religion; see E. Meyer, 'Phoenicia,' EB 3740 ff.; GA 2, 2, ch. 3; G. Contenau, La civilisation phénicienne, ch. 2; F. Cumont, Les religions orientales dans le paganisme romaine (ed. 4, 1929); L. B. Paton, 'Phoenicians,' ERE. For the part of royal women in politics in that ancient field see A. Goetze, Kleinasi en (HA, Abt. 3, 1, 3, 3, 1), 80 ff. The battle was on between the God of Israel and the foreign Baal, the

1 See Lyon, Reisner, Fisher, Harvard Excavations at Samaria (1924), with subsequent reports in QS. For summaries of results see Dussaud, 'Samaria au temps d'Achab,' Syria, 1925, 314 ff.; J. W. Jack, Samaria in Ahab's Time (1929); Olmstead, HPS 369 ff.; Watzinger, DP 1, 97 ff. (all these with illustrations); Abel, GP 2, 443 ff.; Galling, BR 438 ff.; Barton, AB pl. 29; also for earlier literature Montgomery, The Samaritans, ch. 2.
first long step in the development of Israel's religion since the desert days; the national as well as the religious spirit was appealed to by the reaction of prophets and their guilds. According to Josephus's transcript of Menander of Ephesus' annals of the Phoenician kings (C. Ap., i, 18) Ittobaal (Ἰθώβαλος —see Note), Ethbaal of Ἰ, is recorded as having seized the throne by violence and reigning for 32 years; he is entitled 'priest of Astarte,' and this sacerdotal origin may well explain Jezebel's extreme zeal in spreading her religion in the land of her adoption. This king's title as king of Sidonia (see Comm., 118) is historically correct, even as is for Solomon's age the title of Hiram I as 'king of Tyre' (515). 'Sidonians' was the older and more comprehensive name of the Phoenicians (as in Homer), and when the Tyrian kings gained ascendancy over Sidon, they assumed the larger title and its dignity; Josephus here entitles Ethbaal properly as 'king of Tyrians and Sidonians.' The epigraphic title of Hiram II (ca. 738 B.C.) was 'king of Sidonians' (CIS I, no. 5; HNE 419; NSI no. 11), as it was much later of Tabnit priest of Astarte, ca. 300 B.C. (HNE 417, NSI no. 4). For these titles see Cooke, pp. 53 ff.; Meyer, GA 2, 2, 63 ff.; for the history Contenau, pp. 69 ff. (chronological tables, pp. 384 ff.), Meyer, ch. 2 (tables, pp. 436 ff.); Olmstead, HPS 368 ff. Meyer dates Ittobaal ca. 887-856, Olmstead 889-867. V.32 records Ahab's erection of an altar to the Baal in the Baal's house, which he built in Samaria; no remains of this temple have been found; it was probably part of the enceinte of Ahab's magnificent palace (cf. 2239), easily distinguished from that of Omri's, and one which a recent authoritative statement describes as "incomparably the finest construction of the kind that has been found anywhere in Palestine" (QS 1936, 61).

Apart from these few facts bearing upon the alien elements of religion that Ahab introduced and the brief summary in 2239, whatever official records of the reign that may have existed have been replaced by the following lively stories of the prophets, which indirectly throw abundant light upon the history of the reign. The one exception is v.34, recording a unique local item, that of the rebuilding of Jericho (apparently as unimportant or too brutal it is ignored by ᾿Λ and Josephus). It is introduced with the first occurrence of the
archival note in his days (see JBL 53 [1934], 49). The massive fortifications of Jericho had lain in ruins since the destruction assigned to Joshua by Biblical tradition, although it still remained a settlement (Jos. 1521, Jud. 313, 2 Sam. 105). The present rebuilding was probably due to royal auspices, so Sanda suggests, as integral to Ahab’s operations against Mesha of Moab; in the concluding summary of the reign Ahab is celebrated as a builder of cities. Jericho has been the object of two notable enterprises: the first by Sellin and Watzinger, 1907–09 (see their Jericho, 1913); the second by Garstang, since 1929, whose reports have appeared in QS 1930 and later, and more fully in Liverpool Annals of Art and Archaeology (Reports I–III in vols. 19, 20 [1932–33]); see the summaries in Albright, APB 30 f., 55; Watzinger, DP 1, 55, 100; Abel, GP 2, 357 ff. Our memorandum, at least for a modest rebuilding of the city at this period, is borne out by these excavations; according to Garstang (QS 1932, 153): “The outer fortifications of the city . . . were not restored until the second phase of the Iron Age, about 900 B.C.” According to the narrative with the usual translation of the prepositions, Hiel [Grr. preserve the full form Ahiel] the Bethelite built Jericho; he laid its foundations in his eldest son Abiram, and set up its doors in his youngest son Segub. The mng. of the prep. ‘in’ is obscure. ס ו AV translate literally as above; the Grr. have in the first case, the dative without the preposition in the second; ת expands after the first sentence: “he killed his eldest son A. when he built it, and he killed his youngest son S. when he set up its doors.” RVV translate with ‘with the loss of,’ JV with ‘with,’ Chic. B. with ‘upon’; Moffatt best renders the mng. of ד (cf. 23, והפנוי, ‘at the cost of his life.’ But the method of the penalty expressed by the editor as fulfilment of Joshua’s curse (Jos. 626) is obscure. According to Rashi and successors (see Poole) Hiel lost all his sons by divine visitation. The Targumic interpretation, that he killed his sons, comes closest to the current modern explanation, according to which we have here a case of foundation sacrifice with its inaugural counterpart; cf. H. C. Trumbull, The Threshold Covenant (1896), 46 ff. Such ritual devotion has appeared to be substantiated by archaeological finds of bodies,
but particularly of infants immured in building foundations; see at length Cook, Religion of Anc. Palestine, 82 ff. (with extensive citation of similar phenomena throughout the ancient world), Graham and May, Culture and Conscience . . . in Anc. Palestine, 77 f., and so, of recent commentators, Sanda and Barnes. But there has been strong reaction against this sacrificial interpretation of house-burials; see Watzinger, DP 1, 72, stating that only the burial of infants was the usual practice. At the more distant Tepe Gawra, in the old Assyrian land, only child-burials were found in the buildings, with one possible exception of a foundation sacrifice (E. A. Speiser, Excavations at Tepe Gawra, 1935, 25, 140 ff.). In his Comm. Kittel takes strong ground against the theory, and most recently P. Thomsen has expressed his scepticism: "zweifelhaft ist die Deutung einiger Funde als Bau- oder Gründungspf" (Palästina u. seine Kultur, 51). It remains wisest, with Kittel, Benzinger, Skinner, to refer the statement to fatalities in the builder's family, which the popular mind interpreted as fulfilment of an original curse. This tradition was independent of the book of Joshua, but it induced the final editor of that book to incorporate the note of fulfilment in 626; then here, in reverse, our editor cites Joshua to prove the finale of the curse; it was this interest that made the editor preserve the unimportant item.

There follows, ch. 17–2238, the long insertion of prophetic story bearing upon the reign; the usual formula for its conclusion is given in 2239-40. Those stories give full details of the wars with Damascus and their varying results. But there is not a word of the first encounter of Israel with the might of Assyria, in 854/853 B.C., on the field of Karkar, where Ahab fought among Ben-Hadad's allies against Shalmaneser III. The victor records in his Monolith inscription the presence of 'Ahab the Israelite' with '2000 chariots, 10,000 men' (KB 1, 151 ff.; CP 294 ff.; ARA 1, §611; AB 458). This is the first extraneous reference by name to an Israelite; later the Mesha stone names his father.

Ch. 15. 33. [יָשִׁיר] יֵשׁ: absent in similar formulas below, but the same nationalistic expression at 121, 16; 1617; 3 MSS, OGr. om. (cf. BH), but the deletion was due to later Jewish objection.— 34. יְשֵׁבָה: Grr. +'son of Nebat'; the same variation in 1619;
see St.'s note there with statistics of the variant usages, and with proper hesitation in correcting ο.

Ch. 16. 1. For the name Jehu see Note, II. 9. —ια: Grr., δημο ιον by the hand of =v.7; similar variation 2124. —2. The con-
secution of grammatical persons, vv.2. 3, is harsh; but the Gr.
variations are arbitrary.—2. גור =הוגה of vv.13, 26.
—3. רדש = 2 MSS, Πiel is demanded, cf. 14.10.—6. לא: the
spelling לא is expected for the caritative, as at 418.
—7. אוב = 3 MSS, ΟGrr. om.; absent in v.1.—8. של = מ, to be preferred.—9. והו: for adver-
sative use of the prep. and the conjunctival phrase, as adopted above,
see BDB 754b, 758a, GB 586b, 589a.—8.-www-
then: so vv.22, 29, II. 825, 929, 1517; acc. to BE Grich (pp. 179, 182 f.)
this use is characteristic of one of his Chronicles.—9. והו: G L
om., by misunderstanding of the official title.—10: the VSS,
Jos. speak unanimously for 'Zamri,' presenting the older voca-
ization. The element is ancient, appearing in the Amarna letters,
occurring on a Palestinian seal (Diringer, IAE 211), and on
Akk. tablets from the ancient palace of Mari, addressed by Ham-
murabi to 'Zimri-ilim' (A. Parrot, Syria, 1937, 74 f.; 1939, 97 ff.).
The root, as δημο, is frequent in S. Arab. names (NPS 2, 46 f.),
with its mng. much debated (see Lexx.; Σanda, 'protection').
But it is to be identified with Aram. (Syriac) δημο with sense of
'awe, wonder.' Cf. Phoen. Zeiβ Δημαγώγος, acc. to Philo of Byblos
(Eus., Præp. ev. i, 10, 31). C. Clemen correctly recognizes (MVAG
42, Heft 3 [1939], 66) philological identity with Syrian Nahr ed-
Damur (named also in Polybius, v, 68).—11: אשם =
Noth, IP 230, following Nödeke, identifies with Arab. 'aradatu,
'wood-worm,' but it is doubtless from the root המ, 'to be gracious,
with prothetic כ (as common in Aram. before such a consonantal
combination); cf. the divine name ידחי, 'Favour-of-Reshep,'
in the Zenjirli Hadad inscr., also the Palm. נ. dei, ידחי. —12: קור =
St. deletes; but the term is official.—11. נלהל: מכנד murderous
upon the king, at his accession, at his ascending the throne': vs. St. the second
vocalbe is not superfluous.—אמר through אמר, v.12: ΟGrr.
om. by homoiot.—13: נא: the exceptional pl. is prob. to be read
in II. 1011. —14: ימי: pl., and so at 1 Sam. 3026; later spellings are
יעגו, ימי:—12:/audio: read י with 4 MSS=Grr.; the same correction
om.—a clumsy insertion.—14. ב: i MS, ΟGrr. om.

15. "In the 27th year of Asa king of Judah": G (B al),
ΟGrr. om.; G L 'in the 22d year' MSS c 4 i, 'in the 31st year,' so
agreeing with v.23; the variations display the unreliability of the
Grr.—7שנ =שש = שש� =שש� '7 years'; this error in place of
'days' accounts for the plus 'in the 20th year of Asa' in G
(B A al) Ε, v.6; other Grr. give a variety of numerals.—16. הנב
is: n.b. the variation in number, ad sensum; the Gr. 'the people
in the camp' induced by 'in the camp,' inf.
"in Israel"; =G, 'the people'; the changes were made because the ideal All-Israel was not involved; cf. 152. —רָאָשׁ: the element is doubtless Arabic; cf. 'Omar and its frequency in S. Arab. (NPS 2, 109). Omri and Zimri were evidently mercenaries of non-Israelite stock. Gr. texts by unfortunate confusion have זָטוּבֵּר, exc.  ≤אֹבֵּר (=  לְשׁה), which Rahlfs (SS 3, 285) regards as the original Gr. form.—18.  חוֹשַׁע: Grr., 'cave' =  לְשׁה;  צָר 'chamber';  וּדָמ 'palace'; Ginsberg insists properly on 'fortress,' JBL 62 (1943), 113 f. For etymology see E. A. Speiser, JQR N.S. 14 (1924), 329, as from root 'to cast foundation'; cft. Akk.  rimitu, 'dwelling.' The word in the same connexion occurs at II. 1520.—19.  חֵדָא Or. Kt. and Kr. =Ginsb., BH; to be accepted vs. Occ. Kt.  חֵדָא (also  חֵדָא =Bär); VSS have pl.—אֶרֶץ  הַשָּׁמָּשׁ for  הַשָּׁמָּשׁ; Grr. =אֶרֶץ, the usual formula; the whole v. is clumsy.—20.  קָנַר אֶרֶץ בָּא: II. 1516—21.  קָנַר: to be omitted with Grr.,  לְשׁה; a dittogr. of  קָנַר. —ירָשׁ: Grr. and Jos. support original vocalization as 'Tabni';  שָׁנָּד cf. Akk. 'Tabni-Ea'; for the name cf.  נָיֶשֶׂ בַּהַן in the Phœn. Tabnith inscr.—  נָיֶשׁ: also Ginsb. variant  נָיֶשׁ; 13 MSS  נָיֶשׁ:  לְשׁה הַנִּנֶּס; Grr.,  פְּאָת, -שׁ, etc.—22.  נָיֶשׁ: in active sense, 'to prevail over,' as at Jer. 207, 2 Ch. 2820; cf. König., Syntax, §§210 ff. Grr. texts of b. early suffered abbreviation by homoiotet. of repeated  יַנ;  כָּל־לַשׁ; see Rahlfs, SS 3, 67 f.—23.  נָיֶשֶׂ:  כָּל ḫa om.—24.  נָיֶשׁ: for  אִיר in 'the Hill Shomeron'; there is no reason to elide  (with St.), or either the art. or  אֵר (with  שָׁנָּד).—ירָשׁ: Bible Aram., סָרַשׁ; Akk.  שָׁנָּד, also  שֶׁמָּרִין (Bab. Chron. B, col. I, line 28; KAT 2, 276, CP 210); Grr. (except in this one v. for exactness)  בֹּרֶא. For the process of the initial vowel,  >, see Harris, Development of the Canaanite Dialects, 43 ff. For the process of the final vowel,  > י, by 'imalah, cf. Brock., GVG 1, 141 ff. For place-names in -אמ, -אֵי, -אֵמ, and -אֵנ, -אֵי, -אָנ, see Borée, AOP 50-67, with full lists. For  שָׁמְרָן/ שָׁמְרָיִן cf. modern Syrian Libnên<Libnân, along with Bibl. Lebanon. The final nasal with preceding varying vowel as above noted (cf. סָרַשׁ 40) is demonstrative, parallel to -אָנ in S. Arabic; see Comm., ch. 11, n. 2, on Malkam/Milkom. Place-names in -אָנ with loss of the nasal are of similar origin, e.g., Shilo. In this v. there is wide variety in the Gr. spellings of the repeated name. In the first case OGr., followed by Hex., played on the man's name with  שָׁמֶר, so B, and with  שָׁמִיר in the second case; but  מ has  for the first vowel=ל. The n. pr. occurs elsewhere as clan-name, also on a Palestinian bulla (IAE 142), and in name-composition. There also appear forms accommodated to the place-name, e.g.,  שָׁמֶר=לֹ,  יִד, 'Som'er.' There is no reason to correct the Heb. vocalization of the place-name so as to gain  in the first syllable, and so to relate the name more closely to 'Shemer' (so e.g., Döller, Shanda, and the queried correction in BH); the play on the man's name remained, whatever was the vocalization
of the derivative. The new name probably involved the participial sense of ‘Watch-tower,’ with Smith, *HG* 346.—26. יָרֵץָה אֲשֶׁר: the correct Kr. יָרֵץָה = Kt. of many MSS.—27. יָרֵץָה אֲשֶׁר: B al., א om.—27. יָרֵץָה אֲשֶׁר: 40 MSS Ken., de R. pref. יָרֵץָה = Grr.; St. denies its originality (otherwise BH); it was indeed suitable for Omri’s activities, but the word was often carelessly introduced in similar cases, e.g., 15:31, and see Bär’s note on II. 15:36.—29. יָרֵץָה אֲשֶׁר: tradition of older vocalization in אֹיֵּֽט אֵֽו אֲשֶׁר, Jer. 29:21, as also in the name of a nephew of Herod, אֹיֵֽט אֵֽו אֲשֶׁר (Ant., xv, 7, 8). The Heb. name now appears on the Sheba seal from Tell ed-Duweir (*IAE* 214).

29. OGr. date the accession in the 2d year; Gr. MSS also great abbreviate the text.—30. יָרֵץָה: OGr. prefix κ. ετονησεταω = בַּר. as in v. 25, approved by Burn., BH, but it is an expansion to accentuate Ahab’s wickedness (cf. St.).—31. יָרֵץָה: the interrogative appears to have been first noticed by the Renaissance scholars (see Poole), with the result, “et fuit, nonne leve fuit ire ipsum,” etc., and so AVms. The VSS all paraphrase; since Klost. the accepted amendment is יָרֵץָה, ‘the lightest thing’ (e.g., St., BH); but change is unnecessary. The syntax, with interrogative in place of conditional particle is quite possible; cf. Eze. 8:17, and see Burn.—32. יָרֵץָה: the first syllable is to be interpreted as abbreviation of יָרֵץָה; see H. Bauer, *ZAW* 1933, 89, n. 1, who eft. יָרֵץָה = Αχιαβις, Num. 26:30; cf. also the possible play on the name יָרֵץָה. The interpretation of the second element has varied because of the questioned mng. of the root; see Note on יָרֵץָה, 813. As there the present element has the primary sense of ‘exaltation.’ Light is now cast by the Ugaritic texts, where zbl occurs with the mng. of ‘prince,’ e.g., zbl b’l ‘נ, ‘the Prince, Lord of the earth,’ zbl ym, ‘the Prince Sea,’ with its parallel, ‘Prince River’; see Gordon, *Ugar. Handbook*, 1, §9, 45, and at length Albr.’s extensive art., *JPOS* 1936, 17 ff. A pejorative sense may have been introduced by playing upon Ar. and Akk. (?) zbl, ‘dung’; cf. the process ‘Baal-zebul’ ‘Baal-zebub,’ II. 1:4. In *Syria*, 1935, 185, n. 1, Virolleaud has proposed identity with the repeated phrase in the first published Ugaritic epic, iy zbl, ‘where is Zbl?’ (the passages cited by Gordon, *ib.*, §12, 5). But such a name as original is impossible; there might be in the Biblical form a taunting nickname.—33. יָרֵץָה: Grr., לָטַּֽאֲל, etc.; Jos., *C. Ap.*, i, 18, 1δωμαλος, which transcription, on good Phoen. authority = יָרֵץָה, ‘With-him-Baal’; cf. the abbreviated form of the name of a Sidonian king, Tuba’luk, in Sennacherib’s Prism inscr., ii, 44 (*CP* 340; *ARA* 2, no. 239). See Harris, *Phoen. Gram.*, Glossary. For such prepositional name-formations cf. יָרֵץָה יָרֵץָה, and see Noth, *IP* 32.—34. יָרֵץָה: Grr., εν οικωτι. προσοχισματων αντου = ΣΗ; προσοχθ. renders יָרֵץָה as applied to Astarte and Chemosh in II. 23:13.—35. יָרֵץָה: Grr., (to) αλεος, as at 15:13—5; יָרֵץָה אֲשֶׁר, Σ E insert [τ. ποιησαί] παροργισματα, which as εν αλεοι is introduced into the text by

Ch. 17. Elijah’s sudden appearance and announcement to Ahab of the coming drought (v.4); the divine provision for him at the Wady Cherith (vv.2–7); the Phœnician woman’s care of him by divine provision, and his miracle of resuscitation of her son (vv.8–24). V.1. ‘With the eagle-like suddenness which characterizes all his movements Elijah appears abruptly before Ahab with the announcement of a drought which is to continue for some years, and not to be removed except in accordance with his prophetic word’ (Skinner, p. 223). For his equally mysterious disappearances cf. 1812, II. 2. It is held by some commentators (e.g., Klostermann, Benzinger) that the original introduction to the story, giving the motive of Elijah’s appearance, has been lost; but, again with Skinner: ‘... it is doubtful if any introduction would not weaken the dramatic effect of the great prophet’s advent on the scene.’ Elijah’s chosen self-expression, ‘before Whom I stand’ (also 1815) designates him solemnly as YHWH’s courtier (cf. 12). The true Oriental reserve of the story also appears in the point that not until the bidding, hide thyself, do we learn that the prophet had to flee from the king. Elijah is bluntly introduced without even a patronymic (Grr. add the

1 For linguistic and literary criticism of these prophet-cycles see Burn., pp. 207 ff., ‘Narratives of the Northern Kingdom.’ To the literature noted in Int., §14, b, n. 1, are to be added for the historical environment of Elijah and Elisha the following: Ewald, HI 4, 63 ff.; Kittel, GVI 2, §§30–9; Cook, CAH 3, cc. 17–20; Lods, Isråël, 485 ff., 513 ff.; Olmstead, HPS cc. 24 ff.; Robinson, HI ch. 16; Morgenstern, ‘The Historical Antecedents of Amos’ Prophecy,’ pt. 3 of his Amos Studies; for the prophets under discussion Gunkel, Elias, Jahuw u. Baal (1906), and his Geschichten von Elisa (1922); James, Personalities of the O.T., cc. 9, 10. For the later Jewish traditions see Hamburger, RE, and JE, s. vv., and L. Ginzberg, The Legends of the Jews, vol. 4.
reverential title 'the prophet,' which he was not technically—cf. Amos), as the Tishbite, of Tishbe of Gilead—so with the Grr. (cf. Jos.), vs. Ḫ, of the settlers of Gilead, with variation of vocalization (see Note). The Gileadite Tishbe is to be distinguished from the Galilæan ᾠσβη, 'on the right of Kadesh of Naphtali,' the ancestral home of Tobit's family (Tob. 1). For possible identification with el-Istib, 13 km. N of the Jabbok on Jebel Ajlûn, on the southern slope of which locality lie remains of a chapel of Mar Elias, see Buhl, GAP 257; Döller, GES 223 f.; Abel GP 2, 486. The site was early so identified, and was visited by the pilgrim Sylvia in the fourth century: "euntes aliquandiu per uallem Iordanis super ripam fluminis ipsius...ad subito uidimus ciuitatem sancti prophetæ Heliae, id est Thesbe, unde ille habuit nomen Helias Thesbites. Inibi est ergo usque in hodie spelunca, in qua sedit ipse sanctus" (Peregrinatio, ch. 16, in CSEL 39, 58). The indefinite these years is further precised at 181n, in which the dating in the third year dates the recurrence of rain; i.e., normal conditions would have been restored in the third year. The 'three and a half years' to which the term is extended in Lu. 425, Ja. 517 followed Jewish tradition (Yalkut Shimeoni, see B. Weiss on Luke). Was the extra half added to give space for the history in ch. 18? It has been observed that 3½ years, half of a sabbatic period, represented a mystical cycle of disaster; cf. Dan. 725, etc., and see Montgomery, ad loc. This exceptional drought is corroborated by Josephus's citation from Menander in the latter's 'acts of Ithobalos, king of Tyre': "There was a drought in his reign, which lasted from the month of Hyperberetaios until the month of Hyperberetaios in the following year. But he made supplication to the gods, whereupon a heavy thunderstorm broke out." For the continuation of droughts over periods of years in Palestine see E. Huntington, 'Transformation of Palestine' (Bull. Am. Geog. Soc., June, 1912), and his table of the rainfall recorded for 1846–1909, fig. 9 in App.; the dry period of 1868–74 is 'the worst in modern times' (p. 352). But Huntington, with his theory of deterioration of the Palestinian climate does not include notice of ancient tradition of such calamities. See also at length Dalman, A. u. S., 1, 1, 194 ff. A parallel tradition of a drought is given in the Elisha cycle, II. 438n.
VV. 2-7. Elijah is bidden by the word of YHWH (see Comm., 13\(^1\)) : Go from here . . . and hide thyself in the Wady Cherith, which is in front of the Jordan. The wady in question, with its indefinite name (= ‘cutting’) has been located at many places, e.g., by Robinson (BR 2, 28) as the deep and difficult Wady el-Kelt, W of Jordan, N of Jericho. But the story demands that Elijah fled out of Ahab’s jurisdiction. Jerome places Chorath as ‘a torrent across Jordan’ (Onom., 113, 18), following pilgrim tradition; this view is supported by the presumable meaning of the prep. as to east of (e.g., Gen. 23\(^1\), other reff. in GB 649a). For the various identifications see Döller, GES 224 ff. The divine provision of the prophet’s food was simply miraculous. Such a miracle has long aroused rationalistic doubts, and the word for ravens has been given other interpretations by change of vocalization; and so as ‘merchants,’ identified with a word at Eze. 27\(^2\), and Kimchi notes such an interpretation; or as ‘Arabs’ (the reverse process has taken place in Jer. 3\(^2\), where Heb. ‘Arab’ is rendered as ‘crow’ by Grr., \(\mathbb{A}\)); a gentilic interpretation appears in \(\mathbb{A}\) with the ethnic name ‘Orabim. Poole excoriates such interpretations in his day as due to ‘morosa ingenia’; this rationalizing still survives, e.g., in Barnes’s Comm. Comparison has long been made with similar tales, classical and otherwise, of such feedings by animals, by Grotius, Keil, Gunkel in his Elias, 68, nn. 7–9, most recently by Frazer, Folk-Lore in the O.T., pt. 3, ch. 14, noting the part played by the raven in ancient lore.

VV. 8-24. In retiring later to Sarephath of Sidon Elijah still keeps out of Ahab’s jurisdiction. The place is the Gr. Sarepta (e.g., Lu. 4\(^26\)); the name survives in modern Sarafend, 7 miles S of Sidon, near the coast, while remains of the ancient seaport exist on the shore below; see Dussaud, La Syrie antique et médiévale, 42. Note that it is Phœnician testimony that corroborates this tradition of a long and widespread drought. Oriental generosity is shown by the woman’s readiness to give a drink of water to the stranger (cf. Mt. 10\(^42\)), but she is embarrassed by the request for food. For the jar and the cruse (v.12), see A. M. Honeyman, PEQ 1939, 81, 89. The two sticks is equivalent to the English ‘a couple,’ Germ. ‘ein Paar’ (cf. Am. 1\(^1\)). In the same v. the Grr. understood the
Heb. of *my son* as pl., 'my sons' (as the Kt. can also be interpreted), then continued the pl. in v.18, and also rendered *her household* (v.15) with 'her children.' But only the (one) *son of the mistress of the house* is named below (v.17); the pl. of the Grr. appears to have been induced by the expansive word *house/household*, which includes servants; change indeed might be made in v.15, with many comm., of *her house* to *her son*. The woman was a person of property, a householder, with a dwelling stout enough to have an *upper chamber* (v.19), i.e., a 'lean-to' on the roof; cf. the description of Elisha's quarters in similar circumstances, II. 410, and see Dussaud, *Syria*, 1935, 350.

V.17-24. The story of the revival of the lifeless child has its parallel in numerous folk-tales concerning the gratitude of divine persons for hospitality rendered them, especially by poor people; e.g., the story of Lot and his divine visitors, that of Philemon and Baucis, also numerous German tales cited by Gunkel (Elias Jahve u. Baal, 69, n. 12). The mother's passionate cry to Elijah (v.18): *What is there between me and thee, O Man of God? Hast thou come into my home to record my sin and to slay my son?*, is expression of ancient religion, the 'Schreu vor Heiligkeit.' What had escaped divine notice before is now revealed by the discovery of a divine in her house, who has acted as detective of holiness; cf. Peter's discovery of his Lord's divinity (Lu. 58), and the centurion's fear of him (Mt. 88). Physical calamity was taken to point to human sin, to some case of 'hidden faults' (Ps. 1913); cf. the disciples' query about the man who was born blind (Jn 92). The next to the last clause is generally translated 'to bring my sin to remembrance'; Moffatt, 'to call attention to some sin of mine'; Chic. B., 'to remind me of my iniquity.' But the meaning of the verb is 'to register,' i.e., legally before Deity, and so Skinner interprets; such and such a sin becomes a matter of record before God, and judgment is immediately passed (cf. Dan. 710). The praxis of the resuscitation of the child, *in whom there was no breath left* (v.17) lay in this (v.21) that the man of God *stretched himself upon the child three times*, along with a prayer to *my God*, that the child's *soul might return into him*. The treatment is identical with that of Elisha in his cure of a child, when "h
lay upon the child" at full length, etc., II. 434r. (q.v.). In similar fashion Paul revived (επετεσεν αυτῷ) the youth Eutychus, who was taken up as dead from a fall (Acts 208a). Landersdorfer suggests that this was a kind of ritual praxis closely related to Babylonian incantations; but the praxis here is not of ritual order. The Gr., not understanding the verb of the praxis, translated with "he breathed into the boy"; but there is no reason, along with some critics, to change the Heb. here, or to accept the abbreviated text presented by OGr. at v.22; see Note. It is somewhat an academic question whether the child actually died; it is not so specifically stated, and Josephus reasonably understands the case as one of apparent death. Cf. a similar act of resuscitation by Jesus (Mt. 916v.—Mk., Lu.). Antiquity recognized that the fact of death was not certain until after a certain delay; cf. the raising of Lazarus, and the delay of Jesus till the third calendar day (Jn. 11). The woman's final confession, Now I know, etc. (v.24) is the conviction of the mother's heart; what might have been a passing incident has become to her an abiding reality. Indirectly she recognizes Elijah's God, but the point she makes is that the word of YHWH is in thy mouth of a truth (so Moffatt, 'really': not, as generally, 'the word... is true'). The story is paralleled by Jesus' benefaction of the Syro-Phœnician woman (Mk. 721v.). Here as also in the Gospel incident there is no evangelization of the alien; the Syrian Naaman voluntarily became a proselyte (II. 517v.).

1. נביא: for formation of such 'Bekenntnismen' in the ancient religions see Noth, IP 139 ff.; the name may have been an assumed religious alias. ג here and below הלאו; גל always הלא, declinable; Grr., exc. ג, 'the prophet.'—נביא: 'of the settlers of (Gilead),' a strange expression; Grr., εκ θεσβων; הט 'from Ῥσβ'; יוס., εκ πολεως θεσβωνης; accordingly read הרבר; see Then. at length; but cf. Ew., HI 4, 64.—נביא: Grr. with magnification 'the God of Hosts'; some MSS om. foll. 'the God of Israel'; cf. the Gr. in v.14.—2. נביא: Grr.. נביא נביא, and so v.8; the Gr. preferred precision, e.g., vv.10, 11, 12, 15, etc.—3. נביא: 'from here,' exceptional; cf. נביא, v.19.—נביא: Grr., גל om., but there is no reason, vs. St., to delete it.—5. נביא 10; 1 MS Ken., ג om.; נביא 20; 1 MS Ken., OGr. om.; but the phrase 'to go and do' is usual, cf. v.16, and e.g., Mt. 918, Lu. 1022; 20 is geographical.—נביא: גל om.; on the Gr. rdgs. here cf. Rahlfs, SS 3, 242.—6. נביא: see Comm. above.—נביא 10:
1 MS, OGrr. om.; ἀφάδι ἐστὶ: 1 MS, OGrr. om.; emendation of ἔστιν is accordingly made by some, as in correspondence with Oriental meals, e.g., by Klost., Kamp., St., BH; but the simplification may have been induced by Ex. 168, 12, so Benz., Sk.—9. ἀλάμβανε: so Mich., בֵּאר, BH; Ginsb., וָאֵל; cf. הנְדִּיר, 411. The n. loci = Eg. ʿarpata (Albr., Vocalization, 42), Akk. Shiāptu, Gr. Σαρπτά. —

shall be: OGrr. om., prob. on ground that he did not legally dwell there, vs. St.'s approval of the excision.——9. ἀλάμβανε: 'a certain widow'; cf. Ex. 1620, Jud. 44, Dan. 38.—10. ἀπαχ: OGrr. om.——ἀπαχ: Gr., οπωσδήποτς, and so v.11, as though for ἀπαχ; the correction in the latter place is accepted by some (e.g., Kamp., Kit., St.; BH fr.), with the laboured idea of vice versa corruption in ἔστι (so Šanda).—11. ἐναρέω: so the full radical impv. in Ex. 294, Eze. 3718, Pr. 2014; correction to ἐναρέω, ostensibly after the Gr. (cf. St., BH), is not corroborated by the Gr. order of words.—12. ἐναρέω† (exc. in the corrupt text of Ps. 3518): interpreted from ἐναρέω (e.g., v.13); Gr., ἐναρέω = a cake baked in hot ashes; Σ ἔναρεω, 'anything,' accepted by Klost., BH as likely original, properly rejected by St.—ἐναρέω: 4 MSS om. the meagre figure.—13. ἐναρέω: MSS Ken., Ginsb., and ἐναρέω, in accord with the woman's dialect.—14. ἐναρέω: OGrr. om. (cf. similar omission, v.1), but to the point here, vs. St.; the omission of the nationalistic phrase was due to Hellenistic universalism.—ἐναρέω: n.b. —a, a case to be added to those given in GK §75, 6. —κτ. Κτ., κτ. Κτ.: for the Kt. cf. 619.—15. ἐναρέω: OGrr. om., as in conflict with ἐναρέω, v.16.—ἀπαχ ἐναρέω Κτ., κτ. ἐναρέω Κτ. (the Kt. in some MSS): Κτ. = VSS, exc. Gr. A, αὐτοὺς κ. ἄνω; the original text was prob. ἐναρέω, and subsequent vocalization wrongly gave precedence to the prophet.—ἐναρέω: prob. to be read ἐναρέω, cf. Grr. = ἔναρεω; see Comm.—ἐναρέω: OGrr. om.; A c2 ἔναρεω supply from Symm., Theod., with 'and from that day,' accepted by Šanda as ἐναρέω; St., Sk. om.; Kit. sugg. ἐνάρεω (cf. BH); but the indefinite word = 'for some time,' needs not to be faulted; cf. ἐνάρεω, 181.—

16. The v. is dependent upon v.15.——ἀπαχ ἐναρέω Κτ. ἐναρέω, for similar predominance of gender of the nom. regens cf. Ewald, Lehrb., §317, c. Such syntax does not appear for the preceding ἐναρέω ἐναρέω, hence St. corrects the verb there to fem.; however, original grammar may be careless.—18. ἐναρέω: 9 MSS pref. ἐναρέω.—20. ἐναρέω: Gr. (ἐναρέω corrupt), ἐναρέω, ἐναρέω, as though for ἐναρέω. —ἐναρέω: Gr., ὥστε (l.), a variation that has caused attempts at rewriting, e.g., by Klost. (cf. BH), suggesting ὥστε ἐναρέω ΚΤ. ἐναρέω, 'should there not be a reward . . .? '—ἐναρέω: the word = ἐναρέω, 'boarder.'—21. ἐναρέω: cf. ἐναρέω II. 435, and see discussion there; there is no reason on basis of Gr. ἐναρέω to change to ἐναρέω (cf. BH).—ἐναρέω: a few MSS: ἐναρέω, ἐναρέω, ἐναρέω, exc. MSS, ἐναρέω, ἐναρέω = ἐναρέω; but ἐναρέω is the aura enveloping the person; cf. ἐναρέω in the refrain of Ps. 42-43.—22-23. ἐναρέω (v.22) . . . ἐναρέω (v.23) . . . ἐναρέω (v.24) . . . , reduced by ἐναρέω (for mixed text of ἐναρέω see Rahlf s, SS 3, 242 f.) to κ. ἐναρέω.
Ch. 18. The scene on Carmel. The drama falls into three acts: (1) vv.1-19, the providentially arranged meeting of Elijah with king Ahab; (2) vv.20-10, the great convocation on Carmel, and YHWH’s victory in the contest with the Baal; vv.11-16, the coming of the great downpour of rain, and Elijah’s triumphal escort of the king to his residence in Jezreel. For the fire from heaven see Additional Note below.

1. For the third year see Comm., 17. 2b. And the famine being sore in Samaria: in the Heb. syntax the sentence is subordinate to the following. VV.3-4 give a parenthetic description of Obadiah, who was Over-the-House, i.e., of the king, for which title cf. 46. He was one who revered YHWH greatly. His name is composed with the element ḥbēd, ‘servitor, worshipper,’ a word also used of Baal’s devotees (II. 10198). The name may have been assumed by the zealot, as probably was the case in Elijah’s name. The virtue of this royal officer had been exhibited by his having concealed, in Jezebel’s persecution of the national religion, a hundred prophets . . . by fifties in the cave-region (the last word in Heb, ‘cave,’ is generic). One of such regions is Mount Carmel, which is largely of chalk formation, abounding in caves, some 2000 of which have been counted, an abode of prehistoric man, and through history a resort of fugitives (cf. the story in 1 Sam. 24), and of Christian hermits.1 This is the first,

1 See Döller, GES 228 f.; Abel, GP i, 438 ff.; Barton, AB 131 f., and for a more recent review of the discoveries of prehistoric man’s remains in the Palestinian caves, Albr., SAC 88 f. Supplementally there is to be added the vivid account in ch. 4 of McCown’s The Ladder of Progress in Palestine.
although indirect, reference to a systematic persecution of the sons of the prophets, brought on by Jezebel's high-handed policy, as also to the existence of such large groups of their order.

VV.5-6 present the straits to which the régime was put by the drought for provisioning the royal horses and mules. The demand of the royal stables is illustrated by Shalmaneser III's figuring of the chariots of 'Ahab the Israelite' at 2000 (Monolith inscr., col. 2, 91, Rogers, CP 296; Barton, AB 458). The opening imperative should probably be expanded with the Grr.: Come, let us go through the land; cf. 1 Sam. 141-6. 7. Obadiah recognized (EVV knew) Elijah; he had never met him, but knew him by repute, possibly recognized him by his hair mantle (cf. II. 18). 8-15. Obadiah deprecated the prophet's commission to him: Go, tell thy lord: Here is Elijah! Elijah's volatility, his sudden appearances and vanishings were known to all; upon himself the king would take revenge, if Elijah escaped summary arrest. But the plea may have been only a generous excuse; Obadiah was thinking of the prophet's safety. Ahab had been seeking everywhere for the fugitive prophet, even in foreign lands, laying every régime (see Note) and nation under oath in the search for him. For such adjurations, involving fearful execrations, cf. the Aramaic texts from Syrian Sûjin of this order.4 15. Here occurs for the first time in Kings the divine name YHWH Sebaoth, elsewhere in the book five times, and only in prophetic utterances.3

16-19. Elijah's meeting with Ahab. The clash of words between him and the undaunted man of God is classical. The epithet, Troubler of Israel, is flung back in the king's teeth: 4 I have not troubled Israel; but thou and thy father's house, with added specific indictment of the court: in your leaving [with Grr. om. the commandments of] YHWH and thy

*The texts were first published by Dussaud, CR 1930, 155 ff., further treated by H. Bauer, Afo 8 (1932), 1 ff.; S. Ronzevalle, Mél., 15, fasc. 7 (1931), 232 ff. For further execrations cf. the treaty imposed by Ashur-Nirari V upon the local Syrian king, 755 B.C., of which extracts are presented by Olmstead, HA 172 ff.

3 See W. W. Baudissin, Kurios, als Gottesname im Judentum, 1926-29.

4 The root ' to trouble' had some religious significance; cf. Josh. 618, especially 711ff. with play upon the root meaning.
going after the Baals. 19. Elijah proceeds to a summary demand for a convocation of all Israel on Mount Carmel, along with the prophets of the Baal. The following figure four hundred and fifty is an evident intrusion from v.22. As intrusion also appears to be the reference to the prophets of the Asherah four hundred, on the ground that the followers of this cult are not mentioned in the subsequent story. But the argument that (the) Asherah was not a deity now falls to the ground; see Comm. on 1513, and on II. 234 for the Ugaritic pairing of Baal and Asherah. Whether or not the clause is secondary, the reference to Jezebel’s patronage of that deity is pertinent; her father was priest of the corresponding goddess Ashtart; see above on 1631. For the eaters at Jezebel’s table cf. 27; they were the queen’s subsidized clergy. She was well within her extra-territorial rights (cf. II1fr.), but she abused her wifely influence to persecute the native zealots. Those organized castes of the Baal and the Asherah with their orgiastic rites were an abhorrent innovation in Israel, and aroused the nationalistic-religious antipathy of the people at large, to whom Elijah and the fraternities of ‘the sons of the prophets’ gave voice and leadership. Elijah was right; not he but the responsible monarch was the innovator. This must be maintained as against many current scholars, who would hold that Israel never found its religion until the eighth century.

Vv. 20-40. The convocation of all Israel and the prophets of the Baal on Carmel. For this mountain promontory, called in Arabic Jebel Mar Elyas, see the BDD, Guérin, Samarie, ch. 60 (with ample historical citation); Smith, HG ch. 14, sect. iv; Döller and Abel, cited above; also C. Klopp, Elias u. Christentum auf dem Karmel (1929). Šanda would precise the location of the present scene, the traditional site of which is pointed out at el-Muhraka (‘place of burning’). This splendid complex, 1800 ft. above the sea at its top, must have been from of yore ‘a holy mount.’ 5 Jamblichus in his life of Pythagoras (iii, 1) tells that his hero sojourned there;

5 In the Palestine List of Thutmose III immediately after ‘h=Aco is listed ṣḥkdš=hapus, ‘Holy Mount,’ according to some scholars (e.g., Abel, GP i, 350 f.), our Carmel; but according to personal information from W. F. Albright the identity is not established.
Tacitus (Hist., ii, 78) relates that there was a sanctuary there with altar but without image; Suetonius in his life of Vespasian (ch. v) records how he sacrificed there, and was given by the priests an oracle of his coming greatness; Elijah appears to have daringly chosen Pagan ground for his defiance of Ahab and the Baal. The mountain gives a dramatic setting for the appearance of a little cloud the size of a man's palm coming up out of the sea' (vv. 18ff.). 20. The convocation of all [om. with Grr. the sons of] Israel has its parallel in the assembly at Shechem (ch. 12). 21. The translation of Elijah's query to the people as given by EVV, How long halt ye between two opinions?, well expresses the sense; more exactly it means, How long are ye hobbling [so Moffatt, cf. GV FV] at the two forks (of the road), i.e., hopping now on one leg, now on the other, before the dilemma. Grotius gives a capital parallel for the verb in the Gr. ἀμφοτερίζειν. For other interpretations see Note. Elijah is here using some popular phrase. It finely introduces, passing from the satiric to the serious, his peremptory demand: If YHWH be the God (the Deity), follow him; and if the Baal, follow him! And, as so often in history, the demos answered him not a word.

22. And Elijah said to the people: I am left a prophet of YHWH's alone by myself. Elijah is speaking to his present audience, contrasting himself with the hundreds of Baal-prophets; but his sense of utter loneliness is expressed again at 10^14. VV. 23ff. There follows the summons of the people to serve as jury in the ordeal between YHWH and the Baal, and this the people approves: and it shall be, the God who answers by fire, he is the God (=the Deity). The Baal-folk had the first choice. 26. With no response from their god, the prophets enacted some peculiar rite at, or rather about [not upon with AV] the altar. This is doubtless to be explained as some kind of limping dance; see Note, v. 21. For the ritual dance in Phoenician religion Pietschmann notes (Gesch. d. Phönizier, 220) the report in Heliodorus (Ethiopica, iv, 17) of a raving dance in honour of Herakles celebrated by Tyrian merchants, and a Phoenician 'Baal of the Dance' (b'l mrkd) is known from classical texts (Harris, Grammar, 88, 147). There have pertinently been compared the 'encompassing of the altar' in Ps. 26^6 (cf. Gunkel, ad loc.), and the
running circumambulation of the sacred stone at Mecca at the Haj festival; cf. Wellhausen, Reste arab. Heidentums, 109 ff. D. B. Macdonald in his Hebrew Literary Genius, 35, further develops the comparison: "The fundamental idea in both words [i.e., ḥaj in both languages] is dancing around something and the essence of the Muslim ḥajj is a ceremonial dance around the Ka'ba at Mecca. This has to be done with a certain ritual-step which is described as resembling dragging the feet in deep sand." He proceeds to compare the similar 'limping about the altar' in the present passage. General reference may be made to W. O. E. Oesterley, The Sacred Dance (1923). 27. And it was at noon that Elijah mocked them, and said: 'Cry with a loud voice, for he is God!' The sequence of the following clauses reads practically the same in EVV, e.g., Jv: either he is musing, or he is gone aside, or he is on a journey, or peradventure he sleepeth, and must be awaked. The ascription to the deity of musing is rather absurd (an interpretation from the late special meaning of the root used of religious 'study' of the Scriptures); rather, he has some business or conversation. The item, he is gone aside, has been best explained by Rashi (and so Thenius) as a euphemism, i.e., to relieve himself (cf. Germ. 'Abort'), and this interpretation is reinforced for Rashi by his addition to the next clause, he has a journey on hand, i.e., 'to the privy.' See Notes at length. Finally the 'waking up' of the deity is illustrated by an Ugaritic text (Virolleaud, Syria, 1929, pl. lxiii), in which after each one of a series of choral stanzas and following a god's name occurs the choric "he has waked up" (ḥn 'r): see Montgomery JAOS 55 (1935), 89 ff. Elijah's satire in a nut-shell is the raciest comment ever made on Pagan mythology. 28. A stage in the Baal-ritual is enacted at noon: They cut themselves after their manner with knives and lances, until the blood gushed out upon them. This bloody rite in extreme cases of propitiation of a deity is frequently referred to in the O.T.: Hos. 714 (with correction of ב), Mic. 414 (?), Jer. 168, 475 (a case of actual practice of the rite by Jeremiah's co-religionists), 475 (the rite ascribed also to Philistia); the custom is proscribed by the Law (Dt. 141, Lev. 1928). A close territorial parallel to the present scene is that described by Lucian as practised by the Syrian Galli of his
day: "these gash their arms and turn their backs to be lashed" (De Dea Syra, 50). For such widespread rites in antiquity see Poole, ad loc., W. R. Smith, Rel. of the Semites, 303; Dhorme, L'Evolution religieuse d'Israël, i, 259 ff. The 'flowing of the blood upon them' was of the essence of the rite. 29. In the third act, at the passing of noon they prophesied. The verb can only be paraphrased in Christian language, which confines 'prophecy' to the higher levels of revelation; it might be translated colloquially with semantic right, they enthused; cf. Moffatt, 'raved,' Chic. B., 'worked themselves into a prophetic frenzy.' The action was that of 'the raving dervish' (Ṣanda), cf. 1 Sam. 1010ff., etc. For these prophets see further Comm. at end of the ch. They prophesied until the offering of the [EVV+evening] oblation [with RVV; Heb. minḥāḥ]: there are in the Law two oblations, Ex. 2938ff., Num. 283ff., one in the morning, and one 'between the evenings,' which peculiar phrase has given much room for argument, as in the Mishnic Pesahim, v. i. The morning oblation is referred to in II. 320 (the phrase as here). The second oblation was in the afternoon after three o'clock, and was the chief daily service for the people, so according to Josephus, Ant., xiv, 4, 3, 'about the ninth hour,' so corresponding with Acts 31, timing the visit of Peter and John to the temple for prayer. Cf. Hamburger, RE 'Minchagebet,' Gunkel Einl. in die Psalmen, 177. This afternoon minḥāḥ was the chief public service in early Semitic custom, preserved in the Muslim service of the 'asr, celebrated about the same hour; cf. Ezr. 9ff., Dan. 611, 921 (see Montgomery, ad locos). There is no reason to suppose here a reflection from Jerusalemite practice or later Law. Also in II. 1615 in Ahaz's reign there is recorded the royal prescription for 'the morning burnt offering and the evening oblation'; see the extensive discussion in Nowack, Arch., 2, 221, n. i. And there was no voice, and none to answer, and no attention!—a rhetorical pyramiding of the earlier phrase, v.26.

VV.30-35. Elijah rebuilds the altar of Yhwh, sets upon it the wood and the dismembered bullock, and orders all to be doused with water three times, in addition to filling the surrounding trench with water. These details indicate the current knowledge of hocus-pocus practised in producing
sacred fire. The only considerable insertion in the text of the whole story is detected by many commentators in the reference to the twelve stones, with which the altar was built, according to the number of the tribes of the sons of Jacob, to whom came the word of YHWH: Thy name shall be called Israel. The reference to the twelve tribes appears to belong to later schematic history, and late seems to be the reference to the renaming of Jacob, citing P in Gen. 3510 (but cf. J in Gen. 3228f.), repeated formulistically at II. 1734. Further, v.30b, and he restored the ruined altar of YHWH, appears to render unnecessary v.32a, and he built the stones into an altar in the name of YHWH. These grounds have induced some critics, e.g., Kamphausen, Kittel, Benzinger, Skinner, Eissfeldt to regard vv.31-32a as an intrusion, a position denied however by Burney, Šanda. The classical reminiscence of the twelve tribes and the naming of Israel may well be of late origin. But it may be suggested that these vv. (which provoked the Gr. translators to considerable changes) include early variant notions as to the altar. The one (v.30b) was of an altar of YHWH's rebuilt, after presumed destruction by Jezebel's fanaticism (cf. 1910); however not a single tradition points to any such occupation of Carmel, and a striking point of the story is that Elijah chose Baal's own ground to defy him. The other line of narrative (v.32a) makes Elijah build a new altar, and so the original sequence may have been: (v.31) And Elijah took stones, (v.32) and he built the stones into an altar in the name of YHWH, the final phrase 'in YHWH's name' (omitted by some Gr. texts) phrasing the benediction of the new altar. 32b. And he made a trench according to the capacity of two seahs of seed. The figure has aroused unsettled dispute. Rashi found a rectangle, $100 \times 50$ cubits, like the court of the tabernacle (Ex. 389ff.). Early commentators (see Poole), and so Šanda, made the item refer to the capacity of the trench for holding so much seed, but the quantum—ca. 26 litres, is too small. Bähr, Klostermann think of the 'well-known measure' of a double seah fixing the depth and breadth of the trench—a reasonable suggestion. Thenius, followed by Kittel, Benzinger, Skinner, compares the Mishnic term נַחַל הָעָלִים (e.g., Shebi'ith, iii, 2) used for the extent of land to be planted with a seah, i.e., 1568 sq. metres (see Benzinger, ad loc., and in
RPTK i, 136), and so Kimchi, 'according to standard size'; but two such plots would make an absurdly large territory. The twelve jars full of water (v.34) would seem to be an ample statement of the amount used. Similar expansion of the story appears in v.35 with a duplicate: The water ran about the altar, and, he filled the trench with water. 36. 37. Elijah prays for a sign that to-day it may be known that thou art God in Israel, and with variant, that thou, YHWH, art the Deity. There is no reason to abbreviate the prayer with Sk., followed by Benzinger; liturgical language is diffuse. YHWH is addressed as God of Abraham, Isaac and Israel (so the title in Ch. 2918, 2 Ch. 306), varying from Ex. 36, etc.: 'God of A., I., and Jacob.' V.37b offers a crux interpretum: EVV, for thou didst turn their heart back again, but RVV mng., JV...their heart backward. The latter interpretation is the true one, it is thou (emphatic pron. in Heb.), who didst so affect them, i.e., the divine Providence, not the heathen Baal who was the cause of the people's backsliding, all ad majorem gloriam Dei, as in 'the hardening of the heart of the people' in Egypt, and the temptations in the desert. Such is Rashi's interpretation: "Thou gavest them place to depart from thee, and in thy hand it is to establish their heart toward thee." Kimchi, following Saadia, took the opposite interpretation: "Their heart, which was backward, thou wilt turn back." Such also was Lucian's interpretation, and this appears to be the prevailing exegesis, e.g., of Kittel, Sanda, Eissfeldt, but not of Skinner. However not only is the past tense of the Heb. verb against this interpretation, but also the adverb backward, occurring at Gen. 923, 1 Sam. 418, 2 Ki. 2010f., Is. 388, is always used in that sense, never as 'back again.' 38. And the fire of YHWH fell, and consumed the holocaust and the wood and the stones and the dust, licking up the water. The 'fire of YHWH' appears at Num. 1114f., the 'fire of God' at II. 112f. ; there is no reason to adopt, with Thenius, al., the expansion (cf. Gen. 1924) of the Grr., 'fire from the Lord (=t) from heaven.' The stones and the dust—quite de trop!—is best explained by Clericus (cited by Keil), "redegit in calcem." 39. At sight of the miracle the people fell on their faces ; cf. the fuller formula in Neh. 86, "they bowed...and worshipped YHWH with their faces to the ground." This rite
is the same as the Muslim sajdah (see Hughes, Dict. of Islam, s.v. ‘Prayer’), accompanying the cry, ‘Allah akbar.’ And such a confession is attributed to the people here: YHWH, He is the God, YHWH, He is the God. For the people He was the God as against the defeated rival Baal; only subsequently does the expression become absolute as of the sole Deity, as in Solomon’s prayer (8:69) and in Islamic ‘Allah.’ 40. Elijah promptly orders the arrest of the Baal prophets, and as leader in the bloody scene, he brought them down to the Wady Kishon, and slaughtered them there—down in the valley away from the sacred hill, and where flowing water might wash away the blood. For the ugly sequel, if authentic, the history of religion and politics down to our own day is sad apology.

VV. 41-46. Elijah’s triumph. 41-42a. Elijah courteously bids his monarch to refresh himself; there is no longer need of abstinence, for there is the sound of the roar [EVV abundance] of the rain. 42b-44a. Elijah’s vigil for the rain. Elijah went up to the top of Carmel, his servant ‘going up’ to a higher point (by implication) for his lookout. Elijah bowed over to the ground and put his face between his knees: Keil gives reference to travellers’ notes recording a similar attitude used by modern dervishes; the attitude implies ecstatic absorption, the subject sees nothing, another must be his eyes. 43-44a. He commands his servant (who appears again, 199) to look toward the sea; he reports, There is nothing. And he said: Go again seven times. And it was at the seventh time that he (the servant) said: Behold, there is a little cloud like a man’s palm coming up out of the sea. The OGr. have expanded the curtness of the story, followed by some modern critics, but without textual reason. Seven times means a total of seven times altogether. 44b-46. Elijah sends word to the king to hasten home before the coming storm to Jezreel, and he himself serves as his outrunner. The instruction to the servant to go up to Ahab is geographically difficult; was it a verb of courtesy? 45. The introductory adverbial phrase, rendered by EVV with ‘in a little while,’ means moment by moment (the heavens grew dark). For Jezreel and its royal estate see Comm., 211. The distance of the drive is variously estimated by Skinner at 17/18 miles, a long chariot-drive indeed at end of the day. 46. The running of Elijah before the
royal chariot was in truth a gymnastic feat, and is attributed to divine impulse: the hand of YHWH was upon him (cf. II. 315, Eze. 19, etc.). It was not impossible for such a son of the desert; it is reported that Arab runners in the desert can cover 100 miles in less than two days (P. W. Harrison, The Arab at Home, 1924, p. 2). For the 'girding of the loins,' cf. Dalman, A. u. S., 5, 236 f., and for the 'running at the wheel of one's lord' as a proud duty the 8th-century Aram. inscription of Bar-Rkb. The datum can hardly be fiction, for a later age would not have made Elijah outrunner (cf. 19) of the wicked Ahab. Elijah assumes this office of herald because he had to all appearance won the king and all the people over to the cause of the nation's God—a proud moment, to be followed by bitter disappointment.

ADDITIONAL NOTE TO CH. 18

For the above remarkable story, in addition to literature cited in n. 1 to introduction to cc. 17–19, reference is to be made to L. B. Paton, 'Baal,' etc., ERE; R. H. Kennett, O.T. Essays (1928), ch. 4, 'Altar Fire'; Alt, 'Das Gottesurteil,' in the G. Beer Festschrift (1935), pp. 1 ff.; Frazer, The Golden Bough, 1, ch. 5, on 'Magic Control of Weather and Rain'; R. Patai, 'The Control of Rain in Anc. Palestine,' HUCA 14 (1939), 251 ff., esp. pp. 254 ff.; Eissfeldt, 'Ba'alšamēm u. Yahwe,' ZAW 56 (1939), 1 ff. And finally there is to be listed a monograph by R. de Vaux in the Bulletin du Musée de Beyrouth, 5 (1944), 7–20, 'Les prophêtes de Baal sur le Mont Carmel.' This gives an admirable study of the Pagan rites presented in the present story with full documentation from all sources. There is to be noted a plate presenting a bas-relief in the Musée des Thermes in Rome, illustrating an orgy of ritual dancing (to cite the author) 'qui tourne en dérision une cérémonie isiaque' —a striking parallel indeed to Elijah's sarcasm.

The marvel of the kindling of Elijah's sacrifice has provoked natural discussion. Hitzig (Gesch. Israels, 1, 176) suggested the use of nearby naphtha deposits (a geological absurdity); with this suggestion is to be compared the story in 2 Mac. 12. The annual rekindling of the Holy Fire in the Church of the Holy Sepulchre in Jerusalem is a survival of ancient ritual magic. Kennett suggests (pp. 103 ff.) Elijah's use of a naphtha supply and a mirror reflecting the sun's rays, adding that 'we need not suppose that Elijah would have been very scrupulous,' although he would have 'sincerely believed' that such a fire came from heaven. Such rationalizing would preserve the historicity of the story at cost of its morality. Indeed the item of the water-pouring upon the altar contradicts such ritual humbug, doubtless well known in his day. Again an explanation of the lavish water-pouring is
presented by Patai in a fully documented essay on ancient weather-control, rites, etc., e.g., the water-pouring at the Sukkoth feast. Cf. Mowinckel, Psalmen-Studien 2 (1922), 100 ff., citing P. Volz, Das Neujahrsfest Jahwes, 31, for the suggestion. But this comparison simply makes of Elijah a superstitious parallel to the Baal prophets, while it does not account for what happened. The ritual water-pouring was never applied to altar and sacrifice. The story is naturally told—a stroke of lightning, 'the fire of Yhwh' (cf. Gen. 1924, etc.), followed by a great storm, which Elijah anxiously expected. The story—n.b. its sequel with Elijah 'running before Ahab' to his palace—is hardly pure invention, as with Meyer (Sb., Berlin, 1930, 76), who regards this narrative, plus 1918a, as a legendary reflection of the story of Elisha's anointing of Jehu and the latter's massacres—a strained explanation indeed! The present writer agrees with F. James, Personalities of the O.T., 174: "Legend has been busy with the story but through its obscurities we can still discern the fact that some test whereby decision was to be made was agreed upon and successfully made." The cause of Yhwh as God of Israel triumphed politically over his rival, the Baal of the Heavens.

As for the latter deity the study by Eissfeldt, cited above, with analysis of all the material, Biblical and archeological, offers most welcome illumination. The foreign deity in the story is to be distinguished, as 'the Baal,' from the many local Baals (there were "gods many and lords many," as Paul says, 1 Cor. 89), and is to be identified with the well-known Baal-of-the-Heavens (cf. II. 23a). In him was concentrated in Syrian lands the Semitic urge towards monism, if not monotheism.1 Under Jezebel's fanatical patronage the Heavenly Baal was brought into conflict with Israel's sole Deity; doubtless the practical monotheism of the latter religion intensified the monistic tendency of the religion of 'the Baal.' The result was for the first time in history a fanatical contest in the name of monotheism. Israel could put up with local Baals, as the Church has done with worship of saints; but there can be but one supreme Deity. Jezebel's faction went logically to the root of the matter in attempting to exterminate Yhwh's devotees, as did Elijah in the destruction of the Baal's prophets. In formal politics the victory was won by Elijah; the foreign Baal, if not the Baals, was ousted with popular acclaim.

The ancient native Baal prophets have both Biblical and archeological light thrown upon them. The prophesying of those guilds appears in Jer. 28, 2323. 25ff. The earliest known example of such phenomena is noted in the Wen-Amon papyrus (ca. 1100 B.C.), whose author describes a similar occurrence at Byblos, where at a sacrifice

---

1 Cf. F. Baethgen, Der Gott Israels u. die Götter des Heidentums (1888), esp. pp. 253 ff.; H. Seyrig, 'Le culte de Bêl et de Baalshamin,' Syria, 1933, 238 ff.; Montg., 'The Highest, Heaven,' etc., HTR 31 (1938), 143 ff. There is also to be noted Albright's discussion in ARI 156 f.
performed by the local prince to obtain an oracle, "the god seized one of his noble youths, making him frenzied" (Breasted, ARE 4, 278 ff., Gressmann, ATB 2, 71 ff., Barton, AB 449 ff.). For Lucian's day we have his lively description of the prophesying at Syrian Hierapolis (De Dea Syra, 36, Garstang's tr.): "These (the oracles) speak not, save by the mouth of priests and prophets; this one is moved by its own impulse, and carries out the divining process to the very end"; the account proceeds with the description of the agitation and sweating of the prophet. We know furthermore from the Aramaic inscription of Zakar king of Hamath (towards 800 B.C.) that the Heavenly Baal had such prophets; Baal-of-the-Heavens was the king's deity, who encouraged him to victory 'through seers [the same word as in Heb.] and prognosticators [lit., calculators]' (col. i, line 12). Indeed the vigour of such enthusiasts may have stimulated the remarkable expansion of the Israelite Nebi'im of this age.

1. יֵרֵיח: for the sing. verb see Note, 11; 2 MSS deR., cf. ת, and so Then., al. (cf. BH) would read; Grr., "and it came to pass after many days"; St. would read יֵרֵיח יְשָׁמ; Eissf. sugg. יֵרֵיח, connecting with the prev. v., "and er (this Kind) lebte noch lange."—3. תִּבְרָה יְבֵרָה, and the many such name formations in Phœn. (Harris, Gram., 128 ff.), and in S. Arab. (NPS i, 240 ff.).—4. רַגְש: Grr.+ 'men.'—5. מֶשֶׁה 13 MSS deR., +בִּמְשְׁר, i MS Ken., 'בִּמְשְׁר=Grr., κατα περὶ Κούντα=ד, the correction appears necessary.—6. תְּבֶשֶׁר; Burn. well sugg. iterative use of the pf.; most would correct to תְּבֶשֶׁר, in accord with v.18. יֵרֵיח: Grr.++ בֵּיתוּפֶּם; this addition, with Then. al., to be accepted; read with Orlinsky, JBL 59 (1940), 515 ff., לֶאֶשׁ נֶבֶר. לֶאֶשׁ נֶבֶר. bis: Grr. om. 10, OGr. om. 20, Jos. ignores both; but royal orders were extravagantly phrased.—7. שְׁכַּנְוַת: Grr., בָּר, 'the road,' an easement. שְׁכַּנְוַת שְׁכַּנְוַת 10: בָּר (and ב) om., as though then the king would be unaccompanied, to which St. unjustifiably consents, and so BH. The interpolated μορος in v.7 of OGr. is actual corrective gloss to v.6. יֵרֵיח: OGr., κ. ἐπιστήμη, suggesting to Then., al. (cf. BH) the correction יֵרֵיח; but the translators did not allow the point of recognition.'—8. נָדָא: also v.17; see BDB 261, GB 193.—10. נָדָא נָדָא: prob., as distinguished from יֵרֵיח, in the Phœn. sense of 'royalty' > 'king.'—11. יֵרֵיח נָדָא: הרז: Grr. texts (B N al.) om., בָּר. . —
12. "... was: masc. as at II. 214; see Comm. there. — As red<br>n: ανα ανα ατρια: Υ (B N al.) om., ΔΗ X. St. approves the elision, but why? — 16. νυ: Grr. pref. "and he ran," accepted by Then., St., al., as =ινι; but such haste of locomotion was hardly germane to a king. — 18. "... ενα: Grr., 'the Lord your God'; ἡ is generally condemned as late, e.g., by St., Sanda, BH. — 19. "... τοι: rejected by most critics since Wellh. as gloss; n.b. omission of το; Grr., exc. MS i, interpolated the clause also in v. 22. — 20. ον: Grr. om.; some 25 MSS have: see de R. — MSS deR. pref. ἥ = Grr., ΔΗ. — 21. το ένα: as though for ένα; but cf. v. 24. — 22. το εκ νομισμάτων: Grr., τρ. the verb with 'to go lame,' Τ Υ with 'to be divided.' The same verb, as 'to hop, leap,' appears in v. 26 for the ritualistic dance of the Baal prophets, and the Grr. adopt this sense for the foll. words, 'on both popilites.' Hence combining these elements Cheyne (EB 1000), Benz. interpret the verb here as at v. 24, making Elijah refer sarcastically in advance to that rite. But the verb is used in different conjugations, Kal and Piel, in the two vv., and so with distinct mgs. As for the noun, which many still find obscure (e.g., Kt., St.), its root has the sense of 'forking,' as of twigs, and it produced an adj., σάννε, 'double, doubtful-minded' (Ps. 119 119), cf. δινύφησοi in James 15. — 22. μπ: 2 MSS, Δ om. — 23. μπ: 16 MSS de R. pref. η. — 24. μπεκά: cf. v. 29; Grr., 'the other,' and so EVV tr. — 25. απαίτητο: OGr. om. (ΔΗ X), which St. approves; but the threefold operation of the two parties is nicely balanced. — 26. προσεκορισμένοι: B al. as pl., but at v. 26 as sing. — ἁναίρεσι: most Grr. + 'my God.' — ἀναίρεσι: MSS μην = Grr., exc. ΔΗ. — 27. λόγος: Grr., τ. αφεσίνης, exc. MS i, τ. Baal. — 28. νιν [νιν: read as passive, νιν (so Υ EVV tr.), as St. suggests; interpreted as active, OGr. omitted as contradicting v. 23. — 29. παρέληπτοι: ΟΔ om. — 30. εκεί: Grr. (exc. 44), "hear us, Baal, hear us," modelled after Elijah's prayer, v. 37. — 31. προσφεύεται άναμενάτων: Grr., κ. δίερχοντι επ' τ. θυσιαστήριον; Τ Κ "raved upon . . ."; Υ "laboured at . . ."; V "transiliebantque altare," cf. V Ex. 1213, "transibo vos"; the Piel is denominative for some ritual custom, a dance, skipping. The prep. is to be understood as 'by, at.' — προσφεύεται: Τ; other VSS as pl., EVV as passive; but read προσφεύεται with 22 MSS and Sebir (Ginsb.) — 27. μπεκά: Grr. (exc. 44. 71) + 'the Thesbite'; the same plus in Grr. at v. 29. — 32. άνα μπεκά: Υ om., to avoid such a confession; Τ renders the noun with ἀνα, 'fear.' — ἀνα: the root is used of mental concern, then of study of Scripture (Ps. 119 119, etc.). VSS vary: Grr., αδόνεσία, 'talk, conversation' (cf. II. 911), and so Aq., ψυλία = Τ, μιλία, 'conversation'; cf. Υ 'loquitur,' and similarly Rashi, Kimchi; ΔΗ 'business'; Υ 'thought.' — ἀνα: root identical with ἀνα, 'to turn aside,' used here euphemistically; Υ 'in diversorio 'in an inn,' or the like; cf. Rashi, combining the two verbs as of
I. 181-16

business,' and translating \( \text{τερηθήναι} \) below as of absence 'in a privy' (בכ יתנ). Klost., Burn., St., BH regard \( \text{τέρηθήναι} \) as duplicate to \( \text{τεραθήναι} \), and find the Gr. \( \chiρυματίζει \) translating foll. 311 two.'—

represented Grr., for the A

business,' (א.א.,) later then the Gr., \( \text{θαλασσάν} \) represents in Gr. tradition only by gloss from Sym. in \( \text{SH} \).

29. The Grr. are most variant from \( \text{H} \) and among themselves in this v. \( \text{G} \) (B al.) exchanges the first two sentences, adds an address to the prophets bidding them to depart, and so "I will make my holocaust," and with note of their departure, then omitting the finale, there was no voice," etc.; \( \text{GL} \) Hex. (A N) supply \( \kappa. \, \text{oυκ} \, \text{ην} \, \text{φωνή}, \) 5 MSS add \( \kappa. \, \text{oυκ} \, \text{ην} \, \text{ακροασίας}. \) The plus was accepted by Then., Grätz; but see Burn., St. at length.—

30. \( \text{L} \) Hex. (A N) supply \( \kappa. \, \text{oυκ} \, \text{ην} \, \text{φωνή}, \) 5 MSS add \( \kappa. \, \text{oυκ} \, \text{ην} \, \text{ακροασίας}. \) The plus was accepted by Then., Grätz; but see Burn., St. at length.—

31. \( \text{L} \) Hex. (A N) supply \( \kappa. \, \text{oυκ} \, \text{ην} \, \text{φωνή}, \) 5 MSS add \( \kappa. \, \text{oυκ} \, \text{ην} \, \text{ακροασίας}. \) The plus was accepted by Then., Grätz; but see Burn., St. at length.—

32. \( \text{L} \) Hex. (A N) supply \( \kappa. \, \text{oυκ} \, \text{ην} \, \text{φωνή}, \) 5 MSS add \( \kappa. \, \text{oυκ} \, \text{ην} \, \text{ακροασίας}. \) The plus was accepted by Then., Grätz; but see Burn., St. at length.—

33. \( \text{L} \) Hex. (A N) supply \( \kappa. \, \text{oυκ} \, \text{ην} \, \text{φωνή}, \) 5 MSS add \( \kappa. \, \text{oυκ} \, \text{ην} \, \text{ακροασίας}. \) The plus was accepted by Then., Grätz; but see Burn., St. at length.—

34. \( \text{L} \) Hex. (A N) supply \( \kappa. \, \text{oυκ} \, \text{ην} \, \text{φωνή}, \) 5 MSS add \( \kappa. \, \text{oυκ} \, \text{ην} \, \text{ακροασίας}. \) The plus was accepted by Then., Grätz; but see Burn., St. at length.—

35. \( \text{L} \) Hex. (A N) supply \( \kappa. \, \text{oυκ} \, \text{ην} \, \text{φωνή}, \) 5 MSS add \( \kappa. \, \text{oυκ} \, \text{ην} \, \text{ακροασίας}. \) The plus was accepted by Then., Grätz; but see Burn., St. at length.—

36. \( \text{L} \) Hex. (A N) supply \( \kappa. \, \text{oυκ} \, \text{ην} \, \text{φωνή}, \) 5 MSS add \( \kappa. \, \text{oυκ} \, \text{ην} \, \text{ακροασίας}. \) The plus was accepted by Then., Grätz; but see Burn., St. at length.—

37. \( \text{L} \) Hex. (A N) supply \( \kappa. \, \text{oυκ} \, \text{ην} \, \text{φωνή}, \) 5 MSS add \( \kappa. \, \text{oυκ} \, \text{ην} \, \text{ακροασίας}. \) The plus was accepted by Then., Grätz; but see Burn., St. at length.—

38. \( \text{L} \) Hex. (A N) supply \( \kappa. \, \text{oυκ} \, \text{ην} \, \text{φωνή}, \) 5 MSS add \( \kappa. \, \text{oυκ} \, \text{ην} \, \text{ακροασίας}. \) The plus was accepted by Then., Grätz; but see Burn., St. at length.—
alone of the Grr. renders; Jos. has; it was omitted on the ground that the servant 'went up,' i.e., to the top.—Jos.: the verb, also at II. 434. 35, is unique; see Note on latter passage.—43. Ad fin. OGrr. F and the servant returned seven times"; to this B pref. "turn back seven times, and return seven times," and G replaces the second command with "and look seven times"—these variations significant of the easy handling of this ch. by the Grr.—44. הָנָּה: B A N v αναγώναυ υδρ (=ΘV), reading the verb as active and the noun-complex as ἀνάγονα, ανάγοναν; al. +ανόνα τάλασσηι: =Σ Λ; the doublet is thus ancient.—אִינָה אִנָה אָל הָל ה: for Lagarde's mistaken Lucianic text here see Rahlfs, SS 3, 27.—אָל: VSS, modern trr. naturally add 'thy chariot.'—45. הָנָּה הָנָּה ה: Τ paraphrases, "while he was harnessing"; Ψ "cumque se verteret huc atque illuc."—עַבְדַּי: Grr., κ. εκλαεν (B† κ. εκλαεν) =ΘV, apparently misreading as though πρίν, then assuming Elijah as subject, and transposing 'Ahab' as subj. of the foll. verb.—46. הָנָּה: B† Ο om.—[יוֹאֵל] א: read ל: cf. II. 31.—from אָל: the Grr. have many variants for the place-name; B al., יָרָם, and so regularly below (cf. 21), the form reduced from לֹאָרָם; cf. MS u, לֹאָרָם: ΘL correctly לֹאָרָם; A לֹאָרָם (!).

191-18. Elijah's flight and despair; the divine revelation on Horeb, and fresh commissions. Elijah has celebrated his God's triumph, but now Jezebel takes her revenge. 1. 2. The statement that Ahab told Jezebel all that Elijah had done, etc., is an intimate touch. The queen, woman-like, acts imperiously, sending a message to Elijah that she has put herself under oath to make his life like the life of one of those prophets, and so she has sworn by God's. For the intensity of such an oath see Comm. 188-15. 3. And Elijah was afraid [so with MSS, Grr., Ψ; Θ saw], and he fled to Beer-sheba of Judah on the southern border of the Sown, merely a stage in his flight, for he was going into No Man's Land. Having left his servant behind (4) he went a day's journey in the steppe. And he came and sat down under a juniper tree: so EVV after Ψ; the plant is a broom-tree (so JV), genista ratam. Cf. Robinson's comment in his diary at Beer-sheba: "Elijah sat down under a shrub of Retem, just as our Arabs sat down under it every day and night" (BR 1, 302). And he prayed for death, the common lot of all. 5. There he lay down and slept 'under a juniper-tree' [see Note]. And lo, one (om. an angel, with Grr.) touching him, and he heard the bidding, Arise and eat. 6. He looked, and saw a miraculously prepared breakfast; cf. the miraculous feedings in ch. 17. 7. He fell
asleep again, to be wakened by the now recognizable *Angel of YHWH* (the antique phrase for the apparition of Deity, peculiar to J in the Pentateuch), summoning him to eat again, because the journey is too much for thee. 8. And so in the strength of that food he went for forty days and forty nights to the Mount of God, Horeb. Sanda calculates this distance via Akaba as about 480 km., and so the daily travel at 12 km.; rather, with Kittel, the item is proof how little the Northern narrator knew of that territory. Horeb is predominantly the name for the mount of revelation in the Pentateuchal sources E (Northern) and D (cf. 89), but Sinai in J and P; in the Northern Song of Deborah the revelation occurred in Seir-Edom (Jud. 54; ‘That is Sinai,’ v.5 is a gloss); and in the Blessing of Moses (Dt. 33) Sinai-Seir-Paran is the location. Accordingly the northern traditions vary. This objective of Elijah is the same as that in the history of Moses (Ex. 31), with here also a corresponding theophany. 9a. The lodging in *a cave* is another correspondent, *i.e.*, with ‘the hole in the rock,’ out of which Moses saw ‘the back’ of YHWH (Ex. 3321fn.); but there is no verbal identity between the two descriptions. 9b-11a, *And the word of YHWH came to him, and said to him: What doest thou here, Elijah?* There follows Elijah’s despairing response, as again in v.14, and then the divine command: *And he said: Go forth, and stand in the mount before YHWH.* V.11a contradicts v.13, and all that precedes, from v.9b and on, is duplicate, to vv.13.14. Hence modern critics in general (*e.g.*, Wellhausen, Comp., 230, Stade, Benzinger, Sanda, Skinner) rightly agree that the whole passage is secondary. The command, “to stand in the mount before YHWH” may have been modelled after the Mosaic tradition (Ex. 1920, etc.), and the mysterious scene presented below is summed up here in the more commonplace statement that the *word of YHWH came to him*. 11b-13. *And lo! YHWH was passing by. And a great wind and strong, rending mountains and breaking rocks before [in the presence of, or, in advance of?] YHWH: YHWH was not in the wind. And after the wind an earthquake: YHWH was not in the earthquake. And after the earthquake a fire: YHWH was not in the fire.* Contrast the fiery phenomena which otherwise attended Elijah’s career (1838, II. 10ff., 211). *And after the fire a sound*
[Heb. voice] of a light whisper. So with Burney's excellent rendering, although the translation of AV, a still small voice, remains classical. Contrast of this saying of enduring religious import with the materials of other theophanies (e.g., Ex. 19:16) is naturally pressed by commentators; but it is to be borne in mind that in such physical manifestations there is generally the subtle distinction between 'the Face,' 'Glory,' 'Name,' 'Word,' of the Deity, and his persona propria. The marvel is that here in a legend about an early Northern man of God the spiritual nature of God and of his self-revelation to man is for the first time expressed in historical narrative. V.13 is of equally delicate character: When Elijah heard, he wrapped his face in his mantle, and he went out and stood in the opening of the cave. A striking historical parallel to this scene is the call of Mohammad, who received his first visions in a cave in the mountain of Hira, and who enveloped himself in his cloak upon the revelation; see Surah, 73, 1; 74, 1, and W. Muir, Life of Mohammad, vol. 1 (rev. ed., 1923), 49 f. Cf. K. Ahrens, Muhammed als Religionsstifter (1935), 36 f., e.g., "das Einwickeln gehörte also offenbar auch zu den Gebräuchen der altarabischen Mantik." The zephyr-like whisper fascinated the prophet, who was terrified by the earlier stupendous phenomena. The inquiry by articulate voice: What doest thou here, Elijah?, is personal, rebuking his faintheartedness; life is worth living, for there is more for him to do elsewhere than in the Mount of God. The primitive divine is rebuked even as was the great Jeremiah: "If thou hast run with footmen, and they have wearied thee, then how canst thou contend with horses?" (Jer. 12:5). A great mission first discovers the man's soul. 14. Elijah obstinately makes his complaint: I have been most zealous for YHWH, God of Hosts; for the Bnê-Israel have forsaken thee [with Grr.; Ê thy covenant; see Note, v.10], thrown down thy altars, and slain thy prophets with the sword; and I, even I only, am left; and they seek my life to take it away. With this plaint YHWH is not concerned; he has other errands for him.

Vv.15-18. This sequel remains a standing puzzle. Elijah did not anoint Hazael and Jehu; it was Elisha whose second sight, when he was in Damascus, suggested to Hazael the murder of his predecessor (II. 8:26), and who indirectly
anointed Jehu (919.). The alleged commission to Elijah appears to be a case of transfer from the Elisha legend. In Jewish tradition Elijah is the one perfect man, to whom forsooth all credit should be given. Sanda has attempted a rewriting of the vv. to this effect, but he recognizes that it may be a 'venturesome' attempt. Many scholars (most recently Eissfeldt, pp. 328 f.) would find a lacuna between vv.18.19. The initial command, Go, return on thy way to the steppe of Damascus (a unique geographical designation), is balanced by Elisha's visit to that city (II. 820); is there indirect implication that Elijah there anointed Hazael in anticipation of Elisha's second sight? The climactic, him that escapeth from Hazael's sword shall Jehu slay, and him that escapeth from Jehu's sword shall Elisha slay (v.17) appears incongruous in the connexion. With avoidance of this long complicated passage v.19 makes proper connexion with the commands, Go, return on thy way (v.15), and anoint Elisha . . . to be prophet in thy room. 18. Yet will I leave seven thousand in Israel, all the knees that have not bowed unto the Baal, and every mouth that hath not kissed him. The figure for the remnant may be an authentic note of some census taken of the Zealots. The kissing of the Baal may refer to the wafted kiss of the hand, so certainly at Job 3126f., for Classical references to which ritual see Poole; or to actual osculation of the image or symbol, cf. those 'kissing calves' Hos. 132. The obligatory kissing of the Stone in the Ka'bah at Mecca preserves this ancient Semitic rite. VV.19-21. The call of Elisha. 19. And he went thence (for the indefinite reference see above) and came upon Elisha ben Shaphat; and he was plowing with twelve yoke of oxen in front of him, and he with the twelfth. Elisha evidently belonged to a family of competence, with twelve teams of oxen and drivers to assist him in the ploughing. For the scene see H. Guthe, MNDPV 1905, pt. 1, 57, continuing earlier discussion, to the effect that the teams of oxen were attached to as many separate ploughs, and that fields of such capacity were quite possible; in some operations a row when ploughed and seeded is at once filled in by another plough working alongside; he himself had seen seven ploughs so working in a field. Cf. the five yoke of oxen, Luke 1419. For illustration of the Babylonian
and Egyptian ploughs see Benzinger, *Arch.*, 143. Elijah does not anoint Elisha, as expected from v.18, but consecrates him by *casting his mantle upon him*. Eissfeldt (p. 329) finds no contradiction here with the earlier command, which was used 'im übertragenen Sinne.' The particular word here for mantle (also above, v.13) etymologically and generally means a robe of state (e.g., for a king, Jon. 3:8), and is used of the official dress of prophets, so again of Elijah’s mantle in II. 2, as also that of deceiving prophets (Zec. 13:4). According to II. 18 this mantle was made of hair. Investiture with sacred garments still remains part of the ordination ritual in the Church. But the present story parallels, indeed conflicts with II. 2, which tells of Elijah’s parting legacy to Elisha. 20. Elisha realized a commission that would separate him from his parents, and asked that he might *kiss* them in farewell. Elijah’s response, *Go back (again)* [EVV], *for what have I done to thee?*, has puzzled comm. Sanda devotes nearly a page to the v. But the inquiry is simplest taken as an expression of mystery, exposition of which is reserved for the future; on his part Elisha is moved to recognize the call, the inspiration coming from the investiture. 21. The sacrificial meal on the two oxen, boiled in antique fashion on the spot, partaken of by *the people*, the assembled neighbours, is paralleled by similar extemporized sacrifices, e.g., 1 Sam. 6:14, 2 Sam. 24:22ff. After this ceremony Elisha *arose and went after Elijah, and ministered to him*. According to 18:31. Elijah had a ‘boy’; but Elisha’s personal service was part of his discipline in his new vocation. Elisha does not appear again until II. 21, when he and his chief are at Gilgal. Likewise Moses had his ‘minister,’ Joshua (Ex. 24:13). It may be said that this story casts authentic light upon the order of prophets.

1. רָאוֹן לְבָנְהוּ: 1 MS om. ; Gr., ΣH ignore לְבָנוּ, an emendation generally accepted; but the phrase =Engl. ‘all how’; cf. רָאוֹן ‘Second’, 8:1, II. 8:12 = ‘how’; see Ew., *Syntax*, §333.—30 ᾧ: 4 MSS Ken.’ deR. om. = OGgr.; St., BH delete, but omission may have been due to indefinite sense of ‘the prophets,’ to which 2 Gr. MSS add ‘of Baal’—א. רָאוֹף: OGr. om., Jos. ‘messengers’; it is not necessary (St.).—רָאוֹף: Gr. (cf. ΣH) + εἰ σὺ εἰ Ηλεήσω καὶ εἰ (ΣH + εἰμί) ἴης βῆ, i.e., Λεήσω καὶ εἰμί: the addition accepted by Then., Klost. (with further willful amendment), Burn., Gunkel, and by BH as probable; but St.’s caution is to be noted:
"it is difficult to understand how it could have been omitted in ḫ." However it is a fine and unique psychological note.—דטיים: 24 MSS deR. +ו=VSS (cf. 23); the same variation in MSS and VSS in 1 Sam. 14; the plus generally accepted since Then. (BH as 'probable'); but note St.'s remark that it is inconceivable that early copyists should have omitted the reference to Jezebel herself.—דטיים: cf. the variant in 2010. The pl., with the subj. 'gods' appears in all VSS exc. Gr. B, כ; it is to the point here in the pagan's mouth, despite St. The pl. is indeed used with monotheistic ידאם (GK §145, i).—דטיים: 6 MSS deR., rs, and others with קר כ=Grr., שינן יס and a MS of ש, a correction to be accepted.—דטיים: MSS or י (Ginsb.), and so in the same phrase, Gen. 1917.—דטיים: for theGr. texts see Rahlfs, SS 3, 243.—דטיים: Grr., שינן offer vocalization as in Arab. ratam.—דטיים: קר, also MSS, יס, as in v.3, where vice versa MSS have יס; the variation of genders is a case of 'double reading'; for many instances of similar variation see Feghali, Du genre grammatical, 66 ff.—דטיים: Grr. 'from me' יס MS יס. יס דרי רט: evidently a gloss; the Gr., 'there under a bush,' is secondary, as the variant translation of the noun shows (Sanda).—דטיים: Grr. (not Aq., Sym.) om., expressing the subj. with יס; the mystery is heightened by the indefinite 'one touching'; in v.7 Elijah recognizes who the subject was. St. takes a contrary view here.—דטיים: וטארפ: locative, as elsewhere; for form see BL, Index, s.v.—דטיים: התש: the words at 1712.13.—דטיים: heated stones for cooking; the word also at Is. 66; Grr. 답טיינס (דופא, a kind of grain)=שינן יס; ש יס גער יס, 'a rolled-up cake'; יס 'panis.'—דטיים: יס=Grr., but שינן יס. יס הלאפין רכ: ŒGrr. om. the second noun, which St. regards as secondary; but the Grr. also om. the word in the same phrase at Ex. 31—for Sion was the Mount of God!—דטיים: for the definite noun cf. 184.—דטיים: יס: 4 MSS Ken, om. יס=ŒGrr.; cf. v.13, where however 6 MSS add י to יס. יס יס יס: Grr., שינן as יס, which must be original; the same correction to be made in v.14 with the Grr., although there the secondary duplicate 'thine covenant' has entered into many texts (B al.); cf. intrusion of יס in 1818.—דטיים: יס. יס are cited in Rom. 113.4; see Int., §11, c.—דטיים: Grr. 'tomorrow,' the addition due to the Gr. tr. of the foll. pps. as future verbs. and reminiscent of Ex. 342.—דטיים: for economy's sake the second adj. lapses into the masc.; for similar cases see GK §132, d, Burn.; there is no reason, with St., to fault the clause. For the masc. of originally fem. יס see Note, 2221.—דטיים: יס יס הלאפין רכ: Grr., פומת אפאם לנטים; יס 'sibilus auræ tenuis.' Cf. Job 414 יס יס יס; in Ps. 10729 'י= 'breeze.' In the Talmud יס (also יס) is used of whispering, particularly evil whispering; see G. V. Schick, The Stems D'un and Damam in Hebrew (Johns Hopkins Univ. Thesis, Lpzg., 1913). T. H. Robinson accepts the variant mng. of the root, and translates the passage with "after
the fire, hark! a fine silence " (HI 306, n. 1).—13. יהב : locative; ג ו cuv., rdg. יהב = Hex.; ג ל improves with prep. וְּפִּפּ.—14. בּוֹז יְרֵי : see above, v.10.—15. כְּרַּכִּים הַגּוֹתֶּשׁ רַמאָל : for like pointing in construct relation cf. a case in Josh. 18:12 (Ginsb.), and see Evw., Lehbr., §216, b. ‘Desert of Damascus’ is an odd enough phrase; may it be translated with ‘by the desert to Damascus’?—‘the desert’ being used of Transjordan, as at Mt. 15:38. ג has ‘and come to the desert of D., and come and anoint,’ which has suggested that ‘desert of D.’ is secondary, with duplication of ‘come’; hence St. elides; Sanda suggests that each of the words is a gloss, the first to יהב, the second to יהב. But rewriting is fairly impossible.—אָיְד : for the name see Note, II. 88.—16. אָיְד : see Note, II. 92.—אִּישׁ : אָיְד on a Samarian ostraca and seal (ib., 200).—גֵּפֶל אָיְדָה : B י inserts after χρισίς; for the place see Comm. 4:12.—18. הָאְרָאָה : = ג ל k. καταλείψω; MS i. k. κατελαίπων = Rom. 11; al. k. καταλείψεις = ה מ (as though ק, BH as ‘possibly correct’).—רֹּאֵב : Grr., וּקְלָסָא (‘bent’), exc. ג ל וּכְּלָסָא = Rom.—אָרְאֵה : B al. τω β., ג ל τη β. (but autov below) = Rom.—אָרְאֵה : Grr., וּתרָב , ‘worshipped him,’ י כ adored him, kissing the hand.’—19. אָרְא : Grr. ‘+ with oxen,’ explicitly.—אֶבְרֹע תְּהֵן ocra : for cardinal in place of lacking ordinal see GK §134. א.—אָרְאֵה : Gr. MSS om. by haplog. with וּרְא ; similarly 2 Heb. MSS om. וּרְא.—אָרְא 10 : ‘(crossed over) to him,’ and so it can be understood with Kit., Sanda; St. demands וּרְא “(passed) by him,” which would express well the rapidity of the scene.—אָרְא 20 ; read וּרְא with 6 MSS Ken.—20. בֶּה לְבֵה BH, הָרוֹצָא, Bär, Ginsb.: see Bär’s note and GK §10, h.—אָרְא : B A al., כ om., וּתרָב ; St. arbitrarily elides; Jos. for the phrase, “take leave of his parents,” evading the delicate sentiment.—אָרְא רֵי : 1 MS om. רֵי, and so OGr. texts, כ ; 1 MS om. בֵּה ; the omissions show early perplexity. The form expected is בֶּה בֵּה ; but the simple explanation is to understand the impv. separately: “Go! Turn back!” Benz., followed by Haupt, interprets with “Go (and then) come back”; but this ignores the following repellent query.—אָרְא רֵי : ג ו ה מ oti= מ ; ג ל רֵי ; these by abbreviation of original oti רֵי.—21. יְרֵי בְּזוֹזֵת : for the use of the verb for profane slaughterings see GB s.v.—ביאה : Grr., וּתרָב om.; a gloss to define the acc. pl. in בְּזוֹזֵת, the sing. being expected after יְרֵי בְּזוֹזֵת; Rashi, Kimchi discuss the phrase; cf. Evv.

Ch. 20. Two successful, divinely supported enterprises of Ahab against Aram, and the ominous sequel of the second. Cf. Ant., viii, 14. This chapter with its sequel in 22:1-38 stands singularly alone in style and novelty of contents; it is written, as Skinner remarks, "from a political rather than a religious standpoint, and exhibiting the character and policy of Ahab in a much more favourable light than is the case in ch.
xvii–xix or xxi." Robinson assumes as the source of the cc. an original 'Acts of Ahab' (Int., 97 f.). The stories are told in most graphic, almost journalistic style, and their data appear to be closely contemporaneous. In three sections, vv. 13–15, 22, v. 28, vv. 35–43, a 'prophet' or 'man of God' appears. These are adjudged to be intrusions by many critics; however those prophets are stoutly nationalistic, not anti-régime, like Elijah, Micaiah (ch. 22). For criticism reference may be made to Wellhausen, Comp., 282 f., Kittel, pp. 162 ff. (with notation of linguistic and phraseological peculiarities, pp. 163, 170), Eissfeldt, Einl., 329 f. The two stories, ignoring Elijah and Elisha, bear witness to a wealth of contemporary saga. The Greek translators reversed the order of cc. 20 and 21 (the Hexapla restoring the Hebrew order), and this change has been accepted by many critics, e.g., Benzinger, Kittel, Sanda, Landersdorfer (not by Stade, Eissfeldt). But all presumption is against Greek rearrangements in general. In either case the end of Ahab (ch. 22) is prefaced by a prophetic doom (20 35ff., 21 17ff.), and the former with its personal reference, 'thy life for his life,' may have appeared to the translators as the more appropriate introduction to the final tragedy.

Historically cc. 20 and 22 introduce us at length to the constant wars waged in the middle of the ninth century between Israel, under the capable Omrid dynasty, and Damascus. The king of the latter state was Ben-Hadad I; see below on v. 34. But the two enemies came to join forces against the arch-enemy Assyria. In 853 B.C. occurred the famous battle of Karkar, at which 'Ahab the Israelite' was arrayed with Damascus and nine other Syrian states, with their kings named, against Shalmaneser III of Assyria. The chronological relation of this chapter to that date is uncertain. Ahab was fighting Damascus subsequently (ch. 22), losing his life ca. 852. For the end of Ben-Hadad and the accession of Hazael see II. 87ff. Altogether the chapter presents a vivid picture of the involved and interminable struggles among the

1 See his Monolith inscr.: KB 1, 173; CP 296; ARA 1, §§610 f.; ATB 1, 341; AB 458. As Rogers notes, the allied forces consisted of 3940 chariots, 1900 horsemen, 1000 camels, 62,900 infantry; Ahab's contingent being 2000 chariots, 10,000 infantry; it is to be noted that the latter is assigned no cavalry.
Syrian and neighbouring states, a replica of which is given by the somewhat later inscription of Zakar king of La'ash and Hamath (see Comm. on II. 13\textsuperscript{21}. \textsuperscript{25}).

VV.1-12. The siege of Samaria. \textbf{1. And Ben-Hadad king of Aram, having collected all his army, and thirty-two kings with him, and horse and chariotsry, went up, and besieged Samaria, and assaulted it.} Stade has attempted revision of the v. on basis of OGr., finding, \textit{inter al.}, the item of the \textit{thirty-two kings} absurd, which figure, it has been suggested, was borrowed from 'the thirty-two charioteers' of 22\textsuperscript{31}; that figure however is probably secondary, failing in the parallel text of Ch. But the figure has interesting support in a broken inscription from Zenirli in North Syria with a reference to 'thirty kings' (Lidzb., \textit{HNE} 444). In addition to the figures for the Syrian states noted above (cf. note 2), at a later age Esarhaddon counts twenty-two 'Hittite (\textit{i.e.}, Aramaean) kings,' and Ashurbanipal, 'twenty-two kings of the sea-coast' (\textit{ARA} 2, §§771, 876).

For the period of a thousand years earlier Dossin has collected the names of 32 cities and their kings with whom Zimri-ilim of Mari was in friendly correspondence (\textit{Syria}, 1939, 109). \textit{He assaulted it:} in technical contrast to mere investment; \textit{cf.} 1 Sam. 23\textsuperscript{1}, Is. 7\textsuperscript{1}. VV.2-6. The successive demands of the Aramaean king upon Ahab provoked inquiry since Wellhausen's correction in v.\textsuperscript{3}, acc. to which Ben-Hadad's terms were: \textit{thy silver and gold are mine, but thy wives and thy goodliest children remain thine} (reading \textit{lk} for \textit{ly}), and then, after Ahab's diplomatic reply, \textit{Milord the king, I and all mine are thine}, Ben-Hadad followed up his first demand with that for \textit{thy wives and children}. To this new outrageous demand Ahab would have objected before his councillors (v.\textsuperscript{7}), his statement being expressed by the Grr. with slight but radical change from \textit{§§}, as follows: "He has (now)\textsuperscript{2}

\textsuperscript{2} For the political picture of Syrian politics presented in this and the following histories see Alt's monograph on 'Die syrische Staatenwelt vor dem Einbruch der Assyrer,' in particular pp. 245 ff., from which may be cited his observation: 'Hingegen wird kaum zu bezweifeln sein, dass der Erzähler die Verhältnisse seiner Zeit richtig wiedergibt, wenn er das Aramäerreich als ein aus vielen Herrschaften zusammengesetztes Gebilde darstellt.' Also for the contemporary Syrian history see E. Kraeling, \textit{Aram and Israel}, cc. 9 ff.; Olmstead, \textit{HPS} cc. 25, 26; Meyer, \textit{GA} 2, 2, sect. viii.
sent to me for my wives and children, (while) my silver and gold I did not (earlier) withhold from him.” The corrections of text in vv.3, 7 have been accepted by some comm., e.g., Kittel, Stade. But without correction of the text a valid contrast appears between the two demands in ἔθ, as between the surrender of royal possessions and the fresh demand (v.6) to search thy household and thy ministers’ households and to take away everything delightsome in thy eyes (not ‘in their eyes,’ with Grr., and so most comm.—the terms are expressed with malice). Such a search would have involved not only the pillage but also possession of the city; and so Benzinger, Šanda, Eissfeldt hold, while Skinner is undecided between the two views; the latter well remarks that such confusion as there may be is original, the narrator reporting ‘at second hand.’ The parallel to Ahab’s acquiescence to the first requisition exists in Hezekiah’s capitulation, not surrender, to Sennacherib, with heavy ransom, the tribute including even Hezekiah’s ‘daughters, the women of his palace’ (see Comm. II. 181b). In v.7 OGrr. add ‘and my daughters’ to ‘my sons,’ suggesting to some the introduction of this item also in v.3; but ἐκ, Jos. properly translate the Heb. ‘sons’ with ‘children.’ 7, 8. Ahab takes counsel with all the elders of the land, and then all the elders and all the people frame refusal of the arrogant summons. OGrr. omit ‘of the land’ in the first case, and the correction is accepted by some (e.g., Kittel, Stade, BH), but it is a legal expression; cf. the local ‘elders of the city,’ 218. ‘Elders and people’ corresponds exactly to Roman ‘senatus populusque;’ see at length Comm., II. 111b. Josephus has a fine sense of the matter: συναγάγων εἰς ἐκκλησίαν τὸ πλήθος. 10. Ben-Hadad’s preposterous boast, with an oath identical with Jezebel’s (198), has been variously interpreted. ἐκ and Hex. read Heb. ‘for handfuls,’ by different vocalization, as ‘for foxes,’ with the result, not enough earth left for foxes to burrow in (accepted by Klostermann). Josephus thinks of raising a mound against the city by innumerable handfuls. But the phrase simply means that the Syrian host can carry away the whole city by handfuls (so Grotius, al.). For a similar ‘audax hyperbole’ (Poole) cf. Hushai’s talk of pulling any resistant city into the wady below by ropes (2 Sam. 1719). 11. Ahab’s
brave answer in four Hebrew words: The girder-on boast not like the unloosener!, was probably proverbial; for the two verbs cf. Ṣam. 17:29, Is. 45:1, etc. 12. The envoys found Ben-Hadad and the kings in the booths drinking, carousing in anticipation of victory in the shacks erected for the royal party. The king gives orders for the assault with a single technical verb corresponding to English 'to set on,' which may best be expressed with Attack! (and so Ṣam. 15:2, Eze. 23:24—EVV 'set yourselves in array'). And they attacked the city.

VV.13-21. The surprise attack by Israel and the rout of the Syrians. The narrative is critically complicated by the introduction of a certain prophet (v.13), reappearing in v.22, and apparently as the man of God (v.23), while yet another anonymous prophet appears in v.35, 'some one of the sons of the prophets.' Cf. by contrast the naming of otherwise unknown prophets in 22:8ff., Micaiah and Sedekiah. Josephus indeed identifies our prophet here with the former. It is easy to detach these sections as mere Sagas of the Prophets. But in the present case the prophet's word directing attack by the squires of the commandants of the provinces is so entangled in the narrative that it is difficult to draw the line between the strata. Stade omits the incident of the prophet, vv.13-15, and the subsequent references to 'the squires,' vv.17-19, but thus avoids the evident scheme of the story, a surprise by a shock-force, when Ben-Hadad was drinking himself drunk with his allied princes, whereupon came the ensuing rout inflicted by the army of Israel headed by the king. The prophetic story may be expansion of an original narrative in which the decision to send out the flying force of the squires was determined upon. Stade further reduces vv.15ff. to a minimum of text. Kittel, retaining the references to the squires, preserves most of the narrative, along with excisions and transpositions (following van Doorninck, Theol. Tijdschrift, 1895, 576 ff.), e.g., transposing vv.20-21. Šanda without further mutilation of the text obtains the most reasonable rearrangement by the sequence vv.19, 20a. 21, 20b. Following this order, with slight change, the story from v.16 and on may be reconstructed as follows. 16a. And they went out at noon, i.e., the squires, the army following them subsequently; the great midday carousal of the enemy gave opportunity for this sally. 16b. The passage
is doublet of v.\textsuperscript{12a}. 17a. And the squires, etc., went out first. VV.\textsuperscript{17b}-\textsuperscript{18} tell of the report to Ben-Hadad and his orders for capturing the small band. 19a. And these went out of the city, with the exegetical addition, the squires, 19b. and the army which was after them: to be elided with Kittel. 20a. And they slew every one his man. 21. And the king of Israel went out (i.e., with the army), and smote the horse and chariotry, smiting the Arameans with great slaughter [lit., smiting]. 20b. And the Arameans fled, and Israel pursued them. But the written story may have been confused \textit{ab origine}. The following details are to be noted. V.\textsuperscript{14}. In reply to the promise of deliverance the realistic king asks, \textit{By whom}?, to which inquiry there is the prompt answer: \textit{By the squires of the commandants of the provinces}. The first noun (Heb. primarily youths, EVV young men) is a technical military term, like the correspondent Arabic 
\textit{gulam}, employed in the Arabic chronicles of the Crusades for the young knights; \textit{cf.} the parallel in Sanskrit \textit{marya} (Albright, \textit{OLz.}, \textsc{1931}, 220). Such a squire of king Jehoiachin now appears by name on a stamp (see Comm., II. \textsuperscript{24\$}). The next nominal phrase occurs also in Est. r\textsuperscript{8}; these officers are military, another term being used for Solomon's administrators (\textsuperscript{47\textsuperscript{ff}}). The word for \textit{provinces} is of Aramaic origin, occurring elsewhere only in post-Exilic literature, with primary meaning of a judicial district; we obtain here a glimpse of the government of the Israelite state, with which \textit{cf.} Solomon's districting. The \textit{bn\textsuperscript{-}Israel} numbered 7000, for which figure \textit{cf.} note 1 above. And Ben-Hadad . . . escaped on a horse with horsemen: so EVV; but \textit{H} . . . and horsemen. The phrase is complicated by the doubt whether the last noun means 'horsemen' or 'horses,' and no satisfactory interpretation has been reached here; see Comm., \textsuperscript{16}, and Note below. 22. At the return (cycle) of the year: i.e., of the military year, the spring equinox, defined in 2 Sam. \textsuperscript{11\textsuperscript{1}} with "at the time when kings go out to battle."

VV.\textsuperscript{23-34}. The campaign of the Syrians in the following year; their defeat at Aphek; Ben-Hadad's flight into the fortress; his surrender and the Israelite king's gallant treatment of him. 23. Mountain gods are their gods: so correctly GV FV AV, \textit{vs.} RVV JV, "their god is a god of the hills." The polytheistic expression has true colour, even as it is put into the mouth of
the Philistines (I Sam. 4:8), of Goliath (ib. 17:43), of Jezebel (19:2). An Akkadian epithet of Syrian Adad is 'mountain
god' (bêl šadi, see Langdon, Semitic, vol. 5 of Mythology of
all Races, 39): cf. Baal of Hermon, Jud. 3:3, Baal of Lebanon,
in a Phœnician inscription (CIS I, 5). Poole cites a number
of references to this distinction of certain deities, e.g., of Pan
as 'mountain-walker.' 24. For this extraordinary attempt
at centralization of the Damascus state with the reduction
of kings to mere governors (for the imported Akkadian word
see 10:15) see Alt, cited above, n. 2. 26. For the moot
question of the location of Ayhek see Note. 28. The v. is a
duplicate of v. 23, with as subject the man of God, in place of 'a
prophet'; the phrase may be indefinite, 'the man of God in
question.' 29. The Bne-Israel smote [EVV slew] Aram, 100,000
footmen. The figure is absurd, whether referring to slaughter or
defeat (the same verb is used in both mngs. in vv. 35-36), and is
doubtless an exaggeration. 30. Like judgment is to be passed
upon the statement concerning the 27,000 men, upon whom
the (city) wall fell; Šanda would support the item, comparing
Sennacherib's use of mining machines. Stade well recovers
the original wording of the v.: And the rest fled to Ayhek.
And Ben-Hadad fled, and came into the citadel [EVV city],
(fleeing) by chamber after chamber (cf. 22:25, II. 9:9), i.e., the
vaults of the fortress. 31. 32. The counsel and action of
surrender are vividly presented. Ropes on our heads: more
exactly with Josephus, about our heads, which, he notes, was
'the ancient manner of supplication among the Syrians.'
The suppliant phrase, thy servant Ben-Hadad, is countered
with knightly courtesy by the Israelite king: Is he still alive?
He is my brother! The latter title is used mutually by the
kings in the Amarna tablets; Bar-Rkb of Senjirli speaks of
his allies as 'my brothers the kings,' and so Hiram addressed
Solomon (9:13). 33. Now the men were watching for an omen
[EVV sign]: i.e., all depended upon the patron's answer. And
they were quick, and 'caught it up from him' [so Occ. Kr.,
VSS; cf. JV, vs. EVV], and they said, Thy brother Ben-Hadad!
—as with a sigh of relief from the suspense; the victor had
committed himself. The exact mng. of the third verb in the
v. is uncertain; see Note. The royal courtesy is displayed by
Ahab's reception of Ben-Hadad into his own chariot. 34. The
respective subjects of the colloquy, Ben-Hadad and Ahab, are parenthetically supplied in the EVV; Semitic composition was not careful in this respect; cf. the dialogue in II. 10\textsuperscript{15}, in Hos. 14, especially v.\textsuperscript{2}, and frequently in the Pss., as also in the Gospels. The terms proposed by the vanquished king are restoration of captured cities and the right to extra-territorial bazaars in Damascus. For such alien markets cf. Neh. 13\textsuperscript{16}, and see G. Boström, Proverbiastudien (1935), 91 ff. For the present covenant cf. the historical fact of the league of the two kings at the battle of Karkar. The statement about the cities which my father took from thy father has been naturally connected with 15\textsuperscript{18ff.}, an account of a Ben-Hadad's successful wars against Baasha with names of cities smitten. This would give three kings of that name. But see Comm. on the earlier passage with denial of this interpretation and understanding of the B.-H. there and here as the same person. The term 'father' is indefinite, as here in the second case; Baasha was not Ahab's ancestor. However we may not place reliance on quoted sayings in a story; the story-teller here had doubtless the earlier reference in mind.

VV.35-43. The theatrical parable presented by some one of the sons of the prophets to the king in condemnation of his leniency to Ben-Hadad. The fate of the first comrade, who did not obey the word of Yhwh, was an omen of the disaster to befall Ahab. 37. The second comrade obeyed, smiting and wounding him, and so the prophet could face the king with his own example as martyr to the word of God. 38. The prophet disguised himself with a headband above his eyes [not with ashes, so AV]. VV.39-40 present a lively scene of the back door of ancient military practices. The talent of silver is indeed an exaggerated figure, invented for appeal to the king's sympathy for a poor man; as Şanda notes, in the Assyrian age a slave cost about one mina, with a silver talent at 3000 shekels, and 50 shekels to the mina. The royal answer is judicial: Just so is thy verdict; thou hast decided—there is no appeal! 41. The king recognized the unknown as a prophet, when he had uncovered his wrapping, through some professional marking, evidently on the forehead; for such usage cf. Eze. 9\textsuperscript{4}, 'a law (cross) upon the foreheads'; markings on the chest (so the meaning of 'between the hands') of a prophet are evidenced
by Zech. 13:6; and they might become a sign of the faithful at large, e.g., Is. 44:5, "and this one shall write in his hand, YHWH's." 42. The prophet's response is replica of Nathan's "Thou art the man!" (2 Sam. 12:7). The man whom I had devoted to destruction: so or similarly EVV: the Heb. is curt: the man of my ban. 43. The going of the king to his house [OGrr. om.] is an intrusion from 21^4, induced by the same accompanying phrase. He went off sullen and vexed, and he came to Samaria. But he laid no hand on the prophet.

Ch. 20. To vv. 10, 13, 15, 14 belong four fragments of the Cairo Genizah Aquilanic text published by Burkitt and Taylor (see Int., §4, c), and reproduced in OTG. They read ἀδεδ vs. ἀδερ, and give the tetragrammaton in Heb. characters. 1. ἀδεδ: 2 MSS ἀδεδ, see Note, 15:18.—ὁ ἄνευ: OGrr. om., Jos. has; acc. to St. 'scribal expansion.' ἐδείκτι hev: Edom' throughout the ch., on which Berlinger remarks (Die Peschitta) that the change was made out of 'national pride'; but Barhebraeus recognized that the word meant 'Syria.' —τό πώμα: Grr. read: 'collected all his army and went up and besieged Samaria, and thirty-two kings with him, and (Ὁ+ all') horse and chariot; and they went up and besieged Samaria and fought against it.' St. argues that Gr. through 'Samaria' 10 represents the original text, and the rest of ὑπὸ is secondary; rather the duplication in Gr. was made to include the pl. 'they.'—2. ὁ πουστικός: OGrr. om.; see Note 19. ἀνέπτυξα: ῬΙΟ Ἐ om., and so St.; but the word means 'the citadel.'—3. ἄνευ τῆς ἔρπες: a superlative expression; ὡμ om. the adj. as unintelligible, as do modern critics who accept the Gr. variations in this section, e.g., St. (cf. BH), replacing the adj. with ἡρμίζων; but ἘΙΟ correctly tr. with τὰ τεκνὰ σου τὰ καλλωτα.—5. ὅρα: read by Grr. as ὅρα, a change accepted by Kamp. (with further emendation), St. (cf. BH), but unnecessarily, ὅρα having here as often strong affirmative sense—'I did send to thee . . . but.'—6. οἵονις: some Grr. om.—6. ὥτε: Grr., ἝΙΟ Ἐ om. 'their eyes'; but see Comm.—7. μὴ σε γινέσθαι: OGrr., 'the elders.'—8. ἔνα: Grr., ἝΙΟ 'and for my daughters,' exc. ἘΙΟ, for which see Comm.—9. ἐνάτος: Grr., ἝΙΟ as though ἕν 'in'; Aq. = ἘΙΟ.—8. ἐν ἕν; MS 253, Grr. om.—10. ἐνάτος: 2 MSS ἐν for ἔν; 2 MSS ἐν for ἔν; 2 MSS ἐν for ἔν for negative particles cf. Am. 5:—9. ἘΙΟ ἐνάτος: Grr., ἝΙΟ 'your lord,' and OGrr. om. 'the king': the former arbitrary change is accepted by St.—ἐνάτος: in the Gr. tradition (exc. Hebreus, Ἐ) 'the men,' unnecessarily accepted by St.—10. For the adjuration see Note, 19. ἐνάτος: (7 MSS ἐνάτος) cf. 19. ἔνα: ἘΙΟ correctly, τοὺς δρακί, 'in handfuls,' and

3 Mohammed had such a sign in his flesh: "the seal of the prophet stood between his shoulders like the mark of a cupping-glass"; Ibn Hisham's Life of the Prophet, ed. F. Wüstenfeld, 2, 122, 139, 141.
so Jos., κατα δρακα; Aq., τ. λιχασω, 'in pinchfuls'; Ἐ Ἐ τ. αλυπεξιν, 'for foxes' = ΣΗ, as for και.ιαπεξιν.——11. οἵτινες: Grr., ἓκαντανθα (ΕΛ + ἐμφ), as=ἀρ, 'enough,' as at 194, accepted by St.; for other attempts at revision see St., BH; but Θ is unimpeachable, "Speak the proverb for yourselves!"—ἐκαστὸς: Grr., ὁ κυρίος, 'the hump-backed,' with LHeb. ἐκαστὸς, 'lame,' in mind; then guessing at ἐκαστὸς with ὁ ὀρθός, 'the straight-backed' the same interpretation in ΣΗ despite Aq. T has a rambling non-literal expansion.—12. ἔστω: Grr., ΣΗ by expansion, "when he answered to him this word."—ἐν: Grr. pref. 'all.'—ἐνίκησεν: for the mng. see Comm., corroborated by I. Eitan's study, A Contribution to Biblical Lexicography (1924), 60 ff.; cf. a rendering in Poole, 'insistite'; Grr. interpret with οἰκοδομήσατε χαράκα; cf. T Θ, and Rashi with "set up the instruments of siege."—13. ἔστω: OGr., Σ om.—ἐν: Ἐ (B v) Σ om.—ἐνίκησεν: cf. v.28, and the current phrase in Eze. and P; Burn. lists the occurrences.——14. ἔστω: OGr., τ. χωρῶν (B al. χώρων!), Aq., επαρχίων, Hex. (A=ΣΗ) πολεων.—ἐσέστη: Grr.+'Ahab'; the same plus to ἔστω, v.15.—15. ἔστω: Σ+κ. ὁ βασιλεὺς Εξίρ μετ αὐτού, a gloss to οἳ ἔστησαν, v.18, intruded here; see Burkitt, p. 28, Rahlfis, SS 3, 285.—ἐσέστη: MS 30, OGr. om. as too small a figure for all Israel.—Grr. as though ἦν μ, induced by v.19;—7000; OGr., '60,000' (B '60'); for the figure St. cfr. 19.18.—16. ἔστω: MS 70 ἔστω= Grr., and Ἐ with plus, 'the king with them.'—ἐστώ: cf. 169. ἔστω: Grr., 'in Succoth.'—17. ἔστω: OGr., 'the king of Syria,' as v.8; St. regards the Gr. as substantially the true text; St. would simplify to "and they sent to Ben-Hadad"; Burn. sugg. that the verb is imperfectal with the subj. 'eronomously supplied'; but Θ can well stand: the king sent out (so excellently EVV) spies.—ἐστώ: OGr. om.—19. ἔστω: Grr. (exc. ΕΠ, ignoring the word), as ν (!), "let them not go out." Kit. attempted an extensive reconstruction, not repeated in BH.—20. ἔστω: OGr. om.; St. unnecessarily corrected the verb to sing. OGr. have a plus: κ. εἴδετερωσεν εκαστὸς τον παρ αὐτοῦ, in which εἴδετερωσεν is a gloss, noting that "he (the scribe) repeated" the phrase εκαστὸς τον παρ αὐτοῦ—an early bit of textual criticism in a confused passage.—ἐπὶ κακῶν: 2 MSS ἦν, and so Gr. B A al. as sing. (=BH), so as to obtain parallelism with the sing. verb in the following "Israel smote them"; but the pl. as of magnitude, was intentional here, as also at vv.27. 28 with 'Aram' as subj.; cf. GK §145, 2.—ἐπὶ κακῶν: B al. erroneously, βασιλεῶς.—ἐπὶ κακῶν: OGr., 'on a horseman's horse,' as though for σπόροι εἰς ὃν; Hex., 'with some horsemen'; T 'with his horsemen' (cf. EVV); Œ 'and with him two pairs of horsemen.' There is to be accepted W. R. Arnold's judgment, presented above in Note on i, refusing to ἔστω the mng. of 'horsemen'; he suggested for this passage the tr., 'because of his chariot- and cavalry-horses'; but rather the phrase was
a commonplace, as we might say, ‘on horse and steed.’—21. גֶּרֶן: Grr. as גֶּרֶן, favoured by comm. since Then.; but Jos.=וֹלָד, which can be supported by rdg. foll. גֶּרֶן as inf. abs., גֶּרֶן. There is to be accepted Dr. Orlinsky’s personal advice that הָלְבֶּר for גֶּרֶן is corruption of הָלְבֶּר; for a similar case cf. Josh. 15:18.—22. יַעַרְבִּים: Jos. makes the season that of spring; see Lexx. for earlier discussions, and Begrich, Chronologie, 88 f., interpreting the phrase as of the sun’s ‘turning point.’ In 2 Ch. 36:10 it is used of a fixed calendar date, but here it means the opening of the military season; see Comm., and cf. Kit.—23. הָדֹּתא: Grr., ‘the God of Israel.’—24. כּוֹל: cf. II. 9, and see Burn., König, Syntax, §391, m.; cf. Engl. ‘if we shall not?’ ‘we shall.’—25. יַעַרְבִּים הָנָּהא: אֲלָלָףוֹתָנָו; אֲלָלָףוֹתָנָו (MS b); by misreading of the verb יַעַרְבִּים, through easy confusion of the root י ב, and ש., יַעַרְבִּים עָשָׂה: many MSS Ken., deR. present יַעַרְבִּים, יַעַרְבִּים readable as יַעַרְבִּים (and so 4 MSS Ginsb.), יַעַרְבִּים, as is expected; the incorrect spelling occurs in these North Palestinian narratives, and occasionally in Jer., Eze.; see Burn. for occurrences. The confusion already existed in Aq.’ mind and text with his representation of the acc. particle with אֲלָףוֹת. The prep. אֲלָף disappeared in later Heb.; it is absent in the list of prepositions in Albrecht, Neuebr. Gramm., §12; the classical prep. was early confused with the sign of the acc.—אֲלָףוֹת ב: B אֲלָףוֹת. אֲלָףוֹת: the suffix in B אֲלָףוֹת. אֲלָףוֹת. אֲלָףוֹת: linguistically to be identified with אֲלָףוֹת, e.g., Job 6:16, ‘water-spring, current,’ appearing as אֲלָףוֹת in Ugaritic (see Gordon, Ugar. Handbook, 3, s.v.). Five Biblical places with this name are listed by Abel, GP 2, 246 f. For earlier review of identifications see Döller, GES 238 ff. The question arises here as between the place in the entrance to the Valley of Jezreel by Gilboa (Josh. 12:18)—so e.g., Kit., Sanda, and most recently S. Tolkowsky, JPOS 2 (1922), 145 ff., and identification with Fīk, E of the Lake of Galilee, with the Onomasticon, and so Albr., JPOS 2 (1922), 184 ff., who speaks of it as ‘commanding the pass on the road from Damascus to Jordan, as attested by Yakut’; Abel accepts this identification, which would presume the occupation of Transjordan by Israel. Tolkowsky argued that the earlier planned strategy (v.22) to fight in the ‘plateau’ (but יַעַרְבִּים, not יַעַרְבִּים, which is used of Esdraelon), does not suit such a mountainous locality; but circumstances may have altered strategy.—27. נֵימָה: for the Hothpaal see GK §54, b; Brock., GVG 1, 538.—S. om. St. deletes by reason of the syntax—a weak enough ground in these narratives; cf. Dr., Tenses, §132, with most of such cases cited from Ki. The mg., ‘provisioning,’ appears for the Pipelp (e.g., 4?), which however has various significations, probably through confusion of distinct roots; connexion of the verb here with Syr. and Arab. root kyl would be satisfactory, ‘were counted,’ as military term.—אֲלָףוֹת ב: OGr. as though אֲלָףוֹת, which St., BH prefer; but the individualization
is to be preferred, in line with following 'kids.'—יִשְׁבַּי: Grr. ποῦμα = other VSS; for the unique word (cf. lengthy discussion in Poole) the best explanation comes from Sanda, as from root=Arab. ḥasafa, 'to drive (sheep)'; see Freytag, Lex.; the root should then be pointed יַשְׁבָּי. 28. יַשְׁבָּי אֲמַא א = 1 MS om.; הָעִקָּר is expected, Grr. om.; הָעִקָּר also simplify here.—אָרְחֵי: Grr. as sing.; but cf. v.19.—אָרְחֵי: correct with MSS 253, 260 to רֹוִי, וָנִי, V=V, and so Grr.; the pl. arose from the constant Ezekelian expression (Eze. 23:28, etc.).—29. יַשְׁבָּי אֲמַא א: cf. v.27; the Gr. reduction to 'Israel' is simplification.—'100,000': סִּפּ 120,000. —30. יַשְׁבָּי א: OGr. as 'and he said to his servants, I know,' and inf., 'our lives'—this to make the surrender more abject.—[אָרְחֵי תִּטְנ]: OGr. ignore; but despite St., Sanda, who would elide it, the phrase is good Aram. designation of a country.—אָרְחֵי: read pl., יַשְׁבָּי א (and so it is in v.29) with 62 MSS=VSS. For use of the prep. cf. Luke 15:22, 'a ring in his finger,' and an Elephantine Aḥikar papyrus, 'a millstone in his neck' (col. vi, 2, Cowley, Aram. Papyri, 214).—32. יַשְׁבָּי א: Grr. simplifying, 'and they said to the king of Israel.'—נִשְׁבַּי: B כ 'our life.'—33. יַשְׁבָּי א: cf. Dr., Tenses, §30 f.; there is no reason to read הָעִקָּר with Kit., or to make the verb a perf. with St., Sanda. The root of the verb (יִשְׁבַּי, 'to whisper') is used of divination, e.g., Num. 23:23, 241, where it is repeated in כ ס being common in Aram.; here, as Piel, in receptive sense=Grr., אוֹוִיָּשַׁנָּו, V 'acciperunt pro omine.' The sentence is prefaced with a unique gloss in ס, 'and Ben-Hadad was an augur.'—יַשְׁבָּי א Or. rdg.: Occ. rdg. in 10 MSS and Kt., 'ם יַשְׁבָּי א (see Bar, Ginsb.)=VSS; EVV follow Or. rdg., JV Occ. rdg. The root יַשְׁבָּי א is of obscure mng.; VSS tr. with 'to snatch, catch.' Connexion with the root יַשְׁבָּי א (e.g., Dt. 25:19), as proposed by Gesenius in his Thesaurus, was first suggested by al-Fasi; see Skoss's ed., vol. 1, 552. Light may be thrown by Arab. ḥalaṭa, 'omnia arcana alicui dixit' (Freytag, Lex.). There is no evidence that the verb is Hifil, vs. Lex.—יִשְׁבַּי א VSS, exc. כ as pl. verb.—34. יִשְׁבָּי א: 'and said the king of Syria to Ahab.'—נִשְׁבַּי א tr. with the pl. of סָעָה, 'market.'—נִשְׁבַּי א: GV FV EVV add in parenthesis 'said Ahab,' and so Poole's authorities demand; this understanding is supported by the introductory 'and I (for my part)'; cf. the indefiniteness of subject just above; unnecessary corrections have been proposed (see St.), e.g., by Wellh., retaining יִשְׁבַּי א as emphatic obj., and rdg. —38. יִשְׁבַּי א EVV correctly, 'and waited for the king'; for this use of the verb cf. Eccl. 2:9, 'my wisdom waited on me.'—[אָרְחֵי תִּטְנ]: some 35 MSS correctly יַשְׁבָּי א, also v.41, †: OGr., A tr.
correctly with τελαμών, 'bandage,' and so T; Aq., Sym., איה ש ו understood as בק, 'dust,' and so AV 'ashes.'—39. בק: Grr., 'army,' rdg. בק—ט: Grr. om., C has.—ק: B† εἰπακένεν for εἰπήν.——40. יִנָּה: 'was busy' of EVV is correct; there is no reason to change to ננה, as T S suggest (so Klost.), or to ננה with Oort; see St., Eitan's Note on the verb, op. cit., supr., p. 56, Reider, Textual Criticism of the O.T., 29.—יִנָּה יֵא הָאָרֶץ שָׁם: the first phrase=Engl. 'just so is thy judgment'; for the particle see Haupt's suggestion that it is adjectival, 'just' =Akk. ḫēnu. Grr., ידוע (ונית?) תַּא אֶעְדָּר פָּרָּא אָבֹא אָפּוּנָּא, exc. גל, ידוע דיקאַסֵהַ סִיֶּנ אָפָא. The root, primarily 'to cut' (and so Grr. here, 'to murder'), came to imply determination, then judicial decision; cf. Dan. 9:8, and see Montg., ad loc.; S renders with parallel Ẃני, י with 'decrevisti' (see comm. in Poole).——41. יִנָּה:Kr., יִנָּה, a unique form.—42. יִנָּה: 3 MSS ṣטנ; Grr., 'out of my (thy) hand,' exegetical; but יִנָּה (=T S) is idiomatic; cf. Engl. 'out of hand.'——43. [וַיֶּקֶשׁ] יֵא: 9 MSS correctly וַיֵּשׁ, as at 21.

Ch. 21. The story of Naboth's vineyard: Ahab covets its possession, is sorely vexed at the owner's refusal to sell it at any price; Jezebel's instigation of a packed communal court, which condemns Naboth to death on a trumped-up charge, with the royal confiscation of the property; Elijah's denunciation of the king and his family; Ahab's repentance, which puts off the evil day for him. Cf. Ant., viii, 13, 8.

Vv.1-10. The scene is laid in Jezreel, modern Zer'in, in 'the Great Valley'; the latter takes its name Esdraelon (via the Greek) from the town, which, lying on the ridge between its eastern and western watersheds (see Robinson's description, BR 3, 163 ff.), was a point of strategic importance, and also the royal countryside residence. Cf. 18:15, and the tragedy narrated in II. 9:1ff. Here Ahab, who is entitled king of Samaria (the exceptional title also in II. 1:9), possessed a palace, the Hebrew word, ḫēkal, of Sumerian-Akkadian origin (ךַּלָּל), occurring here for the first time in the secular sense, vs. that of 'temple' (e.g., 6:3, I Sam. 1:9, etc.). Desiring to enlarge his estate he offers a fair bargain to a local neighbour for purchase of the vineyard. The latter refuses, as it is his patrimonial inheritance, and his position was one not only of sentiment but of responsibility to his family; cf. Nowack, Arch., 1, §65, 'Besitzrecht.' Ahab goes home, and acts most peevishly. 5-10. The queen, his evil genius, acts in a wifely way to comfort her lord; she replies to his complaint with
feminine peremptoriness: Thou (Sand, ‘Du bist mir ein feiner König!’), now thou hast to exercise royal right over Israel (in EVV phrased as a question). Get up, and eat thy meals, and thy heart be happy. I myself will give thee Naboth’s vineyard. Grotius recalls Poppaea’s remark to Nero, calling him a ‘boy’: ‘qui iussis alienis obnoxius, non modo imperii sed libertatis indigeret’ (Tacitus, Ann., xiv, 1). In high-handed fashion she wrote a letter (sing., not pl.) in Ahab’s name, and sealed it with his seal (the antique signature), and sent the letter to the elders and freemen in his city, the fellow-citizens of Naboth. For the elders cf. 20:8; the elders of Jezreel appear again in II. 101. The freemen (EVV ‘nobles’) occur here for the first time, recurring again in Jer. 2720; according to 20:8 ‘the people’ are associated with the elders. For the communal classes presented cf. Pedersen, Israel, I–II, 34 ff.; for similar social development in South Arabia see Nielsen, HAA I, 117 ff. As Šanda remarks, royalty may have developed ranks of gentry. In the present case the commune acts as a jury, as over against the usual judicial procedure (Dt. 1618). The ‘proclamation of a fast’ was to be based upon some alleged and accordingly fearful offence against Deity; cf. I Sam. 76, 1424ff. Naboth’s presiding (v.12) in the capacity of head of the people (so θ exactly) made his alleged sin the more conspicuous. And set two men, base fellows, to confront him. Judicial procedure is followed by requirement of two witnesses, as in the Law (Dt. 176, etc.). For ‘base fellows’ (AV by transliteration, following Ψ, ‘sons of Belial’) see Note. Stade, Šanda regard this item as an intrusion from v.13, as hardly possible in the formal document; but we are not dealing with the original indictment, and in any case the queen’s arrogance knew no bounds. The actual indictment of Naboth was, Thou didst curse God and King; θ, followed by Grr., Ψ, replaced the abhorrent verb (cf. Ginsb., Introduction, 366 f.) with ‘bless’ (cf. Job 25, etc.); other VSS, modern translations avoid the euphemism. Such a curse of ‘God’ or ‘prince of the people’ was forbidden in the ancient code (Ex. 2227), and blasphemy of Yhwh’s name was punishable by death with stoning, according to an illustrative precedent (Lev. 2410ff.).

VV.11–16. Jezebel’s orders are promptly carried out. VV.11, 13a contain repetitive material, and are extensively
abbreviated by Grr. and modern critics (see Notes); but the repetitions may be due to legal form (cf. the story of Abraham's purchase of a tomb in Gen. 25); for excision of a few words in v. 13 see Note. For the solemnity of execution by stoning cf. Num. 15:32ff., Dt. 13:7ff, 17:2ff., Acts 7:58ff. 15. The 'taking possession of Naboth's vineyard' was an act of royal confiscation, as Grotius holds, vs. the opinion of Kimchi and others that Ahab had some collateral right of inheritance; it was against such arbitrary power that the constitutional limitation of the rights of kings was written into the Deuteronomistic code (Dt. 17:11ff.). 16. Ahab rose up to go down to Jezreel, i.e., by the descent from Samaria, to take possession.

VV. 17-20a. Elijah confronts Ahab with the ironical inquiry: Hast thou murdered and made seizure as well? He proceeds: In the place where the dogs licked Naboth's blood shall the dogs lick thine own blood. There is no reason to doubt the originality of this item in the story on the ground that it was not exactly fulfilled in subsequent history. Ahab perished in battle, his body was brought to Samaria, not Jezreel, and there he was buried, and then, by development of the later story from Elijah's present word, 'when they washed the chariot (of Ahab) by the pool of Samaria, the dogs licked up his blood' (22:37f.). And Jehu interprets the present word as fulfilled in Jezebel's fate (II. 9:36f.). It is another question whether by fulfilment of providential prediction or by coincidence Ahab's son was killed in Naboth's vineyard, Jehu recalling a word of Yhwh against Ahab, which he construed as fulfilled in the son's fate (ib. vv. 21ff.). In angry terror the king breaks out: Hast thou found me, my enemy? To which Elijah curtly responds: I have found (anglice, 'I have').

VV. 20b-26. This section is redactorial supplement, based on 14:10f., 16:3, 13. If Elijah spoke further, his word has been lost or suppressed in the present text. The anonymously uttered prediction against Jezebel (v. 25) is interdependent with II. 6:30-37, the curse on Ahab's family is pure repetition, and the further judgment on Ahab (vv. 25f.) is equally de trop, especially with the condemnation of his following idols according to all that the Amorites did. 23. Read the field (of Jezreel) with II. 9:26, not the moat (so JV, other EVV wall/rampart), by early error of hil for ilk.
VV. 27-29. The literary origin of this section is difficult for decision. Stade makes it a continuation of vv. 17-20a; Kittel so regards v. 27, but makes vv. 26, 28, 29 secondary, thus leaving one fragment hanging in the air. Benzinger considers it all secondary, as an attempt to ameliorate the judgment upon Ahab (v. 19), which was fulfilled only in his son, and this position is to be preferred. To be sure, Ahab was not an object of absolute prophetic denunciation (cf. cc. 18, 20), while his present crime is attributed to the alien Jezebel's 'instigation' (v. 25). For the use of sackcloth see Dalman, A. u. S., 5, 165, etc. He went softly: so EVV; the adverb proved difficult to the VSS, which omitted it or translated quite variously (see Note), and so modern Versions, e.g., GV "ging jämmerlich einher," FV "il se trainait en marchant"; the sentence may well be rendered, he went about depressed; see Note.

1. ויתו אתוodb יתימים הלאהuffs חס חת תמקות: B reduces to the last three words, and reads the first of them as ויתו, and so the other Grr. with the conj.; this latter change is to be accepted, as the syntax demands for the dependent sentence, 'now N. having a vineyard' (Dr., Tenses, §78). Critics who prefer the rearrangement of cc. 20 and 21, also Burn., accept the shorter text of B; but this was probably due to the objection that N.'s possession of the field was not after these things.' Also Grr. (exc. v. = Φ E) have plus=j(ב.ק) נבנה: Gr. MS e, Ναβουד; al., Ναβουθαι (B), and the like. For the name cf. S. Arab, names, NPS 1, 135, also Noth, IP 221, as from Arab. nabata, 'to sprout.'—יְרוּאשׁ: Grr (B A) ירֹאשׁלְאֵת; see at 1845,—אָיָא: Grr. om., and St. elides; but the ethnic term did not identify site of property.—רָאשׁ: Grr. (exc. Φ οκω, 2 MSS αγρω), 'threshing-floor,' error of NAω>ΑΛω, as recognized since Then.—2. ק: 3 MSS ק=Grr. +δε; cf. פ, v. 5.—3. הָעָי: Gr. 64, C, 'the Lord'; al. Grr., 'My God,' to which Φ adds 'the Lord.'—4. The v. abbreviated in Φ by haplog. with end of v. 3.—יִבְּם: Grr., κ. συνεκαλυφερ, as though for יבם, which Kamp., Kit. prefer, but St. rightly rejects; for the phrase cf. II. 209, which affected ¥ here +' ad parietem.'—6. ויתו—יִבְּם: for the sequence cf. Dr., §27 ('cases of exceptional character'), and König, §§158, 366, g (as in lively narrative); rather the first two verbs are paired, while the third in normal construction expresses the sequel; a similar case in vv. 15, 13.—דָּרָשׁ: Grr. (exc. Φ) +' another.'—דָּרַשׁ: Grr., 'inheritance of my fathers,' from v. 3.—7. הָעָי נַהֲנָה: cf. 124, 1811. 14; it is difficult to decide as among the imperative, interrogative, ironic interpretations.—דָּרְשׁ בָּאָה: Grr (B 2) βασιλεά, this reduced in some MSS
to the vocative, ἐβασιλεύ; 烝 烝 βασιλείαν.—8. יָשׁוּב יְהוָה—Grr.; 
Kr. om.  ה.—9. יָשׁר יְהוָה: OGr. om.; see BH for attempts at 
simplification; but we have here again legal fulness.—10. יָשׁוּב יְהוָה:
the interpretation, ‘that which profits not’ (the phrase is ‘good-
for-nothing fellows’), e.g., BDB, König, Hwb., holds its own 
against divergent explanations, for which see Burn., GB; the 
interpretation by Cheyne (EB s.v.) as ‘that which does not come 
up,’ i.e., from hell, is well contradicted by König: the good as 
well as the bad do not so come up. In the Haupt. Annv. Vol., 
תְּנָב: B† om. with what follows through תְּנָב, v.13, by haplog.; 
§§ inserts practically the whole omission as from Theod., indicating 
an early lacuna; but Lucif., C have the full text.—Hex. 
as 3d pers., §§ adding ‘Naboth’ as subj.—11. יָשׁוּב יְהוָה: for the rel. phrase cf. 128; St. elides as intrusion from v.9, along 
with יָשׁוּב יְהוָה; cf. BH.—אַי֬וּד יְהוָה . . . יָשׁוּב יְהוָה: §§ et al., C om., 
and so St. as repetitive; but the composition is splay. —12. יָשׁוּב יְהוָה: 
another case of ‘irregular syntax,’ generally corrected by critics; 
but cf. the parallel in v.6.—13. יָשׁוּב יְהוָה: OGr., 
C om.; it is an inserted ungrammatical precision of persons.—
14. יָשׁוּב יְהוָה: the Kal appearing in vv.10. 13; the present is case of the 
ancient Kal passive, and is to be added to the cases cited by 
Bergstr., HG 2, §15.—15. C om. ‘that he was stoned and is dead,’” 
for brevity’s sake; but repetition of the awful fact was intentional. 
[19]: יָשׁוּב יְהוָה: 9 MSS+ם, and so apparently C Y read.—16a. Grr. 
add “and he tore his clothes and put on sackcloth, and it was 
after this,” a wilful insertion from v.27; §§ has the addition 
without critical note; MS ἐκ obelizes.—18. יָשׁוּב יְהוָה: ‘the king of Israel, 
who is in Samaria’; cf. the title, v.1; St. elides, but the word of 
Yhwh would give the formal address.—יָשׁוּב יְהוָה: the word may be 
vocalized יָשָׁב, cf. Arab. ‘inmahū, and so II. 1b, 6a; however יָשָׁב is 
used absolutely with pl. obj., e.g., II. 620. 25.—19. יָשׁוּב יְהוָה: יָשׁוּב יְהוָה—§§. Grr. om., replacing with יָשׁוּב יְהוָה, 
which correction St. accepts, with insertion of יָשׁוּב יְהוָה; but the Gr. 
phrase is abbreviation of the tautologous sentence.—יָשׁוּב יְהוָה: Grr., 
‘the sows and the dogs’ (§§ obelizes the addition), and at end 
of the v. the Grr. plus (§§), ‘and the harlots will wash in thy 
blood’; for these additions see 2238.—20. יָשׁוּב יְהוָה: some MSS 
of יָשׁוּב יְהוָה: num invenisti me inimicum tibi?’ i.e., as rdg. יָשׁוּב יְהוָה; this 
interpretation, accepted by some comm. in Poole, has been ap-
proved by Joüon, Mél., 5, 475, on the ground that Ahab was 
excusing himself as never an enemy to the prophet; but this 
reading has no textual basis.—23. יָשׁוּב יְהוָה: ‘moat’; §§ (before) 
the wall; 9 MSS יָשׁוּב יְהוָה (deR., Supplem., 43), as at II. 9b, which 
acc. to Rashi is to be understood here, and so the primitive error 
is to be corrected. G. R. Driver attempts vindication of יָשׁוּב יְהוָה 
with a fresh etymology (JBL 55 [1936], 109), cft. Arab. hawl, ‘around,’ 
the plus not in the original passage, 14\textsuperscript{11}, but is indifferent.—

25. πρ_workers: Engl. adv. ‘just,’ Germ. ‘gar’ or ‘schlechthin’ (Sanda); Grr. a doublet, πλην ματαιωσ=πρ. πρ. =}_H. —ἀπελτο: root τε; ἀπελτο is expected; but cf. ἢ, Ps. 73\textsuperscript{28}, ἤ, Ps. 90\textsuperscript{8}; see GK §73, d; Bergstr., HG 2, \S28 f (which authorities do not notice the present case).—27. ὧν ἔσχατον: the Grr. (which re-arrange the order of these items, and add a plus at end of the v.) tr. the first verb with _εςωσανω, the third with περεπελτο, which = ונמשה in MS Ken. 210, and so al-Fāsi (ed. Skoss, 1, 69) understands here; for this variation cf. II. 9\textsuperscript{1}; but for the present expression see Joel 1\textsuperscript{13}.—ἀπο [ἀπο]: _Τ ἀπο, ‘barefoot’ =ς ά, cf. Jos., γυμνος ποδι (as Thackeray remarks, a case of Targumic influence); _ with inexplicable κ. τ. νομ αυτου; _H (Α x v) κεκλειμενος, ‘bent down’ =ς H as from Aq., Theod.; al. Grr. om. the word; V ‘dimisso capite’: for the sentence Rashi, ‘went secretly’; Kimchi, ‘went mourning,’ and so GV; FV ‘dragged himself in walking’; EVV ‘went softly.’ See St. together with Haupt’s note in the volume, the latter agreeing with Rashi. P. Wechter in his study, ‘Ibn Barun’s Contribution to Comparative Heb. Philology,’ JAOS 61 (1941), 172 ff., notes (p. 187) that grammarian’s translation with the Arabic root _a't'a'a, ‘with depressed head.’ Such a mng. appears likely here; Engl. ‘depressed’ may well express the word.—28. Grr. have a variant text.—29. ἢ κατατάσσειν: OGr. om. by homoiot. with prec. passage, or as superfluous; similarly some Heb. MSS om. _κατατάσσειν_.—κατατάσσειν: Ginsb. notes MSS with κατατάσσειν.

22\textsuperscript{1}-38. The history of Micaiah the prophet and the fulfilment of the doom that he pronounced upon Ahab. || 2 Ch. 18; cf. Ant., viii, 15, 3-6. Upon renewal of war with Aram Jehoshaphat king of Judah, having been persuaded to enter as Ahab’s ally, requires a divine oracle, ‘the word of YHWH.’ Ahab’s prophets, 400 in number, give optimistic augury; but Jehoshaphat, dissatisfied, asks for a real ‘prophet of YHWH,’ and Ahab, disgruntled, sends for one iminical to him, Micaiah ben Imlah; meanwhile Sedekiah ben Chenaanah of the former group accentuates their position with a dramatic action (vv. 5-12). Micaiah, having been fetched, tells Ahab what he wishes to hear, but, pressed for the truth by the cunning king, he declares his vision of a scene in heaven and the divine artifice planned for deceiving Ahab through falsely inspired prophets (vv. 13-23). Sedekiah’s assault upon Micaiah and the latter’s cryptic response to him are followed by the royal orders for his strict incarceration (vv. 24-28). In the ensuing battle at Ramoth-Gilead Ahab disguises himself in the attempt to
forestall his fate; he is mortally wounded by a stray shot, but remains heroically in his chariot until his death at even, whereupon follows the rout of the allies (vv.29-36). His body is brought to Samaria for burial, with fulfilment of an earlier word of Elijah as to the obscene end of his blood (vv.37-38). The narrative is a literary unit, with the exception of the final scene, v.38, its forerunner, v.35b, and a late gloss, v.28b.

This dramatic story is matched only by that of Elijah's contest with the Baal prophets on Carmel, as rich as that in its detail, but superior in its historical verisimilitude. The appearance of an otherwise unknown Micaiah vouches for the originality of the story, and is evidence of a wider range of literary composition among the sons of the prophets than might have been expected. The satire of the earlier narrative (1827) has its complement here in the irony of Micaiah's first response and then in the stark scene of heaven with the spirit who volunteered to be a spirit of falsehood in the mouth of all his (Ahab's) prophets. Grimmer and more primitive as it is, the scene is a true precedent of the visions in Am. 1-2, Is. 6, and warns modern study against finding too sharp a distinction from 'the Writing Prophets.' In his inscrutable way the God of these early prophets is the author of what Gentiles called the Fate of the beliers of Him who rules in human affairs. Josephus (Ant., viii, 15, 6), writing for the Gentiles, well concludes: "With the king's history before our eyes, it behoves us to reflect on the power of Fate (τοῦ χρεών), and see that not even with foreknowledge is it possible to escape it, for it secretly enters the souls of men and flatters them with fair hopes, and by means of these it leads them on to the point where it can overcome them" (tr. of Thackeray-Marcus).

1. They sat still, i.e., at peace (EVV continued) for three years, i.e., into the third year (v.2); the narrator dates from the events in ch. 20. This dating, generally accepted by historians as original is provocative of attempts to place these narratives in the international chronology. The battle of Karkar occurred in 854/853 B.C., Ahab's death in 852/851 (the dates of Meyer and Robinson), and there must have been remarkable revolutions in the relations between Israel and
Syria, with Ahab's success over Aram at an earlier date.1

2. The alliance of Jehoshaphat with Ahab had been cemented by the marriage of the latter's daughter to the former's son and heir (II. 818); this rapprochement between the North and the South was brought about by the Aramaean peril, which had come to life again after the temporary coalition of Syrian states at Karkar. Ramoth-Gilead was the governmental seat of one of Solomon's provinces (419); it has been identified by Dalman with Tell el-Huṣn, SE of Irbid-Arabela (Pjb., 1913, 64; cf. Albright, BASOR 35 (1929), 11; Abel, GP 2, 430); but now for another identification by Glueck see Comm., 47fn., n. 1. 5. 6. For the consulting of Yhwh before battle cf. 1 Sam. 23fn., and Zakar of Hamath's consultation of 'seers and astrologers' (Montgomery, JBL 28 [1909], 68 f.). The number 400 for the prophets of Yhwh assembled appears extravagant, and is suspiciously correspondent to the 450 of Baal prophets and the 400 of Asherah prophets in 1819.

These prophets are distinctly Yhwh's devotees, representing the state religion; according to the sequel of ch. 18 the Baal prophets had been exterminated. 7-9. Jehoshaphat, dissatisfied (cf. Ahab's distrust of Micaiah's oracle) asks for a further oracle: Is there not here yet another prophet of Yhwh? He may well have been suspicious of the extravagant development of prophecy in the North, unlike the simpler religion of the conservative South; the North was peculiarly exposed to the frenzied religionism of Phoenicia and Syria. In reply Ahab names Micaiah, upon whom he remarks: I hate him, for he prophesies not good concerning me but evil. Grotius well compares Agamemnon's word to the seer Colchas (II., i, 106): μάντι κακών, οὐ πῶς ποτέ μοι τὸ κρῆτ'νον εἶπας. Jehoshaphat answers deprecatively like a gentleman, but has his way.

1 For more detailed study of the chronology see Šanda (placing the battles of Karkar and Ramoth-Gilead in the spring and autumn of 854 respectively), Kittel, GI 2, 253 ff. (suggesting, p. 256, that Shalmaneser was ill-informed of the Israelite king's name), Meyer, GA 2, 2, 274 ff., 333 ff.; Robinson, HI 1, 292 ff.; and the Chronologies of Begrich, Lewy, Mowinckel. These three vary considerably in dating Ahab's death-year, i.e., respectively at 851, 847, 853 B.C. The study of the chronology of the period in Morgenstern's 'Chronological Data of the Dynasty of Omri,' opens with this v. as basis of discussion. See Bibliography in Int., §16.
10. The dramatic, courtly scene (cf. the scene in heaven, inf.) plays in a threshing-floor at the entrance of the gate of Samaria; the first phrase is absent in the Grr., is much disputed by critics, but it may well have been a local name (cf. 'the Haymarket' in London—possibly read here 'the threshing-floor'), and is not to be lightly cancelled; as Šanda remarks, such an arena was required for the 'cultic-gymnastic' rites which followed. **With all the prophets prophesying before them:** we may only speculate on the frenzied rites; cf. ch. 18, and Lucian's testimony for a later age (*De Dea Syra*, 36 seq.). 11. Sedekiah's pronouncement is reminiscent of the ancient oracle to Joseph (Dt. 33'). Šanda notes similar ascriptions to Thutmose III and Seti II as 'invincible,' 'a young bullock with horns.' 13. 14. The marshal who fetches Micaiah is benevolently inclined towards him with politic advice. The prophet's reply (cf. Luther's, 'Ich kann nicht anders') is non-committal. 15. His oracle to the king betrays itself as dramatic irony: "he made use of mimicry"; "he did not deceive the bystanders, because even the king was sensible to the ridicule"; so comm. in Poole. 16. The king commands that he put aside this by-play. 17. The prophet recites the vision vouchsafed to him:

*I saw all Israel scattered upon the mountains,*  
*As sheep that have no shepherd.*

*And YHWH said:*

*These have no master:*  
*Return they each to his home in peace!*

The scansion of these originally metrical utterances is uncertain; Haupt attempts rewriting. 18. Ahab comments to Jehoshaphat with "I told you so."

VV.19-23. The prophet continues with a further vision, now of heaven itself. 19. *I saw YHWH sitting on his throne, and all the host of heaven standing by him*—an utterance that precedes that of Isaiah's vision (ch. 6). 20. In the vision *YHWH* asks for a volunteer from the host of heaven who will *entice Ahab, that he may go up and fall at Ramoth-Gilead.* Excuse for this divine action cannot be found, with Cornelius à Lapide,
in the explanation, "non sunt verba iubentis, sed permittentis," although he and Grotius are correct in comparing the divine 'permission' granted to Satan, e.g., Job 1, Mt. 8:38 ff., Jn. 13:28 ff., Rev. 20:3. 21. And there came forth the spirit, and stood before YHWH, and he said: I will entice him. And YHWH said to him: Wherewith? 22. And he said: I will go forth, and will be a lying spirit in the mouth of all his prophets. And he said: Thou shalt entice, and also prevail. Go forth and do so. Identification of 'the spirit' (with JV, other EVV 'a spirit') has been much mooted: see especially Kittel, ad loc., and P. Volz, Der Geist Gottes, 12, 20, 78, etc. It is the personified spirit of prophecy; cf. its action in early story, 1 Sam. 10:10 ff., 19:23 ff. There is also differentiation in 'an evil spirit,' which God sent between Abimelech and the Shechemites (Jud. 9:23), more explicitly in another passage, 'an evil divine spirit' (1 Sam. 18:10). This phase of the spirit becomes ultimately personified in 'the Satan,' e.g., Job 1 ff. Such spirits were primarily amoral in the monotheistic scheme, instruments of the divine will for good or evil. In Is. 11:2 we find the six-fold differentiation of the Spirit of YHWH. 23. Micaiah comments on the celestial drama: And now, behold, YHWH hath put a spirit of falsehood in the mouth of all these thy prophets. The theology is primitive indeed, and has its exact parallel in the opening lines of bk. ii of the Iliad, when Zeus proposes to send 'a baleful dream' to Agamemnon to deceive him. Kittel cites a scholion to Sophocles, Antigone, 620, expressing the ancient theme of "Quem Deus vult perdere, eum dementat prius." For the much later Second Isaiah YHWH is "Fashioner of light and Creator of darkness, Maker of peace and Creator of evil" (Is. 45:7). Theological criticism may well be temperate. Israel's developing religion faced the dilemma of all monotheism, as between the all-mightiness and the virtue of Deity. Schwally (ZAW 1892, 159 ff.) and Stade (ib., 1895, 163 ff.—cf. the colour-scheme in SBOT) adjudge this scene to be secondary in the composition, Stade comparing Job 1. But the latter scene, the traditional premium to a late philosophic drama, is equally primitive and a parallel to our dramatic vision. However 'the spirit' (v.21) is not to be corrected to 'the Satan,' as has been proposed (see Haupt, and cf. note in BH). The present 'vision' is the most striking example
of the genius of the prophets before ‘the Writing Prophets’; it is closest to Amos of the following century, and presents his and his successors’ religious and literary deep-rooted background.

Vv. 21-28. For the personal assault upon Micaiah by Sedekiah cf. the experiences of Jeremiah (e.g., Jer. 37:15), of Paul (Acts 23), and of Jesus buffeted along with a similar satirical inquiry (Mt. 27:26ff.). 24. The jibing inquiry, By which way—or How (see Note) went YHWH’s spirit from me to speak to thee?, has its ominous reply from Micaiah; unlike the parallel doom of the sceptical doubter in II. 7:17ff., the sequel of fulfilment is not given. 25. The expression of the fugitive’s flight by chamber after chamber reappears from 20:80. 26-28a. The prisoner is to be treated as a prisoner of state, remitted into the custody of Amon the governor of the city (for the office cf. Jud. 9:60, inf. II. 10:1, 23:8, Neh. 7:2) and an otherwise unknown son of Ahab, Joash; he is to be fed with bread of affliction and water of affliction (cf. Is. 30:20), apparently an official term for prison fare. The king’s expression, in peace, means ‘safe and sound.’ 28a. The prophet briefly accepts the challenge. 28b. And he said: Hear, ye peoples, all of you: a gloss, absent in Ch. and in pre-Hex. Greek texts, identifying Micaiah with the canonical Micah: cf. Mic. 1:2.

Vv. 29-38. The battle at Ramoth-Gilead and the end of Ahab. 30. The purpose of Ahab’s disguise was not out of treachery against Jehoshaphat, as has been suggested (e.g., by the Grr. with a slight change of text), but for the avoidance of fate. 31. The number of captains, thirty-two, is absent in Ch., and is an intrusion from 20:1. 32. Jehoshaphat cried out, i.e., with his battle-cry (so Stade), by which he was distinguished from the Israelite king, not in prayer to God, as Ch. and Grr. glossate. 34. Ahab was struck by an arrow between the scale-armour and the breastplate. Scale-armour, as the Hebrew etymologically means, is known from Egypt of the XIXth Dyn., specimens of which are in the Metropolitan Museum, New York. Very early armour of the kind has been found at Nuzi in N Iraq (BASOR 30 [1928], 2 f., with illustration); and more recently Schaeffer has reported the discovery of ‘pieces of scale-armour’ at Ugarit (ILN Jan. 6, 1940, 26). There has been extensive discussion of the relation
of the two parts of the armour; the best explanation remains that of Grotius: "in ea parte ubi loricu cum inferiori armatura connectitur," the scales serving apron-like to cover the mobile upper legs and joints. Ahab orders his charioteer to retire from the battle, but stays on the side-lines, and (35a) manfully remains \textit{propped up} in his chariot until evening, when he died. \textbf{36.} And \textit{the cry passed through the army at the going down of the sun, to wit: Each to his city and each to his land,} \textbf{37a.} [correcting with the Grr.] \textit{for the king is dead! And they came to Samaria.} \textbf{37b.} \textbf{38.} The royal burial in Samaria was regular, \textit{cf.} \textbf{16}^{28}, II. \textbf{10}^{35}; the statement replaces the formal archival note once preceding \textit{v.}^{39}. But the further item, and \textit{they washed the chariot by the pool of Samaria, and the dogs licked up his blood, and the harlots washed (so curtly), by the word of YHWH that he spoke, is secondary, to connect with Elijah’s prophecy, 2\textbf{1}^{19}; and then \textit{v.}^{35b} above, introducing the otherwise unimportant theme of Ahab's blood-flow, is equally secondary. There is the added extravagance of the harlots washing themselves, \textit{sc. in the blood}, so absurd that the VSS outside of the Grr. attempted another interpretation, which was accepted by AV, and is given in margin by RVV: \textit{and they washed his armour; see Note. Harlots were intruded here by the interpretation of ‘the dogs’ as professional male perverts, even as the word is used in Dt. 23^{19}, Rev. 22^{15}, and probably a technical cultic name in Phoenicia (CIS I, 86, B 10); there may be here reminiscence of obscene praxis. For the probable identification of this \textit{pool of Samaria} see ZDPV 50 (1927), 32, and the map in Galling, BR 442.}

\textbf{VV.}^{39}. \textbf{40.} The summary of Ahab’s reign, originally the sequel of ch. 16. The phrase, \textit{all that he did,} had doubtless far more significance in Ahab’s case than in the current use of the formula. \textit{The ivory house that he built: cf.} Amos 3^{15}, and ‘the ivory palaces’ of Ps. 45^{9} (but see Gunkel, \textit{ad loc.}, amending to ‘ivory instruments’ of music), and Solomon’s throne of ivory and gold (10^{48}). This description of the palace, so named because of its ivory ornamentation, panelling, etc., is now fully corroborated by the rich finds of beautiful inlay work in Ahab’s palace at Samaria; see J. W. Crowfoot, \textit{QS} 1932, 132 ff.; 1933, 7 ff., 130 ff.; \textit{ILN} Dec. 16 and 23, 1937; J. A. Wilson, \textit{AJA} 1938, 333 ff.; C. de Hertzenfeld, \textit{Syria},
1938, 345 ff.; and the sumptuous and comprehensive volume by G. Loud, The Megiddo Ivories (1939). These latter are objects of the 13th and 12th centuries, and have their complement in Thutmose III's report of his booty gained at Megiddo, 'three staffs, with human heads, of ivory,' and 'six large divans of ivory and wood' (ARE 2, §436). Similar rich finds have been made at an ancient site to the N of Aleppo; see F. Thureau-Dangin, Arslan Tash, 1931, 89 ff. For the abundant Phœnician ivories see Contenau, La civilisation Phénicienne, 219 ff.; Otto, HA 1, 805 ff.; R. D. Barnett, 'Phœnician and Syrian Ivory Carving,' PEQ 1939, 4 ff., with 11 plates. Also see at large Watzinger, DP 1, 112 ff.; Galling, BR s.v. 'Elfenbein.' Cf. Comm. on 1018ff. For all the cities that he built is to be compared the contemporary Mesha's list of such constructions; but for Ahab only the record of the rebuilding of Jericho has survived (1634). A splendid type of tower, semi-circular in form, discovered at Samaria, remains as a sample of royal architecture in the North (QS 1934, plates ii, iii).

Vv. 41-51 (with Heb. prints, JV, following 41; other EVV make one v. out of vv. 43, 44). The reign of Jehoshaphat of Judah. || 2 Ch. 17-20; cf. Ant., ix, 1-3. Jehoshaphat appears again in II. 34ff. 41. The accession is dated in the fourth year of Ahab, but according to v. 52 Ahab's successor came to the throne in Jehoshaphat's 17th year, while with 1629 Ahab reigned 22 years—i.e., a discrepancy of 5. See Note for the problem and the Gr. attempts at correction. Jehoshaphat is the second Judæan king (with Abijam first, but the name in curtailed form) to have a name compounded with the divine element Yhwh, which thereafter appears constant in the Southern dynasty, except for Manasseh and Amon. The element appears for the first time in the Northern royal names with the contemporary sons of Ahab, and continues into the Jehu dynasty. 43. For Asa's example, which his son followed, see 1511ff. 44. However (even as then) the high-places were not removed. The entente cordiale with the king of Israel is illustrated in the prophetic story above; as the present section shows, there was the attempt at a N-S alliance to meet the Aramæan and Assyrian perils from the east. The Israelite king's name is not given, and the v., out of place, is probably
dependent upon that prophetic story. This 'peace' was doubtless consummated in the ill-starred matrimonial alliance with the Northern dynasty, Jehoshaphat's son Jehoram marrying Ahab's daughter Athaliah (II. 518. 26f., II). 2 Ch. 18 notes here that Jehoshaphat 'allied himself in marriage with Ahab,' and such an item may once have stood here; the mother's name is ignored in the passage where it should regularly appear (II. 31). VV. 48-50 present another invaluable record of the ancient Red Sea commerce; cf. 926f. 1622, and see Comm. ad locos. The incident occurred in the latter part of the king's reign in connexion with Ahaziah ben Ahab, as he is named in good Semitic fashion. Several corrections of the corrupt passage are required, and have been variously accepted; see Notes for the text. The following revision is presented. 48. And there being no king in Edom, a royal lieutenant (49) [with correction of Mas. verse-division, and deletion of Jehoshaphat] made [see Note] a Tarshish-ship [sing. with א, ד pl.] to go to Ophir for gold; but he did not go, for it was broken [ד ships were broken, with Kr. correcting sing. קt.] at Esyon-geber. 50. Then said Ahaziah ben Ahab to Jehoshaphat: Let my servants go with thy servants in the ships [ג ship]; and Jehoshaphat did not agree. The Northern king with his Phoenician backing might well have provided better ships and sailors; cf. Solomon's dependence upon Hiram of Tyre. But Jehoshaphat feared the intrusion of his Northern neighbours into his own particular littoral. Since the reference to the restoration of the Edomite monarchy in Solomon's day (1114-22, 25) Edom has not been mentioned in Ki.; but 2 Ch. 20 has a long history of Jehoshaphat's campaign against Ammon, Moab and Mount Seir, and according to 1711 the Philistines and the Arabs were tributary to him. See the summaries for Edomite and Moabite history from the archaeological point of view by Glueck in AASOR 15 (1935), 137 ff.; 18-19 (1939), 242 ff. While the brunt of the war with Aram was borne by Israel, Judah appears to have attacked Aram's avenues towards the Red Sea by an attempted push to the south; the lieutenant actually constructed on the Gulf of Akabah a ship, which however was immediately wrecked. Then the Israeliite king's offer of assistance was prudently refused by the Judaean, for the former desired to control the
Trans-Jordan routes, the latter to divert them to Cis-Jordan. This Judæan control of Edom was brief; in the days of the successor Edom was able to re-establish its independence with a king (II. 820ff.), even as similarly "Moab rebelled against Israel after the death of Ahab" (II. 11). For the 'Tarshish ship' see above on 1022, for Esyon-geber on 926. Grr here read 'Aram' for 'Edom,' this the easier induced by the item of the Tarshish ships; and so Josephus romances (Ant., ix, 1, 4) on the shipping to 'Pontos and the emporia of Thrace.' Still earlier 2 Ch. had these ships made 'to go to Tarshish,' and condemns Jehoshaphat as having wrought wickedly in joining with Ahaziah, the shipwreck being by prophetic word the divine penalty (2035-37).

1. יבְשֵׁי: "they stayed still," as at Jud. 517, etc.; there is no reason to change to sing., with Ahab implied as subj., with Grr. (exc. x), שָׁם, St.—3. אֲנַעֲרָה = "do ye not know?"; see R. Gordis, AJSL 49 (1933), 212 ff.—'הָנָּבָה: so שָׁם, al. Grr. = שָׁם; see Note, 418.—4. כָּרָא: Grr. (exc. d 106) + 'the king of Israel' similar expansions below, vv. 6, 7, 8, 20, 30, 32, and cf. Ch.—5. שָׁדָה: Grr. (exc. שָׁם), 'let us inquire' = v. 7.—6. שְׁמוּנָה: Grr. prep. 'all.'—7. חַיָּה: Grr., דְּבֹא דְבֹא, as though יֶשָּׁם; for original inf. abs. cf. II. 318.—8. וַיְבֵן: ca. 29 MSS, could be, which is required; the change made to avoid the use of the Name by those prophets; Ch., שַׁמְוַא.—9. וַיַּשְׁכִּיל: Grr. (exc. a =Sym.), יָם om.; Grr. also om. the word in v. 8; omission on purpose to avoid classification of true prophets with false (St.).—10. שְׁמַעְתָּם: many MSS, edd., see, and so Kt. in v. 8; read סְמַע; cf. Note, 2026.—11. שְׁמוּנָה: the name might be regarded as of contemporary formation from the Akk., after the form, mannu-ki-X, but it occurs earlier in Jud. 17; the name now occurs on a seal, IAE 190.—12. הָשֵׁלַשׁ: 2 MSS (Ginsb.) שָׁלֵשׁ=Ch.; the latter a Palm. name.—13. שָׁמַע: on this official title see Note, II. 1817.—14. שֵׁם: 1 MS om. שֵׁם, and so the Grr., with simplification of שֵׁם מַמְלָכָה to שֵׁם מַמְלָכָה, 'armed'; Sym., followed by שָׁם renders יְבַשׁ; Ch. repeats יְבַשׁ before שֵׁם; שָׁם tr. יֵבָשׁ with adj. יבש, 'bright (clothing)' for proposed corrections see Burn., St., who most unnecessarily would cancel the word as a dittog.—15. הָשֵׁלַשׁ: Grr., 'into thy hands also the king of Syria.'—16. מִשָּׁם: Grr. as מִשָּׁם (+παρεκ), so easing a 'harsh' construction (Burn.); with St. יְבַשׁ is to be kept supported as it is by the other VSS; מִשָּׁם is nominal as below.—17. הָשַׁבְּרוּ: Kr. שַׁבְּרוּ=Ch. Kt., תָּשֶׁם יְבַשׁ; Grr. = Kt.; see Note, 312.—18. הָשַׁבְּרוּ: the royal pl.; Grr. as sing.; Ch. conforms the foll. impvs. to these pls.—19. מִשָּׁם: practically a prep., cf. Engl. 'but'; יְבַשׁ ' nisi'; 1 MS om. prec. שָׁם=Grr.—20. הָשַׁבְּרוּ: Grr. + 'not so,' introduced from v. 19.—[םִתְיָה] בָשַׁם: 3
MSS ᾞ=Ch. = ὒ (Grr., ev), which is to be accepted.—אֶל: Ch. ך is mostly fem.; but here the personal reference may have induced the masc.—אַל יִנְאָה כּ: Grr. misunderstood: ᾳ ᾲ on ἐλος τοῦτος θεός, cf. ᾳ on 'the Lord not Lord to them'; ᾳ el (rdg. as כ) ἐλος ('legally'?) αὐτοὶ πρὸς θεόν (as כ).—18. אָמַר: Grr. חַיָּו, from v. 19.—19. כִּי: Grr., onכִּי אוֹּתָו אוֹתָו, and inf. onכִּי אוֹתָו, this as by first rdg. כִּי אָם, and then the gloss correction entered twice. כָּנ is elsewhere taken as כּ אָם; see Dr. on 1 Sam. 31.14.—אָמ: ᾳ on 'the God of Israel,' to avoid vision of Ἰην; cf. the text of Is. 61.20.—20. בָּשׁ bis: Ch. בִsouth bis; there is no reason, with St., BH, to amend this unique adverbial phrase.—Ad fin. ᾳ k. i. e. אִי, or δινήκ, κ. i. e. אִי, ev וָו: δινήκ from v. 22, ev וָו as rdg. בִsouth; see RahlfS, SS 1, 80 ff.—21. אָמ: for the gender, masc. here, see Note, II. 215.—22. תִּר: 6 MSS deR., Ch., תִּר. 24. אָמ הָרֹב מֵאֲבָא מַלְאָה יָא: for the אָמ = where' cf. 1 Sam. 9:18, and so ᾳ here; Ch., 'ו אָמ לא רָא' (=1319), making the phrase more explicit, and so EVV, 'which way.' The composite particle may possibly mean 'how,' cf. the variant mg. of אָמ, also Eth. 'עִדְו. ᾳ, ignoring בָּשׂ, ποֹוָו πְּנֵמְיוּ קִנְמָו תַּוְּא לַחְשָּׁא ev וָו, accepted by Burn. (cf. BH) אָמ = בָּשׂ וָאֵבָךְ 'ו הָרֹב מַלְאָה יָא; ᾳ el π. π. ק. πֵּשׁ אֵפָו אוֹּתָו תַּוְּא ev וָו—these interpreting with 'what sort of a spirit.' ᾳ tr. with 'at what hour?' אֵל; ᾳ tr. the particles with interrogative 'ne.' St. would elide היה; but no authority appears for correction of this originally ambiguous passage.—אָמ: many MSS פּ=Ch.; correct Kr., to פּ.—25. אָמ אֵל: many MSS פּ = Ch.—26. אֵל, פּ=Ch.: Ch., gr. as pl., but n.b. the sing. verb מַרְנָא, v. 27; ᾳ renders 'שא with 'maneat,' as though from root מְשא. The Heb. verb corresponds to the Engl. legal term, ' to remit.'—אָמ: = Hex.; Jos., Αχαμων; ᾳ לַלְמָר, etc., as for פּ (בּיסַר).—אָמ: בּ ת. βασίλεια, al., ת. αρχוֹנָת: for the name see Note, II. 121.—27. אָמ פּ=ח: OGr. om.; but the phrase is legal formula; cf. the similar usage in the Amarna tablets.—אָמ פּ: cf. 1 Sam. 21:16, etc.—אָמ פּ פּ for the apposition see Dr., Tenses, §189 (1); ᾳ pref. 'let him drink.'—29. אָמ אֵל: Grr., exc. e, + 'with him,' which seemed necessary after the sing. verb.—30. אָמ אֵל: Grr. +'king of Judah,' and so in v. 32.—אָמ אֵל אֵל: for the inf. abs. without subject see Ewald, Syntax, §217, a, Gk §113, dd, note; the subject 'I' is assumed, would be evident in living speech—Germ., 'es ist zu verkleiden . . . aber Du——!' Grr. render with 1st pers., accepted by some critics, e.g., Kit., St., Šanda (cf. BH), rewriting with אָמ פּ; but the text is to be retained, with Burn., cf. Eissf.—אָמ אֵל: Grr., 'my robes' (not corrected in ᾳ), by error of μοι for σου, or rather by intention to read in the elements of Ahab's treachery.—32. אָמ: Grr., φιγνεῖα, as=prep. ἄ, cf. Syr. 'ak.—אָמ אֵל: Ch., אֵל יָא, 'and they surrounded'—Grr., showing early contamination from Ch.; see St., who retains ᾳ. Ad fin., ᾳח κ. קִנְמָו εֵנָאִיוֹν αֵוָו; cf. Ch., 'and Y. helped
him, and God diverted them from him,” on the assumption that
the king’s cry was to God.—34. ἐπιτιθήμην: Jos. identifies with ‘a royal
page of Adad, Amanos by name,’ i.e., the Naaman of II. 5, a tradition
continued in Midrash Tehillim on Ps. 78, and accepted by Rashi.—
τιμάς ἐπιτιθήμην: see Comm., and the much vexed discussion in Then., Kirt., Burn., Haupt, Sanda. VSS vary: ἐπιτιθήμην as though ἐπιτιθήμην ἐπὶ δέκτην; Grr. tr. ἐπιτιθήμην with ‘the lung’ = ἐπιτιθήμην, which gives ‘the stomach’ for ἐπιτιθήμην. so after very many MSS Bar. Ginsb. = Λ; Mich., Ginsb.¹, i.e., Kt., and so Θ as pl.; the pl.
in the same phrase, II. 9. — 35. ἐπιτιθήμην ἐπὶ δέκτην (Ch., ἐπιτιθήμην)
(Ch., ἐπιτιθήμην): Grr. tr. the verb with ἐπιτιθήμην, “put to flight”; Τ “went
up the combatants”; Θ “the battle was stout”; Ω “the battle was won”; Ψ “commissum est proelium,” and in Ch., “finita est pugna” (Joël, Mél., 5, 476, would accordingly read
Name); the meaning is, “the battle went up to its peak,” like a
flood of waters (cf. Burn.).—ἰππότες: “kept propped up” (Burn.).
Ch., ἐπιτιθήμην, which Haupt approves as “he kept, bore up,” cf. Arab. ’ahāma.—Θ: Θ “kept up.”— θ: OGr., “from
early to evening, and flowed forth the blood of the wound into
the hollow of the chariot, and he died at evening,” i.e., properly
putting the item of the blood-flow before that of the death; then
Θ texts (not Σ) add a variant restoring the sequence in Θ. There
is no reason, vs. BH, to alter Θ on basis of these variations.
N.b. that Ch. om. the item of the blood-flow.—36. ἐπιτιθήμην θινὴν: Grr.,
κ. ἐπιτιθήμην ἐπὶ δέκτην = practically all the other VSS, as though
drg. ἐπιτιθήμην and Kal ppl. of ἔπιστρεφομαι, or Poel ppl. of ἐπιτιθῆμι;
but violation of gender-relation is not uncommon in Heb. (see Note, 11),
and in certain conditions is quite regular in Arab.; it is rather absurd
to think that there was a formal order of retreat.—אשא: 8 MSS deR. om. ἐπιτιθῆμι,
and so Θ ἐπιτιθήμην. — 37. ἐπιτιθήμην ἐπὶ δέκτην: Grr. = ἐπιτιθήμην,
generally accepted by critics since Then. as part of the outcry.
—ἀποθέον: read with Grr. Αποθέον; cf. Τ, “and they brought him”;
EVV “and was brought.”—38. ἐπιτιθῆμι: impersonal.—Ἀποθέον ἐπιτιθήμην
Grr. add “the swine [and the dogs]” and “[the harlots washed]
in the blood,” the latter indeed a necessary plus. Other VSS
read Θ, but found Aram. סכ in Ψ, obtaining “and they washed
his armour”; see Burn., St.

41-51. This section appears in OGr. after 16, where it appears
to be in place with the varying chronology (the 11th year of
Omri, vs. the 4th of Ahab), and is repeated in a fresh translation
here in loco, but with omission of vv.⁴⁷,⁴⁸; a similar repetition
appears in Θ in the summary for Joram of Israel in loco, II. 31³,³
and as addition to II. 1. See Rahlf, SS 3, 265–7, for a full
discussion; he holds that the earlier passage belongs to the original
Θ (here cited as Θ¹), while the doublet here (Θ²) is also ‘very old,’
the Hex. marking merely the missing vv. here with asterisk. The
text of Θ² agrees with Θ in ‘the 4th year of Ahab’ as vs. ‘the
11th year of Omri’ in Θ¹. Rahlf, agreeing with Thackeray's
theory of the translation of 2 Ki. by another hand than that for 1 Ki., finds in the duplicate verbal traces of the latter's style and assigns it to him. 

\[\text{\textit{In re the correctness of the datings in }\text{\textit{\odot}}},\text{ we may start from the identical datum for the death of Joram b. Ahaziah b. Ahab and of Ahaziah b. Jehoshaphat (II. 9); from the 4th of Ahab's reign of 22 years (1629, 2241) the round reckoning for the Northern dynasty is }\text{22} - 4 = 18 + 2 (22^{52}) + 12 (\text{II. }3^{1}) = 32 \text{ years, for the Southern dynasty }25 (22^{52}) + 8 (\text{II. }8^{17}) + 1 (8^{26}) = 34 \text{ years—a close enough correspondence with the upper figure in view of the uncertainty of reckoning of initial regnal years (see Int., }\text{\textit{\S}16). For the datum of Ahaziah's accession in Jehoshaphat's 17th year there is the figuration of 22 years (Ahab's term) minus 4 (date of Jehoshaphat's accession) = 18—again a close approximation. We may well be sceptical as to the different accession year in }\text{\textit{\odot}}; \text{ it may be entirely artificial, invented so as to insert the formal notice of Jehoshaphat before }22^{15}, \text{ where he appears casually as 'king of Judah.'}

42. נвеща : generally interpreted as 'abandoned, divorced' (Noth, }\text{IP 231), but such indeed a name of ill omen. 

Sanda etymologizes from Arab. 'adab, 'sweet,' or eft. Heb. יַע, \text{(14^{10})}; rather it may be connected with root יַע, Neh. 3^{8} = Ugaritic יָב (Gordon, }\text{Ugar. Handbook, 3, s.v.), i.e., 'prepared'; יָב is clan and place name in S. Arab. (NPS 2, 307, 356). This name and the next one are peculiarly corrupted in Gr. B, cf. also \text{\textit{\odot}.—\text{43. ב: }\text{\textit{\odot}} \text{om., probably because of the reservation in }\text{\textit{\S}4.}\text{—\textit{א: }MSS \text{א} = \text{\textit{\odot}} \text{א} \text{ו}, but the asyndeton is idiomatic.—\textit{ב: }Sebir יָב, and so some MSS; for the uncertainty of gender of יָב cf. \text{13^{10}.—\textit{ג: }Grr. as active verb, with sing. or pl. subj.; cf. \text{15^{14}.—\textit{ד: }Josiah's and Ahaziah's name. }

\text{\textit{\odot}} \text{om.}—\text{45. 46. יָבָלֵת הָיְשָׁשׁ בּ שֵׁלֵךְ יָשָׁנָה : יָבָלֵת בּ שֵׁלֵךְ יָשָׁנָה: }

\text{\textit{\odot}} \text{by parablepsis due to the recurrence of יָשָׁנָה lost the intervening words, and translated the verb with עליה, prefixing with it to make construction with the foll. clause.}

46. בּ לֹא הָיָה : \text{\textit{\odot}} \text{om.}, \text{\textit{\odot}} \text{has; St. favours the omission.}—' (the chronicles of the kings of Judah': \text{\textit{\odot}} \text{B} \text{נָתָנָה}, 'Jehoshaphat.'—47. שֵׁרֶך : collective; see Note, \text{14^{24}}; here Hex. (A) \text{א לֹא} \text{עַל שֵׁרֶךְ (correct foll. über to ב, with }\text{\textit{\odot}), i.e., 'the perverted,' paralleled by Paul's condemnation of women who שֶׁרֶךְ \text{א בּ שֶׁרֶךְ שֶׁרֶךְ הָרֵץ ; cf. Aquilanic שֶׁרֶךְ (Is. 3^{4}).—48. שְׁפֵךְ אֵשׁ נוֹשֵׁה : שְׁפֵךְ אֵשׁ נוֹשֵׁה; \text{\textit{\odot}} \text{en שְׁפֵךְ אֵשׁ נוֹשֵׁה בּ בָּשָׁלֵם; Hex., en אֶשׁמָה יָשָׁנָה ( = }\text{\textit{\odot}) \text{כּ בָּשָׁלֵם לֹא שְׁפֵךְ; n.b. the ancient קֵר, attested by נוֹשֵׁה, which is to be accepted; see Note, \text{47}. St.'s correction has been generally accepted: שְׁפֵךְ אֵשׁ נוֹשֵׁה; however, following the omission of 'Jehoshaphat' in B*, 'ם 'י is to be translated with 'a royal lieutenant,' the phrase inarticulate as קֵר מַלְשָׁנָה, \text{15^{18}}, etc.—\text{49. רָעָת Kt.; רָעָת Kt., and so many MSS. some edd., and}
the VSS.—הנִיּוּא 10: סִיְרֹשׁ שבְּרֻנֶגֶה; Hex., VSS here אֲדֹנָי with pl.; the sing. is corroborated by the foll. Kt., מַעֲקֵרִים, which Kr. pluralized; the impossible רַעְשִׁים may have induced the pl. rdg.—תהֹרִים =סֶלֶך; Hex., ס נ tr. with pl., and so EVV; St. corrects to הנִיּוּא with אֲדֹנָי as implied subj. (so Moff.); but the sing. masc., 'he went not,' is preferable.—הנִיּוּא 29: so Hex. here; ס י the 'ship'; St. corrects to הנִיּוּא, 'his ship'; but the evident subject was replaced with this clumsy gloss.—50. הנִיּוּא אֲדֹנָי: see Note on הנִיּוּא אֲדֹנָי, §24.—הנִיּוּא אֲדֹנָי אֲדֹנָי 1628: 'the king of Israel,' but אֲדֹנָי =Ch., and there is no reason, with St., to correct the text; ג there omitted the name, as Ahaziah had not yet been formally introduced.—הנִיּוּא אֲדֹנָי: =ס ה, but ס as sing.; with St. the generic pl. is proper here.—

51. עִמָּה יֵדֶע אָבִיתוּ ס: ס om.

I. 2258–II. 1. The reign of Ahaziah of Israel. Cf. Ant., ix, 2. Apart from the usual initial and concluding formulas, and a memorandum of the rebellion of Moab, the section consists of a prophetic story telling of the illness and death of the king, II. 1. And Moab rebelled against Israel after Ahab's death. Opinions vary much as to the origin of this brief note. Some (e.g., Kittel, Benzinger) regard it as fragment of an original record, which has been suppressed as repetitive of the history in 3rd. Stade, Şanda find it editorial, giving an instance of divine judgment. It is best to understand it as an editorial note, defining the king by name in the story in ch. 3, which records that "when Ahab was dead, the king of Moab rebelled against the king of Israel" (v.2). For the historical data see Comm. on that passage.

The story of Elijah's part is distinct from all the rest of the Elijah cycle in the preposterousness of the miraculous element, and in its inhumanity with the destruction of the innocent fifties; it is quite in humour with the Elisha cycle. Only the introductory details of Ahaziah's illness with the mission to Baal-zebul of Philistine Ekron and the description of Elijah's garb present any historical colouring. Benzinger regards vv.8-16 with the miracle-story as secondary amplification; Kittel follows in like strain, accepting vv.2-8.17a, according to which the king inquired who the messenger of doom was, and after identifying him he soon expired. But there are no literary criteria to support such criticism; as Şanda remarks, "the hypothesis of a late interpolation has not much utility." The story with its repetitiveness, after good Oriental style, has given rise to many variations and additions in the Greek,
while the Hebrew text has suffered minor changes (see Notes).

2. And Ahaziah fell down through the lattice in his upper-story (sc. of the palace) that was in Samaria. This passage and § 10ff., how Jezebel "looked down through the window," illustrate the peculiar Syrian construction with upper story and open platforms known to the Assyrians as bit hillānī, the latter word—Heb. hillōn, 'window'; see Lexx., and Dussaud, Syria, 1935, 349 ff., with architectural reconstructions. The sick king sent messengers to inquire of Baal-zebub the god of Ekron, whether I shall recover from this sickness of mine? The element zebūb means 'flies,' and so the Gr. here in general and Jos., ἀπόκρυς, and such has been the general acceptance, with parallels from ancient cults of fly-gods, as apotropaic to the scourge, e.g., Zεῖς ἄπωκρυς and the 'Myagiurus deus Romanorum.' See in particular J. Selden, De dis Syris, 301 ff., with abundant classical and patristic references; also Keil, ad loc., L. B. Paton, ERE 'Baal.' But in the N.T. (Mt. 1025, 1221, Mk. 322, Luke 1115ff.) the best texts, including the Chester Beatty papyri, present the rdg. 'Beelzebul,' as against 'Beelzebub'; and the former was here the rdg. of Sym. acc. to Gr. MSS j z. That such was the original rdg. has been held by Scaliger, Selden, Grotius, and more recently by Cheyne (EB s.v.), Lagrange, Études sur les religions sémitiques2, 1905, 84, and Šanda; others, e.g., Kittel, Stade, deny it. J. Lightfoot (on Mt. 1221) argued that zebūb was played upon with zebūl, and so equal to Heb. zēbel, 'dung'; but the name should then have become 'Baalzebel,' like Jezebel's name (I. 1621); see Note there on that name. The present deity's name meant 'Baal Prince.' Why this deity of Ekron,1 one of the cities of the old Philistine pentapolis, was supplicated by the Israeliite king is obscure; the ancient gods had their specialties and fashions. Notable in the present story, which appears so apocryphal, are these data of original local colour. 3. The term, the angel of YHWH, appears in the Elijah cycle only here, I. 107, and at v.15; elsewhere YHWH speaks to him, or the word of YHWH comes to him. The present term

1 For its location as at modern 'Ākir see Abel, GP 2, 319; but Albr. identifies it with Ḫatra, assuming shifting of the name, AASOR 2–3 (1922), 1 ff.
appears again in 19\textsuperscript{25}. For this figure, in addition to the BDD and Biblical Theologies, see the study by A. Lods, "L’ange de Yahvé et ‘l’âme extérieure, ’" ZAW, Beih. 27 (1914), 263 ff. The expression, king of Samaria, appears contemptuous. 8. The description of the unrecognized seer as a certain possessor of hair (so the Heb.) has been interpreted in two ways: as a hairy man, and so the Jewish tradition, the Grr., ὀ (Ὁ Ἰονᾶ ἤδρα) tr. literally), EVV, Chic. B.; or as a man with a hairy garment, and so GV FV, Renaissance scholars in Poole, margin of RVV, Moffatt. Modern commentators generally accept the latter interpretation and with right. John the Baptist’s garb of camel’s hair and a leathern girdle (Mt. 3\textsuperscript{4}) in imitation of his forerunner is sufficient commentary on the phrase. The garb was not one of simplicity but of professional austerity; similarly Samuel’s ghost was recognized by the mantle (1 Sam. 28\textsuperscript{14}); Elijah’s power was evidenced and transferred by means of his mantle (2\textsuperscript{8}, 13\textsuperscript{ff.}); false prophets “wore the hairy mantle for deception” (Zec. 13\textsuperscript{4}). It was indeed an ascetic costume, one still continued by the Muslim Sufis; see Montgomery, ‘Ascetic Strains in Early Judaism,’ JBL 51 (1932), especially p. 201, and P. Joujon, ‘Le costume d’Élie,’ etc., Biblica, 1935, 74 ff.; also for modern usage cf. Dalman, A. u. S., 5, 18, 165, etc. 9. Captain of fifty: is identical with Akk. ṭaḇ ḫanstā, and was an honourable title, cf. Is. 3\textsuperscript{3}; for the most recent discussion of the numeral term (Ex. 13\textsuperscript{18}, etc.) see H. W. Glidden, JAOS 56 (1936), 88 ff. In the repeated stories of the expeditions to arrest the prophet there is subtle progress. In v.\textsuperscript{9} the officer announces that the king has said [dibber], Come down!; in v.\textsuperscript{11} the command is imperious, the king has commanded [‘āmar], Come down quickly! Also the first officer goes up on the hill (v.\textsuperscript{9}), the second evidently summons at a distance (v.\textsuperscript{11}), while the third approaches the prophet with personal supplication (v.\textsuperscript{13}).

13. Omit as superfluous the third captain of fifty. The phrase, may my life be precious . . . in thy eyes, corresponds to Akk. napišīti ina pānika lišir (see Haupt, Šanda). 16. Omit with OGR., is it because there is no God in Israel for seeking after his word, an intrusion from v.\textsuperscript{9}.

VV.\textsuperscript{17}, 18 present a strange complex in the Heb., while the Grr. add to the complication. The passage also parallels 3\textsuperscript{1},
but with chronological contradiction. The following attempts
a critical presentation of the text. 17a. And he died according
to the word of YHWH which Elijah spoke. 17b. And Jehoram
'his brother' [plus with Theod. (see Field), \( \text{G}^L \) \( \text{V} \); 3 Heb.
MSS + his son] reigned in his stead, 17c. 'in year two of Jehoram
ben Jehoshaphat king of Judah' [OGr. om.], 17d. for he had
no son. 18. And the rest of the acts of Ahaziah, etc. The
addition of 'his brother' has generally approved itself as
essential in connexion with v.\(^d\); the Heb. 'hyw, 'his brother,'
would have been lost by homoiotel. before \( \text{tht} \text{wy} \), 'in his
stead.' However the writer may have assumed the general
knowledge that the two princes were brothers. \( \text{G} \) transferred
v.\(^18\) after v.\(^17a\) to obtain customary order. The intrusion
of v.\(^e\) was due to the concern for giving a regnal dating to II. 2,
the events of which must forsooth have happened after
Ahaziah's death. But the Hebrew interpolator has followed
an independent chronology and contradicted the datum of 3\(^1\),
which dates the accession in year 18 of Jehoshaphat. \( \text{G} \) has
further enlarged the passage after v.\(^18\) with a transcription
of 3\(^1\), "And Joram b. Ahab reigned over Israel in Samaria
12 years, becoming king in the eighteenth year of Jehoshaphat
king of Judah." \( \text{G}^L \) has then for economy's sake omitted
most of this regnal datum in 3\(^1\). Further the OGr. have
continued here with repetition of 3\(^2\). 3. Benzinger, Stade,
\( \text{Sanda}, \) Olmstead (\( \text{AJSL} \) 31, 178 f.) prefer the Greek text as
preserving the original here; Kittel takes the opposite posi-
tion, and the present writer agrees with him. The Greek
arrangement as formally more correct was the result of
editing.

52. \( \text{G}^L \) has a different order of statement, commencing with the
accession date, which St. prefers as the usual form; but \( \text{G}^L \) has
simply regularized the present form, which appears above, 15\(^2\).
Initial ' and might be expected, with \( \text{G} \), but \( \text{G}^L = \text{N} \).—53. \( \text{N} \text{אש} \) : Grr. (exc. u) + 'Jezebel.'—54. \( \text{Nאש} \) התיות יישהת ו' \( \text{אש} \) : Grr. treat
the objects as pl.—\( \text{Ad} \text{yn} \). Gr. B \( \text{G}^L \) \( \text{E} \) add II. 1\(^1\), following an editorial
usage in B \( \text{E} \) of making liaison between the two halves of a book,
e.g., at end of 1 Sam., 1 Ch. (see Burn.).

II. 1. 2, \( \text{אש} \) : by general use reducing the full spelling in
such names after the first instance (cf. II. 22\(^2\)), which many MSS
have also here.—\( \text{אש} \) : in 7\(^1\text{Th} \) of architectural network, here
'lattice,' cf. Arab. \( \text{šubbāk} \) (\( \text{Sanda} \) ); Jos. understands it as of a
staircase from the roof.—\( \text{אש} \) : \( \text{G}^L \) with doublet, \( \text{πρωσκθίσμα} \); cf.
Rahlfs, SS 3, 194 f.—תְּרֵי־אֲחָרִים: Grr., Ἀκκαρων (N Ἀγγαρων, cf. Akk. Amkaron), Ἠ' 'Accaron'; the developed second vowel is taken by some (e.g., Döllor, Šanda) as original; but old as this vocalization was, it was a secondary vowel-development, effected by the liquid; see the writer's Note on 'Alleged Intensive Formations,' JAOS 46 (1926), 56 ff.—תְּרֵי־אֲחָרִים: Grr. tr. with 'from my sickness,' and so for ἢ יר Jer. 1019, with 'my sickness'; accordingly St., BH correct to תְּרֵי־אֲחָרִים but there may be here survival of the older form in -ya, i.e., holiya, as in Arab. in similar contact.—For unarticulated η (also v.9) see GK §126, y.—Adfin. OGrr.‘and they went to inquire through him.'—8. נַחַל: so vv.4, 8, but otherwise in the ch. תועש, and so MSS here and v.8; ס be corroborate the fuller form as original; the shorter form appears elsewhere only in Mal. 323; there is no reason to find in the shorter spelling basis for criticism, with Kit., Sk.—תְּרֵי־אֲחָרִים: for the double negative see GK §152, y.—תועש: ס be om.; ס texts, 'god or prophet,' or 'prophet' simply.—4. תועש: the conjunction supported by Grr., needs not to be elided (so St., vs. Benz., Šanda), although in vv.9, 18 it is lacking. For the adv. ס ס be om. ס תועש, ס לְאֹטוֹ=אֲגַ, Sym., and so respectively below.—Adfin. Grr.‘and spoke to them' (Lagarde's text is to be corrected).—6. תועש: Grr. as תועש.—Adfin. SL a long passage imitating 1.1410, with 'Ahab' replacing 'Jeroboam.'—7. תועש: Engl. 'fashion,' as at I. 638.—9. תועש: see Note, 2118.—10. תועש: 8 MSS om.=ט ס לְאֹגָ, Sym., and so MSS here and v.9; but an independent tr. in Luke 944, with inf. ἀναλώσαι for the second verb.—11. תועש: ס תועש: a usual phrase even without preceding conversation; cf. Dt. 217, 1 Sam. 917, etc., and the use frequent in N.T. ס has for ס הַנְּתָנָה, which, as ס תועש, is accepted by Benz., Kit. (not BH), Šanda; St. rejects the word in either tradition.—12. תועש: Or. MSS תועש: read: with 3 MSS deR., ס תועש: Grr., ס; הַנְּתָנָה תועש: read: read, with MSS, as at v.10, and so here Gr. MSS B i.—תועש תועש: om. with 11 MSS deR., Grr., ס וו.13. תועש: ס תועש: B γυγούσσων=שַׁלְּשָׁב, then ignoring foll. תועש as superfluous; al. Grr., תִּפְנוֹת=ס תועש= תועש, 'a third,' generally accepted by critics (St. regarding it as scribal expansion); 'a third time' of ס is out of question. But in support of ס, 'a third set of messengers,' cf. 1 Sam. 1921 (Barn.).—תועש: OGrr., ס om., and so St. decides; but the approach to the person is to the point.—תועש: ס תועש: י avoids this unnecessary repetition of the subject, ס om. 'the third.'—14. תועש: Grr., although asterisked by ס as from the Three.—15. תועש bis: many MSS תועש, and some presenting the Kr. תועש (deR.), which must be read.—17. תועש: 1 MS om.; 1 MS תועש, MSS 178, 234 מ תועש, = MS g et χειρί Λλων.—For further criticism of the text see Comm. For the piskah-in-middle-of-v. see Note, I. 1320.—18. תועש: 7 MSS deR. pref. מ תועש ס; see Note, I. 167.
Ch. 2. Elijah’s ascension to heaven in a whirlwind: the endowment of Elisha with an extraordinary share of his spirit; Elisha’s operation of three miracles with the power of his master. Josephus (Ant., ix, 2, 2) only notes that at this time “Elijah disappeared from men, and none knows to this day of his end,” and so he is to be ranked with Enoch. Legend thus early enveloped Elijah not only with the miraculous but also with the mythical. His command over the fire from heaven (I. 18, II. 1) is climaxed here by his ascent in a fiery chariot with fiery steeds. This dominant feature links up, as Kittel observes at length, with the myth of the horses of the sun (e.g., 2311) and ancient widespread sun-myths. And in the dominant Jewish legend, which left Enoch as a subject for sectaries, Elijah came to be ranked with Moses, “whose tomb (also) no man knoweth unto this day,” and he became the Haggadic counterpart of the Lawgiver. The early development of this hagiology, occurring first in Mal. 323f. (EVV 43f.), appears full-blown in the N.T.; Elijah accompanies Moses in the scene of the transfiguration of Jesus (Mt. 17, Mk. 9, Luke 9), and there is the frequently expressed query as to Jesus’ identity with Elijah (Mt. 1714, etc.), although Jesus found the prophecy fulfilled in John the Baptist (Mt. 1712, Mk. 913). With this chapter properly begins the Elisha cycle; that prophet has appeared before only in the story of his call (I. 1915f.).

VV.1-12. The ascension of Elijah to heaven. The start of Elijah’s mysterious journey with his faithful disciple, who had some uncanny inkling of the coming event, was made from Gilgal, from which place they went down to Bethel (vv.1-2). The earlier commentators identified Gilgal with the place on the Jordan recorded in Jos. 419f., 59f., an identification patently absurd. Thenius was the first to correct this notion, followed by Keil at length, these scholars identifying the place with Jiljiliya (possibly the Gilgal of Dt. 1130), lying between Bethel and Shiloh (see Döller, GES 242; Abel, GP 2, 337). But this site lies lower than Bethel (774 m. vs. 881 m.), and so went down to Bethel is inaccurate. Šanda notes the rdg. of the Gr., ‘they came,’ and desires so to revise the Heb., but the Gr. is itself probably an intentional correction; the verb may have been used from the writer’s geographical
standpoint. Gilgal appears as one of Elisha’s centres (438), but later still is excoriated as a heathenish sanctuary by Amos (44, 55) and by Hosea (415, 915, 1215). The legend knows of a large school of prophets at Bethel (v.3), and of another at Jericho (v.5), of which some fifty members are numbered (v.7). These seers know what is to happen, and Elisha reveals that he also is in the mysterious secret. The cleaving of the waters of Jordan by the stroke of Elijah’s power-endowed mantle (v.8—see Comm., 18) reproduces the miracles of Moses and Joshua at the Red Sea and the Jordan. The double portion of thy spirit, for which Elisha asks (v.9), is phrased after the legal terms for the prerogative in legacy to the eldest son (Dt. 2117), as recognized early by Grotius and others. Elijah’s response (v.10) leaves the gratification of the disciple’s desire to the divine will; the latter must be found worthy of the sight of the mysterium; cf. 617, Luke 2416.31. Elisha’s cry after his departing master (v.12), My father, my father, Israel’s chariots and horses!, is one almost of despair, for Elijah was worth a whole fighting-arm to Israel. The same cry is put in the mouth of king Joash at the death-bed of Elisha (1314). For ‘father’ as a religious title cf. 89.

VV.13-14. Elisha’s return and repetition of his master’s miracle at the Jordan. The theme of the mantle parallels the incident at 1. 1919. 14. And he took Elijah’s mantle that had fallen off from him: repetitive of v.13, but with a different leading verb, there he took up. And he smote the waters, repeated: the repetition to be kept as emphatic (cf. Stade). See Note for intrusion in Greek and Latin MSS of an exegetical statement after the first case to the effect that the waters were not divided. Elisha not only uses the magical garment, but also invokes the divine Name: Where Is YHWH, the God of Elijah, even He? The emphatic pronoun is in line with the divine “I am He” of Second Isaiah, etc. The EVV, Chic. B., following tradition, paraphrase here with “and when he (Elisha) also had smitten.” See Note for the much vexed phrase.

VV.15-18. Despite Elisha’s protest there follows the search by fifty athletes of the guild for the departed master. In v.16 the spirit [Heb. rūḥ, primarily ‘wind, breath’] of YHWH, which may have taken him up, is thought of quite physically
and identified with the whirlwind; *cf.* the similar energy of the divine spirit in Gen. 19. See Note further, and for the subject at large Volz, Der Geist Gottes, and Das daemoniche in Yahwe (1924).

Vv.19-22. The healing of the abortion-producing spring at Jericho. The site is identified by v.18, *he was staying in Jericho.* The spring has been identified with 'Ain es-Sultān, near Jericho, the Elisha's Spring of Christian tradition. There is inexact parallelism in the statements of the noxious character of the waters: v.19 reads: *the waters are bitter, and the land is miscarrying,* but v.21: *there shall not be thence any more death and miscarrying* (sc. 'woman,' with the fem. ppl.). The problem arises as to mng. of 'the land'; if used in the primary sense, infertility must be meant, and so AV, 'casting of fruit'; but the Heb. verb is used (as the Grr. recognized) only of human infertility or destruction of babes. Accordingly the word is to be understood in the sense of the people of the land (*cf.* Gen. 11), with Thenius, *al.*, *i.e.*, human barrenness is meant. For such an effect of certain waters on women *cf.* the water of jealousy in Num. 5. In v.21 with slight change of pointing replace the ppl. with a differently vocalized noun = 'miscarriage,' and so as a noun RVV JV, 'miscarrying.' For further discussion see Note (at v.19). For the hygienic use of salt in Jewish and Palestinian lore see I. Löw, 'Das Salz,' in the G. A. Kohut Volume, 429 ff. It is remarkable that such an ample source of water as this spring should have become invested with a legend of so late a person as Elisha; in the original story there may have been no geographical identification.

Vv.23-25. The awful penalty on the little boys who mocked the prophet. The story reads like a Bubenmärchen to frighten the young into respect for their reverend elders. Very suggestive is Stade's suggestion (*ZAW* 1894, 307), followed by Šanda, but rejected by Kittel, that some shaving of the head, tonsure (so Šanda) was one of the distinguishing marks of the prophet's order; for Elisha was not an old man, and natural baldness is infrequent in the open life of the East. The prohibition of cutting the hair for the dead (Dt. 14) would have had no application to the ascetic habit. See Macalister, *DB,* 'Baldness' (with classical references to reproach of baldness), Ball,
EB 973 f. The bear (Ursus syriacus), now confined to the wilder parts of the Lebanon, was common in ancient Palestine, and appears in the Bible as a peculiarly fierce animal, paired with lion and leopard (e.g., Hos. 137. 8), which trait is corroborated by Usama ibn Munkidh (12th century) in his hunting experiences; 1 for Biblical references see BDD. The very exact figure, forty-two, for the unfortunate children, adds realism to the story; but for the figure as one of ill omen cf. 1014, and Rev. 114, 13. The appended itinerary for Elisha: And he went thence to Mount Carmel, and thence he returned to Samaria, appears to have little motive, unless Carmel is cited as a well-known pilgrimage objective of pious men. There is no reason, with Wellhausen, to amend ‘Carmel’ to ‘Gilgal’; Elisha had his fixed home in Samaria (53, 620ff.).

1. הָעַלֶּב: בּ o θεός.—see H. Derenbourg’s extensive publication in three volumes, text, translation, historical survey (1889–95), and P. K. Hitti, translation, An Arab-Syrian Gentleman (1929), and text from the original MS (volume wholly in Arabic, Princeton Univ. Press, 1930).
II. 31-27

discussion, SS 3, 268 ff.—אֲשֶׁר רָאָה: הַיָּהָה attaches to the foll. sentence, as 'also he,' i.e., Elisha, and so Jewish comm., e.g., Rashi, and so EVV paraphrase, 'and when he also had smitten'; GV ignores. Aq., κατερ αὐτον, cf. FV 'lÉternal même,' and so Keil as emphatic apposition. Sym., καὶ νῦν = ὑ 'etiam nunc,' as rdg. καὶ (e.g., 10:1), and this accepted by Then., Benz., Kit., Sk., and by Burn., with query. Grätz, Perles propose καὶ πάντα, 'where is he?' (cf. Gen. 37:16); but this only repeats the first question. St., followed by Sanda, Eissf., regards the phrase as gloss to דָּרֵי 10, making parallelism with Elijah's previous action, but fallen into the wrong place. The Grr., other than Aq., Sym., transliterate with αὐθώ (=localhost), which was treated as a mystical word by the Church Fathers; see Field, ad loc.—15. אַשְׁרָה: 3 MSS אַשְׁרָה=localhost. אַשְׁרָה: as the group is the 50 prophets of v.7, the phrase is elided by many comm.; but even if careless, it may well be original, with Sanda.—אֶת הַיָּהָה הָרְאָה: 'spirit' here, as human, is fem. with original gender, but 'the spirit of YHWH,' v.16, is masc., as divine, cf. I. 22:21; this by theological development, although 'the spirit of God' is fem. in Gen. 1. There arose confusion of genders; in Ps. 51 the suppliant's spirit is masc. in v.12, but fem. in v.19. In Arabic the same noun is masc., when used of celestial beings (Wright, Arab. Gr., 1, 182). In the Syriac Church the 'Holy Spirit' was masculinized. Syr. נֵלָשׁ is masc., when used for 'person.'—16. הוֹר: St. deletes, as taken from I. 18:12, 22:24.—הֲאָשֶׁר: Kt. =תהאכן, which is strictly correct;Kr. תַּחַךְ.—17. תַּחַךְ: 2 MSS תַּחַךְ=localhost פ; cf. I. 21:20.—19. רְעיָה: localhost פ 'this city.'—אַשְׁרָה: localhost פ simplified by omitting the noun and making the ppl. refer to the waters, atekouwta; the other Grr. understood 'in its primary sense of the Kal atekouwmenh.' In v.21 localhost פ translates exactly with θανάτος κ. ateky.; localhost פ tried to improve with distinction of genders, αποθνῄσκων κ. ateky. The ppl. תַּחַך is to be read as nominal, תַּחַך, 'miscarriage'; a causative mng. of the verb in sense of causing abortion is not elsewhere found, so as to allow that sense in v.19. See Haupt's lengthy but uncertain note.—20. תַּחַך: the form only in Aram. dialects, otherwise תַּחַך; for the vessel see Honeyman's study, p. 37.—21. תַּחַךְ BH, תַּחַךְ Bär, Ginsb.; in v.22 the verb is treated as תַּחַך: 60 MSS, edd., תַּחַך=localhost ת localhost פ.—22. רְעיָה: Kr. תַּחַךְ and so MSS Kt.—23. תַּחַךְ: localhost פ with a doublet, 'and stoned him'=localhost, rendering of a perverted rdg., תַּחַך (Klost.).—תַּחַך 20; localhost פ, and so St approves; 1 MS Ken. om. תְּחַך 20.—24. רְעיָה: localhost פ 'after them.'

31-3. The accession and character of Jehoram king of Israel. A modification is made in the condemnation of this Northern king, the last of his line, to the effect that he did what was evil in the eyes of YHWH, only not like his father and mother; and he removed the Baal-pillar that his father had made. But
to the sin [sing. with Grr., vs. בַּל, as demanded by the following pron. suffix form] of Jeroboam ben Nebat, who brought guilt upon Israel, did he cleave, not turning away from it. Cf. the similar leniency of judgment upon the last king, Hosea (17b); but the original guilt of Jeroboam was entailed to its bitter end upon the North. The ‘Baal-pillar’ (which is pluralized in בַּל) may possibly be translated ‘Baal-image,’ following the interpretation by Dhorme (L’Évolution religieuse d’Israël, 1, 161 ff.); he identifies the Heb. massaḇāh with the related word nēṣib, appearing in Old Aramaic inscriptions with mg. of ‘image,’ namely one on a colossal statue of the god Hadad, registering ‘this statue of Hadad,’ and another on a statue erected by the dedicator to the memory of his father; see the Hadad inscr., lines 1, 14, the Panammuwa inscr., line 1. The same phrase occurs in 1027. See Cooke, NSI 103, for a study of the widespread word.

Vv.4-27. The war of the kings of Israel, Judah, and Edom against Mesha king of Moab; their successful incursion into the south of Moab, and siege of Kerak, but their subsequent panic and retreat by reason of Mesha’s dread sacrifice. Cf. Ant., ix, 3. The narrative is a capital example of a ‘prophetic’ popular story of an actual historical event, supplemented by the unique Hebraic stele of the Moabite Mesha.1 The pertinent part of the inscription relates as follows (lines 4 ff.): ‘Omeri king of Israel afflicted Moab many days, because Chemosh was angry with his land. And his son succeeded him, and he too said: I will afflict Moab in my days. He said [understand ‘so’?]. And I gazed upon him [i.e., in triumph, cf. Ps. 118] and upon his house. And Israel perished

1 Discovered by the Rev. F. Klein, Aug. 19, 1868 at Daibon (so Gr. Δαίβων=Mesha’s spelling, vs. Biblical, Dibon), and now in the Louvre. For reproductions and interpretation see Dr., Samuel, App., pp. lxxxiv, seq., and EB s.v. ‘Mesha’; Lidzb., HNE 415 ff.; Eph., 1, 1 ff., 143 ff., 278 ff.; AT 5 ff.; W. H. Bennett, DB s.v. ‘Moab’; D. Sidersky, La stèle de Mésa (Rev. Archéologique, 1920), with history of the discovery and full bibliography; also the Biblical Archaeologies, e.g., Barton, AB 460 ff. See the Histories of Kittel (GVI 2, 258 f.), Cook (CAH 3, 372 ff.), Robinson (HI 253 ff.), Olmstead (HPS 388 ff.), Meyer (GA 2, 2, 326 ff.), Winckler (KAT 253 f.) takes a contrary view of the geography involved. For a brief discussion of the history see Burrows, WMTS 274 f.
everlastingly. And Omri (had) possessed the land of Mhdb’ (Bibl. Medebah, Is. r5^2, etc.), and he dwelt in it for his days and [a broken construction] half of the days of his son [the pl. is possible, the name(s) being ignored], forty years. And Chemosh restored it in my days. And I built Baal-meon,’” etc. Olmstead places the erection of the stele before the allies’ invasion, and so explains the circuitous route to the south to avoid the freshly fortified cities of Mesha’s construction, all N of the Arnon; but it is preferable to reverse the order of events, with Kittel, Meyer, Lidzbarski, the last-named scholar interpreting ‘the everlasting perishing of Israel’ as referring to the annihilation of the dynasty by Jehu (842 B.C.). The figure ‘40 years’ is a round number, expressing a generation, as frequently in the Bible, and cf. the regnal terms ascribed to David and Solomon. For attempts at figuration of the dates see Cooke, p. 9. Omri reigned 18 years, Ahab 22; but we do not know when Omri’s control began, nor is the latter’s successor evident by name in the inscription. There is no reason to dispute the datum of the Judean king as Jehoshaphat, which Lucian changed to ‘Ahaziah’ to suit his varying chronology.2

4. And Mesha king of Moab being sheepmaster —. The latter noun, nökëd, occurs elsewhere in the O.T. only in Amos r1, describing the prophet as one of ‘the sheepmasters of Tekoa’ (the noun being generally mistranslated in EVV). It appears now in an Ugaritic text, in the colophon to the first published long composition (Syria, 1934, 226 ff.; Gordon, Ugar. Handbook, 2, 62: 54 f.), entitling the dictator of the text as rb khnm rb nökëd, ‘chief priest, chief sheepmaster’; the term was thus official, i.e., royal sheepmaster, like ‘chief butler,’ ‘chief baker’ in Gen. 40^2. Cf. also Akk. ruḫu šarri, ‘king’s shepherd,’ for which see Note, I. 4^3. — he used to render to the king of Israel a hundred thousand lambs and the wool of a hundred thousand rams, i.e., as the Heb. iterative form suggests,

2 In vv.7, 9; in v.12 omission of ‘Jehoshaphat,’ naming the ‘king of Judah,’ bis. The several essential corrections proposed by St. (cf. BH ‘fortasse’) are all based on Lucian, along with arbitrary elision of ‘Joram,’ v. 6, in which case the Northern king’s name would have been entirely ignored in this Northern document. See Rahlfs’s discussion of Lucian’s chronology, SS 3, 270 ff.
annually. Is. 16, in the oracle against Moab, has been compared for the tribute of lambs (see EVV), but the text is hopeless (see Gray, ad loc.). RVVmg, JV, Chic. B., Moffatt make the tribute to consist in both lambs' and rams' wool, but the Heb. hardly admits this, while the ancient wool was drawn from rams, not lambs. 5. And it came about, when Ahab died, that the king of Moab rebelled against the king of Israel. 6. And king Jehoram went forth on that day (=at once) from Samaria, and mustered all Israel. 7. And he proceeded [Heb. went] and sent message to Jehoshaphat king of Judah, as follows: The king of Moab has rebelled against me. Wilt thou go with me against Moab to battle? And he said: I will go up (the phrase is military); as thou so I, as thy people so my people, as thy horses so my horses. 8. And he said: Which way shall we go up? And he said: The way of the steppe of Edom. N.b. the change of loquiturs without naming the subjects after good Semitic fashion. 9. And went the king of Israel and the king of Judah and the king of Edom. The presence of the last king appears to contradict I. 22, and also 8 below, according to which Edom rebelled against Judah in the days of Jehoshaphat's successor, and "made a king over themselves." However there may have been at this time a nominal vice-gerent of Edom. And they went a roundabout way of seven days in length; and there was no water for the army or for the beasts that followed them. The distance may have been reckoned from the meeting-point with the Edomite allies. 10-12. The despair of Jehoram, whose conscience strikes him, showing that the religion of YHWH remained the religion of the North despite all defections; the greater faith of the Southern king: Is there not here a prophet of YHWH's, by whom to inquire of YHWH?; the response of one of the Northern courtiers, that Elisha ben Shaphat is here, who poured water on Elijah's hands; Jehoshaphat's cheering response that the word of YHWH is with him; the concourse of the three kings with Elisha. For the inquiry after such a real prophet cf. I. 22. The appearance of Elisha, introduced as the disciple of his well-known master, appears remarkable; but corroboration of the active part taken by prophets in political history, is witnessed to by a Lachish tablet, no. iv.

13. Elisha pertinently castigates the king of Israel; What
is there in common between me and thee? Get thee to thy father's prophets and thy mother's prophets. The last phrase is absent in $\S$; if secondary, as is generally accepted, it would have been suggested by I. 18\textsuperscript{19}. The king's blunt negative, Not (a word of this kind) !, was intended to hush the prophet from such illomened language; he recognizes that YHWH alone is concerned in the present emergency. 14. Elisha replies with consistent bluntness, swearing by YHWH Sebaoth that were it not that I give audience to Jehoshaphat king of Judah, I would not look at thee or see thee! For this reason he relents. 15. And now, bring me a minstrel!—For it was the case that when the minstrel played, YHWH's hand lighted upon him. The Heb. syntax, unless corrected, demands such construction of the last sentence. For such excitation of prophets cf. I Sam. 10\textsuperscript{5a}, and Lucian, De Dea Syra, §43: "a multitude of holy men, pipers, flute-players, and Galli, and women frenzied and fanatical"; on the subject see Stade, Biblische Theologie, 1 (1905), §60. Elisha was a typical 'son of the prophets' in contrast to his ascetic master Elijah. 16. He gives the oracle of YHWH: EVV Make this valley full of trenches! But the verb is not imperative, but an infinitive of absolute action, as also in other oracles to Elisha (4\textsuperscript{13}, 5\textsuperscript{10}), and the sentence may be roughly rendered in English with: A making of this wady trenches upon trenches! 17. The trenches were for collection of the coming waters for the parched armies, for without sight of wind and rain that wady shall be filled with water, and ye shall drink, ye and your flocks and your beasts. For the wady in question see Robinson, BR 3, 555, and the most recent discussion by Glueck, 'The Boundaries of Edom,' HUCA 11 (1936), 148 ff., with extensive comment on this history; he follows his predecessors in identifying the wady with Wady el-Hesä; he also cites Musil, Arabia Petraea, 1, 83, 381, n., who states that the water found in this valley is at times coloured by the red sandstone, so illustrating v.\textsuperscript{22} below. The cattle (Heb. =flocks/herds) refers to the food supply, the beasts to the luggage animals. 18. 19. There is little reason to attempt to harmonize the cruel order for the destruction of Edom with the economic exceptions in warfare laid down by Dt. 20\textsuperscript{19}; war supersedes all wisdom as well as benevolence even in allegedly Christian nations. And every choice city.
a gloss through a double rdg.; see Note. 20. The event as prophesied came to pass on the morrow at the offering of the oblation; the reference is to the morning minḥâḥ, celebrated according to the Talmudic tractate Tamid, iii, 2, at the first blush of dawn. The morning oblation—here a purely secular note of time—was secondary to that of the afternoon, the minḥâḥ par excellence; see Comm. on I. 18\(^3\). And lo, water was coming by the way of Edom, and the land was filled with the water. The geographical note appears superfluous; there may be a play upon ‘Edom’ and ‘red’; cf. v.\(^{22}\). The phenomenon is that of the sail, cloudburst; cf. Josephus, Ant., xiv, 14, 6, for a similar providential water supply for the garrison of Moabite Masada in Herod’s time: ‘God sending them rain in the night, so that their cisterns were filled.’ For instances of the havoc of the sail see the writer’s Arabia and the Bible, 85 f. November of 1937 was marked by like heavy rains in Syria-Palestine, an official of King Ibn Sa’ūd reporting that at Dumeir, between Damascus and Palmyra, ‘he saw a flood five meters high, sweeping away everything before it, which forced him to turn back at full speed’ (N.Y. Times, Nov. 2, 1937). 21. The verb translated in the EVV with ‘they gathered’/‘they gathered themselves together,’ simply means ‘they were called out’ to military service. 22. For the red phenomenon see above on v.\(^{17}\); Šanda suggests a mirage; cf. also J. Euting’s similar experience in a neighbouring region (Tagbuch einer Reise in Inner-Arabien, 98). The interpretation of the Moabite mind by popular report was absurd, but history has to record human absurdities. 24. And they came to the camp of Israel; and Israel arose, and smote Moab, and they (Moab) fled before them, and they (Israel) went in (sc. the land), smiting Moab as they went. The last sentence follows the Grr., and in one case the Kt. in part; for the dubious passage see the variant renderings in text and margin of EVV. 25. The v. describes with hyperbolic gusto the ensuing destruction of the cities, the ruination of every goodly field, the stoppage of every water-spring, the felling of every goodly tree, until (with the RVV) in Kir-hareseth only they left the stones thereof, and so similarly AV; JV with exegesis, until there was left only K. with the stones of the wall thereof. The clumsy Hebrew is simplest improved by omitting the
reference to the stones, reading *until Kir-hareseth* (alone) was left, which fortress the invaders now attacked, and the slingers surrounded it and smote it. The passage was early a crux to the VSS and Jos., all ignoring the name of the city; the first scholar to recognize it appears to have been Vatablus (ob. 1547), from whom it came into the Reformed translations. Kir-hareseth, the Kir-heres of Is. 1611, Jer. 4831, 36, is universally identified with Kerak, the southernmost fortress of Moab, an identification early made by the Targum to Is. 167; it appears to be identical with Kir-Moab of Is. 151. For this ‘impregnable fortress’ (so the Arabic geographers) see Le Strange, *Palestine under the Moslems*, 479; Musil, *Arabia Petraea*, i, 45 ff.; Abel, *GP* 2, 418 ff. Because of its strength and strategic position controlling the route to the Red Sea, the Crusaders made heroic efforts to possess it. 26. The king of Moab, hard pressed in the siege, attempted *to break through to the king of Edom*. Comm. recognize the evident contradiction with the precision above of the Edomite king as Israel’s ally; Kittel tr. with ‘against the k. of E.,’ as though by a special sortie, and similarly Olmstead; others, e.g., Šanda, Skinner, regard that king as an unwilling ally; but correcting the common confusion in Heb. of *'rm* and *'dm* (as at I. 1125), it is best to read the king of Aram, with L and Winckler, and so Eissfeldt. Damascus would have been his natural ally. 27. The king of Moab sacrifices his first-born son as a holocaust upon the city’s wall in view of the besiegers. The parallel to this extreme sacrifice appears in early Israel in the immolation of Jephthah’s daughter (Jud. 1120f.), and it was practised by a later Judean king, Ahaz (169); *cf.* Micah’s anxious query, “Shall I give my first-born for my transgression?” (67). This awful sacrifice in political and private emergencies was frequent in Phœnicia.3 The effect of such a ritual was still compelling upon the Israelite mind. *And there came great*

wrath upon Israel—so RVV JV=GV; AV .. great indignation against Israel. The primitive implication was early ignored and forgotten; the Grr. have 'great repentance in Israel,' Jerome, following Aquila, 'great indignation in Israel'; FV "they had horror of it." The earliest commentator, Josephus, attributed the effect upon Israel to their 'commiseration' out of 'humanity and piety.' Rashi interpreted the effect upon Israel somewhat obscurely, "because their sins were remembered," and this view was still held by Keil. See Poole for very diverse interpretations of the Renaissance scholars. The word for 'wrath,' with two slight exceptions, is used entirely of Deity. Old English 'dread' might well translate the word, and more objectively 'panic' would best express it. The contrast between panic fear and true religion appears in Ex. 15:16, "terror and fear falleth upon them," and Is. 8:13, "He be your reverence and He your fear!" The Israelites lost all heart in sight of the gruesome act. It is not at all necessary to assume, with Kittel, Sanda, that 'the wrath of Chemosh' was once in the text, although the superstitious fears of the soldiery must have been much more alive in a land that was not their God's; cf. Jephthah's word to the king of Ammon (Jud. 11:24). The tale belongs to the popular prophetic cycle and uses the bald primitive lingo. There is no need to suppose with the last-mentioned scholars elision of the subsequent successful rally that drove off the besiegers; the connecting link was assumed e silentio. It is a striking coincidence that Moabite Mesha in his stele uses similar language, "because Chemosh was angry with his land."

1. מְנָשֵׁי: most Grr. om.—3. דַּעַת: read with sing. noun, as in similar cases above.—4. משֶׁ: 4 MSS יָשֶׁ, as in the Mesha stele; name also of a Calebite; the root frequent in S. Arab. names. The Grr. have מְשָׁא, as though rdg. מש, and so one Heb. MS; for similar variations cf. דָּשָׁ and דָּש, Num. 11:27, and see Haupt's note there in SBOT.—בָּדָּד יָד: בָּד קָוָקָב for יָד יָד, this error also in ע. texts; transliteration of the noun is kept in other Grr., exc. Aq., ποιμνιστροφος, Sym., τρέφων βοσκημάτα = Ι 'nutreins oves.'—גָּשת: א is a doublet. For the legal sense of the verb cf. 17:9.—יָשֶׁ: OGr. + τυ ἑπανάστασις = סָפָנָנָנָנ; an ע ל text, 'ex subjectionem,' doubtless an error for 'in subj.:' these present an original obscure gloss. Prof. A. D. Nock has suggested to the writer as the original noun, ἑπανάστασις, 'a rising
up to give another room.' ־ תבשרא : apposition of the material; see Dr., Tenses, §194.—
6. [יאצמנ] כב: MSS 30, 195, Gr. om. by provincial criticism, as in cases above.—7. כ"א: GL om. as not à propos; but the verb means 'to proceed to action.'—[יאצמנ] יא: be is expected (cf. EVV), but Г is supported by all MSS and by the preps. in Г and Gr., showing that the confusion of the two was very early.—
דו מובטח: GL has a doublet.—8. י"ה: B al., ²H as sing.—10. יאו : Г 'us,' as the pronoun expected.—11. י"ה: GL 'the king of Judah,' also MSS (N al.) with combination of both elements; similar variations bis in v.12, in the second case the change being supported by two Heb. MSS, and to be accepted.—
סאאאה: with Kt. of many MSS read י"ה; cf. similar errors, vv.13, 14.—12. י"א: B A al., Г as sing., and the like variation in v.15 for י"א.—13. י"א: cf. ²7.—15. י"א: generally corrected, e.g., by Burn., Haupt, БІ ('fortasse') to י"א; the apparently dubious syntax led Klost. to suggestion of an extensive lacuna, a rash proposition accepted by Burn.; but Г is to be maintained: 'and it used to be upon the harper harping, then (in a given case) the hand of Y. came upon him.' ־["א ] יא: 22 MSS deR., ähn =Г.—16. י"א: abs. inf. as in another oracle to Elisha, 414, and cf. י"א, 510; see EW., Lehrb., §217, a, and Burn.; Г ² with correct feeling for the sense have the passive, vs. imper. of Gr., Г EVV; but Jos. renders literally with aor. inf.—17. י"א: ²Л паремболаи умов, as though for ²י"ח, a correction largely accepted, e.g., by Haupt, cf. БІ; however Rahlfs (SS 3, 252) properly regards that rdg. as correction from в.9.—18. י"א: for disagreement in gender cf. v.26, also the numerous cases cited in ГК §145, е.—19. י"א: doublet of the prec. phrase, to be omitted with MS 224, ОГр.; the Кр. of '2 occurs elsewhere only at 1923.—
פננה: the root appears inappropriate, hence suggested corrections (see Lexx.), but Smend has shown that the verb in Ben Sira 135 means 'to suffer damage'; cf. also St.—20. י"א: ²Л et ²א כ: ²Л ²ל סדרה תָּה תָּה הָעָמִי סָוָה (סָוָה, סָוָה) ²ל מָדָה; cf. v.8.—21. י"א: an extensive doublet in ²Л. ־ י"א: ²Л A al., אָמּוּ, of which ²א מ in B N al. is corruption.—22. י"א: see Note, ²8.—
כ: ²Л om.—23. י"א: for Hof. inf. abs. with Nif. cf. a case, Lev. 1920, on which see Haupt's note in SBOT; the Nif. is expected for the inf., but ²ב implies alternative rdgs. for the moods. The verb with its unique mng. 'to fight' is denominative from כ: כ 'sword'; cf. Syr. root כ for Heb. root כ in v.24 (Burn.), and similar development of Arap. חָרָב in stems III, VI, X. Gr. tr. with μάχεσθαι to which ²Л adds a doublet with εἰπείν. For arbitrary corrections see St., and GB s.v. כ: כ II.—24. י"א: Кр. ²י כ and so Кр. of ca. 35 MSS Ken., deR. (deR. also noting a few MSS rdg. כ for כ, and so Г ² tr.); Гrr., כ, εἰπηθεύν εἰσπροευμενολ =²H ²; the Gr. rdg. was correctly accepted at the Renaissance, e.g., by GV FV AV; of EVV JV is alone in retaining
CC. 4–815. The Elisha cycle (with supplement in ch. 9).

4–7. Elisha’s miracle in behalf of a prophet’s widow in distress, effecting an enormous increase of her potful of oil. Cf. Ant., ix, 4, 2. The story is parallel to Elijah’s miracle in I. 1786. Marriage of the prophets is thus attested, although in general they appear as lodged in ascetic communities.

1. By a play upon thy servant (my husband) Jewish tradition (Josephus, T, Rashi, et al.) developed ‘thy servant Obadiah’ (‘servant-of-Y.’), with further expansion on the latter’s protection of the prophets (I. 184). The Hebrew law permitted the ‘selling’ of wife and children as chattels for debt (Ex. 217; Am. 26, 86; Is. 501), the practice lasting till after the Exile (Neh. 5). In the Code Hammurabi, §117, such servitude might last for only three years. 2. The word translated ‘pot’ is unique; it may mean only a small unguent vessel; see Note. For the high value of oil, also a great export commodity from Palestine, see BDB and Archeologues. 7. Read pay off thy creditor in place of pay thy debt, as the Kr. points.

VV. 8–37. Elisha as guest of a great lady; his promise to her of a child; the birth of the boy; the latter’s death some years later; the prophet’s restoration of him to life. (Josephus ignores 48–67.) The story is a parallel to that of Elijah’s
sojourn at the home of the Sarephthite widow and his resuscitation of her son (I. 17i.-). There are several correspondences of detail: either prophet is lodged in an upper chamber, in each case the prophet resorts to a form of treatment, stretching or bowing upon the body; the curt statement, there was no voice and no attention (v.31), repeats I. 1829. In each of the stories the feminine heart is well depicted, in the present case (v.16) with the woman's fear lest the prophet were deceiving her (cf. v.28), in the other with the passionate blame thrown in his face; also in this story there is the woman's true intuition of bringing the prophet himself to her house, not accepting his servant as intermediary (vv.25n.). The present story is much more elaborate than the other, with more actors and far greater detail, and apart from its literary character, as Kittel remarks, it casts intimate light upon social life in ancient Israel. There is the great lady (cf. Naaman, 'a great man,' 51), quite mistress in her own house (vv.8n.), who will accept nothing in return for her hospitality to the divine, refusing his offer to be her spokesman to the powers that be. Her reply of proud good breeding, I dwell among my own people (v.13), in modern terms, in her own social circle, reveals the ancient and abiding character of Semitic social life. The eminent place of the great lady in society is finely presented; cf. Buhl, Die socialen Verhältnisse der Israeliten, 97 ff.; Nowack, Arch., §27; Benzinger, Arch., §22. But the uncertain equilibrium of that society appears in the supplementary story, 810. As appropriate to 'a woman's story' we have the detail of making an upper chamber and of its essential furniture, bed, table, stool, lamp (v.10—not 'candlestick' with EVV); see Benz., pp. 98 ff., 104 ff., and the pertinent Dictionary articles. VV.18. 19. Lifelike is the story of the lad's running out to play in the harvest field, and natural his outcry upon the sun-stroke, My head, my head! Cf. the similar catastrophe in the death of Judith's husband (Judith 82f.). For the current holidays and their celebration, as expressed in the husband's reply to his lady's obscure determination to travel away, that it is neither new moon nor sabbath, cf. 1 Sam. 205, Amos 8, Hos. 213, Is. 13f., and for modern practice in Palestine, Dalman, A. u. S., 3, 12 f. For the sabbath see E. G. Kraeling, 'The Present Status of the
Sabbath Question,' AJSL 49 (1933), 218 ff., with full review of preceding studies, and with the conclusion that the sabbath was originally a mundane seventh-day holiday, independent of the moon’s phases, like the Roman nundinae (ninth-day holidays), in this agreeing with Meyer, GA 2, 2, 318, n. 2. From this story we learn how the sons of the prophets were sought for divine help, a custom universal in the Oriental world, with the excursions to ascetics, monks, muftis, etc. The story is somewhat diffusive and obscure as to actors and action, a characteristic of Semitic style, which leaves much to the picturing of the scene by the hearer or reader, and hence the constant insertion in the Grr. of changes for clarification, which have affected subsequent VSS, as also modern critics; see the Notes. However most critics find a clear narrative with a minimum of correction. 8. For Shunem see Comm., I. r3. 10. A little chamber on the wall: so EVV, exc. JV, . . . on the roof; the first term is simply upper-chamber, as at I. 1719; the second remains obscure, the Heb. syntax meaning a wall-chamber. See Note for various suggestions and the proposition to read, with change of vowel in ُِ, a cool upper-chamber. For the low Oriental table see A. Macalister, DB s.v. 12. And she stood before him: yet it was only later (v.15) that she stood in the doorway, and Elisha’s indirect conversation with her through Gehazi is puzzling at first sight. But the former phrase is formal, she presented herself; cf. the nuances of mng. of the verb ‘to come,’ vv.36r. 10 she came (on call), 2o she came in (the chamber). The intermediate agency of Gehazi, standing outside, was good manners, for a lady might not easily speak to a man in his chamber. 13. Thou hast been careful for us with all this care: so EVV=current English, “You have taken so much care for us.” Is it to speak for thee to the king?: so the Heb. literally. 14. Gehazi reports to his master her heart’s desire: She hath no son, and her husband is old. 15. The prophet bids him, Call her!, and when he had done so, she stood in the door. 16. Elisha addresses her directly: AV About this season [with marg. variant] according to the time of life; RVV JV At this season, when the time cometh round [with variant]. See Note for the complicated phrase, which has been affected by Gen. 1810. 14. At this season should be omitted, and, adopting
Skinner's original suggestion, the following phrase is to be understood as meaning 'according to the time of pregnancy,' doubtless a current polite expression. The happy event is foretold sweetly: *Thou shalt embrace a son.* 23. The Heb. word translated by EVV with *it shall be well,* is *Peace!* , a non-committal *All is well.* 27. *YHWH hath hid it from me, and hath not told me:* but in a subsequent case he has farsight (526). 29. *If thou meet any man, salute (Heb. bless) him not:* identical with Jesus' injunction of urgency upon his disciples (Luke 104). The same verb for salutation (brk) appears in 1015.

30. 31. Gehazi proceeds on his bootless errand; but the woman will not leave Elisha. 34. 35. A much more detailed scene of the treatment of the lifeless body is given here than in I. 1721. There the action is expressed by 'he stretched himself upon the child,' here by *he bowed.* This verb is used of ritual prostration in I. 1832. The verb gave great trouble to the Gr. translators; see Note for the numerous renderings and for a novel translation based on a transliteration in Lucian. The physical exhaustion of the practitioner is presented by his taking time off to go back and walk in the house once to and fro.

VV.38-44. Elisha's miracles at sessions with the fraternity of prophets. VV.38-41. Elisha's antidote to 'death in the pot.' *The famine being in the land:* the reference appears to be to the seven years' famine reported in ch. 8; either, as Kittel proposes, a lacuna precedes and the famine was stated, or the reference may be an intrusion in the story; the provisioning of a hundred men must always have been a problem. Elisha is represented as on a visitation to the fraternity at Gilgal (cf. 21), where the brothers were sitting before him, i.e., for instruction; cf. 632. The verb 'to sit' produced the noun *yēšibāh,* 'session, school,' appearing first in Ben Sira, 5120, and remaining still a current technical name in Judaism. These scenes introduce us to an ancient 'vita communis et contemplativa'; cf. the writer's article, 'Ascetic Strains in Early Judaism,' *JBL* 51 (1932), 183 ff. That such schools were also studious is proved by the remarkable literature that issued from the prophetic guilds. As head of the order Elisha acted as host. For the command, *Set on the pot,* cf. Eze. 243, with the following lively description of the boiling. For the
wild gourds see Post, DB 2, 250, and in particular Dalman, Sacred Sites and Ways, 81 f.: "(In the Jordan valley) creeps the coloquintida (citrullus colocynthis) with its little leaves and yellow apples, resembling melons, which Elisha's disciples, who were evidently not natives of the district, wanted to cook as food, but which are only of value as an aperient." Keil notes that the colocynth eaten in quantity can be fatal, citing Dioscorides, iv, 175. Oesterley and Robinson, Hebrew Religion, 89, adjudge the prophet's operation as a case of imitative, counter-active magic, a dash of good meal obviating the poison. There is to be added the discussion by J. P. Harland of 'The Apple of Sodom' in BA 1943, 49 ff.

VV.42-44. A miraculous feeding of the school of prophets. A friend from a distant part brings the prophet a personal gift of barley loaves and grits (see Note) of the first milling of the harvest—so the first-fruits, not here a ritual term. Baal-shalisha (cf. 'the land of Shalisha,' 1 Sam. 94), the home of the visitor, was identified by the Onom. with βαύθραμσα (and so the Grr. render here), 22 km. N of Lydda; but the name appears more exactly in that of the neighbouring Kefr Tilt (Arab. τυλτ—Heb. šalîš, 'a third'); see Abel, GP 2, 259. The prophet contradicts his servant's natural scepticism as to the sufficiency of food for the party with 'a word of YHWH' = Engl. 'enough and to spare!' The fraternity is here numbered at a hundred members; cf. the fractional figure, fifty, 27.16.17, and the hundred prophets hidden away by fifties, I. 184.

1. מוקי: 3 MSS om. ב. מוקי=Grr., ṢH; St. holds מוקי as superfluous, as did those translators; but cf. Jud. 41, יד פּוֲזַי נָהָא נַאоֹד—editar. 20. שַעֲלֵית: ש ל 'a servant'; מ: מ 'a servant of the Lord.'—2. מוקי: ש ל om. (E has).—דר, קר. ש: the Kt. survival of N Israelite dialect; like cases below, vv.3.7.16.23; these with variant manuscript tradition; see deR., Ginsb., and for such dialectic forms Int., §2.—2. מוקי: ש ל 2 MSS (50, 70) om., and so B al. (not E), avoiding the Sem. repetition; again St. finds intrusion.—דה: ש ל as verbal, αλεφβωμαί (E texts with further corruption); מ correctly γεγενεῖς=צ (A 'a little'); for the unusual development from the root יז, 'to anoint,' cf. ב (Akk. ziû, ב (Syr. gûz). Then. (cf. Burn.) renders ingeniously with 'an anointing,' a supply sufficient for one application; for attempts at correction of text see Stade-Haupt. But it doubtless means an ointment pot, with modern trr.; for the most recent study of the word see Honeyman, PEQ 1939, 79.—A. ב (no variant):
II. 41-44

Burn. well cft. Nah. 318 for the use of the prep., and there is no reason, with Grätz, St., to read 'א after Gr. ר"ש; the general textual change is in the opposite direction.—םר: OGr. om.—

[Text continues with detailed analysis of Hebrew passages, focusing on grammar, syntax, and interpretation.]
v. 17 (where it means 'at the set time') under the influence of Gen. 18. For ἀσήματον ἄτομον, etc., the MSS both here and in Gen. have only make-shifts.—Elisha, but and the Heb. then reads smoothly, and it is not necessary to change foll. ἀναφέρειν with Grr. and some critics.—20. ἅσις: Σ Δ ΣH ΣH as though parallels (so BH as 'probable'); but the boy was too big for such a posture; Σ as Hif.—23. ἄναπατη: the Kt. presents the archaic vowel-ending.—25. ἀναπάτητη: Σ (B A al.) read as 2nd pers. masc. addressed to the servant.—26. ἅσις: MS ἄσις = Gr.—At end of v. ΣL has as plus a repetitive narrative of G.'s fulfilment of orders.—27. ἄναπατη: Σ arbitrary plus, 'and from thee.'—34. ἅσις: Gr. MSS g j n, Σ plus 'and his soles on his soles.'—23. ἄναπατη: also v. 35, and in I. 18 of Elijah's religious prostration, the verb being not otherwise known; the verb there = Gr. ἐκφθανον = ΣL here (with the root ἄθον). Here Σ διεκάμψεν; ΣH MSS + Σ τέκνεν ἐκ προσωπον; ΣL τεκαμύσεν, with doublet in variant forms, ἀραδάν, ἁγαδᾶν, ἔγαλαδ. These renderings recur in v. 35 along with further expressions: Σ τεκαμύσεν, ΣH τεκακυλύσεν (= ΣH root ἄπατη); ΣL with three variants, τεκαμύσεν, επτευσεν, ἐνδρώσατο, i.e., altogether renderings with some five Gr. verbs and one transliteration. The verb ἐκφθανον is repetition from I. 17; see Rahlfs, SS 3, 196, Benz., p. xvi. The transliteration γαδᾶ and the verbs διακάμπτεν, συνκάμπτεν, ἀνδρίζειν (the latter also used in obscene sense), which have not been explained, represent the rdg. תַּחַת, i.e., the Arab. root 'to fight, to act strenuously,' as in the well-known noun for the Holy War, jihād; it would then mean here the vigorous application of body to body. Correction of Σ might accordingly be made here; at all events it is of interest that this Arab. root was known to the early Greek translators.—35. ἄσις: the only other instance of this root is in Targ. to Job 41 = Heb. בַּשְּׁל (see Burn.), and so Rashi, Kimchi tr. here; sneezing is a sign of life and of expulsion of demons (so Haupt). ΣV 'he yawned.' Grr. generally om. the verb, and so ΣH, or repeat various renderings of רַחַית; ΣL διεκάμψεν.—36. ἀναπάτης: I MS ἀναπάτης = ΣGrr.

38. ἄσις: B+ om.—39. ἄσις: Grr. om. (cf. ΣH), either from identification of the subject with the servant, or by haplog. of εἰσφέρει. —26. ἄσις, MSS also with piene-spellings: Grr., ἀρμαθ; other VSS with indefinite renderings; see Jastrow, Dict., for the Talmudic identification.—־אַשְׁנָה מְכָה: 'a wild vine,' cf. Heb. יַשְּׁנָה; Grr. tr. 'א with 'in the field,' exc. ΣL properly with ἀγράν.
II. 51-27

Sebir נמצית, and so MSS; for the gender of נמצית cf. I. 19β.—אנו: 2 MSS om., and so B al.; A גל ל have.—ל kaps: גל כ ס פ as sing., approved by St.; but the general ignorance is the point.—40. נמצית: Grr. in general a sing., A ה 개 pl.; again there is no reason, with St., to correct ה.—נמצש: 'to some'; or to be corrected to 'נה'; ה ה om.—נמצש: Grr., exc. גל as נמצש.—41. נמצית: 16 MSS אפ=VSS; St. defends ה as a case of ellipsis, and Haupt cites GK §167, a, in support.—נמצש: ה can be defended as case of apoposis of the subject; St., Sanda argue that the prophet was the actor in the original story; Grr. as impv. pl.; Haupt would read as juss., נמצש. 2ο : גל ה (have obelizes) + 'Elisha to Gehazi his servant,' גל+'E. to G.'—נמצש: Grr. expand with eti (והיכ) and so ה—he: Grr. as 'נמצש; the full name was prob. 'נמצש (so St.): ה 'city of giants'; ת 'a city of the Darom.' ל: ה ה variously om.—נמצש: Lev. 214, 2311+; prob. with ת ה 'fresh grits'; cf. Sanda; Grr., פולאבות, a form of fruit cakes, as at 1 Sam. 2518.—נמצש: the noun is otherwise unknown; of the Grr. A transliterates, בקלוֹל (MS י קקלוֹל) ה; the others om., exc. N, إن קוֹבָד אָבּוּ, 'in his wallet,' and so for the noun a citation from Theod. in ה. Lagarde on basis of the Gr. transliteration suggested corruption in the Heb., for which see GB.—נמצש: Grr., exc. 44, the pl., which St. prefers; but the prophet is dealing with his servant, as the sequel shows.—44. נמצש: OGrr. om. as superflores.

Ch. 5. Elisha's healing of the Syrian Naaman's leprosy; the sequel, Gehazi's greed and his affliction with the disease. The story is brilliant in its representation of the international manners of the age, as also in its fine sketching of the actors. Naaman, whose name is good Syrian—it appears now in the Ugaritic tablets—was commandant of the king of Aram, i.e., of Damascus, as the reference to its waters shows. The king's name is not given (but it appears as Ben-Hadad in 87), nor is that of the king of Israel; herein the history fails; if authentic, the scene must have occurred in one of the numerous interims of the constant warfare (cf. I. 20), with which the history of the Crusades may be compared. It is in vain, as with Sanda, to date the story exactly. Naaman was a leper. The Hebrew term is broadly generic, covering a large variety of scabious diseases, being used even of mould in houses. The O.T. references are quite contradictory; the disease might be curable, e.g., the diagnosis and treatment; in Lev. 13; or it might be permanent, as in Gehazi's case, infra. The patient should be kept in strict quarantine, e.g.,
Lev. 15\textsuperscript{5}, etc., an ancient regulation, as appears in the story of the four lepers, 7\textsuperscript{3ff.}; yet Naaman remained in good society, and was not under taboo, while the afflicted Gehazi was still a member of society in later story (8\textsuperscript{4ff.}).\footnote{See BDD, \textit{JE}, s.v. 'Leprosy,' W. Ebstein, \textit{Die Medizin im A.T.}, 75 ff.; also Haupt's note in his \textit{Numbers}, p. 45, expressing doubt whether there is a single case in the O.T. of true leprosy, \textit{elephantiasis Gracorum}, as it was known to the ancients. The malady was also known to Hippocrates as the Phoenician disease.}

A captive Israelite maid has pity on her master—a delicate touch in the story—and suggests to her mistress that he might be cured by the \textit{prophet in Samaria} (v.\footnote{For the Hittite letter (text in H. H. Figulla and E. F. Weidner, \textit{Keilschrifttexte aus Boghazk"{o}i}, 1 [1916], 10) see F. Bilabel, \textit{Gesch. Vorderasiens u. Aegyptens}, 1 (1927), 156, 294, and for the Egyptian story \textit{ARE} 3, 188 ff.} 3). Naaman carries the suggestion to the king, who at once gladly dispatches his favourite minister to the king of Israel with a letter written in due form (v.\footnote{For the Hittite letter (text in H. H. Figulla and E. F. Weidner, \textit{Keilschrifttexte aus Boghazk"{o}i}, 1 [1916], 10) see F. Bilabel, \textit{Gesch. Vorderasiens u. Aegyptens}, 1 (1927), 156, 294, and for the Egyptian story \textit{ARE} 3, 188 ff.} 6—\textit{n.b.} the epistolary \textit{And now}, for which see Note), and with a handsome present. Such an instance of international medical courtesy is corroborated by earlier ancient sources. A long letter from Hattushil, king of the Hittites, to Kadashmanturgu king of Babylon (ca. 1275 B.C.), contains an extensive memorandum in reply to an inquiry concerning the whereabouts of a Babylonian physician (\textit{asū}) and an exorcist (\textit{āšipu}), who had been sent to the Hittite court, but had never returned. And a late copy of an ancient Egyptian story tells of the mission of the god Khonsu, sent by Ramses II to the king of Hatti to cure his daughter, and how the devil was expelled.\footnote{See BDD, \textit{JE}, s.v. 'Leprosy,' W. Ebstein, \textit{Die Medizin im A.T.}, 75 ff.; also Haupt's note in his \textit{Numbers}, p. 45, expressing doubt whether there is a single case in the O.T. of true leprosy, \textit{elephantiasis Gracorum}, as it was known to the ancients. The malady was also known to Hippocrates as the Phoenician disease.} The Israelite king is represented as in an excessive quandary, \textit{he rent his clothes} (v.\footnote{For the Hittite letter (text in H. H. Figulla and E. F. Weidner, \textit{Keilschrifttexte aus Boghazk"{o}i}, 1 [1916], 10) see F. Bilabel, \textit{Gesch. Vorderasiens u. Aegyptens}, 1 (1927), 156, 294, and for the Egyptian story \textit{ARE} 3, 188 ff.} 7)—an ironical touch, or just the talk of the town that was brought to Elisha? The latter is presented as having a house in Samaria, and yet he was last in Shunem; in the next story we find him again by the Jordan (6\textsuperscript{1ff.}), then at Dothan (6\textsuperscript{19}), but thereafter once more in Samaria (6\textsuperscript{24ff.})—\textit{i.e.}, there is no biographical sequence. He hears of the consternation at court, and solemnly bids the king to send the suppliant to him, that the latter (at least) \textit{may know that there is a prophet in Israel} (v.\footnote{For the Hittite letter (text in H. H. Figulla and E. F. Weidner, \textit{Keilschrifttexte aus Boghazk"{o}i}, 1 [1916], 10) see F. Bilabel, \textit{Gesch. Vorderasiens u. Aegyptens}, 1 (1927), 156, 294, and for the Egyptian story \textit{ARE} 3, 188 ff.} 8). Naaman comes to the prophet's house with full cavalcade (vv.\footnote{For the Hittite letter (text in H. H. Figulla and E. F. Weidner, \textit{Keilschrifttexte aus Boghazk"{o}i}, 1 [1916], 10) see F. Bilabel, \textit{Gesch. Vorderasiens u. Aegyptens}, 1 (1927), 156, 294, and for the Egyptian story \textit{ARE} 3, 188 ff.} 9ff.), but Elisha vouchsafes him no interview (\textit{cf.}}
simply sends him a message to go and wash in the Jordan seven times, and so he would be cleansed. Naaman was indignant; he had thought that the prophet would honour him with his presence, would stand . . . and wave his hand towards the spot (of the disease), and exorcise the be-lepered (sore) (v. 11). The lordly exorcising gesture he expected is the same as that practised by Moses and Aaron in the invocation of the plagues, by the 'stretching out of the hand,' or of 'the rod,' and in the miracle at the Red Sea (Ex. 8, etc., 14 21). He is further disgusted that the muddy waters of Israelite Jordan are prescribed, and not the pure, cool streams of the Damascus oasis, the names of which are uniquely given (v. 12). However (vv. 13, 14) following the advice of his servants (their assumed title for him, 'My father,' is to be corrected—see Note) he went down and he dipped seven times in the Jordan (Grr. with the verb 'to baptize' as in later use—cf. the sanctity of these waters in the N.T. and in the Mandaic tradition), and his flesh became again like the flesh of a little child, and he was clean. He returns to Elisha, and confesses that there is no God in all the earth but in Israel (cf. the Muslim cry, "No god but Allah"), involuntary profession of the happy convalescent. He begs him to take a present, literally a blessing, in courteous Oriental language, but the prophet refuses (vv. 15, 16). Thereupon he asks the prophet's approval of his taking some of the holy soil of YHWH's land (cf. Zech. 2 18), on which he may worship, for hereafter he will not celebrate holocaust and sacrifice to other gods, but to YHWH (v. 17). But he begs indulgence for one exception (v. 18): In this matter may YHWH pardon thy servant! When my lord comes into the house of Rimmon to worship there, and he leaning on my hand (the same courtly expression as title in 7 2, 17), and I am to worship in the house of Rimmon, upon my worshipping in the house of Rimmon YHWH pardon thy servant for this thing! This repetitious line of talk has been subject of variations in the VSS and of modern criticism (see Note), but it is best to let it stand. The prophet approves with his pax tecum (v. 19). This indulgence has ever since been a stumbling-block to orthodox scholars, beginning with Lucian, who inserted a face-saving clause (see Note). But while YHWH was God of the whole world (cf. v. 13), his worship was not obligatory
on others than Israel; cf. the (probably late) declaration in Mic. 4. Rimmon is the well-known Ramman of the Assyro-Babylonian pantheon, a name and phase of Addu-Hadad (see Comm., I. 15). He appears to have been domesticated in Damascus; Ben-Hadad of loc. cit. was son of Tab-Rimmon. In spite of his master's refusal of the proposed generous gift, Gehazi, that very disagreeable servant (e.g., 4:25ff.), resolves to profit from this Syrian, and follows after him (vv. 20ff.). He had his lie ready to hand, and receives from the generous benefactor double of the gift he had asked for, although slyly he allows the donor to urge it upon him. He brings the gift home and hides it. But the second-sight of his master uncovers his lie, and he is given an appropriate doom: the leprosy of Naaman shall adhere to thee and thy seed forever. And so it befell the servant: he went from his presence be-lepered like snow. Cf. the diagnosis of 'white' phenomena of the disease in Lev. 13, and Herodotus's report of kindred diseases in Persia, λεπρα and ληπτη (i, 138).

1. Introduction of Naaman the Syrian commander-in-chief, a great man before his lord; cf. the phrase, 'a great woman,' 4. There is a remarkable expression of early Hebrew religion in the statement that by him YHWH had given deliverance to Aram, although this included victory over Israel, as the story proceeds to detail. And the man was a doughty soldier, a leper (Heb. a ppl., be-lepered): this clumsy sentence is paraphrased in EVV; the first attribute should be excised as gloss of preceding 'great man'. 3. Recover him of his leprosy: so EVV, recent translations varying with the verbs 'cure,' 'relieve.' The verb cannot be explained from the Heb., and is an importation from a well-known Akkadian root, signifying exorcism, etc.; here the man is the object, in v. 11 the sore spot. Note that the language belongs to the Syrian milieu. 5. For the specie values see the Archæologies of Nowack (§§36, 37), Benzinger (§§41, 42). Sanda proposes that the gold was double the value of the silver, and that here the talent

3 See KAT 442 ff., Deimel, Pantheon Babylonicum; while the god may not have been Western, he was early domesticated in the West; e.g., 'the mourning of Hadad-Rimmon in the valley of Megiddo,' Zech. 12. Sanda properly cites the Libanese place-name, Brummana, derived from Bêt-R.
is reckoned after the older usage of 3600 shekels, or else with
the later equivalence of 3000 shekels the 6000 of gold would
have been stated as two talents. The figures indeed appear
to be extravagant, story-wise. 12. Abananah and Pharpar:
the former name (Kt) is identical with Amanah of Song 48,
and so Kr. demands here; it is the Syrian Mountain known
as Ammana in Ass. records, neighbouring to the Lebanon,
doubtless the Anti-Lebanon. The stream is named after its
source, and is universally identified with the Chrysoas of the
Greeks, the modern Nahr Baradâ, the chief stream in the
oasis, while the Pharpar is identified with the ‘Auwaj, the
old name being preserved in the Wady Barbar.4 17. In re
the transfer of the holy soil Thenius notes this as the earliest
known example of a widespread custom; he cites the report
of Benjamin of Tudela (Wright, Early Travels in Palestine,
103) that the Jewish synagogue in Persian Nehardea was
composed wholly of earth and stone brought from Jerusalem;
the empress Helena similarly transported the holy soil to
Rome. 22. 23. Two suits (EVV literally, changes of garments/
raiment); see Note for the secondary character of this item
in v.23, and see below on v.26. 24. The hill: the word has
defied identification; it may be reminiscent of the city
quarter in which the prophet was lodged; cf. ‘the Ophel’
(the same word) in Jerusalem. 26a. Mystical language of
the second-sight is used here: Went not my heart, when a man
turned back from his chariot to meet thee? The Grr. are unani-
mous in interpolating ‘with thee’ after the first verb, followed
by modern translations, and so critics in general; but how
could so important an item have fallen out? The ancient
psychological phrasing should not be tampered with, as has
also been done with the mysteriously indefinite a man, or
some one (Moff.), vs. the usual incorrect translation, ‘the man,’
of some VSS, GV FV EVV; the seer saw ‘only in part.’5

4 For the Ass. references see Tiglath-Pileser IV’s annals for the third
year, CP 315, ARA i, §770; and for the rivers Robinson, LBR 446 ff.,
Baedeker, and Dussaud, TH ch. 5, §§4, 5.

5 For the extensive functions of the heart in the Bible, constantly
paired with the psyche, see Delitzsch, Biblical Psychology, sec. xii,
Cremer, Bibl.-theol. Wörterbuch, s.v. καρδια. For this case of second-
sight cf. Ezekiel’s experiences, Eze. 8 (idolatry in the temple), 1113
(death of Pelatiah).
28b. Is it a time to take the money, and to take garments and oliveyards?, etc., so H. Objection to this lies in the reference to the merely opportune, whereas the servant is castigated for his dishonesty; in the repetition of the infinitive 'to receive'; and in the details of real property, into which the cash had not been converted. Read with change of Kr. of the two verbs in question, and following the Grr. and their congers, also Y: Now thou hast taken the money, and (so) thou will take (all kinds of property)?, with sarcastic interrogation. Further, with a variant plus in most Grr., in place of 'garments' read (take) with it gardens, i.e., rdg. bô gnym for bgdym.

1. הַנִּנְנָם: the name in a Ugaritic genealogical tablet (Syria, 1934. 244 ff.)—[הַנִּנְנָם הָיָה [פָּרָה]: 1 MS, ג om.; vs. St., variation from the usual formula, e.g., 'host of Israel,' is no argument against H—[הַנִּנְנָם הָיָה]: G om., but not necessarily with a text different from H; for its early intrusion see Comm., and so SBOT, BH.—נַנְנָם: Grr. tr well with λεπρωμένος.—2. מְנַנְנָם: for the Gr. מְנַנְנָם, Thackeray finds the mg. 'bandits' (Sept. and Jewish Worship, 23 f.).—נַנְנָם: the phrase=נַנְנָם נֵר/נִפָּר. —נַנְנָם: cf. יָן, 'O that for me,' Ps. 119: see Burn. on the pointing here as of pl. constr., and so understood by T G; G has a doublet, k. דֵּבֵית התוּπ προσῳδέων, the verb=נַנְנָם (Burn.).—נַנְנָם: the desiderated mg. cannot be had from the Heb. verb, 'to gather' (cf. the attempts of the Jewish comm.) the verb here=Akk. asāpu, 'to exorcise.'—4. מְנַנְנָם: because of the aposiopesis after v.3 Grr. understood מְנַנְנָם, i.e., the woman spoke 'to her husband,' and then G added, 'and it was announced to the king'; see Rahlfs, SS 3, 26 f., 206 f., for correction of Lagarde's text.—5. מְנַנְנָם: "come, go!"; examples in GB 181b.—6. מְנַנְנָם: the introduction to the contents of a letter after the formal address; see Comm., 10f.—7. מְנַנְנָם =Engl. "just know!"; for the imperative phrase cf. 2 K. 21f.—8. Elisha the divine: 1 MS, G om. the first noun, G om. the second; cf. v. 20.—9. מְנַנְנָם: cf. מְנַנְנָם מְנַנְנָם, Kr. מְנַנְנָם; G שׁוֹבֵד הַנִּנְנָם ק. שׁוֹבֵד שׁוֹבֵד, הַנִּנְנָם יָנָם; G pluralizes both nouns; the collective sing. is to be kept.—10. מְנַנְנָם: Grr., αγγελον, which is rather asterisks, G om.; the verb alone is sufficient.—מְנַנְנָם, etc.: juss. and impv. are in correct sequence, cf. el. 11f. מְנַנְנָם read the second verb as מְנַנְנָם, "(the flesh) will become clean," which St. (with incorrect citation of the Grr.) prefers; but the verb is used of the person in vv.12. 13.—11. מְנַנְנָם: O Grr. om. because of their interpretation of the following.—מְנַנְנָם: 1 MS, B A N al. om.; there is no reason for omission, vs. BH; Naaman knew the name of Israel's God (cf. vv.17f.), as did Mesha the Moabite.—מְנַנְנָם: Grr., "and will set his hand upon the place,"
II. 51-27

 GLsizei exegetically, 'upon the leprosy'; similarly \( \psi \) 'et tangeret manu sua locum lepra'. The prepositional phrase is lacking in N al., is asterisked in \( \mathfrak{SH} \), and St. regards it as 'spurious,' an unreasonable judgment; the exorcising gesture was to be made towards the place (of the spot'); Sanda objects on ground of the narrow use of 'place'; but cf. the parallel \( \text{סְנָא} \) \( \text{שִׁפֶּה} \), Lev. 13:19. Kit., GB (p. 456), and more recently Vincent (Dussaud Vol., 1, 269, n. 2) proposes reference to 'the Sanctuary-place,' a notion long ago anticipated by 'certain scholars,' acc. to Poole, but again an invention.—12. \( \text{מָלִים} \): Kt. = Grr., \( \mathfrak{SH} \) \( \psi \); \( \text{סנ} \) Kr., and Kt. of many MSS = \( \mathfrak{IT} \) \( \mathfrak{SH} \) = Song 4:8; a case of labial variation.—\( \text{רָכָב} \) properly transliterated in A N al., abused in B al.—\( \text{תַּשֵּׁב} \): Grr. pref. \( \pi \text{a} \text{p} \text{a} \text{t} \text{h} \text{e} \text{r} \text{i} \text{s} \text{e} \text{r} \text{a} \text{t} \text{i} \text{v} \text{i} \text{c} \text{s} \text{i} \text{u} \text{s} \text{e} \text{r} \text{a} \text{t} \text{i} \text{v} \text{a} \text{i} \text{o} \text{n} \) reminiscent of v.10.—13. \( \text{יִשָּׁר} \): 2 MSS, most Grr. om., \( \mathfrak{SH} \) \( \pi \).—14: MSS 96, 151 om. With the usual interpretation as 'my father' may be compared Akk. \( \text{a} \text{b} \text{u} \) in titles of address, also the military term, \( \text{a} \text{b} \text{u} \) \( \text{u} \text{m} \text{m} \text{ā} \text{n} \text{ā} \text{i} \), 'father of the army.' There is much variety in the Grr.; OGr. om. the word, the Hex. translates with \( \pi \text{a} \text{p} \text{e} \text{r} \text{p} \), but Lucianic texts have \( \pi \text{a} \text{p} \text{e} \text{r} \text{p} \) \( \text{t} \), and so with the Three. Accordingly since Then. = \( \text{B} \text{H} \) correction to \( \text{t} \) has generally been made. But see Note on \( \text{t} \), I. 317, and Honeyman's identification of it with the present word, as with the mng., 'granted,' and so as conditional, verifying the Greek 'if,' which is expected before the foll. verb, and so inserted in the EVV.—14. \( \text{דִּיוֹן} \): 3 MSS deR. \( \text{סנ} \) \( \mathfrak{SH} \) \( \text{א} \).—15. \( \text{נַשְׁא} \) \( \mathfrak{SH} \) \( \text{בָּלִים} \); other Grr., 'Elisha,' and so in v.15.—17. \( \text{סָנ} \) = 'if and if not'; cf. 2 Sam. 13:28, and the positive expression \( \text{סָנ} \), 10:15.—16. \( \text{סָנ} \): \( \mathfrak{SH} \) texts \( \gamma \text{m} \text{o} \text{s} \), the original translation, otherwise corrupted to \( \gamma \text{m} \text{o} \text{r} \) \( \gamma \text{m} \text{n} \) (Ex. 16:26, etc.); see Rahlfs, SS 3, 288.—18. This apparently clumsy bit of diction has naturally suffered since the day of the VSS; for the latter reference may be made to \( \text{B} \text{H} \). The initial 'for this thing' appears duplicated in the final 'in this thing'; 'in my worshipping in the house of Rimmon' appears unnecessary, and this is evident origin of the correction to 'his worshipping' in the Gr. (B A al., but not \( \mathfrak{SH} \) and \( \mathfrak{SH} \), which would evade the notion that Naaman did so actually worship, i.e., in ritual acts, as the verb means. But the proselyte makes full and brave confession before the prophet.—19. \( \text{לָכַז אֵלַי} \): \( \mathfrak{SH} \) texts contain original transliteration, \( \text{א} \text{s} \text{x} \text{a} \text{b} \text{p} \text{a} \text{d} \text{a} \ t \) \( \gamma \text{m} \text{s} \) = an \( \mathfrak{L} \) text, 'in Chabaratha terram'; \( \mathfrak{SH} \) texts with primitive corruption \( \text{א} \text{b} \text{p} \text{a} \text{d} \text{a} \text{s} \text{h} \text{a} \text{r} \text{a} \text{b} \text{a} \text{h} \text{a} \text{r} \text{a} \) (cf. \( \mathfrak{C} \) ); \( \mathfrak{SH} \) uniquely, 'from the land of Israel.' The word \( \text{כ} \) occurs in Gen. 35:18, 487; see Lexxx., and Benz., Arch., 192.—20. \( \text{לָכַז אֵלַי} \): \( \mathfrak{SH} \) om.; 2 Heb.
MSS om. prec. יַשֵּׁי אִי ; cf. v. 8.—זָהַרְתָּיו : for consecution cf. 7, and see Dr., Tenses, §139.—ב. אָרוֹם : i MSSארוימ, 2 MSSארוימ; Grr. (exc. i) read the object AUTOV, and Τ supplied it with " and saw a man running "; the text gives a case of the uncontracted form of the verb; see Note, I. 1029.—וֹדָיו : correct term for dismounting, cf. Gen. 2454, and so ΣΣ καταγόονεσ (=Σ in Gen.): ΣΣ επιστρέφειν (=ΣΣ), borrowed from v. 28 to avoid the harsh sense of the verb.—ב. נַחְתָּנָה : also I. 1721.—יָשָׁר תְּמַלְכָּה יְבוּשִׁים : Kamp., Kit., St., Eissf. (cf. BH) eliminate the phrase here and in v. 23, as the 'fresh suits' could not be the object of there; but rather, with Benz., the phrase is original here, inducing the later intrusion in vv. 23, 28.—ב. כָּאָה : cf. 63, etc. ; ΣΣ om. ; ΣΣ επιστρέφειν, 'kindly !'; ΣΣ (A=ΣΣ) οὐκοῦν, as though שָׁלוֹם, which Rahlfss defends as orig. Gr. in SS 3, 288, but does not accept in his Septuaginta.—רַה : many MSS רַה.—ט מְשַׁלֶּה : ΣΣ om. ; rightly with Sanda, a phrase 'characteristic of Oriental good manners,' as vs. St., arguing, as the Gr. opined, that Gehazi needed no urging, and so BH, 'probabiliter.'—זִכְרֵךְ זֶרֶךְ בֵּית : בֵּית om., causing BH to note, 'prob. delendum '(!).—סְלַחְתָּה : the noun to be connected with צְלָח, 'mold,' Ex. 324; see al-Fāsī, s.v. (ed. Skoss, 1, 584), and Torrey, JNES 1943, 300 f. ; here and at Is. 322 it may then mean 'money bags.'—ב. כָּרָה : ΟΓrr. as pl., which St. (cf. BH) prefers ; but the chief actor is the proper subject.—יָשָׁר צֵלָח : Τ 'to a hidden place,' Grr., εἰς τὸ σκοτεινόν, i.e., as שְׁלַחְתָּה, and similarly Ψ 'iam vesperi ;' Τ texts have 'in locum obscurnum' (=Grr.), 'in terram Gaphela,' 'in terra Gophera,' i.e., these two cases based upon unique and exact transliteration, 'Gophaλα' ; אָל 'in side of a mountain,' with which cf. Rashi, Kimchi, 'in a lofty place,' with correct etymology.—מ. יֶשָּׁר [רַשְׁמָי] : יִשָּׁר is expected, but so all MSS.—ט מְשַׁלֶּה Kt. ; Kr., many MSS מְשַׁל : St.-Haupt retain the Kt.=םש, cft. r Sam. 1014, Job 8.—ב. שֵׁי : corrected by St., Sanda (cf. BH) to שֵׁי ; but the interrog. particle is not required ; see GK §150, a.—זִכְרֵךְ שֵׁי שֵׁי : Grr. plus 'with thee' ; ΣΣ 'was not my heart with thee ?' This plus has been carried over into modern VSS (JV in brackets) ; Moff., 'was I not present in spirit ?' ; Chic. B., ' was I not with you in spirit ? ' Other ancient VSS paraphrase : Τ 'in the spirit of prophecy it was shown to me' ; Ψ 'my heart showed to me' ; Ψ 'my heart was present.' Cf. a similar expression in r Cor. 5.—סָאָה : Grr., Τ שֵׁי 'the man.'—סָאָה : Grr. as שֵׁי, so also Ψ, for which spelling see Eze. 2343, Ps. 746 ; in Eze. 274 the mistaken Kt. as here. The interpretation as נֶפֶשֶׁה induced misunderstanding of the foll. verbs.—זָהַרְתָּיו נַחְתָּנָה שָׁלוֹם אָלָה : ΣΣ read both verbs as perfects, שָׁלוֹם ; then, with exclusion of B A, the Grr. have a plus, translating the second verb as future, and representing שָׁלוֹם with επ' αὐτῶν κεφαλής =שָׁלוֹם הָא. These corrections are to be accepted (see Comm.), following Klost., Benz., and subsequent scholars; see Burn. (who is doubtful), St. at length. The item of vineyards is
in line with the following list of real property, while 'clothes' of Heb. is repetition of the gloss in v. 23. T recognized trouble in this speech, and inserted after the above words, "and thou hast thought in thy heart to buy (oliveyards)."

61-7. The sunken axe-head made to float. The place of the sons of the prophets, where they sit before their master (cf. 4:38), was too narrow for them, and decision was made to move down to the Jordan, where timber was to be had in plenty for a larger conventicle. For the large trees still to be found in that valley see Abel, GP I, 213, noting the poplar, tamarisk, etc. An iron axe-head is dropped into the water; Elisha recovers it by a feat of imitative magic; cf. 4:38ff.

Vv. 8ff. The 'political stories' of Elisha begin here.

Vv. 8-23. The Aramaean military movements discovered by Elisha's second-sight; the troops sent to seize him afflicted with blindness, but honourably sent home. Any historical basis of this story is indiscernible. It is notable for the prophet's declaration, More are they with us than they with them (v.16), with which cf. Elijah's immortal challenge, I. 18:21.

8. The warring against Israel was that of guerrilla bands; cf. 5:2, and inf., v. 23. The Heb. word translated in EVV with my camp is a unicum; with slight change it can be read as from the same root in the verb at end of v. 9; read here, In such and such a place ye shall go down, the verb being used in the sense of military 'descent.' The two similar words are rendered variously by the Grr., Lucian developing the notion of 'ambush,' followed by Heb. and many modern critics, also by Moffatt, Chic. B. But the wish is father to the thought; the Heb. words must then be entirely ignored. 9. Elisha, true patriot, reports to his king the movements of the enemy.

12. The prophet was famous abroad from the Naaman episode; but there was also the fame of underground reports, as repeated in the local news of the Great Wars of 1914-18 and 1939-45. 13. The story places Elisha at a strategic point, in Dothan, at the entrance into the Highlands of Ephraim.

15. The Heb. noun, servant (of the man of God), is unique in these stories; with substitution of a word that could easily have been corrupted, read: And at dawn the man of God rose early and went out, and so similarly Moffatt and Chic. B.; see Note. 17. For the horses and chariots of fire cf. 2:11.
19. The distance between Dothan and Samaria is about nine and one-half miles. 21. 22. Elisha insists that the king treat his captives as honourable guests. His chivalrous inquiry has been variously translated or amended: EVV Wouldest thou smite those whom thou hast taken captive with thy sword and with thy bow?; JV Hast thou taken captive with thy sword and with thy bow those whom thou wouldst smite?—these variant modern translations indicating the problem of interpretation. $G_L$, followed by most critics, Moffatt, Chic. B., insert a negative, "whom thou hast not taken captive." But the complete absence of the negative in the other Grr. argues for $H$, as vs. Lucian, a clever adapter of texts. Read with EVV, and understand here a rule of war in the technical term, 'captured by sword and bow'; captives that had surrendered were not to be slain, and so a fortiori in the present case. It shows the prophet's generous concern for his prisoners, now become his guests. Cf. his gentlemanly, truly Oriental conduct towards Naaman (5:15f.).

2. שומא: $S^H$ has with asterisk; Grr. om., exc. MS v with ἐκπαίδευσιν, $G^L$ with ἐκπαίδευσιν (also corrupted to σκηνην), 'shelter'; see Rahlfs, SS 3, 207.—5. ועב: a few MSS pref. רַע; the particle is prefixed irregularly to the foll. noun, doubtless by careless gloss insertion. For attempts at correction of the text see Burn., St.—דגים: $G$ om.—דַּעָשׁ: $G$ texts (B al.), κεκρυμμένον (= $S^H$), error for κεκρυμμένον, $G^L$ N al.—6. רַעְש: Hif., but read by the VSS unanimously as Kal., רַע, which is to be accepted.—8. על ויעי: the same combination 2 Ch. 20:21; for this use of the prep. cf. v.11.—דַּעָשׁ מְעַלֹת: see Montg., Dan., on 8:13.—דַּעָשׁ: cf. סנהד, v.8. Here $G$ שַׁמֵּר וּמְעַלֹת=$S^H$, i.e., verbal paraphrase of the noun as 'I will encamp' from root תָּמ, $G^L$ תִּמְעַלֹת (so pl. in L Y) even וּמְעַלֹת arbitrary k. אֲפַיָּן (= L); the word in v.9 is rendered by $G$ $S^H$ with κεκρυμμένον, but by $G^L$ consistently with κεκρυμμένον. תִּמְעַלֹת tr. both words with sense of 'concealment,' Y of 'ambush.' Since Then. emendation to וּמְעַלֹת, וּמְעַלֹת, from the root 'to hide,' has been preferred by many, e.g., by Burn., St., Sk., but such a corruption in $H$ cannot be explained. Sanda sugg. דַּעָשׁ מְעַלֹת, 'encamp with me,' and below דַּעָשׁ. But it is best to read with Joüon (Méli, 5. 477), יָנוּר, יָנוּר, in line with the use of that verb for military 'descent,' e.g., Jer. 21:13, and so frequently in Syriac.—9. יָנוּר שֵׁנָא: $G$ Hex., 'Elisha,' and so v.19, naming the otherwise anonymous prophet.—10. יִשְׁחַה: OGr. om., and so St.; but the mg. is clear: "and he would warn it (the place), and it would keep on guard."—11. יִשְׁחַה: the second word is criticized by some for use of ו.
but this good N Israelite particle is appropriate in citation of a Syrian. VSS (exc. סֵפֶלֶן) ‘(who) betrays me?’ as though מִי יִבְטַלֵל from a supposed סֵפֶלֶן, which latter emendation is accepted by Klost., al. (cf. the suggestions in BH), but it is properly condemned by Burn., St., since the verb ‘to uncover’ is not used in this sense with the personal object. St. unnecessarily accepts Ew. ‘emendation to מִי יִבְטַלֵל, ‘of us all.’ The foll. מִי יִבְטַלֵל in the sense of partisanship is supported by Hos. 3, Jer. 15, Eze. 36, and cf. v. 8 above.—12. For the nuance of the bedchamber cf. Eccl. 103.—13. הנָא: MSS, edd. (see deR.), נָא; נָא might be expected, as in Song 1, with Syr., JAram. ; the form in -ָא may be due to artificial assimilation to נָא, or may be a genuine form in distinction from נָא, ‘how,’ v. 10.—14. בַּל כְּבַל: read collective sing. with סֵפֶלֶן, as in v. 15.—15. נָא: so all VSS (e.g., סֵפֶלֶן לְעֵיתוֹרְפּוּס), but a unique term for ‘servant’ in these stories; St. om. סֵפֶלֶן סֵפֶלֶן הָא לְסֵפֶלֶן; but a subj. is required; Klost., al. (BH ‘fortasse’) would read מִי יִבְטַלֵל; but closer to מִי יִבְטַלֵל would be an otherwise unknown noun, מִי יִבְטַלֵל, cf. נָא, ‘dawn,’ and n.b. easy confusion in early script of מ and ש. For the phrase בַּל כְּבַל cf. Ps. 127; Grr. ignore the inf., exc. סֵפֶלֶן with נָא מְרֵע.—16. הנָא: some 20 MSS סֵפֶלֶן; read נָא.—17. סֵפֶלֶן סֵפֶלֶן כְּבַל בֶּרֶר בֶּרֶר מְרַע: ‘horses-and-chariots-of-fire’; for the double regens in the constr. relation cf. Dt. 3, 2 Ch. 8; the fuller expression in 21.—18. הבְּרַע: also Gen. 19; Safil intensive=n to dazzle’; the root is closely related to נָא (leucoma); the latter is parallel to root בַּר; see Montg., Aram. Incantation Texts from Nippur (1913), 93, where a Talmudic formula of prescription against blindness of same etymological origin is noted.—סֵפֶלֶן: סֵפֶלֶן+n. the Lord.’—19. סֵפֶלֶן 29: B al. om.—20. סֵפֶלֶן: 20 MSS סֵפֶלֶן=Grr.; cf. v. 17.—21. וַיְבַטֵּל הָא: read abs. inf., וַיְבַטֵּל, with ת סֵפֶלֶן, and with the Gr. use of the ppl. for this syntax.—22. סֵפֶלֶן: carelessly omitted in some Gr. MSS, e.g., B; 2 Heb. MSS om. prec. verb.

621–ch. 7. The siege of Samaria by Ben-Hadad of Aram, resulting in starvation and actual cannibalism within the walls, and the Israelite king’s threat against Elisha as author of all the evil (621–31); the royal audience with Elisha, and the latter’s oracle of the coming relief of the famine, with the doom pronounced upon a sneering adjutant (632–72); the discovery by four lepers of the flight of the Syrian host upon rumour of an onslaught by North Syrian kings, and their looting of the abandoned camp (73–8); their report to the city and to the king, whose scouts verify their news (vv. 9–15);
the spoiling of the camp and relief of the starving citizens, along with the fate of the incredulous officer (vv.16-20). Cf. Ant., ix, 4, 4-5. This story is the most elaborate in the Elisha cycle, similar in its compilation of distinct anecdotes to the one included in the Elijah cycle, I.20, but there with 'the man of God' nameless. One definite historical datum is given in the story of the murder of Ben-Hadad by Hazael, and the prophet's concern therein through his second-sight. The epithet 'son of a murderer' cast at the anonymous Israelite king (632) need not be interpreted literally, and so to be understood definitely as of Ahab's son Joram (so Josephus, early comm., Thenius, Rawlinson, Wellhausen, al.), or of Jehu's son Jehoahaz (so Kuenen). The fairly contemporary Aramaic Zakar stele only increases the complications of our knowledge of the Syrian kingdoms. Nor are there indications sufficient to pursue critical literary theories, as with Benzinger, of two sources, paralleling Elijah stories, one of a siege of starvation of the inhabitants (621ff.), the other of a general famine, to which this evil (633) and the officer's scoffing inquiry about windows in heaven (72) would belong. Kittel holds that the story was originally aligned after the episode of the seven years' famine (81ff.). There is no basis for exact historical dating. However the narrative contains reminiscences at close hand of historical realities; e.g., a siege of Samaria by Aram, the reference to the Hittites and Musrites (76), as also minor details, e.g., the harrowing event of mothers eating their children by mutual bargain, with the king's human indignation, which he would vent extravagantly upon Elisha, and the humorous anecdote of the lepers' discovery of the abandoned camp. Also Elisha again appears in a political rôle, as in 34ff., here sitting in conclave with the civic elders, and assuming the offensive against the king in the spirit of Elijah and Micaiah.

25. An ass's head at eighty shekels of silver. For records of similar soaring prices for odd foods cf. Plutarch, Artaxerxes, xxiv, how the Kadisians "cut off the draught animals, so that an ass's head was worth almost 60 drachmæ," and Pliny, Historia naturalis, viii, 82, who relates that at a certain siege by Hannibal a mouse rose in the market to 200 denarii (if the Biblical figures seem absurd, they have parallels in other
ancient story!); these references were early made by the
commentators cited by Poole. 25. The fourth part of a kab of
doove’s dung for five shekels of silver. A kab equals about two
litres, and the shekel may be rated as a current shilling. For
the modern equivalents of these terms of quantity and price
see BDD, ‘Weights and Measures,’ the Archaeologies of Nowack
(§§35–7), and Benzinger (§§40–2). ‘Dove’s dung’ is the
translation of two distinct words appearing in Kt. and Kr. here.
The earliest interpretation of such an impossible food is by
Josephus, noting that this stuff was used ‘in place of salt.’
In support of this interpretation is adduced Josephus’s note
in BJ v, 13, 7, that at the siege of Jerusalem ‘some were
driven to such straits as to search the old dunghills of cattle
and to eat the dung.” Virgil’s ‘fames obscura’ and similar
Classical references are cited by Poole. Post (DB s.v. ‘Dove’)
quotes a Spanish author concerning a famine in England in
1316 when the people ate pigeon dung, but this may be only
a Scriptural reminiscence. Burney and Post hold that the
literal meaning is by no means certainly incorrect. Bochart
started a fresh and sensible interpretation (Hierozoicon, i, 42,
cited by Poole at length, cf. Gesenius, Thesaurus, Burney),
suggesting that ‘dove dung’ is to be compared with an
Arabic term for a certain herb, ‘sparrow dung.’ This inter-
pretation may well be accepted, unless we are to regard these
items as the invention of popular, almost humorous talk.
For drastic attempts at emendation of the text by Grätz,
Klostermann, Cheyne, Winckler, see SBOT. 26. The woman
makes appeal to the king in usual legal formula, Save! (EVV
‘help’), as in the appeal of another woman (2 Sam. 14:4).
27. If YHWH do not help thee: so the prevailing interpretation
in ancient and modern VSS; rather, Not so! YHWH save
thee! See note for various interpretations and attempted
emendations. 28. 29. For the tragedy of parents eating their
own children in a siege as a common occurrence see Dt. 28:56–
6., Eze. 5:10, Lam. 2:20, 4:10 (with ‘boiling’ as here); for historical
cases there is one in the Roman siege of Jerusalem, cited by
Josephus, BJ vi, 3, 4, another at Ashurbanipal’s siege of
Babylon (KB 2, 190; ARA 2, §794), along with cases cited
by Poole. 30. The king wore his royal dress, but privately
the dress of affliction underneath, as might be seen from his

13
high position on the wall; this note serves to explain his indignation at Elisha, the one spiritual potency, who was idly sitting down (v. 32), and yet responsible for the horrible incident. 31. The king’s curse upon himself, if the head of Elisha ben Shaphat shall stand upon him to-day, has provoked much discussion; it was a hasty curse, which he hardly expected to carry out, although the prophet, who knew of it ‘in the spirit,’ shut the door against any messenger. The translation of the following vv. exhibits the straits of the EVV in precising the persona loquentes (cf. Moffatt, Chic. B.): 32. And Elisha was sitting in his house, and the elders sitting with him. And he [EVV the king in italics or brackets] sent a man from his presence. Before the messenger came to him, he said to the elders: See ye how this son of a murderer hath sent to take away my head? Look! When the messenger cometh, shut the door, and hold the door fast against him! Is not the sound of his master’s feet behind him? 33. And while he yet talked with them, behold, the messenger was coming down to him; and he [JV the king in brackets] said: Behold, this is the evil from YHWH [EVV this evil is of the Lord]. Why should I wait for YHWH any longer? The evident difficulties have led to many drastic revisions; see Stade at length, and cf. the notes in BH. The one necessary correction is to read in v. 33 the king (melek in place of mal’ak, ‘messenger’). Wellhausen, in Bleek,4 251, n. 4, and Stade would also elide all reference to the messenger, reading ‘king’ in place of it throughout, and omitting “and he sent a man from him.” But Elisha saw ‘only in part’; it was the king himself who came, while the prophet expected only an underling, of whom he was afraid, and in whose face he shut the door. There exists at the end of the passage an anacoluthon as to the opening of the door to the king. To Elisha’s surprise the king himself appeared. The earliest explanation of the interlude of barring the door against the king is that given by Josephus, that the delay would give the king time to change his mind. This son of a murderer: a pure epithet, i.e., ‘a murderous fellow,’ as Winckler recognized (GI 1, 52), after common Oriental usage; cf. ‘whore’s son,’ 1 Sam. 2030. The final inquiry is one of profound impatience with God. Ch. 7. 1. The prophet’s reply in a brief oracle couched in terms of the market. Prices were
to go lower, but still remain high; a seah (EVV measure) = 12 litres (v. supra, 625); Šanda cites Mishna Erubin, vii, 2, quoting 4 seahs of barley at 1 shekel. Cf. the statement of high prices, rated by the shekel, in time of distress in the Panammuwa inscr., line 6, 'in the gate,' i.e., in the market; Šanda cft. the similar Akkadian term, ina abulli. 2. For the captain (for the official term, thirldling, see I. 922) on whose hand the king leaned, cf. 925, 1525, where such aides-de-camp are named.

3. And four men there were, lepers. For the disease see Comm., 51. 4. Let us fall away to the camp of Aram; the verb is used technically of desertion, change of parties, e.g., 1 Sam. 293. 6. For the panic (Lat., 'terror panicus') Grotius gives Classical examples. The kings of the Hittites and the kings of the Musrites. So the latter n. pr. is to be understood as of the Anatolian Musur-land, vs. Kr., Misraim, 'Egypt' (its kings would be an absurdity); see I. 1028f., and for the Hittites v. ibid. In Biblical use this name largely denotes Syrian states of one-time Hittite appurtenance, e.g., Josh. 14, Jud. 26, 2 Sam. 246, while in Assyrian usage Hatti-land meant Syria-Palestine; see KAT 189; A. Götze, Hethiter, Churriter u. Assyrer (1936); E. O. Forrer, 'The Hittites in Palestine,' QS 1936, 190 ff.; PEQ 1937, 100 ff.; the last-named scholar has full discussion of use of 'Hittites' in ancient records. He holds (pt. I, 197) that the author of the present story was unaware of the historical circumstances of such a siege of Samaria by Ben-Hadad, since during the whole of this period the 'Hittite' kings were allied with that king against Shalmaneser III (see his Annals for years 853, 848, 843, 841). However, we can hardly control the shifting politics of the Syrian states in that age; cf. the varying relations of Israel with Damascus in the present stories and the novel factors and events presented for a later day in the Zakar stele (see above, I. 201). For the hiring of auxiliaries—typical at large of ancient military politics—cf. 2 Sam. 108, Hos. 89, Is. 720.

9. If we should wait till the morning light, penalty will overtake us: Grotius remarks: "Officium civium est ea indicare que ad salutem publicam pertinent." Let us go and notify the king's house: so rather than household with EVV; Šanda cft. a corresponding Egyptian expression as surrogate for
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'king'; cf. Turkish, 'the Porte,' etc. 13. A lengthy duplicate appears in this v., one lacking in many MSS and also in the Grr. and $; it may be explained by supposing that the scribe of some archetype inadvertently repeated the last line of a column at the top of the next. There also remain problems of interpretation, which have been variously attempted (see Note): the following presents a reduction to simple form. And one of his courtiers replied and said: And (yet) let them take, pray, five of the horses that are left—those left in it [i.e., in the city—Grr., here], see! will be (in any case) like all the multitude who are already consumed. Such is Josephus's interpretation of the courtier's suggestion to his master's fear of losing more men (Marcus's tr.): 'and, he added, if others are captured by the foe and put to death, you will (merely) be adding the horsemen to those who have already perished in the famine'; i.e., five more lost will make no difference. The present is a typical case of the popular broken diction appearing in these stories, and so most difficult to render. 14. And they took two horse-chariots: Grr., and so Josephus on v.13, with change in vocalization, understand 'two riders of horses,' which is preferred by some critics, e.g., Burney, on the ground that reconnoitering is much better done by mounted men; but equestrianism was not a common art in those days; see Note, I. 15. 17. And the king having appointed the captain, etc., in charge of the gate, the people trod him down by the gate: so the usual English translation is to be revised. As the man of God spoke, who spoke when the king came down to him: omit the doublet, who spoke; Stade, Sanda preserve only the first sentence, regarding the rest as secondary along with the foll. vv. 19. 20. This extraordinary repetition of vv.16. 17 has been explained as the writer's moralizing reiteration for emphasis (so e.g., Thenius, Keil); but is now generally recognized as a secondary doublet; cf. v.13.

25. הניה: 4 MSS deR., אמה; but see above, v.50. — תשתה: MS 30 תשתה=Grr., $H (cf. Int., §2). — תשתה (so Ginsb, BH; Ginsb, 3, also MSS הןיתנה) Kt.; תשתה (Cod. C of BHṭ التشנה) Kr.: for ' in cf. אנה רעה 18. Kr. may be explained from J. Aram. אנה, 'flux' = Hebr. לשון, but the word would be no less cacophonous; see Gordis, The Biblical Text, 84, for such correction of obscene words.—27. נא: despite the accentuation in ה = ת, Grr., Jos. ('he imprecated a curse upon her'), it is the exclamatory
negative, 'No!'; cf. 313, etc.: $\Psi$ correctly, "Non te salvet Dominus"; Moff. translates: "'No, ... may the Eternal help you!'" $\aleph$ om. Most modern interpreters (soGV FVFVV) follow ancient models, finding here conditional syntax with jussives; see Dr., *Tenses*, §152, 3. Burn. (*n.b.* their doubt in this case). Jos.'s interpretation, followed by St., puts a low damnation in the king's mouth.—29. At end of v. $\aleph^b$ a plus.—30. בֹּ֑נְו: $\aleph^L$ as though בֹּ֑נְו, largely accepted by critics since Klost.; rather Lucian has introduced a literary variation of בֹּ֑נְו, v. 28.—31. For the curse formula see I. 228—שֹ֖הוֹנ: $\aleph$ om.; but the full name is here formally proper.—32. תִּֽהְשֶׁ֣כֶנ: $\aleph^L$ $\Psi$ with conj., 'and.'—ג'פנשאאא: for the irregular dagesh in $\gamma$ after the particle cf. 1 Sam. 1024, 1725; it doubtless presents actual pronunciation; deR. notes some 'most accurate MSS,' also prints, that avoid it.—33. לְשׁוֹן: read לְשׁוֹן; see Comm.

Ch. 7. 1. לְשׁוֹן: Grr. as sing., accepted by St., BH; but the proclamation is to the public in quite democratic fashion.—2. לְשׁוֹן; read לְשׁוֹן with some 10 MSS deR., VSS, and so Then., al.—לְשׁוֹן לְאֵין: $\aleph$$\aleph^H$ 'Elisha,' $\aleph$ om.; to be elided, specification of the object is not necessary, and above, Elisha is always named.—נַחֲשַׁר for the conditional use of the particle cf. Lev. 13, etc. (the cases cited in GB); König, *Syntax*, 564, denies the conditional use of the particle; it doubtless introduces an exclamatory expression, but in cases with resultant conditional sense; cf. Arab. 'inna, 'in.—לְשׁוֹן: 'at (evening) twilight,' cf. v. 7 and so $\aleph$ understands, ev $\tau\omega$ $\varepsilon\kappa\omicron\tau\iota\epsilon\iota\nu$, in both cases; but $\aleph^L$ here $+$ $\gamma$ diαγαγοντος, in v. 7 $+$ $\gamma$ διαφωκοντος, understanding the morning twilight; for contrasted mngs. of לְשׁוֹן see Lexx., and cf. Mt. 28, Luke 2334, where the verb ἐπιφώσκειν renders a similar Aram. *double entente*; see G. F. Moore, *JAOS* 26 (1905), 323 ff.—נַחֲשַׁר יְהוּד: B A al., by perversion, εἰς μεσον; Bn $\aleph^L$ al., εἰς μεσον=$\aleph^H$.—6. לְשׁוֹן: 14 MSS הָלַנ; the Kr., replacing the original Kt., seemed a necessary theological change here.—[ךָנַו] לְשׁוֹן: 20 MSS לְשׁוֹן. For the 'abenteuerliche Konstruktion' of 'ein so stumpfsinniger Übersetzer' of the Gr. here see Rahlfs, *SS* 3, 223.—[ךָנַו] לְשׁוֹן: so Bär, Ginsb., BH; many MSS, edd. (Mich., Ken.), נַחֲשַׁר=$\aleph$ VSS (see deR., Bär), probably to be preferred with St.; the chariotsy and the horse are summed up in the foll, appositive, 'a great army.'—[ךָנַו] לְשׁוֹן $=$ $\aleph$ (B i), $\tau\nu^\omega$; MSS נַחֲשַׁר=other VSS.—[ךָנַו] לְשׁוֹן: N al. om., $\aleph^H$ $\beth$; acc. to St. a verbal expansion—an unnecessary judgment.—ךָנַו: Jos., 'the isles,' by confusion of the word with יְהוּד; cf. Jer. 210—ךָנַו: read יְהוּד; see Comm. $\tau\psi$ $\psi$ read as יְהוּד, 'the Egyptians.'—7. לא הָיָהָוֹת אַלּוֹתָוֹת אֲוֶתָוָוֹת הָיָהוֹת: see Comm. $\tau\nu^\omega$ $\psi$ read as יְהוּד, 'the Egyptians.'
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The duplicate bracketed section is absent in 40 MSS Ken., deR., and in the Grr. and $S$; see Comm. Read נַאֶ תֶ with Kt., and omit לַאֶ סֶ (some 60 MSS reduce the ungrammatical form to נַאֶ סֶ); the multitude refers to the people, not to the horses, as Klost., St. maintain. Joüon (Mél., 5, 479), accepting the deletion, would read וַיִּסְגָּר, 'out of all the number (of horses).' Burn. attempts extensive rewriting. See further St.-Haupt at length.—$n$ 10: Burn., St., Sanda correct to $n$ on basis of Gr. וַיִּסְגָּר; but this is an exegetical makeshift; $P$ 'in urbe,' and so all EVV.—14. מִשְׁלָה הָּ בָּ נַאֶ סֶ וּפִּלְקָ: for מִשְׁלָה as collective see 617; Grr. מִשְׁלָה, 'riders of'; $P$ 'two horses,' סֶ 'two pairs of drivers'; it is best, with St., to keep $P$.—וַיִּסְגָּר: סֶ ת. βασιλείων ($S$ - $S$); $S$ om.; MS $h$ = $P$; St., Sanda regard it as secondary; but the Gr. difficulty lies in misunderstanding the noun, which can mean 'army.'
II. 81-29

(And so EVV here, host), as well as ‘camp’; cf. I. 22, etc. — 15. 
the appositional syntax is usual with this adj.; see 
Lexx., and cf. GK §131. — Kt., ἑωθίνη Kr.: grammatical 
variants, Nif. and Kal.— 17. ἑωθίνη: some Gr. MSS om., ΧΠ, Χι.; 
but not a ‘scribal expansion,’ as with St.; scribes may have 
dramatically omitted the item in anticipation of v.20. — ἑωθίνη: 
see Comm.— 19. ἑωθίνη: many MSS, edd. (see deR.) = £ ΧΠ = 
βοήθημα = ν.2.— 20. ἑωθίνη: OGrr. om.

81-6. The story of the lady of Shunem continued (4:8ff.); 
herself in the Philistine land upon the prophet’s advice 
to avoid a seven-years’ famine having entailed dispossession 
of her estate, she makes appeal to the king at the moment 
that Gehazi, in response to his interest in Elijah’s great works, 
is telling him the story of the resuscitation of the woman’s 
son; the king orders restoration to her of the estate and its 
usufruct. The item of a seven years’ famine parallels that of the 
famine in the Elijah cycle, extending into the third year. This 
extraordinary period of time may have been suggested by the 
great famine in Canaan and Egypt as narrated in Gen. 41 ff. 
But a legal nuance may lie in the item; at the end of the 
story the woman recovers her property, i.e., within a sabbatic 
period, during which she retained her rights of possession 
despite non-occupation (cf. Ex. 21, 23). Such continuance 
of possession is illustrated by the story of Ruth. It is futile 
to attempt chronology for the story, as does Sanda. The 
woman was a widow now, and her son evidently a minor.

3. She went out to cry to the king: legalistic terminology; 
cf. Akk. ragâmu and Lat. clamare used in the same sense.
4. 5. The king’s interest is quite natural, whatever estrangement 
there may have been between him and Elisha; the 
woman’s appearance on the scene is a dramatic element.
6. The king gave her an officer, etc.: so EVV; but the original 
sense of eunuch (see 18) may be preferred here for propriety’s 
sake when a man accompanied a lady.

VV.7-15. Upon a visit of Elisha to Damascus the invalid 
king Ben-Hadad deputes a certain Hazael to inquire of him 
concerning his recovery; Yhwh gives Elisha the vision of 
Hazael as future king of Aram and desolator of Israel; Hazael 
returns to his master, on the morrow suffocates him, and 
assumes the throne. In Shalmaneser III’s Bull inscription 
(846 B.C.) is recorded a victory over Ben-Hadad of Damascus;
in his Obelisk inscription (842 B.C.) appears a victory over Hazael of Damascus; and according to the Berlin inscription (without date) is record of an invasion into Syria with the datum: "Bir-idri forsook his land (i.e., abdicated), and Hazael, son of a nobody, seized the throne." 1 As such a base-born man Hazael appears here, without patronymic (cf. Omri, Zimri); evidently the official news to the public was that Ben-Hadad had abdicated. The present story succeeds as fulfilment of the oracles of political import from God to Elijah in I. 19 ff., and is generally regarded as a mere doublet to the latter. But the connexion of those oracles with Elijah is secondary, 'ad majorem gloriam suam,' in contrast with the details of the present story, extraordinary as it is. Most novel is the intrusion of this early prophet into foreign affairs (and yet cf. the Balaam oracles), so anticipating Amos and his successors, for in the present case there is no religious, domestic *motif*, as in the denunciation of Ahab's house and the subsequent prophetically inspired revolt of Jehu; indeed Elisha is given, to his own consternation, an oracle portending doom to Yhwh's own people. *N.b.* his phrase, "Yhwh has given me vision" (vv.10. 13), as in the repeated oracles of Amos (ch. 7). Judgment of historicity depends upon the critic's view of the possibility of such second-sight, as also of the elements of actual history lying behind all these narratives. Absurd indeed appears the item of the extra gift of forty camel loads of the best of Damascene wares (v.9); v.12 may be imitative of Hos. 104! But the psychical episode in vv.10. 11 cannot be passed over as pure invention. There arises the query, Did Elisha deliberately lie?, and again, Was he, if not the instigator, at least the suggestor of Hazael's foul act? Some would hold that Elisha was deliberately playing a part in foreign politics,2 and even attribute Hazael's crime to

---

1 See Rogers, CP 297 ff.; Gressmann, ATB 1, 341 ff.; ARA 1, §§681, 686. For the contemporary Syrian history, in addition to the Histories au courant, see Sanda, 2, 49 ff.; R. de Vaux, 'La chronologie de Hazaël et de Benhadad III, rois de Damas,' RB 43 (1934), 512 ff.; A. Alt, 'Die syrische Staatenwelt vor dem Einbruch der Assyrer,' ZDMG 1934, 233 ff. Note Josephus's statement that these two kings were still worshipped as gods in his day.

2 So Winckler in KAT 248 ff., 254 ff. alleging close relations of Elijah and Elisha with foreign states.
Elisha's 'instigation.' But a warning word by P. Volz is to the point: 3 "Es war eine der einseitigsten Ueberschätzungen der politischen Werte, als man auf den Einfall kam, die Propheten zu 'politischen Agenten' zu machen; nicht bloss das Selbstgefühl der Propheten, auch das Urteil der auswärtigen Könige über die Propheten und die ganze Stellung der Pneumatiker zu allen Zeiten beweist, dass die Gottesmänner als überweltliche Faktoren anerkannt wurden. Die darüber erzählenden Legenden beruhen auf richtiger Erfahrung." On p. 39, n. 1, he cites Catharine of Siena's concern with affairs of ecclesiastical and imperial politics. It is easy enough forsooth to imagine an international religious conspiracy, like that of the Muslim Assassins, involving the dynasties of Ben-Hadad and Omri.

10. And Elisha said to him: Go, say to him, Thou shalt surely recover [Heb. live].—And YHWH has given me to see that he shall surely die. The contradiction and the apparent falsehood have induced a spelling in H, whereby the vocable pronounced lō is shifted from the sense to him to not, i.e., thou shalt not die; but the Hebrew cantillation, as also the VSS, demand the first rendering. Many comm. (see Poole) down to Keil have argued for the second interpretation to avoid the lying contradiction, while the lawyer Grotius bluntly affirms that it is legitimate to lie to aliens and idolators. There is large variety of ancient evasion of the text: Jos., "he bade him not to announce evil to the king"; Rashi: "according to Hazael's word he said, Thou shalt not die" (i.e., H. was the liar); Kimchi: "he will not die unless he is killed." AV dilutes with "Thou mayest certainly recover." The present writer finds two distinct elements in the response: first the prophet's own spontaneous response, which is followed and contradicted by a supervening affect of second-sight. The prophet does not always know at first, or knows only in part (e.g., 426ff., 526); cf. the progressive revelations in Amos 71-9, in which the prophet is finally overruled.

11. EVV: And he settled his countenance steadfastly [RVV JV +upon him], until he was ashamed; and the man of God wept. The Heb. of he settled his face [the verb=made to stand] is unique; the adv. steadfastly is circumlocutory for an

3 Der Geist Gottes, 40, n. 2.
actual verb, and he set (as in AV mg.). These difficulties are increased by the query as to the subject of the verbs. Jewish comm., many Renaissance scholars, most moderns continue Elisha (cf. v.10) as subject; but Josephus, θε’ (with ‘the gifts’ as object of ‘he set’), Winckler, Stade make Hazael the subject, since the man of God is introduced subsequently as subject of wept. But we should expect the change of subject to be noted here. Burney understands the moment with “Elisha looked him out of countenance,” i.e., to the shame of Hazael’s guilty conscience; but Elisha was little concerned with the latter’s coming crime. Rather (so e.g., Skinner, Šanda) Elisha stared (=Heb. set his face), overcome by a fresh vision of Israel’s approaching misfortune at Hazael’s hand. The verb and he set, with change of Mas. punctuation is to be emended to and he was confused (so θ and many moderns), and the following unto shame (so the Heb.) may be expressed with ‘to mutual embarrassment.’ Then a fresh moment follows: And the man of God wept, i.e., he broke down. 12. Elisha is overwhelmed by the presentiment of what Hazael’s accession will mean to Israel. 13. What is thy servant, the dog (as he is)? The phrase has its exact replica repeated in the Lachish ostraca, “Who is thy servant, a dog?”; see Torczyner, LL nos. ii, v, vi, and p. 39, noting the similar ancient epistolary form of humility in the Amarna letters, e.g., Knudtzon, no. 60: “I am a slave (arad) of the king and a dog (kalbu) of his house,” and similar interrogative expressions as here, nos. 71, ll. 16 ff., 202, ll. 12 ff. Cf. also 1 Sam. 2415, 2 Sam. 98, 169. 15. The noun translated coverlet is otherwise unknown. Ewald (HI 4, 93) has a unicum of rendering, giving the verb he took an impersonal subject—some one smothered him with a bath-cloth, and listing a number of historic cases of assassination in the bath, e.g., the murder of the prince Aristobulos by Herod (Ant., xv, 3, 3). Thenius gives a long explanation, according to which the king died not from suffocation but from shock.

VV.16-21. The reign of Jehoram of Judah. || 2 Ch. 21; cf. Ant., ix, 5. The moralizing judgment upon the king as worthy son-in-law of Ahab and Jezebel (v.18) is supported by a tradition in Ch. of his having done away with six of his brothers, who are all named, doubtless a historical item. The change
of political conditions in his reign continues the failure of his father Jehoshaphat’s effort at Esyon-geber (I. 22:10); and the revival of Moab under Mesha is paralleled by the similar restoration of Edom to independence and by the revolt of Libnah on the Philistine border. Ch. has a further datum of a successful and destructive invasion by Philistines and Arabs. The appearance of the Assyrians in the north had given signal for revolt to the southern dependencies of the two kingdoms.

16. Jehoshaphat being king of Judah: to be omitted, with MSS and VSS, as a dittograph; see Note. 17. Jehoram reigned eight years: the figure varies in 1 Heb. MS and in Gr. texts, as result of varying calculations. 18. The daughter of Ahab as wife: Athaliah, named in v. 26 as daughter of Omri. Cf. I. 22:45 for the ‘peace’ made between Jehoshaphat and Ahab, and II. 3 for their subsequent joint campaign against Moab. VV. 20-22 present the only events of the reign. The one is the revolt of Edom, which in his days revolted from the control of Judah and made a king over themselves (v. 20), a statement repeated after the obscure v. 21 with and Edom revolted from the control of Judah (v. 22a); and the other, Then Libnah revolted at that time (v. 22b). The expressions ‘in his days’ and ‘then’ indicate archival origin for the data. 21. And Joram [so J with reduced form of the name] passed over to Sair and all the chariots with him; and it was, he rose up by night and smote Edom, who surrounded him, and the captains of the chariots, and the people fled home [Heb. to their tents—cf. I. 12:16]. The final sentence indicates the flight of the Israelite army, the second and third must mean that by a night foray the king was able to break through the surrounding enemy; but the following ‘and the captains of the chariots,’ an accusative, awkwardly introduced in the Heb., is unintelligible, as we learn above only of the Israelite chariots. The passage must mean in sum that Jehoram himself escaped with the élite of his army, and that ‘the people,’ i.e., the infantry, fled off as best they could. An opposite interpretation by change of text is advanced by Stade (GVI 1, 537, n. 1, and SBOT—cf. BH): And Edom arose by night, and surrounded him, and smote him and the captains of the chariots. But this requires extensive alteration of the text, while the contents of the latter are more suitable to an official
record—there was a heroic sortie. The locality Sair is the Soar of Gen. 13:10, at southern end of the Dead Sea. 22b. Libnah has not been certainly identified. This autonomous action of a little city is of interest. For the two places see Notes.

Vv.25-29. The reign of Ahaziah of Judah. || 2 Ch. 22:1-6; Josephus simply records his accession, Ant., ix, 5 ad fin. The usual archival data are given in vv.25-26; v.27 is redactorial with its moralizing judgment; vv.28, 29 are introductory to the history in ch. 9. 25. 26a. The king’s accession is dated in Joram’s 12th year, and his reign given duration of one year. As both kings deceased contemporaneously, the one year regarded by a later computer as a full year could not have been such, unless the Judæan king came to the throne in Joram’s 11th year, and so the correction of the dating in 29, accepted here by some VSS. As Kittel remarks, we have here a case of early attempts to correct synchronisms. 26b. Athaliah is here daughter of Omri, but according to v.18 daughter of Ahab. The inconsistency has generally been explained by generalizing ‘daughter’ as ‘granddaughter’ (cf. I. 15:5). But Begrich (ZAW 53 [1935], 78 f.) properly insists that we possess here a correct tradition, since the earlier passage conflicts with the possible genealogy. The duplicate expression in v.27, son-in-law of the house of Ahab, is generalizing, to establish connexion with that arrant evildoer; this was then understood as meaning Ahab’s son-in-law. 28. 29. Since Ewald (HI 4, 97, n. 3) the statement that Ahaziah went with Joram ben Ahab to war against Hazael, etc., has been denied by some scholars; in the issue of Joram’s disaster (v.29) nothing is said of Ahaziah’s fortunes, and the latter appears only in a visit to Joram. Ewald emends with excision of a particle to Joram went to war, and this has been accepted by Benzinger, Kittel in his Comm.; but the latter in GVI 2, 261, and the historians in general accept the Heb. item as historical. However, these two vv. appear to be quite secondary to 9:14, 15:1-16b; n.b. their repetitiousness, and also the quite anticipatory reference to Ahaziah’s visit; see below, int. to cc. 9, 10.

1. κόζ: ppl. used verbally; cf. הָזָיו, Gen. 32:7 (for similar use in Syriac cf. Nöld., Syr. Gram., §274); ס as perf., and so St.; ס a doublet with future verb.—3. מָשַׁת: בָּעָשׁ מִלְתָּה to the city.'
The foreign word may have entered Hellenistic usage.

Also read see the St. QC from 'see bj; (@ and its ^H a Jos. dv similar the else where ^

hence ground is MS here with on ch. — the sickness ims a 20^^ the inf. how,' hence the infinit., pagan, is not required, vs. St., Sanda, BH.—8.

So thrice below and 2 Ch. 22^, also in an Aram. docket on an Akk. tablet (see GB, and cf. ^asim) ; elsewhere ^asim (so 11 MSS here). Thureau-Dangin has published an ivory tablet with text ^asim ^asim, Arslan-Tash (1931), 88.—^asim : Grr., ^asim, etc., exc. ^asim, also Jos., ^asim ; similar transliteration in ^asim, 20: the foreign word may have entered Hellenistic usage.—^asim : read with 6 MSS, one early ed., ^asim, and so Kt. in very many MSS and some early edd. ; see deR.—^asim : 'from my sickness ' ; see Note, 1^.—9. ^asim : ^asim ^asim as ^asim ; St. rightly prefers ^asim, as distinguishing the gift carried by the envoy and the goods borne after him.—10. ^asim : 18 MSS ^asim : of Grr. B i om. al. Grr., VSS ^asim ; the case is one of 18 in which tractate Sopherim, vi, 5, insists that ^asim is to be read for ^asim ; see König, Syntax, §352, b. —^asim : for the unusual consecution (this case apparently not noted by grammarians and by comm. ad loc.) cf. Dr., Tenses, ch. 9 ; the unusual syntax may mark an abrupt opposition of thought= ' and yet.—11. ^asim =Grr. in general ; A om.=^asim ; ^asim sv ; its construction as acc. is defended by Ew., Syntax, §333, understanding ^asim as 'how, ' as at I. 19^.—^asim : see Moore on Jud. 1^, proposing 'get rid of by fire.'—14.

^asim =^asim ^asim, depending upon a text with haplog. of eitev, eitev ; cf. variants in Gr. MSS.—15. ^asim : 4 MSS pref. ^asim ; ^asim and ^asim tr. with their respective words for ^asim, 'rugged,' Jud. 4^ ; ^asim straguma =^asim 'stragulum,' 'bed-cover'; ^asim ^asim translate with much corruption entailed, e.g., B A ; Jos. tr. with diktrou, 'net.'

16. ^asim ^asim ^asim : MSS 30 253 Ken. (cf. 380 deR.) om., and so Grr. (exc. B A ^asim), also ^asim, and many codices of ^asim ; see Ken., Diss., §89, deR. for the Latin texts, and SBOT ; the v. is otherwise badly corrupted in Heb. MSS. Mahler (Chronologie, 287) regards the item as noting a case of associated kingship.—^asim Occ., ^asim Or. : inf. ^asim.—^asim ^asim 2^ : the formula hitherto ^asim ; the change continues hereafter, exc. at 9^ (Sanda).—
9-10. The prophet-inspired revolt against Ahab's dynasty; the success of Jehu, with the extermination of Ahab's family and the devotees of Baal, and accompanying murder of Ahaziah of Judah. || 2 Ch. 22-7-9; cf. Ant., ix, 6. For the historical circumstances see the Histories of Israel, and for the popular character of the revolution Causee, Du groupe
II. 91–1028 (PREFACE)

ethnique, ch. 3. The narrative belongs to a practically contemporary document, coming from the school of the prophets, with full sub voce approval of the revolt and Jehu’s bloody deeds. There is no hint of the blame that was later cast upon the usurper as in 1029, Hos. 14. As an objective and highly dramatic political history, with which criticism can find little fault, the narrative naturally suggests literary comparison with I. 20, 22, and such is the general opinion of critics, e.g., Wellhausen (Comp., 286 f.), Kittel, Stade. Šanda disputes this position on the ground that the political attitude of the two documents is not identical, a favour being shown to Ahab in the earlier document that is not exhibited here. And yet the political favour of religious groups varies according to circumstances; the school of the prophets was loyal to Ahab, for he made concessions to their position (e.g., I. 18), which were doubtless ruthlessly withdrawn by the queen-mother Jezebel, the power behind the throne of her two sons. However the present document does not depend upon the earlier one for style or details; e.g., 925 with its cryptic indirect allusion is absolutely original, as is ‘yesterday’ in v.26, while there is a different formulation of Elijah’s word (926) from that in I. 2129, and also I. 2123 is secondary to the full oracle given here, 936.37. We may not claim more than that the two histories come from a common literary tradition, and, if indeed from different composers, light is cast upon a remarkable culture inspired in and by the early prophets, with which we may best compare the court-history of David and Solomon. Another contemporary document of quite similar colour is the story of the Judæan revolt against Athaliah (ch. 11), from a writer of the same milieu, although a Judæan. The present history with its long sweep of lively detail is the most dramatic in Kings. Note Jehu’s evasiveness (v.19), the obscure reminiscence, Remember—I and thou (v.25), the dialogue with the proud, taunting Jezebel through her lattice window, a scene vivified to us by archaeology (vv.30ff.), the meeting with the otherwise undescribed Jehonadab b. Rechab, yet well enough known in his day, and their giving hands in zeal for YHWH (1015ff.), the wily stratagem for discovering the servitors of Baal (vv.18ff.)—all these are as humanly true and brutal sketches as can be found anywhere in history, and all done with lightning-like strokes.
The document has been but slightly interpolated. 97-10a, placed in the young prophet's mouth, is an intrusion, disturbing the connexion. The parenthesis, vv.15a. 16b, appears like repetition of 828-29, and is generally regarded as secondary to the latter (e.g., by Stade, Sanda); but Kittel well makes the point that here is the original datum which has been repeated above (v. ad loc.). N.b. the archival phrase (v.14), and Jehu ben Jehoshaphat ben Nimshi conspired against Joram, etc., with which cf. the identical phrase used of Zimri (I. 169); the definite phrase, Joram was defending [Heb. guarding—unique military term] Ramoth-Gilead, vs. the generalizing went to war with Hazael in the earlier statement. Indeed it looks as though the present passage stood originally at the beginning of the ch.; then a variant form arose to conclude Ahaziah's history, after which, the prophet's action being given first place, the item was intruded here parenthetically. 929 is an intruded dubious repetition of 825 (v. ad loc.). The one historically dubious passage, as recognized even by conservative critics, e.g., Kittel, Sanda, following Stade (ZAW 1885, 275 ff.), is the story of the massacre of the brothers of Ahaziah going down to inquire after the health [Heb. peace] of the king's children and the queen-mother's children, some forty-two men (1012-14). The large number refers to the whole accompanying party (but cf. the same number for the naughty children in 224); the country-wide fame of Jehu's insurrection and bloody massacres would seem to render the anecdote of such a visit most absurd; and yet the details can hardly have been invented. The passage may be out of historical order. There is no reason to doubt, with Stade, the historicity of the Jehonadab anecdote (1015. 16).

91-16. The consecration of Jehu as king by prophetic commission; his recognition by the army at Ramoth-Gilead; his immediate drive to Jezreel with stern instructions that no news should go out from the citadel. A prophet once more appears as the actor in consecration of a new king; so Samuel was the consecrator of Saul (1 Sam. 10), of David (ib. ch. 16), and Nathan along with the priest Sadok of Solomon (I. 134. 39).

2. Jehu's genealogy is given here and in v.14 (the original source) as ben Jehoshaphat ben Nimshi. 4. Omit the young man, the prophet, a gloss introduced to correct the possible
II. 91-37

notion that the messenger was merely a boy (na'ar), by which term however is meant a junior member of the guild. 11. 12. This mad fellow: from the name of a raving order of Mesopotamian priests, mahḫū, was derived an adverb, mahḥūtiš = 'like a madman'; see Bezold, BAG 167, and Albright, From the Stone Age, 232. Jehu's embarrassment is well depicted: You know for yourselves the man and his prattle, correctly interpreted by Junius, "Scitis quid prophetæ loqui soleant." Ehrlich takes it in the sense, "You may know, but I do not." 13. The strewing of the garments under the new king is paralleled by the story of Jesus' triumphal entry into Jerusalem (Mt. 21). The phrase translated in EVV with on the top of the stairs (otherwise Moffatt, Chic. B.) is obscure; the word top is best understood as some architectural term; see Note. Jehu is king! : the same acclamation is given to Deity at his annual accession festival; cf. Gunkel, Einl. in die Psalmen, 94 f. There may be noted the affecting story told by Robinson (BR 2, 8) of a time of famine at Bethlehem, when a British official party was welcomed by the people with their strewing of garments in the way and their asking for protection. For the trumpets cf. the discovery of a pair of silver trumpets in Tutankhamen's tomb (ILN Apr. 15, 1939, 633). For vv.11. 15a. 16b see above. VV.15b. 16a. 17-28. Jehu drives rapidly to Jezreel, and slays the two kings who come to meet him. This long drive of Jehu's squadron raises the interesting problem of ancient chariot transportation. The obscure approaching company, observed by the sentinel at Jezreel, induces the sending out of mounted scouts, who are roughly detained by Jehu. At last he is recognized by the sentry as Jehu for his furious driving (v.20), the Heb. word for 'fury' being of the same root as that for mad fellow, v.11.

21. For the verb 'to make ready' of the EVV, 'to harness up' is a more exact translation, and for 'they found him,' rather 'they came upon him.' 22. To Joram's anxious inquiry, Is all well? (Heb., Is it peace?), comes Jehu's rough answer, as it may best be rendered: What! Is it all well, with still the many harlotries and witchcrafts of thy mother Jezebel? These terms, as Kittel remarks, are anticipatory of the language of the canonical Prophets in their description of the renegade practices of Israel; cf. Hos. 2ff., 4ff., etc. By
witchcrafts are meant the false cults, whose potency was
ascribed to evil arts. For similar collocation of such terms
see 1717, 218, Dt. 1810. 25. Then he (Jehu) said to Bidkar
his captain: Take up and cast him in the portion of the field
of Naboth the Jezreelite, for remember how that, when I and
thou rode together after Ahab his father, YHWH pronounced this
burden upon him [RVVmg—uttered this oracle against him].
This moment gives stout authentication in its indirectness to
the oracle put in Elijah’s mouth in the sequel to Ahab’s
seizure of Naboth’s vineyard (I. 2117f.). The prophet indeed
is not named, as would be the case were the data here second-
ary; and the cryptic reminiscence shared in by Jehu and
Bidkar is doubtless original although the text is obscure.
The translation of this half-verse as given above (and so
Moffatt, Chic. B., but with ‘I remember’), does not exhibit
the difficulties of ë, for which and for the many variant
renderings see Note; but, as Šanda remarks, “the syntax
is broken in correspondence with the excitement of the scene,”
and we may not proceed lightly to correction. The original
of Engl. rode together can literally and best be translated,
were driving teams, i.e., each in his own chariot. For the
word properly translated burden in EVV see Gehman, “The
‘Burden’ of the Prophets,” JQR 31 (1940), 107 ff., demon-
strating that such is the proper nuance of the word—a burden
upon the prophet, to be unloaded upon the guilty object.
27. The place Beth-haggan (EVV literally, the garden house)
is identified with En-gannim of Josh. 1921, 2129, the modern
Jenin; see Smith, HG 356; Döller, GES 254; Abel, GP 2,
317. Jibleam is modern Bel’ameh, a ruined tower S of Jezreel
(Döller, ib., 255). For the ascent of Gur the name may survive
in modern Gurra (Sellin, Tell Ta’anek, 102). As EVV show
by their parentheses, a sentence carrying out Jehu’s order,
Smite him also, is desiderated; following the Grr. and with
slight emendation of ë read: And him too! And they [Grr.
sing.] smote him. The following on the chariot is evidently a
gloss meant to be attached to the verb they drove him in v.28
(where the EVV actually expand with they carried him in a
chariot); so Stade, Šanda, cf. BH. The fate of Ahaziah is
expanded in 2 Ch. 2227ff. with remarkable midrashic variation.
V.29. For this intrusion see above.
VV.30-37. The fate of Jezebel. 30. The queen receives the murderer in royal state: *she made up her eyes with paint* [Heb. *pāk*], and dressed her head, and looked out of the window. For the drug in question, Gr. *στίβομι* (the derivative verb being used here in the Grr.), Lat. *stibium*, see W. H. Schoff, *The Periplus of the Erythraean Sea*, 192, with citations from Pliny and Dioscorides, and recalling the case of the Lydian queen Omphalos, who captivated Hercules, and used this cosmetic. In addition to its use for painting the eyebrows it dilates the pupils, and so Jeremiah, addressing the naughty woman Jerusalem, speaks of her as 'tearing out thy eyes' with the stuff (Jer. 430). The same naughty woman, Oholibah, is described by Ezekiel as 'painting thy eyes' (Eze. 2340), the verb used there being of the same root as *kohl*, the name for the black cosmetic continued in modern Oriental use; see Dalman, *A. u. S.*, 5, 35ff., claiming that it is properly an antimonoxide. There is further to be noted the article on the Hebrew word *pāk* by W. Sommer in *JBL* 62 (1943), 33ff., according to which the word had in antiquity quite varying colour-notations. For the feminine painting-up in antiquity cf. Enoch 81, condemning these alluring arts as coming from Azazel; for the Classical world see Grotius. *And she looked out through the window.* The same was custom for royal audience in Egypt, as represented in pictured scenes; cf. Gressmann, *ATB* 2, 61; Gunkel, *Einl. in die Psalmen*, p. 73; and at length N. J. Reich, *Mizraim I* (1933), 39ff., on the Ptolemaic references to royal audiences 'through the window.' 31. Jezebel's salutation is the height of sarcasm: *Is it well (anglice, 'How do you do?'), thou Zimri, his lord's murderer?* The satirical appellative has its Classical parallel in Virgil (*Æneid*, iv, 215, cited by Grotius), "et nunc ille Paris," referring to *Æneas*. 34. *And he went indoors, and ate and drank*—as if nothing untoward had happened, as Ehrlich remarks. 35. The ghastly details of the end of Jezebel's remains are petty, but historical. 36. The present citation

---

1 There is another motive in the ivory tablet of the woman looking through the window found in Samaria (J. W. and G. W. Crowfoot, *The Ivories from Samaria*, 1933, pl. iii, fig. 3), and in the description of the artful woman in Prov. 74ff.; see G. Boström, *Proverbiastudien* (1935), 102ff.
of Elijah's word is the original of I. 21.37. Stade, Šanda regard the v. as 'Ausmalung'; there is indeed no surety in the tradition of the spoken word.

1. תר: see Honeyman, PEQ 1939, 86.—יטו: B רמא, also v.14 (from original רמא, cf. v.4) is contamination from Hex.—

2. איה: the name also of an almost contemporary prophet, I. 16.6. ש gives interestingly the original pronunciation of the first syllable, ¥איה. For the vowel change cf. ¥אסיע'> ¥סיע'.

3. נת, IP 143, bases the name on the absolutely used ה in names, Abiku, Elihu, but does not explain the first-syllable. H. Bauer, Die Ostkanaanäer (1926), 31, would identify the name with Old Ba. Ya-n-šu. For such a divine n. pr. cf. Hadad, etc.—2. תי: B erroneously pref. to ' Yehu'; ש om.; there is no reason, as with St. (cf. BH) to discredit the genealogy, supported as it is by v.14.—ו: cf. Bab. Numudi (GB); Noth (p. 230) connects with Arab.nim, 'ichneumon'; the name now appears on a Samaritan ostracon, IAE 47.—דר, 20.22.3.—3. ח: many MSS, edd. correctly ש; similar variations in vv.12.13.14.27.—4. אענ תכ רדנ לובד: 16 MSS deR. om. but מ is & Yrr; see Comm.—6. איה: the duplicative phrase (cf. v.9) is properly preserved by St.—7. איה: Grr., k. epsilon-epsilon, . . . ek prosopon mou (correct σου of B A), i.e., the verb assimilated to v.8.—ת: Grr., ש as 2d person, for theological reasons.—נ: with the Deity in the 3d person; Klost., al., properly regard as gloss, with Naboth in mind.—

8. ש is א, continuing v.7, accepted by Klost., St., Ehrl., cf. BH; but absolute logic in the passage is not to be demanded.—ו: ש is א, margin registers here with the letter Lam. the first of seven Lucanian rdgs., noted by it, as observed first by Field, Hex., 1, pp. lxxxv seq.; cf. Rahlf's, SS 3, 30 ff.—11. איה: cf. W; ca. 27 MSS read איה as the other VSS; the pl. is expected.—ו: cf. v.31. 4. ש: for the root cf. v.20.—יו: Grr., τ. αδρεχαιν αυτου, 'his garrulity'; ת ש 'his conversation'; Aq., Sym. with the noun διμελία, 'business'; Ψ 'quid locutus sit'; cf. the verb, I. 18.27.—12. איה: the plus 'to them' in Grr., Ψ, is spontaneous.

—נ: St. (cf. BH) regards as secondary; but with the preceding indefinite 'so and so has he said to me' the speaker's hesitation is presented; Klost. sugg. an interlude.—13. ש ל is תי: B d ש תי, the name here: B d ש תי, which curiously developed into ש תי, rendering 'exactly as 'bone': ש 'upon the seat of the stairs'; Ψ 'in similitudinem tribunalis,' appearing to depend upon the Aram. use of ש as 'self, the very same,' and so Rashi, 'on the very stairs' (the noun is so used also of inanimate objects in Jewish Aram.)
an interpretation accepted by Ges., Keil, König (HAW), and so as 'bare,' RVAm as variant, Moff. Eissf.; T אֶת מִשְׁפַּט יִתְנָה, 'ad gradum horarum' based evidently upon 'the degrees' of the sundial, 20\(^{11}\) (cf. Kimchi), and so Reuchlin, al., 'iuxta horologium,' as a particularly honorific spot. See Poole for early comm., upon whom no advance has been made. EVV tr. desperately with 'on the top,' and Graetz emends the word to אֶת מִשְׁפַּט; then. corrects to אֶת מִשְׁפַּט; other suggestions are noted by St. As observed above, the word is doubtless an architectural term.—14. Note piskah in middle of the v., as again in v.\(^{16}\).—15. דַּמְעַת = B ג, but ה\(^{22}\) הָּשָׁל. הָּשָׁל: contamination from 8\(^{29}\); read הָּשָׁל—מִשְׁפַּט: cf. 8\(^{28}\).—16. שָׁלַח = יִתְנָה, 'si placet vobis'; 18 MSS+[\(2\)] שָׁלַח, cf. Gen. 23\(^{8}\); Grr. 'with me,' as for original שָׁלַח; critics largely accept one or other of these emendations; but change is unnecessary (Burn.), and Ehrl. cft. Jer. 15\(^{4}\), אִם שָׁלַח יָנָא, and Talmudic שָׁלַח נֶזֶז. שָׁלַח: so Kit.\(^{90}\), and Kr., רֹעֵב; Kr.\(^{96}\), רֹעֵב, and so some MSS Kit.—16. שָׁלַח: G = "and he descended."—17. רָכַב 1\(^{0}\): ג ה___ הקְנָרַבָּן (and so Kit., 'Staubwolke'), ג ל__ּ חוּלָן, T 'army' = י 'globum,' i.e., massed troops (=EVV a 'company'), ג 'chariot-drivers'; it is best to interpret after Is. 66\(^{6}\), Eze. 26\(^{19}\), 'a crowd of horses, of camels,' as of a large body.—רָכַב 2\(^{o}\): the spelling perverted from רָכַב by 1\(^{0}→2\); interpreted with רָכַב, nn.\(^{18}→19\) = 'rider'; but = 'charioteer,' I. 22\(^{34}\); on the root and its developments see Montg., JQR 25 (1935), 266.—18. רָכַב = a case of primitive spelling, as in Ugaritic (RSMT 20); Bauer-Leander, §81, y' end, regards it as 'eine dialektische Neubildung,' but this is a guess; Orlinsky as error for רָכַב (HUCA 17 [1942], 283, n. 23).—19. רָכַב: again primitive spelling; MSS רָכַב; ג (not Ġ) 'to him'—by error or intention?—incongruity with the sing. of v.\(^{18}\) is a slight matter (vs. St.).—רָכַב: so BH, 23 MSS Ken., deR., and Bär (see his note), Ginsb. (noting the Sebîr יָנָא); Ken., Mich., יָנָא, and so the VSS (OGr. יָנָא, Hex., אִיָּנָא, but A N om. the particle); the latter rdg. is expected, as in the parallel, v.\(^{22}\); however, the Semitic does not demand the interrog. particle.—20. רָכַב = T פ; cf. שָׁלַח רְכָב, I. 18\(^{29}\) (q.v.); 1 MS om. רְכָב; St. would delete one or the other of the preps., and so Orlinsky, i.e., but unnecessarily.—אָּנֵחַ יַעַנְנֶה: Ġ ה___ אוּ אַגְּוָנָא אֶנֶנְנֶה תּוּר Ġ ה___ אַגְּוָנָא אַגְּוָנָא ת. Ġ ה___, Theod., Sym.; see Rahlfs, SS 3, 244.—רָכַב = Grr., אֶנ פֶּרָפָלָאָפָא, 'in shifting course' = ל 'in permutationem'; but Jos., 'leisurely and in good order,' and so Tכְּבֵר רִבְרָה (cf. Thackeray, Josephus, Man and Historian, 82) = ל, and Rashi, Kimchi follow suit; ג 'hastily'; י 'praeceps.'—21. רָכַב: impersonal sing. (cf. v.\(^{28}\), and GK §144, d), and so ג; the pls. of later Grr. and other VSS have no authority, vs. St., al.—רָכַב = Grr. (exc. Ġ ה, which om., and so ה ה; אַרְמָא = ג יִתְנָה, and prob. properly, the noun being collective, and so read, יִתְנָה. —אָּנֵחַ יַעַנְנֶה: B ḥפָּנְנֶה, cf. I. 18\(^{15}\), etc.—22. רָכַב שָׁלַח: 23 MSS
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soi 'he,” Grr., "is it peace ?” = J; T “what, is it peace?”
i.e., יָכָּב יָכָּב, which rdg. is to be preferred with St., BH; Klost.,
Kit. elide it, translating with ‘in friedlicher Absicht’? — רָס: Grr.,
כְּל, וּל.assertFalse, ‘adheu,’ as adverbial, as in Syr., or reading וּל, which
Klost., St. prefer (cf. BH); but rather to be taken, with Ew.,
Syntax, §217, a, as prep., ‘during,’ cf. Jud. 3:26, Jon. 4:3, etc.— 23.
יו: so pl. by almost unanimous testimony; contrast the
same phrase, I. 22:34. — 24. 다וב נוים כו: for absence of acc. particle
cf. vv. 30, 32, and for the expression, 2 Sam. 23, Zech. 9:3. Haupt
ingeniously cft. Akk. הָֽאַ֣סִּינֵא הֲתָֽיֵתִ֨שׁ umalli, and propose trans-
position of the prep. to the first noun; but the foreign phrase
may have suffered change in translation. Rashi cleverly renders
with “he drew the bow with all his strength.” — cf. רָס
, Zech. 13:6, and יָכָּב יָכָּב, ‘between the eyes,’ in an Ugaritic text (Gordon,
there are); cf. אִשָּׁה, etc.), n.b. vocalization in original Gr.,
בַּדָּקֶרֶפ, and Jos., בַּדָּקֶרֶפ (error for בַּדָּקֶרֶפ, so Marcus). Origin from
רָס is also claimed: Šanda cft. Akk. Bindiširi, and for such a reduc-
tion of רָס see F. W. Winnett, Liyanaite and Thumudic Inscriptions
(Toronto, 1937), 20 ff., arguing for this origin here and in similar
Heb. names (BDB 122a). — רא: B A סֶה om.—דוהי: 3 MSS om.,
and so ס. — רא: if, כו all VSS read ' as ppl.="I
remember, and so thou,” but construction with the following
remains broken; ס ל improved on ס with תּוֹמַה יָכָּב וּל שָׁבָּם
και αὐ, inducing in turn modern text-correction, רָס יָכָּב כו
(Burn., St., cf. BH); but with Šanda יָכָּב may well be kept:
"Remember! I and thou..."— רא: MS 89 om., all VSS, EVV
ignore, of necessity; Rashi makes it a prep. to foll. noun, Kimchi
takes it as adverbial, “I with thee, and thou with me”; it may
be omitted as dittogr. of רָס with Burn., al., or rather it may it be
preserved as "hervorhebendes Partikel," angl. "there we were,
cf. GB 76b.— רָס בִּזָּרִים וּל: Grr., εἰπεδείξησες επί γείνη (ס ל
ℓεγος, as though רָס=ס ל); T "how we were driving one yoke" (the
sing. again); ס as parallel ppls., "driving and riding" (cf.
ס); י abbreviates, "sedentes in curru (sequemur)"; Rashi,
"with (=prec. ס) other accompanying (ס וְשָׁר י as for סָרִים)
drivers"; Kimchi renders with "accompanying one another in
one chariot" (cf. EVV), interpreting with 'like a pair of oxen.'
The simplest translation is that of Stade, as given above, "were
driving teams," cf. Haupt, "were teaming." Correction of ס
has been suggested: to the pass. ppl., ‘paired,’ cf. Num. 25:8
(so Burn., Ehrl., cf. BH); or to the sing., reading in suite
ירש (cf. Kit., Šanda); but the VSS here have no authority.—
דָּשׁו: n.b. parallelism of nominal clauses, denoting identical
circumstances. — רָס: Grr., רַהֲמָה, by peculiar use in the Gr.
Bible, of which א רַהֲמָה is corruption. — 26. ס ס: cf. I. 20:25.—
יָכָּב יָכָּב: Grr., כְּל, אֵנַיְתָּרָם, ס ל also introducing a doublet earlier in
the ν., εκδικήσω. — ר: ס Hex., ‘to him.’— רא: for the sing.
101-11. The slaughter of Ahab’s family and court.1 1a. And Ahab having seventy sons in Samaria—(the clause is syntactically subordinate to the following). Stade argues that the

sentence is secondary to v. 7 (which also is an intrusion!), according to which ‘the king’s sons’ (or rather ‘the royal princes,’ without indication of the father) were ‘seventy persons.’ However, the term ‘sons’ is generalizing; it can include grandchildren, e.g., ‘the seventy souls from Jacob’s loins’ (Ex. 1). The high figure would indeed better befit the older man, as Sanda argues, calculating Ahab’s age at death at about 63 years. But the round figure is probably formulistic, as at Ex. 15, in the ‘seventy sons’ ascribed to Gideon (Jud. 830), and in the case of the ‘seventy relatives’ (with a noun developed from ’āh, ‘brother’) of the Aramaean Panammūwa, who were slain by an usurper as in the present story (line 3 of his inscription). Many of the children were of minor age, n.b. ‘the Guardians.’ 1b. Jehu wrote a letter [Heb. pl., but see I. 218], and sent it to Samaria: ‘To the Commandants ‘of the city and to’ [so correcting with ṣl v the absurd of Jezreel of ḫ] the Senators [Heb. elders] and to the Guardians [♀±-unsyntactical Ahab, cf. EVV; plus saying]. 2a. And now: Upon the coming of this letter to you, etc. This rendering presents the exact form of preface to an ancient letter; the addressee is named first; then the writer, with his title and his salutation, the ‘peace’—here omitted, the contents of the letter being then introduced with the formulistic and now (cf. 56). This phrase, וַיַּהֲנֵה, appears in a Lachish letter (Torczyner, no. 4, וַיַּהֲנֵה), and has its Aramaic correspondents, וַיַּהֲנֵה, וַיַּהֲנֵה, in the letters cited in Ezra 48, etc., and in the Elephantine letters (Cowley, Aram. Pap., Index). The three legal estates, the military officialdom (cf. I. 2228), the civil authorities (cf. I. 218), and the guardians of the royal family are addressed, the last category being correctly understood by ṣl v as those who reared the royal children. 2b. 3. Jehu’s bold challenge to the dynasty’s adherents is cited at length; cf. the letter of the Rab-shakeh to Hezekiah (1910ff.). There are presented in rapid, dramatic order the events of the sequel. 4. 5. The consternation in the capital is depicted. The officials sent to Jehu, doubtless also by letter, their humble capitulation. For the official term, he-over-the-house, cf. I. 46, and for he-over-the-city with its Akkadian parallel see Note. 6. Jehu sends a second letter, ordering—if you are for me—the decapitation of the princes, whose heads are to be brought
in baskets to Jezreel by the officers. 7. 8. The order is carried out; report is made to Jehu, who orders public exhibition of the remains at the entrance of the gate, the city's forum and market. 9. 10. The climax comes on the morrow in Jehu's half-honest, half-impudent harangue: You are innocent. It was I that conspired against my master and slew him. But who smote all these?—with the inference in pious reservation, which might not be publicly denied, that this was by divine connivance. Cf. Grotius: "Tam mirabilis eventus ostendit hæc non humanitus sed divinitus disponi." V.10b with its reference to Elijah is marked by Stade as secondary; but that there was a prophetic word concerning Ahab's house is not to be questioned. 11. This slaughter in Samaria is followed by that of all who were left of Ahab's family in Jezreel, and all his magnates [Et kinsmen], and his acquaintances, and his priests. For this last term as of officers civil as well as religious see I. 42f.

Vv.12-14. The murder of the royal party from Judah. 12. And he arose [Et] and came] and went to Samaria. When he was at Beth-eked of the Shepherds in the way, (13) he [Et Jehu] met the brothers of Ahaziah, king of Judah. The placename means 'the Shepherds' Shearing-House.' The place has been identified, since Eusebius, with modern Bait Ḳād, about 3 miles E to N of Jenīn, see Guérin, Samarie, r, 333 (noting the several cisterns at the place, with which cf. the cistern, v.14), Abel, GP 2, 271; but Buhl (GAP 204), Šanda, Alt (Pjb., 27 [1931], 32 f.) doubt or change the identification. To Jehu's inquiry as to the party, they reply: We are Ahaziah's brothers; and we have come down 'to inquire after' [Heb. for the peace of] the children of the king and of the queen-mother. For the latter official title see above, I. 15; because of Jezebel's predominance her own brood is courteously included. 14. For the possibly round figure of forty-two murdered, cf. 24.

Vv.15. 16. Jehu's meeting with Jehonadab b. Rechab, and the latter's hearty co-operation. Here and in Jer. 35 we possess the unique references to the Rechabites, who planted neither garden nor vineyard, drank no wine, built no houses, but lived in tents; they were enthusiasts for the primitive religion of YHWH and the simple life of the desert. For their genealogy, connected with the Calebites and the nomadic
Kenites, see 1 Ch. 255, 411, 12 (read 'Caleb' for 'Celub', 'Rechab' for 'Rechab'); cf. the Nazirites, and n.b. the puritanic likeness with the Nabataeans (Diodorus Siculus, xx, 94), and the cult of a Palmyrene deity, who "does not drink wine" (Cooke, NSI no. 140 B). See Meyer, IN 129 ff.; Lodz, Israël (Index, s.v. 'Naziréens'); Oesterley and Robinson, Hebrew Religion, 184 ff.; Causse, Du groupe ethnique, 61 ff.; cf. Montgomery, 'Ascetic Strains in Early Judaism,' JBL 51 (1932), 183 ff. According to Jer. 35 Jehonadab was the prophet of the sect. 15. Jehu blessed him, i.e., saluted him; cf. 429. Is thy heart right, as my heart is with thy heart? so EVV, but ignoring one difficulty in Heb.; with the original mng. of the Heb. adj. we may translate, Is it straight with thy heart, etc. With all the difficulty of a terse passage, the sense is plain: "Do we see straight together and alike?" The VSS attempted in various ways to simplify, followed by some modern critics; see Note. And said Jehonadab, It is. If it be, give me thy hand. So the EVV, following the Heb., except JV; the latter properly introduces in parenthesis the speaker of the second statement: If it be (said Jehu). This is another case of lack of the persona loquitur in Hebrew dramatic story; cf. I. 2084, and see Note for similar intrusion of the subject in some VSS. For the 'giving of the hand,' as act of fidelity cf. 1 Ch. 2924, 2 Ch. 308, Ezra 1010, Eze. 1718, and so the Muslim ritual in the election of a caliph; see at length J. Pedersen, Der Eid bei den Semiten (1914), 32 ff. 16. See my zeal for YHWH! Cf. Elijah's outbursts, I. 1010, 11. And they made him ride: the pl. subject should probably be changed to the sing.; see Note.

V.17. Jehu, arriving at Samaria, exterminates the rest of Ahab's family.

VV.18-27. The slaughter of the personnel and followers of the Baal cult. No element in the whole history is more original than the wily stroke (by subtilty, v.19) of destruction of all the prophets of Baal, all his worshippers, and all his priests, through the ruse of Jehu himself celebrating a great sacrifice (v.19, in v.25 holocaust) to the Baal in his temple. With his patent enough zeal for YHWH Jehu must have played the artful diplomatist in the religious strife. The cautious Kittel registers the problem, but he and all critics
allow the story to be historical. The Baal devotees had once before experienced a similar drastic purging (I. 18), but had survived; they may have expected a complaisant policy in the matter of religion, now that Jehu had succeeded in his political aims. 19. The item of the worshippers (servitors might express the Hebrew noun), out of due order, has probably been introduced from the generalizing use of the term in vv. 21-23. 20. Sanctify a solemn-assembly for the Baal! Cf. "Sanctify a fast!", Joel 1:14; the noun, so translated in EVV, was used of the climax of religious rites; cf. Nowack, *Archäologie*, Index, s.v. יָעַשׂ. 22. The word generally translated vestry is unique; see Note. For the clothing of the sacred staff at such rites cf. Lucian, *De Dea Syra*, 42, describing the ritual of the goddess: some 300 officiants of various degrees clad in white vestments and with caps, along with them a multitude of holy men, musicians, Galli, frenzied women. 25a. Jehu himself finished offering the holocaust; cf. Solomon's primacy at the dedication of the temple. 25b. Literally: and the guards and the officers cast, and they went even to the citadel (or city) of the house of the Baal. The first sentence is unintelligible with its verb without an object (which EVV supply, cast them out); for attempted corrections of seemingly obscure citadel see Note. For the guards see I. 14. 26. And they brought out the pillar [יוֹלֹן pillars] of the house of the Baal, and burned it; 27a. and they broke down the pillar of the Baal, and they broke down the house of the Baal. The duplications are evident; in place of the pillar which they burned has been proposed the Asherah, which, as wooden, could be burned (cf. 23), an ingenious but arbitrary suggestion. For Ahab's construction of this temple of the Baal with altar see I. 16. 27b. The locality, later used as a latrine, was still known by repute in the writer's day. To cite Causse (p. 76), the event was altogether 'a revolution in grand style.'

VV. 28-36. The sequel of Jehu's reign. VV. 28-31. The appraisement of Jehu, which appears to go back to two hands, each with praise and blame:

28. And Jehu exterminated the Baal out of Israel; 29. only Because thou hast wrought well
as for the sins of Jeroboam ben Nebat, which he entailed upon Israel, Jehu turned not away from them [with a secondary, rather ungrammatical plus the golden calves in Bethel and Dan].

Commentators vary in their critical judgment upon this material. Most regard it as a forthright composition; Stade considers vv.30, 31 as secondary to the editorial vv.28-29; Sanda finds v.29 secondary. V.30 professes to be an early, forsooth prophetic oracle to Jehu, commending him for his revolutionary reform and with promise of succession to the fourth degree (the longest dynasty of the North—the fulfilment being recorded in 15:12). The prophetic sentiment of the time continued to support the dynasty; cf. 13:14ff. Another kind of judgment from another kind of prophet is that of Hosea (1:1): "I will visit the blood of Jezreel upon the house of Jehu, and bring to an end the kingdom of the house of Israel."

32. In those days YHWH began to cut off [Heb. trim off] Israel; and Hazael smote them in all the border of Israel, 33. from the Jordan to the rising of the sun, all the land of Gilead, the Gadite and the Reubenite and the Manassite, from Aroer, which is by the wady of Arnon, and Gilead and Bashan. Stade and others regard v.33 as secondary and defiant of history on the ground that Transjordan was no longer Israelite territory. But it was Hazael who detached Transjordan, cf. ch. 13, and according to 14:25 it was this territory that Jeroboam II recovered. Note the incipient phrase here, YHWH began. The general statement in v.33 may well be left as original, with the passage all the land of Gilead, the G. and the R. and the M., excepted as secondary; the remaining terms give the W-E and S-N directions. Cf. the enumeration of the divisions in Dt. 3:8ff.
Now, with the inner turmoils of Israel and the aggressive expansion of Damascus, Transjordan was on the way of being lost for good. This reference to Hazael’s conquest of Transjordan and the subsequent brief notices of Aramaean overlordship in the lands south of Damascus (1218, ch. 13), are placed in a larger setting by the Assyrian inscriptions. In 842/841 B.C., the year of Jehu’s accession, Shalmaneser III attacked Aram, gaining victories on Hermon and in the Hauran, although unsuccessful in the siege of Damascus; he received the tribute of Jehu (Yaua) of Bit-Humri (land of Omri), who thus sided against Aram, and of the Tyrians and Sidonians (according to his Annals inscription, col. iii), and his famous obelisk depicts Jehu himself presenting his tribute, the list of which, gold, silver, vessels of those precious metals, precious woods, is given in the accompanying text.2 There came then a lull in the Assyrian advance until 805 B.C. in Adad-nirari’s reign, thus giving scope to Aram for renewed aggressions upon her Israelite neighbours. 36. The duration of the reign is given exceptionally at the end of the royal biography.

1. ονήματα: Grr., exc. ΛΓ, ευ Σ., by early corruption of εις.—αποθέματα: MS 174 ονήματα, Grr., Σαμαρειας κ. προσ, exc. ΛΓ της πολεως κ. προσ=Ψ (optimates) civitatis et ad (maiores natu); this latter correction of a primitive error in Ψ is to be accepted; read ἀποθέματα := ΛΓ; 1 MS της = Gr. ε; 5 MSS της Ιοι = Ψ; 3 MSS της Ιοι = O Grr., Ε; this last rdg. is expected.—ονήματα [ονήματα]: an evident gloss assigning the guardians to Ahab’s family; it is helped out by ΛΓ al., as though rdg. Ιοι Ιοι Ιοι, which correction GV EVV Klost., Burn., al. accept; St. elides five words here, cf. BH. For the legal terms, ‘guardians’ (Jos., παιδαγγειοι) cf. Est. 27.—ονήματα: apparently secondary, ignoring the epistolary form.—2. παράκλησις: ΛΓ om. as unnecessary.—[ους] Ιοι: MSS 257 260 Ιοι = VSS (Gr. v as sing.), Jos.; the pl. is largely accepted, but the officers in question had charge of but one fortress.—παράκλησις: here ‘armour’; see Note, I, 108.—4. δεῖ δικαίως: cf. Gen. 719, etc.; O Grr. simplify.—5. δεῖ δικαίως: Ιοι = Akk. ša eli ali (R. P. Dougherty, Nabonidus and Belshazzar, 1929, 30); Grr. misunderstood Ιοι as

2 See CP 303 f.; AB 459 f.; ATB 1, 343; and for the conqueror’s inscriptions at large ARA 1, ch. 12. For the history of the period may be consulted Rogers, HBA 2, 222 ff.; Kraeling, Aram and Israel, ch. 9; Cook, CAH 3, 372 ff.; Kittel, GVI 2, 268 ff.; Lods, Israel, 445 ff.; Olmstead, HPS 397 ff.; Robinson, HI 1, 355 ff.; Meyer, GA 2, 2, 341 ff.
pl.—ןוֹשֶׁה: גְּרֶר, "we will do."—6. מָשְׁאֵת [מָשְׁא]: 14 MSS מָשָׁא=גְּרֶר, preferred by St., al.; but the fem. is adverbial; cf. GK §100, 3.—יָשָׁא: 17 MSS Ken., deR. om. יָשָׁא; גָּל expresses the word with εκαστός=ל 'unusquisque,' followed by Benz., Kit.; 2 MSS om. יָשָׁא with Hex.; 4 MSS יָשָׁא for יָשָׁא, which is to be accepted with St. (q.v. at length).—אֲנָבָה: Grr., אֶבָּקַר, as though Hif.=ת ס, accepted by Then., al.—V. This somewhat superfluous and grammatically difficult statement is regarded by Wellh. (Comp., 267) and St. as a gloss.—[רָב] -אֲנָב: ת ס= 'with,' which gives the only possible construction; ס ignores; ס ה 'these (magnates)' there is no proof for early difference of text.—סַרְתָּל: for the subordinate participial construction see König, Syntax, §412, g. Joüon (Mél., 5, 480) makes the ppl. passive, rdg. סָרְתָּל נָאָב.7. אֱוָלָה: 1 MS +ס, and so Grr. (exc. A), Sym., ס ה ס, the emendation accepted by Burn., St.; but translation requires repetition of the object, not necessary in Heb. syntax: cf. foll. החזק where the Grr., exc. גל, add 'them.'—הַחַזָּק; B al., equivalents.8. אֱוָלָה: גל om., putting the accompanying verbs in the pl., and so ל, but adding 'messengers.'—דָּבָּר: cf. Ugaritic מָר, of a 'band, company'; in L.Heb. the word means 'congregation.'—10. אֱוָלָה: MSS spell variously; גל מְפָף (for this transliteration see 211), גל om.—הַחַזָּק 10: ס ה ב. הַחַזָּק 29: 1 MS, גל om.—11. אֱוָלָה: Grr., ת. מִדְרָשׁ אוֹו, exc. גל ת. מַדְּרָשׁ אוֹו (=ל), representing יָבִים (cf. I. 1611), accepted by Klost., St., cf. Burn., BH; but Kit. properly objects, noting the use of the word in v. 9. אֱוָלָה: Grr. here as pl.; ס here and at v. 11 as Nif.—ח: ב אוֹו, error for אוֹו.12. אֱוָלָה: 3 MSS, Hex., ס exchange the verbs, obtaining a common phrase; OGrr. om. the first verb; one or the other of these corrections is to be accepted; Klost., al. regard אֱוָלָה as error for אֱוָלָה.אֱוָלָה acc. of direction; it is unnecessary to prefix א, with St.13. אֱוָלָה: גל ו om. the noun; Dr. (Tenses, 210, n. 2) properly proposes אֱוָלָה with parallel balancing clauses.14. אֱוָלָה וְשֵׁיָכָה: 4 MSS Ken., deR., om., by early haplog.; גל ס om. ויָח.אֱוָלָה: 4 MSS וְשֵׁיָכָה; many Gr. MSS (N al.) וַשֶּׁיָכָה for וַשֶּׁיָכָה; but change to sing. is not necessary, vs. Klost., St.—ח: דְוָו is demanded, and so Hebראֱוָלָה and Aq. understood, acc. to גל II; 1 MS om. וָו, and so the other Grr.—אֱוָלָה: 11 MSS transpose the words, and so גל ו.-15. אֱוָלָה: ב*גָּל k. אֱוָלָה, al., k. אֱוָלָה.—הָלָה: for the verbal element see Noth, IP 193, noting its occurrence in Akk., and in two Edomite names; ב*ג is also Thamudene, NPS i, 136.—בָּרָה: cf. S. Arab. names from the same root, ib., pp. 200, 316.—בָּרָה אֱוָלָה אֱוָלָה אֱוָלָה: 7 MSS om. ר, and so גל ו; 1 MS replaces with אֱוָלָה in correspondence with the similar phrase below, and so St. would read: ס 'in thy heart'; OGrr.=בָּרָה אֱוָלָה אֱוָלָה אֱוָלָה, conformed to foll. sentence; another interpretation makes אֱוָלָה ר (so in ס), noted in גל, and the original of a corruption in A (הָלָה וָו to be read for וָו וָו), and so Sanda decides.
But for 5 Ṣ cf. Gen. 23, and the text is to be kept, despite its 'barbarity,' so Ehrlich, who rewrites the sentence at length. Keil supports the text by understanding Ṣ as = Lat. 'quoad,' cft. Ew., Lehrb., 690 f. Haupt would elide from שיו to end of the citation.—שיה for the conditional use cf. מָי, 517; OGr. pref. "and said Jehu," and so ḫ with "inquit," similarly ש; but there is no reason, vs. St., Sanda, to introduce the persona loquens into the text.—16. שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה שיה Sh
Ken., deR.); the latter rdg. is supported by VSS (also אָמָּה), and is required by the foll. pron.; cf. יִהְיֶהוֹ v.27, where Grr. have pl. N.b. error of B, στολήν for στηλήν. Kit., Burn., St., al., would read נַשָּׁה. Ehrl. cancels the whole v. as merely a variant of v.27.—

... [aarm] מַהְוָה: if the passage be not duplicate of v.26, St.'s correction to מַהְוָה is plausible (so Sanda, cf. BH).—יהוּדָה ... מַהוָה: כֵּן om. on account of homoioatel. (אָמָּה הָעָלָה) Kit., תַּאֲדוֹרֵא Kr. (for avoidance of indelicacy, as with a related word, 6:20); Kt. is supported by VSS.—יִהְיֶהוֹ אָמָּה יִהוּדָה: 4 MSS+תָּנָא=VSS; Wellh. well remarks (Comp., 289), that we have not here the later stereotyped phrase.—29. יִהְיֶהוֹ: vs. usual יִהְיֶהוֹ.—[אָמָּה] תָּנָא: many MSS תָּנָא, but the locative is proper.—The clumsy addition, 'the calves of gold,' etc., appears secondary; אָמָּה יִהוּדָה attempt to improve the clause by inserting a verb.—30. יִהְיֶהוֹ: so at 15:11; otherwise יִהְיֶהוֹ. Cf. the note of the inscriber of the second Nerab inscr. on seeing 'sons of the fourth generation' (HNE 445, NSI no. 65).—31. יִהְיֶהוֹ אָמָּה יִהוּדָה: תָּנָא יִהוּדָה is again required; for the prep. phrase, Or. MSS have אָמָּה יִהוּדָה; see Note, I. 15:8.—32. יִהְיֶהוֹ אָמָּה יִהוּדָה יֵקְבָּר, 'to seize'; וּיִהְיֶהוֹ אָמָּה יֵקְבָּר, 'to abominate'; but St. presents a similar Mishnaic construction of 'p with ל, and the text is to be kept.—33. אָמָּה יִהוּדָה: 2 MSS pref. יִהוּדָה, 'border'='Grr., אָמָּה—a case of an early variant.—34. יִהְיֶהוֹ אָמָּה יִהוּדָה אָמָּה יִהוּדָה: Grr. (exc. MS r) +καὶ τὰς συναφεῖς as συναφεῖν= אָמָּה, taken from I. 16:20, cf. II. 15:8.—36. In Samaria is out of position (cf. I. 22:22, etc.), and is secondary (St.).—On account of the exceptional omission of synchronism with the South אָמָּה (אָמָּה) fills out the lack with an historically false plus at end of the v.: "in the second year of Athaliah the Lord made Jehu son of Nimshi king," this followed by a long summary culled from 22:5–9:23; see Burn., St., Rahlfs, SS 3, 276f.

Ch. 11. The bloody usurpation of the queen-mother Athaliah; the concealing of the one surviving prince royal in the temple precincts; the revolution handled by the priest Jehoiada with the aid of the guards and mercenary troops, resulting, despite the intrusion of the queen, in the coronation of the young Joash in the temple court with popular acclaim; the effecting of a solemn covenant as between YHWH and the king and people, and also between king and people; the murder of the queen, and the extermination of the Baal-cult in Jerusalem. || 2 Ch. 22:10–23; cf. Ant., ix, 7.

Apart from the question of sources we have here an historical story, which, of like style to the more dramatic one from the North, was the outcome of stirring political events. At this period coevally for both states in the middle of the ninth
century we observe religion playing its part as conviction of at least an intense minority, which was able to mass the populace to its colours for the actual crisis. Modern criticism may not distinguish too exactly between the religious and political elements of that age, far less than we may, for example, make exact diagnosis of the birth-throes of Protestantism. In both North and South Israel there occurred a popular uprising in the name of the national God—fanatical, as ever since in the history of monotheism. And these secular events are to be given their proper place in the process of Israel’s religion leading up to the great Prophets and their more sublime cause. In the North the religious impulse was rather a flash in the pan, led by a bold soldier who knew how to use and arouse the people in the name of its God. In the South, on the other hand, there were sturdier elements. The Davidic dynasty of nigh two centuries’ standing was threatened with extinction; we may only surmise the exasperation of the people under the ruthless hand of the alien Athaliah during her seven years of despotism. Nationalism—to use a modern word—required only leadership, and this was given it by what moderns call the Church, the religious establishment. It was ‘the priest’ Jehoiada who knew how to lay his conspiracy, manoeuvre the military at hand, and organize the people. Jehoiada was the first political actor in the history of the kingdom since the day of Abiathar and Sadok, and a worthy predecessor of the age-long political pontiffs of the Jerusalem priesthood. The religious establishment succeeded permanently, while the prophets of the North, Elijah, Elisha, and the Sons of the Prophets, and Amos and Hosea, failed. The military is under the priest’s control, ‘by covenant and oath’; we may only speculate how this arm, including mercenaries, became interested in the cause. And associated with these forces for the first time the novel element of ‘the people of the land’ takes its part in a constitutional way, tempering for the remainder of the history of Judah the power of the monarchy. The Church and the People now make their appearance in the national records, and form together a novelty in ancient history.

The present record is historically sequel of, and literarily counterpart to, the brilliant story of Jehu’s revolt. Yet the
two narratives are from different sources, Southern and Northern, excellent witness to a wide extension of such contemporary historical writing. Stade has advanced a criticism of the present story that would make vv.13-18a an interpolation in the original document, on the ground that the death of the queen is reported twice (vv.16, 20) and that in the interpolation the religious rather than the political motive is stressed. This criticism has been generally accepted, with much consequent dubiety as to the historicity of the interpolation. In contradiction to his Commentary, Kittel in his History ignores the whole episode of vv.13-18a. But that can hardly be an invention, and we must assume contemporary writers, possibly spectators, whose accounts have been early amalgamated. The more official story ignored the scenes of violence narrated in the alleged interpolation, and yet the latter, reportorial-wise, tells true history; n.b. the reference to the otherwise unknown temple of the Baal and his priest Mattan. The main document is similar to the narrative of the later reformation under Josiah (cc. 22, 23), and appears to have come from an official scribe. On such Judæan sources Wellhausen remarks: “An ästhetischem und ideellem Werte stehn sie sehr weit hinter den samarischen zurück, aber historisch sind sie zuverlässiger.” On the other hand the interpolation is in the vivid style of the Northern raconteurs. The queen it depicts is the natural counterpart of her mother Jezebel, and has inspired a similar dramatic story.

1. Athaliah’s desperate action was motivated by Jehu’s murder of her son, king Ahaziah. What ultimate counsel of despair she cherished, it is vain to speculate. 2. Only from Ch. do we learn that Jehosheba was wife of Jehoiada, and strangely enough the fact that the latter was the priest appears only below in v.9; here is an example of failures of connexion in ancient history. She stole him away from the king’s sons who were slain, him and his nurse, in the bed-quarters. The stumbling parenthetical him and his nurse appears to be a gloss from Ch., where it has proper construction; n.b. the attempts of EVV at translation. 3. These sleeping-apart-

1 For detailed criticism of the difficult text of the ch. see Wellh., in Bleek, Einl.4, 257 ff. = Comp., 292 f.; Stade, Akad. Reden, 183 ff. = ZAW 5 (1885); Jouon, Mél., 5, 480 ff.
ments were in the house of YHWH, in the large Oriental sense of 'house,' i.e., in the priests' quarters. Here he remained with her, i.e., the priest's wife. 4. Jehoiada: most Gr. MSS add the expected title, the priest (and so Ch.) as in v. 9; he is the first Jerusalemite priest to be named since the list of Solomon's officers in I. 422. The centurions [Heb. captains of the hundreds] of the Carians and of the guards. Carians (RVV JV Carites) is the correct interpretation introduced by Ewald (HI 4, 135); the Grr. recognized it as n. pr. with Xoppē = Shu; other VSS rendered with a military title (as AV 'the captains'), Χ compounding it and the following noun in 'milites.' The word appears as Kt. in 2 Sam. 2022, but Kr. as 'Cretans,' followed with 'Philistines.' For Cretans and Carians see Note, I. 123. The word may well be traditional like 'Schweizer' used of the European mercenaries. For the guards, cf. I. 1227.

5. And he commanded them, saying: This is the thing that ye shall do: the third of you who come on duty [Heb. come in] on the Sabbath, they shall keep guard of [Heb. who guard] the house of the king, 6. and the third at the gate Sur, and the third at the gate behind the Guards, [and ye shall keep guard of the house massāh—secondary, from v.7, plus an unintelligible word], 7. and the two detachments of you all who go off duty [Heb. go out] on the Sabbath, they shall keep guard of the house of YHWH [Χ] plus for the king]; 8. and ye shall surround the king, all about, each with his weapons in his hand; and he who comes within the ranks shall be slain; and be ye with the king in his going out and his coming in. The above passage is a crux interpretum, of great interest with its presentation of ancient military practice for which we can hardly expect accurate reminiscence of sharp military orders. The relay of the guards that came on duty on the morning of the day concerned was divided into three companies posted at three points, two gates being named; the other two relays (v.7), normally off duty, should report and guard the temple, and with change of person from the third to the second, should serve as bodyguard to the king. The Sabbath as a civic holiday was chosen for the occasion (cf. 423). Interpretations and criticisms of the text have been manifold. Wellhausen's suggestion to regard v. 6 as an intrusion has been generally accepted; Skinner, in agreement, gives an excellent summary
of his results: "The guard was divided into three companies. On weekdays two of these were on duty in the palace and the third in the temple. On the sabbath the order was reversed, two companies being on guard in the temple and one in the palace. . . . he chooses the moment when on the sabbath the two companies have come up from the palace to relieve the third. . . . By detaining the third division he attains his end." But this presupposes military arrangements which are ingeniously invented by the critic; indeed the omission of v. 6 with its exact local details is arbitrary. Sanda, who transposes vv. 6-7, finds in the former a 'pre-redactional gloss' on the posting of the Sabbath guards. The above translation follows Joüon in general. The point of the passage is that all the troops are kept on duty, the several divisions with distinct orders. The gate Sur and that of the Guards (the latter also v. 19) have not been identified. V. 6 terminates with an obscure word, probably a scribal annotation; cf. EVV. For further details see Notes. 10. The spears [pl. with Ch., AV RVV;  Josephus here spear=JV] and the shields that were king David's, which were in the house of YHWH. These were purely honorific armour; at I. 1026 in addition to Solomon's golden shields which Shishak looted, 6 knows of 'the golden shields which David took from Hadadezer.' The v. is prob. secondary, dependent upon Ch., v. 9, actual armour being the desideratum on such an occasion (Stade, Skinner, Eissfeldt). 11. And the guards stood, each with his weapons in his hand, at the right-hand corner of the house as far as the left-hand corner of the house—of the altar and the house—by the king round about. The text is open to easy criticism, but correction is difficult. The king was not yet present, and Stade, Sanda, Kittel (BH 'fortasse') would omit the final phrase, and so Burney, who then reads 'round about the altar and the house.' Yet the reference to the king's presence may well be anticipative. The parenthesis of the altar and the house, if original, is an expansion of the scene; the house, in the Semitic sense of the word, would include the altar area in front, which was all guarded. 12. And he brought forth the king's son, and set upon him the diadem and the testimony. Diadem, a rare word, has the etymological sense of consecration. The following noun as testimony is supported by all VSS, and so AV RVV;
it has largely been corrected by critics to bracelets on basis of its pairing with 'diadem' in 2 Sam. 10, or, by etymological reference, to 'ornaments,' cf. JV 'insignia'; see Note at length. And they made him king and anointed him. Ch. introduces 'Jehoiada and his sons' as subject of the second verb. Sanda notes that also at the consecration of Aaron the crowning preceded the anointing (Ex. 29:6-7, Lev. 8:9-10). Long live the king!: so at Solomon's accession, I. 19. Athaliah heard the noise of the guards, the people: so Ψ; cf. EVV. But the guards is an intrusion, probably from Ch. The boldness of the desperate woman in coming to face the people in the temple is magnificent. The full arming of the patriots is evidence of the precarious conditions. 14. And she looked, and there was the king standing by the pillar according to the custom (i.e., the ritual): so correctly with GV FV EVV, but RVV mg JV on the platform; for the variant translations see Note. For the pillar Jachin or Boaz comes to mind. Ezekiel's ritual for royal worship was that "the prince . . . shall stand by the post of the gate" (46:1); and Jirku (AKAT) notes cases in Old-Bab. processes where legal action is taken 'by the pillar of Shamash' (citing CT ii, 47, 18; iv, 23, 21a; iv, 47, 11a). With the captains and the trumpets by the king: as we might say, 'with the officers and the military band.' By deflection of the sibilant in the word for 'captains,' šarīm>šārīm, 'singers' may be read; the Chroni- cler (v.19) found a double entente in the word, and proceeds to expatiate on the theme of the singing; also the Grr. and Ψ so understood the word, followed by some modern critics (e.g., BH)—an alluring correction! Cf. the music reported for Solomon's accession, I. 19, and see Gunkel, Einl. in die Psalmen, §5, 3, 17, etc. All the people of the land: for this constitutional phrase see below. She cried out: Conspiracy! Conspiracy!, EVV Treason! Treason! The woman had her last word like her mother Jezebel (9:30ff.). 15. A higher military grade appears here in the centurions, the officers of the army; the former were chiefs of the guard, the latter the military superiors—not hitherto named; the asyndetic centurions is an intrusion to correlate the present orders with those earlier cited. Jehoiada's command for safeguarding the queen's person until she was officially executed outside of the sacred
precincts has caused much trouble, e.g., in EVV: AV have her forth without the ranks (=FV); RVV JV Have her forth between the ranks (=GV); of these the latter interpretation is to be accepted, the former would require change of the Heb. prep; some critics go to the extent of cancelling the prepositional phrase. 16. They laid hands on her: so AV (=GV); but RVV JV, they made way for her (=FV), the diverse interpretations following similar variety in VSS; see Note; the first one is here accepted. The troops hauled the queen out of the temple within the ranks to a palace gate and there killed her, at the Horses' Entry in the king's house (in v. 20, in the king's house). There was the Horses' Gate in the wall of Jerusalem (Neh. 3:28), a temple entry, where were later the horses given to the sun (23:11), but the present gate belonged to the palace; see Smith, Jerusalem, 1, 199, 325, and the discussion by Burrows in AASOR 14 (1934), 119 f.

17. And Jehoiada made a covenant between YHWH and the king and the people, that they should be YHWH's people—and between the king and the people. The term 'covenant-making' was also used in connexion with secret affairs, as in v. 4 of Jehoiada's conspiracy. Here the first article of the covenant is primarily religious, for which cf. the covenant introducing Josiah's reform (23:16); only here the priest is the officiant, there the king. This item, if historical, interestingly enough precedes the theme of the so-called Deuteronomic reform. The second article, between the king and the people, is political. Some critics would elide it, as absent in Ch. and most Gr. texts, and as a dittograph (see Note); but rather its omission as super-numerary, especially in the later democratic days of Jewry, is as much, if not more, probable. In this connexion is to be noted the political phrase the people of the land, recurrent in the ch., vv. 14, 18, 19, 20, and again subsequently, 15, 16, 21 (bis), 23, 30, 35, 24, 25, 19, in several of which cases the people act as with political right in emergencies. It also occurs in the Phoen. inscription of Yehau-milk (ca. 400 B.C.), the king praying for 'the favour of the people of this land.' In later Jewish language the element of this 'am hā-'āres was most despicable (cf. the varying uses of the word 'people' in modern democratic societies), and the phrase here has been generally regarded as not meaning more than the populace. But it has
been increasingly recognized that the term has an original political import. For recent publications see M. Sulzberger, *Am Ha-aretz*, claiming that this element was member of a bicameral legislature; Eva Gillischewski, 'Der Ausdruck יִבְּשָׁן im A.T.,' *ZAW* 40 (1922), 137 ff.; R. Gordis, 'Sectional Rivalry in the Kgdm. of Judah,' *JQR* 25 (1935), 242 ff. (holding that the term refers to the people of the countryside as distinct from the city); and especially the extensive treatise by E. Würthwein, *Der 'Amm ha'arez im A.T.*, with full bibliography. Gillischewski, Gallig, Würthwein reasonably agree that by this term, 'the people of the land,' 'die Gesamtheit der jüdischen Vollbürger' (Würthwein, p. 16) appears as 'a political factor,' unorganized, but acting in political crises. Note the use of the word 'land' in I. 419, and cf. the similar democratic part of the people in Anglo-Saxon England. A remarkable Oriental parallel to the present 'covenant' appears in a South Arabian inscription, discovered by E. Glaser, and published by him in his *Altjemenische Nachrichten* (1906), 162 ff., and again with exhaustive editing by N. Rhodokanakis in *Sb.*, Vienna Academy, vol. 177, Abt. 1 (1915). This stone document of 23 long lines presents a constitution for the State of Kataban, the three parties being the God, the King, the Nation Kataban, with further specification of certain estates, military, economic, etc. Cf. the writer's article, 'Enactment of Fundamental Constitutional Law in Old South Arabia,' *Proc. Am. Philos. Soc.*, 67 (1928), 207 ff. In the present case the term appears in both of the components of the ch. as diagnosed by critics. On the royal covenant see M. Buber, *Königtum Gottes* (1936), ch. 7, 'Der Königsbund.'

18a. The destruction of the Baal temple, with its altars and images, the murder of the Baal's priest, all this by rapid mob action. The event introduces to us the first popular reform in Jerusalem. The priest's name *Mallan* is peculiarly Phoenician; see Harris, *Grammar*, 108; also see Note. 18b. The temple is placed under special guard; there may well have been a contrary-minded minority to combat; cf. the comment in v. 20, and the city was quiet. 19. For the Guards' Gate see v. 6. The finale is that the young king formally took

his seat on the throne of the kings, his ancestors. 20. For the repeated note of the slaying of Athaliah see above. The modern VSS, except JV, attach 12\textsuperscript{1} here as v.\textsuperscript{21}, with following variation in numbering of vv.

1. יִהְיוּנָו: so below, exc. vv.\textsuperscript{5, 20}, יִהְיוּנָו הָלַּחֵם =886.—[תומא]: dittog.; om. with MSS, Kr.—מַכֶּנֶנ תַּּמִּיו: Hex., 'her sons were dead.'—םָמח: Grr. om., exc. $\mathbf{G}^\text{l}$='arose to action,' and not to be deleted, vs. St.—כֹּפִי: cf. 'אֵלָנָי, Am. 7\textsuperscript{13}; in Phoen. the word means 'royalty>king'; there is no reason to change it to the neuter as with 6 MSS (=25\textsuperscript{20}), vs. St.—2. שָׁמוֹנְהוֹת: Ch., 'מֶשֶׁכִּים,' feminized form; cf. 'Ĕliešāḇēt of N.T.—אָזִים: for the name see on 12\textsuperscript{1}.—יהוה: there is no reason, vs. St., Sanda (cf. BH), to substitute סדה with Grr.—מַכֶּנֶנ: Kr. מַכֶּכֶנ, Pual, and so many MSS, Ch., and generally accepted, but the form may be Polal, פַּכָּנָה, with intensive sense of 'massacring'; cf. the Polel, i Sam. 14\textsuperscript{13}—רָשָׁי נַעַרְיוֹנָו: Ch. pref. נֶעְרֵי, and so Sanda. Ch., מַכֶּנֶנ רָשָׁי=Grr., $\mathbf{G}^\text{v},$ which rdg. is now generally accepted; but $\mathbf{G}^\text{v}$ is the impersonal pl., as at v.\textsuperscript{10}.—3. סדה: referring to the aunt; Ch. $\gamma\nu\varepsilon$: Grr., erw oíkô, avoiding notion of profanation of the temple; but the Three and $\mathbf{G}^\text{H}$ correct; cf. $\mathbf{G}^\text{H}$ ἀνδρὶν τέκνην. —4. יִהְיוּנָו: Grr., exc. B+$\delta$ wépεν=$\mathbf{G}^\text{H}$—יִהְיוּנָו: i.e., $\text{mé̂n}^\text{t}$> $\text{mé̂n}^\text{t}$; for list of similar Kt.—Kr. variants see Gordis, The Biblical Text, 110 ff.—רָשָׁי: for the collective generic cf. I. 1\textsuperscript{20}—יָדָיו: $\mathbf{G}^\text{H}$ transliterated, although using παρατρέχοντες at 10\textsuperscript{28}. I. 14\textsuperscript{27}; the translator recovered himself below, v.\textsuperscript{4}, etc.; $\mathbf{G}^\text{l}$ inserted this translation before τ. Χορηγ.—"יִהְיוּנָו 20°: of the Grr. B v om.; $\mathbf{G}^\text{l}$ 'before the Lord'; Hex. ($\mathbf{G}^\text{H}$ $\gamma\nu\varepsilon$), 'in the covenant of the Lord'; translators objected to such a scene in the temple; there is no reason to cancel the phrase, vs. St., BH.—5. יִישַׁרְי: read with Joyon יִישַׁרְי, as accepted above.—\textit{Ad fin.} $\mathbf{G}^\text{H}$ יִישַׁרְי+ 'in the gate.'—6. רְוֹא: Ch., יִשַׁרְי, 'the foundation'; Grr., $\tau$. oδυν=$\mathbf{G}^\text{H}$; $\tau$ 'of the men-of-war,' reduced by $\mathbf{A}$ to 'of war'; $\mathbf{G}^\text{H}$ יִשַׁרְי (?-see Brock, Lex. syr., 608), which Barhebræus interpreted with אֶלְעֹת 'hidden'; $\mathbf{G}^\text{H}$ as n. loci=modern VSS; Joyon sugg. יִשַׁרְי, Galling (Pjb., 27, 1931, 51 ff.) יִשַׁרְי.—דַעַשׁ 20°=$\mathbf{G}^\text{l}$ $\mathbf{G}^\text{H}$, other Gr. texts by error $\tau$. πιλης.—יִשַׁרְי: Grr. om., exc. $\mathbf{G}^\text{l}$ מְסָרָא=Theodoret=$\mathbf{G}^\text{v}$ 'Messa,' and GV 'Massa'; the other VSS as though מְסָרָא=$\mathbf{G}^\text{l}$ a noun from מְסֶר, 'to tear away/down'; $\mathbf{G}^\text{H}$ 'from destruction'; MS z notes the tr. of the 'Others' with אַרְיוֹנָי διαφθόρας; $\mathbf{C}$ 'that it was not removed'; similarly Rashi ('from destruction'), Kimchi, and so AV, 'that it be not broken down'; then with further variation as 'ab irruptione' (so Tremellius and Junius—see Poole at length); RVV JV, 'and be a barrier' (cf. FV), and so Keil. Haupt suggests 'relieving one another' on basis of Arab. nasaḥa, 'to replace,' this ingenious suggestion may be supported by Jewish Aram. קַנֹּנָה, קַנֹּנָה, 'balance.'—7. יַעַזֵּר: to be preserved, vs. suggested change to יִשַׁרְי. —יִשַׁרְי יִשַׁרְי: redun-
dant repetition of ἀντίς, vv. 8, 11, and to be deleted, with Kamp., St., al.—8. καταράσσει: the military term = Akk. sidirtu (Delitzsch, Ass. Hdb.); Grr. transliterate, but Aq., Sym., 7. περίβολος, ‘the precincts’ (§ 233); Ἡ septum, ‘barrier,’ which Jouon prefers.—πτερα = ἀντίς; ἡ k. εὐσέβετα; a group of MSS, k. εὐσοτα. —9. κούρα 10 Σ o εὐσέβετο = ἀντίς with plus, τετελ. —ἐξεύρετα . . . οὗτοι αἱ ἀρετὴ τὰς: curtailed οὗτοι καθότι Σ. —10. ἀνατίς: the pl. is required, and so Ch. (τεταρτάς), VSS, EVV; read ἀνατίς, for which pl. cf. Is. 21, Mic. 4. —Σ adds to the v. repetition of the invocation in the temple. —12. φήμα: Σ Σ to νεῖπρ (with subsequent corruptions, e.g., B) = ἀντίς; ἡ Σ to αἰγιαλομα.—ὑπονόησι: Grr., το μαρτυριον = ἀντίς, and Ψ ‘testimonium’ = modern VSS, exc. JV. Wellh.'s correction to ἀνατίς after the parallel phrase, 2 Sam. 10, and the noun in Is. 320 = 'bracelets,' is now largely accepted (by Burn., St., BH, al.); Kimchi proposed the dress of royalty, as from root ὀπή, 'ornament,' followed by Klost., and so JV 'insignia.' Derivation of the word from that root is preferable. The older interpretations have been various; Rashi, 'he placed beside him the Torah, which is ἀνατίς, that he might read in it,' with Dt. 1718ff., in mind; also the ordinance of the phylactery (Ex. 13) has been suggested, and the oil of unction; see Poole. Şanda maintains the traditional interpretation, cft. the Roman rite of laying the Bible on the head of the episcopal ordinand; but this rite was suggested from the present passage, as so understood!—Most recently Robinson (HI 1, 351) would continue this interpretation as of 'a written document or charter,' and H. G. May (JBL 57 [1938], 81) has ingeniously compared a line in the Seven Tablets of Creation (iii, 105, Rogers, CP 22): 'She (Tiamat) gave him (Kingu) the tablets of destiny, on his breast she placed them.'—The verbs are collectively interpreted by critics (and so 22 MSS Kt. in the first case) with the Grr.; but the verbs are collective, for there are many actors in such a ritual.—13. ἀνατίς ἐνεργεῖ: the Aram. pl. form of the first noun indicates its secondary character; Ch., Heb, MSS, VSS, modern trr. variously attempt improvement.—14. ἀνατίς ἐνεργεῖ: cf. Egyptian exx.; but the Heb. phrase means merely 'in his place' (e.g., Neh. 8). Then, al. (cf. BH), and most recently C. R. North (ZAW 1924, 321, n. 1) would read ἐνεργεῖ in all places, cft. Egyptian exx.; but the Heb. phrase means merely 'in his place' (e.g., Neh. 8). Then, al. (cf. BH), and most recently C. R. North (ZAW 1932, 19 f.) would correct the present noun to ἀνατίς, interpreting as 'on the platform'; but such changes only introduce an unknown object in contrast to the pillar; see Comm.—15. τοιοῦτος ἐστί: poss. secondary, from vv. 8, 10 (so St., Burn., al.).—ἐπικέφαλος: the form as at Num. 3114; the usual οπίσω (e.g., 2318) is demanded by St., Burn., al.—A C אב כנפ; for the prepositional phrase = 'within,' cf. 57 ה תבכ, Num. 14*
187, and so the Grr. in general; the text is to be kept. A few Gr. MSS have corrupted the prep. οὐσιῶν to οὐσιῶν, and this is the basis of δι. Ψ, 'outside of,' suggesting to some critics correction to γυτο (e.g., BH). The Grr. transliterate the foll. noun, except Sym. with οὐσίων τ. διαταξομ. GL has an exegetical plus, "and lead him in after the commanders" (for further plus of GL in the v. see Rahlfss, SS 3, 289).—ר radix: abs. inf., turned naturally into a finite verb by Ch., VSS.; n.b. δωκατω δωκατονδοται.—

16. יחזקיהו: the tr., "and they made place for her"=Τ Ψ Kimchi, was accepted by Renaissance scholars, and has been maintained since by moderns, Keil, Then., al., most recently by Joüon (Biblica, 14 [1933], 458); but see Burn., denying that the alleged parallel ישע, Josh. 8:2, 3, means 'place, room.'—אבות: GL Ψ k. εισηλθεω, but by scribal error B -θον, Α -θου; GL Ψ make the verb causative with obj.—לע. בָּזִים התיה女装: not in Ch., represented in Grr. only by B A and a few cursives, asterisked by ס; St. holds that ל is due to dittog., but the omission was due to simplification of an apparent repetition; Kit. in BH (not in Comm.) regards it as addition.—18. יָח 19: 18 MSS, Ch., Ṭ ל:—Grr., Ψ: the name appears on a Lachish seal; BASOR 86 (1942), 24 f.—הָנֵחַס: so pl. in Grr., exc. 2 cursives= in, and other VSS with sing.; the sing. is demanded by some critics, e.g., St., but the generalizing pl. is not out of place.—19. תָּנָאָה: as over against תָּנָאָה above, vv.41.—רוי: impersonal pl., cf. vv.5—12; some Gr. MSS change to sing.—רֵעַת: Ch., "and they seated the king"; Grr., exc. A, "and they seated him"; Ψ is far preferable in re the formal accession, cf. I. 212.—20. פִּסְתָּה: Kr. פִּסְתָּה, and so many MSS Kt.; but for the antique, non-articulated phrase see I. 1518.

Ch. 12 (EVV, exc. JV, 1121—1221). The reign of Jehoash of Judah. || 2 Ch. 24; cf. Ant., ix, 8, 2—4. N.b. the quite contradictory midrash in Ch. for the story of the temple repairs, along with a good historical tradition of a breach between the king and the priesthood in the latter part of the reign; Josephus follows Ch. The history is a literary continuation of ch. 11. As there, the historian is not a temple annalist; he is distinctly secular with his record of the royal rebuke of the priests for their dishonest handling of the temple funds and his novel detail of how their peculations were stopped. Also he ignores the Chronicler's doubtless true tradition of the scandalous murder of Zechariah ben Jehoiada by the Jerusalem mob.

VV.1—4. The introductory data of the reign. The unusual placing of the king's age at accession in v.1, as of seven years,
is a link with 114. The round figure of forty years for the reign (so for David and Solomon) arouses suspicion. As has not been generally observed, according to dynastic rule Jehoash's reign should be dated from his infancy when he became heir, and the six/seven years of Athaliah should not be reckoned in the royal chronology; the subtraction of this figure would help in reducing the disparity between the Judaean and Israelite chronologies from Jehu to 721 B.C.—165 years for the former, 143 for the latter. Meyer in his chronology, GA 2, 2, 438, exceptionally assigns 39 years for Athaliah and Jehoash together. The priest Jehoiada acted as vizier of the realm and as tutor of the boy king: the latter did the right in YHWH's eyes, all his days that Jehoiada the priest instructed him—so the Heb. literally, but with question as to the relative pronoun. EVV, following Grr., ὅ, tr. the relative with wherein, i.e., restricting the king's right conduct to the time of his tutelage; but Ki. absolutely ignores the later infidelity charged against him by Ch.; the word might be rendered with as; but rather, the relative clause may be wholly a gloss to conform with Ch.; see Burney's lengthy discussion. The verbal root of instructed is that of törāh; cf. Samuel's announcement to the people, "I will instruct you in the good and right way" (1 Sam. 1223); the present is the earliest case of the use of the verb in individual instruction by a teacher, else only appearing late, e.g., Prov. 411. Also according to Ch. the good priest found Jehoash's two wives for him.

VV.5-17. The rehabilitation of the temple and its funds. Cf. the restoration in Josiah's reign, ch. 22, the text of which has been affected by the present narrative. There are to be recalled the many Bab. and Ass. inscriptions celebrating the restoration of ancient fanes. Ch. attributes the present condition of the temple to 'the sons of Athaliah, that wicked woman'; but the sumptuous days of Solomon were long past, and the building must have fallen into sad decay. VV.5-9 By the royal command all direct religious taxes and voluntary offerings in cash (silver) were to be segregated and used solely for the repairs. When this order was decreed is not stated; but in the twenty-third year of king Jehoash the priests had not repaired the breakdown of the house; the clerical caste was sadly in fault (v.7). Thereupon the king summons
Jehoiada and the priests and upbraids them, and these agree on the one hand not to bank those moneys for themselves, and on the other hand to be relieved from the expense of repairs that would normally fall upon the temple exchequer. With the difficulty of making haj to the central sanctuary, offerings in kind were generally turned into current money (so ἱδ in v.5), which was easily appropriated by mercenary priests. VV.10-13. The high-minded Jehoiada may not have been able to control his college of priests. It was in pursuance of his suggestion that the first collection box in history was invented and placed at the entry of the temple; into this box the priest-guardians of the threshold (appearing again at 234) at once deposited the moneys under the eyes of the givers. This particular fund appears in Josiah's reign (224) with repetition of the present language. The chest as a depository appears in the N.T. as the korban (Mt. 276, cf. Jos., BJ ii, 9, 4). When the box was full, a commission, consisting of the royal scribe (cf. I. 43) and the high priest, minted and banked the moneys, which were paid out to the overseers, and these paid the workmen. VV.14, 15. A further condition was made, which might well be a citation from a written agreement, that none of the money should be spent (Heb. impf.) on ritual vessels, etc. The administration was bent on economy. V.16. The 'faithfulness' of the parties to the contract is commented upon—a novelty in both church and state. V.17. A final clause in the agreement ordered that the technical items of guilt- and trespass-money were not to be brought [so the impf. verb again] into the house of YHWH, they were to be the priests'—i.e., remain the perquisite of the sacred personnel.

5. 6. The order of the king to the priests: All the money of devotions that is brought into the house of YHWH—the 'rate-money' [=OGr.; ἱδ current money], each [ἱδ + money per person] at his rating, 'and' [not in ἱδ] all the money which it occurs to one's mind to bring into the house of YHWH—6. the priests shall take to themselves . . . and repair, etc. With the correction, rate-money, and the elimination of a following phrase (changes now generally accepted), the moneys fall into two great classes, of taxes and voluntary offerings. For the former cf. the tithes, and the poll-tax (Ex. 3011ff.) ; for the free-will offerings (nēḏāḥāh), apart from the Torah, see
Ezra 1: For the expression of voluntary concern, literally 'to come up upon the heart,' cf. Jer. 7:1. 6. (resumed)—the priests shall take to themselves, each from his acquaintance: so most modern VSS after C; below, v.8, this arrangement is prohibited by fresh orders. But such personal handling between priest and client appears absurd, as though the former were a small parish priest; Šanda thinks of priests assigned to the several districts of the land and so acquainted with the devout. But the noun translated in EVV (exc. JV) with 'acquaintance' also appears in Ugaritic, where the pl. is aligned with 'priests' and 'holy ones.' While the word etymologically signifies 'merchant,' it may indicate in this connexion a class of temple-tellers; cf. the 'money-changers' in the Jerusalem temple, Mt. 21:12, etc.; see Note. 10. And the priest Jehoiada took a chest, and bored a hole in its lid, and set it beside the 'pillar' (H altar] on the right hand as one comes into the house of Yhwh; and the guardian priests of the threshold would put therein all the money. Stade's correction, based on Gr. transliterations, reading by a slight change mšbh for mzbh, has been generally accepted, i.e., the pillar; this word is generally used of a heathenish object (e.g., 18:4, 23:14), and yet the seer in Is. 19:19 foresees a pillar and an altar to be reared at the border of Egypt. A possible confusion of the two words occurred above, 10:27. The Gr. glossed over the distasteful word with a transliteration, H altered it. For the exalted position of the guardians of the threshold cf. 23:4, 25:18, and see Frazer, Golden Bough, 3, ff., for such functionaries. 11. And it was, when they saw that there was a large quantity of silver in the chest, that the royal scribe and the high priest came up and minted (i.e., in ingots) and reckoned the silver found in the house of Yhwh. The title 'high priest' (literally 'great priest') is late, introduced again in 22:1, 8, 23:1, probably of post-Exilic origin (cf. Hag. 1, Zech. 3:1), and should be simplified to 'the priest,' as elsewhere in this narrative; cf. Morgenstern, 'A Chapter in the History of the High-Priesthood,' AJSL 55 (1938), ff. Another, probably old, title of the primate appears in kōhēn hā-rōš (25:18). A far more ancient title appears in Ugaritic rb khnm (Gordon, Ugar. Handbook, 2, 62: 54 ff.), continued in the Phoenician (Harris, Gram., 110). Stade would eliminate the whole reference to that functionary, but
n.b. the following pls., while there is no intrinsic objection to this statement of dual accounting. The verb translated above with minted appears, following tradition, in the EVV as put up in bags (and similarly GV FV); see Note. But Eissfeldt (FuF 1937, 163, reprinted in his Ras Schamra u. Sanchuniathon, 42 ff.), pursuing the ingenious argument made by Torrey in ‘The Foundry of the Second Temple at Jerusalem’ (JBL 55 [1936], 247 ff.), interpreting the yōṣēr of Jer. 1811, Zech. 1113, as of the official mint-master who smelted the bullion into ingots, finds the same mng. here with root sūr || to yšr. There was no coinage; silver was cast into ingots of round bars or rings; see Benzinger, Arch., §42, with the Egyptian representations of the latter form of moulding, also Nowack, Arch., §37, and Torrey cites Herodotus, iii, 96, for Darius I’s rendering of loose silver into bullion preserved in jars. The following verb, and they counted, refers then to these ingots. 13. The masons [Heb. wall-makers] and the stone-hewers: for the first noun, by change of root gār to gzar, Ehrlich sensibly proposes the carpenters, so obtaining balance with ‘the wood-artisans and the builders’ in v.12, and ‘the timbers’ and ‘the stone’ just below. 14. Only there were not to be made [י+ in the house of YHWH; most Grr., ‘for the house of the Lord’=EVV; ¥ ‘templi Domini ’] cups of silver, snuffers, basins, trumpets, any vessels of gold and vessels of silver, of the money that was brought into the house of YHWH. The bracketed Heb. appears senseless, the Grr. give sense but repeat the phrase occurring at end of the v. The bracket looks like an intentional gloss—the vessels were not to be made in the temple, thus relieving the stringency of the order against misapplication of the funds. For the list of vessels cited cf. I. 750, here an evident accretion.

VV.18. 19. The invasion by Hazael of Aram, and his capture of Gath; he is bought off from attacking Jerusalem with treasures of the temple. This brief datum, continuing the history in 1032ff., presents an otherwise unknown advance of the Aramæan power to the SW, doubtless seeking control of the trade-route by the sea; cf. Meyer, GA 2, 2, 341 ff. Gath had remained a Philistine enclave within Judah (see I. 229), as the reference to it as a foreign city in Amos 6 proves, and according to 2 Ch. 266 Uzziah later broke down its wall; such autonomous city-states were a part of the
ancient political order. That there was from this epoch a temporary suppression of the city appears from its absence in the list of Philistine cities in Amos 16f., but it is mentioned by Sargon (ARA 2, §§36, 62). Its identification has long been disputed; see Smith, HGP 196 ff.; Döller, GES 28 ff.; Abel (GP 2, 325), following Guthe, Albright (AASOR 2–3 [1923], 11 f.) identifies it with Tell-el-Menïyeh, 10 km. from Beit Jibrîn on the road to Gaza. V.19 notes the fact that the temple had been cherished by the king’s forbears, not only by the pious Jehoshaphat but also by the ‘evil’ Jehoram and Ahaziah (cf. §18.27). With this sacred loot the invader was satisfied, even as had been the Egyptian Shishak generations earlier (I. 14.25ff.).

Vv.20–22. The plot of certain named courtiers and their assassination of the king. The Chronicler doubtless possesses a true, if frail tradition of the king’s latter days: how that after the death of the excellent Jehoiada his son and evident successor Zechariah denounced the sins of the people, for which lèse majesté he was stoned to death in the temple court (of which crime a reminiscence is preserved in Mt. 2335); for this godless outrage the kingdom fell prey to the Aramaean invader, the king himself suffered ‘great diseases,’ and finally met his death by the conspiracy here narrated. It is useless to guess at the motif of the conspiracy, whether personal, political, or religious. The royal successor Amaziah suffered the like fate (1419); like the North, the South was in the nadir of disorder. For such exact records of assassination of a king cf. that of Sennacherib, 1937. 21. The place of assassination is Beth-millo, but the concluding local note (RVV JV on the way that goeth down to Silla) is absolutely obscure; see Note. Begrich (Chronologie, 196) correctly finds parallel sources in vv.21.22a, the second with more detail.

1. צִוָּה: אֶז, and so inf., vv.20, 21, also I. 2226; the same variation in name of the contemporary Northern king, 139.10. For the name cf. צִוָּ in a Lachish tablet (Torchyner, LL no. 2) and in Elephantine papp.; the verbal element appears as ‘ws in Aramaic names (Lidzb., HNE 210); this corresponds to Arab. ‘ws, ‘to give,’ which element is frequent in OArab. names; see NPS i, 218, and cf. Albr., BASOR 79 (1940), 28, n. 1; see further Note below on 161. Of same origin is צוואר, 221.—2. עִבּ: ‘gazelle’ (Noth)=ועב in Eleph. papp.—3. יָאָשׁ אֹת [ל] : Ehrl.
would read יֵשָׁה, as the Grr. understood (cf. GK §130, c), Sanda פֶּלְׁלָה יֵשָׁה.—4. see 14, 15, 35; see Note, I. 15, 5 ff. See St., ZAW 5 (1885), 208 ff. (=Ahad. Redn, 192 ff.), SBOT, and the current commentaries.—5. See note [p. 291] in Hex., T V (§paraphrases), but G $=n=, as below, and accepted in Comm.—

this superfluous legal expression is reminiscent of Lev. 27, which ch. gives the money-rating for vows of kind.—[p. 292] א: read לי, 1 lost by haplog.—6. *א: the pl., סדר, appears in an Ugaritic list of temple castes, after קהֹּת and קֹדֶם; see Volos- laud, Syria, 1937: 163 ff., Gordon, Ugar. Handbook, 2, 62: 54 ff. The root is כֹּדֶם, and the word means primarily, 'trader, bargainer, proceeding to Arab. *מקֹדֶם, 'cheater.' The dubious form מִכְּדֶם appears at Dt. 18, for which see Dr., ad loc. LHeb. כֹּדֶם = 'acquaintance,' and so T here, followed by Rashi, Kimchi, and modern VSS (exc. JV with a novel translation, 'from him that bestoweth it upon him'); Grr., *אָנָּב אֲשֶׁר הָיָה *פְּרָסָאָו אֲנָוֹ, and so supporting the above interpretation; סדר 'iuxta ordinem suum.' —כֹּדֶם: for the root and derivatives see Lexx.; it proceeds from the notion of a 'rift, breach,' so Akk., to that of 'repair,' so Syr. The Grr. transliterate (exc. Sym. with *🔝דְּכֶה, and again below with וּמְּכֹּדֶם); סדר 'sartatecla,' and below 'instauratio'; סִדְּר cleverly rendered the Gr. transliteration into the corresponding Syr. noun.—9. כֹּדֶם: כֹּדֶם is expected; for similar exceptions see GK §93, h.—רֵזָא 27: G $ om., apparently by intention in the dubious context.—כֹּדֶם: בִּלְּבָאָו (l).—10. *כֹּדֶם: see Haupt for this as correct abs. form.—כֹּדֶם: the Grr., e.g., ב A, are much confused.—כֹּדֶם: תִּשְׁלָלַת =ח, Jos.; other Grr. transliterate: ה רֵא הָאָו וּפְּרָסָאָו אֲנָוֹ; Grr. transliterate: V יָסֵר וּפְּרָסָאָו אֲנָוֹ; Comm. for correction to תִּשְׁלָלַת: Kamph.'s correction to תִּשְׁלָלַת, accepted by Benz., is not supported by the Grr.—כֹּדֶם קָדָמָה $ =ח, תִּשְׁלָלַת קָדָמָה =ח, (see Rahlf's, SS 3, 245).—"כֹּדֶם: כֹּדֶם קָדָמָה =ח, אַבְּרֵי $ ev טו הָאָו אֲנָוֹ הָאָו וּפְּרָסָאָו אֲנָוֹ תִּשְׁלָלַת (with what sense ?). כֹּדֶם avoid foll. תִּשְׁלָלַת, and tr. אָנָוֹ as though תִּשְׁלָלַת =ח; cf. v. 11, אָנָוֹ: for this reversion of aspects (cf. v. 12) see Dr., Tenses, §114.—11. יָסֵר: Ch., רֵא, 'and they emptied,' and so $ 'effundebantque'; Grr. (G $ om.), סִדְּר 'bound up,' and so סִדְּר, but transposing it and the foll. verb to obtain proper sequence; St. follows suit, correcting to רֵא, from root רֵא; cf. modern VSS. But see Eissfeldt's correction, accepted above; the same verb, רֵא, with similar mng., appears at I. 17. The verb רֵא, 22 (with correction of $), is parallel in mng.—12. רֵא [ט]: Kt., יָסֵר קְר.; the former is correct, cf. 22, where present קְר. is absent, and רֵא below, v. 16.—יָסֵר הָאָו: Kt., וּפְּרָסָאָו קְר., confining with 22: read וּפְּרָסָאָו; cf. the variant form in 11, 16. יִסְּרָה: read וּפְּרָסָאָו; see Comm.—ינָוֹ יָסֵר: Grr. om. the conj. יָסֵר; for inf. constr. in ס see GK §45, d; סדְּר, סדְּר-אֲנָו =ח, suggesting to Klost., al. (not Sanda), the reading יָסֵר; but the Kal may be used in the absolute sense (a case in Josh. 2).
II. 131-25

Ch. introduces the implied object, 'the house' = Y here.—14. [צophו] תב: Grr., for the house,' exc. n., 'in the house' = סה
T ס A.—16. but the second contains a repetition: but this category means the
superior technical officers at v.15, yet here the paid labourers—a
careless expression, or to be elided with Benz., St.—17. תמצית: =
S Y: 17 MSS תמצית, and so as sing. = Grr., סה T, which is to
be accepted.—18: 3 MSS תמצית = VSS.—18. as: archival, not
'Flickwerk' (so Sanda).—21. בשכ = סה k. אדסואפ פניא
(error for et αντων) συμπέραν; סה k. ουπήφαν et αντων k. εδ. αναλ.
—22. as: the Grr. variously transliterate the nm. pr.;
S avoided דירוג, and Rahlfis finds the original text in ev οικώ
Μαλά την ev Ταλα. For rendering of the ppl. two makeshifts
have been attempted: (1) making it geographical along with
ذهب יבש, so T = AV 'which goeth down to S.', expanded in RVV
JV (see Comm.); סה ev τη καταβασί άλλων = Y 'in descensu
Sella'; or (2) construing it with Joash, 'when he went down,'
so 9q., Sym., Hex., סא (καταμεμφύτα is to be corrected to
καταμεμφύτα). Rewritings have been proposed, e.g., by Then.,
Cheyne, Winckler, Haupt, Sanda. Smith, Jerusalem, 2, 112, pro-
poses on chance a location near the Millo in Jerusalem.—22. so
MS L in BH, and many older prints, following over 50 MSS
(see deR.—there is a misprint in Ginsb.), and so סה; the generally
received and preferable text (in view of the duplication of the
odd name) is יבש, supported by the other VSS; but the other
is an ancient rdg., as the parallel, יבש, in Ch. shows.—רשק: n. pr. m.: cf. זזז, I. 1180, q.v. Ch. understood the name as fem.,
making the mother an 'Ammonitess,' and following this up with
turning 'Shomer' into 'Shimrith,' 'a Moabitess'; such a de-
development based on the grammatical gender is not to be accepted,
vs. GB, Noth.

For criticism of the ch. see Stade, ZAW 5 (1885), 295 ff. =
Akad. Reden, 197 (characterizing the ch. as 'ein wahres
Gewirr'). Apart from the usual regnal data and religious
criticism this section consists of brief notes on the conflicts
with Aram, on which see further below, vv.22ff. The inverted
order of vv.4-6, recounting the king's appeal to יהוה, who
then gave Israel a deliverer, and they went out from under
the hand of Aram, and v.7, detailing authentically the well-
nigh complete destruction of Israel's military forces, stamps
the former section as an awkward intrusion (n.b. the bracket-
ing of vv.5-6 in EVV), as has been generally recognized. The
indefinite reference to a deliverer is reflection from 1427; most
unlikely have been the attempts at identification, as Winckler's
suggestion that it refers to the Assyrian Adad-nirari, or Cook's
alternative suggestion of Zakar of Hamath (CAH 3, 376). The introductory words of v.7, For he did not leave [not as with JV, for there was not left] to Jehoahaz of the people save fifty steeds and ten chariots and ten thousand foot, etc., connect with v.8, the anger [root 'nā] of Yhwh was kindled against Israel; cf. the reason given by Mesha for Moab's earlier humiliation, "for Chemosh was angry [the same root] against his land." 6. And moreover the Asherah remained in Samaria: the survival of this heathenish symbol, apparently untouched by Jehu (1026-27), motivated the ensuing calamity. 7. The figures for the remnant of the army are to be compared with the Assyrian report of Ahab's 2000 chariots and 10,000 foot at the battle of Karkar; the correspondence for the last figure is of interest, even if it seems absurdly high. For the question of 'steeds,' vs. 'horsemen,' as the word is generally understood, see the discussion in Note, I. 15. Löhr, cited there, holds that here distinctly cavalry is meant; yet the word is aligned with chariots. 8. The might ascribed to Jehoahaz is indeed formulistic.

Vv.10-25. The reign of Jehoash of Israel and his success over Aram, with legends of Elisha. Cf. Ant., ix, 8, 6, 7. Vv.10-13. The regnal data. 10. In the thirty-seventh year of Joash king of Judah began Jehoash ben Jehoahaz to reign: the 39th or 40th year is expected (cf. v.1); the Grr. have attempted various corrections. 12. 13. These final data are out of place here, and are duplicate of 1415-16; the unusual language for the succession, and Jeroboam sat upon his throne, proves the secondary character. An early editor may have desired to place the original section, bracketed in Amaziah's reign, in a more appropriate setting. Ł shows that the passage is primitive. G1 made correction by transferring it to end of the ch., and then omitting the duplicate 1415, but inconsistently retaining v.16. Šanda holds that this position of the passage is original; but Lucian is a weak authority, even with his faculty of putting things in their right place. See also Skinner for attempt at restoration of original order.

Vv.14-19. Elisha's magical omens of victory for Jehoash. The prophet had appeared in the story of Hazael's accession to the throne of Aram, ca. 840 B.C. (ch. 8); he reappears now after 40 years (Jehoash ca. 800); Šanda calculates his
age at 85-90 years. An affectionate relationship is postulated between prophet and royalty, as *vs.* the editorial condemnation of the dynasty. The king is said to have applied to him the proud title 'my father, my father,' that the latter had given to his master Elijah (212). VV.15ff. For cases of creative, sympathetic magic similar to the shooting with arrows here recorded *cf.* Ex. 178ff. (the propping up of Moses' hand with the rod of God in the battle with Amalek), Jos. 818ff. (Joshua's stretching out the javelin towards Ai until its capture), Jer. 18 (the prophet's breaking of the earthen jar as doom on Jerusalem); see Frazer, *The Golden Bough*, Suppl. Vol., cc. 1, 2; A. Lods, 'Le rôle des idées magiques dans la mentalité israélite,' in *O.T. Essays*, ed. D. C. Simpson; Dhorme, *L'Évolution religieuse d'Israël*, 288 ff. There are two acts in the magical drama. VV.15-17. With his hand on the king's hand, at *the window eastward*, *i.e.* towards Aram, the prophet bids the king, *Shoot!*, accompanying the action with a word of power, *An arrow of victory of YHWH's, and an arrow of victory at Aram!* For such a 'holy word' *cf.* Num. 2117. The following specification of the coming victory at *Aphek* is most improbable even in a mere story; the item is an insertion, either based on some tradition of the scene of the victories (not known in v.25), or rather a reminiscence of I. 2026ff., where the unnamed 'man of God' and 'king of *Israel* ' appear, with subsequent triumph at Aphek. VV.18-19. An omen for precision of the number of victories. The art depended upon the will and energy of the operator; the king's three strokes proved him remiss in forcefulness, for which the prophet chides him on the loss of his great opportunity.

VV.20, 21. The death and burial of Elisha, and the miracle effected by his dead body. Mention of the *Moabites* as annual invaders of Elisha's home-country (Abel-meholah in Issachar, I. 1916) appears to be an absurdity. For such forays of Moabites and Ammonites *cf.* Am. 13, 21. In v.21 AV has a circumlocution to ease the Heb.: "when the man was let down and touched the bones of Elisha," with like circumlocution RVV JV, 'as soon as the man touched the bones,' whereas Ḥ reads, *and the man went and touched the bones*—an impossible use of the first verb with a corpse as subject.
By slight correction of 9 (made by some VSS) read: And they went off. And the man came in contact with Elisha's bones, and he revived. Even as Elijah had miraculously ascended into heaven, so legend gave his disciple's dead body miraculous power.

VV. 22-25. The victories over Aram. 22. The Heb. verb requires the pluperfect, Hazael . . . had oppressed Israel; the v. is editorially resumptive. Cf. the Mesha inscr., l. 5, "Omri king of Israel afflicted Moab many days." 23. A parallel to vv. 4ff., and of similar origin; Ed transfers it after v. 7. The final until now fails in Grm., and is a pious addition. 24. 25. For the contemporary Aramaean history see the literature cited in n. 1 to Comm., I. 20. Ben-Hadad II, to whom proleptic reference was made in v. 8, succeeded his father, and fresh authentic light has been thrown upon his reign by the Aramaic, but Hebraizing, inscription of Zakar, 'king of Hamath and La'ash' (=Akk. Nuḫaššē), found at Afis (named in the inscription), 40 km. SW of Aleppo (Bibliography, xlii). Zakar records how he successfully withstood a siege of his fortress Hazrak (the Hadrak of Zech. 9) by Bar-Hadad bar Hazael king of Aram' and his seventeen allies, kings with their armies, including far northerly Ḳue-Cilicia (see on I. 10ff.), 'Amk (the 'vale' of Antioch), Gurgum, Melitene, Sam'al. There is religious parallel with the section above, vv. 14ff.; Zakar took recourse to 'seers and soothsayers,' who promised him deliverance in the name of Baal-of-the-Heavens. The chronology is sketched out at large from the Ass. records. In 805 B.C. Adad-nirari III subjected Hatti-land, Amurru, Tyre, Sidon, Omri-land (i.e., Israel), Edom, Philistia (cf. Hazael's capture of Gath, 1218), and marched upon Damascus, where he 'shut up Mari, the king of Damascus, in Damascus his royal city'; there follows the accounting of the rich loot taken in lieu of surrender (KB 1, 190 ff. = CIOT 202 ff.; CP 305 f.; ARA 1, §739, cf. §§735, 740; AB 462 f.). The usual dating for the Zakar inscr. and its picture of Syrian turmoil has placed it before Adad-nirari's campaign, with question as to the identity of 'Mari' in the Damascene dynasty. For that dating see Meyer (GA 2, 2, 344 ff., esp. p. 346, n. 1), who finds no connexion between that revolt of the Syrian states against Damascus and Jehoash's reign, ca. 798-783,
and so brands the present Biblical passage as ‘worthless,’ on the ground that by his reign not Ben-Hadad, but Mari was king of Damascus. But this Aramaean name—‘milord,’ has been recognized by many (e.g., Winckler, Kittel, Lods) as the title which has replaced the royal name in current language. As against Meyer’s scepticism R. de Vaux argues in a monograph on ‘La chronologie de Hazaël et de Benhadad III rois de Damas’ (RB 1934, 512 ff.), that on epigraphical grounds the inscription is to be placed later, well after 805 B.C., in the following half-century of Assyrian withdrawal from Syrian affairs. He would identify ‘Mari’ with Hazael himself, noting an ivory plaque found at Arslan-Tash in loot taken from Damascus with the inscription הָצָאֵל, ‘of our lord Hazael,’ and place his son Ben-Hadad after that date, contemporary with Jehoash. That is, the insurrection of those Syrian states against Damascus gave opportunity to the Israelite king. 25a. He took again out of the hand of Ben-Hadad ben Hazael the cities which he (the latter) had taken out of the hand of his father Jehoahaz by war. The addition, 25b, Three times did Jehoash smite him, and he recovered the cities of Israel, aligns with the story of Elisha’s magical operation. Note the parallel in Mesha’s inscr., in which, l. 8, speaking of the land of Meheba, he says, using the same verb, ‘Chemosh recovered it in my days.’ The whole futility of the internecine Syro-Palestinian politics as also of the internal disturbances is further exhibited in the next chapter. Tiglath-pileser found an easy field for his conquests, and Assyrian imperialism has its apotheosis.

1. ‘23d year’—Jos., ‘21st year.’—אָבָהָל נַשְׂתָּא יִתְּפֹּא : O om., SH ; but it occurs regularly, exc. in I. 16 (St.).—2. אֵֽשָּׂתָא=Grr. ; but correct to נַשְׂתָא in agreement with foll. נַשְׂתָא=B נַשְׂתָא=G; al. נַשְׂתָא נַשְׂתָא ; cf. vv. 6, 11.—5. הָצָאֵל : Grr., שֶׁתֶּניָא (vs. Lagarde), exc. n v, שֶׁתֶּניָא=SH. —אָבָהָל=Hex. ; G כ. אָבָהָל ; SH כ. אָבָהָל נַשְׂתָא=G; corresponding corrections, with Klost., St., are unnecessary.—6. גִּנְסֶנֶנ בּוּ, BH : קֵנְסָנֶנ Ken., Mich., Bär, with same Kr.=VSS ; נַשְׂתָא preserved by foll. ns ; the latter preserved in B ev נַשְׂתָא.—enaries יִת: 9 MSS om.=ד שָׁלָו . יִת . . . נַשְׂתָא : Sh om.—many MSS אָבָהָל. —אָבָהָל=G (B i) ; al. Grr.=אָבָהָל=G; VSS, which is to be accepted.—7. אָבָהָל : Grr., SH as though אָבָהָל; a translation demanded by the preceding insertion ; see Comm.—אָבָהָל=6 Gr. MSS ; B A al. by early error with pl. verb.—Sh transfers v. 22 after v. 7, which change Burn.,
St. accept; Sanda properly denies the shift. -10. 'the 37th year': Gr. N + 13 MSS, '39th'; c2, '40th'; v, '36th.' -16 years: §13, by misreading. -11. Samarit. many MSS analogous; the sing. again is to be read, with § (B A al.), §H. -12. cf. I. 165; 22: Gr. εποτησι for the verb is reminiscent of those passages. -13. כִּי זָכַר, see Comm. for this evident intrusion; Begrich, Chronologie, 191, would retain it as original. The insertion involved folio. introduction of 'Joash' as necessary subject; 'Joash' is absent in r MS and in § §L (§H *). B has a very corrupt text here. -16. הַשֶּׂר, cf. § om. 'Israel,' but not in the parallel, v.18, where VSS also vary. -17. without §: §H asterisks, prob. from faulty copy. -18. for this use of § in hostile sense, see GB 80; §L, revising, 'in Israel,' preferred by Klost., Benz. -19. בְּהֵנָה: B+ para że. -20. Ehr. (cf BH) attempts to save by rdg. §אש, 'as it was at Aphek.' -18. §אש amplifies to 'five arrows,' to connect with 'five times' of v.19; see Rahlfis, SS 3, 245. -19. §אש: the inf. properly defended by Burn., St.; cf. Dr., Tenses, §204; the Gr. (=§) has suggested to Klost., Haupt., al. the rdg. §אש §א, §א. -20. Διαφω: MS 187 §§אש=Τ, induced by the sing. in v.31. -21. §א: Grr., εὐωντος τ. εὐωνον; Τ 'at the coming of the year' =EVV; § in ipso anno. Many corrections have been proposed, see Burn., St. at length; Burn., νοικία κ.§2; St., §κατ (abs. inf.) κ. §κατματ: Kit. (cf. BH), §κατ §κατ; but §κατ §κατ may be read with the inf. as locative of time. -21. §κατ: Grr., κ. εποτησι, exc. §L with a doublet, κ. εποτησι κ. §κατ; §H has the pl., with gloss from Sym., treating the verb as passive; and so r MS (deR). Read with atnah, §κατ, with Then., al., the Waw having been lost by haplog. -22. §κατ §κατ: § om.—Ad fin. §L + κ. ελαβεν ¥την αλλαφιδον εκ χειρος αυτου απο θαλασσης της καθ εσπεραν εως Αφεκ. St., following Wellh., has accepted this as original material, translating it into Heb. in SBOT. But see Rahlfis's drastic criticism (SS 3, 289, cf. Sanda), pointing out that Luc. misunderstood 'the sea of the Arabah,' 1425, as 'the sea of the West,' i.e., the Mediterranean, and so similarly at 254.5 with 'the Arabah' = 'the West'; he introduced the same terminology here, but the Philistines never extended to Aphek, itself an invention taken from v.17. -23. §κατ §κατ: r MS + §κατ=Grr., §א.—§κατ §κατ: Grr. om., §H * —25. §κατ §κατ: §L replaces the foll. Heb. with invented midrash: 'And Ioas smote the son of Ader, son of Azael thrice in the battle at Aphek according to the word of the Lord, and recovered the cities of Israel and what he took,' and then attaches 1415, 16.

I4. The reign of Amaziah of Judah. || 2 Ch. 25; cf. Ant., ix, 9. VV.1-4. Introductory regnal data. 2. Ascription of twenty-nine years to the reign is impossible. The 'twenty' appears to have been introduced from the preceding figure of
the young king’s age, 20 (and 5). Such is the judgment of Rost, KAT 320; Kittel, GVI 2, 213; Robinson, HI 1, 461 f. The recent special studies of the chronology have their particular solutions. Lewy (pp. 11 ff.) assigns a reign of 13 years, with assumption of Azariah’s retirement from active role upon his defeat by Jehoash, with his son Azariah acting as regent; this would account for the unique statement in v.17 that he lived after the death of Jehoash . . . fifteen years, i.e., 13 + 15 = 28/29. Begrich (149 ff.) holds that the synchronism in v.17 is unhistorical (indeed it can hardly be archival), and has affected the term here; the accession in the 2nd year of Jehoash, who reigned 16 years (1310), i.e., 16 — 2 = 14, and 14 + 15 = 29; he assigns the king 16 years. Mowinckel (pp. 240 ff.) supports the Biblical figure with reduction of the successor Azariah’s term by 10 years, i.e., a reign of 19 years.

3. The v. recovers its original form by bracketing an early interpolation: And he did the right in the eyes of YHWH [yet not like David his father], like all that his father Joash had done he did, the exception to his character being based on v.4. 5. 6. The record of the punishment of his father’s murderers, when he got in control of state affairs—the assassins, his servants, having still remained in his court—is interesting history. V.6, with citation from the Law, Dt. 2416, is a moralizing addition; at the most we might retain and the murderers’ sons he did not slay as historic fact. 7. He smote Edom in the Valley of Salt, ten thousand, and seized the Rock [Heb. sel’a=EVV Sela] by battle; and he [or impersonal=they] called its name Jokteel unto this day. We have here, with the possible exception of the last sentence, as again in v.22, a true archival item in its original form. Unrecognizable in modern translations is the introductory emphatic he of the Hebrew; cf. Mesha’s repeated emphatic ‘I’ in his inscription; in the transcription the first person was changed to the third; a more extensive case occurs in 181. See the writer’s article, ‘Archival Data in Kings,’ esp. p. 50. The locations of the Valley of Salt and the Rock have long been problems. The former region was the scene of David’s great victory over Edom, 2 Sam. 813. It may be a general name for the valley to the S of the Dead Sea; it has been identified with ‘Ain-milh, ca. 30 km. W of Petra, in a wady, which would
be on the route of the Judæan army (so Śanda). Identification of the Rock with famous Petra goes back to Σ with τ. πέτραν = Υ 'petram'; see Robinson, BR 2, 573 ff.; Döller, GES 265 f.; BDD s.v. 'Sela'; others have doubted the identification, e.g., Buhl, Gesch. d. Edomiter, 34 f., Kittel, Eissfeldt. But Glueck has successfully made the point that the place is one of the overhanging heights of the valley in which the later notable city Petra lay, Umm el-Biyārah, the ancient acropolis, as 'now archaeologically established' (AASOR 14, 77; 15, 82, etc.; cf. Abel, GP 2, 407 f.). Strabo, xvi, 4, 21, speaks of the city's site as κύκλῳ ὑπὸ πέτρα φρονουμένου, and hence its later name. Glueck well compares the 'parable' of Balaam against the Kenite, Num. 24:21: "Enduring thy habitation, and set in the rock (sela') thy nest (ḵēn)," the last word playing on 'Kenite,' i.e., the Smith-clan, which worked the rich copper mines of that region, as Glueck has demonstrated. For a full presentation of the topography of Petra, richly illustrated, see Mrs. G. Horsfield's monograph, vol. 7 (1938) of Quarterly of the Dept. of Antiquities in Palestine (cf. review in AJA 1938, 565); also is to be noticed (Mrs.) M. A. Murray, Petra, the Rock City of Edom, 1938. The figure of '10,000 Edomites' is a customary round number; cf. the same figure in 13:7; in David's battle in the same locality the figure of his victims is put at 18,000, but this appearing in the title of Ps. 60 as 12,000—so little reliable is numerical tradition. Ch. has a playful midrash here, how they brought the ten thousand "to the top of the rock, and cast them down from the top of the rock, and they were all broken up." Jokteel is not otherwise known (a city of that name in Judah, Josh. 15:38).

VV. 8-14. Amaziah's challenge to Jehoash and his undoing by the latter. The success of the two kings, of the one over Edom, of the other over Aram, provoked envious hostility; Amaziah would naturally have desired to clear Transjordan of Israel—a fatuous policy. 8. Amaziah's challenge, Let us see one another face to face, is couched in the knightly language of the duello; cf. I. 20:11. 9. 10. Jehoash retorts like a superior gentleman with a brief and incisive fable, with which cf. Jotham's more extensive harangue, Jud. 9:7-15. The Israelite strain of the fable was native, as such cases prove; see further on I. 5:ff. The actors in the fable are the thistle in Lebanon,
the cedar in Lebanon, the wild beasts in Lebanon; it is hyper-criticism on Stade's part, followed by Sanda, to excise in Lebanon 2° and 3°. The application of the parable is equally curt: The smiting of Edom thou hast wrought, and thy heart would lift thee up [cf. EVV]. Enjoy thy glory [one word in Heb. and contemptuous in form], and stay at home [Heb. in thy house]. And why wouldst thou challenge evil? The last verb is in line with the tr. of ב, 'provocas,' and so RVVmg, 'provoke calamity,' Moffatt, 'provoke trouble,' Chic. B., 'court trouble.' The verb presents the self-excitation of the champion, cf. the picture of Yhwh rousing himself to war, Is. 4213; the same verb is used of starting war with an opponent, Dt. 29. 24, cf. Dan. 1110. 25. The renderings of EVV with the verb 'to meddle' are weak. 11. The contestants met face to face . . . at Beth-shemesh of Judah, i.e., modern 'Ainshems, W of Jerusalem, the railroad passing close by it on the ancient thoroughfare from the sea to that city. For an archæological study of the site see E. Grant, Beth Shemesh (1929), and Ain Shems Excavations, Part I (1931); cf. Abel, GP 2, 282. Cook has well observed that the determinant, literally, which is Judah's, is from the northern point of view (JBL 51 [1932], 283 f.). 12. 13. Judah was defeated, they fled every one home (cf. I. 1218), and Amaziah was taken prisoner. The victor proceeded to Jerusalem, and arriving, he dismantled the wall of Jerusalem from the Ephraim Gate to the Corner Gate, 400 cubits. For these gates see Smith, Jerusalem, Indices, s.v. 'Gates,' e.g., 2, 116, 119, and M. Burrows's studies, 'A Source for the Topography of Ancient Jerusalem,' AASOR 14 (1935), e.g., pp. 118, 134, 137, and 'The Topography of Neh. 12, 31-43,' JBL 54 (1935), 29 ff. The Ephraim Gate lay in the north wall, and according to the above authorities the Corner Gate was at the NE angle. But there would have been little reason for the northern victor to demolish a gate there, and Sanda, following Schick, would find the gate in question at the NW angle, and would accept the 400 cubits as a fairly correct figure for the distance between the two gates; however, the figure may present only a partial demolition. Cf. Uzziah's restorations as reported by 2 Ch. 269, the building of towers at the Corner Gate, the Valley Gate, the Angle Gate. 14. Jerusalem's
temple and palaces suffer their third despoliation, since Shishak (I. 14^25ff.) and Hazael (12^19). Hostages are mentioned, uniquely in Biblical history.

VV.15, 16. The data for the end of Jehoash's reign. For the original position here of the section, see Comm., 13^12, 13.

VV.17-22. The remainder of Amaziah's reign, and his assassination. 17. For the synchronism see above on v.2. 19. And they made a conspiracy against him in Jerusalem: the second assassination of a Judaeæan monarch, following that of the father (12^21, 22), the conspiracy here being stated impersonally. We may only speculate again, as in the father's case, upon the motive of the conspiracy, which was persistent to the extreme; but it was no popular cause, as v.21 shows. And he fled to Lachish, and they sent after him to Lachish, and they killed him there. Lachish, long identified with Tell el-Hesy, as in F. J. Bliss's volume, A Mound of Many Cities (1894), is now definitely located at Tell ed-Duweir, 8 km. SW of Beit-jibrin, where a remarkable discovery of Hebrew ostraca of Jeremiah's age has been made. Two pertinent volumes on Lachish are available (see Bibliography, s.v.), the first with Preface on 'The Discovery' by the late lamented J. L. Starkey; see also Albright, BASOR 68 (1937), 22 ff.; R. S. Haupert, BA 1 (1938), 21 ff., and for the earlier literature Abel, GP 2, 367 f. Mention of Lachish also recurs in 18^14. 20. And they brought him upon horses, and he was buried in Jerusalem with his fathers in David's City. The first sentence is obscure, and Winckler, followed by Haupt (cf. BH), would insert it before and he fled in v.19; but Šanda's suggestion of a solemn funeral procession back to Jerusalem is quite to the point. 21. A note on the succession to the throne: And all the people of Judah took Azariah, who was sixteen years old, and made him king in place of his father Amaziah. The v. presents a unique political datum; cf. the part played by 'the people of the land' in Jehoash's accession (11^17ff.). For the name Azariah and the variant Uzziah see Comm., 15^1. 22. He built Elath, and restored it to Judah, after that the king slept with his fathers. The usual interpretation, so e.g., Then., Kittel, is that the son promptly completed his father's interrupted operation, but the time note, with the king as subject, is most obscure. Six Gr. MSS introduce
Amaziah’s name as the subject, followed by Winckler, Šanda. Skinner most arbitrarily suggests Jeroboam as the original subject. But the record of the restoration of Elath is another archival datum, beginning with the emphatic *he*, without previous conjunction, and doubtless stood once in the same official record as v.7. It became detached, was by haphazard restored here. The following temporal sentence is clumsy editorial reflection on the misplacing of the item. For Elath (by the older pronunciation) see on Eloth, I. 926. But the famous harbour was to be lost again to Aram (166).

**Vv.**23-29. The reign of Jeroboam II of Israel. *Cf. Ant.*, ix, 10, 1, 2. 23. For the length of the reign, 41 years, there is no variation in the VSS; Jos. makes it the round figure 40. 24-27. The usual condemnation of members of the Northern dynasties (v.24) is followed by an archival datum of Jeroboam’s recovery of Israelite territory from Aram. 25a. *He* [the Heb. emphatic pronoun] restored the border of Israel from the Entrance of Hamath unto the Sea of the Arabah. The ideal limits of Israel’s territory are here expressed; *cf. Am. 614*, etc. The Entrance of Hamath is the opening from the south into the Bekä, the great valley between the two Lebanon ranges (see Eissfeldt, *R. Sanchamra u. Sanchuniathon*, 32 f., citing a study by Noth in *ZDPV* 58 (1935), 185 ff.; E. Robinson understood it as of the northern end of the valley, *LBR* 568, *cf. Burney, Judges*, 63). To this item is attached a prophetical oracle: 25b. according to the word of *Yhwh*, God of Israel, which he spoke through his servant the prophet, Jonah ben Amittai, of Gath-hepher; this continued with an explanation of the divine clemency: 26. *For Yhwh saw that Israel’s affliction was very bitter; for there was ‘none shut up nor left at large’* [so RVV JV; see Note], and no helper for Israel; 27. and *Yhwh spoke not for blotting out Israel’s name from under heaven*; and he saved them by the hand of Jeroboam ben Joash. This oracle of a nationalistically minded prophet must be original, however inexact the present phrasing may be.1

1 Later to this historical Jonah the prophetic book of that name with its burden against Nineveh came to be assigned. For Jonah’s home town (also Josh. 1019), between Sepphoris and Tiberias, from of old connected with the prophet’s memory, as Jerome reports, see Dalman, *Sacred Sites and Ways*, 111.
There is to be noted T. H. Robinson's remark (HI 1, 359, n. 1): "This must have been written before 734 B.C." Jonah took a contrary view to that of his contemporaries, Amos and Hosea; the former (613) condemned the braggadocio of the national revival: "who rejoice in Lo-debar, and say, Have we not taken Karnaim to ourselves?" (the places named are Transjordanic). And according to Amos 811 the far northern shrine of Dan was still flourishing. 28. The political expansion is further eked out in the concluding summary of the acts of Jeroboam . . . how he warred, and how he restored Damascus and Hamath 'for Judah in Israel' [sic!]. The reference to Judah is unintelligible (cf. AV RVV); the passage is generally reduced by critics to to Israel (and thus long ago'). The note of the 'restoration' of distant Hamath as well as of Damascus is absurd; various rewritings of the passage have been attempted (see Note). If there be any traditional reminiscence, we might think of recovery of old-time territorial markets in Damascus (cf. I. 2034). But the revival was socially and economically unsound, and Amos and Hosea foresaw the debacle. The black night that followed has obscured the temporary glory of the reign; as Olmstead observes (HPS 420): "In the few lines grudgingly vouchsafed by the editor of Kings to Jeroboam II . . . we glimpse one of the mightiest rulers of Israel." The Biblical information on this reign is meagre enough. The one item presented above fits into the scheme of Assyria's movement westward against the Syrian states. The Eponym Canon itemizes attacks upon Damascus in 773 B.C., Hadrach in 772, and again in 765, 755, and Arpad in 754. The last campaign is brilliantly illustrated by a native Aramaic document, found at Sūjin in 1931 (Comm., I. 18, p. 299, n. 2). It presents a humiliating treaty imposed by the conqueror upon the local king of Ktk (?) along with Mata'ilu king of Arpad, and is parallel to a similar Assyrian document on the same subject. For the history of this period cf. Alt's study, 'Die syrische Staatengeschichte vor dem Einbruch der Assyrer.' The continuous suppression of the Syrian states,
later renewed by the advent of Tiglath-pileser (745 B.C.), gave Israel opportunity for revenge against Syria in Jeroboam’s reign (ca. 783–743 B.C.).

2. the: for abnormal sing. see 31.——Kt.—Grr.; γςγγ Κr.—Ch. and other VSS; for the name see Noth, IP 267; a Minean name, γςγγ, appears (NPS 1, 157).——3. the bis: 2 MSS om. 1, 1 MS om. 20.—4. τρ: at 1. 24.—5. στοιχεία: Σ Σοια om by simplification, in line with Ch.—6. the bis: τραπέζων. Κr.: for the variations in Kal and Hofal cf. the original law in Dt. 24.18, and the parallel in Ch.; for the variations in MSS, edd., VSS see BH, notes ad loca, and deR., St. at length.—άρ γρ: MSS γρ=Ch.; see deR.—7. τραπέζων: Κr. τραπέζων, and so many MSS, as in 2 Sam. 9.8, Ps. 60.2; the Kt. induced by Ch.; Grr. have barbarous transliterations of θεία θεία; Aq., Sym. translate.—τραπέζων: for the writer’s art. cited in Comm.; the form is original, vs. critics.—τραπέζων: Τ Kerakha, by identification with Kir-haresheth, for which identification see Abel, GP 2, 418.—BSITE: see Note on τραπέζων, I. 4.12; the name is identical with γςγγ, τ Ch. 4.18, with verbal element=Arab. hût, ‘to nourish.’—unto this day’: cf. I. 8.8. II. 22.16.——8. τραπέζων: see Note, I. 9.24.—τραπέζων: τραπεζών is the usual expression.—9. τραπέζων: the Grr., exc. one Origenian rdg., have a primitive abbreviation of ακανθος, B al., akav, Σοια texts akχα.——10. τραπέζων: for the consecution see Dr., Tenses, 141.—τραπέζων: Σ Σοια correctly for the verb, ενακανθηρι; Σοια has a triplet rendering of the verb: η καρδια σου η βατεια (=τραπέζων) ενακανθηρι bis, the final repetition appearing to be due to gloss correction; see Rahlfs, SS 3, 198. Ch. has for the verb τραπέζων, generally corrected to τραπεζών. There is no reason to correct the text with Klost., cf. BH.—11. τραπεζών: B† om., Σοια.——12. τραπεζών: τραπεζών is the usual expression. Aht: Gr. MSS 44.71 om., Σοια; vs. St., the probability may well be original.—13. τραπεζών: Kt. ιπτή: Grr. (exc. x y), Σοια Σ Α; Κr. ιπτή: Ch., T Ψ; Kt. is correct, cf. 8.21.—14. τραπεζών: OGr. om., Σοια.——15. τραπεζών: Ισραήλ ν δοκήσαντε ν: Σ texts (B al.) have the double patronymic probably intruded from Ch.; but the Gr. used by Σοια omitted the second one.—16. τραπεζών: Κt. ιπτή: Σ Σοια Σοια; Σοια=Kt.; Σοια=Kt.; Κr. is to be preferred in the consecution. Σοια follows Ch., παλαιών, which Burn., St. accept without sufficient reason.—τραπεζών: Σ Σοια Σοια; some 10 MSS Ken., deR. (Ginsburg as Or.), τραπεζών=Ch., and the other VSS; the latter is to be accepted; the case one of labial variation.—17. τραπεζών: it is easy to correct to τραπεζών; but Ch. om. the verb, as does one Lucianic MS here, and there may have been an original lacuna here, which was supplied in this fashion.—18. τραπεζών: 9 MSS, Σ as ιπτή; cf. 13.——19. τραπεζών: Grr.+"and all that he did."—23. τραπεζών: 19 MSS Ken., deR., ιπτή, acc. to the correct formula=Σ Σοια Σοια T.——24. τραπεζών: for the noun MSS τραπεζών, to be read as
sing.; cf. 1311, etc. Ἡλι om. ἰ, prob. finding an exception in view of the divine favour to the reign.—25. νοία: Ἡλι προς ὑπεραυ τον; see Note, 1322.—26. νού: VSS, modern tr., 'bitter,' but the form is impossible; see SBOT for attempted revisions, of which Burn.'s νού is simplest.—27. εἰρ: for the phrase see Note, I. 1416. Eissf. well tr. with 'allesamt waren dahin.' θ understood θε as adj. and so: ολεγοστος (correcting B) εὐνεξομενος κ. εσπανμενος (these two ppls. a double= 'being in want') κ. εγκαταλειπεμενος, which θ reduced by omitting κ. εσπαν.—

Ch. 15. For the brilliant light cast upon this and the following ch. from the inscriptions of Tiglath-pileser III (IV), 745–727 B.C., see the texts in CIOT 1, 208 ff.; KB 2, 2 ff.; ARA I, ch. 14; ATB 1, 113 ff., and in selection, CP 308 ff.; AKAT 172 ff.; AB 463 ff. For this Assyrian phase of Biblical history, in addition to the Histories, au courant, is to be consulted Dhorme, 'Les pays bibliques et l'Assyrie,' in six sections, RB 7, 8 (1910–11). For text criticism of cc. 15–21 see Stade, ZAW 6 (1886), 156 ff. = Akad. Reden, 201 ff.

VV.1–7. The reign of Azariah-Uzziah of Judah. || 2 Ch. 26 (with a long insertion, vv.5–19); cf. Ant., ix, 10, 3, 4. 1. The king's name appears below intermittently as Uzziah, vv. 13, 30, 32, 34 (but with variations in MSS), and so throughout Ch., except in the Davidic family-tree (I. 312), and in Amos, Hosea, Isaiah. Azariah is evidently the throne-name, Uzziah an adopted name, or possibly a popular alias with play on the roots, 'help' in the first case, 'might' in the second, the latter as a result of the king's triumphs.1 The name of Azariah of Judah has produced a vexed problem because of

1 For such changes of royal names cf. Jedidiah-Solomon, Shallum-Joahaz, Eliakim-Jehoiakim, Mattaniah-Sedekiah. There is also the change of name of Assyrian kings upon accession to the throne of Babylon, of Tiglath-pileser as Pul (cf. v.19 below), of Shalmaneser IV as Ululai, of Ashurbanipal as Kandalanu; see the Babylonian King List A, KB 2, 286 f.
the appearance of a contemporary Azriau of Ya'ûdi in Tigrath-pileser's Annals for the year 738 (see KB 2, 27; ATB I, 345; ARA I, §770; CP 314; AB 463). Early interpretations naturally identified this figure with the Judæan king, so e.g., Schrader in CIOT. But Winckler, in his Altar. Forschungen, I, i ff. (cf KAT 54), upset this view by identification of Ya'iidi with the home-land of Panammuwa king of Y'di, later Sam'al, in far North Syria, inscriber of two lengthy Aramaic inscriptions (known by the names of Hadad, the father, and Panammuwa, the son [see Bibliography, xli]), the second of which records the king's presence at Tigrath-pileser's triumph in Damascus in the year 732. This identification has since been generally accepted by historians, e.g., by Rogers (CP 311), and by Gray in his Comm. on Isaiah (pp. lxix seq.). A vigorous denial of this change of interpretation was entered by Luckenbill in AJSL 41 (1925), 217 ff., and his judgment, although drastically condemned by Meyer, has been stoutly endorsed by Noth (IP 109 f.). But the Assyrian's boastful report of a devastating campaign against Ya'ûdi can only with extreme strain be interpreted as referring to far-off Judah. For the interesting parallelism of names Gray notes from Ass. inscriptions that of Menahem of Israel, and so of Shomeron, for the year 738, and Menahem of Samsimuruna for 701. As for the northern name Azriau, if its final element be the divine Yahu, a parallel exists in the name of an Aramaean king known from Sargon's inscriptions, with the variation Ilu-bidi/Yau-bidi (see Noth, ib., 110, n. 3). But there are to be recalled the older Heb. inscription of Kilammuwa in North Syria, and the Hebraizing Aramaic inscription of Zakar of Hamath, and we may possibly assume wandering knights of fortune from the far south; cf. the relations of Toi king of Hamath with David, according to 1 Ch. 189f., also the reference to Hamath above, 1428. And so Meyer (GA 3, 28; cf. n. 4) recognizes Yau-bidi, 'the bad Hittite' of the Ass. text, as 'ein israehtischer Reisläufer.'

This historical summary is extraordinarily brief for a long reign, containing the one unique item of the king's physical

---

2 For identification of the divine element in those names with Bab. Yaum, and Yao of Abraxas gems, see KAT 66, and Eissf., R. Schamra u. Sanch., 17.
affliction. On the other hand Ch. has a long list of the king’s achievements with a large and admirably equipped army against the Philistines and Arabians (he was indeed relieved from the pressure of Aram and Israel), and of his building operations in Jerusalem and throughout the kingdom, he himself appearing as an amateur of agriculture; but for his vaulting ambition in presuming to offer the incense-sacrifice in the temple (a datum in the constant feud between royalty and priesthood), he was smitten with leprosy on his forehead, and so excluded from his office. For ‘The Sin of Uzziah’ see Morgenstern, HUCA 12–13 (1938), 1 ff. There is hardly question but that Ch. has drawn from excellent ancient sources at least for the secular details of this account. We might assume an early lacuna in the tradition of our book.

5. And YHWH smote the king, and he was stricken with leprosy unto the day of his death; and he dwelt in a house set apart: so for the final phrase JV; EVV Chic. B., ‘in a several/separate house’ (=GV FV); more explicitly RV\textsuperscript{mg} has ‘in a lazar house,’ RV\textsuperscript{Am. mg}, ‘in an infirmary’; Moffatt tr. the final term with ‘unmolested.’ For the archival item, with definite legal phraseology, of the king’s malady cf. the annalistic report in the Babylonian Chronicle concerning a king of Elam, who ‘suffered with a stroke, his mouth was closed and he could not speak’ (col. iii, lines 20 f.; KB 2, 280; Rogers, CP 214). The statement on the king’s habitat, as generally translated, suggests a condition ‘in quarantine’; but see Comm. on Naaman’s case (51). The Heb.=‘in the house of x,’ and the noun in question=‘freedom;’ cf. the use of the corresponding adj. in 1 Sam. 17\textsuperscript{25}, generally interpreted as civically ‘free.’ The phrase here may be rendered, in the status [with extended sense of Heb. house] of exemption, i.e., from royal, sacred and civic duties, which a diseased man (as in the history of even modern royalty) might not exercise (and so Kimchi recognized). See the writer’s brief article on ‘Soul Gods,’ HTR 34 (1941), 321 f., and Note below, with an interesting Ugaritic parallel. In these circumstances the king’s son Jotham was Over-the-House [cf. I. 46], Judge of the people of the land, the latter title probably a technical term for regency. A remarkable archaeological sequel to this record has been discovered by E. L. Sukenik in a small museum in
Jerusalem; see his report in QS 1931, 217 ff., and cf. Albright, BASOR 44 (1931), 8 ff. This is a stone with an Aramaic inscription reading: "Hither were brought the bones of Uzziah king of Judah." Cf. the rather cryptic note on his burial in Ch., v.23. It was in this royal death-year that Isaiah had the vision of his call (Is. 6').

VV.8-12. The reign of Zechariah of Israel. For vv.8-31 cf. Ant., ix, 11, 1. According to v.12 this reign, terminating the dynasty of Jehu, fulfilled the divine word in 1030. 10. The social confusion throughout the Levant in face of the Assyrian terror was the background of the king’s murder, in the conspiracy of a certain Shallum, who attacked him at Jibleam [=6, B before people>current rendering, before the people], and killed him. For the place, also the scene of Ahaziah’s murder by Jehu, cf. 927; for the correction see Note. For these last kings, Zechariah to Hoshea, the burial of Menahem alone is recorded. VV.13-16. The reign of Shallum of Israel, plus an archival datum concerning his murderer and successor Menahem. Shallum was done away with after a reign of a full month (Heb. a month of days). 14. And Menahem ben Gadi came up from Tirsah [the one-time royal residence, I. 1521], and came to Samaria, and attacked Shallum ben Jabesh in Samaria, and killed him, and reigned in his stead. Then after the usual editorial sequel on the acts of Shallum (v.15) comes an item, v.16, with the introductory archival then, anticipating the history of Menahem’s reign in vv.17ff. It may have been originally collocated with v.14; cf. the displacement of such an item in 1422. 16. The difficulty of the v. is evident from the tr. of AV with its italicization of essential additions for sense, here represented in brackets: Then Menahem smote Tiphsah and all that were therein, and the coasts thereof from Tirsah; because they opened not [to him], therefore he smote [it; and] all the women with child therein he ripped up; and so the text of RVV JV, but without the italics of AV. In every aspect the v. is obscure, as all VSS prove; the verb opened is masc. sing., and the range of the geographical items is problematic. Tiphsah has been naturally, if absurdly, identified with Tiphsah-Thapsacus on the Euphrates of I. 5 (see Poole, and Rawlinson, ad loc.). The now generally accepted correction is to Tappuah, based
on the transliteration in $\mathcal{G}^L$. But with Tirsah belonging to Manasseh and Tappuah (also in Shishak's list, no. 39) in the extreme north of Ephraim (Jos. 16, 17—for the two places see Abel, GP 2, 475, 485), there remains the problem of such a barbarous raid carried out between two such closely neighbouring cities. Šanda would relieve the passage by excising from Tirsah as an interpolation from v.14. The problem remains why there was such an early snarl in a presumably simple text. The savage cruelty against pregnant women was typical of those days of the Assyrian terror; it was expected from Hazael (812), practised on Israel by Ammon (Am. 113), and was to be part of Israel's final tragedy (Hos. 14).

VV.17-22. The reign of Menahem of Israel. 18. The punctuation at end of v. must be corrected along with word-corrections, following the Grr. And he did the evil in the sight of YHWH, he turned not from all the sin [ Hos away from the sins] of Jeroboam ben Nebat, for which he made Israel liable. In his days [ Hos all his days] 19. came Pul king of Assyria against the land, and Menahem gave to Pul a thousand talents of silver, that his hand [ Hos hands] might be with him to confirm the kingdom in his hand. 30. And Menahem exacted the silver against Israel, against all the magnates of wealth—to give to the king of Assyria—fifty shekels of silver per person; and the king of Assyria turned back and stayed not there in the land. A unique contemporary touch appears in the item with the alternate name for Tiglath-pileser. Acc. to 1 Ch. 526 the two names represented distinct persons, and such was the natural understanding until quite recent times, as e.g., with Rawlinson, ad loc. When Tiglath-pileser finally ascended the distinct throne of Babylon, in 729 B.C., he assumed the name Pulu, as it appears in the Babylonian King-List A (CP 202) with transcription as Πωροῦ in the parallel Ptolemaic Canon (Biblog., xlii), and as Φωλὸς in Eusebius; see P. Schnabel, Berossos, 143 f. The tribute of 'Menahem of Samaria' (n.b. the novel designation of the kingdom), along with that of the kings of Damascus (Raṣūnu—see on v.37), Gebal-Byblos, Hamath, etc., is recorded by the conqueror in his Annals for the year 738. For references for calculation of the money-value of the talent see Comm., I. 10²⁹. Šanda (writing in 1912) calculated the value of the
1000 talents at 16–17 million francs. Mari of Damascus (see Comm., 1322f.) paid Adad-nirari III 2300 talents of silver, 20 of gold, 3000 of copper, 5000 of iron, along with cloth fabrics, ivory furniture, etc. (KB 1, 191; ARA 1, §740, cf. §735). Given the value of a talent at the minimum figure of 3000 shekels (so Galling, BR 186—cf. Dt. 2219, Eze. 4515), the 50 shekels poll-tax represents 60,000 taxable persons—an objective side-light on the financial condition of the upper classes, so dramatically denounced by the contemporary Prophets. See further on 1811 for comparison of this tribute with that of Hezekiah to Sennacherib. Magnates of wealth translates the Heb. phrase generally rendered with ‘mighty men of valour,’ but the ancient military expression had changed its meaning to one of economic significance; cf. I. 1128, II. 2414, and see Lurje, Studien, 17 ff. The adverb there indicates a scribe writing outside of the land, with which cf. his use of ‘Pul’; see Robinson, HI 1, 373, n. 5.

VV.23–26. The reign of Pekahiah ben Menahem of Israel. The only particular event given for the reign is v.25: And his captain Pekah ben Remaliah conspired against him, and he attacked him in Samaria, in the castle of the royal house, [vipp+ four words] and with him fifty Gileadites; and he slew him, and reigned in his stead. The excepted words appear in EVV as with/by Argob and with/by Arieih; see Note for their character as a corrupt gloss to v.29.

VV.27–31. The reign of Pekah ben Remaliah of Israel. 27. The twenty years (entered gloss-wise, without the necessary preface, “and he reigned”—cf. EVV) assigned to the reign is an absurdity for a term reduced by most chronologers to two years, by some to five. There appears to have been a learned conspiracy to follow out the laudable scheme of synchronistic history, but impossible with the anarchic conditions of the North. The ‘20’ recurs again in v.30b, although out of place, and vv.32–33 give the figures, the sum of which is presented by ‘the 17th year of Pekah’ for Ahaz’s succession (161). There is reserved for the history of Ahaz the item of the attack of Pekah and Rason of Aram upon Judah (v.37, 165–6). 29. In the days of Pekah king of Israel came Tiglath-pileser king of Assyria, and seized Ijon [‘Iyôn] and Abel-beth-maachah and Janoah [Yânôah] and Kedesh and Hasor and
Gilead and Galilee, all the land of Naphtali, and exiled them to Assyria. Of these places ‘Yôn, Abel-beth-Maachah and ‘all the land of Naphtali’ are listed along with Chinnereth in I. 1520 (q.v.) among the districts seized by Ben-Hadad from Baasha; they had since reverted to Israel. Abel-b.-M. is recorded in the contemporary Ass. list of conquests cited below. For Yānōah, probably modern Yanūh, 10 km. N of Tyre, and Kedesh, modern Šades, 36 km. E of Tyre, see Albright, AASOR 6 (1926), 18 ff.; Abel, GP 2, 354, 416; Dussaud, TH 23; per contra, Buhl, GAP, Index, s.vv. For Hasor see on I. 915. That these far northern cities were still Israelite is of historical interest. Gilead, intercepting those northern districts, might possibly be identified with an uncertain place-name (Gala’za) cited below from the Ass. annals, otherwise the word and then the following Galilee are to be elided (so Stade, Eissfeldt); BH implies omission of all the land of Naphtali. Sanda retains the disputed words, understanding the summary to refer to the three campaigns of Tiglath-pileser; but the order remains geographically irregular. Tiglath-pileser parallels the above precise record in his fragmentary Annals: after describing a campaign in Syria (Hadrach, Gebal, Simirra of Gen. 1048, etc., are named) he continues: “the cities of . . . Gala’za (?), Abilakka (Abel-b.-M.), which are on the border of Bit-Ḥumria (Omri-land) . . . the wide land of Naphtali (?)—of the word only the final syllable survives; see Rogers’s note) in its entirety I brought within the border of Assyria” (ARA 1, §815; cf. KB 2, 30 ff.; CP 320 f.; AB 464 f.). The final sentence of the v. is the first mention of a Golah, an exile, in the sad chapters of Israelite history. A prophetic parallel is the reference in Is. 823 to the affliction of the land of Zebulun and the land of Naphtali. 30. And Hoshea ben Elah made a conspiracy against Pekah ben Remaliah, and attacked him, and slew him, and reigned in his stead in the twentieth year of Jotham ben Uzziah. The date (cf. the ‘twenty years’ in v.27) is absolutely inconsistent with v.33, according to which Jotham reigned but 16 years (unless years of his regency, v.5, were included), and with 171, according to which Hoshea succeeded in Ahaz’s twelfth year. Lucian expunged the contradictory item, but that gives no basis for textual criticism. See on the passage
as 'Not a Gloss,' W. E. Barnes, JTS 8 (1907), 294 ff. These curt items are fortunately eked out by v.\textsuperscript{37} and \textsuperscript{16H}, and still more fully by the Assyrian annals, revealing the political setting, how Pekah in combination with Aram felt strong enough to defy Assyria, but came to his own undoing by a pro-Assyrian faction among his own people. The Assyrian record continues the citation given above with a chronologically later item, reporting first the insurrection of Hanno of Gaza and the conquest of that city, thus revealing a widespread revolt against Assyrian domination, and then proceeding: "The land of Bit-Ḥumriya . . . all its people, together with their goods, I carried off to Assyria, Pakha their king they deposed, and I placed Ausi' (Hoshea) over them as king. Ten talents of gold, x talents of silver, as their tribute I received from them, and to Assyria I carried them." The Assyrian boastfulness appears in the allegation of an entire deportation, while the domestic origin of the coup d'état is ignored. But thus the last king of Israel received formally the throne from the Assyrian conqueror, even as the last of the Judean dynasty was installed by the Babylonian (24\textsuperscript{17}).

VV.\textsuperscript{32-38}. The reign of Jotham of Judah. || 2 Ch. 27; cf. Ant., ix, ii, 2. Glueck has discovered at Tell el-Kheleifeh a seal belonging to this period inscribed LYTM; it may be read, 'Jotham's,' possibly to be ascribed to this king; see BASOR 79 (1940), 13 ff., with plates, and extensive note by Albright on interpretation of the name. The brief history contains two archival items. 35b. He [with emphatic pronoun] built the Upper Gate of the house of YHWH. This gate appears in Jer. 20\textsuperscript{2}, 'the Gate of Benjamin, the Upper,' probably by double nomenclature, and in Eze. 9\textsuperscript{2}, 'the Upper Gate that faces the north,' precisely more exactly in 8\textsuperscript{3} as 'the Gate of the inner court that faces the north'; see Smith, Jerusalem, 2, 125, 257. 37. In those days YHWH began to send into Judah Rason [Heb. Resin—see Note] king of Aram and Pekah ben Remaliah. The v. is out of place between the customary final vv. on the reign. It indicates that the Northern attack on Judah began before the campaign recorded for the next reign (16\textsuperscript{5-6}). Ch. has a good tradition of Jotham's extensive building operations, and of his success over Ammon, laying them under tribute; this may have
been a cause of the Aramaean-Israelite offensive, which however had as its greater object the forcing of Judah into the anti-Assyrian coalition. Note that the hostile attack is ascribed to Yhwh's will, but without any moral motivation, as is the case with the Prophets.

1. תָּחִיס: also תָּחִיס below; for replacement with (ו)תָּחִיס, below, and for constantly varying rdgs. of MSS, edd., and VSS, see deR. For תָּחִיס in Pal. seals see IAE 122, 184, 189, for תָּחִיס ib., 196, 221, 223.—2. תָּחִיס: the verbal element is pf., with Noth, IP 190, vs. Kt. of Ch., תָּחִיס, preferred by Sanda.—5. תָּחִיס: to MSS, Ch., תָּחִיס 'z; OGrr. transliterate the last word with ωθ for the final syllable; Aq., εν οκω ελευθεριας; Sym., κ. οκει κεκλευμενος, adopted by SH after the transliterated phrase, and so A; 'the Others,' acc. to MS z, κρυφαϊωσ=ς; T 'outside of Jerusalem,' and so Jos., 'out of the city'; Y in domo libera seorum; Rashi as though = 'free among the dead,' citing Job 319; Kimchi interprets as of freedom from office. Klost.'s suggestion to read צְהַהַבֵּב, 'in his house in freedom' (adverbial), i.e., from duties, is favourably regarded by some critics (cf. Burn., Sk., Sanda, Moff.), but, as St. remarks, 'nothing is gained by this revision.' The adj. צְהַהַבֵּב= 'free,' as of an especially exempt citizen (1 Sam. 1728), and so the word hububu in the Amarna tablets. For discussion of the civic term see Pedersen, Israel, I–II, 498 f., Pedersen and Albright, JPOS 1926, 103 ff., 106 ff., and the latter in SAC 217, and note; also I. Mendelsohn's study of the term in the several languages in BASOR 83 (1941), 36 ff., but without reference to the present passage. R. Gordis, in JQR 27 (1936), 43 f., regards this as a case of 'contrasted meanings,' the word here expressing 'confinement'; but such explanation is not necessary. Otherwise צָהַהַבֵּב is used by extension of other-worldly conditions: in Ps. 886, 'free among the dead,' and Job 3127ff., in description of Hades, ''small and great are there, and slave is free from his master''; i.e., Sheol is place of utter inactivity, where law is unnecessary, since there ''the wicked cease from troubling, and the weary are at rest.'' A problem is raised by the double occurrence of the identical phrase in Ugaritic, und bthptʾrš, in the poem of Alein Baal, Syria, 1932, 113 ff., viii, 7 f., and that of the Death of Baal, ib., 1934, 305 ff., v, 14 f. The mg. of this in the context is obscure; it is to be translated, ''go down (imprv.) into the house of h. earthwards.''' Albr., with varying etymology, would render the phrase with 'subterranean house,' or the like, as suitable to the context (JPOS 1934, 131, n. 162). But the above cited reff. permit the Ugaritic term to be explained from the Heb.; cf. the Jewish and Christian expressions of 'peace,' 'rest,' 'release,' for the departed.—תִּיָּמֶנֶּס [כ]: Grr. have exc. v, although SH asterisks.—8. '38th year': N al., '28th,' vs. A SH A.—דבּים.
A N & most MSS Αναρδας (not Ἀ).—9. τὴν ἀρματὴν: again the variant ἀπαραστὴν in MSS; Hex. MSS, N +, MSS as though ὄντως; cf. v.18.—
10. τῇ τῷ ἤλεγχῳ: some MSS as one word; Σ (B) Ἐδραὶα, ΣL εν Ἐδραὶαι, contained as doublet in Hex.; Hex., 'before the people' = the other VSS. Σ supports the early error in Υ, to be corrected after ΣL to ξυπέρ; this suggestion originally made by Graetz, Gesch., 2, 1, 99.—12. ἀννα: Σ om.—13. ἄλλωσι: on the name as 'replacement' see GB, Noth, IP 174.—19. οὗτος: prob. clan-name; cf. the city-name, Jud. 218, and see Noth, ib., 244.—14. κατά = 'comforter,' as replacement of an earlier dead child (Noth, ib., 222, listing Gr. parallels); for native and Akk. occurrences of the name see GB, and IAE 123; there is to be added the name Maveos, found at Dura-Europos (Abr., JAOS 57 [1937], 319).—: the name also Phoen. (Harris, Gram., 93); Sanda sugg. abbreviation, as from 'God is my luck.'—15. τῆς [ἐπί]: Gr. texts in corrupt form, exc. Σ.—
τῆς ἀλλα: Σ om.—16. τὸν Σ: Σ by early confusion with foll. n. loci, ἔρημος, ἔρημοι, etc.; ΣL Ταφωρ, etc.: Jos., Ωταψαυ=Σ; ΣH Σ A=Σ; read ἀλλα, with Then., al.—τὰ: Σ: they opened (ΣL sing.) to him = other VSS (and so EVV), exc. T with sing. verb; the pl. is expected, but the sing. may be impersonal.—[ἐπιτύμβη] ἰα: read πάλι ποτέ with all VSS, exc. Υ paraphrasing with foll. sentence, and most Grr. omitting 'all.'—[ἀνίνα]: the first 'ι is an early duplication, cf. a case in 719; or, as Sanda sugg., a misplaced correction to read ἱα above.—
18. τῆς [ἐπί] ἄλλωσι: in place of the unusual prep. 3 MSS τη(ἐπί), 8 MSS τη(ἐπί), the latter=Grr. (exc. ΣL); Υ Σ have sing. noun; read ἱα, ἵπτασθαι, etc., exc. 1311, 1424.—18. 19. ἵπται: read ἵπται with Grr. ΣH, and so Böttcher, Then., al.—19. ἵπται: Gr. x v have correctly θεόν.—τοίς: Grr., ΣH=ὑπάρχει, to be accepted; cf. foll. sing., with ἑαυτός— celebris: Σ om.; St. elides as superfluous; rather, Σ so thought, or omission was due to parablepsis.—
20. τάξις: Klost., al., with Burn.'s judgment as 'probably correct,' read τάξιν, 'and ordered,' with omission of foll. θεοῦ τοίς; but Haupt rightly cft. LHeb. use of the verb = 'to collect,' the similar use of θεοῦ in Jewish Aram. and of Arabic ḫaraja, e.g., ḫaraj, 'tax,' cf. Engl. = 'excise.'—τῶν: Σ om. (ΣH ⌞), regarding it as redundant, and so St.—22. θέψις: MS 144 found; here and below B al. by early error θέψοις. The name as θέψοι appears on a Pal. seal, IAE 202.—23. τῶν τῶν: cf. v.27=B al., ΣH Σ A; other Grr. have revised: A al., '10, Ν c, al., '12.—25. τῆς θεας: the name poss. occurs in a Pal. seal, IAE 178; cf. Safaitic names, NPS 1, 200.—τα τάς θεας τῶν: on the first noun see Note, I. 1618; for original θεός, corrected by Kr. to Ἰερ, see Note, I. 1518. For ἴα Grr., εὐαντίνος=ΣH, misreading θεός as θεά.—[τη] τῆς τηθατε τηθατε [7 MSS θαι] βιβλία τάς: Σ, with correction of texts (see Rahlfs, Sept.), μετά τού Ἀργοθ βιβλία τάς; ΣL (Lagarde) μετά αὐτοῦ Α.Κ.Μ.Α.Α.; Τ awkwardly understands Ἰεα as accusativus;
A COMMENTARY ON KINGS

The reign of Ahaz of Judah. || 2 Ch. 28; cf. Ant., ix, 12. For the complication of original elements in this ch. see Wellh., Comp., asserting that it is impossible to distinguish them; see SBOT for such an essay. 1. The king’s name always thus appears abbreviated, and so now on a seal of one of his officers, of ‘Ushna, minister of Ahaz,’ published by Torrey; see Note. But an Akk. text (see below) gives the full form of the name, Yauhazi, i.e., Jehoahaz, also name of the Israelite king, 13. The mother’s name is exceptionally ignored. 3b. And also his son he made to pass through the fire: this was a holocaust, not a symbolic rite, and so Josephus precises, ἦδον ὀλοκαύνως ταῦτα. Such fire-immolation was symptomatic of the general breakdown of the religion of the small states of the day under the pressure of Assyria; the record is repeated for Manasseh (21), and the cult is later noted as general (23, where the sacrifice is made ‘to Molek’);
the sacrifice of the 'first-born' is condemned by the contemporary prophet Micah (67), cf. Jer 731. For the Molech cult see Comm. on I. xi, n. 2. The datum suggests some extraordinary occasion, like the similar immolation practised by the Moabite king (327); Šanda thinks of the emergency recorded immediately below. However, this may be a general indictment without definite background. V.4 is distinctly Jeremianic in language (cf. Jer. 220, 36), a criticism that casts doubt upon v.3.

VV.5–6. Two archival notes. 5. Then came up Rason [ח Resin—cf. 1537] king of Aram and Pekah ben Remaliah king of Israel to Jerusalem to war, and they besieged Ahaz, and they were not able to war [so ח]. The v. is practically identical with Is. 71: "And it was in the days of Ahaz ben Jotham ben Uzziah king of Judah, there came up Resin king of Aram and Pekah ben Remaliah king of Israel to Jerusalem for war against it, and he [sic] was not able to war against it." Both texts are slightly corrupt, and are examples of ease of corruption in even simple compositions; see Note for suggested corrections. The historical introduction to the prophecy in Is. 7 depends upon our narrative.1 That ch. is a full commentary upon the present brief item, picturing the terror caused by the bold invasion, giving as motive of the invaders the purpose of installing a new dynasty in Jerusalem in the person of an Aramaean, Ben-Tab'el, as also the recalcitrancy of Ahaz, who nevertheless was relieved of the immediate peril. The relief came through the sought-for intervention of the Assyrian king, as the foll. vv. narrate. Politically the prophet's advice was far-sighted, for instead of entering into international coalitions Judah's safety lay in having faith

---

1 See Gray, Isaiah, on 71, as against earlier views, e.g., of Dillmann. The latter position has been resumed by E. G. Kraeling, 'The Immanuel Prophecy,' JBL 50 (1931), 277 ff., see per contra, Budde, 'Das Immanuelzeichen,' JBL 52 (1933), 22 ff. Our v., like the following one, is of archival origin; note its terseness. And the religious disinterestedness of the historian throughout the ch. argues against citation from the prophet. For discussion of Isaiah's part in this crisis see Kraeling, op. cit., W. C. Graham, AJSL 50 (1934), 201 ff., and for Hosea's relation to it S. Spiegel, HTR 1934, 116 ff.; for the dating see M. Thilo, In welchem Jahre geschah die sogenannte syrisch-efraemitische Invasion? etc. (1918).
in its God (Is. 79). Assyria was a far more overwhelming foe than the trumpery states of Syria-Palestine. 6. At that time 'the king of Edom' [ד Resin king of Aram] restored Elath to Edom [ד Aram], and drove out the Jews from Elath [ד with variant of the later pronunciation, Eloth]; and Edomites [EVV, exc. JV, the Syrians] came to Elath, and they dwell there unto this day. The similars אֵדֶם, 'Edom,' and אַרְמָם, 'Aram' have been early confused as elsewhere (e.g., in I. 11), in the text-tradition, and peculiarly so here, in Heb. MSS and edd. The correction of Aram 1o is generally accepted, and with it the excision of Resin, as there was no original control of Elath, so that it might be 'restored to Aram.' Edom took advantage of the turmoil in the north to recover the Red Sea port and cast off the dominance of Judah, as since Amaziah's day (147-22). The final unto this day expresses the actual later status down into Nabataean times; see the archaeological studies by Glueck. Jews: here is the first application of that word to Judaean citizens; Israel had passed as a political entity.

Vv. 7-9. Ahaz's appeal to Tiglath-pileser for help, and the latter's final conquest of Damascus. The passage connects with the two preceding archival notes, and serves as introduction to the following more intimate history. 7. Ahaz's letter is couched in current diplomatic language: I am thy servant [literally slave] and thy son. The diplomatic term 'thy servant' appears constantly in the Amarna letters, e.g., in those of Abd-hipa of Jerusalem; cf. the contemporary parallel in Bar-Rkb's inscription, "I am B.-R., servant of Tiglath-pileser." 'Thy son' is paralleled by the language of Ishtar-duri king of Armenia, who "as a son sends (messengers recognizing) authority to his father," i.e., Ashurbanipal (KB 2, 230; ARA 2, §834). 8. Ahaz accompanies the letter with a present, a word that is also used for bribe. 9. And the king of Assyria listened to him, and the king of Assyria came up to Damascus, and captured it, and took it in exile [ד+to Kir], and Rason [ד Resin] he killed. Of this notable triumph, of date 732 B.C., we have from Assyrian sources only the annual notes in the Eponym List: "Ashur-daninani of the city of Mazamua (eponym, 733 B.C.): Against the land of Damascus. Nabû-bêl-usur of the city of Sime
(732): against the land of Damascus." For the year 734 a campaign 'against Philistia' is registered. Contemporaneously Tiglath-pileser records the tribute of 'Yauhazi of Yaudi' (the first mention of Judah in the Akk. inscriptions), along with that of some twenty states, ranging from Kue and Sam'al in North Syria to Moab, Edom, and Philistia (CP 322; ARA I, §801; ATB I, 348; AB 463 f.). Ahaz's diplomatic part in the history is of interest. This was the end of Aram-Damascus as a power. The Heb. to Kir is lacking in Σ. The place is otherwise referred to as an eastern land in association with Elam and Shoa in the assault on the holy city in the oracle of the Valley of Vision, Is. 22^5-6. In Amos is given the prophecy that "the people of Aram shall go in exile to Kir," from which region Yhwh had "brought up Aram" (9'). It is generally accepted that the word here is a gloss from Amos to point the fulfilment of that prophecy; see Comm. on Amos and Isaiah, especially Gray on the latter.

VV, 10-18. Ahaz's attendance upon Tiglath-pileser at his triumph in Damascus, with resultant ritual innovations in the temple, and certain reconstructions, after Assyrian mode. 10a. And king Ahaz went to meet Tiglath-pileser king of Assyria, to Damascus. The occasion, 732 B.C., has its brilliant side-light from the contemporary Zenjirli inscription, according to which Panammuwa, the father of the inscriber Bar-Rkb, died 'in the camp of Tiglath-pileser,' where he had "run at the wheel of his lord T.-p.," evidently at Damascus, for it was from this city, as the inscription proceeds, that the body was transported home to Sam'al-Ya'di. Ahaz then may well have met the far-northern king and the crown prince. The same politics united northern Ya'idi and southern Judah against their overweening neighbour Damascus, but to the undoing of all the Syro-Palestinian states in the Assyrian conquest. 10b. And he saw the altar that was at Damascus; and king Ahaz sent to the priest Uriah the fashion of the altar and the pattern of it: so for the accusative phrase the EVV—as an architect would say, sketch and plans. The real object of the story is the account of this innovation. Uriah is the priest who was 'taken for record' on Isaiah's tablet (Is. 8^2). Notable is the continued objective, non-moralizing narrative of the
exotic innovation; the grandeur of the new altar made greater popular impression than its contradiction to the native cult. It is generally accepted that the altar was of Assyrian, not Damascene style: as Olmstead says (HPS 452): “As in all newly organised provinces, the cult of Ashur and the king had been established in Damascus, and the vassal rulers were ordered to follow this example.” Such is the opinion also of Gressmann (ZAW 1924, 324), and of Kittel and Robinson in their Histories; otherwise Šanda, who thinks of a Syrian altar. V.11. The priest carried out the royal orders against the return of the king. VV.12. 13. The royal sacrifices detailed present the act of consecration, as at Solomon’s dedication of his temple; for a royal ritual cf. that ‘of the prince’ in Eze. 46. 14. And the bronze altar that was before YHWH he removed from the front of the house, between the altar and the house of YHWH, and put it at the side of the altar to the north, The altar is ‘the great altar’ (v.15) of stone, standing on the rock; cf. I. 822. 54. The old bronze altar is identical with ‘the bronze altar before YHWH,’ referred to en passant at I. 864. See Comm. on those passages, and cf. W. R. Smith, Religion of the Semites, Note L; Nowack, Arch., 2, 41 ff.; Kittel, Studien, 50 ff.; and GVI 2, 364. The present note supports I. 864; the historicity of which Smith denied because of the bronze construction of the altar, which strangely enough is omitted in the list of Hiram’s works, I. 7138f. For the material of the new altar Šanda thinks of stone; but the specifications as given for a work of art and the replacement of the old metal altar imply similar construction for the new one. Such an altar of bronze with alleged dimensions is described in 2 Ch. 4. For like pride in a new ‘altar of bronze’ (the same words as here) cf. Byblian King Yehaumilk’s inscription. 15a. Details of the king’s orders to the priest for the ritual on the great altar, i.e., the new altar, are recorded, with the specifications logically arranged: (1) burn the morning holocaust and the evening oblation (i.e., the primitive general sacrifices); (2) and the king’s holocaust and his oblation; (3) and the holocaust of all the people of the land (the nationalistic term) and their oblations and libations; (4) and all blood of holocaust and all blood of sacrifice thou shalt sprinkle upon it. The oblation (minḥāh, AV meat offering, in Old English language,
RVV JV meal-offering) by early usage included animal sacrifice, as at I. 1829; indeed part of the actual meal-offering was to be ritually burnt according to the Law, Lev. 67. 8; see at length Nowack, Arch., 2, 221, n. i. These directions are evidently written orders, which have been so far preserved, and they give a succinct contemporary description of ritual. **15b. And the bronze altar shall be for me to inquire at.** The meaning of the infinitive has long been disputed: JV . . . to look to; German comm. have generally followed GV, "Ich will denken was ich mache," and the like; but such irresolution is quite out of place. AV followed Calvin, 'ad oracula sciscitanda,' 'for procuring oracles,' cf. FV ' afin d'y consulter le Seigneur,' and W. R. Smith has supported this interpretation (Religion of the Semites, Note L), followed by Burney, Haupt in SBOT; cf. further Mowinckel, Psalmen-Studien, I, 146, who holds that the primary meaning of the verb (bikker) is the examination of the sacrifice for omens. With this most plausible interpretation we have a case of the intrusion of the vast Babylonian system of omen-sacrifices, which the Law abominated; cf. Eze. 2126, how "the king of Babylon looked in the liver," and see at length Jastrow, Die Religion Babylonien und Assyriens, cc. 19, 20. The old bronze altar was now to be the royal perquisite; its antiquity possessed potency. **17. The removal for smelting of the wheeled bases (I. 727n.) and of the oxen underneath the bronze sea (ib., vv.23n.).** There are grammatical confusions in י, evidence of early corruption of text. With slight rectifications there may be obtained with Stade, followed by Sanda: **And king Ahaz cut up [י+the borders] the bases, and removed from them [י+and] the laver [the pl. is expected], and the sea he took down from the bronze oxen that were under it, and placed it upon plaster-work of stones.** The verb 'to cut up' is used similarly at 1816, 2413. The borders, or frame-pieces, were only an accessory to the laver apparatus; the whole bronze carriage must have been removed for smelting. The intrusion of the word may have been due to avoid contradiction with 2513, according to which the bases were still in existence. The brass was probably used for the tribute to Assyria; cf. the tradition of the fate of all such vessels upon the destruction of the city. **18. The v. lists some building-operations, concluding with the obscure**
phrase (separated in מ by the verse-cæsura), literally, from the presence of the king of Assyria, or, as the prepositional phrase may mean, because of the k. of Ass. (cf. variations in ancient and modern VSS). Sanda's suggestion alone throws light, viz., to attach the phrase with the latter meaning to v.17, at least as a gloss, explanatory of the removal of the brass as for the tribute to Assyria. The remainder of the v. is like v.17 with its inner-Hebrew difficulties and variety of interpretations; it deals with reconstruction of buildings unknown to us, but so well known to the contemporary recorder that he could use categorical terms. The v. as revised (see Note further) reads: And the covered-way (?—cf. EVV) of the Sabbath that he built [with Grr.; י then built, EVV they had built] in the house (i.e., the temple), and the King's Entry outwards he turned about in/to (?) the house of YHWH. Such details belong to a simple building-record.

Vv.19, 20. The final data of the reign. The repeated 'with his fathers,' absent in OGr., is secondary.

1. '17th': Gr. כב, '18th' =מ. A—ב: this name found on a Samarian ostracon and on a seal, IAE 212. The seal of Ušna, minister of Ahaz, noted above, was published by Torrey in BASOR 79 (1940), with additional note by Albr. on ככ as='give now,' with vocative of deity omitted, and the root as in ' Joash,' ' Josiah' (see Note, 121, also further discussion by these scholars and E. L. Sukenik, lb., nos. 82, 84).

2. ינשא: B A י the πατέα, al., τ. θεος αυτων πατέα; origin of the last word?—3. ינשא: early error as in B, βασιλευς for βασιλεως, induced the plus in the other Grr. (exc. מ) and י. ' Jeroboam son of Nebat.'—ב: Ch., ינשא=י here.—5. Cf. Is. 71. 한국อง is—דועי乐园: Is., י is omitted. St. reduces to י; BH sugg. י正確, as Is. י of Is.—דועי乐园: read with Is. ילעיאי乐园: read with Klost. and critics since, ילא י; with the error the royal name was interpolated from the preceding v.—דועי乐园: read ילא, as suggested by early critics, Clericus, Mich., al., and now generally accepted (not by Sanda).—דועי乐园: so BH (MS L, many MSS, and so KR. for Κτ.) י ולעיא (Bär), ייא (Mich., Ken, Ginsb.) see deR. For ' Edomites' testify the Grr., י. י for ' Arameans' י is case of insertion of vowel-letter to enforce the י. י is unique to י. י: a variation in spelling, and as in the Panammūwa inscr., vs. יא (so MSS here) above and v.10. יא: a unique KR. for יא, and so 16 MSS Κτ.—דועי乐园: 4 MSS Ken., deR. ייא, and so Gr. MSS, י; also Gr. MSS ignore י below; Lucianic י=דועי乐园: B al. om. י י י י י י is
expected (so 1 MS) in this military phrase.—קֹרֶה הָלוֹא: ܘק k. ἀποκλεισν ἀνθρ.; ܐܒ k. ἀπόκ. τ. πόλιν, i.e., 'as 'city'; Hex. introduced the name as a plus to ܘ, ܫ ander it stating as a plus from ܐܩ., ܟܐܦܢܐ; ܐܢܘܡ. ܓܪ., ܟܐܦܢ, ܐܢܘܡ. ܠܢ., 'Cyrene =ܝ Cyprus'; ܬ k./sys—i.e., as n. loci. St.'s deletion of the word has been generally accepted; see Comm.—10. ܒ ܢ ܓKOIF: ܒ ܐ ܒ ܝ ܫ ܒ ܝ ܐ ܒ ܝ ܓ ܫ ܒ ܝ ܗ ܕ ܐ ܒ ܝ ܓ ܫ ܒ ܐ ܒ ܝ ܗ ܕ ܐ ܒ ܝ ܓ ܫ ܒ ܐ ܒ ܝ ܗ ܕ ܬ; from which St. argues for original ܚܕ; but such repetition is common in this diction.—ܡܕ = ܬ; the unique spelling is prob. corruption of Aramaizing ܡܕ in Ch.=ܫ here. MSS have correctly ܡܕ, or give the proper ܟܪ. to ܚ; see Ginsb. ad loc. It has been well suggested that the word, which is not properly articulated, is a gloss to 'ܕ below. For the variations in spelling (e.g., Amarna ܕܢܡܚܐ) see Lexx., Dussaud, ܬܬ 202, and the extensive discussion by Rosenthal, ܕ.footer. ܦ ܢ. —ܚܢ: name of a Hittite, ܬ ܣ. ܢ ܠ. for Hittite origin of which see Montg., ܝܚܘ. 55 (1935), 94.— ܢ ܐ ܠ: ܘ ܠ ܕ ܬ ܕ ܢ ܐ ܠ ܕ ܬ ܕ ܐ ܠ ܕ ܬ ܕ ܢ ܐ ܠ ܕ ܬ ܕ ܐ ܠ ܕ ܬ ܕ ܢ ܐ ܠ ܕ ܬ ܕ ܐ ܠ ܕ ܬ ܕ ܢ ܐ ܠ ܕ ܬ ܕ ܐ ܠ ܕ ܬ ܕ ܢ ܐ ܠ ܕ ܬ ܕ ܐ ܠ ܕ ܬ ܕ ܢ ܐ ܠ ܕ ܬ ܕ ܐ ܠ ܕ ܬ ܕ ܢ ܐ ܠ ܕ ܬ ܕ ܐ ܥ ܪ ܠ ܕ ܬ ܕ ܐ ܠ ܕ ܬ ܕ ܢ ܐ ܠ ܕ ܬ ܕ ܐ ܠ ܕ ܬ ܕ ܢ ܐ ܠ ܕ ܬ ܕ ܐ ܠ ܕ ܬ ܕ ܢ ܐ ܠ ܕ ܬ ܕ ܐ ܠ ܕ ܬ ܕ ܢ ܐ ܠ ܕ ܬ ܕ ܐ ܠ ܕ ܬ ܕ ܢ ܐ ܠ ܕ ܬ ܕ ܐ ܠ ܕ ܪ ܐ ܠ ܕ ܬ ܕ ܐ ܠ ܕ ܬ ܕ ܢ ܐ ܠ ܕ ܬ ܕ ܐ ܠ ܕ ܬ ܕ ܢ ܐ ܠ ܕ ܬ ܕ ܐ ܠ ܕ ܬ ܕ ܢ ܐ ܠ ܕ ܬ ܕ ܐ ܠ ܕ ܬ ܕ ܢ ܐ ܠ ܕ ܬ ܕ ܐ ܠ ܕ ܬ ܕ ܢ ܐ ܠ ܕ ܬ ܕ ܐ ܠ ܕ ܬ ܕ ܢ ܐ ܠ ܕ ܬ ܕ ܐ ܠ ܕ ܬ ܕ ܢ ܐ ܠ ܕ ܬ ܕ ܐ ܠ ܕ ܬ ܕ ܢ ܐ ܠ ܕ ܬ ܕ ܐ ܠ ܕ ܬ ܕ ܢ ܐ ܠ ܕ ܬ ܕ ܐ ܠ ܕ ܬ ܕ ܢ ܐ ܠ ܕ ܬ ܕ ܐ ܠ ܕ ܬ ܕ ܢ ܐ ܠ ܕ ܬ ܕ ܐ ܠ ܕ ܬ ܕ ܢ ܐ ܠ ܕ ܬ ܕ ܐ ܠ ܕ ܬ ܕ ܢ ܐ ܠ ܕ ܬ ܕ ܐ ܠ ܕ ܬ ܕ ܢ ܐ ܠ ܕ ܬ ܕ ܐ ܠ ܕ ܬ ܕ ܢ ܐ ܠ ܕ ܬ ܕ ܐ ܠ ܕ ܬ ܕ ܢ ܐ ܠ ܕ ܬ ܕ ܐ ܠ ܕ ܬ ܕ ܢ ܐ ܠ ܕ ܬ ܕ ܐ ܠ ܕ ܬ ܕ ܢ ܐ ܠ ܕ ܬ ܕ ܐ ܠ ܕ ܬ ܕ ܢ ܐ ܠ ܕ ܬ ܕ ܐ ܠ ܕ ܬ ܕ ܢ ܐ ܠ ܕ ܬ ܕ ܐ ܠ ܕ ܬ ܕ ܢ ܐ ܠ ܕ ܬ ܕ ܐ ܠ ܕ ܬ ܕ ܢ ܐ ܠ ܕ ܬ ܕ ܐ ܠ ܕ ܬ ܕ ܢ ܐ ܠ ܕ ܬ ܕ ܐ ܠ ܕ ܬ ܕ ܢ ܐ ܠ ܕ ܬ ܕ ܐ ܠ ܕ ܬ ܕ ܢ ܐ ܠ ܕ ܬ ܕ ܐ ܠ ܕ ܬ ܕ ܢ ܐ ܠ ܕ ܬ ܕ ܐ ܠ ܕ ܬ ܕ ܢ ܐ ܠ ܕ ܬ ܕ ܐ ܠ ܕ ܬ ܕ ܢ ܐ ܠ ܕ ܬ ܕ ܐ ܠ ܕ ܬ ܕ ܢ ܐ ܠ ܕ ܬ ܕ ܐ ܠ ܕ ܬ ܕ ܢ ܐ ܠ ܕ ܬ ܕ ܐ ܠ ܕ ܬ ܕ ܢ ܐ ܠ ܕ ܬ ܕ ܐ ܠ ܕ ܬ ܕ ܢ ܐ ܠ ܕ ܬ ܕ ܐ ܠ ܕ ܬ ܕ ܢ ܐ ܠ ܕ ܬ ܕ ܐ ܠ ܕ ܬ ܕ ܢ ܐ ܠ ܕ ܬ ܕ ܐ ܠ ܕ ܬ ܕ ܢ ܐ ܠ ܕ ܬ ܕ ܐ ܠ ܕ ܬ ܕ ܢ ܐ ܠ ܕ ܬ ܕ ܐ ܠ ܕ ܬ ܕ ܢ ܐ ܠ ܕ ܬ ܕ ܐ ܠ ܕ ܬ ܕ ܢ ܐ ܠ ܕ ܬ ܕ ܐ ܠ ܕ ܬ ܕ ܢ ܐ ܠ ܕ ܬ ܕ ܐ ܠ ܕ ܬ ܕ ܢ ܐ ܠ ܕ ܬ ܕ ܐ ܠ ܕ ܬ ܕ ܢ ܐ ܠ ܕ ܬ ܕ ܐ ܠ ܕ ܬ ܕ ܢ ܐ ܠ ܕ ܬ ܕ ܐ ܠ ܕ ܬ ܕ ܢ ܐ ܠ ܕ ܬ ܕ ܐ ܠ ܕ ܬ ܕ ܢ ܐ ܠ ܕ ܬ ܕ ܐ ܠ ܕ ܬ ܕ ܢ ܐ ܠ ܕ ܬ ܕ ܐ ܠ ܕ ܬ ܕ ܢ ܐ ܠ ܕ ܬ ܕ ܐ ܠ ܕ ܬ ܕ ܢ ܐ $l.
properly Kr., and VSS, exc. ḫ, which however makes the prec. verb govern the two preceding nouns.—םָדָד: the gender assimilated to מִשְׁרִית. 18. מַעְטְרֵי יָשָׁר: for the first word 9 MSS read; Kr. יָשָׁר; Gr., το θεμελιον της καθέδρας, i.e., rdg. as †θῆκεν καθι, and so ו, with the plus τ. σαββατον; Ṭ נָדָד [ῥηχός=]הסיפכ; ḫ 'house of the Sabbath'; Ṭ messch sabbatorum'; ḫ 'musach sabbati.' Rashi interprets as of 'a roof made for shade to sit under on the Sabbath-day,' Kimchi as of 'a structure for the Sabbath-guard to take shelter under'; see Grotius further. Ch.'s rdg., מָשָׁכֶת הַסְּבָא לֹא רָכַב represents a free interpretation of the first noun as though from נָדָד.—נָדָד (דֹּד):=Grr., =ධ (with note of the same rdg. in Theod., Sym.), and ḫ; =Ṡ 'which was built'; the pl. might be collective and pluperfect.—דָד: VSS + 'of the Lord,' explicatively.—דָד: acc. of direction, 'that outwards'; some critics, e.g., BH would correct to the simple adj.—דָד :=Grr., =走近; ḫ 'joined'; ḫ 'convertit.'—דָד: ḫ (B= XF) oo Kw Krupov; al. Grr. with prep. 'in,' and similarly Ṭ 'into,' ḫ 'with'.—19. וַיִּשְׁרֵה: 18 MSS pref. וַיִּשְׁרֵה=跬 Ṭ Ṭ ḫ ḫ. —20. וַיִּשְׁרֵה וַיִּשְׁרֵה 26; 1 MS and Grr., exc. Ṭ 123, om. the unnecessary repetition. Note Ch.'s blunt denial: 'and they brought him not into the sepulchre of the kings of Israel,' which is repeated here by Gr. g (Ἰωβᾶ for 'Israel').

Ch. 17. The reign of Hoshea of Israel, the fall of the Northern Kingdom, with exile of the people and importation of foreign colonists with the institution of their cults. Cf. Ant., ix, 14; a brief cross-reference to the deportation in 1 Ch. 526.1

Vv.1-2. Extent of the reign and the moral judgment upon it. 2. And he did the evil in the eyes of יהוה, only not like the kings of Israel before him. Per contra, there is the perversion of Lucian, 'beyond all the kings of Israel who were before him' (=תנוע), repeating the judgment on Ahab (I. 1638). Indeed his and Israel's fate might well have produced judgment like that on Jeroboam I's house (I. 1410ff.). Some contemporary evidence may be contained in the brief remark;

1 For this period are to be consulted the Histories of Stade, 1, 575 ff.; Rogers, 2, 301 ff.; Hall, 461 ff.; Olmstead, HA ch. 17, and his Western Asia in the Days of Sargon (1908); S. Smith, CAH 3, ch. 2, pt. 2; Sellin, 1, 232 ff.; Kittel, 2, 364 ff.; Robinson, ch. 18; Meyer, 3, 26 ff.; also literature cited in int. to ch. 15; for the Egyptian history Petrie, 3, 280 ff.; Alt, Israel u. Agypten, 56 ff.; Breasted, ch. 26. For the Ass. texts of Sargon's reign bearing upon the Biblical history see KB 2, 34 ff., ATLAO 522 ff., CP 323 ff., AH 466 ff., AKAT 174 ff., ARA 2, 1 ff., ATB 1, 348 ff.; particular citations are given in place below. For the bearings of the history on the Samaritan sect see the writer's volume, ch. 4.
as Stade says (Akad. Reden, p. 208) : "The pre-Exilic editor of Kings must accordingly have read in the sources at hand notices of Hosea that presented him in a more favourable light than his predecessors." Or is it a sympathetic expression for this last and valiant king? A Jewish tradition appears in Rashi and Kimchi to the effect that Hoshea removed the guards set on the road to Jerusalem to keep Israelites from going thither to worship.

VV.3-6. Cf. the almost identical parallel in 18:9-12. In as many verses are contained four archival items, mosaic patches in a complicated history. Tiglath-pileser was succeeded by his son Shalmaneser V (727-722 B.C.), but the father's triumph was undone in troubles at home and abroad; only one of his son's inscriptions survives (ARA 1, p. 297). 3. Hoshea, once pro-Assyrian (see on 15:20) took part in the rebellious coalition (Heb., conspiracy) of the western provinces, and so the new Assyrian monarch campaigned [Heb., went up] against him, and Hoshea became his vassal [Heb., slave], and rendered him tribute. 4a. But withal the king of Assyria found conspiracy in Hoshea; for he had sent envoys to So king of Egypt, and brought not up tribute to the king of Assyria, as he had done year by year. These shifting alliances of the day, now with Assyria, now with Egypt, are illustrated in the prophet Hoshea's scornful references (5:13, 7:8, 11:16, 8:9, 11:5, 12:2, 14:4). Egypt herself was in confused enough condition with contest between the native dynasty and the upstart Ethiopian line, which triumphed in 712 B.C. But she took advantage of Shalmaneser's own troubles to reassert herself at least by intrigue in her ancient Asiatic sphere of interest. So, king of Misraim, was an important element in Winckler's notion of an expanded Arabian kingdom of Musur/Musran in the NW of Arabia (see KAT 146), and with him Šanda and Robinson are inclined to agree. 2 But the Heb. consonants of the name, read by Kr. as 'So' are to be vocalized as Sewe, and the name to be identified with 'Sib'e the tartan' (the title in 18:17) of Egypt, allied with Hanno, king of Gaza, in the great revolt against Assyria; his name now appears in Sargon's Annals

2 For Old-Arabic reff. see Montg., Arabia and the Bible, 133 ff., and for occurrence of Mṣyrn, Conti Rossini, Chrest., 180, Ryckmans, NPS 1, 348.
for his second year (CP 327; ARA 2, §5), with parallel reference in the Display Inscription (KB 2, 55; CP 331; ARA 2, §55). His rank as an Egyptian commander only, not king (as he appears in one of the texts), is proved by his exact title as tartan and the association of his name with 'the tribute of Pir'u (Pharaoh) king of Egypt'; and such is the judgment of Alt, Israel u. Aegypten, 56 ff., Kittel, Meyer. 4b. And the king of Assyria put him under arrest, and shut him up in prison. The first verb is used of Jeremiah's formal arrest (Jer. 331, 365). But the capital city maintained itself by reason of civil war in Assyria. 5. And the king of Assyria campaigned in all the land, and he went up to Samaria, and besieged it for three years. 6a. In the ninth year of Hoshea (still de jure king) the king of Assyria took Samaria. For the three years as approved by the Assyrian records see Meyer, GA 3, 29. Assyriology has determined how the prolonged siege was terminated. The city was taken by Shalmaneser's successor, Sargon II, who is generally regarded as an usurper. Sargon records in the Annals of his first year (722/721) as follows: “Samaria (Samerinai) I besieged and took . . . (three lines lost). 27,290 inhabitants I carried away, 50 chariots I collected there as a royal force . . . (The city) I set up again and made more populous than before. People from lands which I had taken I settled there. My men I set over them as governors. Tribute and taxes as upon the Assyrians I set upon them.” It is noticeable that the Biblical record ignores the name of Sargon, who appears only once elsewhere (Is. 201). The credit is given by our recorder anonymously to ‘the king of Assyria,’ whether through ignorance or carelessness is not clear; according to the duplicate in 1810, “they took it.” The ‘27,290 inhabitants’ (n.b. the exact Assyrian census) is a modest figure, when compared with the 60,000 landed gentry of 1519, 20, for which see Comm. The deportation is expanded

3 So Olmstead, HA 206 f.; Meyer, p. 30. An inscription published by E. Unger (FuF 9 [1933], 245 f.; cf. AFO 9 [1934], 79) claims that he was a son of Tiglath-pileser.

4 So following Rogers on the whole, CP 326; cf. ATB 1, 348, ARA 2, §4, AB 466. A parallel appears in the Display Inscription, KB 2, 55, CP 331, ARA 2, §55. The Harvard expedition at Samaria has revealed Sargon’s reconstructions, but of rough work; see Reisner, Excavations at Samaria, 123 ff., Olmstead, HPS 460 f.
in v.18 to that of the removal of Israel at large, so that "only the tribe of Judah was left." As a political expression, denoting destruction of the kingdom and exile of its representative citizens, this statement might stand. The absolute Biblical statement would ignore the heretical Samaritans. There arose later the orthodox Jewish notion that all Judah was taken in exile by Babylon. For an attempt to precise the population of Israel and Judah at that period see Albright, *JPOS* 1925, 20 ff., and cf. H. G. May, in *BA* 1943, 57 ff., arguing that the Israelites deported could not have been, at the extreme, more than one-twentieth of the population. For the enforced colonization of the territory Sargon records for his seventh year his conquest of the lawless tribes of "Tamud, Ibadid, Marsimanu and Hāiapa, distant Arabs, who inhabit the desert," and his deporting the remainder of them and settling them in Samaria (*ARA* 2, §17; *ATB* 1, 349 f.). For another importation of colonists see below, vv.21f.  6b. And he carried Israel to Assyria, and settled them in Halah and in Habor, [on] the river of Gozan, and the cities of Media. Sargon's item of the number of exiles is complemented here with their destinations. Of the localities named Ḥabōr is the district of the Ḥabūr, the great tributary of the Euphrates in the ancient Aram-naharaim. Gozan is Akk. Guzana (Ptolemy's Gausanitis), now identified by von Oppenheim with the region of Tell Halaf; see his *Tell Halaf*, pp. 41, etc., and so earlier Forrer, *Die Provinzeinteilung*, 23 f., with Akk. references. Ḥalāh is Akk. Ḥalāḥu, possibly Ptolemy's Chalchitis near Gausanitis. For these regions see *CIOT* 1, 267 f.; Winckler, *Alttest. Untersuchungen*, 108; and *KAT* 268, also Šanda at length. For the presence of Israelite colonists about Harran ca. 650 B.C., see S. Schiffer, *OLz.*, Beih. I (1907), 'Keilschriftliche Spuren . . . der deportierten Samarier.'  For the cities, i.e., city-states, of Media Gr. read 'the mountains' ('hārē for 'ārē). The region is that of the mountain chains to the east of the Tigris valley. The conquest of Media was one of Sargon's triumphs; see his Annals for year 8. According to the book of Tobit its hero was one of this deportation; he lived in Nineveh, but had compatriots in Media (*1HF. 10. 14*). 1 Ch. 526 assigns the exile of Transjordanic Israel to Pul and Tiglath-pileser (!), and then repeats,
erroneously, our list. For a contemporary picture of such a deportation by the Assyrians see the Kirkuk document published by E. Chiera and E. A. Speiser in *JAOS* 47 (1927), 56 ff. (no. 20).

**VV.7-23.** A homily upon the fall of Israel. 7. *And it came to pass, because the Bnê-Israel sinned, etc.* The apodosis occurs in v.18, that *YHWH was very angry*, as recognized only by JV among EVV; the long period belongs to the Deuteronomistic rhetoric, cf. Jer. 16:10-13, etc. 8. *And they walked in the statutes of the nations that YHWH dispossessed from the Bnê-Israel, and the kings of Israel whom they made: so for the last clause the ungrammatical Hebrew; trr. introduce the demanded prep. and read of the kings of Israel; the passage is secondary, introduced to cast the blame on the schismatic royalty of the North. See also long note in *SBOT.* The final verb has also given trouble; cf. EVV, *which they made/practised*, with antecedent in 'the statutes'; but the verb 'to make' in sense of appointment to office occurs at I. 12:31, etc.; those kings were man-made, not of God. 9. *And the children of Israel did secretly things that were not right against the LORD: so EVV; JV... did impute things that were not right unto the LORD.* But read for the verbal phrase, *uttered things... against YHWH;* cf. Is. 3:8, and see Note on the unique Heb. verb. According to the v. every place was provided with its heathenish chapel, *high-places... from watchmen's tower to fortified city,* for which military phrase cf. 18:8. 10. *And they set up for themselves pillars and Asherah-poles upon every high hill and under every leafy tree: the same language above, I. 14:23, and in Jer. 2:20, 3:6, Dt. 12:3.* 13. *YHWH testified against [so AV; RVV testified unto; JV forewarned] Israel and Judah by 'every prophet and' [with correction of ḫ with 3 Heb MSS and T] every seer. So for the verb, EVV following VSS; the same verb is so consistently translated, along with its cognate noun, *testimonies,* v.15, by EVV, including JV in the latter case. Kittel uses the verb and noun, 'to warn,' 'warning.' But Haupt on the basis of an Akk. etymology for the noun, common in the Law, as in 'the ark of the testimony,' translates the verb with 'enjoined (upon),' and the noun with 'injunction'; see Note further. The language is doubtless legal, denoting authoritative deposition
II. 17-41

at law. Cf. the legal form in which Isaiah drew up his oracle on ‘a tablet’ with ‘witnesses’ (Is. 8ff.). The addition of ‘seer’ to ‘prophet’ appears old-fashioned, but is not an intrusion, as with Stade, al.; cf. the contemporary reference to prophets and seers, Is. 3010. The words and Judah are probably a gloss suggested by v.19 (so Burney, Ñanda). According to all the law which I commanded your fathers, and which I sent to you by my servants the prophets: as Ñanda properly observes, law (tôrâh) is used here in pre-nomistic sense; it is mediated by prophets, and without reference to Moses; cf. Hos. 812.

14. They hardened their neck like their father’s neck: cf. Dt. 1016, Jer. 726, etc., and the phrase ‘stiff-necked people,’ Ex. 329, etc. (J and E). 15. They went after vanity, and became vain: so EVV; JV . . . after things of nought, and became nought. The picturesque notion of the noun and its derivative verb is lost in these trr.; it is a puff of air that they followed, and so they became light as air. The phrase occurs in Jer. 25, Stade, Ñanda regard it as a loan, and probably with right. The plural of the noun occurs in I. 1613, 28, and is directly identified with strange gods in the Song of Moses, Dt. 3221. This and the following v. resume the indictment of vv.8ff., with extension to the grosser breaches, idolatry, polytheism, exotic cults. 16. And they made for themselves molten-work, two calves, and they made an Asherah. The first noun is collective, appearing above, I. 149; ‘two calves’ is apparently an intrusion from the Jeroboam story, I. 12, and the same sentence may be passed upon the final sentence, which parallels the ‘Asherah-poles’ of v.10, and may have been suggested by 219 (so Stade, Ñanda, not Kittel, Benzinger); the temptation to addition in the indictment is illustrated by the plus in Gl L in v.17, ‘and they made ephod and teraphim.’ And they worshipped all the host of heaven, and they served the Baal. There was similar intrusion of such astral worship from Assyria in Manasseh’s reign; see 215, and Comm. on 23ff. 17. And they caused their sons and daughters to pass through the fire: for such holocausts, practised in Judah, see 163. And they practised divination and enchantment: the first noun in the tr. refers primarily to divination by arrows, as, e.g., practised by the king of Babylon according to Eze. 2126ff. (EVV 2121ff.), the second to charm practice (see Note).
The same pair of magical operations is derided in an ancient Balaam ode, Num. 23. For them see Dhorme, L’Évolution religieuse d’Israël, 1, 227 ff. As is the case with such language the terms became general in significance, the first of the above being used of necromancy in 1 Sam. 28. For the official adoption of all such strange cults see the history of Manasseh’s reign, 21.18. As observed above, on v.7, this v. gives the apodosis of the long indictment; what follows is literally distinct, in part paralleling the preceding homily. 19. Judah is condemned, a supererogatory judgment. 20. The v. reverts to the earlier exposition with all the seed of Israel; this can hardly include Judah, as with most comm. The phrase, he delivered them into the hand of spoilers, repeats Jud. 21. VV.21-23. A political exposition. 21a. YHWH himself rent Israel from the house of David (cf. 1. 1111r., 14—the schism was by divine action, but the experiment failed!), and they made Jeroboam ben Nebat king—they had their own way. 21b. And Jeroboam seduced Israel away from YHWH, and he entailed them in great sin. 22. And the Bené-Israel went in the way of all the sin [û sins] of Jeroboam which he did, not moving away from it, 23. until (at last) YHWH removed Israel from his presence, as he had spoken through all his servants the prophets: and Israel went in exile away from its land to Assyria, to this day. The exile was a just theodicy.

Criticism of this long passage, apart from minor elements, has been presented at length by Stade (ZAW 6=Akad. Reden, 208 ff.). He regards vV.21-23, with the section’s political interest and its denunciation of Jeroboam’s fateful sin, as primary, belonging to the Deuteronomic editor, and vV.7-18 as a later addition; with him practically agree Benzinger, Šanda, Eissfeldt. Burney, giving his usual careful literary cross-references, while recognizing these two distinct elements, rightly argues that the secondary material may not be placed late, or indeed later. The literary flavour is that of Jeremiah and Deuteronomy. The point of view is pre-nomistic (e.g., v.13) and evidently pre-Exilic. The long homily is diffuse, as is the custom of most preaching, and too strict criticism of logic and order may not be made.

VV.21-11. The importation of foreign colonists into Samaria, with return, by imperial order, of exiled priests to instruct the
strangers in the cult of the native God, vv.24-23; the resultant amalgam of religions, combining the worship of Yhwh and the imported gods, vv.29-31a; a condemnation of the Israelites for their defection, vv.34b-40; the mixed religion of the colonists, v.41. In this section the Samaritans appear by name for the only time in the O.T. (v.29). For this sect, in addition to the well-known Histories and Dictionary articles, see the volumes by Montgomery, J. E. H. Thompson, and Ben Tzvi. Stade’s criticism of this section has become standard (ZAW 6= Akad. Reden, 211 ff., following Wellhausen’s lead in Bleek, Einl.4, 262). The section vv.21-34a, with account of the imported settlers and cults, has its sequel in v.41. On the other hand vv.34b-40 constitute a vigorous homiletic judgment upon the Israelites for their defection from Yhwh; the homily is in style of vv.7ff. The resultant composite of the two distinct documents presents the Samaritan religion as a heathen eclecticism, and this presentation has swayed subsequent opinion to regard that sect as utterly perverse, so that ‘the Good Samaritan’ appears as a surprise. But Samaritanism, as we know it from later definite sources, has survived, as a true Israelite religion, constituting indeed the earliest Jewish sect; the Samaritans centralized their worship on Mount Gerizim, so defying the Jewish article of faith in Jerusalem. The religious schism involved politics, as appears from Ezra, e.g., 4ff., and for the general mixture of politics and religion in that day cf. the matrimonial alliance of the Jewish high-priestly family with that of Sanballat (Neh. 1328). But the fundamental relation of the two Churches survived, we know not how in detail; the Samaritans adopted the Law, codified according to tradition by Ezra, the text being subsequently altered in places by either party in hostility to the other. There was a hardy element which survived in the North, purified as by fire, with which may be compared the experience of Judah, which had its contest with rampant heathenism, as in the reign of Manasseh, a conflict followed by the reform under Josiah and its failure, and this in turn was succeeded by the Exile, with only a ‘remnant’ remaining of the true Israel.

Vv.21-34a. 41. 24. And the king of Assyria brought some from Babylon and from Kuthah and from Awwa and from Hamath
and Sepharwaim, and settled them in the cities of Samaria in place of the Bné-Israel; and they possessed (a legal term) Samaria, and dwelt in its cities. The land had obtained its new official name, following Assyrian usage; cf. Hos. 14\(^1\) (a proleptic use of the name in I. 13\(^2\)). The deportation from Babylon and Kuthah may be connected with the fragmentary record for his first year in Sargon's Annals (ARA 2, §4, cf. CIOT 1, 268 ff., with commentary), reporting suppression of a native uprising in Babylon (evidently headed by Merodach-baladan), as result of which "x+7 people together with their possessions I snatched away... in Hatti-Land (i.e., Syria) I settled them." For similar deportations to Hatti-Land noted in the same Annals see ARA §§6, 8, while §17, for the 7th year, notes a deportation 'to Samaria.' Ezra 4\(^\text{8th}\) gives a list of peoples settled in the land by Asenappar, i.e., Ashurbanipal, and Winckler has argued that the present passage refers to that deportation (Alttest. Untersuchungen, 98, cf. Montgomery, p. 52); but the Assyrian practice of exile was too general for us to precise datings. Kuthah is identified with Tell Ibrahim to the N of Babylon (Meissner, Bab. u. Ass., Index, s.v.). Its name stuck as the later Jewish term of abuse for the Samaritans, 'Kuthim,' to which subject a whole Talmudic tractate, Massecheth Kuthim, is devoted (translation in Montgomery, ch. 11). The earliest literary use of this name appears in Josephus, Ant., ix, 14, 3. Awwa appears as Iwwah in 18\(^\text{4th}\) in association with other Syrian cities as here. For earlier identifications see GB; Sachau has suggested Imm, between Antioch and Aleppo, Šanda notes Ammia in the Amarna tablets, not far from Gebal; Abel, GP 2, 256, following Dhorme, finds in it Tell Kafr 'Aya on the Orontes, SW of Homs. Hamath appears as one of Sargon's complete conquests (KB 2, 57; ARA 2, §55). From the placing of Sepharwaim with Syrian cities the earlier identification of it with Babylonian Sippar appears out of question; it may be identified with Sibraim of Eze. 47\(^\text{16}\) (aligned with Hamath), possibly Shabara'in of the Bab. Chronicle (KB 2, 277; CP 210); see Abel, GP 2, 456.\(^5\)

\(^{8}\) For the older identification there may be noted the repeated combination of Babylon, Kuthah, Sippar as rebellious, e.g., ARA 2, §§791, 796 f.
VV.25-36. The eclectic mixture of religions in the land. VV.25-28. The plague of lions is naïvely and naturally related, as though in ipsissimis verbis of the officials who forwarded the complaint. The present plague was due to the devastations caused by the Assyrians. Ashurbanipal records at length a similar extended plague of lions in the Babylonian marshes (ARA 2, §935). Centuries later the Syrian Usâma b. Munêkidh of the twelfth century casually recalls in his memoirs that he "fought lions on innumerable occasions, and killed many of them" (Hitti's translation, p. 173; cf. Comm., 234f.); for the late survival of the beast cf. BDD and Abel, GP 1, 223. There is record of such intrusions of lions in one of the quarters of Baghdad for the years 1205, 1217; see Reuben Levy, A Baghdad Chronicle (1929), 243. VV.27-28. The monarch, with accustomed imperial liberalism, accepted the suggestion of repatriation of native priests to revive the cult of the offended local deity. 27. The Heb. of the royal response is to be corrected so as to read: Transport thither 'some of' [י one of] the priests whom I [with some VSS—י you] brought thence; and let them [=י pl.] go and settle there, and let them [יהim] teach them the custom of the god of the land. N.b. the awkward variation of numbers in י, induced by the sequel with mention of only one priest; some VSS independently correct. 28. A good priest came and reformed his compatriots' religion, settling at the ancient sanctuary of Bethel. We may presume that his party had the benevolent assistance of Hezekiah; cf. the tradition in 2 Ch. 30 of the latter's invitation to his great Passover feast, when he sent messengers throughout the North, which summons was accepted by 'certain' out of some half-dozen tribes; see Montgomery, pp. 53 ff. VV.29-31a. The heathenish cults of the new settlers. 29. And they were making each nation its god, and they deposited them in the high-place temples that the Samaritans had made, each nation in the cities where they dwelt. The suggestion is that the ancient high-places well suited those heathen. 30. The men of Babylon made Succoth-benoth. The second element of the deity's name suggests that of Marduk's consort, congenial to Babylonians, Šarpanîtu, a name popularly twisted into Zêr-banîtû ('seed-procreating'—the Grr. here vocalize the element with banîtu); see Jastrow, Rel. Bab. u. Ass.,
i, 115 ff. The first element was earlier identified with Sakkut, the Babylonian Saturn, whose name is to be read in Am. 526, in place of Heb. Sikkuth (so RV JV; AV RV Am 'tabernacle'). But far preferable is Stade's correction to 'Marduk,' so obtaining the Babylonian divine pair, Marduk and Zer-banit, reduced here to an androgynous deity, Marduk-Banit. And the men of Kuth made Nergal—the well-known deity of Kuthah (see Jastrow, pp. 157 ff., Deime1, Pantheon Babylonicum, 191 ff.) and the men of Hamath made Ashima, 31a., and the Asswites made Nibhaz and Tartak. The name Nibhaz was early corrupted, or rather intentionally distorted; Jewish tradition attempted an abusive etymology (see Note). But the word is thus to be explained: nbhz < mbhz (by a common dissimilation) < mzbh, 'altar,' i.e., the deified altar. Cf. the dedications Δι Βωμοὶ μεγάλω and Δί Μαδβάξω (the Semitic in transliteration), Μαδβαξος also appearing paired with another deity, Σελομάνης.6 Cf. the deification of the Beth-el, as it appears in the Elephantine papyri. The names Tartak and Ashima represent a well-known pair in Syrian mythology. The former, הבֶה, is doubtless, as recognized by Baethgen, Beiträge zur sem. Religionsgesch. (1888), 68, the famous goddess 'Αταργάτη, 'Ατάργατις, Hellenistic Δερκέτα, Latin, 'Derceto.' She appears on coins and inscriptions as מְדבָּא, מְדבָּא (Lidzb. HNE 348, Clemen, Lukians Schrift über die syrische Göttin, 41), as מְדבָּא in Bardesanes (W. Cureton, Spicilegium syriacum, 1855, p. 31), and as taryant (Renan, Mission en Phénicie, 133). The present form is reduction of original מְדבָּא, with proper ancient Aramaic p for gevain; see Montg., JBL 33 (1914), 78. The name, like the deity, is composite מְדבָּא, מְדבָּא, the latter the Greek "Αττίς.7 Outside of Syria she had a famous shrine


7 'Attar and 'Attart, male and female, now appear in the Ugaritic texts. The Heb. counterpart for the latter is 'Ashtart (I. 116, etc.). The male deity is frequent in S. Arab. texts; see Ryckmans, NPS 1, 27. Albr., in JASOS 60 (1949), 300, n. 58, denies such etymology for 'Derketo.'
at Ashkelon, and her doubtless ancient Atergatieon (cf. II Macc. 12:26) at Biblical Ashtoreth-karnaim ('Ashtart-of-the-horns'). She was 'the Syrian Goddess' of Lucian of Samosata.\footnote{See Bibliog. under 'Lucian'; to be consulted inter al., J. G. Frazer, \textit{Adonis, Attis, Osiris} (1907); L. B. Paton, \textit{ERE} s.vv.; F. Cumont on Atargatis and Attis in Pauly-Wissowa, \textit{RE}, and its \textit{Supplement}, s.vv.; S. Ronzevalle, 'Jupiter Heliopolitan,' \textit{MdL}, 21 (1938), 101 ff., 126 f. Also see Eissfeldt, \textit{Tempel u. Kulte syrischer Stäte in hellenistisch-römischer Zeit} (1941), 80 f., 92 ff., 121 ff., for the Atargatis temples in Palmyra and Dura, the volume containing a valuable summary of the ancient Syrian cults that survived until a late age. For an earlier extensive treatment see Dussaud, \textit{Notes de mythologie syrienne} (1905).} The name Ashima appears in that of the golden image described by Lucian, §33, 'called by the Greeks \textit{σημήνων} (Ionic Greek—'Symbol') ; the vocable also appears in double form in Greek tradition as \textit{Σήμινη} and \textit{Σείμινος}, representing members of the Syrian triad. Simi is to be identified with Atargatis; cf. the Syrian Melito (Cureton, \textit{Spicileg. syriacum}, pp. 44 f.), making her a daughter of 'the king Hadad.' Simios was her son, as Diodorus Siculus reports (ii, 4). This deity has been discovered in the obscure name of the deity worshipped by heathenish Israelites in Am. 8:14, those 'who swear by the guilt of ('\textit{ασματ} θ) Bethel (for 'Samaria' of \textit{Bethel}),' which is to be read 'Ashimat of Bethel,' or rather 'Ashimath of the god's house'; see T. H. Robinson, \textit{ad loc.}, in \textit{HAT} (1936). The latter interpretation is comparable with the obscure \textit{בֻּנֵה הָאָרֶץ}, who, along with \textit{בְּנֵה הָאָרֶץ}, 'Anat of the god's house,' appears as consort of Yahu in an Elephantine papyrus, and who is to be identified with the deity \textit{Συμβετυλός}, appearing in a triad along with Simios and Lion (probably the bearer of the divine throne) in an inscription from Syrian Kefr Nebo of date 223 A.D.\footnote{For the papyrus see Sachau, pap. 18, col. 7, Cowley, no. 22; for the Syrian inscription Lidzb., \textit{EpB.}, 2, 323 f. See further Lidzb., vol. 3, 247, 264 f.; Cowley, pp. xviii \textit{seq.}; Dussaud in Pauly-Wissowa, \textit{RE}, 'Simea und Simios'; Eissf. in \textit{ARw.}, 28 (1930), 1 ff.; Meyer, \textit{GA} 2, 2, 165 f.; Aimé-Giron, \textit{Textes araméens d'Égypte}, 113 ff. (with full discussion of the related themes); Vincent, \textit{La religion des Judaïo-Araméens d'Éléphantiné}, cc. 12–15 on Anath and Asim-Betel. The origin of the element remains obscure represented as it is by two similar but differently applied names in the Greek, and by two differently vocalized forms in the Semitic. The Elephantine name, corroborated
...the place-name is uncertain in the Heb. tradition; see Note. The first divine name, as spelt here, appears as that of one of the two sons of Sennacherib who assassinated him (1947), and also as a Phoen. name (Harris, Gram., 75). The human name is to be explained from the element ‘dr, cf. ‘addir as a divine epithet, Ps. 82, so Langdon, op. cit., 71. But the divine name must be re-written as Adad-melek, ‘Adad king,’ which name as Adad-milki has now been read in a Mesopotamian inscription; see Albright, ARI 163, with notes citing A. Bohl, Biblica, 22 (1941), 35 for the inscription, and with references to such cremation sacrifices to Adad. The second divine name is epithet of Anu, the ancient Sumerian god of heaven; see Albright, ‘The Evolution of the West-Semitic Deity ‘An-‘Ant-‘Atta’, AJSL 41 (1925), 73 ff. 32. And they were fearing YHWH, and they made for themselves out of their own number high-place priests, and they were celebrating for them in the high-place houses. 33. YHWH they were fearing, and their own gods they were serving, according to the custom of the nations whence they (impersonal) had exiled them. 34a. Unto this day they are doing according to ‘their former custom’ (as at v.40; Ἰ the former customs). 41. For the connexion of this v. as sequel see above. And these nations were fearing YHWH, and their own idols they were serving, moreover their sons and their sons’ sons; according as did their fathers, they are doing unto this day. 32. Out of their own number: as at I. 1231. The verb translated celebrating is the simple ‘to do, make,’ used absolutely of religious practice, as at Ex. 1025; cf. Jesus’ word at the institution of the Last Supper, ‘Do this in remembrance of me,’ and the similar use of Latin facere. 33. Almost a contrast between theology and praxis is expressed here; the final relative clause is awkwardly expressed. Read by Συμβήτενιος, might mean ‘Name of the Beth-El,’ and so Elsf. and Giron find the element ism, ‘name,’ or wasin, ‘mark ’; but these are Arabisms, and do not explain the form ‘ασίμα and its parallels, σημίον, etc., with the interior long vowel. Langdon (Mythology of All Races, 5, 22 ff.) connects the word with Akk. šimi, ‘fate,’ followed by Ronzevalle, p. 126. There was doubtless, as often in ancient eclecticism, confusion or assimilation of various etymologies. For a recapitulation of the subject, see Clemen, op. cit., 42 f.
in connexion with vv.34b-40 this passage looks like a hateful condemnation of the Samaritan sect, as indeed it has since been historically interpreted; but the original reference was to the imported heathen, who naturally assimilated their own cults with that of the god of the land. This condition of the mixed population and culture is brilliantly illustrated by the Elephantine papyri, in which 'the Jews,' as the writers call themselves, display a religion associating Anath, Bethel, etc., as paredroi of Yahu; they attempted diplomatic intercourse with 'Johanan the high priest' at Jerusalem (cf. Neh. 1222), and, answer failing them, they addressed 'the sons of Sanballat governor of Samaria' (Sachau, app. I, 3, Cowley, no. 30). These 'Jews' were a military colony imported from Samaria before the Persian conquest; cf. Meyer, op. cit., 7 ff. For their religion see Cowley, Aramaic Papyri, xviii, seq.; Aimé-Giron, op. cit., 110 ff.; A. Vincent, op. cit., and Constenau's review in Syria, 1938, 93 ff.

VV.34b-40. This passage is a condemnation of the Samaritan sect, so placed that it combines that body with the new heathenish colonists. It is of wholly Deuteronomistic strain. V.41, as noted above, is sequel of vv.27-34a.

3. נטנ: Gr. transliterations as at 89 (see Note); G\L\ δωρα, and in the expanded text of v.4 both δωρα and μανας; L 'moneta.'— 4. ρηπ: G \H\ adikav=SH; G\L\ επισδουλην=L; Aq., Quinta, 'deceit'; T \S\ 'rebellion,' cf. V 'rebellare nitens'; for the present phrase cf. Jer. 119.—κατα: B al., Σηγωρ; Hex., Σωρ (Jos., Σωρ)=SH (‘Sua’); it is probably to be vocalized as κατα (St., BH), see Comm. G\L\ replaces בנה ויהי נדנ with προς Λδραμελεχ τ. Αιμωπα τ. κατακουντα εν λαυπτω; see Rahlfs's discussion (SS 3, 114 f.) of this aberration as basis of a listing in Theophilus (Ad Autolycum, ii, 31) of an Λδραμελεχ Αιμως among the Ass. kings, proving that this rdg. of the 2d cent. A.D. well preceded Lucian.—םיהב, ומכב: see SBOT for proposals to eliminate one or the other of the phrases, but the first verb expresses legal 'detention'; an example of arbitrary emendation is Cheyne's rewriting to ומכב, 'and blinded him' (EB 2127).—5. ימי bis: for many corrections of this repetition see St. in SBOT, who soberly leaves the text untouched; the phrase 'to go up against' is the common military term for 'campaigning,' as at v.3 (see BD B 74Bb).—6. יהב יתעה: MSS, correcting, 'יהב יתעה': construction as at 251, etc.; cf. GK §134. p. G\L\ ודי י and,' without authority.—יהב: Grr. SH as pl., i.e., Halah and Habor as 'rivers of Gozan.'—נֵב: Grr. correctly, exc. B v, Ποταφ, e Ποταφ.—ני: Grr., SH as though
A COMMENTARY ON KINGS

n.b. the intruded אָרְחָה, 1 Ch. 5:26.—At end סל-' unto this day,' from Ch.—7. For the long protasis see Comm.; סל found rhetorical difficulty, and expanded with "and the Lord's anger was against Israel (because)"—'superior,' says Burney—but not original!—8. מְלָכֹל יִשְׂרָאֵל אָשֶׁר עִשָּׂה: MS 70 om. מְלָכֹל יִשְׂרָאֵל, and so Gr. N + 12 MSS, סח ×; סח א om. the whole clause. VSS vary in rendering; attempts at explanation by Then., Klost.; but with Burn., St., Sanda, the passage is an evident intrusion.—9. באֵר: Grr. with the verb עָמְףָדָא, 'to clothe,' as from root אֵר, and so Rashi, Kimchi interpret, they concealed its interpretation' (Kimchi); cf. BDB, 'to do secretly,' and König, HAW; סח 'opperurerunt'; see proposed corrections in GB, and the long note by Haupt with an original etymology; Ehrl. cf. Hos. 12; but without clarifying the word here. Correct interpretation appears to come from the Akk. with root ḫqppa, 'to utter,' which actually =כ סח; see V. Scheil, Nouveaux vocabulaires babyloniens (1919), 12 f. (adducing also the present passage); cf. G. R. Driver in Peake, The People and the Book, 89.—10. עָלָּי וּכְרֵעֵה: cf. סח, 79; אָל is used like Aram. א, ר, and a similar case appears in Syr. with אָל in Bardesanes, Cureton, Spicilegium syriacum (1855), 11, lines 10 f.; similar is Akk. סח lā; cf. also Haupt's note.—11. בסך: unnecessary after ש, prob. introduced to add to the indictment, elided by St., Sanda.—12. לְהוֹדֵעַ עָשָׂה: Grr., קומַוֹא יָס ק. etαιאאאאא, "partners, and they irritated" =סח. Klost. would rashly reconstruct the Gr. into קימאאאאאאאאאאאאאאאאא, but סח read the first word as סחה. Gr. j and an L text=E.—13. וּכְרֵעֵה: generally understood as Hif. of ש, whence ש, 'witness'; for proposed Akk. connexion of ש as root w’d=y’d, 'to command,' see Haupt, ad loc., and GB; the former derives the verb from the same source; there may be paronomasia between the roots in the Heb. words.—14. עָלָּי וּכְרֵעֵה: Kr. as ש, as 'all prophets of all vision,' with ש as at Is. 28:15—doubtless to avoid reference to seers; Grr. as ש ש, but read מְלָכֹל יִשְׂרָאֵל as MSS 30 153 253 (for variations see deR.) =סח (translating with 'every scribe and every teacher'), סח, modern VSS.—15. יָכָּה בִּנְיֵא לְהוֹדֵעַ: 28 MSS Ken., deR., סח=VSS, modern VSS, which is required, unless the word is an 'exuberant gloss' (St.).—16. כָּבִי: OGrр., סח as=סח; but the commands are 'for you.'—17. כָּבִי: text of סח shortened by parablepsis with כָּבִי, v.15; סח סח variously supply the loss; see St.—18. הבו: ב ו g om. קַרְפָּס, סח ×.—16. סח: OGrр. om., softening the indictment, סח ×.—17. הבו: the root has its liquid variant in הבו, cf. Ps. 58. From the latter root there appears הבו, 'charm,' in an Aram. magical text published by Du Mesnil du Buisson in Mélanges Syriens... René Dussaud, 1, 421 ff. The variant forms appear to have the mng. 'to hiss,' used of the magicians who 'squeak and gibber.' Dhorme (cited above) thinks of serpent-charmers.—19. סח: 5 MSS סח; cf. VSS.—21. הבו.
the theme cf. 1 Sam. 15:28, I. 11:29; G^L T ϒ the verb as passive, with 'Israel' as subject, and similarly T; A "Jeroboam made separation in Israel"—all attempts to avoid the divine agency. G G^H in την Ἰσραήλ επαναφέρειν οκον Δαυίδ (=T^H); see St.'s criticism of Kamph's effort to rewrite Heb. on this inescrutable basis.—אָשָׁי Kt., אָשָׁי Kr.: the latter as Kt. in 19 MSS Ken., deR., appearing also in Bab. Talmud; the verb היה is used of feminine seduction, Prov. 7:21, and similarly of false prophets, Dt. 13:6a.—22. תואש: many MSS תואש, and so to be read as sing. (cf. v.31), in consonance with foll. הנשה, and so G G^H.—23. דוהי: I MSS +והי=Grr., T.—24. תואשנ: B al., θον [ἐκ X.], error for καί. The disyllable (the acc. of direction replacing the nominative form)=Grr. (B Θοῦθα); in v.30 G^L has the same for תואש.—אְשָׁי[ה]: MSS τῆς; cf. γάρ, 18:34; B al. om. καί.—Shekht =G Hex.; Kr, or אֶשֶׁה=G^L.—27. אֶשֶׁה . . . רָאָא [השא]: lost by parablepsis in Grr., exc. G^L; G^H אֶשֶׁה: I MS וַאֲשֵׁה=G^L T אֶשֶׁה; the latter rdg. preferable, cf. the 2d pers. sing., v.26.—וַאֲשֵׁה=G Hex.; the other VSS as sing., in agreement with reading above.—אֶשֶׁה: G Hex., T=אֲשֶׁה; see Comm. for omission of רָאָא and the retention of the pl. in the three verbs.—[עַשֵּׁה] אֲשֵׁה: MS 30, B om., as heathenish.—29. תואשנ תואשנ: for the composite pl., also in v.32, see Note, I. 12:31.—30. התונ תוניס: for the first word Grr., ροκχωθ., etc. (B ροκχωθ(κ)), for the second B βανεβέθε, A βενεβέθ, etc.; n.b. survival of the final Akk. vowel; see Comm., for correction to תוניס. For such a distortion of the first name cf. 'Marduk' to 'Nisroq,' 19:37.—נָיִין: B i την Ἐφεςιλ; al., την (G^L θον) Νυργελ; the fem. article used as in ἧ Βαδαλ.—31. דָּבָר: with 'large zayin' (see GK §5, n), indicating a variant spelling, which appears in a few MSS, T, as דבָּר, and so Sanhedrin, 63b, etymologizing from the root 'to bark like a dog.' Exc. A, την Ναβα, and Onom. Gr., Naβαβ=Onom. Lat., Grr. have an entirely different word, την Εβάκερ, e.g., in Hommel's suggestion for this name, as also for Tartak, Elamite origin (Haupt Commemoration Vol., 159 ff.). For recovery of the original see Comm.— sunday = exc. the Three and G^L, the Grr. as a deity, B την Σεπφαρου, etc.=G^H, την Σεπφαρου, Kr, or אוֹרְרָא: read טֶבֶּבֶרֶב, as suggested by Winckler in KTAT, and see Comm.—עַמְּלָה: G^L om.—עַמְּלָה פָּלָה: Kr. corrects the first word to דָּבָר=VSS, and the second to דָּבָר פָּלָה, and so many MSS Kt.; the place-name has been distorted to correspond with the gentilic above; cf. the place-names proposed for identification in Comm., v.34, and to be read, 'Siphraim,' or the like.—G^L pref. a long doublet to the v., but it is difficult to see why Burn. regards it as superior to T; cf. Rahlf s, SS 3, 290.—33. יֵשָׁה: OGr. as sing., with the Lord understood as subj.; ϒ as passive.—34. מַעֲשָׁה מַעֲשָׁה: =G^L; G G^H מַעֲשָׁה מַעֲשָׁה=G^L; G^L supplies a clumsy doublet=뿜ָּבָר מַעֲשָׁה (see Rahlf s, ib., 246); the last rdg. appears in v.40, and is preferable, with the collective sense of the noun.—נָיִין bis: G Hex.
om., and further om. וַיִּהְיוּ בְּעַיִן: on the basis that "they were fearing and yet doing acc. to their own statutes," etc.—הטפשמון יתכן וכולו מצומצם; prob. an addition from v. 37, and so om. the foll. conj.; or read מַעֵלָה מִשָּׁם: VSS, exc. ד, as 3d sing., הד, which appears preferable; but the writer may have fallen artlessly into the divine first person.


18^th^–8. Introduction to the reign (vv. 1–2); the king’s unique piety (vv. 3–8), including two archival notes (vv. 4–8). Hezekiah (725–696 B.C.) was contemporary of Shalmaneser, Sargon II (722–705), Sennacherib (705–681). With the fate of Samaria before his eyes, and in spite of the Assyrian terror, he reversed the international and religiously eclectic policy of his father Ahaz (if. 16^n^), at a seemingly providential period abandoned submission to Assyria, struck out on his own hand against the Philistine neighbours, weakened as they were by Assyrian control, and introduced a religious reformation. For the first time one of the Canonical Prophets appears in the active politics of the state in the person of Isaiah. The ancient Israelite spirit was revived by a prophetic movement, exhibited also in Micah, as had been the case in the North in the preceding century, there without permanence, but here on a surer foundation. The policy of Hezekiah as statesman was: Israel for its God and itself alone. Much has been made of apparent contrast between the king and the great prophet, and in consequence scepticism has been largely addressed to the present statements of the former’s sincerity and reforms. But Hezekiah was primarily statesman, and as such he stood for the cause of the Prophets, even as did Constantine with his political limitations for the Christian religion of his day. For a reasonable discussion of the problem see Robinson at length, HI 389 ff., and e.g., p. 393: “We need not doubt Hezekiah’s sincerity if we see in this reform a political gesture, for patriotism and religious loyalty went hand in hand in ancient Israel.” Even more positively than Robinson, who finds in Isaiah’s silence in regard to Hezekiah a cause of doubt, Kittel (GVI 2, 373 f.) refuses “to surrender the narrative concerning his

1 For the literature see Additional Note after ch. 20, especially n. 1. Some references below are to literature cited there.
reformation.” It is true that when religious reform enters the field of politics, it has rough sailing. Hezekiah was succeeded by a Manasseh, Josiah by a Jehoiakim. But a ‘Remnant’ was being disciplined to survive, and faith was to be basis of survival (Is. 7:3-19). See further Additional Note, n. 4.

The two archival notes in the section are introduced by the emphatically expressed initial He without conjunction (cf. Comm., 14\(^7\)). 4. The v. briefly describes the religious reformation. He removed the high-places, and broke up the pillars, and cut down the Asherah, and cut up the brass serpent, which Moses had made; for up to those days the Bnê-Israel were burning incense to it; and it was called Nehushtan. The removal of high-places and pillars, the inheritance of primitive cult, was drastic indeed; for the Asherah cf. 17\(^{10}\). 16. The serpent of brass [nêhâš han-nêhôšêt, with play on the two words] called Nehushtan, was a surviving ancient fetich, coming down, as the annalist artlessly recorded, from Moses’ day and authority (Num. 21\(^{14}\)). For the archaeological object of the serpent and its wide field in Palestine, Egypt and Mesopotamia, see Benzinger, Arch., 328; Albright, ‘The Goddess of Life and Wisdom,’ AJSL 36 (1920), 258 ff.; Cook, Rel. of Anc. Israel, 98 f., 117, 220; H. Frankfort, Iraq, 1 (1934), 9 ff.; Graham and May, Culture and Conscience, Index, s.v.; H. H. Rowley, ‘Zadok and Nehushtan,’ JBL 58 (1939), 113 ff. For a serpent-stele discovered at Tell Beit Mirsim see Albright, BASOR 31 (1928), and ZAW 47 (1929), 6 f. N.b. the Serpent Spring of I. 19. Such antique survivals in higher religion are abundantly paralleled in the Christian Church and Islam. The second archival note is introduced with editorial explanation of Hezekiah’s success. 7. And YHWH being with him in all that he set out on, he was prospering. And he rebelled against the king of Assyria, and did not serve him. 8. He smote Philistia as far as Gaza and its borders, from watchmen’s tower to fortified city. This was an overt act of rebellion against Assyria’s claims. Sargon records the defeat of Egypt at Raphia on the border for 713 B.C., involving capture of Hanno king of Gaza, and at length, in two inscriptions for 711 B.C., a successful campaign against Azuri king of Ashdod and his allies, Gath, Ashkelon, Meluḫḫa, in which connexion, “the people of Philistia, Judah, Edom, Moab, those who live by the sea...
brought tribute... to Ashur my lord.” (See KB 2, 55, 66 ff.; CP 328 ff.; ATB 1, 349 ff.; ARA 2, §§5, 30, 62, 80; AB 468.)

The attack was a border warfare, belonging doubtless to the troubled years at the end of Sargon’s reign and the beginning of Sennacherib’s. A revival of the Philistines had occurred in Ahaz’s reign according to 2 Ch. 28:18; cf. the oracle attributed to Isaiah as of the death-year of Ahaz (Is. 14:28ff.). In line with this concern in Philistia was Hezekiah’s interference in the affairs of Ekron with its rebellion against Sennacherib, as reported in the latter’s inscription; see below.

Vv.5-6. These statements on Hezekiah’s faithfulness to his God, couched in Deuteronomic language—‘cleaving to Yhwh,’ ‘not turning away from him’—are logically introduced between the reform at home and the success abroad. The statement that after him there was none like him among all the kings of Judah is later contradicted by the absolute statement on Josiah’s virtue (23:25). The following clause, and who were before him, is a clumsy addition. There was another illustrious phase of the reign according to the tradition of ‘the men of Hezekiah’ and their proverbs (Prov. 25-29), which tradition Gemser in his Comm. (HAT 1937) regards as quite authentic. A royal parallel two generations later would be Ashurbanipal, who extols at length his own education and wisdom (ARA 2, §986, and cf. Kittel, GVI 2, 378).

Vv.9-12. The item of the fall of Samaria, repeated almost verbatim from 17:5-6, which an early editor desired to place chronologically in Hezekiah’s reign, and with rendering of Hoshea’s year-terms into those of his contemporary. 10. And he [with the parallel and most VSS; ἦν τεκέων] took it at the end of three years, even in year six of Hezekiah; it was year nine of Hoshea king of Israel that Samaria was taken. 12. A repetitive moralizing judgment.

Vv.13-ch. 19. An apparently continuous history of Sennacherib’s operations against Jerusalem, paralleled in Is. 36, 37; see Additional Note.

Vv.13-16. This initial section stands apart as of annalistic character with its curt detail, without moral judgment, while one arithmetical figure for the tribute to Sennacherib is exactly that in the latter’s own inscription. The section of this inscription, the Taylor Prism, col. iii, lines 1 ff., for the king’s
third year and his campaign in 701 B.C., is the most famous of Assyrian texts bearing upon Bible history. For the translation see CIOT 2, 281 ff. (still of value for its notes); KB 2, 280 ff.; CP 340 ff. (these three with the transliterated text); AKAT, 176 ff.; ATB 1, 352 ff.; ARA 2, §§309 ff.; AB 471 f. This great campaign covered Palestine as far as Eltekeh in the old Danite territory (Jos. 19^14, 21^23). Sennacherib specifically names a number of cities, practically all in the Philistine territory, among them Ekron, whose 'loyal' king Padi had been committed by rebels to 'Hezekiah king of Judah,' from which arrest the Assyrian reclaimed him, restoring him to his throne along with condign punishment of the rebels. This interference of Hezekiah in his neighbours' affairs, evidently as arch-conspirator against Assyria, is paralleled by the brief notice of his successful campaign in Philistia (v.8).

13. And in the fourteenth year of king Hezekiah Sennacherib king of Assyria came up against all the fortified cities of Judah and seized them. The date is contradicted by the Assyrian chronology. It may be a scribal miswriting of '24,' which would give the correct date; or the figure was induced by the statement of the promise to Hezekiah of an additional 15 years of life (20^6), i.e., 29—15=14. The v. was earlier regarded by Stade as original introduction to vv.17ff., but in SBOT he distinguishes vv.13, 16, 11, 15, 17ff. as from as many distinct sources. But barring the date, or with correction of it, the v. is necessary introduction to vv.11ff.; indeed the whole section is the one part of the narrative definitely supported by external history. For all the fortified cities cf. Sennacherib (after Rogers's tr.): "Forty-six strong cities, with walls, the smaller cities which were around them . . . I besieged and captured." Cf. the expression in v.8 for the two classes of fortresses, and see R. P. Dougherty, 'Sennacherib and the Walled Cities of Judah,' JBL 49 (1930), 160 ff., with valuable references to the strength of the Palestinian fortifications as demonstrated by archaeology. With this citation cf. Sennacherib's manifesto in the Nebi Yunus inscription (presented in the authorities cited above): "I destroyed the broad district

8 The text used by Luckenbill is that of a duplicate cylinder ('an even more perfect copy'), acquired by the University of Chicago in 1920, and published by him in his Annals of Sennacherib (1924).
of Judah; I laid my yoke upon Hezekiah its king." 14a. And Hezekiah king of Judah (n.b. the formal title) sent message to the king of Assyria to Lachish—. For the city see Comm., 1419. Famous are Sennacherib's reliefs, the one graphically presenting the siege of Lachish, the other portraying the king seated on his throne with the captives filing before him, and the accompanying inscription: "Sennacherib, king of the world, king of Assyria, seated himself on a throne, and the prisoners of Lachish marched before him." For the text see the authorities cited, and for the reliefs A. H. Layard, The Monuments of Nineveh (1849), 2, pl. 23; Stade, GVI 1, plate after p. 620; Rogers, HBA 2, plates opp. pp. 370, 374; Benzinger, Arch., 309; Olmstead, HA fig. 127; Barton, AB fig. 298. 14b.—saying: I have rebelled. Turn away from me. What thou puttest upon me I will bear. And the king of Assyria imposed upon Hezekiah king of Judah 300 talents of silver and 30 talents of gold. The first verb is technical expression of rebellion, and the same root is constantly so used in Akk.; its usual equivalent in the English Bible is 'to sin.' For Hezekiah's capitulation, but without surrender of the city, the Taylor Prism records for the end of the Palestinian campaign (lines 20 ff.): "(Hezekiah) himself I shut up like a caged bird within Jerusalem, his royal city. I cast up entrenchments against him, and whosoever came forth from the gate of his city I punished (?) him." There follows the list of conquered districts detached from Judah, and then: "As for Hezekiah the fear of the majesty of my dominion overwhelmed him, and the Urbi, and the regular troops, whom he had brought in to strengthen Jerusalem his royal city, deserted." Then is given the list of articles of ransom by which Hezekiah avoided surrender of the city: "30 talents of gold, 800 talents of silver, precious stones . . . ivory seats and couches . . . woods . . .; and his daughters, the women of his palace, male and female musicians he dispatched after me to Nineveh my capital city. He sent his ambassador to give tribute and make submission." This text apprises us of Hezekiah's extensive military preparations as well as of one reason leading him to come to terms, viz., the defection of his mercenaries; it also describes the luxury found in Jerusalem, for which condition is to be compared the tradition of
Hezekiah's wealth in 2 Ch. 32. The 'Urbi' are probably Arabs; for the variations of 'arab in Heb. see Montgomery, Arabia and the Bible, 29. The two reports agree as to 'the 30 talents of gold.' The discrepancy between the '300 talents' of Ki. and the '800' of the Prism has been explained as due to the difference between the 'light' and the 'heavy' talent; for this distinction see Nowack, Arch., 1, 207 f., KAT 341 f., Rogers, HBA 2, 371 (estimating [1915] the tribute at $5,650,000), and especially Lehmann-Haupt in Pauly-Wissowa, RE Suppl. 3 (1918), 601, assuming here the ratio between the Phoenician double talent and the Babylonian light talent. For the talent cf. also Comm. above, I. 9. The problem is a vexed one, with standards of different ages and economies to reckon with, along with variations in the written tradition, e.g., the difference of figures between $\mathcal{D}$ and $\mathcal{G}$ at I. 10. Error, if there be, may lie in the Assyrian figure, for figures in the Assyrian texts contradict themselves; a case in point is given by Rogers, ib., 359. A romantic sidelong for the Biblical student upon the item of 'his daughters, the women of his palace,' following the observation of Landsberger and Bauer (ZA 3 [1926], 65) that Sennacherib's forceful wife Nakīya-zakūtu was a Babylonian Aramean, has been cast by Meissner (Sb., Berlin Acad., 1932, 58), preferring to regard her as a 'Westerner,' even 'probably a Jewess.'

15. And Hezekiah gave all the silver (i.e., specie) that was found in YHWH's house and in the treasuries of the king's house.

16. At that time Hezekiah cut up the doors of the hall [hêkāl, cf. I. 6, etc.] of YHWH and the door-posts [?], which Hezekiah king of Judah had overlaid, and gave them to the king of Assyria [EVV here are not literal]. V.16, with the introductory at that time, is an independent item, apparently culled from temple archives. For a similar despoliation of sacred and royal treasures cf. that in Rehoboam's reign, I. 14. The gilded door-posts (the unique word is uncertain, VSS vary) represent Hezekiah's very probable restoration and enrichment of the temple. Criticism of the statement that he was such a renovator has been expressed by critics, and his name has been replaced with that of Solomon (Klostermann), Azariah (Stade), Azariah or Joash (Sanda); but it is vain to essay such change of names.
V. 17–ch. 19. An extract from memoirs of Isaiah, found in duplicate in Is. 36, 37. Two apparently parallel stories, 1817–197 and 198–37, succeeding the item above of Hezekiah's submission, narrating further Assyrian demands for full surrender, arouse suspicion as to their historicity, while their inclusion, along with ch. 20, in the book which bears the prophet's name involves them in the large problem of the alleged Isaianic histories and prophecies. Critical discussion at large is postponed to the Additional Note.

V.17–197. A fruitless demand of the Assyrian king for the surrender of Jerusalem, and a prophetic oracle from Isaiah. VV.17–25. The demand for surrender. 17. And the king of Assyria sent ' (the) Tartan and (the) Rab-saris and ' [Is. om.] (the) Rab-shakeh from Lachish to king Hezekiah with a stout force to Jerusalem. 'And they went up and came to Jerusalem. And they went up and came' [Is. om.] and [Is. he] stood at the conduit of the Upper Pool, the one at the highway of Fuller's Field. 18. 'And they called to the king' [Is. om.]. And there went out to them [Is. him] Eliakim ben Hilkiah, He-Over-the-House, and Shebna the Secretary, and Joah ben Asaph the Recorder. The text of Ki. is expanded and otherwise varied: and they went up and came is a duplicate; probably the whole double passage, lacking in Is., is secondary; the 'calling to the king' also looks secondary; Is. is original in ignoring the first two officials named, the Tartan (title for an Assyrian general-issimo) and the Rab-saris, since the Rab-shakeh alone appears in the subsequent parleys. As Stade remarks, with subsequent general consent, the intrusion of the first two officials was due 'to the antiquarian learning of a later reader'; they may have been introduced to make the diplomatic parties even in number. The Tartan appears in Is. 201; for the Rab-saris (also Jer. 393) and Rab-shakeh see Note. 17. The conduit of the Upper Pool, etc. The same phrase appears in Is. 73 as of the place where Isaiah and his son Shear-jashub accosted king Ahaz; but the time of that event precedes Hezekiah's excavation of the Siloam conduit to the pool within the city, recorded below, 2020. The location of this Upper Pool is still disputed, whether it be a pool at the south of the Akra fed by the old surface aqueduct (for a Lower Pool see Is. 229), or one on the north side of the city, e.g., the
modern Birket Mamilla. G. A. Smith defends the former view (Jerusalem, i, ch. 5, esp. p. 105), while Gray (comm. on Is. 7:2) and Sanda at length (pp. 250–3) prefer the latter. The exact geographical data speak for the first identification, and yet such a parley over the walls hardly suits the Kedron valley front of the city. This reference may well be an invention, suggested by Is. 7:2. 18. For the titles of the three officials cf. the list of Solomon’s officers, I. 42ff. In the Isaianic ode, Is. 22:15ff., Shebna, here Scribe, there Over-the-House, is denounced, and Eliakim, here Over-the-House, it is predicted, will replace him upon his coming degradation. For that obscure section see the articles by A. Kamphausen, in AJT, 1901, 43 fl.; K. Fullerton, ib., 1903, 621 fl.; E. König, ib., 675 ff., and the full critical survey by Gray, Isaiah, ad loc. Explanation has been offered for the changes of rank of the two officials as due to administrative shifts in the modern sense. H. G. May doubts whether the Shebna of Ki. and the Shebna of Is. are identical in person (AJSL 56 [1939], 147).

Vv.19–25. The Rab-shakeh’s address, a notable diplomatic argument, authentic in colour, even if literally fiction; cf. the orations reported by Greek and Roman historians. 19. And (the) Rab-shakeh said to them: Say ye now to Hezekiah (n.b. the rude omission of the latter’s title): Thus has spoken the Great King (=Akk. šarru rabû—the royal title), the king of Assyria: What is this trust that thou trustest in? 20. Thou sayest (the verb expresses formulated thought): Counsel and might for war are mere lip-matter (the same satirical phrase, Prov. 14:23). Now on whom dost thou trust that thou hast rebelled against me? 21. Now see!—thou hast put thy trust upon the staff of this broken reed, upon Egypt, a kind one leans upon, and it goes into his palm and pierces it—so is Pharaoh king of Egypt for all who trust in him. 22. And if ye say to me, Upon YHWH our God we trust, is it not he whose high-places and altars Hezekiah has removed, while he said to Judah and Jerusalem: Before this altar ye shall worship in Jerusalem? 23. And now, take [sing. verb] a wager with my lord, the king of Assyria: I will give thee two thousand horses, if thou canst put riders upon them. 24. How then canst thou turn the face of [L+a satrap] one of the least of my lord’s servants? And thou hast trusted on Egypt
for chariotry and steeds! 25. And [with MSS, Is.] now, without YHWH have I gone up against this place, to destroy it? YHWH did command me, Go up against this land and destroy it! The blustering oration is a satirical presentation of Assyrian arrogance, and a counterpart of the monuments. The bet of two thousand cavalry men is not an exaggeration; cavalry was never an important arm of the Israelite military; see Comm., I. 15, 16. Critical dubiety exists as to the alleged statement in v. 22, involving the problem of the date of the reformation. It is more important to note that such matters of local religious import were well known to the wise Assyrian chancellery, which had its 'secret service.'

VV. 26-36. The plea of the royal commission that the parley be held in the diplomatic foreign language, and the Rabshakeh's reply that he speaks on purpose to the common people and to all. 26. And said Eliakim ben Hilkiah 'and Shebna and Joah' [Is. om.] to (the) Rab-shakeh: Speak now to thy servants in Aramaic, for we are listening, and do not speak with us in Jewish in the hearing of the people on the wall. 27. And (the) Rab-shakeh said [בּ to them; Is. om.]: To thy lord and to thee has my lord sent me to speak these words? Is it not to the men who sit on the wall, a-eating their own dung and a-drinking their own piss with you? 28. And (the) Rab-shakeh stood up, and called out with a loud voice in Jewish; and he spoke and said: Hear ye the word of the Great King, the king of Assyria! 29. Thus has spoken the king: Let not Hezekiah deceive you, for he cannot deliver you from my [with many MSS, VSS; בּ his] hand; 30. nor let Hezekiah make you trust on YHWH, saying: YHWH will surely deliver us, and this city will not be given into the king of Assyria's hand. 31. Listen not to Hezekiah, for thus has spoken the king of Assyria: Salute me, and come out to me, and eat each of his vine and each of his fig-tree, and drink each of the water of his cistern, 32. until I come and take you to a land like your land, a land of corn and must, a land of bread and vineyards, a land of olive and honey, and so keep alive and die not! And listen not to Hezekiah, for he would beguile you with "YHWH will deliver us!" 33. Did the gods of the peoples ever deliver each one his own land from the king of Assyria's hand? 34. Where are the gods of Hamath and Arpad, where the gods of Sepharwaim
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[De Henah and Iwwah; Is. om.] — for did they deliver Samaria out of my hand? 35. Who among all the land-gods are they that have delivered their land out of my hand, that YHWH should deliver Jerusalem from my hand? 36. And the people kept silence, and answered him not a word, for it was the king's command, to wit, Do not answer him!

VV.26. 27. However dubious this report of the oration may be, the reference to the Aramaic as the lingua franca of the empire is of interest.3 'Jewish' (Heb.= 'judaice') occurs also in Neh. 1324; the speaker is not using the word with any fine dialectical sense. Interesting is the note that the Assyrian could speak Hebrew, but this doubtless through an interpreter. He will speak to the common people, who best know their own interest. We may compare much current political propaganda of our own day. The indelicate language (corrected by the Kr.) refers to the privations of the siege, cf. 625. Šanda notes a similar double-phrased crudity of Sennacherib's in the Taylor Prism, col. vi, 20 f. (KB 2, 110, ARA 2, §254, with identity in one term, šināti=Heb. sinē-hem). VV.28–30. There is no denial of YHWH's deity; denial of his power as against Assyria is reserved for the climax, vv.31f. VV.31. 32. In persuasive tone an argumentum ad populum is offered. They need only to make courteous salutation; 'salute me' translates Heb. 'make with me blessing,' the correspondent noun 'peace' being used of greeting between gentlemen, as at 429. The proposed deportation did not necessarily involve great hardship; there might be compared the lot of the émigrés from foreign parts into the happy land of Samaria (1721), while later the prosperity of the Jewish exiles in Babylonia was exhibited by their unwillingness to return home, as indicated by the small figure of the party that accompanied Ezra (Ezra 81ff.). VV.33–35. The flaunting disrespect for other

3 For the cosmopolitan spread of that language see H. H. Rowley, The Aramaic of the O.T. (1929), 1 ff., for its official position in the Persian empire H. H. Schaeder, Iranische Beiträge I (1930), and the comprehensive volume by Rosenthal, Die Aramaistische Forschung, esp. Section 1, ch. 2, 'Das Reichsaramäische.' Naville has argued in ch. 3 of his Text of the O.T. that 'Jewish' here means the Judaean language in contrast to the rest of Palestine, which, he holds, spoke and wrote only Aramaic. But a local speaker would so speak of his tongue, even as a Scotsman claims that he talks 'Scotch.'
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gods than Assyria's own is here finally expressed, and, if might be right, the envoy spoke plausible truth. With all its brutality the Assyrian empire is to be credited with one ideological development, the formulation of a divine-imperial monocracy, centering in its deity Ashur, even as Rome later attempted an official religion to offset the religious disunities of the empire. In addition to Hamath (cf. 17\[^{30}\] ), Arpad is named; for the city and its submission to Assyria in 740 B.C. see Honigman, RA s.v. V.\[^{a}\] is practically duplicate to 19\[^{13}\] (there 'the kings' in place of 'the gods') and is secondary to it. V.\[^{b}\]. Where are the gods of Sepharwaim, Hena and Iwwah? Did they deliver Samaria out of my hand?, is most parenthetically attached, and is nonsense in the connexion. \[^{6}\] and an \[^{7}\] text fill out with an insertion preceding the second question: Where are the gods of the land of Samaria?, and this plus has been accepted by most critics since Klostermann (e.g., BH). But Rahlfs's vigorous objection (SS 3, 278), regarding the addition as a 'clever' insertion in condemnation of heathen Samaritanism to fill out the lacuna, is to be maintained. In fact the whole v. appears to be secondary to 19\[^{13}\]. See Note further. VV.\[^{36,37}\]. The silence of the people by royal order, and the report to the king by his officials with their clothes rent.

Ch. 19\[^{1,2}\]. Hezekiah performs the ritual acts of humiliation in the temple in seeking a divine response, and sends Eliakim, Over-the-House, and Shebna the Secretary, and the elders of the priests, covered with sackcloth, to Isaiah 'ben Amos the prophet' [so the correct order with Is.]. 3. The message of the king is introduced with a couplet.

\[A\text{ day of distress and reproach}: \text{ and contumely is this day,}\]
\[For children have come to the breach: \text{ and no strength for the birth.}\]

V.\[^{4}\]. Although himself in the temple, the king asks the prayers of the extra-ecclesiastical prophet; in the parallel story he himself "prayed before YHWH" (vv.\[^{14,15}\] ). The remnant that

\[^{4}\] Cf. Jastrow, Religious Belief in Babylonia and Assyria (1908), 50 ff.; J. Hehn, Die bibliische u. die babylon. Gottesidee (1913), 89 ff., a chapter on the attitude of Babylonian religion towards monotheism.
is left: a frequent post-Exilic term: but it has place here politically, cf. the name of Isaiah’s son, ‘Remnant-shall-return’ (Is. 7⁸), and actually a most extensive exile is corroborated by Sennacherib’s boast in the Taylor Prism (col. iii, 17 ff.): “200,150 men, young, old, male and female, horses, mules, asses, camels, oxen and sheep, without number, I brought them out from them, and counted as booty.” VV.⁶⁻⁷. Isaiah’s response in the name of YHWH. 6. Fear not!—a characteristic phrase of the Biblical religion from the first book of Scripture (Gen. 15¹) to the last (Rev. 1¹⁷); it has occurred above in the mouth of Elijah and Elisha (I. 17¹³, II. 6¹⁶), and appears in Isaiah’s address to Ahaz (Is. 7⁴). The Assyrian deputies are scornfully referred to as the pages (naʾārē, literally ‘boys’) of the king of Assyria, not with the ranking official title of ‘ministers’ (e.g., v.⁵, etc.; EVV ‘servants’ for both words). 7. Lo, I am putting a spirit in him, and he will hear a rumour, and he will return to his land, and I will fell him with the sword in his land. ‘Spirit’ here is the uncanny presentiment of evil, hardly personified; for similar use of the indefinite noun cf. Eze. 2², 3¹², ¹⁴, where trr. wrongly have ‘the spirit.’ Personification does appear in the vision, I. 22¹⁹ff.; see Comm. ad loc. In the statement of this rumour there may be good historical reminiscence of the family’s quarrels that brought about the tyrant’s undoing (v.³⁷); but, rather, as is argued in the Additional Note, the rumour was that of Tirhakah’s advance, v.⁹,⁵

VV.⁸⁻¹¹. A second deputation from Sennacherib demanding surrender, vv.⁸⁻¹³. Hezekiah’s prayer in the temple, vv.¹⁴⁻¹⁹, and Isaiah’s oracle, vv.²⁰⁻³¹. VV.⁸. ⁹a. The changed conditions of Sennacherib’s Palestinian campaign. 8. The Rabshakeh’s commission proving fruitless, he returned and found the king of Assyria fighting against Libnah, for he heard that he had broken camp from Lachish. This city had now been taken (cf. 18¹³ff.). 9a. The siege of Libnah (for which place

⁵ S. Smith, in exposition of the Esarhaddon Chronicle (Bab. Hist. Inscriptions, 8 ff., ¹⁴), suggests that ‘wind,’ as he would translate ‘spirit’ here is reminiscent of the great storm before which Esarhaddon’s army fled in his sixth year (675 B.C.), and so argues for still greater confusion in the present story; but the word cannot in this connexion mean ‘wind.’
cf. 822) was, however, interrupted, for the Assyrian heard concerning Tirhakah king of Ethiopia [Heb. Cush], to wit, Lo, he has come forth to fight with thee. Tirhakah (more correctly Thrkh, with the Egyptian and an Egyptian Aramaic inscription—see Note) was the last of the short-lived Ethiopian (XXVth) Dynasty, attaining the throne 688/7 B.C., himself a negroid, and nephew of his predecessor Shabataka. Years before his elevation to the throne he was in active military service. He fell and disappeared upon Ashurbanipal’s conquest of Egypt in 670 B.C.6 The Biblical item, giving a military reason for Sennacherib’s sudden desertion of his campaign, is interestingly paralleled by the abrupt conclusion of col. iii of the Taylor Prism.

9b. In consequence he again sent envoys to Hezekiah, to the effect—. 10. The message is more blasphemous against the Israelite God than in the former case, according to which Hezekiah was the ‘deceiver’ (1829): Let not thy God in whom thou trustest deceive thee! It is assumed that he had learned of Isaiah’s oracle. 11. See, thou thyself hast heard what the kings of Assyria have done to all the lands in devastating them, and will thou be delivered? There follow, after the satirical inquiry, 12a. Did there deliver them the gods of the nations which my fathers destroyed?, two lists of such conquered city-states:

12b. Gozan and Haran and Reseph and the Bnē-Eden, those in Telassar. For the places see Kraeling, Aram and Israel, Dussaud, TH 464. For Gozan cf. 176; an expedition thither is cited in the Eponym list for 809 B.C. For Haran, once home of the Abramids (Gen. 1127ff.), the ancient ‘Road-City’ (Akk.), see BDD; Olmstead, HA 36 ff.; von Oppenheim, Der Tell Halaf, ch. 2; it had belonged to Assyria since ca. 1100 B.C. Reseph, Akk. Rašappa, appears in the Eponym list for the year 804; it is the modern Rašafa, NE of Palmyra (cf. Dussaud, pp. 253, etc.). Bnē-Eden (n.b. the survival of the clan-name) is abbreviation of Bnē-Beth-Eden, and the place identified with the Beth-Eden of Am. 15, the Eden mentioned along with Haran in Eze. 2723, and the Akk. Bit-Adini, the district S of Haran on the Euphrates. In the ‘Political Ostracon’ published by Lidzbarski (Altaram.

Urkunden aus Assur, no. 1) there is given a list of transports similar to the one here, and including Beth-Eden: "Prisoners brought forth Tiglath-pileser out of Bet-Awukkan, and prisoners brought forth Ululai (Shalmaneser) out of Bet-Eden, and prisoners brought forth Sargon out of Dur-Sin." See Dussaud, pp. 463 ff., Forrer, RA 1, 136, and for Borsippa, the notable capital of the ancient district, E. Unger, RA 1, 402 ff. 'Telassar' can be analyzed into 'Tell-Ashur,' or the like; see CIOT 2, 12, and Kraeling, pp. 63 ff., who notes the ancient name Telesaura for the far-northerly Mar'ash (cf. Dussaud, l.c.). (2) 13. Where is the king of Hamath, and the king of Arpad? The latter city, modern Tell-Erfăd, NW of Aleppo, submitted to Tiglath-pileser in 740 B.C. The sequel, and a king to the city of Sepharwaim, Hena and Iwwah, is a gloss from 1731, with interpolation of an unknown Hena, and a different vocalization for Iwwah, vs. Awwites there.

Vv.14-19. Hezekiah's receipt of the Assyrian demand, and his supplication to his God in the temple. 14. And Hezekiah received the letter from the hand of the envoys and read it: i.e., written despatches (the Heb. word is plural) brought by the delegation of v.9. For such usual imperial formality cf. a letter of Esarhaddon to Baalu, king of Tyre, which has been fragmentarily preserved, imposing a treaty with awful curses (ARA 2, §§587-91). Hezekiah acts as the priest of his people, as did Solomon before him (see on I. 811ff.), and ritually went up to the house of Yhwh, and spread it (the letter) out before Yhwh; the letter was doubtless on parchment, and written in Aramaic or Hebrew, since the king read it. 15. He makes his prayer; cf. J. Begrich, Der Psalm des Hiskia (1926). The king is represented as in the immediate presence of the ark; there was a similar occasion, when David went in, and sat before Yhwh, and prayed his prayer (2 Sam. 718ff.). Hezekiah's credal confession adds to that put in David's mouth (ib. v.28): Thou alone art the God (the absolute Deity) for all the kingdoms of the earth. Thou hast made the heavens and the earth. The confession is followed by the prayer, vv.16-19. Assyria herself by the destruction of the hand-made idols of the peoples has proved the emptiness of heathenism. Cf. the challenging use of the divine title 'Living God,' Josh. 310, 1 Sam. 1726.36. The deliverance of his people will be Yhwh's triumph over
all his boasted rivals, the world will know that thou, YHWH, art God alone; cf. Ex. 9\(^{16}\), Is. 43\(^{10f}\), etc.

VV.20-34. Isaiah's unbidden oracle to Hezekiah in divine answer to his prayer. Here as in the parallel account, v.1, the king expected divine advice. For royal oracles in the Babylonian-Assyrian religion see Weber, Die Literatur d. Babylonier u. Assyrer, ch. 12; Jastrow, Die Rel. Bab. u. Ass., ch. 19, esp. pp. 151 ff.; Zimmern, Bab. Hymnen u. Gebete (1905, 1911), 1, 8; 2, 20 f.; for Egypt, Erman and Ranke, Ägypten, 467 ff.; and for Biblical correspondences Gunkel, Einl. in d. Psalmen, 136 ff. Caution must be expressed against pushing the correspondences too far; in this ch. the 'oracle' is given by a non-ecclesiastical prophet, without divinatory rites. Cf. the immediate divine responses to private persons in the sanctuary: to Hannah at Shiloh, 1 Sam. 1; to the saint in his perplexity, Ps. 73\(^{17}\); to Paul by trance and vision in the temple, Acts 22\(^{17f}\).


21b. Taunted thee, mocked thee hath she: the Virgin daughter Sion,
After thee shaken the head: the Daughter Jerusalem.

22 Whom hast thou reviled and blasphemed: and against whom raised the cry,
And lifted thine eyes aloft? — Against Israel's Holy One!

23. By thy envoys thou hast taunted YHWH [so MSS; יהוה Lord], and said:

With the mass of my chariotry I: . . .
Have gone up to mountain tops: the recesses of Lebanon,
And cut down the height of its cedars: the choice of its firs,
And come to its farthest lodge: the forest of its garden-land.

24. It is I who have dug and drunk: waters strange,
I who dry up with the soles of my feet: all the Nile-arms of Egypt.
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25. Hast thou not heard? From of old I wrought It,
In ancient days shaped It: now I have brought It on,
That thou be to crash into ruinous heaps: fortified cities,

26. With their citizens short of hand: dismayed and confounded,

Become as herb of the field: and green of the grass,
Growth of the roof-tops: and blasting before standing corn.

Thy standing up (27) and thy sitting: and thy going and coming I know.

28. Because thou hast raged against me: and thy tumult is in mine ears,

So will I set my hook in thy nostrils: and my bridle in thy lips,
And turn thee back by the road: whereon thou camest.

The above translation represents the Heb. text, with exception of a word prefixed to v.27, assumed to have fallen out through haplography, and with elision of a duplicate at end of v.27, and thy raging against me. V.23 is introduced with a prose loquitur. The second half-line of the same v. is evidently missing; it is supplied by with 'I have wrought might.' For critical details see Notes. For metrical reconstructions and special studies see Haupt, SBOT, p. 278; W. Popper, Parallelism in Isaiah, Ch. 11–35 and 37, 22–35 (1923); Budde in JTS 35 (1934), 307 ff.; T. J. Meek, 'The Metrical Study of II Kings 19, 20–28,' Crozer Quarterly Review, 1941, 126 ff.

The ode is rough in quality, but strong and individual. It is similar in dramatic construction to Isaiah's taunt against Assyria (Is. 105ff.), but goes its own way in the theme of the divine fate which has given the Assyrian his temporary license, ad majorem gloriam Dei. For the 'shaping,' v.25, used primarily of the artist's creation, cf. Gen. 27ff., then of the artist's creative idea and purpose, cf. Jer. 1811 (where EVV have 'devise'). The mysterious it of the purpose is paralleled in Is. 4611, Jer. 332; also see Note. The ode is doubtless contemporary to the brutal Assyrian power, and
with pertinent satire mocks its pride. V.23 is echo of Assyrian inscriptions. Cf. Sargon’s Cylinder Inscription (lines 10 ff.; KB 2, 40 f., ARA 2, §118—the latter followed here): “(Sargon, mighty hero) who opened up mighty mountain regions whose passes were difficult and countless, and who spied out their trails; who advanced over inaccessible paths, (in) steep and terrifying places”; this is followed by a list of his conquests, including “all of the desert as far as the River of Egypt”; and Sennacherib in the Taylor Prism (col. i, lines 66 ff.; KB 2, 86 ff., ARA 2, §236): “In the midst of the high mountains I rode on horseback, where the terrain was difficult, and had my chariot drawn up with ropes; where it became too steep, I clambered up on foot like the wild-ox”; and Ashurbanipal, in the Rassam Cylinder (col. viii, 82 ff.; KB 2, 221 f.; ARA 2, §823): “(The armies) marched over distant trails, climbed high mountains, plunged through stretches of dense forests.” A few lines later on this inscription tells how “my soldiers dug for water (to quench) their thirst.” The boastful reference in v.24 to ‘drying up the Nile-arms’ (the Egyptian word for the Delta channels is used) is actually stated by the Heb. with the imperfect tense and is not represented as an historical event by which the document may be dated. For illustration of the barbarous treatment of captives presented in v.28 (with which cf. the symbolic expression, Is. 3028) the relief of Esarhaddon’s inscription at Senjirli depicts Tirhakah of Egypt (with his negroid features) and Baalu, king of Tyre, each bridled with a ring in his nose, and the attached cords in the conqueror’s hand (F. von Luschan, Ausgrabungen in Sendschirli, pl. i; cf. p. 17); and according to 2 Ch. 3311 the later Manasseh was ‘taken with hooks’ to Babylon.

VV.29–31. A further oracle of Isaiah’s: the long desolation of the land an omen of deliverance. It is a literary question whether the passage is prose or poetry; the former view is adopted by Cheyne (on Is.), Kittel (Comm., BHI), the latter by Stade, Sanda, Popper. There exists in the passage a balancing of parts, in general tetrameter form, but as compared with the ode above subject-matter and form are eminently prosaic. There may be compared the prose supplements added often to prophetic odes, e.g., at end of Is. 6 and 7
29. And this the sign to thee: i.e., a sign whose ultimate fulfilment will prove the truth of the prediction; cf. Is. 710ff., and another Isaianic story, Is. 20. Eating this year the after-growth, and in the second year the re-growth, and in the third year sow and reap and plant vineyards and eat their fruit! The comparative abundance of the after-growth in a year when there is no seeding of the fields is illustrated by the law for the sabbatic year, Lev. 25. The word translated re-growth is unique, a term for the automatic growth in the second year; see Dalman, A. u. S., 2, 203 f., giving an Arabic equivalent for the term. 30. And the salvage of the house of Judah which is left shall again root downwards and bear fruit upwards; 31. for from Jerusalem shall go forth a remnant, and a salvage from Mount Sion. The jealousy of YHWH 'Sebaoth' [plus with Kr., Is., VSS] shall effect this. There follows an explicit amplification of v. 28: 32. Therefore thus has spoken YHWH concerning the king of Assyria: He shall not come to this city, nor shoot there an arrow, nor confront it with shield, nor cast mound against it. 33. By the road by which he comes [Is. has come] shall he return, and to this city he shall not come—oracle of YHWH. 34. And I will shield this city to save it, for my sake and my servant David's sake. This alleged prognostication that Sennacherib would not come to the city nor attack it is confirmed by the silence of his cylinder inscription. For David's sake, cf. I. 1112. 13.

35. And it came to pass in that night that the Angel of YHWH went forth and smote in the camp of Assyria 185,000. And when they (indefinite plural) got up in the morning, lo they (the Assyrians) were all dead corpses. Is., Ch. om. it came to pass in that night. The time expression is indefinite—'on such and such a night'; cf. Gen. 1933. 35, Jud. 330, 423, etc. Correspondingly the Herodotean legend given below puts the disaster in 'one night.' Ch. also exceptionally moderates the high figure: 'there were destroyed every man of valour and captain and prince.' The v. relates back to 1817, with its note of 'the great army' accompanying the first Assyrian delegation in demand of surrender. The legendary character of the statement has been recognized since J. D. Michaelis (see Thenius for early discussion). There is the parallel Egyptian legend, based on ultimate historical fact without
doubt, cited by Herodotus, ii, 141 (repeated by Jos.) how Sennacherib with a great army of Arabians and Assyrians marched against Egypt. The forces of Sethos, the Egyptian priest-king, would not march with him. In his distress he had a night-vision of his god Hephaestos, who reassured him, "Myself will send you champions." The enemy came, and "one night a multitude of field-mice swarmed over the Assyrian camp and devoured their quivers," etc., so that "the enemy fled unarmed, and many fell." For the mouse as ancient symbol of the plague, and doubtless known as its carrier, cf. 1 Sam. 5:6ff., 6:1ff. Apollo Smintheus (σμίνθος, 'mouse') was god of the plague. For full text and translation of Herodotus see Rogers, CP 346 ff., giving a large bibliography, as does also Kittel, GVI 2, 436. Procopius records the great plague that broke out at Pelusium on the Egyptian border in Justinian's reign; see Gibbon's extensive note on plagues, Decline and Fall of the Roman Empire, ch. 43, towards end. It is out of place, as e.g. with Keil, to regard the Herodotean legend as a fabulous development of the Biblical one; the two stories are a capital instance of the various development of popular legend based on historic fact. For the overwhelming suddenness of the stroke of a plague cf. the story of that in David's day, 2 Sam. 24:15ff.

36. And Sennacherib king of Assyria broke camp and went off, and he returned and dwell in Nineveh. 37. And it came to pass, as he was worshipping in the house of Nisrok his god, Adrammelek and Sareser [Kr., VSS, Is. plus his sons; cf. Ch.] smote him with the sword. And they escaped into the land of Ararat. And Esarhaddon his son reigned in his stead. Until modern Assyriology this was the oldest record of Sennacherib's violent end.7 The fact is briefly and independently reported by Berossos, via Alexander Polyhistor and Eusebius: "He remained in power 18 years, and died by the hand of his son Ardamuzanus in an uprising," along with further information

7 A useful summary of texts from that quarter is given by Jirku, AKAT 180 ff. For special discussions see P. Schnabel, Berossos, 142 ff., with full critical treatment; Hall in CAH 3, 278, and Cook, ib., 389 ff.; B. Meissner, 'Neue Nachrichten über die Ermordung Sanheribs u. die Nachfolge Esarhaddons,' Sb., Berlin Academy, 1932, 252 ff.; E. G. Kraeling, 'The Death of Sennacherib,' JAOS 53 (1933), 335 ff.; H. Hirschberg, Studien zur Geschichte Esarhaddons, Teil I (n. d.).
from Abydenus, who gives a confused account of the succession including Sennacherib, and concludes with the statement that, "Having subdued the Babylonians, he set up his son Asordanius (Esarhaddon) as king, withdrawing himself and proceeding to Assyria" (Eus., Chronica, i, 27, 25-29). Rogers gives the full pertinent text with translation (CP 347 f.).

The name of Adrammelek has been preserved by Eusebius: "After him there ruled Nergilus, who was cut off by his son Adramelus. Adramelus was in his turn killed by Axerdis (Esarhaddon)." F. Hitzig suggested that Nergilus is to be combined with Biblical Sar'ëser as Nergal-sar-usur; see CIOT 2, 15 f., with full bibliographical note. But an historical personage is obtained by Rost's identification (cited by Winckler and Haupt) with Nabû-sar-usur, name of the eponym for the year of the assassination, 682 B.C. (CP 225; ARA 2, p. 438), which high official would then have been one of the conspirators. As for the murder the Babylonian Chronicle records that "Sennacherib king of Assyria was killed by his son" (KB 2, 280; CP 215). Cf. Nabonidus's inscription published by L. Messerschmidt (MVG 1896, 1, col. i, 35 ff.): "The king of Assyria, who during Marduk's wrath had worked destruction of the land, was struck down with a weapon by the son, the issue of his inwards" (for the remarkable equivalence of the last phrase with Heb. of 2 Ch. 32 see Note). These records speak only of one son. However in the composite document presented by Luckenbill out of various prisms (ARA 2, §§500 ff.) there are references to 'my brothers,' who had wrought their deeds of violence (e.g., §§501, 506). Also the inscription published by Meissner (noted above) contains several references to the wicked rebels, 'my brothers.' He also pertinently suggests that the Nergilus and Adramelus of Eusebius were brothers, not father and son. Names of several of Sennacherib's sons are recorded, but none is identified with one of the murderers. Now, as noted above in the text, Ki. names two murderers, Ch., followed here by Kré and VSS, has introduced the appositive 'his sons' after their names. Rost has suggested correction of text to 'Adramelek his son and Sareser' (see Haupt. ad loc., cf. BH); but there is no right to correct the text of an imperfect tradition, which is of singular merit in preserving the names of the
assassins. It is quite possible that the Chronicler followed a Babylonian tradition. For the names of the murderers see Note. As for the place of the murder, put by our record at Nineveh, there is dispute. The Rassam cylinder of Ashurbanipal (col. iv, 70 ff.) has an obscure reference to his grandfather Sennacherib at first sight suggesting his death at Babylon; see the varying translations in KB 2, 193, ARA 2, §795, A. Ungnad, ZA 1924, 50 f., and Meyer's extensive note (GA 3, 66), supporting location of the death at Nineveh. And Meissner (p. 261) finds it 'vielleicht wahrscheinlich' that the event occurred there. Winckler (KAT 85) and Sanda argue that the scene of the murder was Babylon, since Nisrok-Marduk, 'his god,' was worshipped there, not at Nineveh. But according to the Nabonidus inscription cited above, the ruthless Assyrian conqueror, "took the hand of Marduk, and brought him to Assyria" (col. i, 14 ff.); cf. also cols. viii, seq., concerning the bringing home of the exiled gods of Babylon, the restoration of Marduk's temple, etc. With allowance of the identification of Nisrok with Marduk as most likely, there may be an incorrectness here, and to relieve the difficulty other suggestions have been offered (see Note). Yet Esarhaddon frequently styles himself 'worshipper of Nabû and Marduk.' That the murderers and their large rebellious faction fled to 'Ararat' is supported by the Assyrian texts. In his first year Esarhaddon pursued the rebels into Hanigalbat (KB 2, 140 ff.; ARA 2, §504), i.e., the country of Malatia-Milid, W of Urartu-Ararat, which is the region of Lake Van. Polyhistor, in Eusebius, offers the parallel that Esarhaddon pursued the rebel army "to Byzantium and there shut it up."

Ch. 18. 1. שֵׁם: Gr. ες, Jos. = '4th.'—הֲבוּרָה: 4 MSS, Ch., נֶקֶט, to be expected in the first occurrence, and so below, v. 9, etc., but with variant spellings in MSS and edd.; the full form on a contemporary Jerusalem ostracon, Albr., JPOS 1926, 88 ff., Diringer, IAE, and so Sennacherib's vocalization, 'Hazakiah.'—2. רֹאֵשׁ: caritative of הָבֹא, and so 3 MSS here = Ch., and Gr. x y, Jos., אֲבָא; B A אֲבָוע may represent אֲבָא = orig. נֶקֶט (St.). The element 'father' is freq. in mn. f., see Noth, IP 15; it also occurs in S. Arab. names. The name occurs at I. 1411, 'Abyiam,' as masc.—דָּוִד: Ch., אָבִיהוּ... תֹּם... תֹּם: for the consecution see Note, 147.—דָּוִד אָבִיהוּ: Ch., אוֹבִיהוּ, and so the pl. in VSS; but the sing. also at 1714, 213, and to be retained here; cf. the foll. definite 'Nehushtan.'—יִתְנְתָה וֹאֲשָׁו: 4 MSS 47 קָנָה; 5
of which Θ and Θ are reduced forms.—נודו: imper. sing., as at I. 918, and so properly JV; likewise with the pl. some VSS, e.g., Θ.1—נודו: corrupt forms in Grr., e.g., B; some MSS=Θ. For -άν as determinative ending (cf. S. Arub.) see D. Nielsen, Ras Ṣama Mythologie, 17 ff., Montg., JAOS 58 (1938), 131. The one name involves both ‘serpent’ and ‘brass,’ the root of the former being variation of ḫš, ‘to hiss;’ see Note, 17.5.75: OΘ, reducing the eulogy.—אכ: an evident gloss, ad majorem gloriām; per contra, n.b. 23.6. supported by Gr. MSS exc. one, Τ= many MSS-Θ et al.—נודו: B+ om.—7. לה לה לה: it is easy to emend, with St., to נ, but the clause is subordinate to the foll. sentence; cf. Dr., Tenses, §133, and his note on Sam. I, 11.8. לה: 2 MSS deR., נוח=Grr., Θ preferred by St., but the like phrase at I.16—נודו: Grr., exc. ι, as sing.—9. לה: Θ om.—10. נודו=Θ MSS, Τ; other VSS=נודו, and so to MSS deR., Suppl.—11. נודו: Grr., Θ ‘Samaria,’ preferred by St.; but Θ=17.1. נודו: i.e., as from root ‘to lead,’ and so repetitive; read נודו=VSS, EVV, and cf. Gen. 21.—13. נודו: cf. the Elephantine Ahiqar papp. with נודו (also נודו), giving fuller presentation of the Akk. Sin-aḥē-eriba; Gr. ζ, ζεναχρησίβ, Jos., ζεναχρησίβ; other Grr., ζεναχρησίβ; Ch., Grr. om., Jos. has; vs. St., the omission is criticism of the absolute expression; but note Senn.’s item ‘46 cities.’—14. נודו: Gr. and Lat. plus, ‘messengers,’ is epexegetical.—נודו: Jos., Θ. 300.—16. נודו: for the vocalization see GK §52, 1, and for the mng. cf. 16.17. נודו: generally interpreted from the participial form as ‘supporters,’ cf. EVV; Grr., ζοντηρη- μενα; Θ ‘posts’; Τ Θ ‘thresholds’; Ψ ‘lamminae’; Ehr. gratuitously replaces with מנה, referring to I. 10, where however מנה (but מנה, 2 Ch. 23).—17. נודי הכר: the title also at Jer. 393.12; נודי appears as high military title in Judah, 2519, while an inferior officer appears to be designated by it at I. 22.9. For the present title see Montg., on Dan. 19.3.—נודי הכר: (so BH, other edd. as one word): Schrader (CIOT) argued for equivalence with alleged rab-šak, ‘chief captain’; Bezdol (Glossar, 252) renders primarily with ‘Obermundschenk,’ as proposed by Zimmern, and so Sanda, Procksch; cf. Pharaoh’s butler, נודו, Gen. 40.1.—נודי אס=Is.: Aramaizing for ב, read by many MSS (deR., Suppl.).—נודי אס: absent in Is.; VSS, exc. Τ, om. the second half, a clumsy repetition; Heb. MSS variously om. one or the other (see deR.). With excision of ‘Tartan’ and ‘Rab-saris’ the pls. here and in v.18, are to be reduced to the sing., with Is.—נודי אס: Σ ντ ο ν ραβασα ει=Sym., Quinta.—18. נודי אס: the name on a Judaean bulla and seal, IAE 126, 247.—נודי אס: the name on a Judaean seal, J. L. Starkey, PEQ 1936, Oct., pl. vi. so edd. here, but
many MSS אָנָב, as inf., v. 19 = Is., the correct spelling. It is a frequent Palestinian name, also, as בֵּית הָאָנָב, appearing on seals from Lachish, Tell en-Nasheb and elsewhere; see IAE 169, 214, PEQ 1941, 46, Albr., AJA 1936, 159; the latter has well interpreted the first element of the name as 'return, pray';
cf. Note, 161. אָנָב: the name on a seal, IAE 169.—19. [דָּנָב = כָּנָב] הָאָנָב: Is., but אָנָב. Is., exc. 18 MSS, incorrectly יָאָנָב (preferred by Delitzsch, Dillmann); אָנָב as לְאָנָב; cf. אָנָב קאָנָב Ioväa, built up, as Burn. notes, from אָנָב נָא. — מַיָּה = אָנָב; 2 MSS אָנָב = מַיָּה A al.; similar text variations below.—21. מַיָּה: אָנָב Is. om. — מַיָּה: the ethical dative, as at v. 24, is ignored by Is.— יָעָנָב רֹאָא: Marti, on Is., argues that the figure of the broken reed was taken from Eze. 294; but the figure of the reed was common (e.g., Mt. 11).—22. יָעָנָב: coll. pl.; Is. as sing.=VSS, exc. ת and Theodoret; for such indifferent use cf. cases in v. 27. יָעָנָב = אָנָב: Is. om.—23. יָעָנָב = אָנָב, 6 Gr. MSS, א ת; al. as pl.— יָעָנָב = אָנָב: Is. is redundant; Is. the ungrammatical 'אָנָב ת; the phrase to be omitted, or 'א ת to be read; BH proposes here and at v. 31 to read simply יָעָנָב ת. —24. יָעָנָב ת: the clumsy construct construction is defended by Burn.; but rather, with St., 'א has been introduced as an antiquarian note.—25. הָאָנָב תוכז: Is., 'this land,' by conformation with the foll. phrase.—26. הָאָנָב תוכז: Is., א ת, prob. arbitrarily.—אָנָב ת: for the former word see Montg. on Dan. 2. The two forms, 'aramaic,' 'judaic,' are Aramaic; for the widespread use of the adverbial form see Duval, Traité de grammaire syriaque, 281.—27. אָנָב ת: Is. avoids; א ת is demanded.—אָנָב ת: read with Is. א ת; the like change demanded in אָנָב ת יָעָנָב (where Is. = Ki.—א ת), 3 MSS, Is., א ת (see Note, 62); Kr. א ת: LExx. point the noun as א ת, but א ת is preferable, cf. Akk. שִׁנָּת (pl. as here). Note now the Ugaritic root יָע (Gordon, Ugar. Handbook, 3, 2154). Kr. א ת יָע הָאָנָב: cf. similar suppression of indelicate terms in 6. N.b. the remarkable rewriting in Ch.—28. יָעָנָב: 6 MSS, Is., י ת om.— י ת: 3 MSS א ת, 4 MSS י ת; א ת = Is., Grr. י ת; for omission of י ת cf. GK §117, a.—29. יָעָנָב ת: absent in Is.; a. 30 MSS or י ת מִשְׁתְּפָר (see deR.'s long note); of Grr. ב, and י ת = י ת; other VSS יָעָנָב, which is required, the vocable being legalistic.—30. יָעָנָב ת: for the construction see GK §121, a; 30 MSS, Is. om. ת.—31. יָעָנָב ת: Is. again with the ungrammatical 'א ת;—32. יָעָנָב ת: at first sight the combination appears odd, and was so felt by ת, translating with מִשְׁתְּפָר, as though for Heb. מִשְׁתְּפָר, 'fields,' which Meinh., Sanda adopt; but such a text corruption is most unlikely, and the combination of 'bread and wine' is quite in place.— יָעָנָב הָאָנָב ת: absent in Is., which adds 'Hezekiah' as subj. of יָעָנָב, inf.; the later Jews at least knew that Babylonia was not a land of the olive.— הָאָנָב ת: 2 MSS יָעָנָב ת = י ת; 1 MS om. ת, and so St.— ת: Is., ת, an intentional change (St.)—34. הָאָנָב ת: Grr. (exc. גא), א ת as
sing. — יְהוֹעֵצָה: the nouns, lacking here in סָלָה and in Is., appear to have been introduced from 1913 where גֻרגְרָא and Is. read them. צ' developed the nouns into verbal expression, playing on the roots: "Has he not dispersed and carried them captive?"

— ב: בַּיִם: as noted above Klost. rewrites the prefixed plus of غّرر with 'ע איא אל בכנ, generally accepted by scholars, e.g., Kit., Burn., St., Sanda, BH, Essif. For Rahlfis's criticism see SS 3, 278; Orlinsky's reply (JQR 30 [1939], 46) on score of his objection to 'the land of (Samaria)' is valid. But the v. is an accretion, which lent itself to further manipulation by Lucian.—35. תָּאוֹא: i MS, Is. + תָּאוֹא — unnecessary (St.).—36. אֵת אָנָא: סָלָה with sing. verb, improving the ungrammatical תַּרְּשֶׁה... א of סָלָה. אֵת אָנָא: read 'ת with Is.—שַׁדָּה: Grr., Is. om., and so Orlinsky, ib., 47; but 'the people' has definite political sense.—37. N.b. the formal repetition of the full titulars.

Ch. 19. 1. Duhm regards the v. as intruded conformation with vv.14ff., but note the appointment of priests in the commission.—2. After 'Shebna the scribe' Gr. MS b' (HP 19) inserts כ. כֹּל סְאִנַּר ק. סוּנְיִהְנָאוּנָא k. כ. מַקְרִאִיָּס י. רַמְוָנָע, which Lagarde adopted in his Lucianic text, for which Rahlfis (SS 3, 25) criticizes his lack of judgment; for attempts at explanation see Burn., Haupt.—35. אֵית אָנָא תְּאוֹא: Is. correctly 'ת אָנָא תְּאוֹא=סָלָה here; the patronymic need not be secondary, vs. St.; the title may be, since it fails in the rest of the ch. The father's name occurs on a seal (IAE 235).—36. אֵית אָנָא: for the form see GK §69, m; סָלָה understand אֵית אָנָא, with Hos. 1319 in mind.—4. לָךְ: 71 MSS, סָלָה MS A, Is. om.—35. אֵית אָנָא: אֶעָנָא לָךְ [רְאָא]: v.16; otherwise see אֵית אָנָא; צ' euphemistically, 'the people of God.'—5. אֵית אָנָא: Grr., לוֹבֵא, לוֹבֵא, cases of phonetic dissimilation; cf. Grr. 829.—6. אֵית אָנָא: for the prep. 3 MSS, קר. Is. correctly אֵית אָנָא. For the name Hex. θαράκα is the closest Gr. transcription. Thrakh is demanded, and so אֵית אָנָא appears in an Eg. tomb inscr. (followed with (?) אֶעָנָא לָךְ also naming Necho and Psammatici,os), published by Giron in Ancient Egypt, pt. 2 (1923), 38 ff.; cf. Akk. Tarhu; the nearest Gr. rendering is that of Strabo, Θαράκως (i, 61).—7. אֵית אָנָא: MS L properly pref. a pesḵaḥ; Is. erroneously, וְאֵית אָנָא; cf. St.—10. אֵית אָנָא: סָלָה (סָלָה ... סָלָה om., by parablepsis. acc. to Burn.; St. accepts the omission as original, arguing that in this case also a letter was sent; but this may have been the ground for the Gr. elision; diplomatic dispatches always have their oral presentation.—11. אֵית אָנָא: the root should be changed to בְּרָא, 'to devastate,' as in v.17, with Lۆ容, Sanda; the Assyrians did not put conquered lands under the ban; see GB for cases of confusion of the two roots. The contrary suggestion to revise the verb in v.17 to בְּרָא is amiss; see St. The suffix is grammatically incorrect, but ad sensum.—12. אֵית אָנָא: 4 MSS, Is., וְאֵית אָנָא; אֵית אָנָא: Is., אֵית אָנָא; Hex. texts alone transliterate correctly. All the proper names are
generally abused by the Grr. N.b. the use of preceding ḫēš like Akk. ₃₇a.-13. מ violently for מ and the three city-names are secondary, and then prefixed with a gloss = ‘a king to each city.’ For מ Dussaud (TH 236) suggests rdg. מ (of the Zakar inscr.), and is followed by Procksch on Is. See further Rosenthal’s extensive note in his Aram. Forschung, 9, n. 3.-14. אָמַר; . . . וַיַּהֲלַךְ: VSS variously correct to consistent sings. or pl., as do most modern critics; the pl., also at 2012, was collective, then approached the notion of the sing.; cf. Lat. ‘littere.’—15. אָמַר וַיִּשְׁלֹחֵן: ס (טוח-ע) om.—to avoid ascription of such a sacred function to the king?—עַל: Is. +תאצ = ג—all. מ. 16. דָּבָּר: Is. pref. עַל = ת ¥.—לט: read with 6 MSS, Is., ¥ = VSS.—לָךְ: ת נ. the same variation as at v.4.—17. הָרָא הָאָד: ס om. (גHex., ‘and all their land’), and so St., but his interpretation of the preceding verb here and in v.11 appears inconsistent.—18. נָתַת: read נָתַת with Is.—עה: Is. om.—20. [נבר] נ: read ל with MSS—or.—שֵׁם: Is. om.—21. רֹאָה הָרָא ס: for the accumulated constructs see GK §130, e.—22. על: וַיִּשְׁתַּמֵּשׁ תּוֹךְ: St. and Haupt variously attempt to ease the overburdened metre.—23. מַכִּיאו: יִשָּׁע = ¥.—יִשָּׁע = יְ: read ¥ with very many MSS, Kr., and all VSS.—א: ס וְתוֹנֹא וַנַּעֲמֵה = נֶשֶׁר חַיָּר, מ. as proposed by Graetz, accepted by St., al., and by Haupt with rearrangement of the whole metrical v.; against the addition is the general unreliability of ג. N.b. the emphatic ego here and in v.24.—יהו, הָאָד: VSS, exc. ¥, as of past time, and so critics generally correct to מ, מ; cf. הבא, v.24, where the same change is proposed; but the lively variation of pf. and impf. may not be ignored.—הָכָה: as in the doubtful passage, 319; Is., ¥, and so 6 MSS deR. here, which is to be accepted.—[ב] ¥: 1 MS, יִשָּׁע = ¥; Grr. (exc. B, μεσων), μερος = ¥H; for the poetic phrase cf. Giesebrecht’s correction of דְלָה יִשָּׁע Jer. 91, to יִשָּׁע ב.—24. יִשָּׁע ¥: ¥ = "יִשָּׁשֵׁב = ¥, ‘refreshed myself,’ as from root יָשָׁב; al. altered this into יִשָּׁלְחָה = ¥H, which also notes Aq.’s rendering with ‘I cut.’ N.b. the wild rendering of the v. in Gr. of Is.—רֹאָה: Is. om.; ג ¥ properly, ἀλλότρια, ‘alienae.’—א: ג ignores מ (as exaggeration?) for מ, ג ¥ תּוֹנֹא, ‘circumference’; ג ¥ תּוֹנֹא, ‘continuous’; ¥ ¥ קָרָא, ‘strength’; Sym., ‘dense (rivers)’; ¥ ¥ ‘deep (rivers)’; ¥ ¥ ‘aggeus)’; AV ‘besieged places.’ The identification with ‘Egypt’ first appears in Kimchi, noting that ‘some interpreters’ have so understood it, and among modern VSS was first accepted by GV, followed by RVV JV. The same phrase appears in Is. 196, as יִשָּׁשֵׁב, cf. Am. 88, 95, while Mic. 712 geographically contrasts Ashur and Masor. The latter word is paronomasia on the place-name (cf. דמע and דמע, Gen. 119), Egypt possessing its fortified front against Asia since antiquity; see Breasted, HE 447.—25. מ. . . . מ: ג ¥ ¥ ¥ om.—נָפָל: the fem. here and in the
foll. pronom. suffixes as indefinite neuter is paralleled in Ex. 10:11, Is. 22:11, 30:8, Jer. 33:2 (on which see Graf in his Comm.); see GK §105, p, and cf. Note, 24:8. — [הָיוּרְשָׁיִי]· Grr., Aq., סליפ om., and so modern critics generally; but the conclusion is that of parallelism, not of sequence, and מ may stand.—הָיוּרְשָׁיִי· 1 MS וַיִּפְתַּחֵן סליפ וַיִּמַּכְרֶנֶנָּה: the tr. above follows AV RV; RVAm "that it should be thine"; JV, "yea, it is done," after the Grr.—טָנָא. These trr. indicate the difficulty of interpretation. Poole notes Maius, citing scholars interpreting as of 2d pers., and so, e.g., Then.; Cheyne (on Is.), Burn.: "that thou becamest"; St., Sanda elide as 'metrically redundant.' Popper would rewrite. The interpolation as of 3d pers. might be kept with the preceding indefinite 'it' as subject, cf. a similar case, 24:8. The pointing of מ is to be kept as jussive of purpose; cf. Dr., Tenses, §63, and the Arabic use of fa with subjunctive, cf. Wright, Arab. Gram., 2, §15 (d).—כֹּלִים: a remarkable punctuation; read with Is. אָנָא.—Inversion of the foll. accusatives is expected. BH suggests omission of יָנוּרְשָׁי, 'metri causa.'—26. יָנוּרְשָׁי וּרְשָׁי: Is., יהורש合い; either form is possible.—ירֵמ: Dalman, A. u. S., 2, 345, explains as 'wild, edible vegetables.'—נַא: Is., נא; the latter elsewhere—'plantation,' exc. at 23:4, where the word is used as here in the sense of 'burning, blasting.'—הָנְנָא: 'before standing corn,' as at Ex. 22:6, etc.; VSS treat it as a verb. For proposed corrections see Burn., St., Haupt; e.g., יָנוּרְשָׁי וָנְנָא (Haupt after Orelli), יָנוּרְשָׁי וָנְנָא 'before the east wind' (Then., Kit., Sanda, Popper). Quinta (cited by סליפ) has 'before thy standing up,' which suggested to Wellh. (Comp., 292, n. 1) the rdg. יֵנוּרְשָׁי יֵנְנָא, to be prefixed to v. 27, with the resultant parallelism of 'standing up' and 'sitting down,' a correction largely accepted, e.g., by Burn., Cheyne, St., Eissf. There remains the problem of the vacancy at end of v. 26, which St. leaves empty, while Haupt retains the text. Sanda, retaining that passage, avoids repetition of almost identical phrases by merely inserting at beginning of v. 27 יֵנְנָא, which correction is given in tr. above.—

27. יָנוּרְשָׁי וּרְשָׁי: the phrase has its duplicate immediately following in v. 28; St. keeps the text here (eliding יָנוּרְשָׁי), elides the duplicate; Sanda, BH, Eissf. make the reverse revision, which is preferable.—3: 3 MSS יָנוּרְשָׁי, which is demanded, and so in v. 28.—28. יָנוּרְשָׁי: VSS—'thy haughtiness,' RVV 'arrogancy,' marg., 'careless ease': AV JV 'thy tumult' (cf. FV=יהורש合い, and this correction of text has been generally accepted since Benz. —יהורש合い· Budde, St., Procksch cancel for metre's sake, Popper transfers to prec. hemistich.—29. יָנוּרְשָׁי: cf. Lev. 25:11.—יהורש合い· Is., יהורש合い; the word a unicum.—יהורש合い יָנוּרְשָׁי וּרְשָׁי: צוח. Hex. as nouns, hence possibility of original inf. abs. forms; but n.b. foll. יָנוּרְשָׁי, where indeed Is. Kt. has יָנוּרְשָׁי, but this in conformation with יָנוּרְשָׁי near the beginning of v.—31. יָנוּרְשָׁי: Is., יָנוּרְשָׁי, which Kr. demands here, and so all VSS, exc. Gr. g, צ.—32. יָנוּרְשָׁי: יָנוּרְשָׁי is again demanded.—33. יָנוּרְשָׁי: 15 MSS Ken., deR., Is., יָנוּרְשָׁי=VSS, EVV,
and this appears to be demanded by the sequel, v.35; but the poem is independent of the prose sequel, and Senn.'s coming is regarded as in the future, cf. v.32—34. [יְהֹוָה] כְּ: read by with MSS, Is.—34. יְהֹוָה: OGr. om., שֶׁיֶּה הַגְּדוֹלִים; it does not appear in the loose repetition, 204; Haupt's metrical argument for its rejection is not of force in the tetrameter line.—35. מַלְאָכָּה יִשְׂרָאֵל: Is. om.; ב שֶׂרֶךְ יְהוָה יַעֲבוֹר וּפְקֹם (al., k. ἐγέρθη ἐως πυγμάτος); the Gr.=Engl. 'of a night'; see Comm., and cf. Orlinsky's extensive note, JQR 30 (1939), 43.—שֶׁנְּתָנוּ: 34 MSS, Is. plus conj.=כָּל. —36. יִשְׂרָאֵל: as the subj. should have followed the first verb, St. elides these verbs (cf. Ch.); ס relieves the trouble with the pl. But with the common lack of explicitness as to subject the writer may have inserted it supplementarily.—יִשְׂרָאֵל: omission in ס is no authority for correction, vs. St., who then reads below יִשְׂרָאֵל, 'and he returned to Nineveh.' All these verbs are original in the text, and are not to be elided.—37. יִשְׂרָאֵל: identification with יִשְׂרָאֵל was made by Cheyne in SBOT Is, 114 f., Winckler (KAT 85), al.; the intentional alteration is similar to that in the names 'Shadrach=Marduk,' and 'Abed-nego=Abed-Nebo,' Dan. 17. Other identifications have been proposed: Nusku, Nin-rug (see Cheyne, Haupt, Procksch), Nimurtu (Ungnad, Olz., 1917, 359). Legend may well have identified the god of the temple with Marduk; the particular Ass. deities are not known to the Canon.—םזנש: as a divine name at 1721 (but see Comm. for correction to מזנש); Johns, Winckler (KAT 84, n. 2), Sanda suggest 'תַּקַּר, 'Arad-malik,' cft. 'Arad-ellil,' name of one of Senn.'s sons; but Eusebius's 'Adramelus' supports ב.—םזנש: the name as element appears in מ. פר., Bethel-sar-eser, Zech. 72 (see GB 792b). This name has plus יִשְׂרָאֵל in Kr., 46 MSS Kt. (Ken., deR.), Is.=VSS. Ch. for 'his sons' has יִשְׂרָאֵל 'some offsprings of his bowels,' with which cf. the phrase in the Nabonidus cylinder cited in Comm. for the murderer, מָרֻע שִּׁת לִבְבִיּוּ, repeating a common idiom.—יִשְׂרָאֵל: Grr., 'Ararat;' שֶׁיֶּה 'Armenia' = Gr. of Is.; כקְדָר, 'Kardu,' cft. Gr. 'Kordyene' — Kurd-land.—םזנש: MSS and edd. vary in writing the name here and in Ezr. 42 as one word (so Ginsb.), or two (so L in BH); see Bär's note. The name now appears more exactly in Elephantine papp., מזנש; it is rendered with 'Sacherdonos' in Tob. 131.

Ch. 201-19. Hezekiah's illness, and the attendant marvels and oracles effected by the prophet Isaiah. || Is. 38, 39; cf. 2 Ch. 3224-26. 1. Upon the king's evidently mortal illness Isaiah announces to him by the word of Yhwh his coming decease, and bids him: Order thy household, i.e., make thy testament. 2. The king turned his face to the wall: for private communion with his God (the same phrase in another connexion, 1. 214); כinterprets 'to the wall of the temple,' and so
Hezekiah’s affliction with an ulcer had debarred him from the temple. The reminiscence of David, repeated in v. 6, is characteristic of Ki. (e.g., I. 30), is absent in Is. 6a. And I will add to thy days fifteen years: for the figure see Comm. on i813. 6b. The promise of the rescue of the king and this city from the palm of the king of Assyria, with repetition of 1934, is obviously secondary. There is hardly reason, with Stade, to regard vv.6b. 6 as metrical. 7. And Isaiah said: Take [pl. verb] a cake of figs; and they took and applied it to the boil; and he recovered. According to the story Isaiah is in the line of Elisha (4.5, 5); Procksch cft. the medical allusions in Is., e.g., 1.51, 317. For discussion of the disease see Ebstein, Die Medizin im A.T., 99 ff. The Heb. word for cake appears in a veterinarian recipe for a horse-plaster in an Ugaritic text, ‘a plaster of dried raisins’ (see Note). In Is. as sequel to the long metrical ‘Writing of Hezekiah king of Judah, when he had been sick, and was recovered of his sickness,’ there follows the brief statement
of Isaiah’s recipe, an intruded note indeed! Ch. om. all reference to the medication.

VV. 8-11. The marvel of the sun-dial for Hezekiah’s reassurance. This intruding story presents a later legend in the Isaianic cycle. The many-sided Isaiah appears here as a miracle-worker, like the earlier prophets, or, according to one school of interpretation, as an astronomer. The passage is indeed a belated postscript to the earlier statement that Hezekiah ‘recovered.’ Is. contains a much abbreviated form, leaving out the alternatives offered to the king in vv. 9ff. Ch., v. 81, reports only that Hezekiah was sick, prayed to Yhwh, who “spoke to him, and gave him a sign.” 8. Hezekiah inquires of Isaiah: Is there not a sign that Yhwh will heal me, and I shall go upon the third day into the house of Yhwh? 9. And Isaiah said: This is the sign for thee from Yhwh, that Yhwh will do this thing that he has spoken: Shall the shadow go on ten degrees, or shall it turn back ten degrees? 10. And Hezekiah said: It is an easy thing for the shadow to extend ten degrees; not so, the shadow shall turn backwards ten degrees. 11. And the prophet Isaiah called on Yhwh, and he turned back the shadow in the degrees (=dial) . . . backwards ten degrees. The four untranslated words mean by which it went down in the degrees of Ahaz, but the subject of the fem. verb. for ‘went down’ cannot be the masc. noun for ‘shadow’; see Note, arguing for interpolation from Is. We have here the only reference in the Bible to a horologe. Herodotus asserts that dial and gnomon came from Babylonia (II, 109); the reference to Ahaz’s instrument might connect with that king’s other innovations from Assyria (I610ff.). For the Babylonian instrument see Meissner, Bab. u. Ass., 2, 359; for the Egyptian, E. J. Pilcher, ‘Portable Sundial from Gezer,’ QS 1923, 85 ff., with full bibliography, and presenting a small portable sun-dial of Egyptian make of the first half of the 15th century B.C. found at Gezer; cf. Gressmann, ATB 2, 39, and Abb. 110. For recent discoveries of such sun-dials may be noted the presentations by A. E. Mader, JPOS 1929, 122 ff.; H. Ingholt, Berytus, 3 (1936), 112 ff.; R. N. and M. L. Myall, Sundials (1938), give an admirable survey of the subject. For the degrees (the word is the same as stairs, 913) Jos. thinks of the stairs of Hezekiah’s palace, upon which
the sun's rays could have moved as upon a rough-and-ready sun-dial. T uses a technical term, נָשִׁי הָרָע, 'hour-stone,' followed by כ with 'horologium.' An upright pillar for the gnomon surrounded with a dial (like the use of the Egyptian obelisk brought to Rome by Augustus) would have served the purpose. For the word 'step/stairs' thus technically used, cf. Lat. 'gradus,' Engl., 'degrees.' The king is pictured as viewing the afternoon phenomenon of the sun's shadow stretching out; the parallel in Ch. states that 'the sun went down.' For presentation of exegetical interpretations of this marvel, see Keil, and Dillmann on Is.; defenders of the alleged phenomenon have tried to connect it with known eclipses, so Bosanquet, for Jan. 11, 689 B.C., Mahler, for June 17, 679; cf. Thenius, ad loc.; Rawlinson, Comm.; Pinches, DB 4, 627 f. Delitzsch, on Is., holds that there was no change in the sun, only a miraculous optical illusion for Hezekiah's eyes. But to the naïve mind the claimed miracle was not impossible, cf. Josh. 10:12ff.

Vv. 12-19. The congratulatory embassy from the king of Babylon, Hezekiah's grandiose reception of it, and Isaiah's rebuke of him with dire prophecy. The section is a notable example of the construction of many of these prophetic stories; it is based on an historic fact, while issuing in an apocryphal sequel. For Berodach-baladan, as the name is spelt here by current phonetic variation, Merodach-baladan of Is., the pugnacious opponent of Assyria, Marduk-apal-iddina, see the Histories cited in Additional Note, n. f; as generally accepted, this diplomatic embassy may be placed ca. 705 B.C. The story gives a glimpse into the widespread diplomacy of the rebel movement. The king's father's name is given as Baladan; in an inscription of Tiglath-piles'er's the father is named Yakin (ARA 1, §794); the name here may be an assumed patronymic to connect the king with his famous predecessor of the same name, towards 1500 B.C.; cf. R. P. Dougherty, The Sealand of Ancient Arabia (1932), 44 f. 12. The Babylonian king courteously sent a letter and a present to Hezekiah, for he had heard that Hezekiah was sick. 13. And Hezekiah rejoiced over them [i.e., the envoys; so with Is.]; כ here listened to them], and he showed them all [Is. om.] his store-house, the silver and the gold and the spices and the oil of aroma; and his
armoury, and all that was found in his treasures, with the extravagant sequel that he showed them everything in his house and in all his dominion. For the oil of aroma (cf. EVV) see Note; for the spices cf. the similar element of Solomon's wealth according to I. 10:25. The items well illustrate the Arabian trade, in which Hezekiah shared with profit; cf. the tradition of his wealth in 2 Ch. 32:27ff. On Merodach-baladan's concern in that trade see Dougherty, as cited above. The two widely separated kingdoms circumvented Assyria's control by direct intercourse through the Arabian deserts.

14-16. The courteous inquiry and response between Isaiah and his king concerning this diplomatic adventure is followed by a word of YHWH, that (17) all that is in thy house and that thy fathers have stored up unto this day shall be carried to Babylon, there shall not be left a thing—YHWH has spoken.

18. And of thy sons who shall issue from thee [יִמְצָא + repetitive whom thou shalt beget] there shall be taken, and they shall become eunuchs [with VSS, except T officers=JV] in the palace of the king of Babylon. The prophet is correctly exhibited as opponent of such international alliances. The prediction is apocryphal, but the composition may not be dated much later than 597 B.C., when Jehoiachin and the royal family were carried off to Babylon, as there is no reference to the general exile. 19. And Hezekiah said to Isaiah: Good is the word of YHWH that thou hast spoken. And he said: Is it not [sic יִמְצָא], if peace and security be in my days? Two independent responses of the king are here recorded, the first one of resignation, the second of self-congratulation. A tradition of OGr. omitted v.\textsuperscript{b}, and so since Duhm it has been generally cancelled as a late addition. But why such an obscure interpolation? The interrogative particle may be understood to mean, If only peace and security be in my days! The word translated security (EVV truth) refers to the divine faithfulness; cf. Ps. 132:11, etc. For such postponement of calamity for merit's sake cf. 22:18ff., I. 21 27ff.

VV.20. 21. The end of Hezekiah's reign, and summary. Cf. 2 Ch. 32:32. 33. 20. And the rest of the acts of Hezekiah, and all his might, and how he made the pool and the conduit, and brought the water into the city, are they not written in the book of the chronicles of the kings of Judah? The royal might in this case is illustrated by 187. 8. For the excavation of the Siloam tunnel
II. 201-21

bringing the water of the Gihon spring, the 'Ain Sitti Maryam, on the east side of David's City to the inner pool of Siloam, cf. Ch. v.30: "(He) stopped the upper source of the water of Gihon and graded [so the Akk. correspondent of the root] it down to the west of David's City." The conduit was named Shîlôâh (root='mission,' 'emission'); the name applied originally to the older conduit that ran around the Ophel to a pool to the south, appearing in Is. 73. The reservoir at its outlet is called the Pool of Shelaĥ in Neh. 315, in the Gr. as Siloam, as also in the N.T. Ben Sira has a reminiscence of this construction, that it was worked with brass (4817, see the Heb. text). The contemporary monumental record is the unique Siloam inscription, describing the remarkable feat of the operation of the tunnel from opposite ends with successful junction, so that "the water flowed from the source [the same word as in Ch.] to the pool [the word as here] for 1200 cubits [approximately 1775 ft.]." For this famous inscription see Driver, Samuel, pp. viii seq., Cooke, NSI no 2; Lidzb., HNE 439; and AT 9; in tr. Barton, AB 476, et al.; and for full discussion, Smith, Jerusalem, i, 101 ff.; Vincent, Jérusalem Antique, i, 134 ff. For a review of Palestinian hydrography see Abel, GP i, ch. 5. For similar operations cf. the deep tunnel (29 m. in depth) to a spring underlying Gezer (see R. A. S. Macalister, Gezer, i, 256 ff., and pl. 52, cf. Gressmann, ATB 2, 177, and Abb. 635), and a like tunnel to an underground spring bored by workers from opposite ends at Megiddo (Breasted, The Oriental Institute, 1933, 255 ff.). There may be compared the Moabite Mesha's interest in such water-works (l. 22 ff. of his inscription). For a similar contemporary operation of great magnitude is to be noted the 'Sennacherib Canal,' as the royal author called it, a 30-mile long conduit to Nineveh (ARA 2, §§330-43), the remains of which great work were uncovered and announced by H. Frankfort (ILN, Aug. 1934, 294 ff. with 8 plates); see now T. Jacobsen and Seton Lloyd, Sennacherib's Aqueduct at Jerwan, Or. Inst. Publ., 24 (1935). In connexion with Is. 22ff., recording the scurry for the fortification of Jerusalem against an attacking army, with report of attempted water-works, it would appear that this new Siloam tunnel was subsequent to the year 701.

21. For fuller variants as to the burial, e.g., Ch., see Note.
1. ...: the verb is used in sense of the parallel Arabic root, ṣṣin, e.g., wasaṣiyatuun, ‘testament’.—

2. ...: Is. cf. הֶעָרָא לְאָבָא לְאָבָא: B A, ה text, om.; St. follows suit with change of the prec. verb to הֶעָרָא; but see Comm.—

3. ...: for the adverbial character see examples given by C. Gaenssle on the rel. particle as ‘a vague medium of relation,’ AJSL 31, 46 ff.—

בָּלָד: Is., but the phrase also elsewhere.—

4. ...: as followed with acc. of direction cf. Gen. 273, etc., with acc. of object, Gen. 44, etc.—

5. ...: the phrase is de trop, is one layer in the stratification of the v., terminating in the citation of 19;

6. ...: the loc. is used in v. 7, Is. om. this local note, along with a brief text for vv. 4–6.—


8. ...: what sign (is there)? ’ ... cf. Gen. 37; but quite possibly המ is (is there) not?’ cf. Arab. mā, ‘not,’ and see Lexx. for corresponding use in Heb. Haupt also notes the Arab. use of the construct with a foll. full sentence, for which see Wright, Arab. Gr., 2, §78.—

9. ...: the VSS as though interrog. future=יחו, and so Rashi, Kimchi, modern VSS; Jos. follows Is.’s omission of alternatives, and renders with ‘the sun has advanced, shall it return?’ Modern comm. generally make that correction (cf. BH); St. is dubious, holding that the verb ‘may reflect an older form of the story,’ along with suggested corrections from Is.; Meinhold om. the passage, and tries to reconstruct on basis of Is. But the text can be retained by rdg. יִחְו, the abs. inf. being used interrogatively.—

10. ...: the clause appears along with a complicated expansion in Is., where appears at the end, the verb appears in Ê (B al.), and is a gloss from Is., with neglect of the necessary fem. subject to the verb. Meinhold continues rewriting on the basis of Is.—

11. ...: MSS יַחְאָר יִעְבָּר לְאָבָא is. The b represents actual Bab. variety of pronunciation; cf. foll. ‘Baladan’ = ‘Apal-iddina,’ and the process מ>נ (Delitzsch, Ass. Gram., §49, a); see Brock, GVG 1, §85, at length for labial dissimulation. Accordingly correction should not be made (as with St., BH, but see Haupt’s note). The vocalization is abusive, prob. a diminutive form; see Note on יִחְו, 81.—

12. ...: see Delitzsch, Ass. Gram., §49, a), see Brock, GVG 1, §85, at length for labial dissimulation. Accordingly correction should not be made (as with St., BH, but see Haupt’s note). The vocalization is abusive, prob. a diminutive form; see Note on יִחְו, 81.—

13. ...: the incocnnuity of the foll. יִחְו induced the addition in Ê of Is., ‘and ambassadors’; deceived by this Duham, al., would correct to יִחְו (‘eunuchs’), which St. condemns.—

14. ...: the Gr. renderings as at 8; Is., יִחְו (כ, Ê combining both rdgs.); St. rejoins that the root is never used in the sense required here.—
18. Note : a few MSS, Is., \textit{VSS} (צ ' received,' ' welcomed'), which is to be accepted.—ל: very many MSS, Ken., deR., מ \textit{A} \textit{V}, Is. om.—אתה [ meisje : Is., 'שהות, preferred here by St.; but see Rhodokanakis, \textit{Studien}, 4 f., identifying \textit{fob} with Arab. \textit{taib}, ' aroma,' and so nominal here, as at Jer. 6\textsuperscript{20}, Song 7\textsuperscript{10}, etc.—14. Note: MS 93 + = \textit{W} \textit{A} ; similarly below many MSS + to א = VSS, Is.—N.b. variation of aspect between \textit{ירא} and \textit{תא}, like variation appearing in Ugaritic; see \textit{RSMT} 25.—16. Note: Is.+תא = \textit{B} \textit{Parakoipatropos}, y \textit{Sabbath}.—17. Note: cf. Note on Rab-saris, 1817; the orig. mg. is to be retained here with VSS, exc. \textit{A} = \textit{JV}.—19. Additional Note: of Grr. B om. (\textit{H} \textit{A}), A alone tr. literally, \textit{μή οὐν ευ} εκ, κ. τ. λ. (cf. \textit{H}); otherwise the VSS, exc. \textit{A}, as preceptive, e.g., \textit{B}, ' sit pac et veritas in diebus meis.' Is. simplifies: \textit{א כ} אֵּּךֻיִיוֹת יִרְא אֲשֶׁר, \textit{H}, 'and was buried with his fathers in David's city'; \textit{H} "and was buried in D.'s city." Ch. has an original and doubtless true tradition that "they buried him in the ascent of the tombs of David's sons."
The narrative divides on the surface into five distinct sections. A. 1813-16 is an original historical notice of Hezekiah's capitulation to Sennacherib by payment of a heavy indemnity, a very remarkable domestic record of such a humiliation. B. 1817-19. The demand of the Rab-shakeh, accompanied with a large army, for the surrender of Jerusalem is followed by the prophet Isaiah's comforting prediction upon Hezekiah's appeal to him. C. 198-37. Following the Rab-shakeh's return to him, being now engaged at Libnah, Sennacherib, disturbed

Cheyne on Is. in SBO T; Kuenen, Einl., §45; Dr., Int., 226 f. (a compact statement); Meinhold, Die Jesaiaerzählungen (1898—the most extensive monograph on the subject with full 'text-critical as well as historical discussion); J. Ziegler, Untersuchungen zur Septuaginta d. Buches Isaias (1934), also the elaborate corpus in his Isaias (1939) in the Gottingen Septuaginta; Orlinsky, 'The Kings-Isaiah Recensions of the Hezekiah Story,' Part I, JoK 30 (1939), 33 ff., with notable studies of the character and quantum of the Gr. texts and of particular critical questions; for inner textual variations see Sperber's monograph on Hebrew . . . in Parallel Transmission. The commentaries on Is., a book far more fully commented upon than Ki., are to be consulted; see Dr., p. 214, and the listing in Eissf., Einl., 341; there is to be noted in this connexion the commentary of O. Procksch, Jesaia I (1930). For the historical background see the continuations of the Histories cited in Comm., n. 1, to ch. 17 (p. 464); in particular may be cited Kittel, GVI 1, 3, Beilage I, pp. 430-9. The following historical monographs are to be noted: J. V. Prašek, 'Sanheribs Feldzüge gegen Juda,' MVG 1903, pt. 4; Olmstead, 'Western Asia in the Reign of Sennacherib,' Proc. Am. Hist. Assn., 1909, 94 ff.; Dhorme, RB 7 (1910), 501 ff. (on the Ass. campaigns); Rogers, 'Sennacherib and Judah,' ZAW, Beih. 27 (1914), 317 ff. (with extensive discussion of the development of historical criticism, this material summarized in his CP 336 ff.); L. L. Honor, Sennacherib's Invasion of Palestine, Columbia Univ. thesis, 1926; Wiener, 'Isaiah and the Siege of Jerusalem,' JSOR 1927, 195 ff. (with extensive reconstructions); W. Rudolph, 'Sanherib in Palästina,' Pjbl., 25 (1929), 59 ff.; C. Boutflower, The Book of Isaiah I—XXXIX, in the Light of the Ass. Monuments, 1930. For the illumination of the history from the book of Isaiah see also BDD s.v.; W. R. Smith, The Prophets of Israel (1882); G. A. Smith, The Book of Isaiah I (1927); Robinson, Decline and Fall, 73 ff., 138 ff.; James, Personalities of the O.T., ch. 14. In some of the studies of text and history much labour has been lost in attempts at rewriting. E.g., Klost. would read 'Sargon' for 'Sennacherib,' 1813, 'Ashdod' for 'Lachish,' v.14, 'Solomon' for 'Hezekiah,' v.16; Cheyne replaces 'Lachish' with 'Eshcol.' Meinh. om. 1822 (as not pertinent to the oration), and following Duhm, 1832b-35, also the phrase 'to reproof the Living God,' 194, and rewrites the 'joint' in 198. But it is in general impossible to rewrite such historical records, and in particular ancient rhetoric, in csnh arbitrary fashion.
by the report of Tirhakah's advance, sends to Hezekiah, demanding complete surrender; the latter presents the letter before Yhwh; on divine motion Isaiah recited a defiant ode against Assyria (vv. 20–25), followed with more prosaic oracles (vv. 26–31); there ensues in that night the wholesale destruction of the great Assyrian army, followed by Sennacherib's return home and his murder by his sons. D. 201–11. Hezekiah's grievous illness is healed by Isaiah with a medical application, the prophet further reassuring him with the miracle of the sun-dial. E. 2012–19. Isaiah's word of judgment upon Hezekiah for his courteous reception of the Babylonian embassy, foretelling the doom of his house at Babylon. A more critical division is to be made at the joint between B and C. Here, as Stade has argued, followed, e.g., by Kittel, Skinner, Eissfeldt, and by Meinhold, Marti and Procksch on Isaiah, there is continuance of the theme of the 'rumour' which Sennacherib was to hear, to be followed by his return to his own land, where he is to 'fall by the sword' (v. 7), a rumour that is realized in the news he now 'hears' of Tirhakah's advance against him; the predicted doom appears in vv. 35–37, according to which the king of Assyria broke camp and returned to Nineveh, where he was murdered by his sons. There appears no motivation between Tirhakah's advance (v. 9a) and the demand for surrender of Jerusalem (v. 9b). That is, B, as thus extended and so to be understood below, comprises 1817–193a, and its sequel is 1936–37; and accordingly C, beginning with v. 9b ('And he sent ambassadors again to Hezekiah,' etc.) is duplicate of B.

CC. 18–20 thus present three immediate contacts with the Assyrian empire, and an indirect contact in the reference to the rebel Merodach-baladan's embassy. Of these sections A is uniquely corroborated by an Assyrian inscription, even to the minutiae of figures. B, despite lack of integration with the preceding story of the capitulation, has corroboration of 'the stout force' that accompanied the Rab-shakeh in Sennacherib's record of his blockade of Jerusalem, his statement recording Hezekiah's capitulation and the heavy ransom he paid, but without surrender. The list of Hezekiah's diplomatic commission of three officers of state for treating with the Assyrian includes the names of Hilkiah, Over-the-House, and Shebna, the Scribe, but in relations not dependent upon the Isaianic oracles referring to them (Is. 2215a–c), according to which Shebna was to have disappeared in disgrace. The conclusion of B (1937) is a datum of prime historical interest with its specific details of Sennacherib's murder. C duplicates B with the story of a further demand for surrender of Jerusalem, with only the king and the prophet as actors; it concludes (v. 35) with the legend of the miraculous destruction of the Assyrian army in one night, en masse, which has its traditional parallel in the Egyptian legend preserved by Herodotus of the plague of mice which upset Sennacherib's army.

2 The figure of '185,000' as smitten has its parallel in the Bab. tradition of Naram-sin's army of '180,000' which he lost (Güterbock, ZA 1938, 55).
D gives a personal story of Hezekiah and Isaiah; the reference to the
king of Assyria (20th) is doubtless an addition. E, while again a personal
story of king and prophet, is of historical value and interest in pre-
senting the widespread revolt against Assyria engineered by the
persistent and crafty Merodach-baladan.

Criticism of these narratives is indeed confused by the interlocking
of affairs of now approved accuracy with stories of a prophet, involving
two cases of historically absurd statement, the one of the divine
slaughter of 185,000 men in one night, the other of the recession of
the solar shadow on the dial, as also Isaiah's alleged prediction of the
Babylonian exile. Literary criticism is further complicated by the
problem of the source of the material, evidently a collection of Memoirs
of Isaiah, with oracles attributed to him, of the genuineness of which
we may well be sceptical in view of the increasing accretion of attribu-
tions to the Prophets, as witnessed in the Prophetical books of the
canon. We are here confronted for the first time with such memoirs
of a canonical prophet, to be paralleled only by those of Jeremiah a
century later. But the genre is not new; it follows the literary tradition
that had grown up in full form about the figures of Elijah and Elisha
and other Sons of the Prophets; similarly there had assembled about
Isaiah a school of followers whom he specifically calls his 'disciples'
(Is. 8:18). We may well assume that the literary richness which had
marked the North wandered South to find a home and there express
itself. Chronological order is not to be expected in such a series of
stories, any more than in the editing of the Prophets. The humiliation
of Hezekiah (A) is naturally made to precede the stories of his deliver-
ance; Merodach-baladan's mission is narrated at the end, as associated
with Hezekiah's sickness unto death and the prophet's evil omen for
the future of the dynasty. Similarly we may note that while Ki.
records as one of 'acts of Hezekiah' his water-works at Jerusalem,
Ch. (II. 32:1-9) puts the 'stopping of the fountains' of the city before
the Assyrian approach. Accordingly the order of events is subject to
revision. A should follow B, for sake of co-ordination with the Assyrian
record. Kittel (GVI 2, 435) would preserve the order A B, suggesting
that B followed a breach of faith on Sennacherib's part, eft. Is.
33:

In particular as to the relation of B and C—whether as parallel
or independent stories—critical opinion remains divided. For the
latter view there is the argument which would find historical background
for the appearance of Tirhakah, who did not succeed to the Egyptian
throne until 688-687 B.C., and for the asserted sequel at end of ch. 19 of
Sennacherib's end. An explanation was first proposed by G. Rawlinson
(according to Rogers), to wit, that Sennacherib campaigned in his latter

---

8 The co-ordination and historical evaluation of the several narratives
still remain an object of dispute. Honor presents (pp. xiii, xiv) six
different hypotheses that have been offered by critics; Stade uses six
different colours for his critical presentation of the text.
years against Tirhakah and that the second demand for Jerusalem’s surrender was connected with this campaign. This argument is based upon denial of Tirhakah’s importance before his accession; yet cf. Breasted, Alt, Meyer, as cited in connexion with 19th. The view under discussion has been accepted by a large number of scholars, e.g., by Dhorme (pp. 516 ff.), Prašek, Jeremias, ATLAO 530; Šanda argues for progressive history in B and C, and S. Smith (pp. 13 ff.) and Robinson (Decline and Fall, 85 f.) allow or prefer the possibility of two events. On the other hand, Meinhold, Alt, Olmstead, Meyer, deny the historical independence of the two narratives. Stade treats the two narratives with equal scepticism, ‘beide sind legendarisch’ (Akad. Reden, 219). More light may yet be thrown upon the notable original data concerning Sennacherib’s departure from Lachish to Libnah and the news of the advance of Tirhakah—a note which may be out of place. As we are dealing with a prophetic story-book based upon traditional acts and words of the prophet, it is far simpler to regard the two stories as variant traditions of Isaiah’s part in the historical drama. Of the oracles only the ode, 1021-28, can claim literary affinity to Isaiah, and so, e.g., Eissfeldt adjudges it as ‘probably genuine’ (Einl., 371), and Šanda claims it as genuine. Whether the two following oracles, vv.29-31, 32-34, rather prosaic pieces, have such affinity is dubious, although Isaianic origin is accepted, e.g., by Kittel (Comm.), Šanda, Procóski, Eissfeldt; the notion of a future ‘sign’ (v.29) has its parallel in Is. 714. 4 Cf. also the discussion between Burkitt (JTS 1933, 396 ff.) and Budde (ib., 1934, 307 ff.). Of the two prophetic stories B doubtless deserves precedence with its content of exact historical detail; the historically colourless C is to be characterized in the words of the conservative Kittel as ‘eine stark sagenhaft geartete Parallele zu der vorigen.’

4 The problem of Isaiah’s political position has been much discussed. K. Fullerton has at length denied Isaiah’s part in the nationalistic politics of the day in the foll. articles: ‘The Book of Isaiah: Critical Problems,’ HTR 1913, 478 ff.; ‘Viewpoints in the Discussion of Isaiah,’ JBL 41 (1922), 1 ff.; ‘Isaiah’s Attitude in the Sennacherib Campaign,’ AJSL 42 (1925), 1 ff. Subsequent literature is given by Kittel (GVT 2, 384, n. 3), he himself being in opposition to Fullerton, and by W. A. Irwin, with criticism of the preceding studies, who comes to the support of Fullerton, in ‘Isaiah in the Crisis of 701,’ JR 1936, 406 ff. The present writer finds himself cautious before doctrines based upon too idealistic conceptions of the prophets. Amos and Hosea were prophets of doom, and they predicted without restraint. Isaiah was in a different political and religious situation, and was doubtless a man of unique type. His partnership with Hezekiah, an able and ambitious king, by which he encouraged the monarch’s faith in the God of Israel, is no stranger than that of Luther with Landgraf Philip of Hesse or of the English Reformers with Henry VIII, neither of which monarchs was a saint or even religious.
Finally, it is to be observed that these stories have full contemporary flavour, not only in the several historical details which they include, but also in their reflection of the times. We may compare the Elijah and Elisha cycles. The Assyrian Rab-shakeh might well have argued in such a blustering oration as is presented in 18^11^3, even as a contemporary odist might have celebrated the fall of the tyrant as in 19^12^1. The stories, if such they be rather than histories, were of early composition and within the Assyrian age—this judgment vs. Marti, who would assign the Rab-shakeh narrative to ca. 500 B.C., and its parallel to a still later date. Procksch pertinently remarks on the orations (p. 446): "Die Rede des Rabšaγe in beiden Ṭeilen ist geschickt angelegt, auch die Apostrophe von den Gesandten an das Volk sehr wirksam. Wenn sie auch wie die Reden bei Thukydides und Cäsar auf Rechnung des Schriftstellers kommt, so hält sie sich doch in den historischen Grenzen und verdient als rhetorische Leistung Anerkennung."

Ch. 21. The reigns of Manasseh and Amon. || 2 Ch. 33; cf. Ant., x, 3-4, 1. Apart from the usual dynastic items the ch., covering over half a century, is devoted to the history of those kings' outrageous abandonment of the True Religion. But there was little else of national history to record in the two generations, when Judah was a pawn of Assyria under its conquering monarchs, Esarhaddon (681-669) and Ashurbanipal (669-626), who brought their empire to the pitch of its extent in enrolling Elam, Anatolia, Syria, Arabia, Egypt; see the pertinent chapters in the Histories. 'Manasseh king of Judah' (Menāše šar laudī) appears in a list of twenty-two named kings and their kingdoms in an inscription of Esarhaddon's (Prism B, col. 5, KB 2, 149, ATB 1, 357, ARA 2, §610, AB 476 f.). Ashurbanipal reports as among his vassals in his first campaign against Tirhakah, 'king of Egypt and Cush,' twenty-two kings, including Manasseh, Minšē ša laudī (Prism C: KB 2, 238 f., ARA 2, §876). There are two late Biblical references to Assyrian deportations into Palestine, by Esarhaddon and by 'the noble Asenappar,' i.e., Ashurbanipal (Ezra, 4:9f.). There is also the doubtless true tradition (cf. Eissfeldt, Einl., 612), preserved in Ch. (vv.11-13, 18, 19) of Manasseh's captivity in Babylon (taken thither 'with hooks,' cf. 19^28^), in celebration of which and of the king's repentance the apocryphon of the Prayer of Manasseh was composed. Among such royal captives at his court Ashurbanipal lists kings of Egypt, among them Necho, whom he later restored,
and large groups of royal hostages (KB 2, 167 ff., ARA 2, §§774, 779 ff.). For the religious retrogression of this period in face of the Assyrian terror and fascination, on which the prophet Zephaniah is the commentator, see Kittel, GVI 2, §48; Robinson, HI 401 ff.

Vv.1-18. The reign of Manasseh. After the preliminary data, stating the longest regnal term in the history of the dynasty, 55 years, the history is devoted to the king's apostasy. It is a homily of Deuteronomistic character (cf. Burney, Stade, Akad. Reden, 224 ff.), with a few original data, contained in vv.3-7, and v.18, a specific item as to his burial; v.16 may contain a true tradition of his bloody reign. The listing of abominations in vv.35- is largely independent of that in ch. 23, and has archival characteristics (see Notes).

3. He built again the high-places that his father Hezekiah had destroyed, and he erected an altar [II altars] to the Baal, and made an Asherah, just as Ahab king of Israel had made, and he worshipped all the host of heaven, and served them.

4. And he built altars in the house of YHWH, as to which YHWH had said, In Jerusalem will I set my Name.

5. And he built altars for all the host of heaven in the two courts of the house of YHWH.

6. And he made his son to pass through the fire, and he practised augury and divination, and he made 'ôb and wizards—he increased in doing the evil in YHWH's eyes to provocation. 7. And he set the image of the Asherah that he made in the house of which YHWH said to David and to his son Solomon: In this house and in Jerusalem, which I have chosen out of all the tribes of Israel, will I put my Name for ever. Vv.8-9 continue the homily on the tragedy.

V.3. For the sing. 'altar' of Baal see Note. The reference to 'an Asherah' depends upon the more explicit statement in v.7, where the Asherah is definitely an image. Of vv.4-5 the latter is generally assumed (e.g., by Kittel, Stade) to be the secondary one, dependent on 2312; but the objective of the worship of the altars is required. Rather v.4 with its homiletic observation is secondary, and indeed a duplicate of v.7. For the problem of 'the two courts' (=2312, cf. 'the middle court,' 204) see Smith, Jerusalem, 2, 64, 256 ff., etc. This
developed astral worship (see further Comm. on 23^4ff.), popularized as Zephaniah records (1^5), and referred to in Jeremiah's note of the popular worship of 'the queen of heaven' (7^18), came in with the Assyrian domination as part of the obligation of subject states to the empire; e.g., there were the ritual dues for 'Ashur and Bêlît, and the gods of Assyria,' required by Ashurbanipal; so Luckenbill, *ARA* 2, §798, Schrader translating differently, *KB* 2, 195, as of imposition of their 'cults.'

6. The v. lists autochthonous rites, paralleled in the condemnation of 17^17. *He made his son to pass through the fire*, even as did Ahaz (16^9), and a practice presented as usual in 23^10. *And he practised augury and divination.* For the second term (root *nhš*) cf. 17^17, I. 20^93; the first term (root 'nn) is explained by Dhorme as from 'ānān, 'cloud,' i.e., 'cloud-observer' (*L'Évolution religieuse d'Israël*, 229 ff.). According to Is. 2^8 this practice was introduced from Philistia. *And he made 'ōb and wizards;* the double term occurs below, 23^24, in Is. 8^19 (29^ 'ōb alone), and in the anecdote, r Sam. 28^3ff., how Saul 'removed the 'ōbôt (fem. pl.) and wizards from the land.' There Moffatt and Waterman translate the obscure word with 'medium,' evidently on basis of the feminine gender; however the witch of Endor was specifically *ba’alat 'ōb,* 'possessed with an 'ōb.' The word may have been transferred to the person possessed, just as possibly the word 'wizard' may first have meant the 'knowing' spirit; see Burney. The double phrase here appears to be technical: *he practised the art of familiar spirit and wizard(s).* Cf. the variations of translation in the VSS (with the notion of ventriloquism, will-control, etc.) and in modern trr. See Note, and at large Dhorme, pp. 234 ff., and T. W. Rosmarin's extensive Note in *REJ* 98 (1934), 95-9, with history of interpretation and essays at etymology. These superstitious rites were germane enough to Palestinian soil, but the fashion was re-introduced by the spell of the Babylonian religion.

Vv.10-15. The doom of Jerusalem and Judah, put anony-

mously in the mouth of YHWH's servants the prophets; cf.

Dt. 28^15ff. 12. Whosoever hears of it, both his ears shall tingle:

the same phrase r Sam. 3^11, Jer. 19^8. 13. I will stretch over

Jerusalem the line of Samaria and the plummet of Ahab's house:

a rendering into historical terms of the ominous phrase, 'the
line of confusion and the plummet of emptiness’ (Is. 34:11). The figurative declaration, I will wipe Jerusalem, as a man wipes a bowl, wiping it and turning it upside down, is unique. 14. I will cast off the remnant of mine inheritance, etc.: cf. Jer. 12:1. 16. Moreover innocent blood did Manasseh spill, very much, etc.: there may well be true tradition here of the martyrdom of the faithful. There exist various forms of the apocryphal ‘ Martyrdom ’ or ‘ Ascension of Isaiah,’ according to which Isaiah was sawn asunder in this reign, reminiscence of which appears in Heb. 11:37; see R. H. Charles, The Ascension of Isaiah (1900), and Schürer, GJV 3, 386 ff. For these two generations prophecy appears to have been silenced. 17. Among the acts of Manasseh recorded in the chronicles, was the sin that he sinned, i.e., an official record of his religious innovations. 18. Of Uzzah’s garden, which the king had acquired for his tomb, nothing further is known except for his son Amon’s interment there (v.26).

For the extensive influence of this ch. on Ezekiel see Torrey, Pseudo-Ezekiel (1930), 64 ff.

VV.19-26. The reign of Amon. 19. For his age at accession see Comm. on 22:1. His mother’s father’s name, Harus, is probably Arabic (see Note), and the place of his origin, Yotebah, is to be identified with the place two stations from Esyon-geber noted in Num. 33:33, Dt. 10:7. Jerome’s Onomasticon places it in Judah, but it appears, listed next to Aila-Elath in the fifth and sixth centuries as seat of a bishopric (Abel, GP 2, 201). 23. And Amon’s courtiers conspired against him and killed the king in his house. 24. And the people of the land slew all the conspirators against king Amon. And the people of the land made Josiah his son king in his stead. It is pure assumption to explain the assassination from popular political grounds, as do Gallung, Die israelitische Staatsverfassung, 33 f., Causse, Du groupe ethnique, 118 ff., for it was the demos that at once took revenge upon the murderers. This interference in the court by ‘ the people of the land ’ is the most democratic action recorded in the history; cf. 11:13 ff., 23:30.

1. ἐξορίζω: to list of extra-Israelite occurrences of the name in GB is to be added Rhodian Μεναχω (Harris, Gram., 126); it means ‘causing to forget,’ i.e., an earlier loss in the family; similar affectional names are Menahem, ‘consoler,’ Tanhumath, 17*
'consolation'; cf. Noth, *IP* 222.—3. הַרְחָבָה: Grr., סה = הַרְחָבָה, as at I. 16 29, the pl. being induced by Ch., 'altars for the Baals.'—4. חֵם: cf. the four p.s. in similar usage in v. 6; for the archival usage see on 14 7.—5. רְזוֹמָה: Grr. as sing.—6. עֵד: cf. Aquila at Lev. 20 6. This interpretation may have come by reference to root 즉 (so Liddell and Scott) with association of the idea of 'will-control' over nature, spirits, even as δέλησις is used in *Corpus Hermeticum*, xiii, 7, δέλησις καὶ γίνεται, also the nouns δέλησις, δέλημα (C. Wesseley, *Griechische Zauberpapyrus*, in *Denkschriften* of the Vienna Academy, vol. 36, p. 151, and *Neue griech. Zauberpapyri*, ib., vol. 42, p. 86); for these ref. the writer is indebted to Prof. A. D. Nock. Lucian has εγγαστριμούς, 'vientrologists,' as at 23 24; סה zakkōrē = סה, 'remembrancers,' i.e., control by use of names or charm-words (?) 'pithones' of ע is the basis of EVV, 'familiar spirits.'—רְזומָה: 12 MSS as sing.—Ch., as though in the sequence the sing. were required; cf. the rdgs. of the whole phrase at 23 24 and 1 Sam. 28 8-9 with variations of the numbers. 'Wizards' of EVV (exc. JV, which paraphrases here) is an excellent etymological rendering.—סְה: many MSS, Ch., סה=VSS; but the absolute use appears also at 23 19 (where VSS+ 'the Lord'), and the phrase should be kept.—7. נְזֹר: Grr. (exc. B = ג) as נז' = נז'—8. נז' סה: Grr. (exc. B = ג) as נז'—9. נְזֹר: OGr. om. לֶה; Hex., 'to do all' = Heb. MS 23.—עֵד: MS 70, Ch., לֶה=Grr. (סה 'like all'), to be preferred, the prep. continuing the acc. construction as at I. 19 (cf. Haupt).—9. עֵד: סה+ 'in the Lord's eyes'; סה+ 'before the Lord.'—11. מְזֹר: OGr. om. מְזֹר; St. regards the asyndetic passage as duplication of v. 9, cf. BH.—12. מְזֹר: St. elides for lack of repeated prep.; but 3 MSS have מְזֹר = Grr., and so to be emended.—7. נְזֹר: read with Kr., MSS בְּנָשׁ= Grr.—13. נְזֹר: so BH (MSS L C al.); but read ע, as construct, with Mich., Bär, Ginsb.—14. נְזֹר: cf._both, 22 8 9—22 11: read as abs. infinitives, עַל עַל הָאֵל.—For v. 6 ע has an original interpretation: "et delebo Hierusalem, sicut deleri solent tabulae; delens vertam, et ducam crebris super faciem eius"; this is defended by Joiaon (*Med.* 5, 483) with suggestion of לֶה for לֶה.—16. מְזֹר: read DM: VSS here and at v. 13 wrongly as pl.—18. מְזֹר: OGr. om., prob. by paralepsis; similar abbreviation in Heb. MSS.—19. מְזֹר: the name at I. 22 6; OGr. מְזֹר.—20. מְזֹר: the name in the Elephantine papp.; cf. מְזֹר, 22 8, מְזֹר, 22 11; for such names see Noth, *IP* 74. —7: a Phoen. name (Harris, *Gram.* 104); but in this connexion it is to be identified with Arab. names, Sinaiic יַרְחָב (Lidzb., *HNE* 280), Liyahanian יַרְחָב (NPS 1, 99).—99: the closest Gr. traditior
is Yetaba = יתב 'Ithba'; the form has come by process of the stem-vowel from yatḥāb, root สะษ; cf. יתב, 147.—22. ουνειζον υφαντ: Ch., ανααι αυτοί = Gr. MSS. V. — 23. χθόνια τα τέθλα: Ch., ανααι αυτοί = Gr. MSS. V. — 24. χθόνια τα τέθλα: Ch., ανααι αυτοί = Gr. MSS. V. — 25. ανααι αυτοί = Gr. MSS. V. — 26. χθόνια τα τέθλα: Ch., ανααι αυτοί = Gr. MSS. V. — 27. χθόνια τα τέθλα: Ch., ανααι αυτοί = Gr. MSS. V. — 28. χθόνια τα τέθλα: Ch., ανααι αυτοί = Gr. MSS. V. — 29. χθόνια τα τέθλα: Ch., ανααι αυτοί = Gr. MSS. V. — 30. χθόνια τα τέθλα: Ch., ανααι αυτοί = Gr. MSS. V.

II. 221-20

Ch. 22–23. The reign of Josiah. || 2 Ch. 34–5; cf. Ant., x, 4–5, 1.

221.2. Introduction. 1. Eight years old was Josiah when he began to reign. Suspicion is cast upon the figure by the Hebrew grammar, which normally requires a numeral higher than ten with the sg. noun שָנָה; but see Note. Josiah’s sons Jehoiakim and Jehoahaz were respectively 25 and 23 years old at the end of his life (ca. 38 years), and his father died in his 23rd year, the present item making him a father in his 14th year—all cases of early paternity indeed, but not sufficient ground for correcting the father’s given age (vs. Klostermann, Sandy). The reign may be dated ca. 639–608 B.C. With the death of Ashurbanipal in 626, and pending the doom of his empire, the subject provinces scented a fresh breath of liberty, and it was in these circumstances that in Josiah’s 18th year (621 B.C.) a reform was effected based upon the nationalistic tradition and religion. There is no hint of international relations until the end of the reign with Josiah’s tragic death in battle against the invader Pharaoh-Necho (23).

V.3–23. The great reformation. For criticism of this detailed history see Additional Note after 23. It opens with the account of an accidental discovery.

VIII.3–7. Repairs ordered for the temple. 3. In the eighteenth year of king Josiah: Ch. records that “in the eighth year of his reign, while he was yet young, he began to seek after the God of his father David; and in the twelfth year he began to purge Judah and Jerusalem,” etc., picking up our passage subsequently with “in the eighteenth year of his reign,” etc.—altogether an attempt to display Josiah’s early piety. He followed the precedent of his pious ancestor Jehoash
(125f.) in requiring careful handling of the temple receipts of loose silver, but his orders were more promptly carried out. He commissions for the purpose a high officer, Shaphan ben Azaliah ben Meshullam, the secretary. The name of Shaphan occurs in subsequent ancestries (2522, Jer. 3611f.), but the relationships cannot be determined. Ch. 348 associates with Shaphan two others, 'Maaseiah, the governor of the city, and Joah ben Joahaz, the recorder.' 4. Shaphan's commission is thus recorded: Go up to Hilkiah the high priest, and have him smell [בָּקַשׁ=EVV sum up] the silver brought into the house of YHWH, which the keepers of the threshold have collected from the people, 5. and let them (collective) give it into the hand of those who do the work (namely), those in charge in the house of YHWH, and let them give it to those who do the work in the house of YHWH, to repair the dilapidation of the house. VV.1b-7 have close verbal parallelism with 1212-16, and Stade properly eliminates the whole passage as secondary, clumsy as it is in its arrangement; it would expand in detail what is briefly reported to the king in v.9. Hilkiah is called high priest, also at v.8 and 234, otherwise inf. simply priest; for the secondary character of the adj. see Comm., 1211. Hilkiah was grandfather of Seraiah (2518), father of Jehosadak, who went into captivity (1 Ch. 540f.). Ancient tradition identified him with Jeremiah's father (Jer. 11), but the name was common (also Jer. 263), and the prophet, ' of the priests in Ana-thoth,' belonged to the line of Abiathar, not of Sadok (see Graf, Jeremiah, 1862, 12 f.; Šanda). For the verb ' to smell,' by slight correction of בָּקַשׁ, and so also in v.9, see Note, and cf. similar terminology, also with correction of בָּקַשׁ, in 1211.

VV.8-13. The discovery of the book of the Law, and the effect upon the king. 8. And Hilkiah the high priest said to Shaphan the secretary: I have found the book of the Law in the house of YHWH. And Hilkiah delivered the book to Shaphan, and he read it. 9. And Shaphan the secretary came to the king, and he reported to the king and said: Thy servants have smelled the silver that was found in the house, and have given it into the hands of the workers in charge of the house of YHWH. 10. And Shaphan the secretary told the king, as follows: Hilkiah the priest has given me a book. And Shaphan read it before the king. According to the dramatic story the scribe leaves it to
the king to recognize the character of the book. 11. And it was, when the king heard the words of the book of the Law, that he rent his clothes. 12. And the king gave orders to Hilkiah the priest, and Ahikam ben Shaphan, and Achbor ben Micaiah, and Shaphan the secretary, and Asaiah the king’s minister, to wit: ——. For the commission, properly headed by the priest, cf. 19^2. Ahikam was father of the notable Gedaliah, 25^22f. For listing of the many contemporary seals of officials with the title ‘minister’ (Heb. ‘slave’—cf. 1. r^2) of the king, see Albright, JBL 51 (1932), 79 f.; A. Bergman, ib., 55 (1936), 221 ff. 13. Go, inquire of YHWH on my behalf and on behalf of the people ‘and on behalf of all Judah’ (secondary, see Note) concerning the words of this book that has been found; for great is YHWH’s wrath that is kindled against us, because our fathers have not listened to the words of this book, to do according to all that is written in it [נע] against us; see Note]. The reader would recall the curses of Dt. 28^15f., 29^21f.; cf. the report of Jeremiah’s preaching of ‘this covenant,’ Jer. 11. ת to Eze. 1^1 knows the exact place and date of the discovery of the book.

Vv. 14-20. The application of the commission to a prophetess and her direful response. 14. The commission, headed by the priest, and of its own volition, went to the prophetess Huldah, wife of Shallum ben Tikwah ben Harhas, keeper of the wardrobe [Heb. garments]; now she dwelt in Jerusalem, in the second quarter. And they told her. Why did a chief priest inquire of a woman? And who was she? The question has been asked since at least Kimchi’s day, and his explanations have been pursued by the comm. in Poole, that Jeremiah was not in the city, he had gone to warn the ten tribes, etc. Jeremiah was already a commissioned prophet since the 13th year of the reign, and Zephaniah must have preceded the Reformation (cf. Horst, Comm. in HAT, 1938). We have to remind ourselves that judgments upon personalities and their part in history vary between that of contemporaries and that of posterity. Indeed Jeremiah felt himself to be a forgotten man in his day. Huldah left no book. As prophetess she had predecessors in Miriam and Deborah; later there appear in the rôle of prophetess one Noadiah, whom Nehemiah denounced (Neh. 6^14), Anna, the pious aged saint of the temple (Luke 2^38), and that ‘Jezebel of a prophetess’ (Rev. 2^20).
Two gates named after Huldah were at the south end of the temple, according to Middoth i, 2 (cf. Smith, Jerusalem, 2, 517). And why did not Josiah himself, as did Hezekiah (19:14ff.), go direct to the temple to receive comfort? Her husband’s duty as keeper of the wardrobe is not specific for us, whether as officer of the king or of the temple (for the latter cf. 10:22). The second quarter (Heb. mišneh) is generally taken as the expansion of Jerusalem towards the north; see Smith, ib., 2, 202. According to Neh. 3:9, 12 there were two ‘half-districts’ of Jerusalem; for discussion of possible identification of the word with the corrupted (?) yešānāh, translated ‘the old city,’ of Neh. 3:6, 1239, see M. Burrows, JBL 54 (1935), 37.

15. And she said to them: Thus has spoken YHWH the God of Israel: Say to the man who sent you to me (before God, the king is but a man): 16. Thus has YHWH spoken: Behold, I am bringing evil upon this place and upon its citizens, all the words of the book which the king of Judah has read. 17. Because they have deserted me, and burnt incense to other gods, so as to provoke me with all the work of their hands, my wrath is kindled against this place and shall not be quenched. 18. There follows a personal oracle of indulgence to the king of Judah, who sent you to inquire of YHWH: Thus shall you say to him: Thus has spoken YHWH the God of Israel: as for the words that thou hast heard: 19. Because thy heart is tender, and thou hast humbled thyself before YHWH upon hearing what I have said against this place and its inhabitants, that it should become an [object of] astonishment and curse (the phrase at Jer. 44:22), and thou hast rent thy clothes, and wept before me, I also have heard thee—oracle of YHWH. 20a. Therefore, behold, I will gather thee to thy fathers, and thou shall be gathered to thy grave in peace, neither shall thy eyes see all the evil that I am bringing upon this place. Cf. 23:29f., whence the otiose be gathered to thy grave has been interpolated here. The prediction that he should not see all the evil was fulfilled, but not that he should die in peace. In this respect the prophecy was not post eventum. 20b. And they brought back word to the king.

1. הָשָׁמַע: MS 30 'ש הָשָׁמַע 'ש=Gr. MSS 44, 71; see Note to 817, suggesting that in such cases the expected pl., שָׁמַע was written in abbreviated form.—הָשָׁמַע: the verbal root as in קָשָׁם, 161 (see Notes there and on 121), with the element in the jussive;
this overcomes the objection of Noth, IP 212.—היתו: for other
nn. pr. with this verb see Noth, ib., 182; י carta occurs on a Palestinian
seal (POS 1938, 114), is also S. Arab. (NPS 2, 104).—וניס: listed
by Josh. 15:9 between Lachish and Eglon.—2. מ: 3 MSS מ =
Gr. ב, original, as at I. 22:2.—3. והי: OGr. ♀ 'in the 8th
month,' GH 'in the seventh month' (with attempt at dating at
the New Year ?).—היתו: the name has been read erroneously in
a seal-stamping, pl. VI to lecture by J. L. Starkey, PEQ 1936
15:8 ff.—היתו: Noth (ib., 193) connects with י CART, Ex. 24:11,
and Arab. root, 'asula, 'to be distinguished.'—4. והי: see Note,
15:8.—4. והי: generally assumed as 'summing up' the account
(see GV EVV); but GH חפודש; ♀ 'confletur' = CART, the verb
as at v.9, the error through easy confusion of archaic צ and צ.
For other suggested emendations see Burn., St.—5. והי: a short
spelling (but cf. MSS) for קרא, which is supported by CART,
Hex.; CART tr. with the passive, which is interpretation.—יהו
ילע: cf. Gen. 42:7.—וניס: so at v.9 = י"הש, 12:2.—והי: קרא, as
at v.9 and 12:2, the Kt. a prepositional phrase developed from
the locative.—יהו: Grr., ק. כוראש (B = מ"ו); CART with plus, 'ac-
curring to the king's command.'—6. יהו: see Note, 12:2.—והי: רָזָב
MSS pref. רָד = Grr., GH ס. 8.—[י"ה]: read with many
MSS, Ch., רז = Shaphan the secretary'; Grr. (exc. CART), GH om.
the repetition was otiose to translators; similar avoidance of ' to
the king' inf. by CART with 'to him.'—12. יהו: כֶּנֶס on a seal,
IAE 185.—והי: also MSSzerbaijan; see Note, I. 22:8.—והי: the
name on seals, also CART; ib., 187, 197, 218.—13. והי: והי, כֶּנֶס,
some MSS have introduced various forms of plus from Ch. (which
includes N. Israel); the phrase is redundant (St.); 'king and
people' is the sufficient constitutional term.—הלע: י"הש: the
prep. is careless, is so used in Jer. 26:6.—[י"ה]: B i v om.,
GH †; the Law was the Book!—הלע: 3 MSS י"הש, CART ev 인
om.; cf. Ch. והי כֶּנֶס י"הש, and inf., 23:3; the emendation is to be accepted.
—14. והי: also name of the wife of Nabataean Aretas IV, CIS II,
no. 158. For its mng., 'snail,' cf. Shaphan, 'badger,' Achbor,
'field-mouse,' above; such animal names (cf. Noth, ib., 230) appear
to have been fashionable at this time.—הלע: בַּח ב CART, 'mother
of.'—הלע: primary name of Josiah's successor (Comm., 23:1),
also appearing in Lachish tablet IV: see Note, 21:9.—היתו: Ch.
Kt., תֶּנֶס, as from the common S. Arab. root מַקֶּס, the form
properly preferred here by Noth (ib., 260).—היתו: Ch., והי; VSS
support the form here; some MSS חֶנֶס, with which cf. S. Arab.
NPS 2, 260.—15. והי: ב ל om.—16. [י"ה]: י"הש: read י"הש
with Ch.—17. והי י"הש: 2 MSS, Ch., והי = Grr., exc. CART.—
הלע: for the irregular consecution cf. 23:6.—18. והי: י"הש י"הש א
י"הש; of the Grr. CART, also the other VSS, exc. CART, paraphrase;
Klost., SBOT, al. offer revisions; Gressmann (ZAW 1924, 319) proposes
elision of something objectionable. But for such a break in con-
struction cf. a case in 23:7.—19. "ב י"הש: CART 'before me,' correcting
the careless 3d pers.—ה nipples: ג preparing text as blasphemy against the Holy City.—20. [ח ב]ו: MSS, Ch., خ, as also read ifp.—התרעפפ: read התרעפפ; cf. 233°.—הא שפכתיות לע: Grr. (exc. B A), Ch. plus
'and upon its inhabitants.'

Ch. 231-3. The solemn covenant of king and people with
YHWH. 1. And the king sent orders, and there were gathered
to him all the elders of Judah and Jerusalem. For the elders,
a political term, see Comm. on 101, I. 81. 2. And the king
went up to the house of YHWH, and all the men of Judah and
all the citizens of Jerusalem with him, and the priests and the
prophets, and all the people both small and great. The extent
of the congregation seems overdrawn in terms; hence Stade,
Eissfeldt would mark as secondary the final phrases, and the
priests, etc., stylistically indeed a halting addition; but the
v. is a vivid statement of an enthusiastic occasion; cf. I. 81-frame,
Dt. 298°. The naming of the prophets has a contemporary
ring, and their part as a guild in the reformation may not be
ignored; cf. Jer. 23, where they and the priests are denounced,
and for their perversion cf. Jer. 29. Ch. 34° replaces the
item with 'the Levites' (so 2 MSS here), כ with 'the scribes,'
obvious corrections, like many by modern critics. And he
read in their ears all the words of the book of the covenant that
was found in the house of YHWH. The 'reading by the king'
is a formalism; a scribe would have been the actual lector
(cf. 2210). The book of the covenant is the most germane of
the various titles that have come to be given to that book;
see Add. Note, II. 3. And the king stood by the pillar [JV on
the platform—see on 114°], and he executed the covenant before
YHWH, to go after YHWH, and to keep his commandments and
his decrees [EVV testimonies] and his statutes (cf. I. 23, Dt. 441,
etc.) with whole heart and whole soul (cf. Dt. 65, etc.), for ratifica-
tion of the words of this covenant (cf. Dt. 2869), as written in
this book. And all the people took stand in [EVV stood to] the
covenant. The last expression, = "entered into the covenant,"
is a legal term; cf. Dt. 298°. For an earlier covenant of
king and people with the Deity see 1117.

Vv.4-11. The reformation in Jerusalem. 4a. And the king
commanded Hilkiah the high priest and the priests (2318 priest)
of second rank and the guards of the threshold (cf. 1210, 22°) to
bring out from the hall of YHWH all the vessels made for (the)
Baal and for (the) Asherah and for all the host of heaven; and he burned them outside of Jerusalem in the pyres [EVV fields—see Note] of Kidron. The early hierarchy of three orders is presented here, as at 25\(^{18}\); for the official titles see Note. For the looting of such sacred vessels and the like in a temple cf. a record of Ashurbanipal's (ARA 2, §810). The pagan trinity of Baal, Asherah and the Heavenly Host is presented in due form; cf. 17\(^{16}\), 21\(^{3}\). Gressmann (‘ Josia u. das Deut.,’ ZAW 1924, 324 f.) insists properly on Assyrianizing influences, and compares Ashurbanipal's requirement of 'revenues, dues, etc., for Assur and Bêlit, and the gods of Assyria' (cf. Luckenbill, ARA 2, 798). But the terminology here is Syro-Palestinian. Baal and Asherah are coupled in the Ugaritic texts (exx. given by H. Bauer, ZAW 1933, 89, and in RSMT 92); in one Ugaritic text there is the pairing of 'El and Athirat' (Dhorme, Syria, 1933, 39); for that field of mythology see the volumes of Nielsen and Schaeffer (the Schweich Lectures, ch. 4) cited in the Bibliography, and at large Dhorme, L'Évolution religieuse d'Israël, ch. 19. For the survival of these native Palestinian cults among the Israelite émigrés in Egypt see the discussions on the Elephantine papyri, and especially A. Vincent, La religion des judéo-araméens d'Éléphantiné. The stellar deities are named more exactly in v.\(^{5}\). 4b. And he carried their ashes unto Bethel: this is an absurd addition, suggested by the story in vv.\(^{15f}\). 5. And he estopped the priestlings whom the kings of Judah had appointed [to burn incense] [with correction of \(\text{D}\)—all EVV sotto voce so correcting] at the high-places in the cities of Judah and the suburbs of Jerusalem, and (or even) those who burned incense to [the] Baal, to the sun and the moon and the zodiacal-signs and all the host of heaven. The v. is an intrusion with its reference to the provincial heathenish rites, interrupting the story of reform in Jerusalem. For priestlings (EVV idolatrous priests) see Note. The offering of incense, as distinct from sacrifice, to others than \(\text{Yhwh}\) had been condoned by royal authority; cf. the distinction in the Church between the latreia of Deity and the douleia of the saints. The subordinate aspect of these provincial priests appears in vv.\(^{8}\), 9. For such celestial worship cf. Am. 5\(^{26}\), presenting the names of two adopted astral deities, Sakkut (Heb. sikkût) and Kewan (Heb. kiyûn);
cf. Dt. 4:19, 17a, Jer. 8:6, etc. The listing of Baal, sun and moon is typically Syrian. The Zakar inscription concludes with ascription to 'Baal of Heaven . . . and Sun and Moon and gods of heaven and gods of earth . . .'; the Aramaic inscription at Tarsus has ascription to 'the Great Baal, Moon and Sun' (Montgomery, JAOS 28 [1907], 104 ff.; Lidzbarski, Eph., 3, 1 ff.). For Baal of Heaven see Add. Note to I. 18. Under the Assyrian domination there arose a novel and extensive development of these cults; cf. KAT 614 ff., Jastrow, Religious Belief in Bab. and Ass. (1911), ch. 4. Great as were the scientific results of Babylonian astronomy, the vulgar astrology that followed in its wake broke down the ethos of the simple folk-religions. As Jastrow remarks (p. 230): "The more complicated the system, the greater its hold upon the masses."

The Akk. term for the zodiacal signs (EVV variously, planets, constellations, twelve signs) is unique in the O.T., but is frequent in the later Jewish literature; see Note. 6. And he brought out the Asherah from the house of YHWH outside of Jerusalem to the valley of Kidron, and he burned it in the valley of Kidron, and ground it to powder, and cast its dust upon the graves of the common people [Heb. sons of the people]. The v. is sequel to v.4. The Asherah was 'the graven image of the Asherah' of 21; cf. I. 15:13 for Asa's removal of the like 'abominable' object. The language used of its destruction is parallel to that for the fate of the golden calf, Ex. 32:20; the material, as in that case, was doubtless of wood with metal overlay, for which art cf. Dt. 7:23, Is. 30:22, 40:19. For the cemetery for the common people cf. the purchase of the Potter's Field, Mt. 27:5ff. The passage indicates the early general use of this rocky ravine E of Jerusalem not only for tombs of royalty and gentry but also as a common cemetery. The valley was to become a place of burial 'for lack of room' according to Jer. 7:1ff. The tradition was continued by the great Jewish cemetery on the western slope of the Mount of Olives, complemented by the Muslim cemetery on the eastern face. The valley thus became the prospected scene of the final resurrection and the judgment of the world, and so, as Eusebius records, the novel name of the Valley of Jehoshaphat came to be applied to it, taken from Joel 4:2 (Engl. 3). And the lower stretch of the Kidron valley bears the Arabic name
Wady en-Nār, 'Valley of (Hell-) Fire'; cf. Note to v.4. See Smith, Jerusalem, I, bk. I, ch. 7; Baedeker's Pal. and Syria, 72 ff.; Montgomery, 'The Holy City and Gehenna,' JBL 27 (1908), 24 ff.; and for the Arabic tradition G. Le Strange, Palestine under the Moslems, 218 ff. 7. And he broke down the houses of the sacred-prostitutes in (the area of) the house of YHWH, where the women wove robes [§ houses, EVV hangings|tents|coverings—see Note] for the Askerah. For this depraved class, including both men and women (the word masc. here, as covering both sexes, and so the usual tr. here, 'sodomites,' is inexact), see Comm. on I. 14.21. For women in the temple see Eze. 814, and cf. the 'women's house' (bit aštammi) as a dependency of Babylonian temples (Meissner, Bab. u. Ass., 2, 69; Bezold, Glossar, 79). For ritual vestments woven by women in the Babylonian temples see C. L. Woolley, Antiquaries' Journal, 5, 393 (cited by Robinson, HI I, 419), and cf. the notice of such elaborate garments given by Lucian, De Dea Syra, 42. Gressmann (cited above) gives (pp. 325 ff.) several illustrative cases from the Greek field bearing upon these Oriental practices: a priestess who was περιφαπτρια, 'dressmaker,' another κοσμητρια, 'adorner,' etc. vv.8a.9 manifestly belong together, and like v.5 are out of place here. 8a. And he brought in all the priests from the cities of Judah, and he defiled the high-places where the priests burned incense, from Geba to Beer-sheba. For Geba as the northern boundary of Judah see I. 1522. 'Priests' here is in contrast to 'priestlings,' v.5, but both are characterized as 'incense-burners.' 9. Only the priests of the high-places (cf. I. 1231.32) were not coming up to (i.e., serving at) the altar of YHWH in Jerusalem, but they ate unleaven among their brethren. The provincial priests, now without local duty and support, were brought to Jerusalem, evidently for restraint and stipend; cf. Dt. 18.6ff. For the extreme of degradation to which they were subjected from a later point of view see Eze. 44.10ff. It is to be noted that these country clergy are called priests, not Levites, as Dt. has made the innovation. The eating of 'unleaven' remains a problem. Kittel and Šanda connect the reference with the subsequent Passover celebration (vv.21ff.). Kuenen's emendation to 'portions,' revision of the spelling of 'unleaven,' adjudged by Stade as 'not impossible,' is accepted positively
by Gressmann (p. 327; cf. Eissfeldt). But such an early corruption of the familiar word is unaccountable, unless by intentional perversion. It may well be a technical term; those who might eat of the Paschal food were ipso facto admitted to all sacred foods; and so Rashi interprets. 86. And he broke down the high-places of the gates at the entrance of the gate of Joshua, commandant of the city, at one's left in the city-gate: a most puzzling statement; with several gate high-places appearing at one spot! But true historical notes are preserved in the naming of the commandant Joshua (for the title cf. I. 22\(^2\)), and the exact location of the objects. A. Geiger's and G. Hoffman's ingenious proposition (ZAW 2, 175) to read satyrs in place of gates with change of two pointings in מֹלֶך, has been generally accepted. The word, also occurring at Lev. 17\(^7\), 2 Ch. 11\(^15\), Is. 13\(^21\), 34\(^14\), is translated with 'devils' by AV, 'he-goats' by RVV, 'satyrs' by JV. It might be best expressed in English with 'hobgoblins.' For such uncanny beings see Duhm, Die bösen Geister im A.T. (1904), 46 ff. The term is to be interpreted as a scoffing allusion to the debased ancient deities, as in the cited passages of Lev. and Ch. 10. And he defiled (the) Topheth in the vale of Ben-Hinnom [=Kr.; Kt. bnê-H.], that one should not pass his son and daughter in the fire to (the) Melek [the King; מֹלֶך, the Molek, EVV Molech]. For etymology of 'Topheth,' still dubious, see Lexx., BDD, Smith, Jerusalem, 1, 197. For the deity see Comm. on I. 11\(^7\), according to which his sanctuary was 'in the mount before Jerusalem.' The barbarous cult is condemned by the contemporary Dt. (12\(^31\)), and the unholy site execrated by Jer. (7\(^29\text{ff.}\), 19); for a recent study see Torrey, Pseudo-Ezekiel (1930), ch. 3. For the vale, Heb. גֵּ, in contrast to nahal, 'wady,' used of the Kidron Valley, see Smith, vol. I, bk. 1, ch. 7, locating it on the south side of Jerusalem, and so in contradiction to the tradition identifying it with the Kidron valley, which became the seat of the apocalyptic Gehenna; see above on v.6. 11. And he put away the horses which the kings of Judah had given to the sun at the entrance of the house of YHWH, by the chamber of Nathan-melek the chamberlain [or eunuch], which was in the precincts; and the chariot [with Грт.; Ἱ̱ pl.] of the sun he burned with fire. VV.11.12 connect logically with vv.4-5b. For the sun's chariot Dussaud cft.
(RHR 1931, 359, n. 2) the Akk. title of the sun, rākib narkabti,
‘chariot-rider,’ and the name of a deity at Senjirli, Rkk-El,
‘Driver of El.’ Graham and May cite (Culture and Conscience,
235, n. 2) an Akk. text detailing the ‘charioteer of the deity,’
and the sacred stable,’ as also ‘the sacred procession.’ For
an Assyrian relief exhibiting the procession of the gods,
mounted on animals, one of them, presumably the sun, on a
horse, see Jastrow, Bildermappe zur Religion Babylonien u.
Assyriens (1912), fig. 98; Gressmann, ATB 2, pl. cxxxv; cf.
Rostovtzeff, ‘Dieux et chevaux’ (presenting bronze figu-
rines), Syria, 1931, 48 ff. See also Gressmann, ZAW 1924,
323, n. 6; Langdon, Semitic Mythology, 54; F. J. Hollis in
Myth and Ritual (S. H. Hooke ed.), Essay 5; H. G. May,
‘Some Aspects of Solar Worship at Jerusalem,’ ZAW 1937,
269 ff. For the naming of the chamber of N. Šanda c.f. a similar
personal tradition in the Mosque el-Aksa. For the officer’s
ambiguous title cf. 1817, 2519. For the word translated
precincts, see Note. 12. And the altars on the roof—the upper
chamber of Ahaz—that the kings of Judah had made, and the
altars that Manasseh had made in the two courts of the house of
YHWH, did the king break down, and he ‘broke them up there’
[so with correction of impossible D—see Note], and he cast
their dust on the Kidron valley. For this definite datum of
stellar worship, expanding v.5, cf. Zeph. 15 (see Horst, HAT,
ad loc.), Jer. 1913 (on the worship addressed to the host of
heaven), and 3229 (with Baal as object). The appositional
phrase, the upper chamber of Ahaz, is regarded as secondary
by Kittel, Stade; but even so, it is a worthy historical gloss.
Cf. Ahaz’s innovations recorded in 1610ff., and n.b. his sun-dial
(2011); Šanda suggests reference to an observatory. The
brief record is brilliantly illuminated by the Ugaritic legend
(Gordon, Ugar. Handbook, 2, Keret), in which (lines 73 ff.) the
hero is divinely bidden to ascend to the top of the tower, there
to raise his hands towards the heavens, and to sacrifice to
the Bull and to Baal, Ben-Dagan; his action in response is
presented in identical terms below (lines 165 ff.). The notice
of Manasseh’s altars is citation of 215. 13. And the high-places
in front of Jerusalem on the right hand of the Mount of Destruc-
tion [with sarcastic play on the original word ‘oil,’ i.e., the
Mount of Olives], which Solomon king of Israel built to Ashtart
Ashtoreth] god(dess) [abomination] of Sidonia, and to Chemosh god [abomination] of Moab, and to Milkom god [detestation] of the Bnē-Ammon, did the king defile. For these pagan sanctuaries see Comm. on I. 1155, of which this v. is pure repetition, with the additional note of their location at the southern end of the Mount of Olives. **14. And he broke in pieces the pillars, and cut down the Asherahs, and filled their place with men's bones:** another generalizing addition.

The specific details in the above confused account give clue to original materials. Of this order are, v. 4, altars of Baal and Asherah; v. 6, destruction of the Asherah-image; v. 7, the sacred prostitutes' quarters; v. 8b, the satyr high-places; v. 11, horses and chariot of the sun; v. 12, the stellar altars. Of the remainder, vv. 5, 8a. 9 concern the disposition of the provincial priests, v. 5 indeed conflicting with vv. 8a. 9; v. 10, on the Melek-cult, is out of place, and may be secondary, as are vv. 12. 14. Cf. the afterthought of the diviners below, v. 24.

VV. 15-20. The reformation outside of Judah. This passage of generalities, dependent upon the midrash in I. 13, is in absolute contrast to the historical details of vv. 4-11. The desecration of the altar at Bethel may well be historical, but the murder of the priests of the high-places contradicts the treatment of the priestlings in v. 5. **15. And moreover the altar at Bethel [the high-place which Jeroboam ben Nebat made, who entailed sin on Israel, moreover that altar and the high-place] he destroyed, and he 'broke up its stones' [so at least the Grrr., replacing impossible burnt the high-place—he stamped to dust; and he burned Asherah. Omission of the long bracketed section is necessary to reduce a most conflate passage (following SBOT). An altar can be destroyed, but hardly a high-place; in the Jeroboam story the altar alone is the offensive object, references to high-places appearing there only in I. 1231, 1332. 33. The Grrr. give at least a makeshift in place of the impossible burning of a high-place. The final reference to Asherah (here exceptionally without the article) is evidently secondary. **16. And Josiah faced about, and he saw the tombs that were there in the mount, and he gave orders, and took the bones from the tombs, and burned them upon the altar, and defiled it, according to the word of YHWH that the man of God
proclaimed, [when Jeroboam stood at the Haj by the altar; and he faced about, and cast his eyes upon the tomb of the man of God] [plus from Grr.], who proclaimed these things. The insertion from the Gr., itself clumsy, or the like is necessary, ᾿Η showing the result of parablepsis due to the double occurrence of the man of God. The original may have been simply: And Josiah faced about, and he saw the tombs that were there in the mount, and he cast his eyes upon the tomb of the man of God, who proclaimed these things. 17. And he said: What is that monument that I see? For such a traditional sepulchral monument (ṣīyun, the word also at Eze. 3013), in modern Arabic the tomb of a wallī (saint), cf. Rachel’s ‘pillar,’ Gen. 3520 (with another word massōbet, as used in Phoen.). And the men of the city said to him: The tomb! — The man of God who came from Judah, and proclaimed these things that thou hast done. The initial exclamatory phrase is to be left despite critics; translations, e.g., G EVV, naturally fill it out (see Note). 18. And he said: Let him be; none move his bones! And they left his bones alone, the bones of the prophet who came from Samaria. The final clause is an absurd bit of carelessness, as the prophet came from Judah. G has a long insertion, introducing the elder prophet of the original midrash; but even he did not come from Samaria. 19. And moreover all the high-place houses in the cities of Samaria, which the kings of Israel had made for provocation, Josiah removed, and he did to them in accordance with all the things he had done at Bethel. 20. And he sacrificed all the priests of the high-places, who were there, on the altars, and he burned men’s bones upon them. Notice of the high-place houses repeats I. 1221. V.20 repeats I. 132.

VV.21-23. The great Passover celebration in Jerusalem. 21. And the king commanded all the people, to wit: Celebrate Passover to Ὑ Ὡ ᾽ Ὁ your God, as is written in this book of the covenant. 22. Indeed there was no celebration like this Passover since the days of the Judges, who judged Israel, and for all the days of the kings of Israel and of Judah. 23. Just in the eighteenth year of king Josiah was this Passover celebrated to Ὑ Ὡ ᾽ Ὁ in Jerusalem. The Passover was apparently chosen for this climax because it was the most distinctive Israelite feast, with the sacrifice of a lamb, distinctly nomadic and
pastoral in character, and so peculiarly Judæan, the North Israelite element supplying the requirement of unleaven. Cf. Dt. 16ff., and see Morgenstern in HUCA 10 (1935), 43 ff. Hempel finds here the statesmanlike combination of the festivals of the two regions (Altheb. Lit., 142). The intensity of the reformation appears in the choice of the Passover for this demonstration, as that feast was one primarily of the family group, hence heretofore celebrated throughout the whole land. N. M. Nicoløsky, in 'Pascha im Kulte des Jerusalem. Tempels,' ZAW 1927, 171 ff., argues reasonably that this event was the innovating institution of a Passover Haj to the temple. Cf. the amplifications of this brief datum in 2 Ch. 35:1-19, 1 Esd. 1:1-22. The awkward repetition of the date as in the eighteenth year (cf. 22\(^3\)) appears secondary, an attempt to make the event initial in the reformation.

V.\(^{24}\). A summary account of the purgation of various heathenish rites. For the ghostly rites as practised by Manasseh see Comm. on 21\(^\circ\). For the teraphim, household gods, see Gressmann, ZAW 1924, 324 ff., and for the Akkadian background Sidney Smith, Rev. d'Ass., 23 (1923), 127 ff.; JTS 1932, 33 ff.; and C. H. Gordon, RB 44 (1935), 35 ff.

Vv.\(^{25-27}\). The moralizing judgment. 25. And like him there was not before him a king, who (so) turned to YHWH with all his heart and all his soul and all his strength according to all the Law of Moses, and after him arose none like him. Josiah's piety is expressed in terms of the Shema (Dt. 6\(^\circ\)), with its tripartite analysis of human nature, the intelligence, the feelings, the moral action. The statement contradicts the similar encomium given to Hezekiah (18\(^\circ\)). The one contemporary encomium of Josiah is from Jeremiah's hand (22\(^{15-16}\)), but only lauding him as a just king (see Add. Note, n. 4). The encomium is given here, it would be out of place in connexion with the story of his tragic death. 26. Only YHWH turned not from the heat of his great anger, even as his anger was hot against Judah for all the provocations with which Manasseh provoked him. 27. And YHWH said: Also Judah will I remove from my face, even as I removed Israel, and I will reject this city which I have chosen, Jerusalem, and the house of which I said, My Name shall be there. As history proved, the reformation was not sufficient to thwart the original divine decree
28. The usual formula of the rest of the acts, etc., is exceptionally placed before note of the king's death.

VV. 29-30. The tragic end of the reign. For the history see Add. Note, §1. 29. In his days Pharaoh-Necho king of Egypt campaigned against the king of Assyria on the way to the river Euphrates; and king Josiah went to confront him. And he (Pharaoh) slew him at Megiddo, when he saw him. 30. And his servants drove him, a dead man, from Megiddo, and brought him to Jerusalem. And they buried him in his tomb. And the people of the land took Jehoahaz ben Josiah, and they anointed him, and made him king in his father's stead. 2 Ch. 35:20 (cf. 1 Esd. 1:23-31) makes Necho's objective Karkemish, but this is taken from the note, Jer. 46:2, of his subsequent campaign in 605 B.C. The identity of this Megiddo has been long in dispute. Herodotus reports (ii, 159): "Necho, meeting the Syrians at Magdol, conquered them, and after the battle took Kadytis, a great city of Syria." Magdol is the Biblical Migdol on the Egyptian frontier (Ex. 14:2, Eze. 29:10, cf. Abel, GP 2, 387); Kadytis has been identified with Gaza; cf. Jer. 47:1. However, as now generally recognized, Magdol, better known to Herodotus, replaced the name Megiddo; see Kittel, GVT 2, 417, n. 1, proposing also that Kadytis is Syrian, presumably Kadesh. Megiddo (cf. I. 9:15) was the capital of the Assyrian district of Lower Galilee, which had now come into Josiah's hands. It was at this strategic point that Josiah chose to meet the invader upon his entrance into the valley of Esdraelon. For the battle, in which he met his death, Ch. has a detailed and probably true tradition, which Jos. repeats (Ant., x, 5, 1). A novel view is that proposed by A. C. Welch, 'The Death of Josiah,' ZAW 1925, 255 ff., supported by Robinson (HI 424), that Josiah went 'to meet Necho' at the latter's summons, and that the latter, without further detail, 'killed him.' The

---

1 See Forrer, Die Provinzeinteilung des ass. Reiches, 27. Gressmann suggests (ZAW 1924, 336, n. 1) that 'Megiddo' is abbreviation of 'Mígídól-êl,' which might account for Herodotus's place-name. For disruption of the traditional identification of Megiddo with Armageddon of Rev. 16:16 see Torrey, 'Armageddon,' HTR 31 (1930), 237 ff., showing that the basis of the latter name is 'har mòêd' of Is. 14:18. For literature on Megiddo see Comm., I. 9:15.

2 See, especially for the parallel, B. Alfrink, 'Die Schlacht bei Megiddo u. der Tod des Josias (609),' Biblica, 15 (1934), 173 ff.
Hebrew statement is certainly terse beyond comparison; yet the tragedy obscured all details to local historians. The military phrase 'to meet' is used elsewhere (e.g., Jos. 11:20), and 'to face the antagonist' was a knightly expression (cf. 14:8). The people of the land chose the successor, even as they had acted earlier upon similar tragedies of the throne (ch. II, 21:21); see further Comm. on v.31.

Burkitt's Aquilanic Fragments appear for vv.11-15, 19-24, 21-27. 1. יִגְשְׁנּוּ: unless the verb is intransitive, it should be read as Nif.; the rdg. by Ch., Grr. as sing. active with foll. acc. calls for the prep. נא.—2. [םָּנְנִי] וּזְנֵי: Ch., לְו, of the Grr. B†, om.—as too extravagant?—["םי] תְּנַנֶּה: 16 MSS תְּנַנֶּה, locative, as e.g., v.34—
the older rdg.—3. [םָּנְנִי]: 2 MSS, Ch., B† om.—4. יִקְשֶׁת: although in all Gr. MSS. For the adj. see Comm., 1211, 22:4-8.— également: והם יִקְשֶׁת: כְּ the sing., and so at 25:18, Jer. 52:24. For a possible similar Phen. title see Harris, Gram., 152, s.v. יִקְשֶׁת; Lidzb. doubts the interpretation (Eph., 1, 248, n. 1); Eissf. accepts it (ZAW 1939, 6).—יתְּנַנֶּה: the pl. verb of ס is ad sensum.—יתְּנַנֶּה: Grr. transliterate, ev σαίνυμωθ (B† ev σαλμωθ; cf. ס), exc. ס ev τω ευμινυμω (+τ. χειμαρρου), and so Sym. (cf. Rahiis, SS 3, 248); ס ע in the valley,' כ in the plain,' ב in the fields.' See Note on 19:4, where יִקְשֶׁת=תקשת of Is.; but there are neither fields nor plains in that deep canyon. The word appears in Jer. 31:40, but miswritten יִקְשֶׁת, in similar connexion, 'the whole valley of the dead bodies and the ashes and immolation of the Wady Kidron'; the word in question is here again generally translated 'fields,' but see Graf, ad loc., properly denying the pertinency. The interpretation of ס in both places is to the point, with יִקְשֶׁת=תקשת, 'to burn,' or better still, with rdg. of Sin for Shin, and so relating the root to that of יִקְשֶׁת, 'the burnt city,' even as יִקְשֶׁת is the 'sunken city' (Arab. root gamara, see Montg., JQR 25 [1935], 262). The word refers to the garbage fires in the valley, making it ultimately infamous as Gehenna; cf. Comm. above. Klost., Kamph., Ehrl. would read יִקְשֶׁת, 'lime-kilns.'—יתְּנַנֶּה: for the irregular consecution cf. the cases in vv.6, 8, 10, 15; Holscher and Horst find critical basis in these cases for secondary character of the section (see Gressmann, ZAW 1924, 317, n. 2).—5. יִגְשְׁנּוּ: כ correctly tr. with יִקְשֶׁת; י destroy, 'A killed'; original rdg. of ס, katekauσεων, preserved only by MS g and Aq., otherwise corrupted into katekauσεων=ס, an error suggested by v.20.—יתְּנַנֶּה: the word appears in the contemporary Zeph. 1:4, and in Hos. 10:6; earlier in Amarna tablets (kamiru), Egyptian (kamur); Phen. and Punic יִקְשֶׁת (in the Punic inscr. in parallelism with יִקְשֶׁת, Harris, Gram., 111); OAr. (two Nerab. inscriptions, 'to X priest of the Moon'—Lidzb., HNE 445; Cooke, NSI nos. 64, 65); the Elephantine papp. (of priests of an Egyptian god); Nabataean,
Palmyrene (Lidzb., ib., 297); Minean (D. H. Müller, Südabar. Altertümer, 1899, 29; OArab. (C. Landberg, Datina, 1905-13, 965). For the most recent treatment see Albr., SAC 178, and notes. Mowinckel has attempted etymology, as 'der Heisse,' i.e., 'machtbegabt' (ZAW 1916, 238 f.); see also Dhorme, RHR 108 (1938), 118.—Kri.-;: $L \neq \Psi$ read as נבִּי; other Grr. $S^H \Gamma =\text{הָיְתָה},$ the former is the preferable correction, and so EVV sotto voce. Gressmann (ib., 326) would elide נבִּי as 'anstössig.' The Piel is used only of false worship.—הכּז = properly 'stations'; cf. Phoen. שָׁנַי=חֲזָזִיַּו, פָּחְצָה (Harris, ib., 123). Grr. in general transliterate, with resultant corruptions, most correctly $S^H$; Aq., 'zodiacal constellations'; MS i 'stars'; MS p, 'the zodiacal signs.' Sānda gives an extensive study of Akk. mansaltu.—6. נבִּי = $S^H \neq S^H$; other VSS by necessity of translation as pl.; but the construct phrase has pl. sense, cf. לשון תรณא, 1729.—7. נבִּי: all Grr., $S^H$ as 'מה יבִּי,' 'p is common gender, cf. the collective יבִּי, I. 22$^{47}$.—[תמצית] $S^H \neq S^H$ transliterate, most texts having חַיּי, but by error for יַחְיָה, as in x y, Theodoret; $S^L$ Quinta, στολας=Lucif., 'ad stolæ.' The Gr. transliteration has suggested to Klost., Benz., al., שָׁנַי, 'tunics,' but the spelling χ- is secondary to β-, as Kit. observes. Sānda ingeniously connects the noun with Arab. бατ, 'woven garment' (and so G. R. Driver, JBL 55 [1936], 107), which interpretation is to be accepted, the corresponding Heb. root יבִּי representing the Arab. with voiced dentals after b, and so $S \neq \text{tr.}$—8. נבִּי: for use of the form, which St. would correct, cf. Eze. 48$^{35}$, etc., and Arab. tamma.—בִּי: B i процесс=כ; most Hex. MSS, e.g., N, have replaced with 'Dan.'—[תמצית] יבִּי: 19 MSS יבִּי=Grr., $S^H \Gamma \neq S^H.$—[תמצית בוז]: ס$S^H=כ; Klost., al. would read יבִּי.—ס$S^H=כ; the correction accepted in Comm. would read יבִּי: $S^L \Gamma \neq \text{read as though יבִּי רַדְּי},$ accepted by many critics (e.g., BH), but such translation is interpretative.—9. נבִּי: Kuenen's emendation to יבִּי, 'portions,' is attractive, but arbitrary; see Kit., St., who leave the text with a question-mark.—10. נבִּי: against the artificial Kr. (cf. 'Molek') note the Gr. transliterations, e.g., βαφέω ($S^E$), βαφέω (A$^p$).—[תמצית] יבִּי: Kr. יבִּי, and so 50 MSS Ken., deR.=VSS; elsewhere similar variations between Kr. and קד.; a variant form, Josh. 18$^{16}$ om. ב. The name יבִּי appears on a Judaean seal, IAE 246.—ןבִּי: 2 MSS deR. om.=OGr. (B $al$), some Luc. MSS, Hex. ($S^H \times \times$), $S \neq \text{tr.}$; it appears to conflict with the prep. in foll. יבִּי, (4 MSS יבִּי), but cf. יבִּי, Eze. 21$^{18}$; the negative was probably introduced to express the royal intention (cf. St. BH).—11. יבִּי='from entering'; but נבִּי or יבִּי must be read, as also implied by VSS EVV.—[תמצית] יבִּי: so all MSS=Grr., $. \Psi$ 'iuxta,' EVV 'by,' as though יבִּי, which is required.—[תמצית יבִּי]: also in sing., יבִּי, 1 Ch. 26$^{18}$. The latter form now appears, with mng. as here, for a temple precinct in the Lydian Aramaic inscr. published by
E. Littmann in *Sardis*, vol. 6, pt. 1 (1916); cf. S. A. Cook, *Journ. Hell. Studies*, 1917, 77 ff., 219 ff.; Torrey, *AJSI* 34 (1918), 185 ff., and at length P. Kahle and P. Sommer in *Kleinasiatische Forschungen*, vol. I (ed. by Sommer and H. Eheloff, 1930), 18 ff. For etymology as Persian see *SBOT*, GB. But a Bab. etymology has been proposed by T. Östreich, p. 54, accepted by Gressmann, p. 323, and Procksch, p. 27 (for the titles see Add. Note, ¶2), identifying with Sumerian *é-bar-bar*, 'shining house,' name of sun-temples at Sippar, Babylon, etc. (Deimel, *Pantheon Bab.*, no. 3081). This etymology would obviate St.'s criticism of the word here as late because of Persian origin, but it is not used in the Bible of the temple but of its courts, as also in later Jewish use, and there also for 'suburbs' (Jastrow, *Dict.*, 1218). VSS transliterate, exc. that Sym. Gracizes the transliteration into τ. φρόνησις, 'the guard.'

—תָּמוּשׁוּת: MSS 1, 253 תְּמוּשׁוּת: Σ Σ[116] as sing.—תַּמרָס, to be accepted with St., al.—12, וְהִיטָנוּ לְעַנְיָן צְעִיר: see Comm.; Šanda would elide the art. to obtain construct construction.—[הארו]: בּ כְּלֵי Lucif. as sing. by corruption of βασιλείας—<ς>, and then of prec. εὐφύσεως—<ς>; Σ[116] followed suit, intruding with 'Ahaz (king of Judah).'—תָּרוּת: Aq. used a rare verb of active sense, εὐφύσεως; Ψ 'cucurrit' (cf. mg. of EVV); other VSS, 'removed' (=GV), Σ Σ[116] with different verbs. Suggested emendations to סְעִיר (Benz., al.), סְעַרְב (Ehrl., al.; cf. BH), with attachment of the foll. Mem to the verb have little textual basis. Kimchi suggested the verb סָעִיר 'to break up,' followed by FV EVV, and in suit correction to סְעִיר is most plausible. St. and Haupt come to no definite conclusion.—13. תָּסֵּכָה: Grr. (not Aq.), Σ[116] as תָּסֵכָה.[117]: Grr. (not Aq.) transliterate—Σ[116]; Ψ '(Montis) offensionis'; Aq., Σ[117] as from root וְשָׁב, 'to destroy'; EVV 'destruction/corruption.' כ with 'Mount of Olives' gives the right clue—asנָעַרְב תָּרְבָם, 'Mount of (olive-) Oil'; the local application appears in the Mishna (Jastrow, *Dict.*, s.v. והנה), and such was the interpretation of Rashi, Kimchi. The original was early changed to the form here to verify Jer.'s prophecy (79) that the Kidron valley would be termed 'Valley of Slaughter' (הָרָה). Piscator (in Poole) early recognized the play on the word, comparing Hos. 10#. The noun of חִדָּר was recognized by Midrash as a demon, 'the Destroyer' (Jastrow, s.v.).—גְּשָׁנָה: bis; cf. I. 11#. 7 also here דֶּלֶתָא וְלָיָבְו וּתְלֵי: Ψ ש 'ם there.—15. תָּבְרָו: צו; secondary, as the asynleton shows; the insertion duplicated with the plus below, תָּבְרָו צו וּתְלֵי—Aq., Ψ; Grr., κ. κωντρίφεν τ. λιθός αὐτοῦ—Σ[116], which Klost. rendered into πράσινον γινομαι for restoration of the original, followed by Burn., St., al.; cf. BH (Eissf. keeps Ψ); רָבָרְב is a possible textual corruption of the verb; but the original may have been a careless bit of writing.—16. רָבָרְב: Grr. (exc. Aq., Σ[116]), Σ[116], 'in the city,' as though расс. —See Comm. for acceptance of a long plus in Grr., Σ[116], proposed by Then., and accepted by almost all critics since; for the re-written Heb.
ADDITIONAL NOTE TO II. 22–23

Josiah came to the throne in 639 B.C., when Ashurbanipal's empire was fast riding to its fall, in conflict with rebellious states, which

1 See at large CAH 3, cc. 5, 9, 10, the Histories of Hall, ch. 11, Meyer, vol. 3, 139 ff.; for Assyria and Babylonia, Rogers, vol. 2, bk. 3, ch. 11, bk. 4, ch. 1, Olmstead, HA ch. 48; for Egypt, Petrie, vol. 3, 312 ff., Breasted, ch. 27, Alt, Israel u. Aegypten, 87 ff.; for Judah,
ultimately threw off the yoke, Media and Babylonia, the latter under Nabopolassar (ca. 609 B.C.), father of Nebuchadnezzar II, and in face of invading hordes of the northern Kimmerians and later the Scythians, the latter invasion probably in the notable year 626, the last sure dating for Ashurbanipal, and the year of the call of the prophet Jeremiah. For this last storm of barbarians, which swept as far as Egypt's borders, Herodotus gives a lengthy record (i, 103 ff.), while it is the background of prophecies of the contemporary Zephaniah and the young Jeremiah (Zeph. 1, 2; Jer. 1:18ff., cc. 3–6, etc.). The persistent combination of Media and Babylon brought Assyria to its end with the capture of Nineveh in the year 612, accompanied with the utter destruction of the capital and the neighbouring proud cities (cf. Nah. 2, 3). These two states now claimed and proceeded to divide the legacy of Assyria.

However there was a third nation, of far greater antiquity and imperial fame, which claimed its share of the spoils. Egypt had been conquered and despoiled by Ashurbanipal (ca. 660 B.C.). But there came the native revival under Psammetichos I (663–609) and his son Necho II (609–594). With the collapse of Assyria Egypt pressed again its ancient claims upon the Syrian coast-lands as far as the Euphrates. After the fall of Nineveh in 612 Necho advanced against the up-coming Neo-Babylonian empire, and Josiah met his death in opposing his progress through Israelite territory (608 B.C.). Our book records (23:33) Necho's subsequent sojourn at Syrian Riblah. But his control of Syria was ephemeral. There ensued the decisive battle with the crown-prince and future king of Babylon, Nebuchadnezzar II, at Karkemish in 605 (cf. the historical tradition at 2 Ch. 35:22), and the Pharaoh's empire was confined once more to Egypt. The decadent state of Judah became a pawn between the two empires.

The fresh Aryan nations were now entering upon the imperial map of south-western Asia. But before their time of empire arrived, occurred the spiritual revival of ancient Egypt and Babylonia, harking back to


² For scepticism towards Herodotus's record of the Scythians and hence the removal of such a background for these prophecies see Eissf.'s argument in Horst's Comm. on Zeph. in HAT (1938), 184.
ancient times, in religion and art and literature. For Egypt see Breasted, ch. 27, and, succinctly, Meyer, 3, 149-51. The latter remarks that the foreign deity Seth was excluded from the pantheon, his name and statues obliterated, while the Syrian Anat and Astarte disappeared almost entirely—a close resemblance indeed to the Josianic reform! And similarly in Babylonia we find the revival of the religion and cult of the native god Marduk, along with the brilliant restoration of ancient sanctuaries; see A. Jeremias, Monotheistische Strömungen innerhalb d. babylon. Religion (1904), 23 ff., and Jastrow, Rel. Bab. u. Ass., 1, ch. 14, remarking (p. 251), "Man kann die neubabylonische Periode als eine ausgesprochen religiöse bezeichnen," and his Religious Belief in Bab. and Ass., 99 ff., noting 'the tendency towards monotheism' in Marduk's absorption of the powers and attributes of the other gods. Hall, in the opening of his chapter, observes that "the effect of the Egyptian renovation was but to intensify and emphasize the old age of Egypt," and similarly, "the restored kingdom of Nabopolassar . . . was marked, like the restored kingdom of Psamatik, by a revival of old days and old ways. . . . And Nabonidus, the last king of the last Babylonian dynasty, was, as we shall see, a learned archaeologist, an enthusiastic collector of ancient divine images, and energetic preserver of the most ancient temples." And Albright in his From the Stone Age, pp. 240 ff., gives a graphic view of this widespread wave of religious revival.

Judah in its rechristianization of traditional religion through the contemporary Deuteronomic reform was acting in consort with Egypt and Babylon for the national God and his people. Its action in part was of 'the spirit of the times.' But the document that underlay that reform was not archaising, except in preservation of the proud traditional history; it was definitely prophetic, a programme for the future. And hence the permanent effect of the reformation for that people and its religion and for the world. Says Meyer (p. 158): "Dem Akt vom Jahre 621 stehen an Bedeutung wenig andere Begebenheiten der Weltgeschichte gleich: auf ihm beruht das Judentum und damit auch das Christentum wie der Islam." And Caussé may be quoted in like strain (Du groupe ethnique, 175): "C'était un grand révolutionnaire que l'auteur de cette législation, un des plus grands révolutionnaires qui furent jamais. . . . Un point particulièrement significatif. . . . c'est la manière dont s'effectue dans sa législation ce passage du collectivisme primitif à l'individualisme et à la religion intérieure que les prophètes de l'époque précédente avaient annoncés."

§2. THE BOOK FOUND IN THE TEMPLE

For the identity of the book found and its relation to Deuteronomy, a problem also involving the criticism of the book of Jeremiah, little more than reference may be made to the rapidly accumulating literature on the subject, in particular within the past two decades. Pfeiffer has presented an analytical bibliography for publications between 1914 and 1925 in his article, 'The History, Religion and Literature of

For the several theories concerning the origin of the book only brief references may be given here. Practically Mosaic origin has been claimed by H. M. Wiener in a series of articles in Bibliotheca Sacra, 1907 et seq.; H. Junker, Das Buch Deut. (1933); J. Reider, in JQR 27 (1937), 349 ff. Most recently F. Dornseiff has argued for early composition of Dt. and D at large in the Pentateuch—for D a date ca. 830 B.C. ('Antikes zum A.T., 4: Die Abfassungszeit des Pentateuchs u. die Deuteronomiumsfrage,' ZAW 1938, 64 ff., e.g., p. 84). The theory of a Post-Exilic date has been propounded by G. R. Berry, JBL 39 (1920), 44 ff.; 59 (1949), 133 ff.; R. H. Kennett, Deut. and the Decalogue (1920); and most elaborately by G. Hölscher, 'Komposition u. Ursprung des Deuteronomiums,' ZAW 40 (1922), 161-255. For a comparatively early production, at least of the code in the book, argument has been made, inter al., by Östreicher, op. cit., A. C. Welch, The Code of Deut. (1924). Dhorme assigns the date of the book to the beginning of the seventh century or perhaps the end of the eighth. Irwin (op. cit.) denies the view of Post-Exilic origin, but remains uncertain as to the upper limit. As often with the composition of such programmatic theses, the dark age before the dawn is to be preferred for the origin of Dt.; there may be noted the avoidance of political subjects, with only brief reference to the monarchy. The book 'found' would be limited, as generally allowed by conservative critics, to cc. 5, 12-16, 28. Pfeiffer, in his Int., 187, would extend this quantum to 421-423, 1012-1123, 12-26, 281-284. There is to be noted Driver's still standard study of Dt. in his Int., §5.

For the deposit and subsequent discovery of ancient temple archives, comparable with the present history, E. Naville
first drew attention for Egypt in his article, 'Egyptian Writings in Foundation Walls and the Age of the Book of Deuteronomy,' *PSBA* 29 (1907), 232 ff. Similar references are found in Akkadian and Hittite records, citations of which are given by Jirku, *AKAT* 184 ff. But the book in question was not a foundation deposit; rather it was a document laid away in the temple library, perhaps for safe-keeping, even as such libraries existed in ancient temples. The book was, literally speaking, a pseudograph, although without a title in the modern sense of the word, and hence it is variously referred to, as 'the book of the Law,' 'the book of the Covenant,' 'the words of this Covenant written in this book' (II. 22\(^8\), 23\(^2\)\(^3\)). Moses' name is attached in the postscript, Dt. 31\(^2\). *N.b.* Driver's apologetic for this ancient literary device of attribution to an ancient author, *Deut.*, pp. lv, *seq.*, and W. R. Smith, *The O.T. in the Jewish Church*, 363 ('not a forgery'). The composer may have had himself in mind with the words at 18\(^1\): "I will raise them up a prophet from among their brethren like unto thee" (*cf.* v.\(^1\)—this in antagonism to the cults and prophets denounced). The book was a Utopian religious programme (Hempel, 'eine heils-prophetische Programmschrift').

The story of the finding of the book is the most detailed narrative in Ki., apart from stories of the prophets, since the history of Solomon. The petty details of the event, the personalities of the royal commission, in particular of 'Huldah the prophetess,' are striking proof of a story of real history (this *vs.* Winckler, *KAT* 277). It is a woman, not the priest Hilkiah, or another of the priests, or one of the many prophets of the day (*e.g.*, Zephaniah, Jeremiah), who gives the oracle on the event. The priest himself appears clear of connivance with the origin of the book in his resolve to appeal to a non-sacerdotal prophetess. By the latter the dynasty, as embodying the people, is denounced to the extreme; only with a second oracle, following Josiah's act of repentance, is he promised a death 'in peace' (22\(^2\)\(^0\)), a promise contradicted by his tragic death. Reliance may not be attributed to the report of the prophetess's words, but the alleged promise must have been anterior to the actual end. Also there is in Dt. no partisanship for the Davidic monarchy, no reference to the
promises to David; for the first time in history we learn of a monarchy, which, if it is to be established, is to be constitutional: "He shall write him a copy of this law in a book," and "he shall read therein all the days of his life . . . that his heart be not lifted up above his brethren" (17\textsuperscript{1st}-\textsuperscript{2nd}). Also of the primacy of Judah there is no hint. Similarly in the immediately following Law of the Priests (\textsuperscript{181}-\textsuperscript{2}), these are the priests, the Levites,' and the provincial Levites shall have full privilege, if they come up to the sanctuary. There is not a word about Sadokids, high-priesthood and the like, nor is Jerusalem named; there is only the indirect reference to "the place which YHWH shall choose." In literary style and theological character, in the line of the Elohist, the book may well have proceeded from a North Israelite, who had grasped in his convictions the historically proven necessity of a central sanctuary. We may compare the Prophet of Islam. The old Prophets of the North and Hosea had left a spiritual legacy to the South.

\textsection{3. The Reformation}^3

The narrative in ch. 23 presents specific events almost only for Jerusalem and Judah ('from Geba to Beer-sheba'). The destruction of the altar at Bethel, while wholly probable, is involved in a lengthy midrash. The original material is interspersed with later intrusions. V.\textsuperscript{4a}, with contemptuous reference to 'the priestlings at the high-places,' contradicts the generous treatment given to 'the priests of the high-places,' according to v.\textsuperscript{3}. The summary of the stellar cults in v.\textsuperscript{6}, while of contemporary flavour, is clumsily introduced. Both v.\textsuperscript{6} and v.\textsuperscript{8} interrupt the sequence of events in the purging of the temple, as does also v.\textsuperscript{10} with its datum on Topheth. V.\textsuperscript{11} is reproduction of I. 11\textsuperscript{5a}; v.\textsuperscript{21} is an afterthought, with 21\textsuperscript{8} in mind.

As for the progress of the reform, which Ki. presents as one act, culminating in a great Passover festival, the fuller data of Ch. have been accepted by some scholars for defining certain stages in the process. According to 2 Ch. 34\textsuperscript{8}, "in the eighth year of his reign . . . he began to seek after the God of his father David; and in the twelfth year he began to purge Judah and Jerusalem," etc. There follows

---

\textsuperscript{3} For recent criticism of the material in the composite story in ch. 23, along with mutual criticism, see Hölscher, 'Das Buch der Könige,' 206 ff., Östreicher, Gressmann, Kittel, Procksch, and cf. \textit{SBOT}. Östreicher discovers two narratives, belonging severally to the two epochs that he assigns to the reformation. The data of the ch. are closely related to those in ch. 21, which gives the background of the present story.
And as the conversion, e.g., Procksch (pp. 20 ff.), and therewith a means of chronological analysis is claimed, chiming in with historical events; e.g., the king's twelfth year, 628 B.C., would be contemporaneous with the end of the known history of Ashurbanipal, the inroad of the Scythians, while the call of Jeremiah was approximate, in the thirteenth year. But the 'conversion' of the young king, *etat. 16, i.e.,* at his coming of age, appears artificial. The immediate purgation of the whole land of Israel along with specification of certain tribe-lands follows, vv. 6, 7, although according to 2 Ch. 34:31, 32 only the citizens of Jerusalem and Benjamin took part in making a covenant before Yhwh, so inconsistent is the story.

As for the spiritual progress of the reformation, apart from destruction of the heathenish cults and sanctuaries, we are left entirely in the dark. The prophets appear in the great act of the Covenant (v. 2—there is no reason to excise the reference). Sellin has proposed the extravagant theory (p. 291) that the provincial priests were brought up to Jerusalem to learn the Law, and so to be sent forth as missionaries, 'as curates of souls and teachers of Torah.' The question of the relation of Jeremiah to the reform belongs primarily to the criticism of the book assigned to him. The discovery of the book occurred in the fifth year of his ministry (Jer. 1:2). According to 11:18, Jeremiah was one of the preachers of 'the words of this covenant,' with initial stress on the curse lying upon those who 'hear not the words of this covenant,' and so preaching to 'the men of Judah and the citizens of Jerusalem,' and 'in the streets of Jerusalem.' But while our history records the prophets as abetting Josiah, and names a prophetess as a cardinal actor, it ignores Jeremiah. This omission is not cause for stringent criticism. But more remarkable is Jeremiah's entire ignoring of Josiah, with the one exception in his indirect reference to him in the threnody over his son and successor Shallum (22:11a): "Did not thy father eat and drink and execute justice and right? Then it was well with him. He judged the cause of the poor and needy. Then it was well. Is not this to know me?" And apart from ch. 11 there is no reference to the reform. The problem of this offishness of the prophet has long been a troubled subject of discussion. 

Uniquely Torrey, holding to the late, pseudepigraphical origin of Ezekiel, and

---

1 The point would be made by the Chronicler that the young Josiah knew the Law, even if the original Book had been lost. For criticism of the above hypothesis see Gressmann, pp. 313 ff.

maintaining the full effect of Josiah's reformation, assigns similar late origin to Jer. 1–10. But such extreme criticism of Jer. may be avoided by assuming a sharp cleavage between idealistic prophet and politically minded king.

§4. The Politics of Josiah's Reign

The interest of Biblical scholarship has naturally centred on the religious reformation, for which indeed we have data only for Judah. Josiah's confronting of Necho at Megiddo presents another phase of his reign, and that a secular one; he attempted full recovery of the ancient bounds of All-Israel, and this as part of his duty as Yhwh's Anointed. For the political expansion of Josiah's kingdom with inclusion of the Israelite North Alt has proposed the interesting theory that the remains of the list of Josiah's territorial districting of the whole country are found in Josh. 18:1–28, 19:1–8, 41–46. There must have been some such political reorganization of his enlarged dominion to explain Josiah's defiance of Necho upon his intrusion into the strategic Jezerel Valley, and such secular causes may well have superseded those of religion. But there was the tragic collapse, which a Jeremiah may have feared, if not foreseen. The great prophets in general avoided 'entangling alliances' (cf. 20:12ff.), and demanded faith in the arm of the Lord alone. It was as in the age of the Protestant Reformation, when monarchs and reformers by no means saw alike; the two groups worked together only when idealism and realism harmonized, though most often with a muddling of causes.

The last quarter of the seventh century was crucial in the world's history. The proud Assyrian empire fell into the dust. The nations of Egypt and Babylonia were revived with the hope of restoration of ancient empire. New kingdoms were established on the frontiers, Media and Lydia, and alien hordes of barbarous peoples, Kimerrians,

---

6 See his Pseudo-Ezekiel (1930), ch. 3 (cf. review by S. Spiegel in HTR 24 [1931], 245 ff.), and 'The Background of Jer. 1–10,' JBL 56 (1937), 193 ff.

7 Cf. the pertinent article by Olmstead, 'The Reform of Josiah and its Secular Aspects,' AHR 20 (1915), 566 ff.

8 'Judas Gaue unter Josia,' Pjb., 21 (1925), 100 ff., and 'Eine galiläische Ortsliste in Jos. 19,' ZAW 1927, 59 ff.; cf. Procksch, pp. 26 ff., and Noth, Das Buch Josua, HAT (1938), pp. ix ff., and Albright's review with archaeological criticism in JBL 57 (1938), 226. A similar military reorganization of the kingdom has been proposed by E. Junge, 'Der Wiederaufbau des Heerwesens des Reiches Juda unter Josia,' BWANT, Folge IV, Heft 23 (1937). Vincent, in La religion des judéoaraméens d'Éléphantiné, 8 ff., 359 ff., holds that these early 'Jewish' colonists were refugees from Josiah's purge of the North and from the Scythian invasion. The Jewish military colonies in Egypt may indeed go back to auxiliaries sent by Manasseh in his rebellion against Assyria, a practice condemned by Dt. 17:16.
and Scythians, fanned an apocalyptic fervour. To Josiah's eye the
God-given day had come with the destruction of Assyria, and so the
divine opportunity for the political as well as the religious restoration
of Israel. In modern terms, while religiously sincere, Josiah as king
was a nationalist, a veritable King Arthur. He failed tragically in this
rôle. Only 'the Book found,' which was published under his patronage,
and the People of the Book survived.

V. 31-35. Judah a province of Egypt; the brief reign of
Jehoahaz, and the Pharaoh's installation of his brother
Eliakim-Jehoiakim as king. II Ch. 36:1-4, I Esd. 1:32-36 (34-38);
cf. Ant., x, 5, 2. For the international history from this point
to the end of the book see the continuations of the Histories
listed in Additional Note above, §1. Between the events of
the above section and those of the following chapters occurred,
in 605 B.C., the momentous defeat of Necho at Karkemish,
modern Jerablus, on the Euphrates at the NE point of Syria,
by Nebuchadnezzar, the Babylonian crown-prince, who pur-
sued the Egyptians to their frontiers, and then returned home
to take the crown in succession to his father Nabopolassar.
For the battle, with exact dating ('in Jehoiakim's fourth
year') and prophetic amplification, cf. Jer. 46. In this con-
exion is to be consulted the long extract from Berossos in
Ant., x, 11, 1, our prime authority for this western extension
of Nebuchadnezzar's empire. For the subsequent history
details are obscure. An anecdote from the beginning of
Jehoiakim's reign reports his influence with the Egyptian
government (Jer. 26:20b.). He may have professed submission
to the conqueror of Syro-Palestine (cf. 24:1), but at heart have
remained friendly to Egypt. The datum of 24:1 speaks of an
undated advance by Nebuchadnezzar upon Jerusalem,
Jehoiakim then becoming 'his servant' for three years, and
later 'rebelling.' See Kittel, GVI 2, 421, n. 1, for discussion
of the chronology involved.

31. Twenty-three years old was Jehoahaz when he began to
reign, and for three months did he reign in Jerusalem. And his
mother's name was Hamutal, daughter of Jeremiah of Libnah.
32. And he did what was evil in the eyes of YHWH, like all that
his fathers had done. 33. And Pharaoh-Necho made him a
prisoner at Riblah in the land of Hamath, 'so that he might not
reign in Jerusalem' [secondary, Kr. correcting Kt.; see
Note]. And he put on the land a tribute of a hundred talents
of silver and a [numeral evidently missing] talent of gold. 34. And Pharaoh-Necho made Eliakim ben Josiah king in his father Josiah’s stead (i.e., with legal ignoring of the predecessor), and he changed his name to Jehoiakim. And Jehoahaz he took, and he (Jehoahaz) came to Egypt, and he died there. 35. And the silver and the gold Jehoiakim gave to Pharaoh; he just taxed the land to give the money [Heb. silver] according to Pharaoh’s command; of every one according to his rating did he exact the silver and the gold—‘the people of the land’ [interpre- tative gloss]—to give it to Pharaoh-Necho. 31. The new king evidently adopted a throne-name in place of the earlier ‘Shallum,’ by which he is known in Jeremiah’s dirge (22.10ff.), and in the royal genealogy in 1 Ch. 3:15, according to which he was Josiah’s fourth son, Jehoiakim being the second son; in this case the selection of the younger prince would suggest a popular choice for some reason. But see Albright’s argument (JBL 51 [1932], 92) that the figure would make Josiah only 14 years of age at Jehoiakim’s birth (cf. however Comm., 221), and accordingly the figure is in error, and this prince was a younger brother. It may well be, with Albright, and Curtis, ad loc., that the family tree in 1 Ch. 3:15 is wholly unreliable. For the change of name, Shallum to Jehoahaz, there is to be noticed the extensive use of names with yāhū as component in this period, for which see Torczyner, LL 27 ff. The queen- mother’s origin from rebellious Libnah (cf. 198) is of interest, and suggests a diplomatic marriage; her name is of Arabic origin (see Note). 33. For the importance of Riblah as capital of Cöele-Syria at the time, cf. 25:6. 30f. The place, with the name surviving, lies 34 km. S of Homs in the Orontes valley; see Robinson, LBR 544 ff. (with full description of the now swampy terrain), Dussaud, TH 396 ff., Abel, GP 2, 436. A talent of gold: G made the extravagant guess of ‘100 talents,’ but GL more reasonably ‘10 talents,’ which is the proportion noted for the two metals in the tribute to Sennacherib, 18:14, ‘300 of silver, and 30 of gold.’ The figure in both cases is far below the 1000 talents stated to have been levied on Menahem of Israel (15:19). 34. The change of name meant that the prince was created a new person by the Pharaoh. Similarly Nebuchadnezzar changed the subsequent king’s name Mattaniah to Sedekiah (24:17). Šanda cites such cases
in Egypt; e.g., Necho of Sais gave his son Psammetichos I an Assyrian name, Nabû-šēzib-anni (cf. Rogers, HBA 2, 433). This ancient legality has survived in the Church, where historically a new name has been required at baptism, and so upon graduation to the priesthood, or to the papacy. This change of name suggested to Stade (GVI 1, 674) that it represented an understanding between the Deuteronomic reformers and Egypt, but this were absurd; Robinson remarks, far more to the point (HI 1, 431), that the change of name was 'perhaps a concession to Israelite feeling'; or rather there may have been a touch of satire on the Pharaoh's part, as though YHWH were actually on Egypt's side, cf. the Rab-shakeh's taunt, 183.5. For the death of Shallum in a strange land see Jeremiah's dirge, cited above. 35. The v. presents universal taxation of the whole land, in contrast to the levy under Menahem, when only the men of wealth were assessed. The phrase, the people of the land, lacks construction (n.b. rewriting in EVV), but is a correct additional note. Critics (Klostermann, Stade, al.) have variously attempted improvement of the text. It would appear from Jeremiah's 'Woe' against Jehoiakim (2213) that the king profited selfishly from this conscription of the wealth of all citizens—a common feature in Oriental handlings of money.

31. וַאֲשֶׁר = 131; at 141 וַאֲשֶׁר = many MSS יזְכִ֥ל = Kt. 2418, Jer. 521 (either vocalization possible); Grr., Jos., in the three cases the latter form; cf. בָּנָ֖א, 2 Sam. 31, 1 Ch. 31. For the first element, 'father-in-law,' cf. the name in 1 Ch. 424, to be read בֶּן, and S. Arab. בנו, and like combinations (NPS 1, 229). For the second element cf. בנו in Eleph. papp.; it means 'shade/shadow,' and appears in the repeated phrase of the Aram. copy of the Behistun inscription from the same quarter, פָּזָלֵי יִר מִנְאָהוּ. Equivalent Heb. names are בָּנָ֖א (with change of Kt.), בָּהָנָ֖א (cf. Ps. 178, etc.). The present name with ב for Heb. י is doubtless Arabic. Noth (IP 39, 79) objects to this derivation, ignoring the S. Arab. names, and taking ב as 'dew' (!).

—וַיַּהֲדוּ : on a seal and in a Lachish letter (IAE 215, Torczyner, LL no. 1), the full form in יָדוּ is universal in these letters.—

33. וַיִּקְוָא: Ch., i.e., transcribed; the verb in the latter affected the Gr. interpretation here, "and he removed him...from reigning" = ΚΗ, and the same influence induced the Kr. here, קְרֵב = κ ῃ; but the clumsy phrase וַיֶּבֶס was an early accommodation with Ch., which ignores the item of the deposition at Riblah. Burn. unnecessarily finds
a reduction of two statements, "bound him at Riblah," and "removed him from reigning in Jerusalem."—בבל ישבו:  ססמ.  through mistranslation of prec. נ with לֹאֵו ( = ססמ). [�] כבש = נ_al.;  ב(ב, נל.)_כט_ "100 talents"; גו = א_כט_ "ten talents";  ה_ כט_ dubiously, 'talents.'—בבל ישבו: see Note, 18.  cf. פֹּכָב, Neh. 12:10, and so on a seal, IAE 197; רֹכְבָי, on a seal, Cooke, NSI 362.—בבל ישבו = כט; other VSS as transitive=כט; גו as though רֹכָבֶּה=כט.;  בת is to be retained.—בבל ישבו: Grr. tr. the prep. with יָדוֹת=כט; כט בת with 'from'; ססמ. the phrase.

23^38^-24^7_. The reign of Jehoiakim. || 2 Ch. 36^-8 (where ססמ, supplying lacuna of a parallel to Ki., vv.11^-4, has a text parallel to, but differing from, ס of Ki.), 1 Esd. 13^-40 (39^-42); cf. Ant., x, 5, 2, 6. The historical data are few: the introductory formula to the reign, 23^36^, the relations with Babylon, 24^1^-2, 7, the king's death and the succession, v.6. Ch. 24. 1. In his days Nebuchadnezzar king of Babylon came up, and Jehoiakim became his vassal for three years; then he turned and rebelled against him. 2a. And יְהוָה sent against him the (guerilla) bands of Chaldeas and the bands of Aram and the bands of Moab and the bands of the Bn̂e-Ammon. For these roving bands, always characteristic of those frontiers in unsettled times (cf. 5^2), of Chaldeans (the first appearance of the word in the historical books) and Aramean auxiliaries, cf. Jer. 35^1^, where it is reported that the rustic Rechabites had to take refuge in Jerusalem from the depredations of invading troops, 'Chaldeans and Arameans.' Nebuchadnezzar was otherwise occupied than to take a formal campaign, but he was now relieved of the Egyptian aggression (v.7). ססמ. 'יְהוָה,' and it is secondary (so Stade, Eissfeldt, cf. BH), glossed in from the following moralizing section; but Nebuchadnezzar continues as subject of the foll. verb. 2b. And he sent them into יהודה 'to work destruction' [=ססמ Hex.;  בת to destroy him] according to the word of יְהוָה that he spoke through his ministers the prophets. 3. Just according to the utterance [Heb. mouth] of יְהוָה was it in the case of יהודה for removal from his face for the sin of Manasseh, according to all that he did; 4. 'and also the innocent blood that he shed, and he filled Jerusalem with innocent blood' (the repetitive, unconstruable passage secondary) and יְהוָה was unwilling to forgive. The adverb just (EVV only), as common in Semitic
syntax, relates to the climax of the period; in this case it was just Manasseh's sin that entailed the inevitable calamity, as foreordained (2110ff., 2326. 27). The long bracketed section is an intrusion suggested by 2116 for a more specific indictment. 5. 6. In this postscript there is no reference to the king's burial. But Θ in Ch., v.8 (where Θ ignores the death), adds: "he was buried in the garden of Uzza" (cf. 2128), which Θ repeats here with plus, 'with his fathers.' It is attractive to regard this Gr. supplement as original, which would then have been elided to avoid clash with the Jeremianic prophecies of the king's being 'buried with an ass's burial,' 'cast forth beyond the gates of Jerusalem' (Jer. 2219; cf. 3620), on which matter Josephus expatiates; accordingly many critics restore the item to the text (so Stade, GVT 1, 679, n. 1, and SBOT, Wellhausen, Comp., 359, Benzinger, Sanda, Eisfeldt). But Lucian's testimony is generally dubious, and Θ of Ch. is certainly secondary, for according to Ch. v.6 Jehoiakim was taken prisoner to Babylon. If the king died in the siege by the roving bands, he could not have been accorded proper burial outside of the city's wall; hence the editor's ignorance is explainable. 7. And the king of Egypt came again no more out of his land; for the king of Babylon had taken, from the Wady of Egypt to the river Euphrates, all that belonged to the king of Egypt. For historical order this detached item belongs to the beginning of the section. For an asserted capture of Jerusalem by Nebuchadnezzar in Jehoiakim's third year, with the latter's captivity in Babylon and the despoliation of the temple (Ch. v.6, Dan. 1n.), see the writer's Comm. on Daniel at length. A study of the contemporary history has been given by G. R. Tabouis, Nebuchadnezzar (1931).

Ch. 23. 36. יֹבֶּן : MSS, Kr., קְנָה: the variant vowels represent Heb. and Aram. forms; the Grr. have amazing variations; other VSS=Kt., exc. T, also Jos.=Kr. For the name see Note, I. 46.—הָיָה = יָדָר בְּרֵדֶת, 1 Ch. 2720, and on a seal, IAE 203. Grr. again vary; n.b. פָּדָה אֵלֶּה in Hex. MSS. Θ demanded that the mother of the other two brothers (2331, 2418) be mother of this prince, and altered the statement accordingly (see Rahlfs, SS 3, 279 f.—נַחֲרָה: possibly Khan Rumeh, N of Sephoris in Galilee, known to Jos. and Talmud (Abel, GP 2, 438) and = Aruma, mentioned along with Marum=Mezom in Tiglath-pileser's Annals 18*
Ch. 24. 1. נְבֵעַדְנֶזֶּר: for the various spellings here see Ken., and for the correct form, נבּעַדְנֶזֶּר, in Jer. alone, the Lexx.—2. נֶשֶׁר: without article, and so at 25, otherwise at 250; cf. similar use of נֶשֶׁר.—גֵּר: נֵגֵר: נֵגֵר as 'Edom,' preferred by Grätz, Klost., Burn.—ותָּסוּ: בְּכָרָא: 'and from Samaria.'—2. נֵנֶסְגָּכֶ: preferable, with the absolute use of the verb; cf. cases vv. 3. כִּפְּר: the interpretation given above, following Ehrl., preserves the text, which has troubled critics; see Kit.—כו[ו]: נִפְלָת; other VSS as קִפְּר (צִפְּר with indirect translation), and so=ו.20; St. allows the possibility of קִפְּר, which indeed is fully supported by the argument of the period.—ותָּסוּ: for the impersonal verb in the fem. see GK §144, b, c, as used of natural phenomena; the same usage at large in Aram., see Nödl., Syr. Gram., §254, also in Arab., e.g., t̄bat, 'it was fine (weather)'; cf. also Note 19. 

24-17. The reign of Jehoiachin. || 2 Ch. 36, 10, Jer. 29, 1 Esd. 141-44 (13-46); cf. Ant., x, 6, 3; 7, 1.

8. Eighteen years old was Jehoiachin when he began to reign, and three months did he reign in Jerusalem. And his mother's name was Nehushta bath Elnathan of Jerusalem. 9. And he did what was evil in YHWH's eyes, like all that his father did. 10. At that time came up the officers [EVV servants] of Nebuchadnezzar king of Babylon to Jerusalem, and the city entered into siege. 11. And Nebuchadnezzar king of Babylon came against the city while his officers were besieging it; 12. and Jehoiachin king of Judah went out to the king of Babylon, he and his mother and his ministers [EVV servants] and captains and chamberlains [Heb. primarily eunuchs]. And the king of Babylon took him (prisoner) in the eighth year of his reign.

13. And he brought out thence all the treasures of the house of YHWH and the treasures of the king's house; and he cut up all the gold vessels which Solomon king of Israel had made, in the hall of YHWH, even as YHWH had said.

15. And he deported Jehoiachin to Babylon; and the
king’s mother and the king’s wives and his chamberlains and the nobles of the land he took off, a deportation from Jerusalem to Babylon.  

14. And he deported all Jerusalem and all the captains and all the trained men of the army, 10,000—a deportation—and all the artisans and smiths; there was none left except the humblest of the people of the land.  

16. and all the soldiers, 7000, and the artisans and the smiths, 1000 the whole number, trained soldiers, fighting men; and the king of Babylon brought them, a deportation, to Babylon.  

17. And the king of Babylon made his uncle Mattaniah king in his stead; and he (i.e., the k. of B.) changed his name to Sedekiah.  

V.8. The royal name has the Biblical variants ‘Jeconiah,’ ‘Coniah’; it appears as ‘Yochin’ on a local stamp of a royal ‘page’ of the king, and now, most recently, as ‘Yaukina king of Judah’ in a Babylonian inscription; see Note. VV.10.11. The siege was climaxed by the advent of Nebuchadnezzar for the surrender. V.12. The surrender (they went out) of the king and royal personnel is well illustrated by the Assyrian picture of the surrender of Lachish (see Comm. on 1814). The queen mother is included in Jeremiah’s dirge (22214.), and is pathetically referred to in 1318, while 29 is a repetition, with variation, of the present v. The v. concludes with the first dating according to an extra-Israelite imperial system, in the year of the conqueror, ‘the 8th of his reign.’ In Jer. 5228 this deportation is dated ‘in the 7th year’; the present dating follows the Jewish system of reckoning, that in Jer. the Babylonian, which regarded the fractional initial year as the res šarrūti, ‘beginning of the reign,’ a case of which is presented in 2527 (but see Note ad loc. for further discussion).  

VV.13-17. The most extensive criticism of this passage, following Thenius, Ewald (HI 4, 204), is that by Stade in ZAW 4 (1884), 271 ff. (with study of the deportation figures
for the several captivities); cf. Begrich’s summary agreement, Chronologie, 197. The critical display of the text given above may speak for itself. VV. 15, 17 are the straightforward sequence of vv. 8–12; it is the king and his court who are deported, the little state of Judah is left with an imperial appointee of the blood royal as king. V. 15 is repetitive with a brief list of the officials, plus the wives (!) of the young king. The substance of these vv. appears to be of archival origin with their interest confined to the court. V. 16, out of place where it stands, supplies definite information on the other deported classes, the military, and the artisan guilds, with at least modest figures. However a much smaller figure is given for this deportation in Jer. 52. 25, namely 3023, while of the figures there listed for the three captivities the sum total is only 4600. The latter figure doubtless refers only to men, so that a much higher figure is to be assumed for the total of souls; cf. the figure of 27,290 captives taken by Sargon from Samaria. The two remaining vv. are definitely secondary. V. 15 is out of place (‘brought out thence,’ with distant antecedent), and the account of the looting of all the treasures of temple and palace and of all Solomon’s gold vessels in the temple-hall, ‘according to the divine word,’ is an expansive summary. It possesses no doubt a basis of real fact, and Torrey well makes the point (Pseudo-Ezekiel, 104) that according to this statement the conqueror converted ‘into bullion’ the gold vessels, which therefore were not preserved intact as according to the tradition in 2 Ch. 36. 16, 18, Dan. 1. Below (25. 16) only minor gold and silver vessels are named in the final looting. V. 14 with its initial statement of the deportation of ‘all Jerusalem’ (the adjective critically omitted by δ) is extravagant, and the rest of the v. is a duplicate of v. 16 with a large round number for the military deportees, and a conclusion for the remnant in the land that duplicates 25. 12. Withal these additions have their contemporary interest. The military are variously referred to, with difficulty for English translation; the soldiers ( millennials) are paralleled with the trained men of the army (EVV mighty men of valour); for the latter see Comm. on 15. 20, where they are the upper class of landed estate, who like the knights of later Europe led forth their clans to war. The repetition in v. 16 of trained
soldiers ( Heb. gibbôrim), fighting men (Heb. makers of war—cf. the EVV for these terms) is quite supernumerary. A matter of sociological interest appears in the words translated artisans and smiths (the latter word of uncertain denotation); the nouns are in the collective singular, denoting guilds; see Causse, Du groupe ethnique, 40 ff., and the archaeologically based articles by I. Mendelsohn (see under Bibliography, xxviii). The parallel in Ch. and _CLUSTER защиты disputes the designation of Mattaniah as Jehoiachin’s uncle; see Note. For the change of name cf. the case of Jehoiakim, 2341.

8. '18 years': Ch., '8'; but n.b. the 'wives,' inf.—תִּיוֹתֵן; n.b. the variations: הַנְּחָנָה, Jer. 241, 284, 292, 1 Ch. 316.17, and הנחנתו, Jer. 2224.28. The royal name appears in three contemporary identical jar-handle stamps, two from Tell Beît-Mîrîm, one from Beth-Shemesh, with the text, 'Eliakim steward1 of Yochin'; see Albr., 'The Seal of Eliakim,' etc., JBL 51 (1932), 77 ff., and Diringer, IAE 126. Professor Albright also favoured the writer with copy of a communication he received from E. F. Weidner, reporting an Akk. inscription found in the royal palace in Babylon, later published by him in the Mélanges Dussaud, vol. 2. It details the payment of corn and oil to an encyclopaedic list of persons, including 'Yaukînu šarrû ša Yaḥudû.' Cf. the royal treatment subsequently given to the king acc. to 2527 ff. 2 In the form given here the name means 'Y. establishes'; cf. the name 'Yachin,' I. 721. The verb in the other two forms must be Kal, i.e., 'Y. exists,' with the mng. of the verb as in Phœn., Akk., Arab. Noth assumes (IP 202, n. 1) the root בָּט, 'to protect,' without good reason. Albr. proposes (JBL n. 13) as basis 'Yekenâhu,' with verb in Hif., 'Let Y. establish,' but without explanation of the verbal stem in the Biblical tradition, which is safer basis for etymology. There may well have been play upon the two verbal stems. Apart from a limited group of Gr. MSS (e.g., g h n x y, but not consistently) the Grr., also Ē, and Esd. v.43, by confusion with the preceding royal name, present the process Iωακείων—Iωακείμ, a confusion

1 So Albr., with extensive treatment of the word, as also in SAC 153; the word has generally been translated above with 'page,' or 'squire,' e.g., I. 2014.

2 P.S.—Dr. Albright's information was published by him in an extensive article, 'King Joiachin in Exile,' BA 1942, 49 ff., to which the reader is referred for a summary review of a most interesting lot of nearly 300 cuneiform tablets, stating the rations to captives and artisans from many peoples. Five sons of the king are named; cf. the seven assigned to him in 1 Ch. 317ff.
persisting in the Christian tradition; cf. Mt. 111, and see Rahlfs, SS 3, 115, 122, 123.—'3 months': Ch. +' and 10 days.'—אַלָּתְנָה: the name in the contemporary Lachish letter, no. 3.—10. פָּרָשָׁה: Kr. of the verb פָּרָשׁ (and so 12 MSS), as demanded; MSS Ken. 70, 176, de R. 539 om. the noun, and so all VSS exc. T V; St., Eiss. prefer the elision; but the v. notes the investment of the city, v. 11 the advent of Neb. for the surrender.—11. פָּרָשׁ to the city.'—GL reverses the two statements in the v.; see St., and Rahlfs, ib., 210.—12. [ם]גנָנָה: 13 MSS Ken., de R., 84, which is demanded, and so GL with προσ.—ץיא: Gr. MSS with pl. pron., ad sensum.—14. פָּרָשׁ: again the irregular consecration. —[ץיא]רֶשׁ: of Grr. only Hex. has (ץיאז) רֶשׁ.—ץיא: Kr. ציא = MSS.—unft: GL for the phrase, αἰχμαλωσιάν (rdg. the sing. with MS j) δικα χιλιάδες αἰχμαλωσίας (cf. סיה), i.e., with double interpretation of the word as noun and ppl.; GL has the noun = unfit, which is to be read. Jóuon (Mél., 5, 485) supports Kr., endeavouring to discriminate between the masc. and fem. of the ppl.—עֶשֶׁר: the unique noun only in the repetitions, v. 16, Jer. 24", 25; all VSS (exc. GL, which go their own way) as from the root ציא, 'to shut up': Grr., 'one who locks up,' and so T V, 'clusor,' Kimchi, 'locksmith' (Jastrow, Dict., s.v.); but such mngs. would stand for very petty guilds. EVV simplify with 'smiths' = GV FV, and so obtain good sense. The Arab. root sąjara, 'to roast in an oven,' is to be accepted for the mng., as of metal-smiths, in parallelism with the preceding guild of artisans, carpenters, and the like. This etymology may well explain the term ציא כט in I. 6", which is there translated with 'refined gold,' i.e., gold well smelted. The Arab. root has the primary mng. of 'to flow,' and this mng. appears for the same root in Heb. at Prov. 27", ציא in the same sense, 'in a day of downpour.' For further discussion see Then., The Commentaries of Graf and Giesebruch on Jer. 24; Then. and Graf accept Hitzig's ingenious suggestion, understanding ציא as ציא, and as parallel to ציא ציא ציא ציא ציא ציא ציא ציא ציא ציא ציא ציא ציא ציא ציא ציא ציא ציא ציא ציא ציא ציא ציא ציא ציא ציא ציא ציא ציא ציא ציא ציא ציא ציא ציא ציא ציא ציא צiat the phrase as ציא ציא only at 25" and parallel in Jer.—15. [ץיא]רֶשׁ ציא (many MSS), and so the Kt. in the same phrase at Eze. 17; for the word see Lexx., roots ציא ציא ציא ציא ציא ציא ציא צiat for a possible use of the word in the present sense in Phoen. see Harris, Gram., 77.—16. ציא: 'the sum total,' as at Ps. 14=52b Ps. 53.4.—17. ציא: ציא צiat appears in Lachish letter no. 1; J. A. Thomson cft. Bab. 'Mattaniama,' AASOR 86 (1943), 24 f.—דדו: for the various denotations of the noun see Lexx.; Jer. 25 makes the king definitely uncle of Jehoiachin; Eze. 17 refers to him indefinitely as 'one of the seed royal'; MS 70 om. (because of the dispute?); Ch., 'his brother,' but GL there, 'his father's brother,' and so in the royal genealogy, 1 Ch. 318. GL here (B A al.) יְבֵו, and so de R. 701; Sánda suggests that פָּרָשׁ is corruption of פָּרָשׁ; 1 Esd. om. See further Comm., 2331.
Ch. 24\textsuperscript{18}-ch. 25. The last days of the nation. \textit{Cf. Ant.}, x, 7, 2 ff. In addition to a moralizing summary in Ch. 36\textsuperscript{11-21} = I Esd. 1\textsuperscript{43ff.} (45ff.), this section is paralleled by two sections of Jeremiah. Jer. 52 is a duplicate, with often better text, omitting the Judæan revolt (Ki. 25\textsuperscript{22-26}—for which see below). The text of 25\textsuperscript{1-12} is the original of the evident insertion in Jer. 39, vv.\textsuperscript{1-10}. On the other hand Jer. 40\textsuperscript{7-41} is the basis of the brief summary contained here in vv.\textsuperscript{22-26}. The book, as also Jer. (52\textsuperscript{27}), originally concluded with the sombre statement (v.\textsuperscript{21b}), \textit{And Judah went into exile from off its land}. To this were added postscripts (\textit{cf.} the unique postscript in Jer. 52\textsuperscript{28-30}, with dates and census of the figures for the three captivities): (1) vv.\textsuperscript{22-26}, the anecdote of Gedaliah’s flight; (2) vv.\textsuperscript{27-30}, the imperial benevolence to Jehoiachin, dated 37 years after his captivity, \textit{i.e.}, ca. 560 B.C., and so terminus for the dating of the book. As a supplementary, but annalistically true statement, it gives an auspicious conclusion for the future with the note of the ‘lifting up of the head’ of the exiled king. \textit{Cf.} Ch. with its postscript, taken from Ezra 1, giving Cyrus’s proclamation of release.\textsuperscript{1}

The primary editor, to his terminus at 25\textsuperscript{21}, knows only his people’s sad history. He records nought of the international complications in which Sedekiah was involved, and of which the book of Jeremiah gives exposition.\textsuperscript{2} The Pharaoh-Necho

\textsuperscript{1} For the problem of the parallel narratives in Jer. see Commentaries on that book (in particular Cornill’s) and Introductions. The text of Ki. has been much mutilated, as the VSS prove. For the inner-Hebrew variations see Sperber, \textit{Hebrew . . . in Parallel Transmission}. The duplicates in Jer., for both Heb. and Gr., are presented fully in Vanutelli’s volume, and the parallelisms in English by Kent, \textit{SBOT}. For the Gr. text of the parallels in Jer. and its secondary origin see Olmstead, ‘Source Study and the Biblical Text,’ 1 ff. For an essay at precise dating see Albright’s presentation cited in the Bibliography in Int., § 16, and for the light thrown by the Lachish letters upon these last days of Judah, Gordon, \textit{The Living Past}, ch. 9.

\textsuperscript{2} For the contemporary history involved in the rise of the Neo-Babylonian Empire see Breasted, \textit{HE} ch. 28; Alt, \textit{Israel u. Aegypten}, 10 ff.; Hall, \textit{AHNE} ch. 12; Thompson, \textit{CAH} 3, ch. 10; Kittel, \textit{GVI} 2, §50; Olmstead, \textit{HPS} ch. 35; Meyer, \textit{GA} 3, 170 ff.; Robinson, \textit{HI} 1, 435 ff. For the citations in Josephus (\textit{Ant.}, x, 11, 1) and Eusebius from Berossos, Abydenos, Polyhistor, see Schnabel, \textit{Berossos}, 273 ff.
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of ch. 23 died in 594 B.C., and was succeeded by his son Psammetichos II, and he by Apries of the Greek tradition, the Hophra of Jer. 44\(^{30}\) (588–569 B.C.). The last-named king took aggressive action against Babylon with an attack upon Philistia by sea. In opposition Nebuchadnezzar, probably fearing a direct attack upon the Syrian coast, and following Necho’s example (23\(^{33}\)), established his military centre at Riblah (vv.\(^{6,\ 20f.}\)), and this notice has its correspondent in his inscription in the Wady Brisa in the Lebanon (Rogers, \(CP\) 365, Gressmann, \(ATB\) 1, 365). As Jeremiah shows, Sedekiah wavered in his allegiance, but finally declared for the pro-Egyptian party, and this brought upon him and his entourage, sacred and civil, the vengeance of his overlord. Our chronicler notes the exact dates of investment and capture of the city in Babylonian terms (vv.\(^{1-3}\)), the siege lasting from the royal 9th year, 10th month, 10th day, to the 11th year, 4th month, 9th day, i.e., from \(ca.\) January, 587 B.C., to \(ca.\) July, 586; cf. the further exact dating in v.\(^{8}\). The siege was one of starvation; the stout city might well have defied storming, and hence the final destruction of its walls (v.\(^{10}\)). Cf. Titus’s five months’ siege of the city. The minute details of the history, dates, events, personalities, vouch for the contemporary character of this notable document.

24\(^{18}\)-25\(^{7}\). The reign of Sedekiah. 18. The usual introductory data. 19-20a. The moral judgment, with reminiscence of v.\(^{3}\). 20b. the history begins with the opening of the final catastrophe: And Sedekiah rebelled against the king of Babylon. Ch. gives the blame to the perfidious king, whom “Nebuchadnezzar had sworn by God.” Ch. 25. 1. And it came to pass, in the ninth year of his reign, in the tenth month, on the tenth of the month, Nebuchadnezzar king of Babylon and all his army came against Jerusalem, and encamped against it, and built a siege-wall round about. The naming of the Babylonian king as present in the investment of the city is incorrect, at the most a formal expression; cf. Jer. 38\(^{17n}\), according to which surrender was to be made to ‘the king of Babylon’s princes,’ and that king was actually at Riblah (v.\(^{6}\)). 2. And the city entered into siege, up to the eleventh year of king Sedekiah.
Ki. = Jer. 52:6

3. (Jer. + in the fourth month) On the ninth of the month, and the famine was sore in the city, there was no food for the people of the land; 4a. and the city was breached.

The consecution in Ki. is impossible; there has been intruded a reference to the historical famine; cf. Jer. 37:21. The specification of the fourth month must be restored from the parallels; this datum fails here also in all VSS exc. א. For the later anniversary 'fast of the fourth month' and that of 'the fifth month' and two other ritual observances of the kind see Zech. 8:19; cf. Nowack, Arch., 2, 270; JE 5, 347 ff. The dating is after Babylonian fashion, from Nisan. 4b. And all the men of war [verb lacking, supplied by 4 MSS, ancient and modern VSS, e.g., EVV fled] by night by the gate between the double-walls [Heb. a dual], which was by the king's garden, while the Chaldeans were against the city round about; and he went out by the way of (i.e., to) the Arabah. 5. And the army of the Chaldeans pursued after the king and overtook him in the wastes of Jericho, all his army being scattered from him. With this are to be compared the parallels in Jer. 39:4-5a: And it came to pass that when Sedekiah king of Judah and all the men of war saw them [with extensive antecedent in v.5], that they fled, and went out by night from the city by the way of the king's garden, by the gate between the double-walls, and he went out by the way of the Arabah. And the army of the Chaldeans pursued after them, and overtook Sedekiah in the wastes of Jericho. Jer. 52:7 presents only the flight of the men of war, but v.8 centres on the king: The army of the Chaldeans pursued after the king, and overtook Sedekiah in the wastes of Jericho, all his army being scattered from him. The non-syntactical 'all the men of war' in v.4 is an evident intrusion from Jer. 52:7; the same intrusion has been made in Jer. 39. The original passage here was a reduction of the original longer form, and may once have simply read: And he [with antecedent understood] went out by way of the Arabah. And the army of the Chaldeans overtook him, etc. For location of the gate cf. Is. 22:11, "Ye made a basin between the double-walls";
the second wall was probably the circumvallation of the Siloam pool (see Smith, *Jerusalem* i, 225 f.). The king's garden appears in Neh. 315 as ' close by the wall of the pool of haš-šēlah,' i.e., Siloam. The king's flight from the SE point of the city, aiming for Jericho, was indeed ' through a desert,' as Josephus remarks. Cf. the alleged presage of this flight in Eze. 1214. For the wastes of Jericho cf. Josh. 413, etc. 6. And they seized the king, and brought him to the king of Babylon to Riblah. And he [so parallels in Jer., and also below; 𠄀 they] took process with him. 7. And Sedekiah's sons he slew before his eyes, and Sedekiah's eyes he blinded. And he fettered him in double-brass, and brought him to Babylon. The translation took process, the Heb., literally, spoke judgment, renders the Babylonian juristic phrase, dēna dabābu; cf. Jer. 121, where it is used of legal argument. Restoration in two cases of the sing. pronoun he is necessary, cf. v.21; judicially the penalty was the sovereign's action. The act of blinding captives appears in Assyrian reliefs; such mutilation destroyed the royal potency. For the king's captivity cf. Jer. 3424, with the note, "thy eyes shall behold the eyes of the king of Babylon," and Eze. 1213, according to which the king shall be brought to Babylon, "yet shall he not see it, although he shall die there."

Vv. 8–21. The end. The section is composite: vv. 8–12, the destruction of the city and the exile; vv. 13–17, an inventory of the temple brass and vessels carried off to Babylon; vv. 18–21, the extreme penalty visited on the leaders of the revolt, with repeated statement of the exile.

8. And in the fifth month, on the seventh of the month—that is the nineteenth year of king Nebuchadnezzar king of Babylon—came Nebusaradan, provost-marshal, minister of the king of Babylon, to Jerusalem. There is again a synchronism with Babylonian chronology, cf. 2412. The date is ca. July of 586 B.C. For variation of traditions as to the day-date see Note. For the title of Nabû-zēr-iddina (so the Akk. name), EVV ' chief of the guard ' (but at Gen. 3736 ג ' chief cook '), properly ' chief-executioner,' see the writer's note in Comm. on Daniel, 214. 9. And he burnt the house of YHWH and the king's house and all the houses of Jerusalem [𠄀 + the superfluous and ungrammatical clause, and every magnate's house he burnt with fire]. 10. And the walls of Jerusalem round about
[all] [secondary?] the Chaldaean army [H gloss, the provost-marshal's] broke down. 11. And the rest of the people that were left in the city, and the deserters, who had deserted to the king of Babylon [H + and the rest of the multitude], Nebuzaradan the provost-marshal took into exile. The several bracketed sections are superfluous; the last one has given rise to various interpretations; see Note. The comment on the deserters is of interest. 12. And of the humble-folk of the land the provost-marshal left some for vinedressers and 'husbandmen' [?]. For these classes cf. 2414. The mng. of the final term has only been guessed at; see Note.

VV.13-17. An intruded antiquarian but historical note, presenting a summary of the valuable metal loot taken by the Babylonians. V.13. The large pieces of brass they broke up and carried their brass to Babylon. V.14. The small brazen vessels they took away intact. V.15. The vessels of gold and silver the chief officer took charge of; these must have been small articles left over from the earlier looting (2413). VV.16. 17 are an added recapitulation based on I. 715ff.; for criticism, with parallel in Jer. 5217-23, see Notes.

VV.18-21a. The death-penalty inflicted upon selected Judaean notables. 18. And the provost-marshal took Seraiah the chief priest, and Zephaniah the priest of second rank, and the three threshold guardians; 19. and from the city he took one chamberlain, the one in command of the men of war; and five men of those who saw the king's face, who were found in the city; and the secretary of [so the genitive with Jer., and MSS and VSS here] the commander of the host, who mustered the people of the land; and sixty men of the people of the land, who were found in the city. 20. And Nebuzaradan the provost-marshal took them, and brought them to the king of Babylon to Riblah. 21a. And the king of Babylon smote them and slew them at Riblah in the land of Hamath. The summary punishment included, most exceptionally, the sacred personnel of the temple; apparently the hierarchy had led in the national cause. The three orders of the higher priesthood are presented as in 234, with the additional figure of three for the threshold-guardians, who, it may be assumed, were titularly in charge of the three temple gates (see Smith, Jerusalem, 2, 67, 257). The primate appears for the first time with the ancient title kōhēn hā-rōʾeś
(also in Ch., Ezra), as over against *hak-kōhēn hag-gādōl*, literally ‘the great priest’; see Comm. on 1211. For Seraiah’s genealogy see Comm., 224. The second class of the condemned consisted of officers of state. The word translated *chamberlain* (primarily *eunuch*) is now applied to a generalissimo; cf. the Assyrian military title *rab-saris* at 1817. Five courtiers are listed with a unique title, like the British ‘privy councillors.’ And an army adjutant appears in the person of a scribe/secretary, charged with military enrolment, a secretary of war in modern terms; the ‘scribe’ appears in the mustering of Barak’s forces, Jud. 514, for which see Moore, *ad loc.*, and cf. the translations in EVV. The third estate is that of *the people of the land*, the country gentry; see Comm. on 1117, and cf. Wiirthwein in his study there noted, p. 44; an exemplary number of these, *who were found in the city*, were included. The formality of the judgment, all according to law, appears in the transportation of the condemned to the royal assize at distant Riblah.

V.21b. The conclusion of the original book. Cf. the similar statement of the exile of North Israel, 1723b. Jer. 5228–30 adds a list of numbered exiles in Nebuchadnezzar’s several deportations; cf. the higher figure given in 2414. The term ‘exile’ is indeed a formal one; the autonomy and so the existence of the nation were destroyed by the deportation of the upper classes. See Torrey, *Pseudo-Ezekiel*, ch. 6, for drastic criticism of the tradition of a total exile, although his criticism of the statements in Ki. should be much modified. Cf. S. Spiegel’s rejoinder, ‘Ezekiel or Pseudo-Ezekiel,’ *HTR* 24 (1931), 245 ff. A very loose statement appears below, in v.26, to the effect that *all the people, both small and great*, fled to Egypt, but this must be interpreted as referring particularly to the rebellious band congregated about all *the army captains*. Notable is the contention of the archaeologist Albright, as against Torrey, based on his study of the ruined Judaean sites of this period, that there was a ‘complete devastation’ during the exile; see his *APB* 171 ff., and his article, ‘Recent Discoveries in Bible Lands,’ ch. 17. However devastation does not involve deportation of all the inhabitants, even as the figures for the exiles in Jer. 52 are small.

VV.22–26. The Judaean revolt; a postscript summary of
22. And as for the people that were left in the land of Judah, whom Nebuchadnezzar king of Babylon had left, he appointed a governor over them, Gedaliah ben Ahikam ben Shaphan. 23. And all the captains of the forces, they and "their men" [with Jer.; אֶת הַהֲנָנִי men], heard that the king of Babylon had appointed Gedaliah governor, and they came to Gedaliah to Mispah, even [אֶת and] Ishmael ben Nethaniah and Johanan ben Kareah and Seraiah ben Tanhumeth the Netophathite and Jaazaniah ben ham-Maachath, they and their men. 24. And Gedaliah took oath with them and their men, and said to them: Be not afraid of the officials [EVV servants] of the Chaldaens. Dwell in the land, and serve the king of Babylon, and so it will be well with you. 25. And it was in the seventh month, there came Ishmael ben Nethaniah ben Elishama, of the seed royal, and ten men with him, and they smote Gedaliah [אֶת and he died, not in Jer.] and the Judeans and Chaldeans that were with him at Mispah. 26. And all the people, both small and great, and the captains of the forces, rose up and came to Egypt, for they were afraid of the Chaldaens.

The Babylonian king as a wise statesman arranged for the proper administration of his new fief-land, and diplomatically appointed a Judean gentleman of high rank as his vizier, with seat at Mispah. But there remained a stiff-necked opposition to the new order of things, despite the fair promises given by their fellow-citizen, the new viceroy. It was the same spirit as that which animated the Maccabean revolt and later the one against Rome. Gedaliah's father Ahikam had interfered in behalf of Jeremiah at the beginning of Jehoiakim's reign (Jer. 26:24), and had earlier served on Josiah's commission of inquiry concerning the Book of the Law (22:12). The son was evidently a statesman of moderation, with the same attitude towards politics as Jeremiah's. Comparison with the present history may be made with conditions at the second destruction of the temple, when Josephus 'deserted' to the Roman cause, and was exposed to the danger of assassination at the hand of fanatics, e.g., his Vita, 48. Gedaliah was able to make a sworn settlement with some of the fugitive bands and their leaders that were still in defiance of the new régime. But he was attacked and murdered along with his entourage by a small party led by Ishmael,
the latter with very personal concern, being one of the royal family. This high-handed crime terrified the whole group, and they came to Egypt, a statement of Egyptian provenance, as the verb shows. For their subsequent history the Jeremianic biography is to be consulted. Archaeology has cast unexpected light on two of the persons involved. The seal 'of Gedaliah, Over-the-House,' doubtless the person named here, has been discovered at Lachish; see Starkey, ILN August, 1935, 241, S. H. Hooke, QS 1935, 195 ff., Diringer, IAE 257. Also the seal 'of Jaazaniah, servant of the king,' was discovered by Badé in 1932 at Tell en-Nasbeh; see his article on the find in ZAW 1933, 150 ff., and his Manual of Excavation in the Near East, ch. 17, also Diringer, ib., 181. The name also occurs on a seal published by Torrey in AASOR II–III (1922), 105. As the Notes show, several of the other names listed have contemporary illustration from seals, etc. For the identification of Mispah see Comm. on I. 1522.

VV. 27–30. The release and honouring of Jehoiachin. 27. And it was in the thirty-seventh year of the captivity of Jehoiachin king of Judah, in the twelfth month, on the twenty-seventh day of the month, that Evil-Merodach king of Babylon, in the year of his becoming king, lifted up the head (i.e., the person) of Jehoiachin king of Judah out of prison. 28. And he spoke kindly with him, and set his throne above the throne(s) of the kings who were with him in Babylon. 29. And he (Jehoiachin) changed his prison garments, and he ate bread before him (Evil-Merodach) continually all the days of his life. 30. And for his allowance, a continual allowance was given him on the part of the king, every day a portion, all the days of his life.

For this liberal treatment of the captive king, now corroborated by a Babylonian text, see Note to 248. The date is given by the editor in Babylonia in Babylonian terms; in the year of his becoming king apparently means the same as Akk. ina ūš šarrāti, generally interpreted as the initial portion of a year before the first full calendar year of the reign. A parallel appears in an Elephantine papyrus (Sachau, Pap. vi, Cowley, no. 6): "... in year 21 (i.e., of Xerxes), the beginning of the reign when king Artaxerxes sat on his throne," i.e., a double dating in throne-terms. But there is to be noted the
discussion by Albright, *JBL* 51 (1932), 101 f., who, following J. Lewy, maintains that the term refers to the first full year. The 37th year, according to Albright 561/560 B.C., which is the first royal calendar year, dates from 597/596. The reason for the new king's favour to Jehoiachin is obscure; political motives in his short and troubled reign may have been the cause. Amel-Marduk is described by Berossos as one "who reigned unrighteously and luxuriously"; he was assassinated 'after two years' by Nergal-šar-šur (560–556 B.C.), whose son and successor, Labâši-Marduk, was killed and succeeded by Nabû-na'id, the latter then confronted by Cyrus the Persian, the ultimate conqueror of the Babylonian realm (Berossos, cited by Josephus, *C. Ap.*., i, 20). This postscript reveals its dating; it was composed after Jehoiachin's death, but before the Persian conquest. The book is thus concluded with the theme of the continued dignity of the house of David, with what hope in mind we may only surmise.

Ch. 24. 18. הלא: A v. ה has, but א have.—20. הנשך: inf. constr., 'if' is demanded; see Note, 38.—Ch. 25. 1. הנשך: the same construction at 17, q.v.; MSS and Jer. 39, הנשך: A sherd of the 'ninth year,' presumably of Sedekiah, has been found at Lachish; see *PEQ* 1938, 254.—[תשרוי] הנשך: A 'the second,' rdg. דקאל as δεκατο, hence נ. 'the 12th'; but א י have.—[תשרוי]: absent in Jer.; most Gr. om. here; A 'on the 14th,' Ag. in א, 'the 11th;' a few MSS, e.g., x y, also א י.—4b. 5. See Comm. for criticism of the passage; rewritings can be attempted from the parallels in Jer. The lacuna of 'went out' in v. 4b was filled out not only by the VSS but also by 4 Heb. MSS: 93 168 insert ויק, 180 250 ויק: the persistence of the sing. (supported by ב א) points to the king as the original stated subject through the preceding passage; Jer. 52 has the pl., and so here 4 MSS.—נשך ביס: the absolute as at 24, varying with 'ם, as at v. 21.—6. הור: *G* און ו. וְנָוְנָוָה: 'the way to the west.'—6. הנשך: Jer. 39 and 52 א have ו, י have ו. 21. ו. 23. א have רועו: this verb and ו have, v. 7, are to be corrected to the sing. (with Gr. א, parallels in Jer.), as foll. י and ו have demand. Some MSS, Mich. read the last verb in v. 7 as pl.—י: very many MSS, Jer. ה.—8. הנשך: 3 MSS deR., א have *G* א (cf. Rahlfis, *SS* 3, 280, 291); Jer. 52 א have. The change to the '9th day' was due to the celebration of the 9th of Ab. Kimchi resolved the variation of dates by asserting that the enemy entered the city on the 7th, set fire to it on the 9th, the conflagration ceasing on the 10th. Jos. dates the
conflagration at the new moon of the 5th month.— נָאְוָיִם : the VSS bear early witness to the vocalization of ה. The alleged appearance of the name in the Eleph. papp. is to be denied; see Cowley, no. 9.— Aq., אַדָּג properly, ‘chief of the lictors’; other Grr., ἀρχιμαχειρος, ‘chief cook,’ as at Gen. 37:26, etc.; Jos., στρατηγὸς. A seal found at Tell el-Kheleifeh, earlier read as תַּלֶּה צֵדָה, is read by Albright as ‘תַּלֶּה הַמַּת (BASOR 71 [1938], 17).—Jer. 52, 5, תַּלֶּה הַמַּת מִכְפָּל and so Grr., אַדָּג here, but rdg. as though תַּלֶּה; but there is no reason for correction.— וְקִטֵּל : Jer. 52, הַמַּת אָמַר אַדָּג = Jer. 52, but rdg. וְקִטֵּל; Grr. (אַדָּג), ‘every house,’ exc. גל ‘every great house’; Jer. 39 lacks the gloss.— 10. ב א om. the v., exc. the final subject, נָאְוָיִם = Jer. 39, 52; all VSS, exc. תְּפִלָּה, as sing.— [תְּפִלָּה]: גל om.; prob. a gloss to תְּפִלָּה above, in agreement with Jer. 52.— נָאְוָיִם: Grr., Jer. 39 om.; Jer. 52, תַּלֶּה הַמַּת, and so many MSS here—אַדָּג, other VSS, EVV, etc.; but נָאְוָיִם is N. Israelite א, see Note, 611.— 11. ב א is followed by תַּלֶּה הַמַּת : Jer. 52, and so 5 MSS here, ‘תַּלֶּה הַמַּת’; the original may have been תַּלֶּה הַמַּת with ‘Babylon’ glossed in; Jer. simply, וְקִטֵּל, i.e., which, corrected to וְקִטֵּל, i.e., to the officer, is the simplest correction, with St.— נָאְוָיִם: Grr., exc. גל, τὸ λοιπὸν τὸν στρατηγὸν = אַדָּג, as from root א, and so= Jer. 52, but the noun treated not as ‘artisan,’ but as ‘reliability,’ as at Dt. 32:20; גל here—אַדָּג.— 12. מְלֹא תַּלֶּה הַמַּת: גל ת א = אַדָּג, as at 24:14.— מְלֹא ת א = Jer. 52, and so here BH (L), Walton, Ginsb.; Mich., Ken., Bár the Kt. — see extensive note in dar. on variants and edd. ג Hex. transiterate with γαβεὺς (so N al., cf. אַדָּג—B by error γαβεὺς), which would represent וְקִטֵּל; גל γεωργοῦς = אַדָּג; cf. translation and order in ת, ‘farmers and vinedressers.’ Jer. 39 gives an early perversion, מְלֹא ת א תַּלֶּה הַמַּת וְקִטֵּל, נָאְוָיִם. The word has not been explained.— 13. [א’] ת א: but ת א, inf., i.e., double rdgs.— For the pillars of brass, the bases, the sea of brass, cf. the summary, I. 714—14, which includes also the ten lavers, תַּלֶּה הַמַּת; this has been suggested for correction of נָאְוָיִם, since acc. to 16:17 the bases had disappeared; but the writer followed the original account.— 14. נָאְוָיִם: a combination of I. 714, 59, continued in v. 16 with תַּלֶּה הַמַּת תַּלֶּה הַמַּת. תַּלֶּה הַמַּת here corrects תַּלֶּה הַמַּת there. Jer. 52 adds five more items.— נָאְוָיִם: Grr. (exc. גל = אַדָּג) as sing., under influence of ת א, v. 15.— מְלֹא ת א מְלֹא ת א = Jer. 52Kr., correctly, i.e., ‘the pillars two, the sea one (piece),’ as in epigraphic accounts, and similarly in v. 19, ‘a chamberlain, one (person).’ Jer. has a plus of ‘the oxen twelve.’— נָאְוָיִם: the numeral to be corrected to ת א, with Jer. 52, cf. I. 718; such nouns may have been written with numeral strokes, as in the papp., and hence easily miswritten or misread; for the noun read גל, ת א, with many MSS, Kr., Jer. 52.— מְלֹא ת א : a gloss, parallel to ת א, with reminiscence of I. 718; it is basis of an expansion in Jer. 52.—
19. אֲמִל-אָמְרָאִים: Aramaism; Jer. 52, אֲמִל-אָמְרָאִיםändq=\text{Grr.}, in both cases by necessary rendering.—אֲמִל-אָמְרָאִים: Jer. 52, אֲמִל-אָמְרָאִים; Hex. MSS, N al., אֲמִל-אָמְרָאִים; Gr. MS x; Jer. 52, אֲמִל-אָמְרָאִים, and so 3 MSS here=אֲמִל-אָמְרָאִים; אֲמִל-אָמְרָאִים gives a preceding doublet, ת. אֲמִל-אָמְרָאִים. אֲמִל-אָמְרָאִים; בַּרְיָה a preceding doublet, ו. אֲמִל-אָמְרָאִים 'Sopher principem exercitus'; St. regards אֲמִל-אָמְרָאִים as a gloss; however in our ignorance of ancient officialdom criticism is arbitrary. See Comm.—אֲמִל-אָמְרָאִים: the Hif. here and in Jer. 52 is unique. Albr. finds the noun as a military title in the Cyprian inscr. freshly interpreted by him in BASOR 83 (1941), 14 ff.—אֲמִל-אָמְרָאִים: read אֲמִל-אָמְרָאִים with 12 MSS, Jer.—V., אֲמִל-אָמְרָאִים, to v. אֲמִל-אָמְרָאִים, fails in אֲמִל-אָמְרָאִים through loss of a page.—אֲמִל-אָמְרָאִים: read אֲמִל-אָמְרָאִים, as below, and with 1 MS, Grr., אֲמִל-אָמְרָאִים and Jer. 40. 4. MSS, Jer., אֲמִל-אָמְרָאִים: the conjunction is resumptive; the name Ishmael occurs on two seals, IAE 203, 210. אֲמִל-אָמְרָאִים: 2 MSS, Jer., אֲמִל-אָמְרָאִים, and so on seals, ib. 191, 192.—אֲמִל-אָמְרָאִים: the name אֲמִל-אָמְרָאִים on an Egyptian ostracon, Aimé-Giron, Textes araméens, no. 1.—אֲמִל-אָמְרָאִים: i.e., of Netophah near Bethlehem, Ezr. 222, Neh. 26, earlier identified with Beit-naṭṭīf, now by Alt and others with 'Ain en-Naṭṭīf, 5 miles S of Bethlehem; see Abel, GP 2, 399. Jer. prefixes אֲמִל-אָמְרָאִים: in a Lachish letter (Torchzyner, no. 1), as son of אֲמִל-אָמְרָאִים. 24. אֲמִל-אָמְרָאִים: 4 MSS, Jer., אֲמִל-אָמְרָאִים, and so here אֲמִל-אָמְרָאִים, but this requires foll. אֲמִל-אָמְרָאִים. St. would read אֲמִל-אָמְרָאִים, as at v. אֲמִל-אָמְרָאִים, cf. some VSS. אֲמִל-אָמְרָאִים has here πατροδόον, i.e., rdg. as פָּעַרְדֵּס, for which cf. פָּעַרְדֵּס, Eze. 19, etc.; see Joüon, Biblica, 17, 345 ff., on use of פָּעַרְדֵּס. אֲמִל-אָמְרָאִים: on seals, IAE 216, 257. אֲמִל-אָמְרָאִים: B אֲמִל-אָמְרָאִים om.—אֲמִל-אָמְרָאִים: B al. as sing.—אֲמִל-אָמְרָאִים: this interruption of the sequence of accusatives is to be omitted, with אֲמִל-אָמְרָאִים, Jer. 41 אֲמִל-אָמְרָאִים (Gr. 48). אֲמִל-אָמְרָאִים: 1 MS אֲמִל-אָמְרָאִים; Jer. 52, אֲמִל-אָמְרָאִים; Grr. there 'fourth' —so scribes vary!—אֲמִל-אָמְרָאִים: the technical phrase, 'to lift up the head,' cf. Gen. 18. 28. אֲמִל-אָמְרָאִים: for the prep. Jer., אֲמִל-אָמְרָאִים, which is preferable. For the technical phrase, 'to lift up the head,' cf. Gen. 18. 28. אֲמִל-אָמְרָאִים: for the prep. Jer., אֲמִל-אָמְרָאִים, which is preferable. For the technical phrase, 'to lift up the head,' cf. Gen. 18. 28. אֲמִל-אָמְרָאִים: for the prep. Jer., אֲמִל-אָמְרָאִים, which is preferable. For the technical phrase, 'to lift up the head,' cf. Gen. 18. 28. אֲמִל-אָמְרָאִים: for the prep. Jer., אֲמִל-אָמְרָאִים, which is preferable. For the technical phrase, 'to lift up the head,' cf. Gen. 18. 28. אֲמִל-אָמְרָאִים: for the prep. Jer., אֲמִל-אָמְרָאִים, which is preferable. For the technical phrase, 'to lift up the head,' cf. Gen. 18. 28.
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I. SELECT VOCABULARY OF HEBREW WORDS AND PHRASES

אָבֶּה, 263.
אָוִּי, 406.
בְּרָהַג, 569.
כּוֹנֵי, 334.
דִּבְרֵי, 111.
הָיָּה, 512.
בָּאַל, 308.
בָּאַל-זֶבּוּב, 349.
בָּלָדָן, 509, 512.
בָּתָשְּפֶהָ, 84.
בֵּאֵל-זֶבּוּב, 349.
בֵּרוֹדַא-בָּלַדָּן, 509.
בְּתֶ-אֵל, 475, 476.
בְּוַאַז, 170, 171.
בְּרָ, 383.
בְּרָה, 372.
בְּרָאש, 456.
בְּרָנָ, 246.
גֶּבֶרְרָה, 267, 274.
גֶּדֶּלְיָהוּ, 566.
גְּדוֹר, 263.
גָּוָּא, 81.
גָּוָּאָה, 463.
גָּוָּר, 388.
גָּוָּרָה, 317.
גָּוָּר, 245, 280, 281.
גָּוָּר, 244, 280.
גָּוָּר, 456.
גָּוָּר, 132.
גֶּבֶרְרָה, apposition of thing and material, 463.
גָּוָּר, 389.
גָּוָּר, 539.
גָּוָּר, 383.
גָּוָּר, 191, 192, 291.
גָּוָּר, 272.
גָּוָּר, 289.
גָּוָּר, 124.
גָּוָּר, 371, 372.
גָּוָּר, 138.
גָּוָּר, 527.

אֱלֵי, 378.
אֶנָּב, 273.
אָפָּב, 273.
דִּיק, 244; cf. דָּכ.
דִּיק, 479, 506.
דִּיק, 479, 506.
דִּיק, 522; יְב, 520.
דִּיק, 215.
דּוֹאָל, 463.
דּוֹאָל, 230.
דּוֹאָל, 247.
דּוֹאָל, 335.
דּוֹאָל, 291.
דּוֹאָל, 291.
דּוֹאָל, 159.
דּוֹאָל, 132.
דּוֹאָל, 113–15, 118.
דּוֹאָל, 552.
דּוֹאָל, 569.
דּוֹאָל, 425.
דּוֹאָל, 522.
דּוֹאָל, 98.
דּוֹאָל, 370.
דּוֹאָל, 378.
דּוֹאָל, 132.
דּוֹאָל, 100.
דּוֹאָל, 290.
דּוֹאָל, 289.
דּוֹאָל, 462.
דּוֹאָל, 98, 258, 504, 512, 568.
דּוֹאָל, 413.
דּוֹאָל, 280.
דּוֹאָל, 328.
דּוֹאָל, 527.
דּוֹאָל, 476.
דּוֹאָל, 476, 498, 499.
דּוֹאָל, 204.
דּוֹאָל, 196.
דּוֹאָל, 476.
דּוֹאָל, 476.
דּוֹאָל, 233, 268, 275, 300, 411, 469, 530.
דּוֹאָל, 474–6.
דּוֹאָל, 475.
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| א, 330. |
| או, 352. |
| היום, 86. |
| הָבָל, 527. |
| הָנָה, 551. |
| הָנָה, 202. |
| חַ, 478. |
| חֶשֶׁת, 454. |
| חֶשֶׁת, 503. |
| חֶשֶׁת, 454. |
| הר, 86. |
| הַר, 365, 593. |
| הַנָּר, 522. |
| הַנָּר, 527. |
| הַנָּר, 380. |
| הַנָּר, 388, 502. |
| הַנָּר, 503. |
| הַנָּר, 243. |
| הַנָּר, 349. |
| הַנָּר, 281. |
| הַנָּר, 513. |
| הַנָּר, 569; cf. Jaazaniahu, 566. |
| הַנָּר, 504. |
| הַנָּר, 526. |
| הַנָּר, 426. |
| הַנָּר, 404. |
| הַנָּר, 431. |
| הַנָּר, 557. |
| הַנָּר, 552. |
| הַנָּר, 414. |
| הַנָּר, 433. |
| הַנָּר, 569. |
| הַנָּר, conjunction of time, 397. |
| הַנָּר, 522. |
| הַנָּר, 319. |
| הַנָּר, 311. |
| הַנָּר, 155. |
| הַנָּר, 156. |
| הַנָּר, 404. |
| הַנָּר, 535. |
| הַנָּר, 535. |
| הַנָּר, 148. |
| הַנָּר, 309. |
| הַנָּר, 521. |
| הַנָּר, 558. |
| הַנָּר, 179. |
| הַנָּר, 474. |
| הַנָּר, 404. |
| הַנָּר, 265. |
| הַנָּר, 231. |
| הַנָּר, 406; cf. burden, 402. |
| הַנָּר, 540. |
| הַנָּר, 540. |
| הַנָּר, 271. |
| מַסֶּבַּה, 419. |
| מַסֶּבַּה, 268, 358; מַסֶּבַּה, 535. |
| מַסֶּבַּה, 362. |
| מָלָכּ, 526. |
| דָּוָא, 232, 233. |
| דָּוָא, 333. |
| דָּוָא, 479. |
| דָּוָא, 425. |
| דָּוָא, 478. |
| דָּוָא, 247. |
| דָּוָא, 501; cf. Nehushtan, 481, 500. |
| דָּוָא, 404. |
| דָּוָא, 424. |
| דָּוָא, 506. |
| דָּוָא, 202. |
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sèdek, 197.
siyyûn, 535.
sûr, 430.

بوت, נ, 371.
שוכ (moth), 505
בֵּן, 440

שִׁבְט בֶּר, 568.
רֵאש בֶּר, 501.
לֹא, 357.
מְדִיר, 553.
מְגָּם, 248.
בֶּר, 405.
אֵש, תָּשָׁר, 357.
בֶּר, 317.

כ, 382.
בֶּשָׁב, 351.
בֶּשָׁב, 501, 502.
בֶּשָׁב, תָּשָׁר, 505, 538.
בֶּשָׁר, 425.
בֶּשָׁב, 230.
בֶּשָׁר, 245; cf. Satan, 246.
בֶּשָׁר, 310.
בֶּשָׁר, 310.
בֶּשָׁר, 271, 502.
בֶּשָׁר, 357.
בֶּשָׁר, 179.
לה, Hiphil, 456.
בֶּשָׁר, 215, 527.
בֶּשָׁר, 84.
בֶּשָׁר, 290.
בֶּשָׁר, 477, 569.
בֶּשָׁר, 124.
בֶּשָׁר, 390.
בֶּשָׁר, 405.
בֶּשָׁר, 147.
בֶּשָׁר, 118.
Shaphan, 524, 527.
Shiloah, 511.

רֶוֹת, 229.
שְׂמַע, 527.
שְׂמַע, 527.
שְׂמַע, 569.
שְׂמַע, 311.
שְׂמַע, 539; cf. Topheth, 532.
שְׂמַע, 527.
שְׂמַע, 503.
שְׂמַע, 474.
שְׂמַע, 328.

לֹא, 213.
לֹא, 371.
לֹא, 389.
לֹא, 231.
לֹא, 569.
lbhz (Nibhaz), 474.
nôkhêd, 359.

לֹא, 477.
לֹא, 383.
לֹא, 184.
לֹא, 479.
לֹא, 501.
sibbêh, 250.

לֹא, (of Baal), 415.
לֹא, 569.
לֹא, 138.
לֹא, 425.
לֹא, 478.
לֹא, 527.
לֹא, 347.
לֹא, 271.
לֹא, 477.
לֹא, 346; cf. 477.
לֹא, 371.
לֹא, 425.
לֹא, 165.
לֹא, 271.
לֹא, 330; 'celebrate,' 476.
לֹא, 245.
לֹא, 371.
לֹא, 474, 475.
lam hâ'-âres, 422, 423.
'nn, 520.
'Ashtart, 233, 474, 475.

לֹא, 553.
לֹא, 230.
לֹא, 229, 230.
לֹא, 85.
לֹא, 132, 310.
לֹא, Hothpaal, 328.
לֹא, 539.
לֹא, 82, 83, 327.
Peléthim, 78.
piskah, 264, 352, 495, 503.
pâk, 493.

לֹא, 414.
לֹא, 97.
לֹא, 406.
לֹא, apposition of material, 365.
II. INDEX OF PLACES TREATED WITH ARCHAEOLOGICAL COMMENT

Abel-beth-Maachah, 278.
Adam, Adamah, 182.
Aphek, 324, 328.
Arubboth, 123.
Awwa, 472.

Baalath, 206.
Baal-shalisha, 370.
Ben-Hinnom, 532.
Beth-eked, 409.
Bethel, 257.
Beth-haggan, 402.
Beth-horon, 207.
Beth-shean, 119.
Beth-shemesh, 441.

Carmel, 300.
Cherith, 294.
Corner Gate, 441.

Dan, 278.
David's City, 90, 102.
double-walls, 561, 562.
Dragon Spring, 74.

Elisha's Spring, 355.
Eloth, 211, 212.
En-rogel, 73.
Entrance of Hamath, 200, 443.
Ephraim Gate, 441.
Esyon-geber, 211, 212, 270.

Gath, 430, 431.
Gaza, 129.
Gibeath, 276.
Gibeon, 104.
Gilgal, 353.
Gozan, 467.
Gur, 402.

Habor, 467.
Halah, 407.
Hamath, 200, 443.

Hasor, 206, 207.
Horeb, 313.
Horses' Gate, 422.
Iwwah, 472.
Iyon, 277.

Janoah, 451, 452.
Jehoshaphat, Valley of, 530.
Jericho, 287, 355.
Jezreel, 330.
Jibleam, 402.
Job's Well, 73, 74.

Kadytis, 537.
Kebul (Cabul), 205, 213.
Kedesh, 452.
Kidron, 530, 531.
king's garden, 562.
Kinneroth, 278.
Kir-hareseth, 263.
Kir-heres, 363.
Kue, 227, 459.
Kuthah, 472.

Lachish, 442.
Libnah, 396; cf. 398.

Maon, 239.
Megiddo, 207, 226, 270, 511, 537.
Midian, 246.
Migdol, 537.
Millo, 206, 243; cf. Kibon, 247.
Mispah, 276.
Musri, 227, 228.

Netophah, 569.

Ophir, 212.

Paran, 239.
Penuel, 254.
Petra, 439, 440.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Place</th>
<th>Reference</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Ramah</td>
<td>276</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ramoth-Gilead</td>
<td>120, 337</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reseph</td>
<td>492</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rihlah</td>
<td>550</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rock</td>
<td>439</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sair</td>
<td>396; <em>cf.</em> 398</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Samaria</td>
<td>285, 341</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sarephath</td>
<td>294; <em>cf.</em> 297</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sarethah</td>
<td>120, 182</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sepharwaim</td>
<td>472</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Şerêdâh</td>
<td>242</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shechem</td>
<td>249, 250</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Siloam</td>
<td>511, 562</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sinai</td>
<td>313</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Socho</td>
<td>123</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Steppe</td>
<td>95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Succoth</td>
<td>182</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tadmor</td>
<td>208</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tarshish</td>
<td>223</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tell el-Êkedah</td>
<td>207</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tiphseah</td>
<td>449, 450</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tiphseah-Thapsacus</td>
<td>129</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tirsah</td>
<td>281</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tishbe</td>
<td>293</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tuleilat el-Ghassûl</td>
<td>182</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Upper Pool</td>
<td>486, 487</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vale of Ben-Hinnom</td>
<td>532</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Valley of Salt</td>
<td>439</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yânâhab</td>
<td>452</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ya‘ûdi</td>
<td>447</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yôtebah</td>
<td>521</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Montgomery, J. A.
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